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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adhikaraṇa</th>
<th>Introduction</th>
<th>&quot;What subserves the purposes of Man&quot; and &quot;What subserves the purposes of Action&quot;—defined</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Things like the Milking Vessel do not subserve the purposes of Action</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acquiring of Property subserves the purpose of Man</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prajāpati-Vrata subserves the purpose of Man</td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sacrificial Implements are mentioned only by way of reference</td>
<td>711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Due significance attaches to the Singular Number</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significance attaches to Gender</td>
<td>717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Complementary Details bring about transcendental Results</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction to main subject-matter of Adhyāya</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Securing of Curdled Bits is the motive behind the act of putting curds into hot milk</td>
<td>727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'Steps of the Cow' is not the motive behind the act of 'bringing in the cow'</td>
<td>728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'Winnowing of Husks' is not the motive behind Potsherds</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'Dung' and 'Blood' are not the motive behind the bringing in of the Animal</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Śvistakrit offering is not the motive for cake-making</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In connection with Abhijhāraṇa, there need be no 'Remnant' or 'another vessel'</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'Bringing in' is the motive for securing Clarified Butter</td>
<td>739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clarified Butter in the Upabhīṭ—used at the Prājājas and Ānyājīyas</td>
<td>743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meaning of the pouring of Clarified Butter into the Upabhīṭ</td>
<td>748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tr>
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<td>1395</td>
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<td>(5)</td>
<td>'Dareihoma is an independent Act</td>
<td>1398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADHYÄYA IV.

PÄDA 1.

ADHIKARANA (1): Introduction.

SŪTRA (1).

Next then an enquiry into 'what subserves the purposes of Man' and 'what subserves the purposes of an Action'.

[After the 'Principal' and 'Subsidiary' character of actions has been discussed, we proceed to consider the question of 'Prayukti', Motive, the question dealt with being—What is it that affords the occasion of a certain action? What is it for whose accomplishment an action is to be performed, or a thing brought into use?—This question follows upon the preceding Adhyäya, because as a rule, it is the Principal Action that incites, and provides an occasion for, the Subsidiary. There are some actions however for which the sole motive, or inciting cause, is afforded by the desirable result expected to follow from it; while there are others, not directly accomplishing anything desired by the Agent, which are yet performed for the purpose of helping in the fulfilment of some other action which latter accomplishes something desired by the Agent. Hence the question of the 'Motive' of an action necessarily turns upon the question as to whether the Action by itself fulfills something desired by the Agent, or something in connection with another action; in the former case it would be 'Purusañärtha', 'subserving the purposes of Man', and in the latter 'Krtañärtha', 'subserving the purposes of an Action'. For this reason, before proceeding with the main question of 'Motive' (which is the real subject-matter of Adhyäya IV, as clearly stated by Bhäsya under 5. 1. 1), it becomes necessary to enquire what is 'Purusañärtha' and what is 'Krtañärtha'. This latter matter is connected with, and may be regarded as a supplementary to, Adhyäya III, and yet as an Introduction to Adhyäya IV. The treatment of this subject goes up to Sūtra 4. 1. 29, after which the Bhäsya (on 4. 1. 21) says—'Aṣṭāṅgadeśa tṛtiyāvṛttiḥ', 'The subject-matter of the Third Adhyäya is finished.'—Prabhãvikramādipāla, pp. 196-197.]

Bhäṣya.

Under Adhyäya III it has been explained in what manner the Subsidiary is to be performed, on the basis of Direct Assertion, Indicative Power, Syntactical Connection, Context, Order (or Position), and Name. We now proceed to consider 'what subserves the purposes of Man' and 'what subserves the purposes of an Action';—i.e. what is it that which is to be regarded as 'subserving the purposes of Man'? and what is that which is to be regarded as 'subserving the purposes of an Action'?—Even discussions (that we are going to have) regarding such subjects as the 'instigator' and 'non-instigator', 'the injunction of results' and 'Declaratory statements', 'Subsidiary' and 'Principal', resolve themselves into an enquiry
regarding 'what subserves the purposes of Man' and 'what subserves the purposes of an Action'.—"How so?"—Well, as a matter of fact, a Subsidiary (helping in the fulfilment of the Principal) subserves the purposes of an Action, —while the 'Principal' (helping directly to bring about the result desired by the performer) subserves the purposes of Man; similarly an 'Injunction of Results' (serving to incite the man to activity) subserves the purposes of Man, while the 'Declaratory statement' (serving to attract the Agent to the performance of the Action) subserves the purposes of an Action,—as regards ‘instigators’, some of them subserve the purposes of Man, while of the 'non-instigators', some—[this has to be added here also, says Tantraratna, because certain non-instigators also, like the milking vessel, subserve the purposes of Man]—subserve the purposes of Action.—It is for all these reasons that we have the statement in the Sūtra that, there is now going to be an enquiry into 'what subserves the purposes of an Action' and 'what subserves the purposes of Man'.

Of this Sūtra, the first two terms, 'atha' ('next') and 'atah' ('then') have been already explained under the First Sūtra of the First Adhyāya; in the present context, the term 'next' is in reference to the Adhyāya that has dealt with the use of 'Subsidiaries' (i.e. Adhyāya III); and the term 'then' introduces the particular enquiry relating to 'what subserves the purposes of Man' and 'what subserves the purposes of Action'. That which is done for the purpose of the action is said to 'subserve the purposes of actions', and that which is done for the purpose of Man is said to 'subserve the purposes of Man'. The term 'jijñāsā' ('Enquiry') also has been explained under Sūtra 1 of Adhyāya I, as standing for the 'desire to know'.

Thus then the present Sūtra serves the purpose of stating the subject of enquiry.
ADHIKARAŅA (2): The definition of 'what subserves the purposes of Man' and of 'what subserves the purposes of an Action'.

SŪTRA (2).

[WHAT SUBSERVES THE PURPOSES OF MAN'] IS THAT UPON WHICH FOLLOWS THE HAPPINESS OF MAN; BECAUSE ITS UNDERTAKING IS DUE TO THE MAN'S DESIRE TO OBTAIN HAPPINESS, AND [THE 'MAN'S PURPOSE'] IS NOT DIFFERENT [FROM HAPPINESS].

Bhāṣya.

The question now arises—What is that 'which subserves the purposes of Action'? and what is that 'which subserves the purposes of Man'?—It is necessary to supply the definition of these; as by means of definition, comprehension becomes easier; if the teaching were carried on by pointing to each individual act [as 'this act subserves the purposes of man', 'this act subserves the purposes of action', and so on, with each individual act], it would be a very tedious affair. Hence the Sūtra has supplied the definition—that upon which follows the happiness of Man,—i.e. on the accomplishment of which Man's happiness comes about,—that act is one 'which subserves the purposes of Man'.—"Why so?"—Because its undertaking is due to the Man's desire to obtain happiness,—and not to (mere) scriptural injunction; while the undertaking of what 'subserves the purposes of Action' is due entirely to the scriptural injunction, not to any other thing.—Further, the man's purpose is not anything different from Happiness. Thus it comes to this that, whatever brings happiness to Man is what 'subserves the purposes of Man'.

'What subserves the purposes of Man' having been thus defined, it follows that 'what subserves the purposes of Action' is that which is of a kind other than the one just described [i.e. the undertaking whereof is due to scriptural injunction, not to the man's desire to obtain happiness].—

['Puruṣārtha' is that which a man ordinarily undertakes entirely for the purpose of obtaining a reward in the shape of Happiness; 'Kṛtevaṁcika' is that which helps in the accomplishment of the Puruṣārtha act, and does not bring any reward by itself.—There are some acts which are neither Puruṣārtha nor Kṛtevaṁcika; such as Fire-laying and Vedic Study—says Tattvā ratna (p. 10).—But certainly both these are needed for—and therefore—helpful in the performance of acts bringing about results desired by man. Without Fire-laying and Vedic Study, there could be no performance of sacrifices.]
ADHIKARANA (2A): Things like the 'Milking Vessel' are not to be taken as 'subserving the purposes of Action'.

Sūtra (2)—[as above].

bhāṣya.

The Sūtra (2) may also be explained in the following manner (embodying a separate Adhikarana dealing with special instances of 'Krutvartha' and 'Puruṣārtha' details).

In connection with the Darśa-Puṇyamāsa, we meet with the following texts—(a) "Anatīḍṛṣṭāṃ strāṇaḥ, anatīḍṛṣṭasyaśeṣaṃ praṇayā pashubhik karo!" [He spreads the grass upon the altar so that it is not seen; then the altar so surrounds the sacrificer with offspring and cattle that he is not seen'] (Taitti. Śam. 2. 6. 5. 2);—(b) "Āhāryapūriṣāṃ pashukāmaṇe vēdāṃ kuryāt" ['For one desiring cattle, he should construct the altar in such a manner that dust may be taken out of it'];—(c) "Vatipūriṣāṃ pashukāmaṇe vēdāṃ kuryāt" ['For one desiring cattle, he should make the sweeping brush in the shape of the calf's knee'];—(d) "Godāhanānaṃ pashukāmaṇe praṇayāt" ['For one desiring cattle, he should fetch water in a milking vessel'].

In regard to these, there arises the question—Details like these laid down in these texts—do they subserv the purposes of Action or of Man?

The Pārāśākara view is as follows:—"Details like these subserve the purposes of the Action. —How? —The help that they render to the sacrificial performance is quite perceptible;—for instance, the taking up of the dust and the spreading of grass over the altar, which tend to embellish the altar, and as such come within the definition of 'śēṣa' (auxiliary, subsidiary) as 'that which embellishes the substances, is a śēṣa—according to Bādari' (Śūtra 3. 1. 3).—From this it follows that the details in question are to be taken as 'subserving the purposes of the action (sacrifice)'."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta—That upon which follows the happiness of man is what is to be regarded as 'subserving the purposes of Man'; happiness follows from the details in question;—hence it follows that they should be regarded as 'subserving the purposes of Man'.—"It has already been pointed out that we actually see that they render visible help to the sacrifice (action)."—Our answer to that is that it is true we actually see it; but that help does not follow the details as laid down for the purpose of rendering that help; that is, these details are found to have been enjoined for the purpose of bringing about certain results desired by man [and not for the purpose of rendering any help to the sacrifice: if they render any such help, it is only incidentally that they do so]. And one thing is an auxiliary or subsidiary to another, not because it helps it, but because it is enjoined as being for the purpose of that other thing: this is what has been explained under the Sūtra—"One thing is an auxiliary to another, because it serves its purpose' (Śū. 3. 1. 2).
ADHIKARANA (2B): The ‘Acquiring of Property’ should be regarded as ‘subserving the purposes of Man’.

Sôtra. (2).—[as before].

Bhâsya.

The Acquiring of Property is the subject-matter of this Adhikarana. Several modes of acquiring wealth are found to have been enjoined.—For the Brâhmaṇa, by means of Receiving Gifts [officiating at Sacrifices and Teaching]; for the Ksatriya, by means of Conquest and the like; and for the Vaishya, by means of Agriculture and the rest.

In regard to this Acquiring of Wealth, there arises the question—Is this Acquiring of Property to be taken as ‘subserving the purposes of Action’? or as ‘subserving the purposes of Man’?

The Pârvavapaksa view on this question is as follows:—”It should be regarded as ‘subserving the purposes of Action’, because of the restriction (as to the modes of acquiring it). If it were meant to ‘subserve the purposes of Man’, any such restrictions would be meaningless; because it is a perceptible fact that Property brings happiness to man, whether it is acquired according to rule or not according to rule. Hence we conclude that it must be taken as ‘subserving the purposes of Action’;—and here we find these rules to be ‘syntactically connected’ (i.e. taken along) with those Vedic texts which speak of desirable results following from the actions (sacrifices); while, in the other case (in the event of the rules being taken as subserving the purposes of Man) it would be necessary to construe the rule with some assumed sentence speaking of results (following from the observance of the rules).—We have texts also (which are indicative of the fact of the Acquiring of Wealth subserving the purposes of Action)—e.g.: (a) “Agniḥ kṣāmavat puruṣasāhasāśākṣāpālam nivraptā, Yasyāśuddhām yatvat gurvan dhūtā” [‘To Agni-Kṣāmavat he should offer the cake baked on eight pans, if the Agni happen to burn the house of the man who laid the Fire’] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 2. 2. 4-5);—(b) “Yasna hrinnam nachyāt āgniyaḥ dhīni nivraptā” [‘If man lose gold and other things, he should make the Āgniya and other offerings’] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 3. 2. 5); and so forth,—all these are laid down as to be done when there is loss of wealth; and all this could be regarded as subserving the Action (of sacrifice) only if the acquiring of wealth were for subserving the purposes of Action and then there were some relationship between the Wealth and the Action. On the other hand [if the acquiring of wealth were for subserving the purposes of Man], as there would be no relationship between the Wealth and the Action, the fact that the acts laid down in the indicative texts just quoted are helpful to the sacrifices concerned could be only inferred; and it would also be necessary to assume some result as following from these acts. Thus then it follows that the acquiring of wealth which is supported by the injunction of ‘sacrificing’;—and without which the performance of the sacrifice could not be
accomplished,—must be taken up by (regarded as connected with) the injunction of the sacrifice. From all this we conclude that the 
acquiring of wealth subserves the purposes of the Sacrifice.

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—The acquiring of wealth should be taken as ‘suberving the interests of Man’. As a matter of fact, the act of acquiring wealth is such that when it is done it brings happiness to the Man; hence the undertaking of the act is due to the man’s desire for happiness,—i.e. for the maintenance of his body; when a man’s body is maintained, it already shows that he has wealth or property;—the sacrifice also is enjoined for one who has his body;—and it is in this sense that the performance of sacrifices is laid down for one who has wealth or property; it is not necessary that the acquiring of wealth should be included in the Vedie Injunction (of the Sacrifice); as even without the word expressive of acquiring wealth being there in the Injunction, the sacrifice comes to be performed all the same (if the performer happens to possess the requisite wealth).—From all this it follows that the acquiring of wealth subserves the purposes of Man.

Further, if the acquiring of wealth were held to be declared by the scriptures as ‘suberving the interests of sacrifices’, then the wealth so acquired could not be used for any other purpose; and this would put an end to all sacrificial acts [on account of the man’s death which would come about by reason of his not using his wealth for the maintenance of his body—says Tūfikā].

Again [if the acquiring of wealth subserved the purpose of actions] every act would have to be begun with the acquiring of wealth (required for the purpose of that act); and in that case, there could be no possibility of the contingency spoken of in the following text—‘Api vā svargyā lokāt chhidyāt yo darshāprāṇamāsāyéjī son amāṇāyaṁ vi pūrṇamāsām va atipāyaṁ tayāt’ (Tattī. San. 2. 2. 5. 4) (‘If a performer of the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsā omits to perform in time the Amāṇāya or the Pūrṇamāsā sacrifice, he becomes cut off from the heavenly regions’). [Because the only circumstance in which a man can omit a sacrifice is when he has not the requisite wealth; this contingency could never be possible when every sacrifice would have to be begun with the acquiring of wealth.]—Such being the case [in order to avoid this absurdity], it will be necessary for the Opponent to hold that the acquiring of wealth (for the performing of a sacrifice) would be done at a time other than that of the said performance itself; and in that case, being something extraneous to the performance, it could not be helpful to the performance.—Nor could the acquiring of wealth (for all sacrifices) be taken as to be done once for all at a particular time (apart from the performance of any sacrifice), just as the Laying of Fire is done once for all [and in this Fire all sacrifices are offered]. The cases are not analogous; because in the first place, in regard to the Fire-laying, we have the distinct Injunction that ‘Fire should be laid in the spring’ [while there is no injunction of time regarding the acquiring of wealth];—and secondly, Fire-laying is not an auxiliary (to any sacrifice at all).

As regards the argument that—‘if the acquiring of wealth were taken
as subserving the purposes of Man, then the texts laying down the rules regarding the modes of acquiring wealth would be meaningless."—our answer is as follows:—what you urge cannot set aside the fact that the acquiring of wealth subserves the purposes of man; as this fact is directly perceptible, while what you urge is an indirect reasoning; and indirect reasoning cannot set aside direct perception. Hence, by reason of the rules laid down, we might well assume an unseen (transcendental) result to follow from the adopting of those rules and restrictions; but we cannot set aside what is actually seen.—From all this it follows that the acquiring of wealth is for the purpose of bringing about that happiness which is the purpose of Man. Such being the case, when one has to perform a sacrifice with Viśeṣa corn, he may do it with the corn that he has acquired for his happiness, or with that which he has acquired for the purpose of performing the sacrifice.—it makes no difference; as the corn acquired for one's happiness is also Corn; and that acquired for the purpose of performing the sacrifice is also Corn. Hence it is not necessary for the acquiring of wealth to be included in the injunction of the performance of the sacrifice.

As for the argument that—"in the Siddhānta the rule regarding the methods of acquiring wealth would have to be taken along with assumed sentences having no bearing upon the context, while in the Pūrva-pakṣa, the rules are taken along with the directly perceptible injunction of the sacrificial performance"—this does not affect our position at all; in our view also the rule is connected with the perceptible act of enjoying the wealth, not with any assumed mention of results.—"But how then do you know that the following of the rule brings about an unseen transcendental result?"—It is known exactly as in your case.—"In our view, the rule is taken along with a statement of results and hence it is understood that it helps an act leading to desirable results."—Our answer to this is that in our view also the rule would be taken along with an act leading to desirable results; the only difference being that for you the result is learnt from verbal texts, while for us it is seen (in the form of the enjoying of wealth and maintenance of the body, etc. etc.).

As regards the indicative texts (quoted by the Pūrva-pakṣeś)—showing that certain rites are laid down as to be performed when one's house is burnt and so forth,—our answer to that is, that, even when the acquiring of wealth does not subserve the purposes of actions, it is quite possible that there should be an injunction of the Kaśmaraṇaḥ and such other rites, either on the burning of one's house, or for the obtaining of certain results, or by way of an auxiliary to a sacrifice.

From all this it follows that the acquiring of wealth should be taken as subserving the purposes of Man, because it is not different from happiness.
ADHIKARAṆA (3): The "Prajāpati-crataś" subserves the purposes of Man.

SŪTRA (3).

EVEN THOUGH THEY INVOLVE THE RENUNCIATION [OF HAPPINESS] YET THE ACTIONS (IN QUESTION) SHOULD BE TAKEN AS "SUBSERVING THE PURPOSES OF MAN"; BECAUSE THE AUTHORITY OF THE SCRIPTURES IS NOT TO BE DOUBTED. NOH IS ANY SUBSTANCE MEANT TO BE MADE (OR EMBELLISHED, BY THE ACTIONS). CONSEQUENTLY, ON ACCOUNT OF THEIR CONNECTION WITH THE PURPOSE OF MAN, IT MUST BE ADMITTED THAT IT IS THE MAN THAT IS SPOKEN OF IN THE TEXT AS CONNECTED WITH THE ACTIONS IN QUESTION.

Bhāṣya.

The Prajāpati-crataś form the subject-matter of this Adhikaraṇa,—such as "One should not look at the rising sun, nor at the setting sun" and so forth.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are these "Prajāpati-crataś" to be taken as "serving the purposes of Action"? Or as "serving the purposes of Man"?

On this question, the Pārśvanātha view is as follows:—"The observances in question should be taken as "subserving the purpose of Actions"—Why?—Because in so doing, it would not be necessary to assume a desirable result following from them (which must be done if they are to "subserve the purposes of Man").—But a desirable result is already mentioned—"he does not become contaminated by sin".—The answer to this is that this statement is not meant to be an assertion of the desirable result following from the observances; it is only the statement of a settled fact.—From all this it follows that the texts laying down the particular observance is a prohibition of looking at the rising and the setting sun at sacrifices where such looking at the sun would otherwise be done;—or [if it has to be taken as an affirmation of something to be done] the observance in question may be taken as forming part of a sacrificial performance."

Against this, we have the following Siddhānta—Though they involve the renunciation—the giving up—of happiness, the actions like those in question should be taken as "subserving the purposes of Man"; that is, they have been enjoined for the benefit of the Agent, not for that of an action; what is meant to be enjoined by the text in question is that connection with the Agent whose presence is already implied (by the fact that there
can be no action without an Agent).—and not any connection with the action, which does not exist. [Such being the sense of the text] the authority of the scriptures is not to be doubted.—being, as it is, more authoritative than even the words of one's parents; because from the scriptures one derives his knowledge directly by himself.—they being as direct sources of knowledge as the sense-organs themselves.—Further, such actions as those in question are not found to render any visible help to any substance (connected with a sacrifice).—From all this, it follows that, on account of the connection with the purpose of Man, it is the Man that is spoken of as connected with the actions like those in question [i.e. they subserve the purposes of Man].

Further [if the actions were meant to 'subserve the purposes of an Action', then] the effort (activity) of Man [which is expressed by the inceptive affix in 'ākṣeta', 'should look at'] would have to be taken as used for the sole purpose of indicating the injunction of the details of the action only,—and that effort itself would not be regarded as meant to be stressed at all.

It has been argued above (by the Pārvapākṣin) that—"the text contains the prohibition of looking at the rising and the setting sun which would otherwise be done".—It is true that it would be logical to take the text as containing a prohibition,—as that interpretation would be in keeping with the directly expressed meaning of the (negative) words,—and otherwise it would have to be taken as indicating a positive observance, which could be done (by the negative sentence) only indirectly;—all this is quite true; but the fact of the matter is that it is the positive observance that is actually expressed directly; as the texts in question are found to be introduced with the phrase—'Now follow his observances'; so that it is a positive observance that the rising sun should not be looked at.

Then again, we have the assertion that 'he does not become contaminated by sin', where what is spoken of is an evil effect in connection with the Man, not any in connection with an Action.

From all this it follows that the Prajāpatī-yājatas should be taken as 'suberving the purposes of Man'.

The same is the case also with the Gokulaṇa-yājatas, laid down in such texts as 'Kārtavikārasyah kartavyah'. (1)

SŪTRA (4).

[Objection]—"as there is no difference in the form of the scriptural injunctions, all the acts similarly spoken of should have to be regarded as bringing about results that may be found to be mentioned in other Vedic passages [and as such 'suberving the purposes of Man']".

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If it is as you say, then the acts laid down in such texts as the following should also have to be regarded as 'suberving the purposes of Man'—(a) Samidho yajati, Tanūnapātam yajati ('offers the
Samidh sacrifice and offers the Tanūnapāt sacrifice' (Taittī, Saṃ. 2. 6. 1. 1);—
(b) 'Nāṃtrām vadāt!' ['One should not tell a lie'] (Taittī, Saṃ. 2. 5. 5. 6);—
as in these also Man's effort is spoken of, and here also no substance is meant to be made or prepared (by the acts laid down)."

SŪTRA (5).

[Answer]—In reality, a detail is regarded as 'subserving the purposes of Man' where no authoritative means is found (to indicate that it subserves the purposes of an action).—Because in such cases what is laid down has no connection with any action at all.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, it is not right that the Samidh and other sacrifices would have to be regarded as 'subserving the interests of Man'. In fact, it is because we find no authoritative means for regarding the Prajāpati-eratas as 'subserving the purposes of an action', that we regard them as 'subserving the purposes of Man'. That is to say, in the case of these observances, we do not find any Direct Assertion (or Indicative Power or Syntactical Connection or Context or Order or Name) indicating the fact of the observances forming part of any actions; that is why we regard them as 'subserving the purposes of Man'; specially as these Prajāpati-eratas have no connection with any action at all.—In the case of the Samidh and other sacrifices, on the other hand, we find a 'means of knowledge' in the shape of Context which indicates that these sacrifices form part of a certain act (i.e. the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices).—Thus the two cases are not analogous.—As regards the 'Man's effort' spoken of in the texts laying down the Samidh and other sacrifices,—that may be taken as a mere reference (to what is already otherwise known).

SŪTRA (6).

So it is in ordinary life.

Bhāṣya.

In ordinary life also, when, in connection with accomplished acts fulfilling useful purposes, some other act is mentioned without any result of its own, this latter is taken to be a part of the former acts; and under this impression, when they advise people to keep a fast or to repeat a mantra, they are satisfied by merely giving the advice, and they do not proceed to say that these acts are part of, or auxiliary to, such and such an act leading to a result;—and people do not regard this as a bad form of advice.—Thus it is established that, while the Samidh and other sacrifices are auxiliaries to certain sacrifices, the Prajāpati-eratas are not so.
Adhikarana (4): *The Sacrificial Implements are spoken of only by way of reference*.

Sūtra (7):

[_Pūrvapakṣa_—"The articles should be offered: as otherwise their mention would be meaningless; and because nothing is specified [they should be offered at the Principal Sacrifice]."

_Bhāṣya._

There are the Darsha-Pūryamāsa sacrifices, in connection with which, we read—^*Sphyaśchā, kapālāni cha, aṅghotraḥavaṇi cha, shārpaṇcha, kṛṣṇājaṇavīcha, shanyā cha, ulākhalanīcha, musulānīcha, dhṛṣṭānīcha, upalā cha,—etāni vai dāsa yaṇāyudhatāni*" [where the ten *Sacrificial Implements*, _Sphya_ and the rest are enumerated]. [Taittī. Sam. 1. 6. 8. 2.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are these articles mentioned here as to be offered? Or only as to be used for the purpose for which each of them is suited? For the purpose of ascertaining this what we have to consider is—Is the text quoted an injunction or a mere reference (recapitulation)? If it is an injunction, then the articles have to be offered; if it is a reference, then each of them has to be for the purpose which has been enjoined as to be accomplished by its means.

On this point, the _Pūrvapakṣa_ view is as follows:—"The text quoted is an injunction; as it is then alone that it can give rise to a particular form of activity; otherwise (if it were not an injunction), it would be a mere assertion, serving no useful purpose. Further, if they were offered, then that would be in keeping with their title *Yajñāyudha* (*sacrificial implements*), in the sense that they would be *implements*, means of accomplishing a sacrifice (by being offered at it); otherwise, they would be the *implements* of striking and other such acts (as are done with each of these implements), on the basis of the direct injunction of such acts,—and they would be *implements of the sacrifice* only indirectly. Then again, the number (*ten*) which is specially mentioned would be explicable only if these articles were offered; as in that case all of them—ten in number—would be offered at a sacrifice; while, in the other case, as the articles would be used for several purposes (as several of them are to be used for more than one purpose), their number would not be ten only. From all this it follows that the articles should be offered. And as the offering is laid down without reference to any particular sacrifice, it should be taken as to be done at the Principal Sacrifice."
SŪTRA (8).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—The articles have to be used for the purpose for which each of them is suited—because each has a distinct use of its own; hence they should be used in accordance with the Vedic texts (laying down their uses).

Bhāṣya.

The text in question cannot be taken as an injunction to the effect that the articles are to be offered; in fact, it has to be taken as a mere reference (or recapitulation), because what it speaks of (i.e. the fact of the implements being used at the sacrifice) is what is already known from other sources (i.e. the injunctions laying down the use to which each of the implements is to be put); e.g.—‘Strikes the altar with the Śphya’ (Taittī. Sam. 6. 6. 4. 1); ‘Cooks in the pans’ (Taittī. Sam. 2. 3. 6. 2); ‘Pours the offerings in the Agnihotraḥavarṇi’; ‘Winnows with the winnowing basket’; ‘Spreads the deer-skin under the mortar’; ‘Keeps the pounding stone in the Shamyā’; ‘Thumps corn in the pestle and mortar which has been previously washed’; ‘Pounds it with the pounding stone and the stone-slab which have been previously washed’;—each of these sentences lays down the use—striking and the rest—to which each of the articles is to be put. The assertion of what is already known from other sources can only be treated as a reference or reiteration.—As for the ‘Context’ (by virtue of which the Pārṇaprakṣaṇa has sought to establish the conclusion that the implements in question are to be offered at the Principal sacrifice),—that must be taken as set aside by the syntactical connection (of the sentences just quoted).—As for the term ‘Yajñāyuḍha’ (‘sacrificial implement’), its use is justifiable only if the text is taken as a reference, not when it is taken as an injunction. Because as a matter of fact, the term ‘sacrificial implement’ (‘Yajñāyuḍha’) can be applicable to the Śphya and the rest only in a figurative sense.—As regards the number ‘ten’, that can be taken as referring to the enumeration contained in the text.—As a matter of fact, it is quite clear that the Śphya and the rest are brought in and used for the purposes of striking and the rest; to this end there is certainly an Injunction,—in the form ‘Strikes the altar with the Śphya’, and so forth; while there is no such injunction as that ‘the Śphya and the rest should be made Yajñāyuḍha’.—From all this it follows that the text in question is only a reiteration of the fact, already known from other sources, that the articles in question are to be used for the purpose of striking the Vedi, and so forth.
SūTRA (9).

FURTHER, THE CAKE AND OTHER THINGS HAVE BEEN LAID DOWN AS TO BE OFFERED AT THE FRUITFUL SACRIFICES. [OR, THE ARTICLES HAVE BEEN LAID DOWN AS TO BE USED AT ANOTHER USEFUL ACT.]

Bhāṣya.

The Cake and such other things have been laid down as to be offered at sacrifices leading to desirable results; now if the sacrificial implements also were meant to be offered, then the Cake and other things will have to be taken as optional alternatives to these implements; so that in one case they would have to be rejected, as both the alternatives could not be combined; because the Cake, etc., as well as the śaṅga, etc., would be connected with the act of sacrificing, independently by themselves.

Or, the Sūtra may be taken to mean that the articles in question have been laid down as to be used for another useful purpose, in the text—'The body of the Agnihoṭri is burnt with his fires and the sacrificial implements?'. If these implements were to be offered in the sacrifice, they could not be there to be used in the burning of the dead body.—From this it follows that the articles are not to be offered.

SūTRA (10).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVES TO THE SAME EFFECT.

Bhāṣya.

The same conclusion is indicated also by the text—There are fourteen libations poured at the Paunḍamāṇa sacrifice and thirteen at the Amāvāsyā sacrifice.' [If the ten implements were to be offered, then there would be ten additional libations, which would make the numbers twenty-four and twenty-three, and this would militate against the numbers fourteen and thirteen spoken of in the text just quoted.]—From this also it follows that the passage in question is a mere reiteration, not an injunction.
ADHIKARANA (5): Dwe significance attaches to the singular number in the word 'pashum'.

SŪTRA (11).

[PŪRVAPĀKṣA continued]—"The 'one-ness' has no bearing upon the sacrifice; as it is auxiliary to the object (Animal)."

Bhāṣya.

(a) At the Jyotishma, there is the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma, spoken of in the text—'Yo dikṣito yadagniṣomiyam pashumālabhatē' (Taittī. Saṁ. 6. 1. 11. 6) [On being initiated, he sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma']; and (b) the text 'Anavasāvhan yunaktē' [ 'Yokes the two bulls'];—similarly (c) in connection with the Asvamedha we have the text, 'Vasamāṇa kapinājala ślabhatē' ['To the Spring, one sacrifices the Kapiṇḍala-birds']. [Sha. Brā. 1. 5. 1. 13.]

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are the numbers, (a) one, (b) two, and (c) three, meant to be significant? Or not?

On this question, the Pāravapākṣa view is as follows—"The one-ness [as also 'two' and 'many'] has no bearing upon the sacrifice, i.e. significance is not meant to attach to them,—because it is auxiliary to the object. As a matter of fact, the number (one, two or more) is not an auxiliary, either to the killing (a, b), or to the yoking (b); it is auxiliary to (a) the animal, (b) the two calves, (c) the Kapiṇḍala-bird. What the case-ending directly expresses is the number of the object expressed by the basic noun (to which the said case-ending is attached);—while the fact of the number pertaining to the sacrifice could be indicated only indirectly by Syntactical Connection;—and Direct Assertion is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection. Hence it follows that the number (one, or two, or more) cannot be meant to have any bearing on the sacrifice.

"The Opponent may say—'The number may not be an auxiliary to the sacrifice; it may be an appurtenance of the Animal (the object denoted by the basic noun), and even so, it would have to be regarded as significant.'—Our answer to this is that it does not matter whether an appurtenance of the Animal or any other object (denoted by the noun) is signified or not signified; what does matter is that an appurtenance of the sacrifice should remain unimpaired; as for the animal and such objects, even if these are impaired (or damaged), the sacrifice itself remains unimpaired; and it is from the sacrifice that the desired result follows, not from the Animal and such things. It is for this reason that it does not matter whether an appurtenance or qualification of the Animal and such things is known or not known; and hence no such qualification could be intended to be expressed; because it is only what serves a useful purpose that is regarded as meant to be expressed."
[Pūrvapakṣa continued]—"Also because the text adds the term 'one'."

Bhāṣya.

"There is a text from which we deduce the fact that no significance is meant to be attached to the number (of a noun); this text is—'Yadi somanapaharēyuh ekām gām daksinām dadvāt' (Shatapatha Brāh. 4. 5. 10. 6) ['If they take away the Soma, he should give one cow as the sacrificial fee']. If significance had attached to the singular number (in 'gām', 'cow'), then the text would not have added the word 'ekām' ('one'), as this one ness would have been already signified by the singular number in 'gām'.—Similarly, there is the text—'Aśi deṣ, dhenā deṣ' (Taittī. Saṁ. 3. 6. 21. 1) ['Two sheep, two milk cows']; here also the presence of the word 'deṣ' ('two') indicates the fact that no significance is meant to be attached to the dual number in the word 'āśi' ('sheep').—Similarly there is the text 'Trīn lalāmān' (Katha. Saṁ. 13. 7) ['Three spotted animals']; where the term 'trīn' ('three') is indicative of the fact that no significance attaches to the plural number in the word 'lalāmān' ('spotted animals')."

Sūtra (13).

[Pūrvapakṣa continued]—"But the number is actually cognised', —if this is urged [then the answer is as in the following Sūtra]."

Bhāṣya.

"You may urge the following argument—It is not that no significance attaches to the number: because we actually cognise the number as an appurtenance to the verb; for instance, when it is said Pashuṁ ānaya [Bring the animal], only one animal is brought [and this because the number signified by the singular number in 'pashuṁ', is one]; similarly when it is said Pashū ānaya [Bring the animals (dual number)], two animals are brought; and when it is said Pashūn ānaya [Bring the animals (plural number)], several animals are brought;—and what is cognised from a word forms its connotation (what is signified by the word); hence we understand from the word itself that the number is an appurtenance to the Sacrifice;—and what is understood from the word cannot, without sufficient reason, be taken as not meant to be signified'.—[Our answer to this argument is as follows]—"
SŪTRA (14).

[PUrVAPAKŚA concluded]—"It is not as you say; what is understood is not signified by the word; as it is really signified by that (sentence in which the word occurs);—just as in the case of the word 'Pūrva' ('foremost')."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not as you say. It is true that the number is understood; but it is not signified by the word; as in reality, the idea is due to a misconception."—How so?"—That the number is an appurtenance to the sacrifice can be understood only from the sentence (Syntactical Connection), and Syntactical Connection is set aside by Direct Assertion (Direct connotation of the word). Hence it follows that the notion of the number, 'one', and the rest appertaining to the sacrifice cannot be accepted as signified by the word. Then again, what is not actually signified by a word is also sometimes understood; for instance, when it is said 'Purva dhācati' ('the foremost man runs'), that man alone can be called 'foremost' who has a corresponding 'hindmost man'; hence when the term 'foremost' is used, the 'hindmost' also becomes understood (as implied), and yet the words used ('the foremost man runs') do not signify the idea that 'the hindmost man runs'.

—Similarly in the case in question, when the word 'pashum' is used, the number 'one' is understood (as implied), but not as appertaining to the sacrifice. Just as in the case of the word 'foremost' the hindmost is only understood, and not predicated (enjoined) in regard to anything,—in the same manner in the case in question, the number is only understood, not predicated (enjoined), as something to be done at the sacrifice,—nor in regard to the animal. "But why should it not be taken as predicated (enjoined) in regard to the animal?"—For the simple reason that there is no injunctive (or predicative).—'The verb shall be the injunctive.'—That also is not possible; as a matter of fact, what the verb 'ālobhātī' (in the sentence 'Pashum ālobhātī') enjoins is the connection between the Deity and the substance, and hence it cannot enjoin the connection between the number and the object numbered; as if it did, then there would be a syntactical split. From all this we conclude that no significance attaches to the number (in the word 'Pashum' as used in the sentence 'Pashum ālobhātī')."

SŪTRA (15).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—The Number is really found to be signified by words; as the idea of the Number comes when the word comes; so that the cognition of the signification of the word in this case is exactly as in the case of others (other words).

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'Na' ('really') is meant to set aside the Purvapakśa view. It is not true that the word does not directly denote the Number as having
a bearing upon the sacrifice; in fact the Number is found to subsist in the connotation of the verb. For instance, in common parlance, when one says "Pashum ānaya" ("Bring the animal"), the noun "pashum" ("animal") being in the singular number, what is understood from the words is the act of bringing up as qualified by "unity" and the "animal"; — when one says "Pashā ānaya" ("Bring the two animals") [the noun "pashā" being in the Dual Number], what is understood is the same thing qualified by "duality"; so that unity has disappeared (with the disappearance of the word with the singular ending) and duality has appeared (with the coming in of the word with the Dual ending); and when a thing appears on the coming in of a word, that thing is known as the connotation of that word. — Thus, it is found that the cognition of the signification of the word in this case is exactly as in the case of other words; for instance, when one says "Bring the horse", the bringing of the horse is understood to be expressed by the words, — when it is said "Bring the cow", the bringing of the cow is understood to be expressed by the words, — and the notion of the horse disappears and that of the cow comes in [on the disappearance of the word "horse" and the appearance of the word "cow"]; — from this it is understood that the horse forms the connotation of the word "horse", and the cow, that of the word "cow".

It has been argued above (under Sū. 11) that "Direct Assertion sets aside the indication of Syntactical Connection". — The answer to this is as follows: — Direct Assertion does not say that what is indicated by Syntactical Connection is not true; all that it does is to express the Number as pertaining to the object denoted by the Noun; and (what we say is that) it is this Number as pertaining to the object that is indicated by "Syntactical Connection" as bearing upon the Sacrifice. [So that there is no conflict between the Direct Assertion and Syntactical Connection, and hence no setting aside of the latter by the former.] In fact, what happens is that what is denoted by the Noun, as also what is denoted by the case-ending, becomes connected (through Syntactical Connection) with what is denoted by the Verb. Hence in the case of the sentence "Pashumābhāta", what is understood (from the words) is the sacrificing (denoted by the verb "ābhāta") as qualified by the two qualifying adjectives (the animal denoted by the noun "pashu" and the number "one" as denoted by the singular case-ending in "pashum"); and as the whole of this forms one connected idea, it is regarded as "one sentence". — If the number "one" were taken as predicated of the animal, the verb, alone by itself, could not predicate what is expressed by the verb, as well as the connection between the number and the numbered.

— From all this it follows that the Number is meant to be signified as bearing upon the sacrifice.

SŪTRA (16).

To the same effect, we find indicatives.

Bhāṣya.

What are these "indicatives"?

(a) There is the following text — "Karnā gāmṇāḥ, avalīṭā raudrāḥ, sakhārāṇāḥ pārjanāḥ, teṣām aindrāyogā naśakaḥ." ["The animals with
moonlike ears are dedicated to Yama, the haughty ones are dedicated to Rudra, those in the form of the sky are dedicated to Parjanya: that dedicated to Indra-Agni forms the tenth of those'] (Vājasaneyya Sam. 24. 3).

Now here 'that dedicated to Indra-Agni' could be the 'tenth', only if the plural number in each of the three nouns did actually signify the number three [so that there would be three 'dedicated to Yama', three 'dedicated to Rudra', and three 'dedicated to Parjanya', thus making nine in all, and then, in addition to these would come 'that dedicated to Indra-Agni', as the tenth.]

(b) Similarly, there is the following text—'Krṣṇa bhaumāh, dhūmrā āntarikṣāh, bhante divyāh, shabalā vaidyutāh, sidhmāstārakāh' (Vājasaneyya Sam. 24. 3); and in reference to this passage, we have the following—'Ardhamāsānām vā ṛtām yat pāṇchadashināh' (Shatapatha Brā. 13. 2. 5. 1) ['The dark ones are dedicated to the Earth, the dusky ones to the Sky, the large ones to Heaven, those of variegated colour to Lightning, and those suffering from Śūdha to the Stars; ... these fifteen constitute the form of half-months'] [Here also we can have the number fifteen only if the plural number in each of the five nouns 'Krṣṇāh' and the rest actually signify the number three].—

From all this we conclude that significance must attach to the Number.

It has been argued that 'such expressions as 'ēkām gām' ('one cow') show that the Number one is not signified by the singular number (in 'gām!')'.

—The answer to this is that the word 'ēkām' ('one') is used in such expressions for the purpose of predicating the connection between the cow and the number (one); otherwise (if only the word 'gām' were used), the sentence would be understood to predicate the connection between the cow and the sacrificial fee; for this reason it is necessary to read the word 'ēkām' even when the singular number in 'gām' actually signifies the number one.—Such expressions as 'two sheep', 'two cows', 'three houses' (which have been cited by the Pūrāṇaṣaṃ) are mere reiterations (and hence do not prove what the Opponent seeks to prove).
ADHIKARAṆA (6): Significance attaches to the Gender—
Supplement to the foregoing Adhikarana.

SŪTRA (17).

So also is the Gender (meant to be significant).

Bhāṣya.

Having decided as above [that significance must attach to the Number], it follows as a necessary corollary that significance should attach to the Gender also, as it is expressed by the same word as the Number. It is only then that we can explain such texts as the following—'Vasantā prātah ēṃrāyāṃ kṣṇagrīvāṃśakabhātā grīmā mādyandīṃ simhānāndīṃ, sharadi aparāhiṃ śeṣām bṛhastapayāṃ' ['In spring, he sacrifices, in the morning, the black-necked animal dedicated to Agni; in summer, he sacrifices, at midday, the lioness dedicated to Indra; in autumn, he sacrifices, in the afternoon, the white animal dedicated to Brhaspati'] (Taittī. Saṃh. 2. 1. 2. 5);—then follow the words 'garbhīnaṃ ḍhavanti' ['These animals are pregnant'] (Taittī. Saṃh. 2. 1. 2. 6); as 'pregnancy' can be a qualification of the female only, it follows that the animals spoken of must be females [which shows that due significance should attach to the nouns used in the Feminine Gender, i.e. the nouns 'kṣṇagrīvām', 'śīṃhām' and 'śeṣām'].—Similarly there is the text, 'askha rūṣibho vṛṣṇivastāh purvaḥ—iti tā prajāpayaḥ' ['A horse, a bull, a ram, a goat, and a man—these are to be dedicated to Prajapati'] (Taittī. Saṃh. 3. 6. 12. 1);—in reference to this text, we have the following passage—'Muskarī bhavanti slendriyatiṣya' ['These should be entire (not castrated) in order to be able to have the generative potency'] (Taittī. Brā. 1. 8. 2. 2);—'being entire' (not castrated) is a qualification that can belong to males only; hence the text shows that the animals meant must be males [which proves that significance is meant to attach to the masculine gender of the nouns 'abasaḥ' and the rest].

This Adhikarana may be presented in a somewhat different manner, as follows.—What the Sūtra—'So also is the gender'—does is to apply the details of the (foregoing) Adhikarana, which has dealt with Number, to the Adhikarana (present one) dealing with Gender.

The Pāravapāsa view in this case (like that in the last Adhikarana) would be as follows—'No significance attaches to the Gender; because Direct Assertion sets aside the indications of Syntactical Connection; nor do we find any assertion to the effect that the Gender is meant to be significant. Then again, we have a text also indicative of the same conclusion—'Strīṇāḥ somaṃkrayani' ['The price paid for the Soma is the female one']; now here the addition of the epithet 'Strī' ('female') shows that no significance attaches to the Feminine Gender of the noun 'Somakrayani'.
[for if it did, then there would be no point in adding the epithet 'female'.]—

'How then is it that when one says mṛgīm ānaya (bring the doe), the buck is not brought [as it should be, if no significance attaches to the Feminine Gender in the noun 'mṛgīm']?—There is no force in this; as the idea produced by the expression 'mṛgīm ānaya' (which prevents the male deer being brought in) is not derived from the words directly; it is only implied (indirectly), as in the case of the expression 'the foremost man runs' (where the notion of the kindmost man is only implied, not directly expressed by the word).'

The Siddhānta in answer to this is as follows:—Significance does attach to the Gender; in fact, the indication of Syntactical Connection is not negatived by Direct Assertion. As indicative of the same conclusion we have the texts (quoted above)—'These should be pregnant', 'They should be entire (not castrated)'.—As regards the argument based upon the phrase 'stī gauḥ somakroṣan', in fact no significance attaches to the epithet 'stī'; so also no significance attaches to the term 'purusa' ('male') found in the sentence 'He sacrifices male elephants for offering to Prajāpati'. In support of the view that due significance should attach to Gender,—we have already stated a clear reasoning.—From all this it follows that significance does attach to Gender.
ADHIKARANA (7): The 'Complementary Details' serve the purpose of bringing about an unseen Transcendental Effect.

SUTRA (18).

[Prima Facie Siddhantha]—In the case of all 'complementary details', without distinction, the Apurbva (transcendental effect) must be understood to be brought about.

Bhashya.

Complementary Details [i.e. such details as come into a sacrifice only as tending to embellish the substance or the deity, or both—says the Tastavratna] are to be taken as the subject-matter of the present Adhikarana; i.e. such sacrifices as the Uttama-Prayoga, the Pashupurodahoma, and the Svisakrit form the subject-matter of enquiry.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is every one of these sacrifices preparatory (embellishment) of the Deity concerned? Or does the sacrifice produce a transcendental effect in the Deity?

On this question, the Prima Facie Siddhantha is as follows:—In the case of all Complementary Details without distinction a Transcendental Effect must be understood to be brought about;—that is to say, in the case of all complementary details, like the sacrifices named above, the bringing about of a transcendental effect must be admitted; because there is no distinction between the sacrifices in question and those other acts which are spoken of by means of such other verbs as 'sacrifices', 'offers', 'pours libations',—And the general principle has already been laid down (in the Bhashya on Sū. 2. 1. 4) that an accomplished entity is enjoined with a view to the bringing about of what is still to be accomplished.

SUTRA (19).

[Purva-paksa, traversing the Prima Facie Statement of the Siddhantha]—'In the case of the Injunction (of the Complementary Details) in question, there can be no bringing about (of a Transcendental Effect);—as there is a distinction among verbs; and there is no word enjoining the Transcendental Effect (to be brought about by the Details in question).

Bhashya.

[Says the Purvapaksa] In connection with the Injunction in question, there can be no bringing about of a transcendental effect; because there is
a distinction among verbs; that is, there is that verb which expresses an act serving a purely visible purpose (the cleaning of vessels for instance)—from such an act no transcendental effect can follow; there is however another verb which expresses an act which does not produce any visible effect (e.g. the reciting of a certain Mantra)—from such an act there must follow a transcendental effect.—Now as regards the particular sacrifice in question—i.e. the Pashupurodha, for instance—it serves a visible purpose, inasmuch as when this sacrifice is performed, the Deity concerned is recalled to the mind; and in the Swistakri sacrifice also there is the visible purpose served that the offering-material (remnant) is disposed of. [Thus then there being visible results, there is no room for an unseen transcendental effect.] Nor is there any other word (apart from the said verb) which could lay down a transcendental effect.—From all this it follows that every one of the sacrifices in question is a preparatory embellishment (of the Deity concerned)."

SUTRA (20).

[Final Siddhanta]—In reality, a transcendental effect must follow from the sacrifices in question; even though there is the desire to bring about (the embellishment of) the Deity; where there is a purpose served by it, the sacrifice occupies a subordinate position; where the act itself rests in the Deity, it is subordinate to that Deity [hence the transcendental effect produced rests in the Deity].

Bhashya.

In reality a transcendental effect must result from the sacrifice in question; even though there is the desire to bring about the embellishment of the Deity;—where there is a purpose served by the sacrifice—this purpose being either the embellishment of the Deity or the disposal of the remnant-material,—the sacrifice occupies a subordinate position. What happens is that by the reciting of the Mantra, the Deity is recalled to the mind (this being the embellishment of the Deity—a visible purpose); and while this visible purpose (of recalling the Deity to the mind) is being done by the Mantra, there is the other action of making the offering which is found to be laid down for the purpose of bringing about a transcendental effect; and there is no visible result brought about by this latter act;—and inasmuch as this act of making the offering rests upon the Deity,—having been made to him,—it follows that the transcendental effect that is produced by it must also rest in that same Deity.
ADHIKARANA (8): Introduction to the main subject-matter of the Adhyāya.

SŪTRA (21).

In regard to the purpose served by substances and actions, there is (sometimes) equality and (sometimes) inequality—[This is what is now going to be dealt with].

Bhāṣya.

The treatment of the subject-matter of Adhyāya III is finished. After this we are going to explain the 'equality' and 'inequality' among substances and actions, in regard to the purpose served by them. In some cases, there is 'equality', in other cases there is 'inequality'. For instance, there is 'inequality' between Amikṣa (Curdled Milk) and Vājīna (Whey) [see Sū. 4. 1. 22 et seq.]; there is 'inequality' between Kṛṣṇa (Purification) and Pāṃśu (Dust) [see Sū. 4. 1. 25 et seq.]; while there is 'equality' between the holding of the stick by the Maitrāvaruṇa and the holding of it by the Sacrificer [see Sū. 4. 2. 16 et seq.].—Similarly may 'Equality' and 'Inequality' be traced in particular cases.

[Up to this point we have considered the subject of the Principal act and its Subsidiary (which is the subject-matter of Adhyāya III);—as leading up to the subject of Motive, which is the subject-matter of Adhyāya IV. Henceforward we shall devote all our attention directly to the main subject of Adhyāya IV, by itself. In some cases however—as in the Adhikarana dealing with Curdled Milk and Whey, we shall discuss the question of 'Principal and Subsidiary also' as bearing upon the question of Motive. What is meant by 'equality' between two things is that both of them constitute the 'motive' behind a certain act; and what is meant by 'inequality' is that while one of them is the real 'motive' behind an act, the other is only a by-product, coming only incidentally. And it is cases of this 'equality' and 'inequality' that will be considered now.—Tantaratna.]

* At the Jyotiṣṭoma in the process of purchasing Soma, a heifer is led out of the Sacrificial House, and on the spot where she puts her right foot at the seventh step, they halt and certain libations are offered; the dust of the spot is collected and kept safely by the Sacrificer's wife. Now here the Purchasing of the Soma is the motive behind all the details, while the collecting of the dust is only incidental. Hence there is 'inequality' between the two.—See Prabhākara Mīmāṃsā, pp. 279-286.
ADHIKĀRANA (9): The securing of ‘Curdled Bits’ is the motive behind the act of putting curds into hot milk.

SŪTRA (22).

[PŪRVAPOKṢA]—“When several things are brought about by the same act, they should all equally be regarded as the ‘motive’ of that act.”

Bhāsya.

In connection with the Vaishvādeva sacrifice performed in course of the Chāturmāṣya sacrifices, we read—' Tapā payaśi dadhyānayati, sa vaishvādevi āmikṣa, vājībhya vājīnam.' [He puts curd into hot milk, whereupon the curdled milk that is produced is offered to the Vaiśvādeva and the liquid whey is offered to the Vājīna].

In regard to this, there arises the question—What is the motive behind the act of putting curd into hot milk?—Is it the securing of the Curdled Milk (Āmikṣa), and not that of the Whey (Vājīna)? Or is it both?

On this question, the Pūrva-pokṣa view is as follows—‘Both (Curdled Milk and Whey) form the motive behind the act.—Why?—When a useful thing is brought about by the performance of an action, that thing is regarded as the ‘motive’ behind that act; in the case in question, when the act of putting curd into hot milk is done, both the things are brought about, the Curdled Milk and also out of the same, the Whey. Now the act might have been regarded as done for the purpose of securing only one of these, if there were some ground for making a distinction between the two;—but there is no ground for making a distinction between the two;—hence it follows that the putting of curd into hot milk is for the purpose of securing both; and thus the one act (of putting curd into hot milk) should be taken as incited by (done for the sake of) both the substances.”

SŪTRA (23).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, the Curdled Milk should be regarded as the principal motive, because it is in that that the mixed taste is perceived.

Bhāsya.

It is not true that both the substances are the ‘motive’ behind the act in question; because in reality the Curdled Milk is the motive.—Why?—Because in the case in question, what forms the offering material is not what is produced out of Milk and Curds; if that were the offering-material, then the fact of both Curdled Milk and Whey being produced out of Milk and Curds would be a ground for making a distinction in favour of the view.
that both form the 'motive'—"What, then, is the offering-material?"—The offering-material consists of Milk mixed with Curds.—"How do you get at this idea?"—We deduce this from the fact that the text speaks of 'sā' (i.e. the milk itself mixed with curds)—and not what is produced out of it—as what should be offered to the Vishvédévās.

Says the Opponent—"From the use of the Feminine Pronoun ('sā') it is clear that it is the Curdled Milk ('Āmikṣā', which also is in the Feminine Gender) that forms the offering-material, and it is produced out of milk and curds; similarly, the Whey also is an offering-material, and this too is produced out of milk and curds; [so that both stand on the same footing regarding their being the motive behind the act of putting curds in hot milk]."

Answer—It is not so; it is the hot milk itself which, on being mixed with curds, becomes the Curdled Milk; so that the presence of the Feminine Gender does not affect our position at all.

Says the Opponent—"If it is the Milk mixed with Curds that forms the offering-material, then why is it said that it is the Curdled Milk (Āmikṣā) that is the motive behind the act of putting curds into hot milk?"

Answer—That is because it is in the Curdled Milk that both milk and curds are present—not in Whey.

"How do you know that?"

We know it from the fact that the mixed taste of Curds and Milk is found in the Curdled Milk; i.e. it is in the Curdled Milk that we perceive the taste of Milk and Curds mixed together; and from this fact it is deduced that both Milk and Curds are there. Of the Whey, on the other hand, the taste is bitter and pungent [which does not indicate the presence of Milk and Curds].

Says the Opponent—"When the curds are put in hot milk, two things happen—the milk becomes mixed up with the curds, and it also becomes separated from the whey; why then should it be assumed that what is desired to be secured by the act is the mixture (of the milk with curds) and not the separation (of the milk from whey)?"

Answer—In the first place, the mixing of the Milk with Curds is expressed directly by the words of the text, while the separation of the Milk from Whey is not expressed by the words of the text. Secondly, the Pronoun ('sā') also becomes construed with the word that precedes it. In accordance with the Pārāpakṣa view, on the other hand, the putting of curds into hot milk would have to be taken as being done for the purpose of separating the Milk from the Whey;—which separating, not expressed directly by any words, will have to be taken as indirectly indicated; and when there is a doubt as to which of the two—Direct Expression or Indirect Indication—should be accepted, it is the Direct Expression that would have to be accepted as the more authoritative of the two.

From all this it follows that the putting of curds into hot milk is for the purpose of securing the Curdled Milk; and the use of the word 'āmikṣā' in the text is only by way of reiteration, because when curds are put into milk, this mixture is exactly 'curdled milk' ('āmikṣā') itself [so that no useful purpose is served by the addition of the word 'āmikṣā', except
that of reiteration].—Thus we conclude that it is Curdled Milk which forms the motive, and Whey is not the motive.

SŪTRA (24).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS THE PRINCIPAL THING THAT IS EULOGISED
[AND IT IS THE CURDLED MILK THAT HAS BEEN EULOGISED].

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be right to regard both the things as the 'motive'; nor is there any declaration to the effect that 'this thing is the motive, not that thing'; in fact a motive is assumed simply because without a motive the act would be useless. Under the circumstances when the injunction of an act has been rendered useful by the assumption of one motive, there can be no reason for regarding any other thing as the motive. Nor is it true that no ground for differentiation is to be found.—"How do you know that there is a ground for differentiation?"—We deduce it from the fact that it is the principal thing that is eulogised; i.e. in all cases, the most reasonable course is to eulogise the principal thing; and as the principal thing (Curdled Milk) is mentioned first, it is recognised as the 'Motive'; and when this one motive has been found for the act, and thereby its uselessness has been set aside, there is no reason why a second motive should be assumed. In the case in question the first to be mentioned is the Curdled Milk and the Whey comes second. Hence it follows that it is the Curdled Milk that is the motive.

Further, we find that the Curdled Milk has been eulogised by the words of the Veda itself, in the following text—'Mithunam vai dadhī cha shrayaḥcha, aha yat samyogam manḍanīca māstivā, pari cha darśē gārtha śva sah.' ['Curd and boiled milk form a couple; when the two are mixed up, something like a solid mass appears; this appears like the foetus;']; here we find the Curdled Milk eulogised as 'foetus'; and it is the foetus, not the liquid in the womb, which is the motive behind the coupling. From this eulogy also we infer that the Curdled Milk is the motive.

"What is the purpose served by this Adhikarana?"

The purpose that is served is as follows: If both (Curdled Milk and Whey) formed the motive, then, in the event of the Whey being lost (or spilt), it would be necessary to put curds again into hot milk (in order to secure another supply of Whey); on the other hand, if the Whey did not form the motive, then in the event of the Whey being lost (or spilt), there would be no need for putting curds into hot milk again.
ADHIKARANA (10): The operation of the steps of the cow is not the motive behind the act of bringing in the cow.

SŪTRA (25).

The ‘operation of the steps’ cannot be the motive of the ‘Bringing up’ of the cow; as this latter is for a different purpose.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiśoma, we read—'Arunayā piṅgākeṣā ēkāhayanyā somaṃ krīṇātī' ['With reddish tawny-eyed one-year-old cow, he purchases the Soma'] (Taittī. Saṃh. 6. 1. 6. 7); in connection with this same, there is another text—'Śatpadāni omuniṅkrāmaṇi' ['He follows the cow for six steps'] (Taittī. Saṃh. 6. 1. 8. 1), and then, 'Saptamam padam adhvaryaṅjalinā gṛṇāti' ['The Adhyārya takes up with his two hands the dust from under the seventh step'];—then there is another text—'Yarthā havānāhā prāchā pravartaseyyuh tarki tenākṣamaṇṇītī' ['If they drive the cart towards the east, then he should anoint the axle with the dust taken up'] (Taittī. Saṃh. 3. 1. 3. 1).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Bringing up of the cow, which is to be paid as the price of the Soma, for the purpose of securing the dust from under the foot at the seventh step? Or for the purpose of securing the purchase of the Soma?

The Pārvapakṣa view is that—'inasmuch as both—the Purchase as well as the securing of the dust from under the foot—are accomplished by means of the Bringing up of the cow, both should be regarded as its motive'. We do not perceive any ground for distinction (whereby one, and not the other, would be regarded as the motive);—this has already been explained under Sūtra 4. 1. 22, where it has been said that 'when several things are brought about by the same act, they should all equally be regarded as the motive of that act.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—The 'operation of the step' is not the motive—why?—because the Bringing up of the cow is for the purpose of securing the purchase (of the Soma); as a matter of fact, without the Bringing up of the cow, no purchase of the Soma would be possible at a particular spot;—hence it follows that the securing of the purchase is the motive for the Bringing up of the cow; and hence the purchase is its motive, and hence it cannot, at the same time, have the 'operation of the steps' also as its motive.

Then again, there is no such injunctive sentence as that—'the dusts of the step of the cow should be taken up'—‘'But the one-year-old cow would be connected with the sentence speaking of the taking up of the dust of the feet'’.—That cannot be, we reply. The particular sentence 'Ēkāhayanyā
"Purchases *Soma* with the one-year-old cow" has declared the one-year-old cow as to be used for the purchasing of the *Soma*,—while with the sentence speaking of the taking up of the dust, the one-year-old could be connected only by reason of its occurring in the same *Context*;—and certainly *Sentence* (Syntactical Connection) is more authoritative than the *Context*. Hence what happens is that the one-year-old cow, which has been declared to be for the purpose of the Purchase of *Soma*, comes incidentally to be connected with the sentence speaking of *the dust of the feet*; the sense of this latter connection being—'Of this cow which really serves a totally different purpose, the dust under her seventh step should be taken up and collected'.—From all this it follows that the Purchase forms the motive for the Bringing up of the Cow, and the "Step" is not the motive of anything.

"What is the purpose served by this *Adhikarana* ?"

If both—purchase and operation of the steps,—were the motive for the bringing up of the cow,—then in a case where the seventh step of the cow falls upon stone (from where no dust can be collected), the cow will have to be brought up again for the securing of the dust from under her left foot;—on the other hand, if this 'step-operation' is not the motive, then in the case cited, it would not be necessary to make the cow go again for six steps
ADHIKARANA (11): The ‘Winnowing of the Husks’ is not the motive of the Potsherds.

SUTRA (26).

THE NAMING (OF THE POTSHERD) AFTER ITS PURPOSE IS BASED UPON.

WHAT IS TO COME; AS THE CONNECTION IS DUE TO THAT;

SPECIALLY AS IT IS FOR THAT PURPOSE THAT THE

ARTICLE IS ENJOINED.

BHASYA,

In connection with the Dursha-Purnamasa, we read—‘Kapalta purodham skrapayati’ (‘Bakes the cake upon potsherds’) (Taittir. Samh. 2, 3, 6, 2); and further on, ‘Purodhashakapalta huma surapayati’ (‘Winnows the husks with the Cake-potsherds’). (This refers to the winnowing of the husks of the corn which is done at the time that it is threshed, prior to being made into dough out of which the Cake is to be made.—Tapaka.)

In regard to this, there arises the question—What is the motive behind the securing of the Potsherds?—Is it both Baking of the Cake and Winnowing of the husks? Or the Baking alone, not the Winnowing?

The Purvaciksha view is that—‘There being no ground for discrimination, both should be regarded as the motive.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddanta—The naming of the Potsherds after its purpose,—i.e. the name ‘Cake-potsherds’—signifies that which is for the purpose of the Cake [and not that in which the Cake has been baked]; so that the meaning of the second sentence cannot be that the winnowing should be done with that potsherds on which the Cake has been baked; and it is only if the sentence meant this that the winnowing could be taken to be the motive in question.—‘How do you know that such is the signification of the name? ’—As a matter of fact, the Cake is not there at the time (of the winnowing) [as it is made only after the winnowing and threshing of the corns and preparation of the dough]; and it is only if the Cake were there at the time that the naming could be based upon a connection (between the Cake and the Potsherds) existing at the time.

For this same reason (of the Cake not yet having come into existence), the naming could not be based upon any past connection (between the Cake and the Potsherds). Consequently the connection between the Cake and the Potsherds (on which the naming is based) must be taken to be with what is to come [i.e. the Cake that is going to be baked]; so that what the name ‘Cake-potsherds’ signifies is ‘that Potsherds on which the Cake is going to be baked’; and this connection with ‘the Cake going to be baked’ must be due to that which is to come; hence the meaning of the second text must be that ‘the husks should be winnowed with that Potsherds of which the Cake is the motive’ [that is, which has been secured for the purpose of baking the Cake, which is to be done later on].
Such being the meaning of the second text,—in a case where the material to be offered is *Cooked Rice*, and there is no *Cake*, if a potsherd were to be brought in for the *winnowing* of the husks, such a potsherd would not be a "Cake-potsherd" [as in this case there being no *Cake* at all, the potsherd could not have any sort of connection, past, present or future, with the "Cake"]; and in that case the husks should not be winnowed with such a potsherd [as the injunction is that the *winnowing* should be done with the *Cake-potsherd*; and this name "Cake-potsherd" has been found to mean "that potsherd on which the *Cake* is going to be baked".]

From all this it follows that the *winnowing of husks* is not the *motive* behind the Potsherds; it is the *Baking* that is the motive.
ADHIKARAṆA (12): The 'Dung' and the 'Blood' are not the 'motive' for the bringing in of the Animal.

SŪTRA (27).

THE BLOOD AND THE DUNG ARE NOT THE 'MOTIVE' FOR (THE BRINGING IN OF) THE ANIMAL; AS THE ANIMAL IS NOT KILLED FOR THE PURPOSE [OF SECURING THOSE THINGS].

Bhāṣya.

At the Jayotisomā sacrifice there is the animal 'dedicated to Agni-Soma'; in connection with this animal we read—'Hṛdayasyāgre avadyati, atha jīvāyāḥ' ["First of all, he slices out a portion out of the Heart, then out of the Tongue"]—and so forth (Taittī. Sām. 6. 3. 10. 4)—and then there is the text—'Lohitum nirasyati, shakrt samprabhidhyati, athamato varhiraśita apasyati' ["He sets aside the blood; cuts out the dung; having annointed the grass with it, he sets it aside"] (Taittī. Sām. 6. 3. 9. 2).

In regard to this, there arises the question—What is the motive behind the bringing in of the Animal? Is it the offering of the slices of the Heart and other limbs? Or is it that offering, as also the cutting out of the Dung and the setting aside of the Blood?

The Pūrva-pakṣa view is that—In accordance with the principle enunciated above (under Sū. 4. 1. 22)—when several things are brought about by the same act, they should all equally be regarded as the motive of that act;
—both must be regarded as the 'motive'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—The Dung and the Blood are not the motive for the bringing in of the animal; because the animal is not killed for that purpose. Then again, all that the second text says is that 'he throws away the dung, he sets aside the blood'; it says nothing as to this blood and the dung being that of the animal (killed for the sacrifice), or of some other (animal); that the animal is killed for the purpose of being offered to Agni-Soma is indicated by the Syntactical Connection (of the sentence)—'On being initiated he kills the animal to be offered to Agni-Soma' (Taittī. Sām. 6. 1. 11. 6); while the fact of the Blood and the Dung being those of that animal could only be indicated by Context [i.e. by the fact of the second text, which speaks of the Blood and the Dung, occurring in the same Context as the text speaking of the killing of the animal]; and Context is always set aside by Syntactical Connection.—Says the Opponent—"As a matter of fact, what is laid down in the second text is the Disposal of the Blood and the Dung; from which it follows as a certainty that they are meant to be those of the animal killed for the sacrificial offering, and not of any other [as it is only of substances used at sacrifices that 'Disposal' is laid down in the scriptures]."—If that is so, then it follows (all the more) that the Blood and the Dung do not form the 'motive' (of the bringing in
of the animal) [as no action can be prescribed merely for the purpose of being disposed of, and not for the purpose of being used].

"What is the use of this discussion?"

The use of the discussion lies in this that if both (offering and throwing away of Blood and Dung) were equally the 'motive' for the bringing in of the animal, then,—in the event of there being no blood and dung of the animal killed for being offered,—another animal would have to be brought in; whereas if the Blood and the Dung were not a motive, then in the case cited, the action would be dropped [i.e. there would simply be no 'throwing away' of the Blood and Dung at all].
ADHIKARANA (13): The ‘Sviṣṭakṛt’ offering is not the motive for the making of the Cake.

SŪTRA (28).

THAT ACTION (Sviṣṭakṛt-offering) WHICH HAS FOR ITS SUBSTANCE THE PART OF AN OBJECT [CANNOT BE THE MOTIVE FOR THE MAKING OF THE CAKE]; BECAUSE, IN ITS VERY ORIGIN, IT IS SPOKEN OF AS RELATED TO SOMETHING THAT ALREADY EXISTS.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśa-Pūrṇamāṣa, we read—‘Uttarārāhāt-sviṣṭakṛt avadyati’ [‘Out of the outer half of the Cake he slices out a piece for offering to Sviṣṭakṛt’] (Taittī. Saṁh. 2-6, 6, 5).

In regard to this, there arises the question—What is the motive for the making of the Cake? Is it the offering to Agni, and not the offering to Sviṣṭakṛt? Or is it both?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view is that—“When several things are brought about by the same act, they should all equally be regarded as the motive of that act” (Śū. 4. 1. 22).

In answer to this, we have the following Sūdhaṁsta—An action like the one in question, which has for its substance, the part of an object, cannot be the ‘motive’ (of anything, like the Cake).—Why so?—Because it is related to what already exists. That is to say, any act which needs only a part of a thing cannot be the motive for bringing in the whole of that thing; and what is needed in the case of such acts is that the part required should be obtained from the thing which, in its entire form, is already there,—and not that the whole of that thing should be obtained.—Just as in the case of such directions as ‘give him a piece of sugar-cane’, ‘give him a piece of sweetmeat’,—the meaning understood is, not that an entire stick of sugar-cane is to be obtained, but that ‘a piece should be obtained, for giving, out of a stick of sugar-cane already there’, and that ‘a slice should be obtained out of the sweetmeat already there’;—similarly in the case in question, what is to be done is that a piece should be sliced off for offering, out of the upper half of the thing (Cake) which has been already obtained for another purpose (i.e. for the offering to Agni).—From this it follows that the Sviṣṭakṛt offering is not to be taken as the motive (for the bringing in of the Cake).
SūTRA (20).

[Objection]—"INASMUCH AS THE SAID CAKE HAS BEEN SPECIFICALLY ASSIGNED (TO AGNI), IT FOLLOWS THAT ON ACCOUNT OF THE NEED FOR IT ANOTHER (CAKE) SHOULD BE OBTAINED FOR THE SVIṣṭakṛt-offering [SO THAT THIS OFFERING WOULD BE THE MOTIVE FOR THE OBTAINING OF THE SECOND CAKE]"—IF THIS IS URGED [THEN THE ANSWER WOULD BE AS GIVEN IN THE FOLLOWING SūTRA].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If your view is that the Sviṣṭakṛt-offering is not the motive for the obtaining of any Cake at all,—then this is not right; because in view of the fact that the Cake in question has been specifically assigned to Agni, another Cake has to be prepared, out of the 'upper half' of which, the offering to Sviṣṭakṛt would be made. Because, as regards the Cake already there,—since it has been already previously assigned to Agni, the Sacrificer has no right to dispose of it; how then could he make an offering out of it to any other deity (than Agni)?—'How do you know that it has been assigned to Agni?—It is learnt from the following text—'Aṅgiraso vā ita uttanāh svargam lokamāgyan, tā yakṣāśeśatu abhāgyan; tā purodāśham kūrmanabhūtaṃ sarpantamaparashyam, tamaḥruvam indraḥ aṅgiraḥ byhaspataye āhriyasya āhriyasya āhriyasya āhriyasya sa nādhriyata, tamāhruvam aṅgirasaḥ āhriyameti, so āhriyata; yadāṁnayo 'tākapālo māvīṣyayām paurāṇyasannidhachytu bhavati\textsuperscript{1} (Taitt. Saṁ. 2. 6. 3. 2) \textsuperscript{1} 'The excellent Aṅgirasas went from here to the Heavenly Region; they approached the Sacrificial House; they saw the Cake becoming a tortoise and running away; they said to it—Hold for the sake of Indra, hold for the sake of Bhūṣapati, hold for the sake of Āditya; the Cake did not hold (stop); then they said—Hold for the sake of Agni; then it stopped,—this is why the Cake baked on eight pans and dedicated to Agni is never omitted at the Dvārā and Pañurāmāsa sacrifices'.—In view of this text, this Cake can have no connection with the Sviṣṭakṛt. Such being the case, in view of the requirements of the case, another Cake has got to be prepared; because until the thing has been got ready, there can be no 'upper half' of it.'

SūTRA (30).

[Answer]—IT IS NOT SO; AS THE REMNANT (OF THE FORMER CAKE) IS STILL THERE AT HAND.

Bhāṣya.

What has been urged above is not right; as the remnant of the former Cake is still at hand. The requirements of a case can justify the obtaining of a thing only when the requirements cannot be met without the obtaining
of that thing. In the case in question the remnant of the former Cake being already there, it is quite possible to cut a slice out of the ‘outer half’ of it; hence there is no need for the fulfilment of which another Cake should be brought in; as that same substance (Cake) which had been obtained for another purpose is near at hand, and out of the ‘upper half’ of this same Cake, a piece should be cut out (for being offered to Śviṣṭakṛt). As all that is laid down in connection with the offering to Śviṣṭakṛt is that it should be cut out of ‘the upper half’,—nothing is said as to whether this ‘upper half’ is to be of this or that thing; but it is not possible to do anything with a mere ‘upper half’ (unless it is the ‘upper half’ of something);—every such ‘half’ therefore must be the ‘upper half’ of something;—as to what this something should be, the text speaking of the ‘upper half’ needs something which may be in proximity to itself;—what is in proximity in the case in question is the Cake that has been obtained for the other purpose (of being offered to Agni);—hence it follows that the Śviṣṭakṛt-offering should be made out of the Cake obtained for that other purpose; and hence by itself, that offering cannot be the ‘motive’ for the bringing in of any other Cake.

As regards the argument (urged by the Pārṇapākṣa) that—‘[since the first Cake will have been assigned to Agni] the Sacrificer would no longer have any right to dispose of it and hence could not offer it (to Śviṣṭakṛt)’;—the answer to this is that the offer in question is of the nature of ‘dedication’ to Śviṣṭakṛt, and is merely verbal, intended to dispose of the remnant (of the Cake), and as such, it can be done by the sacrificer (after the main offering has been made out of it); it is only the actual ‘offering’ or ‘giving away’, which consists in dedication followed by the creating of the proprietary right of another person,—and hence cannot be done by one who has no right to dispose of the thing concerned.

SŪTRA (31).

BECAUSE WHAT IS OFFERED TO ŚVIṢṬAKṚT IS A CONSIDERATION FOR SERVICES RENDERED.

Bhāṣya.

We learn from the Veda that what is offered to Śviṣṭakṛt is a consideration for services rendered.—‘How so?’—There is the following text—Dvādviṣṭakṛtaṃ abhavan havyaṃ na ṛva iti; so‘brahavi varan varṇai bhagav mā tatu iti; ṛṣipati iti abravan; so‘brahavi uttarāṅgadhiśva mahyam sakṛi sakṛi anuṣṭhitāḥ ’ (‘The deities said to Śviṣṭakṛt—Carry the sacrificial offerings to us; he said—May I ask for the boon that I may have a share of the offerings?—They said—Ask for it;—he said—May the sacrificer cut out for me an offering out of the upper half once each time’).—This shows that the share to which Śviṣṭakṛt is entitled is by virtue of rendering a service to the Deities. The phrase ‘out of the upper half’ (in the text) is meant to be a praise of the offering; under the circumstances, if it is held that the offering is to be cut out of the ‘upper half’ of the Cake dedicated to Agni, then there is this similarity (of the Cake dedicated to Agni) to the said ‘share for services
rendered,' that Seiṣṭakṛt gets the share because he carries the offering that has been made to Agni [and the said share also is out of the Cake dedicated to Agni]; and when there is this similarity, then the Praise (contained in the expression 'out of the upper half') becomes intelligible. On the other hand, if the offering to Seiṣṭakṛt were made the motive for bringing in another Cake, then, as there would be no similarity [between this latter and the 'upper half of the Cake dedicated to Agni'], the said Praise would have no sense at all.—From all this it follows that the offering to Seiṣṭakṛt cannot be the motive (for bringing in another Cake).

SŪTRA (32).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVES TO THE SAME EFFECT.

Bhāṣya.

There is also a text indicative of the same conclusion—'Tat yat samayeḥ havirbhāyaḥ sanavṛtyāh tasmāḥ idam iva dūtāḥ svarūpam annam samavādhiyatā' ['Because he cuts out the offering out of all offering-materials, therefore this, in the form of universal food, becomes stored up in the stomach'].—It is only if the offering (to Seiṣṭakṛt) is made out of the Cake already near at hand, that it can be said to be cut out of 'all offering-materials', on account of all the offerings being equally at hand. If, on the other hand, the Seiṣṭakṛt-offering were made the motive for bringing in another Cake, then the offering would be made out of only one 'offering-material'.—For this reason, also, the offering to Seiṣṭakṛt cannot be the motive for the bringing in of another Cake.

The following is another text indicative of the same conclusion—'Shṛṣṭi idam avadyati, shṛṣṭi seṣṭakṛtyam avadyati' ['He cuts out the Iddi out of the Remnant; he cuts out the Seiṣṭakṛt-offering out of the Remnant']; [where it is clear that the offering in question is to be made out of the remnant left of a substance out of which an offering has already been made, and not out of a substance specially brought in for that purpose].—"But this text may be an (independent) Injunction (having nothing to do with the offering we are considering)." That cannot be, we reply; as there is no injunctive here, what is asserted is the bare statement of a present fact.
ADHIKARANA (14): In connection with ‘Abhīghārana’, there need be no ‘Keeping of the Remnant’ or ‘Bringing in of another vessel’.

SŪTRA (33).

[Pūrvapāka]—"For the purpose of the ‘Dropping of Clarified Butter’ (‘Besprinkling’), there should be a different vessel, because of the remoteness; just as there is in the case of the Anuyājas.'"

Bhāṣya.

There is the Vājapēya sacrifice, laid down in the text—Vājapēya svārāyaśāmo yajēśu` (‘One desiring self-sovereignty should offer the Vājapēya sacrifice’); in connection with that same sacrifice, we read—Saptadosha prajāpatayuṁ pashūniñahatē, saptadosha vai prajāpatiḥ, prajāpatayuṁ (‘He kills seventeen animals dedicated to Prajāpati, for the purpose of reaching Prajāpati; Prajāpati is seventeenfold’) (Taittiriya Brā. 1. 3. 4. 3-4).—That (at the Vājapēya sacrifice) there is a combination of the ‘animals dedicated to Prajāpati’ with the ‘sacrificial animals’ (of the Jyotiṣṭoma, which is the Archetype of the Vājapēya) is going to be explained under the Sūtra—There is a combination of the animals dedicated to Prajāpati, because of the direct declaration (Sū. 10. 4. 6).

—In connection with the original (Jyotiṣṭoma) sacrifice, which is the Archetype of the Vājapēya, there is the injunction of ‘Besprinkling’ in the text—Prajāpatischāṇa havāṁ abhīghātayati (‘With the Remnant of the Prajāya-offerings, he besprinkles the offering-materials’) (Taittiriya Brā. 1. 3. 4. 4).

In connection with this, there arises the question—[According to the general law that the details of the Archetype are to be adopted at the Ectype] as the Besprinkling of the Fat of the Animals dedicated to Prajāpati has to be done at the Vājapēya and it has to be done with the remnant of the Prajāya-offerings (as at the Archetype),—should another vessel be brought in for the keeping of the remnant of the Prajāya-offerings (the Juhā-vessel used at the original sacrifice being otherwise used at the Vājapēya), and with the remnant thus kept, the Fat of the Animals dedicated to Prajāpati is to be besprinkled? Or, is no remnant to be kept and hence the Fat of the Animals dedicated to Prajāpati is not to be besprinkled?

On this question, the Pūrvapāka view is as follows—"For the purpose of Besprinkling, a fresh vessel should be brought in for the keeping of the Remnant of the Prajāya-offerings;—because the Remnant of the Prajāya-offerings becomes available at the Morning Extraction, while the killing of the animals dedicated to Prajāpati is laid down as to be done at the remoter time of the Midday Extraction, when the Brahmadāsman is chanted, in the text—Tān paryayniktān utṣṛjantī brahmaśāmni ṣabhyate.'"
SHABARA-BHĀṢYA:

(Tait. Brā. 1. 3. 4. 4.) "When Fire has been taken round them, they let them go; kills them at the chanting of the Brahma-sāman';—now, at this Midday Extraction, the Jukā-vessel, in which the Remnant of the Prayāja-offering was kept at the Morning Extraction, is otherwise engaged;—hence it is necessary to bring in another vessel.—Just as at the Aṃnāja offering, a fresh vessel is brought in for the keeping of the Prasāhāja, in accordance with the text—'He offers the Aṃnāja offerings with Prasāhāja'. (Tai. Sam. 6. 3. 11. 6),—so should it be in the case in question also."

SŪTRA (34).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD NOT BE (ANY) 'BESPRINKLING OF THE FAT OF THE ANIMALS DEDICATED TO PRAJĀPATI', AS THERE IS NO VESSEL; AND THIS ABSENCE OF VESSEL IS DUE TO THE FACT THAT THE REMNANT IS ONLY A PART (OF WHAT HAD BEEN GOT AT THE PRAYĀJA).

Bhāṣya.

The Fat of the animals dedicated to Prajāpati is not to be 'besprinkled'.—"Why?"—Because (at this time) there is no Remnant at all.—"Why is there no Remnant?"—Because there is no vessel.—"Why is there no vessel?"—Because it is only a part; i.e. the Remnant is only a portion of the Clarified Butter that had been got for the Prayāja-offerings.—"What if it is so?"—If it is so, then, any operation that may be laid down in connection with a part could not be taken as enjoining the bringing in of the whole; [so that for the purpose of the 'besprinkling' to be done with a portion of the Remnant, it is not incumbent on the performer to bring in the whole of that Remnant].—Says the Opponent.—"It may be that it does not enjoin the bringing about of the whole; but the keeping of what had been already brought in (in connection with the Prayāja-offerings in the morning) would be implied by the requirements of the case".—Our answer to this is as follows:—What we say is that, inasmuch as the Remnant is only a part (of what has been used), the 'besprinkling' cannot be taken as supplying the motive for bringing in the substance (for besprinkling with). The Remnant is only a part of the Clarified Butter that has been used at the Prayāja, and when it is used for besprinkling the offering-materials, it is by way of 'disposal'; and the 'Besprinkling' is not a fruitful act (i.e. an act leading to an unseen transcendental result); [and hence it is an act that need not be done if there is no Remnant to 'dispose of']—"But we find the Accusative ending in the word 'Harīnās' (in the text Harīnās abhīghārayati), which shows that the offering-materials (Harīs) constitute the principal factor [and hence so long as the offering-materials are there, the act of besprinkling them has to be done]."—Not so, we reply. As in that case, it would be necessary to assume an unseen effect produced upon the offering-materials by the Besprinkling. On the other hand, if the Clarified Butter be taken as the principal factor [so that there should be
besprinkling only if the Butter is there], the purpose served by the Besprinkling is the visible one of emptying the Juhā-vessel;—there is need that this Remnant of the Clarified Butter should not get mixed with the Butter for the Ājyabhāga offering,—this is the purpose of emptying the Juhā,—not that the offering-material should be besprinkled. Thus then, there is no need at all for the besprinkling of the Fat of the animals dedicated to Prajāpati; why then should the Remnant be kept? [and if no Remnant is to be kept, why should a fresh vessel be brought in?].

SŪTRA (35).

ALSO BECAUSE THE 'JOINT KILLING' IS SPOKEN OF AS A REASON FOR THE 'BESPRINKLING' [THE TEXT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS PURELY COMMENTATORY].

Bhāṣya.

Because the 'Joint killing' is spoken of as a reason for the 'besprinkling', the statement that 'he kills the animals together' should be taken as purely commendatory (according to Sū. 1. 2. 26–30).—Then again, we have the following text—'Tīrtham vai prātahsavam, yat prātahsavam pashava śābhavanti tirthē ēvakānālabhaśe savānītāya, utho vapiṇām abhiśparāya' ['The Morning Extraction is a sacred place; hence when animals are killed at the Morning Extraction, they are killed at a sacred place; for the purpose of having a common source and also for the besprinkling of the Fat']. In this passage the besprinkling of the Fat is spoken of as done (at the Morning Extraction) for a totally different person; and this indicates that in the case under consideration [i.e. the Midday Extraction] there is to be no besprinkling.

SŪTRA (36).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND THE ENTIRE NEGATION (OF BESPRINKLING).

Bhāṣya.

The following text clearly indicates that there is no Besprinkling:—'Savayē vā śarīkā āparā yathā anabhīṣṭā, brahma vāi brahmasāna, yad brahmasānaśi śābhavati tāna savayēś tāna abhīṣṭā iti' ['The Fat which is not besprinkled is tough; the Brahma-sāman is Brahma; that which is killed at the time of the chanting of the Brahma-sāman ceases to be tough, being besprinkled thereby'];—here the term 'savayē' denotes toughness; so that the phrase 'savayē āparā' indicates that the Fat has not been besprinkled [and the latter part of the text 'brahma vāi, etc.' shows that the softening of the Fat which, in other cases, is done by the besprinkling, is done, in the case of the animals dedicated to Prajāpati, by their being killed at the time of the chanting of the Brahma-sāman; which means that there is no need for Besprinkling in this case].
SÚTRA (37).
[SAYS THE OPPONENT]—"WHEN THE 'BESPRINKLING' IS ACTUALLY THERE, THE DECLARATION OF 'TOUGHNESS' THAT IS FOUND MUST BE A MISTAKE"—IF THIS IS URGED [THEN THE ANSWER IS AS IN THE NEXT SÚTRA].—[THE PHRASE 'ITI CHET', 'IF THIS IS URGED', OF THE NEXT SÚTRA HAS TO BE CONSTRUED WITH THIS SÚTRA—SAYS THE SUBODHINI.]

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"What has been said in the preceding Sútra is not right: because the declaration of 'toughness' has been made even though the besprinkling is there [and hence the declaration must be wrong]. In fact, for the Fat, there is another 'besprinkling' also, spoken of in the following text—'Upastruṇāti ājyam hiranyashakalam, evāt hiranyashakalam, tato bhīghārayati' (Aīta. Brā. 2. 14) ['Spreads clarified butter over the gold-piece: the Fat is the gold-piece, hence he besprinkles it with clarified butter']; and when there is this 'besprinkling', how could the Fat be 'tough'? And yet the declaration is there. For this reason no such idea can be entertained as that the Fat is actually found to be 'tough'. Consequently we conclude that there must be 'besprinkling' with the remnant of the Prayāja-offerings: and when this 'besprinkling' is actually found there, the idea that the Fat is tough must be treated as an illusion."

SÚTRA (38).
[ANSWER]—THE DECLARATION OF 'TOUGHNESS' CANNOT BUT BE TAKEN AS INDICATIVE OF THE ABSENCE OF 'BESPRINKLING'.

Bhāṣya.

If what has been urged above means that—'inasmuch as the besprinkling is actually there, the declaration of 'toughness' cannot be taken as rightly indicative (of the absence of 'besprinkling')',—then our answer is that it cannot but be taken as indicative (of the absence of besprinkling).—specially that 'besprinkling' which actually does the softening of the Fat.—'Which is that Besprinkling which does this?'—It is the first one (i.e., the one that is done when the Fat is extracted); it is the first one that does the softening; not the second (i.e., that besprinkling which is done when the Fat is being cooked); the second would do the softening of what is already softened; and yet no softening is done of that which is already softened.—Just as in ordinary life, people are found to say—'On coming out of the forest, when we took the oily food in Devadatta's house, that made us cease to be rough'—even though there may have been other oily foods taken; in the same manner, on account of the absence of the 'besprinkling' which would have removed the 'toughness', it is only right
that the Fat should be spoken of as 'tough'. It would however not be right, if the besprinkling were done. — From this also it follows that there is no besprinkling of the animals dedicated to Prajāpati with the remnant of the Prayāja-offering.

SŪTRA (39).

THE DECLARATION [OF 'TOUGHNESS'] WOULD BE JUSTIFIABLE, BECAUSE IT IS THE PREDOMINANT FACTOR.

Bhāṣya.

The Sūtra is an answer in anticipation of the following argument of the Opponent—"If on account of the absence of the first Besprinkling (i.e. the one which is done when the Fat is extracted), the statement that 'the Fat is tough' cannot be right, then since another 'first' would be there [the statement may be justified].—Which is that other first?—It is that 'besprinkling' which is done to the Fat when it is being cooked, and the other 'besprinkling' is that which is done to it when it has been extracted.'"

The answer to this is that the declaration of 'toughness' would be justifiable because it is the predominant factor; that is to say, the declaration can be justified only if there is absence of that Besprinkling which is done with the remnant of the Prayāja-offering, — even though there may be a besprinkling of it when it is being cooked, and also when it has been extracted; because that besprinkling which is done while the Fat is being cooked would be burnt by the heat of the Fire; and that which is done to it when it is extracted is destroyed by the particles of Fire and particles of Heat; so that the Fat remains as 'tough and dry' as ever. The besprinkling with the remnant of the Prayāja-offering, however, is done to the Fat when it is quite cool, hence it softens it; when it has thus been softened, if another Besprinkling is done to it at the time of offering it, this second besprinkling does not soften it; and as this second besprinkling does not soften it, the declaration that it is 'tough' is quite right. This is what we have explained above.

From all this it follows that the remnant of the Prayāja-offering need not be kept (for the besprinkling of the animals dedicated to Prajāpati).
ADHIKARAÑA (15): The 'Bringing in' is the 'motive' for securing the Clarified Butter with its qualifications.

SUTRA (40).

THE 'Bringing in' SHOULD BE REGARDED AS THE PRINCIPAL (MOTIVE), BECAUSE WE FIND AN INDICATIVE TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsā, we read—'Atihāyādeo varih prati samānayati juhēmāsamapahāritam' ['Having passed over the third Prāpyā called It, he should bring into the Juhū the Clarified Butter contained in the Upabhṛt Sruṇ, for the purpose of performing the fourth Prāpyā, called Varhi'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the 'Bringing in' here spoken of the motive of getting the Clarified Butter along with its qualifications (of being held in the ladle four times) [i.e. is the Butter to be got in along with its qualifications, so that it may be brought in into the Juhū]?

The Pāṇḍava view on this question is that—'The Bringing in is not the motive of the Clarified Butter.——Why? —Because the Clarified Butter that is brought in is only a part of that which is used at the Prāpyā and Anuyāja, and hence, in accordance with the foregoing Adhikaraṇa, the Bringing in cannot be the motive for it.'

The Siddhānta is as follows:—The 'Bringing in' should be regarded as the principal motive, because we find an indicative to that effect.——'What is that indicative?'—In connection with the Ātihīya-Idā we read—'Chaturgrhtani ājyāni bhavanti, vyahatra anuyājān yaksyan bhavati' ['The Clarified Butter is taken into the Juhū) only four times, because he is not going to perform the Anuyāja sacrifices'] ['The Clarified Butter taken out with the Sruṇa four times, is called the 'Chaturgrhtā-ājya'].—Now if the Bringing in of the Ājya were for the Prāpyās, then one Chaturgrhtā-ājya would be for those, one would go into the Anuyājas, and the third to the Ātihīya-Idā; [in this manner, the plural number in 'ājyāni' would be justified]; but when there are no Anuyājas to be performed [as the text says], one is not going to perform the Anuyāja sacrifices'), one Chaturgrhtā-ājya would have to be got into the Upabhṛt for being 'brought in' (for the Varhi-sacrifice),—not for the Anuyājas (which are not going to be performed);—as it is only thus that the plural number in 'ājyāni' would become justified; as otherwise, as there are no Anuyājas going to be performed, if no Chaturgrhtā-ājya were got into the Upabhṛt, there would be no justification for the plural number in the phrase 'Chaturgrhtāni ājyāni'.—From all this it follows that the Bringing in does form the motive (of the getting in of the Clarified Butter).

Says the Opponent—'What you have shown us is a mere indicative; what is the authority [for regarding the Bringing in as the motive]?'
Answer.—We have seen that the purpose served by the Clarified Butter is that the two Prayājas are to be performed; so that what would be needed would be that the Clarified Butter should be brought into the Juhā, not that the Upabhṛt should be emptied (of the Clarified Butter by this latter being brought into the Juhā). Because the emptying of the Upabhṛt, if done, could be regarded only as serving an unseen (transcendental) purpose, whereas the bringing in of the Clarified Butter into the Juhā serves the visible purpose (of using the Butter in the offerings). Hence what prompts the getting in of Clarified Butter into the Upabhṛt is the Bringing in of that Butter (from the Upabhṛt) into the Juhā for the purpose of being offered at the (Fourth) Prayāja (called 'Varhiś'), and it is going to be shown (in the next Adhikarana) later on that the said bringing in of the Butter from the Upabhṛt into the Juhā serves the purpose of the Prayāja as well as the Anuyāja.

SŪTRA (41).

If the text 'Chaturgṛhītāni ājyāni' were taken as an Injunction, then the statement of the reason ['Because he is not going to perform the Anuyājas'] would be meaningless.

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"Why cannot the sentence 'Chaturgṛhītāni ājyāni' be taken as an Injunction?"

Our answer to this is as follows:—If the sentence were an Injunction, then the statement of the reason—contained in the sentence 'Because he is not going to perform the Anuyājas'—would become meaningless. As a matter of fact, the sentence could be taken as an Injunction only when it is understood that the 'Bringing in' is not for the purpose of the Prayājas, and when the sentence is an Injunction, then the non-performance of the Anuyājas could not be taken as a reason (as an Injunction does not require the statement of a reason);—and if there can be no reason, then there is no sense in the statement 'Because he is not going to perform the Anuyājas', which is clearly a ratiočinative declaration.—From all this it follows that the 'Bringing in' of the Clarified Butter contained in the Upabhṛta into the Juhā, for the purpose of the Prayāja offerings, prompts (and is the motive for) the getting of Clarified Butter in the Upabhṛt.

"What is the purpose served by this discussion?"

Answer.—If the 'Bringing in' is for the purpose of the Prayāja offerings, all that Butter should be brought (in to the Juhā) which would be needed for the Prayāja offerings—i.e. half of what is contained in the Upabhṛt; on the other hand, if the said Bringing in were not the motive of getting the Butter into the Upabhṛt, then it would not be necessary to bring in either exactly half of what is contained in the Upabhṛt, or as much as would be required for the Prayājas.
ADHIKARANA (16): The Clarified Butter contained in the Upabhṛt is used at the Prayājas as well as at the Anuyājas,—while that contained in the Juhū is used at the Prayājas only.

SŪTRA (42).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"THE ORIGINATIVE INJUNCTION (NOT REFERRING TO ANY PARTICULAR ACTION).—THERE SHOULD BE NO DIFFERENTIATION."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa we read—Chaturjihvām grhnāti, asya upabhṛti grhnāti! ['He pours it into the Juhū four times, he pours it into the Upabhṛt eight times'] (Taittī. Brā. 3. 3. 5. 4-5).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are the Clarified Butter poured into the Juhū and the Clarified Butter poured into the Upabhṛt, both used at both,—i.e. at the Prayājas as well as at the Anuyājas? Or that poured into the Juhū is to be used at the Prayājas and that poured into the Upabhṛt is to be used at the Anuyājas? Or that the Upabhṛt is to be used at both—the Prayājas as well as the Anuyājas?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that—"Both are used at both.—Why?—Because whatever can be done with Clarified Butter should be done at every sacrifice, as there can be no differentiation."

SŪTRA (43).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—OF THE TWO, THAT CONTAINED IN THE JUHŪ IS CLEARLY PRECLUDED FROM THE ANUYĀJAS.

Bhāṣya.

It is not correct to say that "both are to be used at both"; because the Clarified Butter contained in the Juhū is to be used at the Prayājas, and that contained in the Upabhṛt is to be used at both.—"Why so?"—Because there is the text—Yas juhūm grhnāti tadbhyastā grhnāti, stava eva prayājąh! ['What he pours into the Juhū, he pours for the Seasons; verily the Prayājas are the Seasons']; and here we find that the text, speaking as it does of the Clarified Butter contained in the Juhū, mentions the Prayājas only with a view to preclude the Anuyājas (from the said Butter).

Says the Opponent—"As a matter of fact, we do not find in the text anything to indicate the preclusion of the Anuyājas; all that the sentence—'What he pours into the Juhū, he pours for the Prayājas' (Sha. Brā. 1. 3. 2. 8)—lays down is that the Clarified Butter in the Juhū is to be used at the Prayājas, and it has not the power to preclude the Anuyājas."
Our answer to this is as follows:—We do not say that the sentence is preclusive (prohibitive); what we mean is that, while the originative injunction of the Clarified Butter says nothing regarding its connection with any purpose or use,—the text quoted under this Sūtra ['Yat juhvām gṛhaṇī, etc. ’] clearly shows that the said Clarified Butter in the Juhū is for the purpose of the Prajahās; and the conclusion that it is not to be used at the Anuyājas is deduced from the absence of any text mentioning its connection with these Anuyājas; this is what we mean when we say that the sentence quoted serves the purpose of precluding the Anuyājas.

SŪTRA (44).

[Objection]—"The case with the Clarified Butter contained in the Upabhṛt also should be similar."—If this is urged, then [the answer shall be as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If your view is that the Clarified Butter in the Juhū is precluded from being used at the Anuyājas, while that contained in the Upabhṛt is to be used at both (the Prajahās as well as the Anuyājas),—then what we say is that it may be concluded that the Clarified Butter in the Juhū is to be used at the Prajahās only,—but it cannot be concluded that the Clarified Butter contained in the Upabhṛt may be used at both (Prajahās as well as Anuyājas); in fact this latter also should be similar; i.e. it should be like the Clarified Butter contained in the Juhū; [i.e. it should be used at the Anuyājas only].—How so?—Because in the following text, the Clarified Butter contained in the Upabhṛt is clearly spoken of as to be used at the Anuyājas only—'Yat upabhṛtī gṛhaṇī anuyājasāḥ gṛhaṇī, chandāṇi hi anuyājah' ['What he pours into the Upabhṛt he pours for the Anuyājas, because the Anuyājas are the Metres'] (Śatāpatha Brāh. 1. 3. 2. 9); here it is clearly stated that the Clarified Butter contained in the Upabhṛt is to be used at the Anuyājas only.

SŪTRA (45).

[Answer]—Inasmuch as [the Clarified Butter in] the Juhū has been precluded (from the Anuyājas), the text quoted (in the last Sūtra) should be taken as a bare statement of fact.

Bhāṣya.

It is not as has been explained by the Opponent. As a matter of fact the Clarified Butter in the Upabhṛt is to be used at both (Anuyājas as well as Prajahās); because we have the following text—'Yadāstānavupabhṛtī gṛhaṇī prajyājānyājasāḥ gṛhaṇī' ['The Clarified Butter that he
pours into the Upabhṛt eight times is poured for the Pratyājas and the Anuyājas') (Sha. Brā. 1. 3. 2. 9).—"But we have already explained that the text 'he pours it for the Anuyājas' distinctly shows that the Clarified Butter in the Upabhṛt is to be used at the Anuyājas only."—Our answer to this is as follows:—Inasmuch as the Clarified Butter in the Jukū has been precluded from the Anuyājas, the text quoted (by the Opponent) should be taken as a bare statement of fact. That is to say, on account of the possibility of both—the Clarified Butter in the Jukū and the Clarified Butter in the Upabhṛt—being used at both (the Pratyājas as well as the Anuyājas), that contained in the Jukū has been precluded from the Anuyājas (by the text quoted under Śū. 43);—not so the Clarified Butter contained in the Upabhṛt; so that while the fact of the Clarified Butter in the Upabhṛt being used at both Pratyājas and Anuyājas is duly recognised, the assertion (in the text quoted by the Opponent under Śū. 44) to the effect that the said Butter is to be used at the Anuyājas may be taken as a bare statement of a recognised fact; and it cannot be taken as precluding the Butter in the Upabhṛt from being used at the Pratyājas, as its use at the Pratyājas is laid down in a Vedic text (viz.—Clarified Butter that one pours into Upabhṛt eight times, is poured for the Pratyājas and the Anuyājas').—From all this, it follows that the Clarified Butter in the Upabhṛt should be used at both—the Pratyājas as well as the Anuyājas.

Further, it has been laid down (in the text dealt with under Śūtras 40, et seq.) that the Clarified Butter is to be brought from the Upabhṛt into the Jukū (and what is contained in the Jukū is used at the Pratyājas); hence for this reason also, the fact of the Clarified Butter contained in the Upabhṛt being used at the Pratyājas cannot be denied.
ADHIKARANA (17): What is meant by the Clarified Butter being poured into the Upabhṛt 'eight times' is that it should be poured 'four times' twice over, and not 'eight times' all at once.

SŪTRA (46).

[Pūrvapakṣa continued]—"It should be eight in number; as such is the Direct Assertion."

Bhāṣya.

We have the text—"Aṣṭāvaṁ upabhṛtaṃ gṛhitāt" ('He pours Clarified Butter into the Upabhṛt eight times') (Taittī. Brā. 3. 3. 5. 5).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is it meant that the Clarified Butter in the Upabhṛt is embellished by the eight pourings, all at once? Or is the number 'four' a qualification for the two pourings [i.e. the Pouring is done twice, and four times each time]?

The Pūrvapakṣa view on this question is as follows:—"The number qualifying the Pouring is 'eight',—and not the number 'Four' twice over."
—Why so?—Because such is the Direct Assertion; that is, what is directly asserted in the text is the number 'eight', and the number 'Four' is only indicated by the number eight; and when there is conflict between Direct Assertion and Indicative, it is the Direct Assertion that is to be accepted.—From this it follows that the Pouring into the Upabhṛt is to be eight in number.

SŪTRA (47).

[Pūrvapakṣa concluded]—"Also because of the benefit conferred upon the Clarified Butter contained in the Juhū.

Bhāṣya.

"There is the following text which speaks of benefits conferred—"Chaturghṛitam sa ēkaśīkhati tasya āghāramāñghārya triratah prāchānam prayājan gajati samānīyasya chaturghṛitavāya" ['It became poured four times; pouring libations of that, he offers out of it three Prayājas towards the east; then the two are brought together, for the purpose of making it Chaturghṛita (poured four times)]—Now the question arises—In what manner would it be helped to become poured four times (Chaturghṛitam)?—Does it become Chaturghṛita by being brought together? We say, No. In fact, from the very first, the Clarified Butter in the Juhū has been Chaturghṛita; even what remains after the pouring of the libations, is one the number of whose pouring in had been four. —What then is the meaning of for the purpose of making it Chaturghṛita?" It means that what is done
is for conferring some benefit on what is already Chaturaghīta; the sense is that the Chaturaghīta (what has been poured four times) is small in quantity, and hence not sufficient for the offering of oblations, and it is necessary to make it sufficient for that purpose [this is the benefit to be conferred upon it].—Thus then the term ‘Chaturaghīta’ indicates small quantity; and a quantity is ‘small’ or ‘large’ only in comparison with something. If the Clarified Butter contained in the Upabhrīṣt consists of eight pourings, then Chaturaghīta (poured in four times) is certainly ‘small’ in quantity; and hence the term ‘Chaturaghīta’ can be taken as indicating smallness of quantity.—For this reason also, we conclude that in the case of the Clarified Butter in the Upabhrīṣt, the qualification consists of the number ‘eight’ [as then alone can the ‘Chaturaghīta’ in the Jukā be taken as standing for small quantity and hence standing in need of augmentation].

SŪTRA (48).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THERE ARE TWO ‘FOUR-POURINGS’ (‘CHATURGHĪTA’); IT IS ONLY THUS THAT THE STATEMENT OF REASON HAS JUSTIFICATION; AS FOR THE DIRECT ASSERTION (OF ‘EIGHT’), THAT REFERS TO THE ‘BRINGING TOGETHER’ OF THE TWO.

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘tu’, ‘in reality’, sets aside the Pārvapāka.

In reality, there are two ‘four-pourings’; it is only thus that the statement of reason in connection with the Ātihyā Iṣṭī becomes justified; this statement occurring in the text—‘Chaturaghītiṁ ājyāṁ bhavanti, nakyatra amucāgān yaksyan bhavati’ [‘The Clarified Butter is to be got in four-pourings, because one is not going to offer the Ānuyājas’] (Taittī. Saṁ. 5. 1. 1. 1).—If the number ‘eight’ were the qualification of the ‘Clarified Butter’ in the Upabhrīṣt, then there would have to be eight pourings in connection with the Clarified Butter in the Upabhrīṣt; even when there would be no Ānuyājas to be offered [while the text quoted lays down that there are to be only four pourings in a case where the Ānuyājas are not going to be performed]; so that, there could not be two ‘four-pourings’; with the result that the plural number in the phrase ‘Chaturaghītiṁ ājyāṁ’ would cease to be justified.—From this it follows that there should be two ‘four-pourings’.

Says the Opponent—‘You have put forward an indirectly indicative text: please put forward some direct evidence.’

This direct evidence we set forth as follows:—There is an isolated text—‘Chaturaghītam jukotī’ [‘Offers an oblation of what has been poured four times’]; which is applicable to all Homa-offerings [since the text is not found in the ‘Context’ of any particular Homa]; and hence even at the Prayāja and Ānuyāja offerings, the ‘four-poured’ Butter could not be set aside by the ‘eight-poured’ one; as their spheres of application would be different,—the ‘eight-poured’ Butter being applicable to the
Pouring and the 'four-poured' Butter to the Homa-offering; so that it is quite possible that while the 'eight-poured Butter' is used in the Pouring, the 'four-poured Butter' is used in the Homa-offering; [and as there would be no incompatibility between the two, the 'eight-poured' one need not set aside the 'four-poured' one]. Under these circumstances, as the number 'eight' would be applicable to the Pouring, how could the 'eight-poured' Butter supply the two 'four-poured' ones that are required for the Homa-offering? From all this it follows that there should be two 'four-poured' ones which are poured when the 'eight-poured' one is being poured; because no one can bring up two 'four-poured' ones unless he actually pours an 'eight-poured' one.—Hence the conclusion is that there are two 'four-poured' ones.

As regards the argument that—"The eight-poured one is directly asserted and what is Direct Assertion is more authoritative than indirect Indication",—our answer to this is as follows:—We have also explained the use of the number 'eight'—the use being that, until there are eight pourings, (a) how could there be two 'four-poured' ones?—(b) how too would it be possible to combine the two 'four-poured' ones into the Upabhyt, according to the text "In the Upabhyt one pours eight times"!—Otherwise, if the term 'eight' were not there (to express the number eight), it would be possible to hold the two 'four-poured' ones in different vessels. For these reasons (even according to our view), there is no incongruity involved in the presence of the word 'eight'; in fact it is only right, as there are two 'four-poured' ones in the Upabhyt (and thus the number 'eight' is made up by the two being contained in the same vessel).

The purpose served by all this discussion is as follows:—When there are two 'four-poured' ones,—if one has to bring in (a four-poured Butter), it will be possible for him to bring in just half of what is contained in the Upabhyt; while if there were only one 'eight-poured' Butter, in taking out of it, there could be no certainty that only just half has been taken out;—also in a case where there is no pouring for the purpose of the Anuyāja-offerings, the Butter in the Upabhyt would have to be an 'eight-poured' one, according to the Pūrvapakṣa,—while according to the Südhitam, there would have to be only a 'four-poured' Butter in the Upabhyt, at the Chāturmāṣya sacrifices [where there are no Anuyāja-offerings].

End of Pāda 1 of Adhyāya IV.
ADHYÄYA IV.

PÄDA II.

ADHIKARANA (1): The ‘Svaru’ (piece of wood) is not the ‘motive’ for the ‘Chopping’ of the wood.

SUTRA (1).

[Pūrvapakṣa continued]—“The ‘Svaru’ cannot be regarded as a product of the same operation (as the Post); because it has been enjoined by its own injunction.”

Bhāṣya.

At the Jyotiṣṭoma, there is an animal dedicated to Agni-Soma, spoken of in the text—‘On being initiated, he kills the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma’ (Taitti. Sāh. 6. 1. 11. 6); in connection with the killing of this animal, it is laid down—‘He tethers the animal to the Post made of Khasira wood; he tethers it to the Post made of Polśha wood; he tethers it to the Post made of Rohita wood’;—and in close proximity to this last text, we read—‘With the Svaru, he anoint the animal’;—’makes the Svaru of the Post’.

In regard to this, there arises the following question:—Should the Svaru be made apart from the Post? Or should that piece of wood be taken as Svaru which comes out of the block of wood when the Post is being hewn out?—In connection with this question, what we have got to determine is—is, or is not, the Svaru the ‘motive’ for the doing of such acts as the ‘Chopping’ (of the wood)? If it is the ‘motive’ of those acts, then it should be made apart from the Post; if it is not the motive of those acts, then that piece of wood will have to be taken as Svaru which comes out of the block of wood while the Post is being hewn out.—“How could we determine whether or not the Svaru is the ‘motive’?”—If the texts bearing on the subject were construed to mean that the article named Svaru is brought into existence,—how?—by a process consisting of such acts as ‘selecting (the tree to be cut)’, and the rest,—and if the article thus brought into existence were used as ‘Svaru’ at the time of anointing the animal in accordance with the injunction ‘one should anoint the animal with the Svaru’,—then, in that case, the Svaru would have to be regarded as the ‘motive’ of all the acts of ‘chopping’ the wood and the rest. On the other hand, if it is not known what is the article spoken of as ‘Svaru’ in the text ‘anoints the animal with the Svaru’,—all that is known about it is that the anointing is to be done with it,—hence, in accordance with the text ‘makes the Svaru out of the Post’, the Performer uses a chip of the Post itself in the anointing,—then, in that case, the Svaru is not the ‘motive’ of the acts of ‘chopping’ and the rest.
On this point, we have the following Pūrvapakṣa: "The Svaru cannot be regarded as the product of the same operation as the Post, because it has been enjoined by its own injunction. That is to say, the Svaru cannot be regarded as a bye-product of the same operation which brings into existence the Post,—the Svaru has to be brought into existence, quite independently of the Post, by the process of 'selecting (the tree to be cut)'; and the rest: why so?—because it has been enjoined by its own injunction; that is, the sentence that enjoins it—'He makes the Svaru'—is an independent injunction by itself. Such being the case, what the text—'Yāpasya svarum karoti', 'makes the Svaru of the Post' [which appears to mean that the Svaru is a chip of the Post itself]—means is that 'the Svaru is made out of the same log of wood out of which the Post has been made',—the term 'Post' being taken as indirectly indicating the block of Khadira or other tree (out of which the wood for the Post has been obtained).—Why should it be taken thus?—Because it is the Direct Assertion of the Veda, 'svarum karoti', 'makes the Svaru'—which lays down the bringing into existence of the Svaru, and it means that 'one produces (or makes) the Svaru';—while the idea that 'it is a chip of the Post itself that is to be used as the Svaru' is obtained only through the Syntactical Connection [of the word 'yāpasya' in the sentence 'yāpasya svarum karoti'], 'makes the Svaru of the Post'];—and Direct Assertion is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection. Under the circumstances, it is not necessary that the Svaru must be made of a chip of the piece of wood out of which the Post has been hewn out; it may be made, independently by itself, even out of a different tree altogether."

SŪTRA (2).

[Pūrvapakṣa concluded]—"Also because the Veda itself suggests the likelihood of its being made out of wood of a different species."

Brṛṣya.

"From the following reason also, it follows that the Svaru should be made independently of the Post—How?—There is likelihood (suggested) of the Svaru being made of wood of a different species,—i.e. out of a different tree altogether.—How so?—There is the following text—'Na anyasya svarum kuryit, yadi anyasya yaksasya svarum kuryat anyēṣya lokamanvāro bhīyuh, yāpasya svarum karoti' ['One should not make the Svaru of another wood; if one makes the Svaru out of another tree, other people would ascend to his regions; he should make the Svaru out of the same wood as the Post'].—If the Svaru were always to be that chip which comes out of the log of wood out of which the Post is being hewn out,—then there could be no likelihood of its being made out of another tree; as in every case, a chip of the Post would be used as the Svaru. Thus from the text quoted it is clear that the Svaru should be made entirely apart from the Post,"
SŪTRA (3).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, the ‘Svaru’ is a part of the Post itself; as the very character of the ‘Svaru’ is based on its being that.

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘cā’, ‘in fact’, sets aside the Pārvapakṣa.

For purposes of the Svaru that chip should be taken up which comes out of the log of wood when the Post is being hewn out of it.—Why so?—Because there is the following text—‘Yadi anyasya vṛkṣasya svarum kuryāt anyāsya lokamānāvārōkṣyāh, yūpasya svarum karoti’ (‘If one makes the Svaru out of another tree, other people would ascend to his region; he makes the Svaru out of the Post’).—In this sentence, it is not enjoined that one produces the Svaru’, all that is laid down is that ‘what one takes up to use as a Svaru should be taken out of the Post’.—‘How so? ’—Because the very character of ‘Svaru’ is based upon its being that (i.e. part of the Post); the character of the Svaru has been asserted, in reference to the Svaru, in the text ‘yūpasya svarum karoti’ (‘makes the Svaru of the Post’); which supplies the answer to the question ‘whose own should the Svaru be’?—and the answer is that it is to be ‘of the Post’; and one thing is said to be the ‘own’ of a composite thing only when it is a part of it; it is for this reason that the Genitive ending in ‘yūpasya’ (‘of the Post’) is taken in the sense of the Ablative,—the Post being an inanimate thing; just as the expression ‘śākasya dēhi’ is construed as ‘śākād dēhi’; in some cases the Genitive is taken in the sense of the Instrumental, when, for instance, the expression ‘ghṛtasya yujati’ is construed as ‘ghṛtēna yujati’; also in the sense of the Ablative, ‘ghṛtasya yujati’ being construed as ‘ghṛtād yujati’;—also in the sense of the Objective,—‘somasya pibati’ being taken as ‘somam pibati’, or even as ‘somāt pibati’ (in the Ablative). [Under Bhāṣya on 4. 4. 25, Shabara explains ‘yūpasya svarum karoti’ as ‘yūpam svarumantum kuryāt’, ‘one should make the Post equipped with Svaru’.

Says the Opponent—‘We have already explained that the fact of the Svaru being a chip of the Post is indicated by Syntactical Connection, while it is directly asserted that the Svaru has to be made; and Direct Assertion is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection.’

Answer—True; but in that case, the word ‘yūpasya’ will have to be taken as not meant to be significant (i.e. as having no significance at all); so that the Pārvapakṣa view would involve the rejection of the direct connotation of a word, as also that of Syntactical Connection. In our view on the other hand, there is nothing that is to be regarded as having no significance. In fact the phrase ‘svarum karoti’ (‘makes the Svaru’) would be a reiteration for its own sake, of the injunction of securing the ‘chip of the Post’; and as for the word ‘Svaru’, the fact of its serving the purpose of anointing (the Animal) points to its indicating the chip of the Post; the etymology of the term ‘Svaru’ also points to the same fact; for instance, there is a Brāhmana-text—‘Athā kasmāt svarunāma: eṣasmi
Also because it is directly spoken of as a 'chip'.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also that chip has to be used as Svāru which drops down when the Post is being hewn out.—"What reason?"—Because it is directly spoken of as a 'chip'; as a matter of fact, in the following text, the Svāru is directly spoken of as a 'chip'—'Yaḥ prathamah shakalok parāpatet sa svaraḥ kāryah' ('The first chip that falls down should be made the Svāru'). The 'chip' is only a part of a whole; and what is only a part cannot be the 'motive' of any act; because it is denoted by a relative term, and is used as such, being always meant to be in relation to the whole (of which it is a part); on the authority of Context, the chip is taken as connected with the Khadiṇa and other wood which have been brought in for another purpose (i.e. for the making of the Post), which has been equipped with the effects of each operation as 'selecting' and the rest, thus serving a useful purpose in connection with the sacrifice; the entire text thus reading as—'Yupāya khadiṇā jopayate, chhinati, takṣati cha; tatra yah shakalok prathamah parapatitastam cha svaramahjanaśrītham karoti' ('For the purpose of making the Post, he selects the Khadiṇa or other wood, chops it, and pares it, the first chip that happens to fall, of that he makes the Svāru for the purpose of anointing'); this term 'svaram' being used here only restrictively.—From all this it follows that it is not right that the Svāru should be taken as made separately by itself, simply on the ground that a likelihood has been indicated of its being made out of a different tree (wood) altogether. Hence the passage that speaks of the likelihood of the Svāru being made of a different wood should be taken as stating a bare fact, for the purpose of enologising the chip of the Post.

Sūtra (5).

Also because we find a 'Svāru' in connection with each Post.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the Svāru is not to be made separately from the Post.—"What reason?"—Because in connection with the Ēkādaśini sacrifice we find a Svāru in connection with each Post. For instance, we find a plurality of Svārus spoken of in the following text—'Ampūrvam svārubhiḥ pashān samajya mahāyāna rashanāyān śvī śvī śvan śvan śvan yūpāshakalam uṣpāghati' ('Having anointed the animals, one after the
other, with Śeṣuṣa, he hides each chip of the Post within the knot of the rope tied round the Post of which that chip has been a part"). If the Śeṣuṣa were something made independently of the Post, then a single Śeṣuṣa would serve in common the purposes (of anointing all the eleven animals) at the Ekādāśini sacrifice (and there would be no need for having several Śeṣuṣas). On the other hand if the Śeṣuṣa used is that which comes into existence during the having out of the Post, then the anointing of the animal shall be done with the Śeṣuṣa which is the chip of the Post to which that animal is tethered; and this having been done at the Primary Sacrifice, by the general law (by which the details of the Primary Archetype are borrowed by the Ectype) the Śeṣuṣa used at the Ekādāśini sacrifice also would be the chip of that same Post to which the animal to be anointed by that Śeṣuṣa is tethered; and thus (there being eleven animals) there would be a plurality of Posts and hence of Śeṣuṣas also. That each Śeṣuṣa will be in the form of the chip of the Post we deduce from what has been done at the Primary Sacrifice, the idea being that at the Ectype the Śeṣuṣa should be of the same kind as the one that has been used at the Primary Archetype.—From all this it follows that the Śeṣuṣa is not the 'motive' for any operations for its own production.

SŪTRA (6).

THE WORD 'KAROTI' ("MAKES") IS USED IN THE SENSE OF 'TAKING UP'.

Bhāṣya.

As regards the argument that "the producing (making) of the Śeṣuṣa is directly asserted by the text: 'Śeṣuṣa karoti' ("makes the Śeṣuṣa"), and it is only in this sense of producing that the use of the word 'karoti' can be justified",—our answer is as follows:—In the sentence quoted, the word 'karoti' should be taken as standing for 'takes up', the expression 'Śeṣuṣa karoti' meaning 'he takes up the Śeṣuṣa'; just as in the expressions 'Kāśikāni karoti' and 'Gomāyini karoti', the word 'karoti' stands for 'takes up',—so would it do in the case in question.

[Next there follows in the Bhāṣya a shorter commentary, on the same lines as before, on each of the Sūtras 1–6 of this Adhikaraṇa. The Tantra-ratna remarks—'The author of the Bhāṣya has added this second explanation of the Adhikaraṇa only as a briefer résumé of the detailed explanation that has gone before'.]

SŪTRA (1).

(Translation as before.)

Bhāṣya.

At the Jyotiṣoma, there is the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma; in connection with which we read—'Śeṣuṣaṇa pashumunakti' ['Anoints the
animal with the Śvāru').—In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the Śvāru prompt all the operations tending to bring it into existence? Or is it to be used in the form of what is obtained in the wake of the making of the Post?—The Pārvaṇapāka view is that—"The Śvāru is not the product of that same operation which produces the Post,—i.e. it prompts distinct operations tending to bring it into existence;—why?—because it has a distinct injunction of its own, in the form of the text "Śvāram karoti" ['He makes the Śvāru'], which means that 'he brings the Śvāru into existence'. Such being the case, the coming into existence of the Śvāru is what is enjoined by the Vedic text; hence one and the same operation cannot be regarded as bringing into existence the Post as well as the Śvāru.'

SŪTRA (2).

(Translation as above.)

Bhāṣya.

"If that piece of wood were used as Śvāru which comes in as a by-product of the operations bringing about the Post, then there would be no justification for suggesting the likelihood of its being made of a different tree; and yet we find such a suggestion in the text—"Yadi anvasya, etc." ('If he makes the Śvāru out of a different tree, etc. etc.'). From this also we deduce that the Śvāru does prompt the operations tending to bring it into existence."

SŪTRA (3).

Siddhānta—(as above).

Bhāṣya.

The Śvāru used must be that which is a by-product of the operations bringing about the Post; because the Śvāru is a part of the Post as is indicated by the Genitive ending in the sentence "Yūpasya śvāraṃ karoṇī". If the cutting of the tree were meant for both (Post and Śvāru), then there would be no relationship between them; in which case there would be no justification for the use of the Genitive ending;—and yet we actually find the Genitive ending; from this it follows that the Śvāru is only a chip of the Post,—i.e. a part of the Post,—and the meaning of the injunction "Śvāraṃ karoti" is that 'one should take up a part of the Post, which is called Śvāru', just as we have the term 'slice of the Cake'.

SŪTRA (4).

(As above.)

Bhāṣya.

We also find the Śvāru spoken of as a 'chip' in the text—The first chip that falls should be made the Śvāru'. And what are mere parts do not
prompt any operations; for instance, when we find only a part spoken of, we find no such injunction as that "the whole should be brought about"; it is the part of an already existing whole that is taken up. For all this reason also the Svaru cannot be the 'motive' for any operations.

SŪTRA (5).

(As above.)

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, we find Svarus mentioned with each individual Post; for instance, in connection with the Ekādahini we read 'Anupūram, etc.' (see above). If the sentence 'Svarum karoṭi' means that each of the Posts is to have a Svaru of its own,—then alone can it be possible to have the plurality of Svarus spoken of in the text quoted. On the other hand, if the Svarus were the prompter of the operations tending to bring it into existence, then a single Svaru would be made for the purpose of anointing all the animals (and there could be no plurality of Svarus). For this reason also the Svaru cannot be the 'motive' for any operations.

SŪTRA (6).

(As above.)

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above that "the words 'Svarum karoṭi' speak of the producing (making) of the Svaru; and in this sense alone can the use of the word have any justification".—Our answer to this is that the term 'karoṭi' should be taken in the sense of taking up; the sentence 'Svarum karoṭi' meaning that 'he takes up the Svaru'—just as in the expressions 'Kāṇṭhāni karoṭi' and 'Gomayāmi karoṭi', the term 'karoṭi' is used in the sense of taking up, so should it be in the case in question also.
Adhikarana (2): It is the Tree-branch that is to be fetched.

Sūtra (7).

The 'Fetching' is of the Tree-branch; as that is the predominant factor.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Dursha-Pūrṇamāsa, we read—'Prāchimāharati, udāchimāharati, prāgudichimāharati' (Taitti. Brā. 3. 2. 1. 3). '[He fetches the Eastern, fetches the Northern, fetches the North-eastern'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is it the Quarter that is spoken of here (as to be fetched)? Or the Tree-branch?

The Pūrcapākṣa view is that—"It is the Quarter (Direction) that is spoken of; as that is the direct meaning of the terms ('Eastern', etc.); if they were taken as speaking of the Tree-branch, they could do this only by indirect indication; hence we conclude that the texts speak of the Quarters (as to be fetched)."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—It is the Tree-branch that is spoken of;—why?—because, if the meaning were that 'the Eastern Quarter should be fetched', then it would be speaking of something quite impossible to do. In order to avoid this incongruity, if the sentence were taken to mean that 'it should be fetched towards the Eastern Quarter', then the question arises as to what is it that is to be fetched; and as the word 'tree-branch' is nowhere found in the sentence, this latter construction also is not admissible.—If lastly it be held, on the basis of Context, that it is the Tree-branch (spoken of in the same Context) that is meant to be 'fetched towards the East',—then it is far more reasonable to take the term 'Eastern' itself as standing for the 'Eastern Tree-branch' (rather than take the term 'eastern' as standing for the quarter and then presume, on the basis of Context, that it is the Tree-branch that should be fetched towards the East).—"Why should this be more reasonable?"—Because the Syntactical Connection of the word 'prāch' ('Eastern') with the verb 'āharati' ('fetches') is directly perceptible, whereas the connection with the term 'branch' would be based upon 'Context' and as such only indirect.

—But in both cases, the word 'Eastern' should indicate either the Tree-branch spoken of in the Context, or the sacrificial ground as accompanied or occupied by something most desired; because in no way could the Quarter be the most desired factor (and hence it could not be expressed by a word with the Accusative ending).¹

¹ This passage is thus explained by Kumārila (in Tuptikā)—The phrase 'dīkha-sātipātaka' (the Quarter not being the most desired factor) contains the statement of a reason; the meaning being—'Inasmuch as the Quarter cannot be the most desired factor, the term 'Eastern' may be taken as indicating either the Branch
Then again, 'prāchī', 'Eastern', is a relative term; and all relative terms are dependent (upon a correlative), and they do not express any complete idea, except in the company of another term; a mere vague connection with something in general cannot serve as the basis of any definite usage; because every place is to the 'East' of something or the other.—Similarly, 'shākha', 'branch' also is a relative term, and stands in need of the term 'of the tree'; and when it appears in connection with this latter term, it can enter into such relationships as—'the branch of the tree, Eastern, Northern, and North-eastern'; and on such relationships, definite usage also becomes possible.

As for the argument that—"if the text be taken as referring to the branch of trees, then it involves an indirect indication".—our answer to this is that words often do express their meanings on the basis of indirect indication. [There is nothing incongruous in that.]

From all this it follows that it is the Tree-branch that is spoken of (as 'Eastern', 'Northern', and 'North-eastern') in the texts under consideration.

or the sacrificial ground."—The Tantraratna adds that the second 'vā' is to be taken after 'śrīdākāśum'; and that it is simpler and easier to take the word 'Eastern' as indicating the Branch rather than the ground.—The Bhāṭṭalipiṣṭi says—The meaning is that—"one should cut and fetch the branch growing on the eastern side of the tree"; but it might be more useful to interpret the sentence to mean that the branch (which is got from the Context) is to be brought "prāchim prati", i.e. to the eastern part of the sacrificial ground.—It also points out that according to the Yājñikā, Ritualists, what is spoken of in the text as to be 'fetched' is the Quarter itself.
Adhikaraṇa (3): The securing of the ‘Branch’ is the ‘motive’ behind the act of ‘cutting’ the Bough.

Sūtra (8).

The Branch is the ‘motive’, as that is the predominant factor; it becomes cut off from the ‘Upāveṣa’, and there is disparity (between the two).

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśa-Pārṇamāṣa, we read—‘Mūkataḥ shākham parivāya upāveṣam karoti’ [‘Cutting the Branch at the bottom, he makes the Upāveṣa’]. [A bough having been got from the tree, it is cut into two parts at a point about six inches from the bottom; the top-portion is used as ‘Branch’ proper, the stick for keeping the calf away from the cow, and the bottom-portion, six inches long, is made into the Upāveṣa which is used for placing the pans upon Fire, removing the Fire-embers and so forth.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this ‘cutting of the Bough’ prompted by (for the purpose of securing) both the ‘Branch’ and the Upāveṣa?—Or is the ‘Branch’ alone what ‘prompts’ it, and the Upāveṣa is only a bye-product?

The Pūrva-pakṣa view on this question is as follows:—“Both the articles are brought into existence by the act of cutting—viz. the Branch (the main top-portion, the stick) and the bottom-portion; both are of use: the top-portion is used for the driving away of the calf, and the bottom-portion is used as the Upāveṣa (in placing the Pan upon the Fire and so forth); hence as there are no grounds for differentiating between the two, both should be regarded as the ‘motive’ behind the act of cutting.”

In answer to this, we have the following Sākhāṣa—We say that it is the ‘Branch’ that prompts the cutting; because that is the predominant factor,—i.e. the ‘Branch’ is the principal thing to be secured,—and it becomes cut off from the ‘Upāveṣa’,—which Upāveṣa therefore would be taken in only as a bye-product of the operation (of cutting) which brings about the ‘Branch’;—“Why should the Branch be regarded as the principal thing?”—Because we find the Accusative ending in the word ‘shākham’ (‘Branch’) in the sentence ‘Shākham parivāya’ (‘Cutting the Branch’) [and the Accusative ending denotes the thing most desired].—“But there is the Accusative ending in the word ‘Upāveṣam’ also, in the sentence ‘Upāveṣam karat’ (‘makes the Upāveṣa’) [so that the Upāveṣa also is the thing most desired].”—The answer to this is that the Upāveṣa is not the objective of the act of cutting—it is the objective of the act of making.

Says the Opponent—“Why cannot the sentence be construed as—‘Having cut the branch, he makes an Upāveṣa of its bottom-portion’;—
the term 'branch' being as applicable to the bottom-portion as to the top-portion; so that what the sentence means is that 'by cutting, he should disjoin the top and the bottom',—for what purpose?—with the view that 'having disjoined the bottom from the top-portion, I shall make an Upavēṣa of the former' [so that the main thing to be secured by the cutting is the Upavēṣa, not the Branch]."

Answer—It is not so; such a construction would be too remote; by the straight construction it is clear that the cutting is for the purpose of securing the Branch, and it is only after the Branch has been secured that there comes the making of the Upavēṣa.

"Inasmuch as the sentence occurs in the 'Context' of the Upavēṣa, the 'bottom' is to be construed with the term 'Upavēṣa'."

The answer to this is that if the term 'bottom' were construed with both (the Branch and the Upavēṣa), there would be an incongruity; and in the event of such an incongruity (due to conflict between 'Context', which connects the 'bottom' with the Upavēṣa, and 'Syntactical Connection', which connects it with the Branch), 'Syntactical Connection' has to be regarded as more authoritative than 'Context'.

If it be held that 'the Upavēṣa may be connected with the cutting by reason of its being mentioned in close proximity to it (in the sentence under consideration)'—the answer is that even so, such connection would be possible with the cutting, only as prompted by (done for the purpose of securing) the Branch; and thus the cutting having been already done (for the purpose of the Branch, and the Upavēṣa also having been obtained as a bye-product), the Upavēṣa cannot prompt (be the motive for) the act of cutting.

Thus it is that there is a disparity [between the Branch and the Upavēṣa] [i.e. the two do not stand on the same footing].

SŪTRA (9).

Also because (the Pūrva-Paśa view would involve) the disappearance of the very word ('Branch').

Bhāṣya.

There are several uses laid down for the 'Branch':—e.g. (a) 'He removes the calves with the Branch' (Taittī Br. 3. 2. 1. 1),—(b) 'Brings up the cows with the Branch, and milks them with the Branch' (Taittī Br. 3. 2. 1. 2);—for all these purposes, the Upavēṣa would be of no use; and if the cutting were not done for the securing of the Branch (and the Branch were not there, only the Upavēṣa consisting of the bottom-portion were there),—then the word 'Branch' would have to disappear (would be meaningless) in all the texts quoted; because the bottom-portion alone of the Branch is never called 'Branch'.—"What if it is so?"—Well, the cutting should be for getting that to which the name 'Branch' applies,—such being the force of the Accusative ending (in 'sākhām'). If the name 'Branch' were applicable to the bottom-portion,—even so, the bottom-portion
could not be used for the purposes for which the 'Branch' has been prescribed; because the 'Branch' is that which has been cut off from the bottom-portion and hence rendered bottom-less. Then again, the cutting must be taken as to be done for that purpose which is accomplished with the Branch as thus embellished (by having the bottom cut off);—as for the placing of the pans on the fire, this is not done by the Branch of which the bottom has been cut off (in fact, it is done by the Upāvēṣa, which is the bottom-portion itself);—hence the cutting cannot be taken as to be done for the purpose of placing the pans on fire.

"What is the purpose served by this discussion?"

According to the Pūrṇapakṣa [i.e., if the cutting is for securing both the Branch and the Upavēṣa], the Branch should have to be secured at the Paurṇāmāsi sacrifice also [where however there is nothing to be done with the Branch]; while according to the Siddhānta this will not have to be done.

[At the Paurṇāmāsi sacrifice, there being nothing to be done with the Branch, there would be no cutting, and hence no Upavēṣa; so that the putting up of the Pans on Fire would be done with any piece of wood,—this is according to the Siddhānta. According to the Pūrṇapakṣa, as the cutting should be done for securing the Branch as well as the Upavēṣa, it would have to be done also when there is nothing to be done with the Branch; so that in this case the Upavēṣa would have to be secured and the placing of pans done with it—Bhattāripikā.]
ADHIKARANA (4): The 'Throwing in of the Branch' is only by way of 'Disposal'; it is not a fruitful action prompting the Homa.

SUTRA (10).

[PRAYAPAKSA]—"When there is 'Throwing in' it should be taken as 'offering into Fire'; because both are equally connected and substances are always subservient to a purpose."

BHASHYA.

In connection with the Darsha-Purṇamāsa, we read, 'Saha śākhayā prastaram prahratī' ('He throws in the Kusha-bundle along with the Branch').

In regard to this, there arises the question—"Is this 'Throwing in' of the Branch a mere Disposal or a Fruitful Action?"

The Pṛyapakṣa view on this point is as follows:—"When there is 'Throwing in' it should be taken as 'offering into Fire', i.e. it should be regarded as a Fruitful Act;—why?—because both are equally connected; i.e. in the sentence 'He throws in the Kusha-bundle along with the Branch', the connection of the Branch (with the act of 'Throwing in') is equal to that of the Kusha-bundle. Wherever the Instrumental ending is used in connection with the term 'saha' ('along with'), the thing expressed by the word with that ending is the subordinate factor, while that expressed by the word with the Accusative ending is the predominant factor. As regards the Kusha-bundle, it is clear that it is as an 'offering' that it is 'thrown in'; and in this same act of 'offering', the Branch also comes in as a concomitant of the Kusha-bundle, because its connection with that act is similar to that of the Kusha-bundle. The following argument might be put forward—'In every such case, the Branch is the subordinate factor; hence the most reasonable view to take is that when it is 'thrown in', it is only an act of disposal; otherwise (if it were taken as an act of offering) it would involve the incongruity of the thing (Branch) subserving several and diverse purposes [the Branch has been used in the removing of the calf, etc., and now it is to be used as an offering-material]'.—The answer to this is that, as a matter of fact, substances are always subservient to a purpose; that is, whenever substances are enjoined, they are enjoined as subservient to something desired to be done, on the principle that 'whenever an accomplished entity is enjoined, it is always for the sake of something to be accomplished'; so that for substances (like the Branch, for instance), it is only right that they should subserviencseveral and diverse purposes."
SUTRA (11).

[SIDDHANTA]—In reality it should be regarded as a 'Disposal'; because the text indicates its predominant character.

Bhāṣya:

In reality the 'throwing in' of the Branch should be regarded as a 'Disposal', because the text indicates its predominant character; as a matter of fact, the text speaks of the Branch as the predominant factor.—"How so?"—Because of the presence of the Accusative ending.—"But the Accusative ending is found in another word 'prasārastam' (Kusha-bundle)—not in the term 'śākṣā' (which appears with the Instrumental ending)."—The answer to this is that what is connoted by the Accusative ending, which is present in the Kusha-bundle, is present in the Branch also.—"How?"—Because of its being equally connected with the Branch; that is, the Kusha-bundle becomes 'thrown in' only if the Branch also is 'thrown in'; hence the term 'suha' (together) signifies the equality of the connection of both things (with the act of 'throwing in'); so that if the Kusha-bundle is the principal factor in the act of 'throwing in', the Branch also is a concomitant of the Kusha-bundle; thus it is that there is 'equality of connection'; hence if what is connoted by the Accusative ending is present in the Kusha-bundle, it is present in the Branch also. Thus it is that the Branch is a principal factor.

Then again, if the Branch were a subordinate factor in one case, then, if it were laid down as to be used in another case, it would involve the incongruity of its subserving several and diverse purposes.—"What would be the incongruity in that?"—The incongruity would be that the visible purpose served by it would have to be abandoned (ignored) and an invisible (transcendental one) assumed. After the Branch has been used (for the purpose of removing the calf, etc.), if it is removed from the Altar, more space becomes available and the subsequent details are more conveniently performed,—this is the visible purpose served by the removal (of the Branch); there is not the slightest visible purpose served by the 'throwing in' (of the Branch, as an offering in sacrifice); hence the only right view is to regard the 'throwing in' as an act of 'disposal'.

Says the Opponent—"Inasmuch as we find the Instrumental ending (in the word 'śākṣāpā'), it should be more reasonable to take the Branch (śākṣā) as mentioned for the purpose of (and subservient to) another thing (in this case, the Kusha-bundle)."

Answer—This would be reasonable if the Branch were something whose time (for being 'thrown in') were known; as in that case, its mention in the text could be taken as being for the purpose of indicating the time of the Kusha-bundle (being thrown in). In the case in question, the fact is quite the reverse; it is the Kusha-bundle whose time is known, and it is the Branch whose time is not known. Consequently, even though there is the Instrumental ending (in the word 'śākṣāpā'), it is the Kusha-bundle which will indicate the time of the Branch. Thus then what is connoted
by the Accusative ending should be taken as appertaining to the Branch, and what is connoted by the Instrumental ending should be taken as appertaining to the Kūsha-bundle; after all, it is the force (sense) of words (to express a certain meaning) which is more authoritative than anything else.

SŪTRA (12).

"But that which is subordinate (to something else) may also (be spoken of by a word with the Accusative ending)"

—If this is urged [then the answer is as below].

Bṛhaśya.

Says the Opponent—“As a matter of fact, we find the Accusative ending also in connection with a term expressive of what is subservient to something else; we have this in the case—(a) of ‘Saktu’ [in the text ‘Saktun juhoti’], where there is the Accusative ending in ‘Saktun’, and yet the Saktu is only a subordinate factor in the act of offering’],—(b) of ‘Māruta’ [in the text ‘Mārumaṃ saptakapālāṃ’ (Taittī. 2. 4. 10. 2), where we have the Accusative ending in ‘Mārumaṃ saptakapālāṃ’ and yet the ‘Cake baked upon seven pans and dedicated to the Māruṭas’ is only a subordinate factor],—and (c) of ‘ekakapālāṃ’ [in the text ‘Sauryaṃ ekakapālāṃ’ (Taittī. 2. 4. 10. 2), where we have the Accusative ending in ‘Sauryaṃ ekakapālāṃ’ and the ‘Cake baked on one pan and dedicated to Śūrya’ is only a subordinate factor].”

SŪTRA (13).

The cases are not analogous; in the other case, the thing in question is one that could not be used for any other purpose; whereas in the present case, the thing in question has been actually used for a definite purpose.

Bṛhaśya.

The case we are considering now (that of the Branch) is not analogous to the case of the Saktu and other things (cited by the Opponent); because the thing in the other case—i.e. of the Saktu and other things—is one that could not be used for any other purpose; whereas in the case we are considering, the thing in question—the Branch—has served a useful purpose, in the shape of the removal of the calf and the rest.

Says the Opponent—“What we find in the Sūtras [12 and 13] referring to the case of the Saktu and then answering it, is a mere repetition (of what has been done in several places).”

Answer—Repeating things cannot be very objectionable; what is useful should be learnt over and over again; if people avoid repetition, it is only through fear of making their work prolix; but when there is a fear that
people may not have understood the meaning, if one repeats a thing over
and over again, they consider that very valuable.

"What is the purpose served by this discussion?"

If the 'throwing in of the Branch' is a fruitful act, the Branch should
have to be secured at the Paurāṇāsi sacrifice [when there is nothing to be
done with it, yet it has to be secured simply for being 'thrown in']; whereas
if it is only by way of 'disposal' of what has been used, then there would
be no need for securing it at the Paurāṇāsi sacrifice.
ADHİKARĀNA (5): ‘Pouring out’ is an act of ‘Disposal’.

SŪTRA (14).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“Inasmuch as in its origin, the Water brought in has no connection (with any purpose), there should be a division of it,—as in the case of the Clarified Butter.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darṣa-Pārnāśa, we read—‘Apāh praṇayati, āpo vai śraddhā śrāddhamēkālabhya yajatē’ (Taittī. Brā. 3. 2. 4. 1) [‘He brings in Water; Water indeed is faith, and it is only when imbued with faith that one offers a sacrifice ’];—there are two uses laid down for the Water thus brought in—(a) ‘With the Water brought in he kneads the offering-materials’ and (b) ‘Inside the altar, he pours out the Water that had been brought in’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are both these—kneading and pouring out—the ‘motive’ for the Bringer-in of Water? Or is it only for the kneading that the Water is brought in, and the pouring out is only a ‘disposal’ of what remains of it after the kneading has been done?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows—‘In its origin the Water is not connected with any purpose [i.e. it is not brought in for any purpose at all]; it is only after it has been brought in that it becomes connected with both the purposes (kneading and pouring out); hence we do not perceive any grounds for discriminating between these two; and when no grounds for differentiating are perceived, the Water must be regarded as meant for both purposes; and there should be a division of it—that is, some part of it should be used for kneading the offering-material and some of it should be poured out; just as in the case of the Clarified Butter, in regard to which it is declared that ‘When the Clarified Butter is brought into the Dhṛvatōṣa, it is for all the sacrifices’ (Taittī. Brā. 3. 3. 5. 5) [and what is done is that it is divided among the various sacrifices performed].’

SŪTRA (15).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality the Water is brought in for the purpose of kneading; as regards the rest of the Water, its ‘Pouring out’ must be regarded as a Disposal; because in regard to that act (of ‘Pouring out’) the Water is the predominant factor.

Bhāṣya.

The Water that is brought in is for the purpose of kneading.—Why? Because it is spoken of by a word with the Instrumental ending (in the
text ‘Pranitābhīḥ kavimśi samyuti’), therefore it follows that in this con-
nection the Water is a subordinate factor. In connection with the act of
‘pouring over’, on the other hand, the Water is spoken of by a word with
the Accusative ending (in the text ‘Antarvedi pranitāh ninayati’); and hence
it follows that in this connection, the Water is the predominant factor.

The purpose served by this discussion is that, in cases where there is
no Cake (and hence no kneading of the dough), Water need not be brought
in at all; e.g. in the case where the material offered is curd.
ADHIKARAṆA (6): The ‘making over of the stick’ is a ‘fruitful act’.

SŪTRA (16).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—‘LIKE THE ’THROWING AWAY’ (OF THE HORN) THE ’MAKING OVER OF THE STICK’ TO THE MAITREṆARUṆA PRIEST [SHOULD BE REGARDED AS AN ACT OF ’DISPOSAL’]. BECAUSE IT HAS SERVED ITS PURPOSE.’

R̥ṣyaya.

In connection with the Jyotisṭoma, we read—’Vāgra dēvākhyo pakrāmat yajñāyaṁ śhrati vā vanaprāśaṁ prāvishat, saīśa vāg vanaprāśaṁ radaṇī yā dundubhau yā cha tānu vā yā cha viṇāyam, yat ākriṇyām daṇḍam prayāchchhati vācaṁyavartumāhe; kriśa samine maitreṇarūṇaṁ daṇḍam prayāchchhati’ (Taitti. Sam. 6. 1. 4. 1-2)] ‘Verily, speech ran away from the deities, not waiting for the sacrifice; she entered the trees; it is this speech which speaks in the trees,—when, for instance, it speaks in the drum and in the bamboo and in the lute; when one presents the stick to the initiated sacrificer, he preserves his speech; He makes over the stick to the Maitreṇarūṇa Priest’.—It is this last sentence—’He makes over the stick to the Maitreṇarūṇa Priest’—which forms the subject of the present discussion.

In regard to this, there arises the question—The stick having been already used by being held by the Initiated Sacrificer, when it comes to be held by the Maitreṇarūṇa Priest, is this latter holding of the stick an act of ‘disposal’—or a ‘fruitful act’?

On this question, the Pūrvaṇukṣa view is as follows:—’The ‘making over of the stick to the Maitreṇarūṇa’ is an act of ‘disposal’;—why?—because it has already served its purpose, by having been held by the Initiated Sacrificer.—The stick has been laid down as to be used in the initiating of the Sacrificer—in the text ‘Dānāṇa dīkṣayati’, ‘They initiate him with the stick’ (Taitti. Sam. 6. 1. 3. 8);—so that after it has been used for that purpose, if it is used for some other purpose, it is only reasonable that this latter should be regarded as an act of ‘disposal’; just as when the Black Horn that has been used by the Sacrificer in rubbing the itching parts of his body is thrown into the pit,—in accordance with the text ‘Chānevālī kṣaṇaviśeṣāṁ prāṣyati’, ‘He throws the Black Horn into the pit’;—this ‘throwing’ is regarded as an act of ‘disposal’; the same should be understood to be the case in the instance under consideration.—Further, the stick is spoken of by a word with the Accusative ending, which shows that it is the predominant factor.’
SŪTRA (17).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT IS A 'FRUITFUL ACT', BECAUSE IT IS RELATED TO AN AGENT,—JUST LIKE THE GARLAND.

Bhāṣya.

The act in question should, in reality, be regarded as a 'fruitful act'—because it is related to an agent—in the text 'Makes over the stick to the Maitrīvaruṇa' the act of 'making over' is spoken of in relation to the Agent (Maitrīvaruṇa); so that the stick must be a subordinate factor, the Agent being the predominant factor; because it is the Agent whom the stick enables to walk about; with its help he moves about in the dark or in water, also drives away cows and serpents, and supports himself by it. Thus the Agent being the predominant factor, the action of 'making over' cannot be an act of 'disposal'—In fact, the case is to be treated as analogous to that of the garland: we have the text 'Svaśaṃṣaṇḍaṭā dadrāi', 'He makes over the garland to the Udāṭr Priest' (Taittī. Sām. 1, 8, 18. 1); in this case, even though the garland does not serve any useful purpose for the man concerned, yet as the Man (Udāṭr) is still wanted for several purposes, while there is no further use for the garland,—predominance is attached to the Man. The same should be done in the case in question also.

It has been argued that—'Because of the presence of the Accusative ending, the stick should be regarded as the predominant factor.'—The answer to this is that, the Accusative ending is used here in the sense explained in Pāṇini's Sūtra 1. 4. 50, by which 'if a thing is connected with another thing which is what is most desired to be obtained by means of the action denoted by the verb, then the former thing also comes to be regarded as the objective, even though it is not what is the most desired thing'. [So that the mere presence of the Accusative ending does not make the thing the most desired and hence the predominant factor.]—'But why should it be taken in that sense?'—Because we find the term 'Maitrīvaruṇa' with the Dative ending; as a rule, the Dative ending is added to a term which denotes the recipient of a gift; and the recipient of the gift is the one who is desired to be benefited by the act (of giving); it follows therefore that in the case in question, the Maitrīvaruṇa Priest is more desired (and hence more important) than the stick.

SŪTRA (18).

ALSO BECAUSE THE STICK IS MENTIONED AS BEING IN (THE HANDS OF THE) PRIEST STILL ENGAGED IN THE PERFORMANCE.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Dandaṣṭi prajñāmaṇeṣaḥ' ('Holding the stick, the Maitrīvaruṇa repeats the directions')—which describes a certain act done by the priest; and it shows that after the stick has been made over to him, the priest moves about holding the stick in his hand; this would be possible
only if the ‘making over of the stick’ to him were a ‘fruitful act’; if it were a mere ‘disposal’, then on its having been made over to the Maiträvaruṇa, the function of the stick would have ended there, as all that had to be done with it would have been done; so that there would be no further need for it; and hence it could not be kept in the hand. Under the circumstances, what we find in the description just quoted would not be possible.

Similarly there is the text ‘Ahasteṃ dashati iti maiträvaruṇam brāyāti, abhirāva ṛṣeṣa’ [‘He should say to the Maiträvaruṇa—The Serpent is biting you, this verily is a serpent’] [where it is the stick held by the Maiträvaruṇa that is spoken of as the serpent].

Again, there is the text—‘Mushala anvāha’ [‘The man with the Mushala recites’], where the Maiträvaruṇa is spoken of as holding the Mushala, and the word ‘mushala’ is known to signify the stick,—as we find in such expressions as ‘Where should the Boys with mushalas (sticks) descend into the Gāṇgā?’.

From all this also it follows that the making over of the stick to the Maiträvaruṇa (and his holding it) is a ‘fruitful act’.

SŪTRA (19).

IF AN ACT, IN ITS VERY ORIGIN, IS CONNECTED WITH A DEFINITE PURPOSE, IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS SERVING THAT PURPOSE;—SUCH BEING THE DIRECT ASSERTION OF THE VEDA; AND WHEN SUCH AN ACT GOES OVER TO ANOTHER, THEN IT MUST BE REGARDED AS A DISPOSAL; AS IN THIS CASE IT IS NOT A SUBSIDIARY FACTOR.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above that—‘just as the throwing away of the Black Antelope’s Horn [is an act of ‘disposal’, so should the ‘making over of the stick to the Maiträvaruṇa’ also be]’.—The answer to this is as follows—It is only right that, when an act, in its origin—i.e. while coming into existence—comes as connected with a definite purpose,—it is only reasonable that that act should be taken as done for that purpose. And when it goes over elsewhere (i.e. apart from the said purpose), then it should be regarded as an act of ‘disposal’. And this is right only in cases where no visible purpose is served (as in the case of the throwing of the Horn); but in the case in question there is a visible purpose served by the Maiträvaruṇa holding the stick,—hence the two cases are not analogous.

[By this explanation, Sū. 19 is a part of Adhikarana (6); but by a second interpretation given in the Bhāṣya, this Sūtra forms an independent Adhikarana by itself—as below.]
ADHIKARANA (7): The throwing of the Black Antelope's Horn is an act of 'Disposal'.

SUTRA (19)—[as above].

Bhasya.

The Sutra may be taken as setting forth a distinct Adhikarana by itself: [It is laid down that a Black Horn is to be used by the Sacrificer in scratching his body and then to be thrown into the Pit;—the question that arises is—are both these acts—the scratching and the throwing—'motive' behind the securing of the Black Antelope's Horn? Or is it the scratching only?—and this resolves itself into the question—is the throwing of the Horn a 'fruitful act', or an act of 'disposal'?].—The Purvapaksha view is that—"The Horn is secured for the purpose of both the acts, because when several things are brought about by the same act, they should all equally be regarded as the motive of that act' (Sū. 4. 1. 22)".—The Siddhanta is that in connection with the act of rubbing, the Horn is spoken of by means of a word with the Instrumental ending ('vīśānayā'), which shows that it must be the subordinate factor; whereas in connection with the act of throwing, inasmuch as it is spoken of by means of a word with the Accusative ending ('vīśānam'), and as it has been already used elsewhere, it must be regarded as the principal factor [from which it follows that the act of throwing of the Black Antelope's Horn is one of 'disposal'].
ADHIKARANA (8): The carrying of the things smeared with Soma-juice to the Sacrificial Bath is an act of 'disposal'.

SUTRA (20).

[SIDDHANTA]—At the Soma-sacrifice, also [the carrying of the things smeared with Soma-juice to the Sacrificial Bath should be regarded as an act of 'disposal'], because they have served their purpose.

Bhāṣya.

At the Jyotisāoma sacrifice, there is the Sacrificial Bath, laid down in the text—'With the cake baked upon one pan, dedicated to Varuṇa, they proceed to the Sacrificial Bath' (Mai. S. 4. 8. 5). In connection with this Sacrificial Bath, we read—"Varuṇaḥṣrīkāt yadā tāṇya yadṛṣṭam yadgrāvāyāḥ yadābudumbarī yadābhīṣacanaphalakū, tasmāt yatkiṁcit somaliṇḍam dravaṁ taṁ acaḥbhṛtham yanti" ['All the sacrificial things are taken hold of by Varuṇa—the Soma-stalks out of which all the juice has been extracted, the stones, the Post of Udāmbra wood, and the two slabs used in the extracting of Soma-juice; hence they proceed to the Sacrificial Bath along with everything that is smeared with Soma-juice'] (Mai. S. 4. 8. 5).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this carrying of the things smeared with Soma-juice to the Sacrificial Bath an act of 'disposal' or a 'fruitful act'?

The correct view is that the act in question is one of 'disposal';—why?—because they have served their purpose; that is, as a matter of fact, everyone of the things spoken of has served its purpose in connection with several acts; hence it is only right that the carrying of these to the Sacrificial Bath should be regarded as an act of 'disposal'.

SUTRA (21).

[Objection, embodying the Pūrvapāka]—"It should be regarded as a 'fruitful act', because it is connected with a name.'

Bhāṣya.

"The act in question should be regarded as a 'fruitful act'; because it is connected with a name, in the sentence 'tena acaḥbhṛtham yanti', which means that 'with that they accomplish the act named acaḥbhṛtha'—where we have the Instrumental ending in the word 'tena', and the Accusative in 'acaḥbhṛtha'; whence it follows that the thing smeared with Soma-juice..."
is the subordinate, and the Avabhrtha (Sacrificial Bath) the predominant factor [and hence the act denoted by the verb 'yanti' is a fruitful act]."

SŪTRA (22).

[Reply]—In reality, it must be regarded as an act of 'Disposal'; for the reason already stated. As for the mention of 'Avabhrtha' (Sacrificial Bath), it serves the purpose of indicating the place.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the act in question should be regarded as one of 'disposal'.

—Why?—For the reason already stated: i.e., as a rule, what has served its purpose in one place is 'disposed of' in another.—In the case in question, if the thing smeared with Soma-juice were laid down as a means of accomplishing the Sacrificial Bath, then the carrying of those things would be a 'fruitful act'; if, on the other hand, what is enjoined is only that the priests should go to the Bath with the things smeared with Soma-juice, then it would be an act of 'disposal'. As a matter of fact, the things smeared with Soma-juice are not enjoined as a means to the Sacrificial Bath; for if they were so meant, then this relationship between the Bath and the things smeared with Soma-juice would have been enjoined by the verb 'abhyaṣyanti', and such an injunction would be by Syntactical Connection, not by Direct Assertion [as the said relationship is not directly expressed by the verb]. On the other hand, if the proceeding were taken as enjoined by the said verb, the injunction would be by Direct Assertion [as the proceeding is what is directly expressed by the verb 'yanti']. Thus it is that this latter interpretation comes to be accepted: Direct Assertion being more authoritative than Syntactical Connection. Hence it follows that the act in question is one of 'disposal'.

It has been argued that—"the act in question should be regarded as a 'fruitful act', because it is connected with the name" (Su. 20).—Our answer to this is as follows:—Under the circumstances, the mention of 'Avabhrtha' (Sacrificial Bath) should be taken as serving the purpose of indicating the place; that is, in the phrase 'they proceed to the Sacrificial Bath', the avabhrtha indicates the place; the meaning being that 'they proceed to the place where the Sacrificial Bath takes place'.

From all this it follows that the act in question is one of 'disposal'.

——
ADHIKARANA (9): The injunctions of (a) Performer, (b) Place, (c) Time, and (d) Substance are meant to be restrictive.

SUTRA (23).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"There is no injunction of (a) Performer, (b) Place, and (c) Time, as these are necessary factors in every performance."

BHASYA.

We have the following texts—(a) 'Pashubandhasya yajñakratoḥ gaṇeṣṭviyāḥ' ['There are six priests at the performance of the Pashubandha sacrifice'] (Taitti. Brā. 2. 3. 6. 3);—(b) 'Darshapūrṇamāṇayaḥ yajñakratoskbhavatīva ṛteviyāḥ' ['At the performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāṇa sacrifices, there are four priests'] (Taitti. Brā. 2. 3. 6. 2);—(c) 'Chāturmāṇāṃ kṛtāṇāṃ pañcha ṛteviyāḥ' ['At the Chāturmāṇa sacrifices, there are five priests'] (Taitti. Brā. 2. 3. 6. 2);—(d) 'Agnihotrasya yajñakratoḥ ṛk ṛtevi' ['At the performance of the Agnihotra sacrifice, there is one priest'] (Taitti. Brā. 2. 3. 6. 1);—(e) 'Saṁyogāṇiḥkāravyaḥ yajñakratoh saśādhaṃ ṛteviyāḥ' ['At the performance of the Soma-sacrifice, there are seventeen priests'] (Taitti. Brā. 2. 3. 6. 4).—[In all these the number of performers is mentioned].—Then again—(f) 'Saṁe darsha-pūrṇamāṇaḥṣaḥyāṁ yajṣaḥ prāchino pravatvā vaisnavādiyaṁ ṛṣeṣaḥ' ['The Darsha-Pūrṇamāṇa should be performed on level ground; the Vaisnavādiya sacrifice should be performed on ground sloping towards the East']—[In this, the place is mentioned].—(g) 'Pauruṣāṇyaṁ pauruṣāṇyaṁ yajṣaḥ amāveśapātaḥ amāveśapātaḥ' ['One should perform the Pauruṣāṇa sacrifice on the Full-moon Day, and the Amāveśa sacrifice on the Moonless Day']—[In this, the time is mentioned].

In regard to all this, here arises the question,—In these texts are (a) the performers, (b) the place, and (c) the time enjoined? Or only spoken of by way of reference?

On this question, the Pārvapāksa view is as follows—"There is no injunction of the performer, the place, and the time; it is all mere reference;—why?—because they are necessary factors in every performance; every one of these is a necessary factor in every performance; without a performer, a place, and a time, there can be no performance of any act; hence all these are already enjoined along with the injunction of the performance itself; hence, being already known, they are mentioned in the texts quoted, only by way of reference,—'the text may be taken as meant to prohibit the uneven ground and such other details'.—That cannot be, we reply. Because texts like those in question are injunctions, not prohibitive. Hence it should all be taken as a mere reference (to what is already known from the injunctions of the acts concerned)."
Sūtra (24).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, the text serves the purpose of restriction.

Bhāṣya.

The answer to the Pūrṇapakṣa is as follows:—The text in question cannot be a mere reference or reiteration; a mere reiteration is useless; whereas if it is an Injunction, then it will lay down something new; hence it must be taken as an Injunction. "But what it lays down is already known as part of the performance."—The answer to this is that the text will serve the purposes of restriction. "What do you mean by restriction?"—When what is indefinite is made definite, it is restriction. For instance, in the case in question, what comes in as a necessary factor in every performance is only place in general (indefinitely);—but all places collectively cannot be used for any performance; when we use a level ground, we do not use an uneven ground; when we use uneven ground, we do not use level ground; so that in regard to any particular action [if our sole guide were the fact that some sort of place is necessary for every performance] the level ground may, as well as may not, come to our mind as to be adopted; in a case where the level ground does not come up to our mind,—such a case affords the occasion for the Injunction (that 'the sacrifice should be performed on level ground'); so that even though the performer may be desirous of performing it on uneven ground, the text lays down the Injunction that it should be done on level ground; and the result is that, when this Injunction is there, the uneven ground does not come to the mind at all. Similarly in the case of the other texts also.—From all this it follows that every one of the texts quoted contains an Injunction.
ADHIKARANA (10): The Injunction of the properties of substances is restrictive in its application.

SUTRA (25).


BHASYA.

This is a part of the foregoing Adhikarana.

We have the following texts—(a) "Vāyavedam svētamadbhēta bhūtīkāmāḥ" ['Desiring prosperity one should sacrifice a white goat dedicated to Vāyu'] (Taitti. Saṁ. 2. 1. 1. 1);—(b) "Somāraudram ghetō charum niṟcāpēś shuklānām vṛhiṇām brahavarchasakāmāḥ" ['Desiring Brahmic glory, one should offer a cooked offering of white corns in Clarified Butter, dedicated to Soma-Rudra'] (Mai. Saṁ. 2. 1. 5);—(c) "Nāiṟṟam charum niṟcāpēś kṛṣṇānām vṛhiṇām" ['One should offer a cooked offering of black corns, dedicated to the Nīṟṛṣ'] (Taitti. Saṁ. 1. 8. 9. 1).

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are the colours, white (and black) mentioned in these texts, actually enjoined? Or only reiterated?

The Pūrvaapakṣa view is that—"It is only reiterated; because it is already included in the Injunction of the substances themselves".

The Siddhānta is that it is an Injunction,—for the purpose of restricting the colours which, in certain cases, may not come up to the mind.

The purpose served by both these Adhikaranaś is the same that has been shown in the Siddhānta [that what was indefinite becomes well-defined].
ADHIKARANA (11): The Injunctions of embellishments like 'Threshing' are restrictive in their application.

SUTRA (26).

So also, in the case of Embellishment; because that is the predominant factor.

Bhāṣya.

This also is part of Adhikarana (9).

In connection with the Dursha-Pūramāśa, we read—'Vrīhīṣ avahanti, tīndulañ-piṇasti' ('He threshes the corn, and pounds the rice').

Question—Are these two Injunctions? Or Reiterations?

Pūrvapaksa—'What is mentioned is already known to be the means of securing what is wanted (in the making of the Cake, etc.); hence the statement is a mere reiteration.'

Siddhānta—They are injunctions, as they serve the purpose of restricting the method (of securing what is wanted) to one out of several possible ones.
Adhikarana (12): What is ‘Yaga’, ‘Sacrifice’?

Sutra (27).

What is denoted by the root ‘yaj’, ‘to sacrifice’, should be understood to be that act which brings about the connection between a ‘substance’ and a ‘deity’, as this sense is applicable to the whole lot (of primary actions).

Bhasya.

Hitherto we have explained how the performance of the subsidiary is prompted (by the Primary Act).—Now the question arises—What is that Primary Act of which the acts dealt with are subsidiaries?—The answer to this is that the Primary Act is in the form of Yaga, sacrificing, Dana, giving, and Homo, pouring into a receptacle.—Next arises the question—What is the distinctive feature of each of these acts—of sacrificing, giving, and pouring into a receptacle?—In answer to this we have the definition of ‘Sacrifice’ provided in the Sutra; [that of pouring into a receptacle follows under Sutra 28, and that of giving, under the Bhasya on Sutra 28]—What is denoted by the root ‘yaj, to sacrifice’—i.e. the act of Yaga, Sacrifice—is that act which brings about the connection between a substance and a deity—the compound ‘draeya-devata-kriyam’ being explained as that ‘kriya’, act, whereby a connection is established between the ‘draeya’, substance, and the ‘devata’, deity.—In this sense the term ‘sacrifice’ becomes applicable to the whole lot of (primary) acts [i.e. Yaga, Dana, and Homo, every one of which, with slight variations, is an act that establishes a connection between a substance and a deity]; for instance, we find people making use of such expressions as ‘Islo’nena pashupatih’ [which is used in the case of all the three kinds of offering—Yaga, Dana, and Homo].—From this we conclude that the term ‘sacrifice’ signifies that act which brings about the connection between a substance and a deity.

As for the purpose served by this Adhikarana, there is no need for seeking for the purpose served by a definition; as the sole purpose served by it is that it provides the idea of the thing defined.
Adhikaraṇa (13): What is ‘Homa’?

Sūtra (28).

Inasmuch as the name is found to be used in the same sense (as ‘Yāga’), the ‘Homa’ would be the same (as ‘Yāga’) with the additional element of ‘pouring’.

Bhāṣya.

Question—What is the characteristic of ‘Homa’, ‘offering into Fire’?

Answer—As a matter of fact we find that the name ‘Homa’ is used in the sense of ‘Yāga’, ‘sacrifice’, with the additional element of ‘pouring’; hence Homa is ‘sacrifice accompanied by pouring’. It is in this sense that in common parlance, people are found to be using such expressions as ‘anāṇa hūtum’ (‘Homa has been performed by this person’). In the Veda also the act that has been enjoined as a ‘sacrifice’, ‘Yāga’, is found referred to as ‘Homa’,—e.g. in the following text—‘Samgrāṁ vaihāt chaturhotra yājyāt; Chaturgāhānīyam krtvā chaturhotram vyachakṣita, pārvēyā grahēnārdham jāhuyāduttarēnārdham’ [where the sentence opens with the injunction of ‘Yāga’, sacrifice, by the word ‘yājyāt’, and at the end of the sentence the same act is referred to as ‘Homa’, by the word ‘jāhuyāt’].

Question—What is the characteristic of the act of ‘giving’, ‘Dāna’?

Answer—In the act of ‘giving’, there is setting aside of one’s own ownership (over the thing given away) and bringing about of the ownership of another person (the recipient of the gift).

In all the three acts of sacrificing, giving, and Homa (offering into Fire), the act of ‘offering’ is the common element; in the case of sacrificing, there is simple offering to (in reference to) the deity;—Homa is the same, but with the further element of ‘pouring’;—and in giving there is offering followed by the bringing about of the ownership of the recipient.—Such is the distinction among these.

[The Tūpāṭkā remarks that the Bhāṣya mentions ‘pouring’ because this is the element present in most Homas, where the material generally used is Clarified Butter or some such liquid substance. As a matter of fact, however, there are several Homas at which the material used consists of grains—sesamum in many cases. Hence what differentiates the Homa from the Yāga is this, that in the former the material is thrown into some suitable receptacle—as remarked by Tāntrarāttra and the Prakaraṇa-paṇḍīṭa, p. 105. It is not necessary for the offering to be thrown into Fire to make it Homa (as has been asserted in the Bhāṭṭabhāskara); because in many cases the throwing of substances into water is also called ‘Homa’; e.g. at the Asakṛṣṭha-Itti, performed on the completion of the Agniṣṭoma. The difference among Yāga, Dāna, and Homa is as follows:—The relinquishment of one’s own ownership is the factor common to all the three; but in Yāga there is merely verbal surrendering of one’s ownership, the thing offered not being actually taken away by the recipient-deity;—in Dāna, the thing is actually taken away by the recipient;—in Homa, the thing offered has got to be thrown into some suitable receptacle, water or fire. See Prabhākara-Mimāṃsā, pp. 248-249.]
Adhikarana (14): The 'Varhīṣ', 'grass', is common to the three sacrifices, 'Āṭīthya', 'Upasad', and 'Agniśomapiya' — i.e. the performance of all the three is the 'motive' for securing the 'grass'.

Sūtra (29).

[Pūrvapakṣa] — 'Inasmuch as the injunction becomes fulfilled by the performance of the first sacrifice, if the same thing (grass) is used at another sacrifice, this would be a transference (of the thing from the first to the second or third sacrifice).'

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiśoma we read — 'Yadātīthyaśyam varhīṣ tadupasadām tadaignisomapiyasā' ['That grass which is at the Āṭīthya Iṣṭi is also at the Upasads and also at the Agniśomapiya']

[Having purchased the Soma and placed it in the cart, they bring it to the Prāchārāṣṭri, at that time they perform an Iṣṭi which is called the 'Āṭīthya Iṣṭi'. — After that, for three days they offer a sacrifice which is called 'Upasad', of which thus there are three, one on each day. — On the Aspara-śāthiṣya day, they perform another sacrifice which is called the 'Agniśomapiya'.]

In regard to this, there arises the question — (1) Does the injunction mean that the substance belonging to one sacrifice (Āṭīthya) is to be used at another (the Upasad, etc.)? — or (2) that the remnant of the substance used at the first sacrifice is to be used at the second and third? — or (3) that the characteristic details of the substance used at the first sacrifice are to be transferred to the substance used at the second and third sacrifices? — or (4) the same substance has been enjoined in common, for all the three sacrifices?

(1) The first Pūrvapakṣa is as follows — 'The substance belonging to one sacrifice is enjoined as to be used at the others. — Why? — Because the words of the text — 'That which is used at the Āṭīthya is the same as that used at the Upasads' — are such as are used in cases where a thing belonging to one is laid down for another; e.g. when it is said that 'the ox that belongs to Devadatta should be made to belong to Vasumitra', what is done is that the ox is wrested from Devadatta and given to Vasumitra. — Similarly in the case in question we have the injunction that 'what belongs to one sacrifice is to be used at another.'

This view however is open to the objection that the previous injunction of that substance as to be used at the Āṭīthya would become absolutely useless [as the substance would be taken away from the Āṭīthya and used at the Upasads].

(2) In view of this difficulty, the following view is put forth as the second Pūrvapakṣa — 'What is enjoined as to be used at the Upasads is the
remnant of what has been used at the Āṣṭhīyāḥ; in this case the meaning of the phrase 'that which is at the Āṣṭhīyāḥ' is 'that which has been enjoined in connection with, or which has been got for, the Āṣṭhīyāḥ'. In this way, the previous mention of the connection of the substance with the Āṣṭhīyāḥ comes to have some use.'

This view also is open to the objection that the Upanasa, in this case, would be performed with the remnant of another sacrifice; which is not the practice of cultured people; and in this case, all the characteristics of the Original Primary Substance would not come into the second sacrifice.

(3) In view of this difficulty, we put forward the following view as the third (and final) Pārṇapakṣa:—'Inasmuch as the Injunction becomes fulfilled by the performance of the first sacrifice, if the same thing is used at another sacrifice, this would be a case of transference of the details of the thing from the first to the second sacrifice. That is, when the Āṣṭhīyāḥ is completed, the grass enjoined for it has fulfilled its purpose;—previously that grass belonged to the Āṣṭhīyāḥ; but at the time of the performance of the Upanasa, there is no connection between that grass and the Āṣṭhīyāḥ (as the Āṣṭhīyāḥ being long over, it is not there); under the circumstances, that grass could be only indirectly indicated by the name of the Āṣṭhīyāḥ sacrifice; and recourse to Indirect Indication is not right. For all these reasons the most reasonable view to take would be that, there being no possibility of the 'grass of the Āṣṭhīyāḥ' being there at the time of the performance of the Upanasa and the Agniṣominya, what is meant is that the characteristics of the grass used at these two sacrifices should be the same as the characteristics of the grass that was used at the Āṣṭhīyāḥ.'

SŪTRA (30).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THE CONNECTION OF THE GRASS (WITH ALL THE THREE SACRIFICES) BEING EQUALLY BASED UPON ITS ORIGINATIVE INJUNCTION, THAT USEFUL CONNECTION OF ONE AND THE SAME GRASS MUST BE WITH ALL THOSE SACRIFICES WITHOUT ANY DISTINCTION; WHICH WOULD BE THE BASIS FOR THE SAME USE BEING MADE OF THE GRASS AT ALL THE SACRIFICES.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase 'api vā', 'in reality', sets aside the view expressed above. As a matter of fact, the connection of the 'grass' (with all the three sacrifices) is based upon its originative injunction; if the grass brought in at the Āṣṭhīyāḥ were one possessed of special characteristics, then it would be possible for those characteristics to be transferred to the grass used at the Upanasa and the Agniṣominya; as a matter of fact, however, there is no text which lays down any such special characteristics for the grass used at the Āṣṭhīyāḥ. In fact, the only special features of that grass will be laid down later on in such texts as—(a) 'Ashvābālaḥ prastavaḥ' ('The bedding is of Ashvābāla grass or
horse-hair');—(b) 'Vidhṛti chikṣayantu' ('The Vidhṛties are to be of sugar-cane sticks').—Thus then it is clear—(1) that the text does not speak of the grass of one sacrifice to be used at another,—(2) that it is not the remnant of the grass used at one sacrifice that is to be used at the other,—(3) that it is not that the characteristics of the grass of one sacrifice are transferred to that of another.—"What then is the correct view?"—The correct view is that the grass is laid down in common for all the three sacrifices; that is to say, the grass that is enjoined for the Aūthyā is also enjoined for the Upasada, and also for the Agnīṣomiya; so that the connection of the same grass is with all the sacrifices without any distinction; that is to say, when the grass is cut in the beginning (before the performance of the sacrifices); that cutting of the grass serves the purpose of all the sacrifices, and the use of the grass is common to all the sacrifices also.—In this way the direct meaning of the word 'grass' becomes accepted; in the other case there would be an indirect indication of the characteristics of the grass; and there is no doubt that when there is a doubt as to which of the two—Direct Expression and Indirect Indication—is to be accepted, the reasonable course is to accept the Direct Expression, not the Indirect Indication.—From all this it follows that the grass belongs in common to all the three sacrifices.

The purpose served by the Adhikarama is as has been pointed out in the exposition of the Siddhānta.

End of Pāda ii of Adhyāya IV.
ADHYÄYA IV.

PĀDA III.

ADHIKARĀNA (1): (a) Substances, (b) Embellishments, and (c) Minor Acts subserve the purposes of the sacrifice.

SŪTRA (1).

The mention of results in connection with ‘Substances’, ‘Embellishments’, and ‘Acts’ should be regarded as commimentary; because they subserve the purposes of another (action).

Bhāṣya.

(A) [There are some passages which speak of certain desirable results following from the use of certain substances in a sacrifice, e.g.—(a) ‘Yasya kādāraka śravaḥ bhavati sa dhānusāsāmīva rasena avadyati sarvaś ca uṣyā āhutyaḥ bhavanti; yasya yamastuṣṭi jujīrthbhavati na sa pāpaṁ ahokam kṣiproti’ (‘If a man uses the Śrussa made of Khadirā-wood, he offers the very essence of the Vedas, and his offerings become juicy; if one uses the Juhā made of Palāśa-wood, he never hears any evil of himself’);—(b) ‘Yasyāśvatthā upabhiḥ bhavati brahmaṇaiśvayoḥnāmanvarunibhiḥ, yasya vaikāk café dhrūva bhavati pratyēśaṁ āhutyaṣṭiṣṭhanti, ato pravacā jáyate, yasacanūrṇīṣṭḥ śrūvā bhavanti saroṇīyeśvinaṁ rājīṇi pashūnāmupatiṣṭhantā niśyā aparūpām ātmanāyā jāyati’ (‘If one uses the Upabhiḥ made of Ahśvattha-wood, he obtains food through the Mantra; if one uses the Dhrūva made of Vikanākṣa-wood, his offerings become stable and obtain progeny; he who makes use of such Śrussas, all kinds of cattle accrue to him and no ugly progeny is born to him’)] (Taittī. Saṁ. 3, 5, 7, 3).—(B) Similarly we have the following declarations of certain results following from certain ‘embellishments’ in connection with the Jyotiṣaṁa sacrifice—(a) ‘Yadā auktaḥ chakṣurāḥ bhṛtriṣaya svaté’ (‘When one applies collyrium to his own eyes, he destroys the eyes of his enemy’) (Taittī. Saṁ. 6, 1, 1, 2);—(b) ‘Kṣērāmlahrā varpaṭe, datō dhāvata, nakhāṁ niṅguṭati, māti, mṛda va ṣvā tvagāmādaṁ vāyatañcināṁ samalaṁ adevopahate, māḥya eca mēdhanaṁpati’ (‘He shaves his head and beard, cleanses his teeth, pares his nails, bathes; perished skin is unclean; when he removes it he becomes clean and fit for performing sacrifices’) (Taittī. Saṁ. 6, 1, 1, 2).—(c) In the following texts we have declarations of results following from certain (minor) acts—(a) ‘Abhiṁva vā ētāu yajñasya yadāgīharau’; (b) ‘chakṣuṣi vā ētāu yajñasya yadāyjayāhāgam’ (‘The two Āghara offerings are the two reins of the sacrifice’; the two Ājñabhāga offerings are the two eyes of the Sacrifice)’ (Taittī. Saṁ. 2, 6, 2, 1);—(c) ‘Yat pratyajñāṇyājyātī viṣyantī varma vā ētāu yajñasya krīyatī, varma yajamāṇasya bhṛtriṣayaḥ abhiṅhūyai’ (‘When the Pratyajjā and Anuṣṭā offerings are made, it becomes
an armour for the Sacrificer, an armour for the Sacrificer conducive to the suppression of his enemy') (Tattti, Sam. 2. 6. 1. 5).

In regard to these declarations of Results, there arises the question—Are these injunctions of actual results? Or are they only commendatory declarations?

The Pārçepakṣa view is that—"they should be regarded as injunctions of actual results; because an injunction of results prompts the activity (expected to bring about those results); e.g. it has been declared that "if a person desires virility, his sacrificial post should be made of Khadira-wood; if he desires Brahmic glory, it should be made of Daksha-wood; if he desires food, it should be made of Bīsca-wood" [Aita. Brā. 2. 1]; and just as these have been regarded as injunctions of actual results (as admitted by all parties), so should the declarations in question also be regarded."

In answer to this, we have the following Sidhānta—These declarations of results should be regarded as purely commendatory.—Why?—Because they [i.e. the things from which the results are said to follow] subserve the purposes of another—i.e. of the main sacrifice. For instance, the Juhā (a kind of ladle) is subservient to the act of offering, the Uṇpahṛt (a kind of dish) is subservient to the act of Holding; the Dhreni (a kind of vessel) is subservient to the act of containing the Clarified Butter; the applying of collyrium and shaving, etc., are subservient to the Sacrificer, and the Āgīhāra and Aīgaḥbhāga, as well as the Prayajjas and Aṃvyajjas are subservient to the Āgāya and other sacrifices.—Such being the case, if these were subservient to the Result also, then it would mean that things enjoined in one place (in the injunctions of those things to which they are subservient) are laid down in another place as subservient to yet other things; and this would be most incongruous.—Because 'subservience' consists in subserving the purposes of another, and the fact of the things in question subserving the purposes of the sacrifice has been made clear by Vedic texts themselves;—e.g. there is the text 'Juhā juhoti', which means that 'one performs the offering with the Juhā' [where the Juhā is spoken of as subserving the purpose of the offering of a material at the sacrifice]; similarly in the other cases.—From all this it follows that the things in question do not subserve the purposes of Man.

SŪTRA (2).

Also because the originative injunction does not point to the Man as the principal factor.

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"The fact of the thing being subservient to Man also is pointed out by the texts quoted—e.g. 'One who uses the Juhā made of leaves, bears no evil of himself'.''

This is not right;—why?—because the originative injunction does not point to the Man as the principal factor. As a matter of fact, in the text quoted there is no word which expresses the idea that the Palāsha Juhā brings about non-hearing of evil; all that is said is that 'one who has the
Palāśa Juhū does not hear evil’; all the idea that follows from the word is that ‘the man who has such a Juhū, for him there is no-hearing of evil’; thus the words of the text say nothing either as to the Juhū bringing about the said non-hearing, or as to the Juhū subserving the purposes of Man.

Opponent—‘We deduce it from Inference, the reasoning being ‘surely the Palāśa Juhū brings about the non-hearing of evil, since whenever the Palāśa Juhū is there, there is non-hearing of evil’.’

Answer—There can be no such inference of cause and effect; there is the relation of cause and effect between two things when they are so related that one (effect) is there when the other (cause) is there, and it is not there when the other is not there; it is only in such a case that there is the relation of cause and effect. In the case in question, what we gather from the text is that ‘when there is Palāśa Juhū there is non-hearing of evil’, but not that ‘when the Palāśa Juhū is not there, the non-hearing of evil is not there’; that is, there are no words to the effect that ‘if a man does not have the Palāśa Juhū, there is no non-hearing of evil’. Hence it does not necessarily follow (from what is actually said in the text) that the non-hearing of evil is brought about by the Palāśa Juhū; in fact, what is said is only indicative of the man (who does not hear evil). Hence there can be no Inference (like the one put forward by the Opponent).

Further, as a matter of fact it is found that even where a man has a Palāśa Juhū, he does hear evil of himself. ‘How do you know this?’—From direct perception [i.e. we often find that this is what actually happens].

[The Opponent now strikes a fresh line of reasoning]—‘If such be the case with the texts under consideration [and no results are actually brought about by the Palāśa Juhū], then the Agnihattra also should be taken as not accomplishing any result; because in that case also, we do not perceive any result following immediately after the libation has been poured.’

This does not affect our position. In the case of the Agnihattra, the text does not say that the result follows immediately upon the pouring of the libations; while in the case in question, what is denied is the hearing of evil at the very time that the Palāśa Juhū is present; and hence in this latter case, there can be no such Inference as that ‘this is the cause and that the effect’. In the case of Agnihattra and other similar acts, the relation of cause and effect is actually declared by the words of the text itself; hence, even though the result is not seen to appear at the time, there is the conviction that it will come in due course of time. Such is not the case with those things that we are considering (the Palāśa Juhū and the rest); hence the conclusion is that no result follows from these things.

Opponent—‘When the text says that ‘a man who has a Palāśa Juhū does not hear evil of himself’, it follows from this that this (non-hearing of evil) is the result that follows from that same Palāśa Juhū; so that in this case also this result might come about in due course of time [even though at the time the man might actually be hearing evil of himself].’

Answer—It is true that the said idea may be there; but what is the authority for it?—that is what we are considering. Sense-perception does not countenance the idea; nor Analogy or other such means of cogni-
The result can be taken as actually following only in a case where the man is spoken of as the principal factor.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—"just as in the case of such texts as 'for one desiring virility, one should make the sacrificial post of Khadira-wood;
and for one desiring food, one should make it of Bīke-a-wood, and for one desiring Brahmic glory, one should make it of Paḷāśa-wood [the result is taken as actually following from the things mentioned] [so should it be in the case of the texts in question also]. —But in the case of those other texts it is right that it should be so taken; as in them there is the Injunction ending in ‘Kuryāt’ (‘should make’), which actually lays down the connection between Virility and the Khadira-wood,—and it does not speak of anything existing at the present time. Hence there is no incongruity (in our accepting the Result as following in one case and not accepting it in the other).—In fact, persons conversant with the principles of interpretation of words and sentences read the following couplet in this connection—

‘In all Vedas, the following five words are the true signs of an Injunction (1) Kuryāt (should make), (2) Krisṭu (should be made), (3) Kartaṇyam (ought to be made), (4) bhasāt (should be), and (5) Syāt (may be).’

People who make this pronouncement think that the Injunctive ending is the only indicative of a text being an Injunction.—In the two texts cited by the Opponent, we have the Injunctive ending.—Hence the citing of these (in the present discussion) is entirely futile [there being no injunctive ending in the texts under consideration].
Adhikarana (2): What is 'naimittika' (contingent, non-essential) does not appertain to what is 'nitya' (compulsory, essential).

Sūtra (4).

In a case where a contingent detail has been prescribed the detail for the (compulsory) sacrifice should be other than that; because the former is contingent upon special circumstances.

Bhāṣya.

(A) In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, a contingent detail has been laid down in the following text—'Bṛhadgīrim brahmaṇaṃ brahmaṇaṃ kuryā, pārthūrasya rājanyasya, rājabīgyan vaishīṣasya' ['If the sacrificer is a Brahmaṇa, one should sing for him the Brahmasaṇman called Bṛhadgīrim; if he is a Kṣatriya, that called Pārthūrasya; if he is a Vaishya, that called Rājabīgya'].—(B) Similarly, in connection with Aṃnickeṣyana, a contingent detail has been laid down in the following text—Sāhasram prathamam chiṃvāṇaḥ chiṃvīta, devāhasram duṇīyaṃ, trisāhasram triṇīyaṃ' ['When the Aṃnickeṣyana is being performed for the first time, one should set up an altar consisting of one thousand bricks; when for the second time, of 2,000 bricks; when for the third time, of 3,000 bricks' (Taitt. Sam. 5, 6, 8. 2).—(C) Similarly in connection with the Darśa-Piṇāmāsa certain contingent details are laid down thus—Godhanāṇāṃ pashukāmaṇyaṃ prāṇayit, kānyāṇāṃ brahmaṇāvar- chasā-kāmaṇya, mārtikena pratīṣṭhākāmaṇya' ['If the sacrificer desires cattle, one should fetch water in a milking vessel; if he desires Brahmī glory, then in a vessel of bell-metal; if he desires honour, in a earthen vessel'].

In regard to these contingent details, there arises the question—Are these same contingent details to be adopted in the compulsory acts also? Or are other details to be adopted at the various compulsory acts?

On this question, the Pārśvaśāstra view is as follows—'These same details are to be adopted at the compulsory acts also.—Why?—The details in question,—(A) the singing of the Brahmasaṇman [(B) the making of the altar and (C) the fetching of water] have to be done at the compulsory acts; as they have been enjoined; and being enjoined, they need the means of accomplishment to be mentioned in close proximity to themselves; as a matter of fact, no such means are laid down (in reference to the compulsory acts) at all;—and the contingent details happen to be in close proximity to them;—and under the circumstances, it is only reasonable that the compulsory acts should have their requirements met by these contingent details.—Why so?—Because the contingent detail is near at hand, and hence its connection is
indicated by Syntactical Connection; while none other is found to be directly asserted by any text. The incongruity too that is involved in taking what is contingent on special circumstances to be universal is the same as that involved in assuming what has not been asserted (in the Veda).—The Opponent might say—"Those details have been spoken of as contingent on certain conditions".—The answer to this is as follows—When a thing is mentioned in a context, even though it may have been mentioned as connected with one act, it may become connected with another act also; for instance, though a canal is dug for irrigating paddy, yet people drink water out of it and also bathe in it; so would it be in the case in question also (i.e. though the details are mentioned in connection with certain special conditions, yet they may be connected with those acts also where those conditions are not present).—Or (at least in the case of the sentence 'yodhanena pashukāmasya pranyat', 'for one desiring cattle, water should be fetched in the milking vessel', the sentence contains within itself the simple sentence 'yodhanena pranyat' ['one should fetch in a milking vessel'] where the fetching in the milking vessel is laid down without reference to any particular desire. And what is thus directly asserted cannot be ignored. Then as regards the term 'pashukāmasya' ('for one desiring cattle'), it can serve the purpose of connecting that desire for cattle with the fetching of water, but it cannot set aside what has been expressed by the shorter sentence; further, when a sentence has once expressed a meaning, such meaning cannot, without sufficient reason, be held to be one to which no significance is meant to be attached. There are many sentences that are expressive of two judgments, e.g.—Shvito dhārati alambuṣādāṃ yātī 'The white horse is running, which goes to the Alambusā country') [where there are two ideas expressed—(1) 'the white horse is running' and (2) 'the horse is going to the Alambusā country'].—From all this it follows that the contingent details should find room in the compulsory acts also.

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhānta—In a case where a contingent detail has been prescribed, the detail for the compulsory sacrifice should be other than that;—why?—because the former is mentioned as being contingent upon special circumstances; as a matter of fact, the detail that is laid down is made contingent upon special circumstances; hence that detail can find no place in a case where those special circumstances are not present.

It has been argued that the details are such as must be performed.—They will certainly be performed where it is necessary to perform them.

As for the argument that—"In connection with the compulsory sacrifice, no other means for accomplishing the Brahmasāman and the rest has been laid down, save the contingent details in question"—what is laid down in a general way (without reference to any sacrifice) may be adopted; hence there will be no difficulty.—"What is that (which is laid down in this general way)?"—(a) 'Abhīvarta' is such a Brahmasāman, (b) the Ayāl is that mentioned in the eighteenth mantra (?), and (c) the Vāraṇa is the vessel for fetching water.
It has been argued that—"the Brahmasāman and other factors would naturally become connected with the contingent details in question which are mentioned in the same context and in close proximity to them".—We say, no; the 'context' is not one of the contingent details, Bārhadgīra and the rest.—It might be said that "the Brahmasāman and the rest would become connected with such stotra-hymns and other details as may be found mentioned in the same context".—This also is not possible. Though the stotra-hymns, etc., mentioned in the context are compulsory (essential), yet it is the Bārhadgīra and the rest that are found to be indicated by Syntactical Connection as being contingent upon certain conditions; and Syntactical Connection is more authoritative than Context.

Then again, it has been argued that—"the fact that the contingent details are applicable to the compulsory sacrifice is deduced from the sentence, by reason of proximity".—But such deduced meanings of sentences cannot set aside general principles; and as a matter of fact, the Bārhadgīra and other contingent details have their use only when those contingencies are present.

From all this it follows that at the various compulsory sacrifices the details should be other than the contingent details in question.

Another argument that has been urged is that—"the larger sentence 'for one desiring cattle, he should fetch water with the milking vessel' contains the shorter sentence 'he should fetch water in the milking vessel'; and what is signified by this shorter sentence (that at all sacrifices water should be fetched in the milking vessel) cannot be rejected;—i.e. without sufficient reason it cannot be held that this idea is not meant to be expressed; because in reality the larger sentence expresses two ideas [(1) that water should be fetched in the milking vessel and (2) that it should be so fetched for one who desires cattle]."

The answer to this is as follows:—There is sufficient reason why the said idea cannot be taken as meant to be expressed.—"What is that reason?"—The reason is that it is not possible that both should be done at the same time;—i.e. at one and the same time, the sentence cannot express the idea signified by the whole sentence, and also express the idea signified by a part of it.—"Why?"—The verb 'pranayati' ('should fetch') is formed with the prefix 'pra', the root 'ni' and the injunctive affix and it denotes its meaning by 'Direct Assertion'; the 'milking vessel', etc., also as connected with the 'fetching', are denoted by 'Direct Assertion', as well as 'Syntactical Connection'; but as for the connection between the result ('acquiring of cattle') and 'the milking vessel', etc., it is indicated by 'Syntactical Connection' only, not by 'Direct Assertion' at all. —If (in answer to this) it be argued that—"the connection of the 'fetching' with the 'milking vessel, etc.' and also the connection of the 'milking vessel' with the Result, are both expressed (by 'Direct Assertion')",—then, the answer is that, that cannot be; as in that case, the sentence would be expressing two distinct ideas, and this would involve a syntactical split;—for which there is no justification.

The example of a sentence expressing two ideas has been cited;—
'Skeśa dhāvati alambusānum yātā' ('The white horse is running, going to the
Alambusā country'). In the case of such a sentence it may be possible for both ideas to be expressed, in the absence of any special circumstance indicating that only one idea is meant to be expressed. — In the case in question however, there is such a special circumstance, in the shape of the term 'Kāma' (in 'pashukāmasya'). The connection of the 'milking vessel, etc.', with the action (of fetching water) [without any reference to the 'desire' for cattle] [which has been held by the Opponent to be one of the two ideas directly expressed by the sentence] could be taken to be the 'directly expressed' meaning of the sentence only if that were all that was meant to be declared; and in that case the presence of the term 'Kāma' ('desire') would have to be regarded as a mistake; as a matter of fact however, it is not a mistake; and yet, if what is expressed by the shorter sentence were accepted as meant to be 'directly expressed', then any connection with the term 'Kāma' ('desire') would be impossible. — From all this it follows that the sentence does not express two ideas, and the only idea expressed by the sentence is the connection between the 'milking vessel' and the 'Desire' (Kāma); and hence what is said here cannot find place in the compulsory sacrifice.

[Similarly in the case of all the other texts.]
Adhikaraṇa (3): Things like 'curds' appertain to the compulsory as well as the optional or contingent sacrifices: 'Saṃyogaprathetvanyāya', the Law of Connection and Disconnection.

Sūtra (5).

In a case where one and the same thing is both (compulsory, essential, as well as contingent, non-essential), there is connection and disconnection.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Agniṣṭhota, we read 'Dadhāna jukhī' ('One should offer curds'), and then again 'Dadhāna indriyakāmasya jukhīyāt' ('For one desiring efficient sense-organs, one should offer curds'). Similarly in connection with the Agnīpomīṇya, we have the text 'Khādirē badhnātī' ('Should tie the animal to the post made of Khadiira-wood'); and then again 'Khādirēram vīryakāmasya yōpan kuryāt' ('For one desiring virility, one should make the post of Khadira-wood'). [In both these cases, the same thing, curds, has been laid down as to be used at the compulsory Ṣoma, as also at the Ṣoma performed with a special desire, and the Khadira-wood has been laid down as to be used at the compulsory sacrifice as also at the sacrifice performed with a special desire].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is here also the thing to be used at the compulsory act to be other than that used at the optional (contingent) act? Or the same that is used at the contingent act?

The Pṛṣṭhā view is that—"it should be different according to the principle arrived at in the foregoing Adhikaraṇa".

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta—In a case where one and the same thing is both—i.e. compulsory as well as contingent (optional), there is connection and disconnection, which is a reason (for the same thing being used at both); that is, in this case there is 'connection and disconnection' (of the same thing): in one case there is 'connection' (of the thing, curds, with all Ṣoma) expressed by the sentence 'Dadhāna jukhī', and in another, there is 'disconnection' (of the thing from all Ṣoma except the one performed for a man desiring efficient sense-organs), expressed by the sentence 'Dadhāna indriyakāmasya jukhīyāt'. Similarly in the other case, there is 'connection' (of the Khadira-wood, with all posts), expressed by the sentence 'Khādirē badhnātī', and also 'disconnection' (of the same from all posts, except the one for the man desiring virility), expressed by the sentence 'Khādirēram vīryakāmasya, etc.'—From all this, it follows that the curds and the Khadira-wood and other things similarly circumstanced appertain to the Compulsory as well as the Contingent act.
SūTRA (6).

"THE SECOND MAY BE SUBSIDIARY TO THE FIRST", — IF THIS IS URGED, — [THEN THE ANSWER IS AS IN THE NEXT SūTRA].

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent may ask — "Why cannot the second be subsidiary to the first? That is, the result in the shape of 'efficiency of sense-organs' which is spoken of in the second sentence as following from the use of curds in Homa, may be taken as following from the use of the same curds that have been spoken of in the first sentence, 'dadhnā jukoti'; similarly, the result in the shape of 'virility' which is spoken of in the second sentence as following from the use of the Khadirā-wood, may be taken as following from the same Khadirā-wood which has been spoken of in the first sentence 'Khādiṛē badhnūtī'. So that in both cases, the two sentences are to be construed together forming a single sentence". — If this is your opinion, then our answer is as follows: —

SūTRA (7).

THAT CANNOT BE: AS THE TWO THINGS ARE ENTIRELY DISTINCT.

Bhāṣya.

What has been said in the foregoing Sūtra is not possible; as the two things are entirely distinct; i.e. the connection between the curds and the Homa (expressed by the first sentence) is something entirely distinct from the connection between curds and efficient sense-organs (expressed by the second sentence); similarly the connection between the Post of Khadirā-wood is something entirely distinct from the connection between the Post of Khadirā-wood and virility. They are two distinct things; and both are meant to be enjoined (by the two sentences) — we have seen that it is 'one sentence' when it speaks of one thing only; in the case in question, as there are two things, there would be a syntactical split (if the two sentences were treated as 'one sentence'). — "How?" — The injunctive ending appearing with the root 'hā' (in the word 'jukoti') can enjoin the accessory (curds) only if the directly expressed injunction of Homa is not possible; and it can enjoin the connection between that accessory (curds) and the Result (efficient sense-organs) only if the injunction of the accessory is not possible. In the latter case therefore, the Direct Assertion would be abandoned for the sake of Syntactical Connection; as nothing could be possible as well as impossible at one and the same time. — From all this it follows that contingent is the same as that which is used at the compulsory act.
ADHIKARANA (4): The 'Living on Milk' and such other penances subserve the purposes of the sacrifice.

SUTRA (8):

THE EMBELLISHMENT OF THINGS SUBSERVING THE PURPOSES OF ACTIONS MUST BE REGARDED AS SUBSERVING THE PURPOSES OF THE SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma we read—'Prajñavatam brāhmaṇasya, yavāgī rājanyasya, āmikṣā vaishyasya.' ['Living on milk is the penance for the Brāhmaṇa, Rice-gruel for the Kṣattriya and Curdled Milk for the Vaishya'] (Taitt. Saú. 6. 2. 5. 2-3).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this Penance a detail pertaining to the Man, or to the Sacrifice?

The Pārvapaksa view is that—'Syntactical Connection, setting aside the Context, indicates the penance as pertaining to the Man.'

In answer to this, we have the following Sūdhānta—'Penance' is an embellishment for the maintaining of the body and for imparting strength to it, and as such, it must pertain to the Men who subserve the purposes of the sacrifice, and hence this embellishment must be taken as subserving the purposes of the sacrifice, specially as in so doing the indication of the 'Context' becomes honoured. 'But by Syntactical Connection, the Penance is indicated as appertaining to the Man.'—Not so, we reply; because, if it did so then, it would be necessary to assume a result (desired by the Man); whereas in regard to the sacrifice, the effect produced by the embellishment is already definitely known, being, as it is, included in the declaration of the entire procedure of the sacrifice which is the principal factor. For these reasons the Penance should be taken as pertaining to the Sacrifice.

SUTRA (9):


Bhāṣya.

Question—'Why then should the Man be mentioned at all?'

Answer—It serves the purpose of restricting the Penances within their respective spheres,—the meaning being that 'the penance of Living upon Milk is performed in connection with the Jyotistoma only when that sacrifice is performed by a Brāhmaṇa, not when it is performed by any other man.—Similarly in the other cases.
ADHIKARANA (5): Sacrifices like the Vishvajit are fruitful, bringing about definite results: 'Vishvajit-nayya (A).'  

SUTRA (10).  

[PURVAPARSA]—"INASMUCH AS THE RESULT IS NOT MENTIONED IN THE INJUNCTION, THE ACTION ONLY SHOULD BE TAKEN AS ENJOINED: SPECIALLY BECAUSE WHAT IS NOT ACTUALLY SPOKEN OF IN THE TEXT SHOULD NOT BE RECOGNISED (AS AUTHORISED BY IT)."  

BHASYA.  

There are the following texts—"Tasmāt pūrṇbhāḥ pūrṇādghah karoti" ('Therefore on the previous day, they perform it in honour of the Pītṛs') (Taiiti. Saṁ. 2. 5. 3. 6);—then again, 'Sarva bhāya uṣa dānābhāya, sarva bhāyotśabdamābhāya, sarva bhāya pratibhāya utmānamāgurati yah sartrāyāgratā,—sa vishejaṁ atīrācaṁ sarvapṛṣṭhāna sarvasamāna sarva-śākodakāsināṇa yajña.' ('He who takes a vow for the Sattrā takes a vow for all deities, all metres and all chants; he should offer the Atīrāca Vishvajit, at which all the pṛṣṭha and stoma are used and at which one's entire property is given away as the sacrificial Fees') (Taiiti. Brā. 1. 4. 7. 7).  

In regard to the Vishvajit sacrifice here laid down and also others similarly spoken of, there arises the question—What is it that enjoined here? the mere action—or the action as bringing about results?  

On this question, the Purvapakṣa view is as follows:—"The sacrifice in question should be taken as not bringing about any results; why? because no result is mentioned in the injunction, and in matters upon which trustworthy word is the sole means of knowledge, what is not spoken of in the text should not be recognised (as authorised).—'But it has been declared that acts prescribed in the Veda are fruitful (bring desirable results).'—The answer to this is that what has been declared is that acts are to be recognised as fruitful because they are found to be spoken of as associated with results, not simply because they have been prescribed in the Veda.  

In that case from the fact of the acts being recognised as what should be done, we shall deduce that they are conducive to results; because the act that brings about happy results is what should be done.'—The answer to this is that the idea that such an act should be done is inconsistent with perceptible facts; we directly perceive that the performance of the act has unpleasant consequences (the performance of an elaborate sacrifice is always a source of trouble and discomfort); under the circumstances, even if there were a text declaring such an act to be conducive to happy results, it could not be accepted as true,—being, as it is, inconsistent with a perceptible fact; in fact such a text would be as trustworthy as such absurd
assertions as—'Dry gourds sink in water', 'Stones float on water', 'Fire is cool'.—Then again, the fact of the act leading to agreeable results would be deduced from Inference—the inferential reasoning being—Because the act is one that should be done, it must be conducive to happy results;—and certainly Perception is more reliable than Inference.—From all this we conclude that acts like those in question are not conducive to any results.

'But we might assume the result on the basis of the reasoning that the injunction of the act would be useful only if the act led to a desirable result.'—The answer to this is that it would be quite reasonable to assert that the injunctive sentence is useless; as there are many declarations that are useless—such declarations, for instance, as 'Ten pomegranates', 'Six cakes' and so forth.—'But the performance of the Vishvajit is conducive to happiness.'—Answer—What is conducive to happiness is the Apūra (the Transcendental Force), not the performance; and the sentence in question does not say anything as to the Apūra being such as should be done (or brought about); in fact the presence of the Apūra is assumed only in cases where the result is spoken of as to be brought about; and what speaks of the result as to be brought about is a sentence, not a word; and in the case in question the sentence does not mention any result;—from all this we conclude that the text in question is not injunctive of the Apūra; all that it enjoins is the mere action; and this action brings no result at the time that it is done (this we see actually); nor can it bring about any result in the future, because it is evanescent (and does not exist after the performance is over); so that if a result were assumed to follow from the action, it could be assumed to bring it about only through an Apūra, which, in its turn, would have to be assumed on the basis of the assumed result;—thus there would be an interdependence; and mutually interdependent things are not fit for being assumed.—From all this it follows that actions like those in question are not conducive to any results.

'Says the Opponent—'We shall presume the sentence declaring the result to be understood.'—The answer to this is that in a case where the sentence is complete in itself, it is not open to us to presume anything as being understood;—the sentence in question is actually complete in itself, in the form 'the Vishvajit sacrifice should be performed'; and here there is no word that stands in need of a word which could be supplied. On the basis of that need, and with which the Result could be connected. For example, even in reference to an unsafe road, there may be such a deceptive advice as—'The road is quite safe, you may go by it'; and this sentence, being quite complete in itself, does not require to have any words supplied by the Deceiver; so in the same manner, the sentence in question does not need to have any words supplied as understood.—Then again, if the sentence were to be connected with words presumed to be understood, it could be only in this form—'The Vishvajit sacrifice should be performed',—such and such a result will follow'; and there would be two ideas expressed here, while the sentence in its original form has been found to be expressive of a single idea.—From this also it follows that actions like those in question are not conducive to any result.'
Sūtra (11).

[Śiddhānta]—In reality, the declaration (of the Result) would be got at by implication,—such being the force of the declaration itself; words are understood to be connected with one another, on the basis of the fact that what is expressed by words is meant to serve a useful purpose; and when no useful purpose is served by what is expressed by the words, the words are not taken to be connected with one another, even though they may be close together; for these reasons, the word (expressing the result) should be taken as forming part of the Vedic text.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase ' api nā ', ' in reality ', implies the rejection of the Pārśnapakṣa view. It is not true that the action in question is not conducive to any result; as in reality, the declaration of the Result would be got at by implication,—"By what implication?"—By the implication of the assertion that something is to be accomplished.—Says the Opponent—"If action itself were taken as to be accomplished by the Viṣṇuñā, then this would be inconsistent with a perceptible fact [the sacrifice is not found to bring about an action]."—We do not mean that it is action that is meant to be accomplished.—"Then what?"—What we mean is that something else is to be accomplished by means of the action.—[This 'something' is a purpose of the Man; the meaning being that, 'by means of the sacrifice one should accomplish the Man's purpose—says the Tantraratna].—Thus it is in regard to this something to be accomplished, for the expressing of which the sentence needs a word: that is where the supplying of an understood word comes in. In many cases such supplying of understood words is very common. For instance, when one says 'the door, the door', it is necessary to supply the word 'close' or 'open'.—"But how do you know that in the case in question some word has to be supplied as understood?"—Because such is the force of the declaration itself; that is, it is only if we supply some word (expressive of something to be accomplished) that the declaration can serve a useful purpose and also express the intended meaning.—From all this we conclude that the sacrifice in question is not one that does not bring about any result.

Says the Opponent—"The word that may be supplied as understood, will be of human origin, hence what would be learnt from it would not be authoritative".

Answer—We shall not supply any new word; all that we shall do is to construe this same text in question along with another Vedic text.
Opponent—"That cannot be done; it is only a word in close proximity to another that can form a sentence with it and thereby make it possible for the idea to be expressed by that sentence;—this cannot be done with a word remotely situated ".

Answer—Even when a word is remotely separated from another, it may set aside the intervening factors, and thereby appear in the mind of the man as if in close proximity to the other word, and being connected with it, express a particular idea (as expressed by the two words forming a sentence); e.g. in the following couplet—

'Itah pashyasi dhāvantam duśre jātam canaspatim,
Tvām bravami viśādhakṣi yā pinakṣi jaraṇyavam.'

["I tell you, O large-eyed one, who art concealing from view the distant tree! Do you see the old bull running away from here?"]

We find that the expression that comes to the mind first is 'Itah pashyasi' and this becomes connected with the word 'jaraṇyavam', which is separated from it by the intervening words 'duśre jātam canaspatim, etc.', after having set aside all these latter. As a matter of fact, words are understood to be connected with one another, on the basis of the fact that what is expressed by words is meant to serve a useful purpose; and on this basis even words that are separate from one another come to be construed together. If the words concerned are such as do not serve any useful purpose (by being construed together), then they are not fit to be construed together, even though they may be in close juxtaposition; for instance, in the couplet quoted above, the words 'yā pinakṣi jaraṇyavam' are not construed together (even though they are in juxtaposition).—From all this it will be seen that the words supplied as understood would not make the sentence one of human origin.

"But the need that is felt for supplying the words is in the man."

The need is not in regard to the Vedic sentence; in fact it is a means of understanding the meaning of the Vedic sentence; what happens is that when the requirements of a certain word are not met by the word nearest to it, then, on the strength of the useful purpose to be served by the sentence, we have recourse to having the said requirements met by another word.

From all this it follows that the word expressing the result (which may be thus construed) is a part of the Vedic text itself; that is to say, the word denoting the 'desire for result', even though found at a distance (from the text laying down the Vīshaṇvī sacrifice) should be taken as a part of this text.

SŪTRA (12).

THE MEANING OF THE SENTENCE (AS PROPOSED) WOULD BE GOT AT AS IN THE CASE OF THE ACCESSORY DETAIL, AND THE MEANING OF (ANOTHER) SENTENCE.

Bhāṣya.

We have the text 'Indrāya rājāḥ śukarakh' ['The boar to King Indra'] (Taittī. Saun. 5. 5. 11. 1); now this is taken as enjoining the particular
accessory detail (the Boar as the animal to be sacrificed) by construing it along with the injunctive word in another sentence; in the same manner, we would get at the declaration of the Result of the Vīśevajit sacrifice by construing the sentence enjoining that sacrifice with words expressive of the Result found in another sentence. Similarly, in the case of the sentence 'Varuna cā ātmanārya pratyapitaḥ', the meaning of the sentence has been got at by having recourse to 'vyamadhāranakalpanā' (i.e. by connecting sentences and words far removed from one another); similarly it should be in the present case also.
ADHIKARANA (6) : Sacrifices like the Vishvajit have a single Result: "Vishvajin-nyāya (B)".

SŪTRA (13).

[PURVAPAKSHA]—"IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS BRINGING ABOUT ALL RESULTS; AS NO PARTICULAR RESULT HAS BEEN SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED".

Bhāṣya.

It has been understood that the actions laid down in such texts as—"On the previous day one makes the offering to the Pitṛs" (Taittī. Sāṁ, 2, 5, 3, 6), and "One should perform the Vishvajit sacrifice" are conducive to Results.—Now there arises the question—Does the action bring about all results? Or only one?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS BRINGING ABOUT ALL RESULTS,—WHY?—BECAUSE NO PARTICULAR RESULT HAS BEEN SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED; I.E. IT HAS NOT BEEN SPECIFIED THAT THIS IS THE RESULT Brought about by this action; if there were any such result mentioned, it would certainly have been known.—From this it follows that, there being no specification, the action should be taken as bringing about all results."

SŪTRA (14).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY ONLY ONE RESULT FOLLOWS FROM IT; AS THE INJUNCTION IS ONE ONLY.

Bhāṣya.

Only one result should be taken as following from the action;—IN REALITY, IT CANNOT BRING ABOUT ALL RESULTS.—WHY?—BECAUSE THE INJUNCTION IS ONE ONLY. It has been explained that the Injunction of the action in question stands in need of, and becomes connected with, a word denoting "desire for a result"; even if a sentence were capable of being connected with several such words, it should be connected with only one such; because its needs would be met by that one word alone, so that there would be no justification for its being connected with any other.—From this it follows that the most reasonable view is to have only one Injunction of the procedure of the action; and hence it can be conducive to only one result.
ADHIKARAṆĀ (7): Sacrifices like the Vishvajit lead to the attainment of Heaven: ‘Vishvajin-nyāya (C)’.

SŪTRA (15).

THAT ONE RESULT WOULD BE ‘HEAVEN’, AS THAT IS EQUALLY DESIRABLE FOR ALL.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the actions that we have been considering, it has been understood that only one result is brought about by the action.—Now there arises the question—Is this one Result anything (that one may desire)—Or is it Heaven only?

The Pārvapākṣa view is that—‘it may be anything; as no particular result has been specifically mentioned’.

In answer to this, the Śūddhānta is as follows:—That one Result would be Heaven, as that is equally desirable for all; that is, all men desire Heaven.—‘But why so? ’—Because ‘Heaven’ is happiness, and everyone seeks for happiness.—‘What if it is so?’—If it is so, then a word which has a general denotation (Happiness in General) cannot be restricted to anything particular; as we find in the case of such general terms as ‘should sacrifice’, ‘should do’ and the like.—From this it follows that actions like those we are considering are conducive to the one result—Heaven.

SŪTRA (16).

ALSO BECAUSE SUCH IS THE COMMON NOTION (OF PEOPLE).

Bhāṣya.

The common notion among people is that ‘Heaven is the result of an action whose result is not specified’; as we find people making such assertions as—Devadatta has laid out a public park, he is sure to attain Heaven; ‘Devadatta has dug a tank, he is sure to attain Heaven’—‘What if it is so? ’—In this way we find that people have this notion regarding Heaven; that is why in the case of actions conducive to Heaven, they do not mention the result at all; it is left to be understood.—From this also we conclude that actions like those we are considering bring about the single result, Heaven.
ADHIKARANA (8): The Result of the Rātrisattra is that which is spoken of in the Commendatory Passage: 'Rātrisatranyāya'.

SŪTRA (17).

[PR̥VPĀPAKṢA]—"IN REGARD TO THE SACRIFICE, THE SENTENCE IS COMMENDATORY, LIKE THE SENTENCE SPEAKING OF THE ACCESSORY DETAIL,—SO SAYS KĀRNĀJINI".

Bhāṣya:

In connection with the Rātri-sacrifices, we read—'Pratitiṣṭhanti ha eva śīśa ya ēva upayanti; brahmaavarchasvino 'uḍūla bhavanti ya ēva upayanti' ['Those who have recourse to these sacrifices become famous; those who have recourse to these become endowed with Brahmic glory and also eaters of food'].

In regard to these, there arises the question—'Are these sentences merely commendatory declarations of results? Or are they injunctions of results actually following from the sacrifices?'

On this question, the Prārtha view is as follows:—"These are mere commendatory declarations of results,—says Kārṇājini,—'Why?'—Because the words of the sentence are similar to those of commendatory declarations of results.—'What is this similarity?'—The absence of the Injunctive ending;—as in the case of the sentence speaking of the accessory detail;—i.e. sentences like—'One who uses the Śrava of Khadira-wood, offers with the very essence of the Vedas' (Taitti. Saṁ. 3. 5. 7. 1)."

SŪTRA (18).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—ĀTRÉYA SAYS THAT WHAT IS SPOKEN OF SHOULD BE TAKEN AS THE ACTUAL RESULT; BECAUSE IT IS SO MENTIONED;

IF NO RESULT WERE MENTIONED, ONE WOULD HAVE TO BE INFERRED.

Bhāṣya.

The teacher Ātréya however has held that results actually follow from acts like the Rātri-sacrifices, and hence the sentence in question is not a mere commendatory declaration.—'Why?'—Even if no results were mentioned in connection with them, it would be necessary to assume a supplementary sentence laying down such results, and rather than assume a sentence far removed from the injunction of the act itself, it would be better to assume one in close proximity to it;—as a matter of fact, one such sentence in close proximity to the injunction is already there (in the shape of the sentence
under consideration) (and it has not got to be assumed); in fact, we actually perceive the sacrifices mentioned (in the sentences under consideration) along with 'fame' and 'brahmin glory'; so that it is only the injunctive ending that has to be sought for elsewhere.

Says the Opponent—"How can you say that it is only the Injunctive ending that will have to be got from elsewhere—when it should be necessary to have a verbal root also with which the said ending should be associated?"

When we say that the Injunctive ending will have to be sought for, we of course mean that ending along with the verbal root, and not merely the ending; hence what has been urged does not affect our position.—Or, we may take it that the fame and other Results are enjoined by that same injunctive ending which enjoins the Rātri-sacrifices themselves, by means of the whole sentence laying down the entire procedure.—Or, even the commendation itself may be taken as enjoining the sacrifices themselves along with fame and other results.

SŪTRA (19).

IN CONNECTION WITH ACCESSORY DETAILS, THE SENTENCE IS TAKEN AS PURELY COMMENDATORY, AS THOSE DETAILS ONLY SUBSERVE THE PURPOSE OF OTHERS.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued by the Pāramārtha that—"just as in such sentences as 'one who uses the Srams of Khadira-wood offers the very essence of the Vedas' (Taittī. Saṁ. 3. 5. 7. 1), the mention of the Result is taken as merely commendatory,—so should it be in the case in question also".—But in those cases it is only right that the sentences should be taken as purely commendatory, because it is not possible for them to be taken as injunctions of results, and because they are capable of being taken as commendatory declarations of results. This has been fully explained under Sū. 4. 3. 1, where it has been declared that—'In connection with substances, embellishments and minor Acts, the mention of Results should be taken as a purely commendatory declaration'.
Adhikarana (9): The 'Prospective Acts' should be taken as leading to those results that are actually spoken of as brought about by them.

Sutra (20).

[Pravakṣa continued]—"In the case of Prospective Acts, Heaven should always be taken as the result, just as in the case of such subsidiaries of sacrifices as subservive the purposes of the sacrifice".

Bhāṣya.

The 'Prospective acts' form the subject-matter of the present discussion;—such as 'Sauryam charum nirapāt brahmaarchasakāmah'—'[Desiring Brahmic glory, one should offer the cooked rice dedicated to Sūrya'] (Taitt. Saṁ. 2. 3. 2. 3). [That is, such actions as are laid down as fulfilling special desirable ends.]

In regard to these there arises the question—Does the result consist of Heaven, as also the desirable thing mentioned? Or only the desirable thing?

On this question, the Pravakṣa view is as follows:—"In the case of Prospective acts, Heaven should always be regarded as the result;—why?—because when this is done, then the generic word ('heaven') which is expressive of the end desired by all men does not have to be restricted to any particular end; specially as it is possible to connect the action in question with the term 'desiring heaven', even though this latter term may be far removed from it.—The Opposition might argue thus.—In the case of the particular text cited, we find the term desiring Brahmic glory, which restricts the desired end to one particular purpose.—This term does not serve to restrict the desired end; in fact, it is something that comes in only incidentally. Just as when a man has started for collecting fuel, he is told to 'bring vegetables' also,—where the 'bringing of vegetables' is made an incidental purpose.—What do you mean by this being made an incidental purpose?—What is meant is that side by side with the business of collecting fuel, another business is set up,—the meaning being that 'after having collected fuel, this is something else that you should do'.—In the same manner, in the case in question, the main end is Heaven, to which another end is tacked on; and the meaning of the text thus comes to be that 'Desiring Brahmic glory one should accomplish Heaven by means of the sacrifice'; the mention of 'Brahmic glory' as the result does not preclude Heaven as a result; just as in the case of such sacrificial accessories as subserv the purposes of a sacrifice; for instance, the sentence 'For one desiring cattle, one should fetch water in a milking vessel' means that 'if a man desires to acquire cattle, he should accomplish the fetching of water by means of the milking vessel'.
ADHYĀYA IV, PĀDA III, ADHIKARĀṇA (9).

SŪTRA (21).

[Pūrvapakṣa concluded]—"Also because even on the disappearance of the motive, the completing of the sacrifice has been laid down as necessary."

Bhāṣya.

"Even on the disappearance of the motive,—i.e. on the cessation of the desire for the particular result, or on the attainment of the particular result,—the completing of the sacrifice is found to be laid down as necessary; e.g. in connection with the sacrifice laid down as to be performed for the purpose of obtaining rain, it is said—'If it should rain, he should complete the offerings then; if it does not rain, then he should make the offering on the next day' (Taittī. Sām. 2. 4. 10. 1).—If Heaven were not the additional result to follow from the sacrifice, for what should it be necessary to complete the sacrifice?—From this it follows that Heaven is always the result of sacrifices."

SŪTRA (22).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, the desired result (is what should be taken as following from the Prospective Act); because it is in connection with that that the sacrifice is enjoined.

Bhāṣya.

The result following from the Prospective Act should be the particular one that is desired, not Heaven; because it is in connection with that result that the injunction of that act appears;—and not in connection with desire for Heaven. Under the circumstances, the syntactical connection of the injunction with the 'desire for Heaven' could only be inferred; while that with the word expressive of the 'desired result' is directly perceived; and what is directly perceived is certainly more authoritative than what is inferred.—From this it follows that the result of Prospective acts must be that particular desired thing (which is spoken of in the injunction of the act.

SŪTRA (23).

In the case of the subsidiary, it is so, because it is an accessory.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sū. 20) that "Just as it is in the case of the subsidiary of a sacrifice, so would it be in the case in question also". —The answer is that it is quite right in the case of the subsidiary, because it is an accessory; that is, its connection with the sacrifice as also with the desired result is clearly perceptible, the meaning of the sentence being that 'one
who happens to desire cattle should do the fetching of water with the milking vessel'. In the case in question however there is no perceptible word to the effect that 'one who happens to desire Brahmic glory should accomplish Heaven by means of the sacrifice'.—"What then is the construction of the sentence?"—The construction is that 'one who desires Brahmic glory should obtain it (accomplish it) by means of the sacrifice'.—From this it will be seen that the case in question is not analogous to that of the subsidiary sacrifices.

**SUTRA (24).**

**If it is necessary to have to finish the action even on the disappearance of the motive,—it is only for that same purpose.**

**Bhāṣya.**

It has been argued that—"Even on the cessation of the desire for the particular result, or on the attainment of that result, we find that necessity of finishing the action has been enjoined [and from this we conclude that Heaven is the only result]".—Our answer to this is that if it is necessary to have to finish an action, even on the disappearance of the motive, it is only for that same purpose; i.e. if texts lay it down as necessary that the sacrifice should be completed, it must be for that same purpose.—"For what purpose?"—For the purpose of avoiding the reproach of cultured people. If, after having begun a sacrifice, one were to leave it unfinished, cultured people would reproach him immediately after the stopping of the sacrifice, saying, 'this stupid man is ever ready to begin (but never to finish)'. If people, after having dedicated the offering to the deities, omit to complete the sacrifice, all cultured men reproach them; hence it becomes necessary to complete the sacrifice (even on the cessation of the desire for the result, or on the fulfillment of the result); and it is therefore only right that there should be the injunction to the effect that—"if it should rain, one should finish with that same offering". (Taitti. Sam. 2. 4. 10. 1.)

From all this it follows that in the case of Prospective Acts, the result is the one that is desired.
Adhikarana (10): Sacrifices like the Darsha-Purnamasa are conducive to all desired results: 'Darsha-Purnamasa-nyaya' (A).

Sutra (25).

[Purva-Paksha]—"When a sacrifice is spoken of as bringing about all desirable results, what are meant are the results laid down as following from the main sacrifice and from its subsidiaries,—such being the indication of the context."

Bhashya.

There are the following texts—(A) 'Ekasmai va anya istayah kmiyaya abhiyante sarodbhuyo darsha-purnamasa' ['Other sacrifices are performed for the sake of only one result each: the Darsha-Purnamasa sacrifices are performed for the sake of all results']; (B) 'Ekasmai va anya krtavah kmiyaya abhiyante sarvabhyo jyotiṣtonah' ['Other sacrifices are performed for the sake of one result each; the Jyotistoma is performed for the sake of all results'].

In regard to these there arises the question—Does the sentence contain a mere reiteration of the result of the Principal Sacrifice along with those of its subsidiaries and of the subsidiaries of those subsidiaries? Or does it contain an independent injunction of results (to the effect that all desirable results do actually follow from the principal sacrifice mentioned)?

On this question, the Purva-Paksha view is as follows—"It is only a reiteration; that is when the text speaks of a sacrifice as bringing about all desirable results, it is only a reiteration of the result of that sacrifice along with the results following from its subsidiaries, as also those following from the subsidiaries of those subsidiaries. As a matter of fact, there are results spoken as following from subsidiaries and from the subsidiaries of subsidiaries; e.g. 'For one who desires cattle, the altar should be one from which all dung has been swept away; for one who desires social position, it should be one from which all dung has been dug out', and so on;—again 'If he desires that the Rain-god should rain, he should measure out the Assembly on a lower level'. All these results have been already enjoined in the passages, and they are again spoken of in the sentence in question; we therefore think it right to regard this sentence as a mere reiteration (of results that have been already laid down in the texts enjoining the Main Sacrifice and its subsidiaries)."
SŪTRA (26).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS AN INDEPENDENT INJUNCTION OF RESULTS; BECAUSE THE RESULT IS MENTIONED IN CONNECTION WITH THE NAME OF THE PRINCIPAL SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the sentence in question should be taken as an independent injunction of results;—why?—because the result is mentioned in connection with the Principal Sacrifice. The Darsha-Pūsamāsa sacrifices are performed for the sake of all results;—The Jyotistoma is performed for the sake of all results;—in both these sentences the naming of the Principal Sacrifice clearly lays down that the Principal Sacrifices are really conducive to all desirable results. From this it follows that the texts should not be regarded as mere reiterative.—If the words 'all results' were taken as standing for only those results that have been laid down elsewhere as following from the sacrifice and its subsidiary sacrifices, this would mean that the term indicates these only indirectly, (as the term 'all results' cannot directly signify only those few results); and certainly Direct Expression (whereby really all results are meant) is more authoritative than Indirect Indication (which restricts the term 'all results' to only a very few results).

From all these we conclude that the texts should be taken as injunctions, on the basis of the texts laying down the entire performance of the sacrifices.
ADHIKARANA (11): 'Yogasiddhi-nyāya': Sacrifices like the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa should be performed separately for the sake of each separate result desired: 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa-nyāya' (B).

SŪTRA (27).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA]—"In the case just discussed, all the results [should follow from a single performance], as there is no distinction."

Bhāṣya.

In the cases discussed in the foregoing Adhikarana, it has been explained that all desired results have been enjoined as following from the Principal Sacrifice (Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa or Jyotistoma).—Now there arises the question—Are all the results brought about by a single performance of the sacrifice? Or are they brought about one by one by separate performances?

The Pūrvapakśa view on this question is as follows:—"All the results should follow from a single performance;—why?—because the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices,—as also the Jyotistoma sacrifice—are the means for the bringing about of all the results; and if they are such means of all, what result is there that would not be brought about (by the single performance)?—Hence we conclude that all the results follow simultaneously (from a single performance of the sacrifice)."

SŪTRA (28).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, the results should be regarded as brought about by turns; because it is not possible for (several) things to spring up (at one and the same time).

Bhāṣya.

It is not true that all the results appear simultaneously; in fact there is regular succession—they are brought about by turns; the results should be taken as appearing in succession, one after the other.—Why?—Because it is not possible for several things to spring up at one and the same time; all the desired results are so many things, and all things cannot spring up simultaneously; in fact, there is an inherent impossibility in all the results springing up simultaneously, as there is an incongruity involved (in such simultaneous appearance of all).

Or, we may take the word 'Utpattyasanyogīteśā' (in the Sūtra), not as referring to the springing up of the results, but as referring to the results
when produced as indicating (the performance of the sacrifice) ; that is, what has been declared by the texts is that all the results are those for whose sake the Daraka-Pūrṇamāsā are performed, as also the Jyotistoma ; and this does not mean that all the results actually follow from the sacrifice; all that is meant is that the sacrifice is laid down as to be performed for the sake of all the results; and from this it does not follow that the Results are simultaneous.

Or, we make these two Sūtras (27 and 28) as embodying a different topic—as follows:—

**ADHIKARANA (12):** The 'Prospective sacrifices' bring about results in this life as well as in the other life.

**SŪTRA (27).**

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"ALL THE RESULTS SHOULD BE TAKEN AS APPEARING THERE; BECAUSE THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE."

Bhāṣya.

The various 'Prospective sacrifices' laid down in the following texts, form the subject-matter of this discussion.—(a) 'Saurṇācharuñirūpāt brahmavachasakāmāḥ' ['One desiring Brahmic glory should offer the cooked rice dedicated to Sūrya.'] (Taittī. Saṁ. 2. 3. 2, 3);—(b) 'Aindrāgumikābā śaṅkāpākāhūṇirūpāt pra jākāmāḥ' ['One desiring offspring should offer the cake baked upon eleven pans, and dedicated to Indra-Agni.'] (Taittī. Saṁ. 2. 2. 1. 1);—(c) 'Chitrāyā yajēta pashubāmāḥ' ['One desiring cattle should perform the Chitrā sacrifice'] (Taittī. Saṁ. 2. 4. 6. 1);—(d) 'Vaishnavaśeṣa śaṅgrahāyām uñirūpī grama kāmāḥ' ['One desiring to acquire a village should offer the Śaṅgrahāṇi dedicated to the Viṣṇuśeṣa'] (Taittī. Saṁ. 2. 3. 9. 2).

In regard to these, there arises the question—Do these results appear in this life? Or in the other life?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—'The results should be taken as appearing there,—i.e. in the other world; because there is no difference; that is, all the results in question are just like 'heaven'. As a matter of fact the result, in the shape of 'cattle' and the rest, is never found to appear immediately after the sacrifice (which has been enjoined as bringing about that result);—it is only when an effect appears immediately after a cause that it is recognised as following from that cause; for instance, the pleasure resulting from massage appears at the same time as the massage itself;—when the result (cattle, for instance) appears at another time, for that also an entirely different cause (in the shape of Purchase, for instance) is perceptible; when a man is equipped with his physical body, there can be no cause for this phenomenon except the 'Unseen Force';—thus then,
when we are told that a certain sacrifice brings cattle to the performer, it should be understood to mean that as a result of the performance of that sacrifice, the performer obtains (in his next life) such a special kind of Body and Sense-organs and the rest as enables him to acquire cattle.—That this is so is clearly indicated in the following passage—"Kākayā, being desirous of performing a sacrifice, said to Dālbhya—'Please help me to perform this sacrifice which is calculated to bring me a kingdom';—Dālbhya replied—'Do not, my boy, think that the sacrifice brings kingdom in this life, in fact, sacrifices are performed for results to come in one's next life'.—Here it is clearly shown that the results of sacrifices appear in another life.—Hence we conclude that all 'Prospective Sacrifices' are such as have their results appearing in another life."

SŪTRA (28).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE OBTAINING OF RESULTS MUST TAKE PLACE DURING THIS LIFE; AS OTHERWISE THE ORIGINATIVE INJUNCTION OF THE SACRIFICE WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE.

Bhāṣya.

It is during this life that the accomplishment of the obtaining of results takes place; otherwise the sacrifice could not have any connection with its originative injunction; i.e. when the injunction says—'He who desires cattle, should bring it about by means of this sacrifice',—it is not understood to mean that the said result does not come about during this life.

As for the argument that "the result is not found to appear immediately after the performance of the sacrifice",—it is true that it is not so found by Perception or by Inference; but it is duly known by means of the word (of the Veda).

As for the second argument that—"when the result (cattle for instance) is acquired at another time, there is another perceptible cause (in the shape of Purchase and the like)",—that does not affect our position; there may be another cause as well as the sacrifice.

Lastly, as for the argument that—"the Vedic passage declares that sacrifices are performed with a view to results to appear during another life";—our answer to this is that what the sage says is—'I am not going to help you to perform a sacrifice leading to results during this life. I am going to help you to perform a sacrifice leading to results during the next life'. This answers the Pūrṇapāksin's argument.
ADHIKARANA (13): The 'Sautrāmaṇi' is part of the 'Chayana' (Erection of the Altar) and the 'Bṛhaspati-Sava' is part of the Vājapeya'.

SŪTRA (29).

THE TWO ACTS SHOULD BE REGARDED AS ENJOINED IN THE RELATION OF WHOLE AND PART: AS IT IS ONLY THUS THAT THE MENTION OF THE TWO AS CONNECTED SERVES A USEFUL PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

We have the two texts—(a) 'Agniṇcīnā sautrāmanya yajīta' ['Having erected the Fire-altar, one should perform the Sautrāmaṇi sacrifice'] (Taittī. Sat. 5, 6, 3, 4);—(b) 'Vājapeyīṇa istvā bṛhaspatisavīṇa yajīta' ['Having performed the Vājapeya sacrifice, one should perform the Bṛhaspati-sava sacrifice'] (Ibid.).

In regard to these there arises the question—are the two acts mentioned together for the purpose of showing that one is part of the other? Or are they mentioned together only for the purpose of indicating the time of their performance? [i.e. Is the Sautrāmaṇi a part of the Chayana, and the Bṛhaspati-sava of the Vājapeya? Or simply the Sautrāmaṇi is to be performed after the Chayana, and the Bṛhaspati-sava after the Vājapeya?]

The Siddhānta, we assert, is that the two are mentioned together for the purpose of showing that one is part of the other; it is only when we take it thus that the direct meaning of the text becomes accepted; otherwise (if the other view were accepted) the Time would have to be taken as indirectly indicated by the words of the text; and when there is a conflict between Direct Assertion and Indirect Indication, the right course is to accept the Direct Assertion, not Indirect Indication.—Hence we conclude that the Sautrāmaṇi is part of the Chayana, and the Bṛhaspati-sava is part of the Vājapeya.

SŪTRA (30).

"THE TEXT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS LAYING DOWN THE TIME, AS IT IS TIME THAT IS DIRECTLY DENOTED",—IF THIS IS URGED [THEN THE ANSWER IS AS GIVEN IN THE NEXT SŪTRA].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If you think that the two acts are mentioned together for the purpose of showing that one is part of the other,—why cannot you take the text as laying down the time? In fact, the word 'Chitvā' ('having erected');—which means on the completion of the Chayana—has the form an injunction of Time".
SūTRA (31).

THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE IN THAT CASE, THERE WOULD BE NO CONNECTION BETWEEN WHAT IS EXPRESSED BY THE WORDS.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as stated in the preceding Sūtra; as in that case there would be no connection between what is expressed by the words; that is to say, what is expressed by the word ‘Chāvā’ is the Chāyana, and there would be no sort of connection between this Chāyana and the Sautrāmāṇi,—or between the Vājapeyā and the Brhaspati-sava [if all that was meant was that one is to be performed on the completion of the other]; and in this way the indications of the Context would become rejected; because when Sautrāmāṇi is found to be laid down in the same Context as the Chāyana, it is understood that the Sautrāmāṇi sacrifice is part of the Erection of the Fire-altar; similarly, when this Brhaspati-sava is found to be laid down in the same Context as the Vājapeyā, it is understood that the Brhaspati-sava sacrifice is part of the Vājapeyā. If there were no such connection (between the two sets of acts), the Time denoted would be understood as pertaining to some other entirely different act. —From all this it follows that the two are mentioned together for the purpose of showing that one is part of the other.
ADHIKARANA (14): The "Vaimr̥dha" is part of the Pūrṇamāsa Sacrifice.

SŪTRA (32).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"IT IS A PART OF BOTH".—IF THIS BE URGED [THEN THE ANSWER IS AS FOLLOWS].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-pūrṇamāsa, we read—"Saṁsthāpya paurṇamāsim vaimr̥dhamanunircapati" ["Having completed the Paurṇamāsi sacrifice, he offers the Vaimr̥dha"].

In regard to this, there arises the question—is the Vaimr̥dha a part of both the Darsha and the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, and the Paurṇamāsi is named only for the purpose of indicating the time? Or is it named for the purpose of indicating that the Vaimr̥dha is part of the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice only?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that—"Under the circumstances, the Vaimr̥dha should be taken as a part of both the sacrifices;—why?—because of the force of the fact that it has been laid down in the 'Context' of both; also because the word "Saṁsthāpya" ("having completed") has the form of the Injunction of time [which shows that the 'Paurṇamāsi' (Full-Moon Day) has been mentioned only for the purpose of indicating the time for the Vaimr̥dha which is part of both Darsha and Pūrṇamāsa]."

SŪTRA (33).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—NOT SO; BECAUSE THERE IS ONLY ONE WORD.

Bhāṣya.

There is only one sentence containing only one verb, "Aunircapati" ("offers"), which cannot express two connections—(1) that of the Vaimr̥dha with the two sacrifices, Darsha and the Pūrṇamāsa, and (2) that of the Vaimr̥dha with the time Paurṇamāsi (Full-Moon Day); we have seen that a single sentence expresses a single idea.

SŪTRA (34).

"BUT THERE IS THE INDICATION OF THE CONTEXT",—IF THIS IS URGED,—

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that the Context (points to the connection of the Vaimr̥dha with both the sacrifices); and this has got to be refuted (which is done in the following Sūtra)—
Sūtra (35).

That cannot be; the connection of the originative injunction (points to the contrary view).

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as the Pūrṇapakṣin has argued. The sentence in question is the only originative injunction of the Vaimrītha; this sentence may, on account of the Context, be construed with the Darśha and the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, or it may be taken with the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice alone, with which it is directly (and perceptibly) connected. Certainly the connection that is directly perceptible is more authoritative than that based upon Context. Further, its connection with the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice is directly perceptible, while that with the Time is indirect.—From all this it follows that the Vaimrītha is part of the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice.
ADHIKARAñA (15): Exceptions to the last two Adhikarañas—
The Anuyājas are to be performed at the time following the offering to Agni-Marut.

SŪTRA (36).

The sentence not being the originative injunction, it should be taken as laying down the time; as connection (between two actions) is always based upon some purpose.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotisṭoma, we read—(a) ‘Agnimāruddād ārdhrama
anuyājaśehekaranti’ ['After the offering to Agni-Marut, they perform the Anuyājas’]; (b) ‘Praḥṛtya āparihāṁ jumotih āhṛyojanam’ ['After having offered the Paridhis, one makes the Hāriyojana-offering’].

In regard to these there arises the question—Do these sentences lay down one offering as part of the other? Or do they lay down the Time?

The Pūrvaspakṣa view is that—“the fact of one being a part of the other is asserted directly, while the injunction of time could be got at only through indirect indication; hence they must be taken as laying down one offering as part of the other”.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—The sentence not being the originative injunction, it should be taken as laying down the time. As a matter of fact, the offering to Agni-Marut is a part of the Soma-sacrifice [and as such has its originative injunction in that Context]; similarly the Anuyājas are part of the Pashu-sacrifice [and as such has its originative injunction in that Context]; hence there is no connection between these two. —Similarly the Paridhi-offering is part of the Pashu-sacrifice [and has its originative Injunction in that Context], and the Hāriyojana-offering is a distinct ‘Primary’ by itself.—Thus then, we find that the Anuyāja and the offering to Agni-Marut are already known (as enjoined by texts other than the one under consideration); all that is not known (from any other source) is their immediate sequence; hence it is this latter alone that can be taken as enjoined by the text under discussion.—Similarly with the Paridhi-offering and the Hāriyojana. Such being the case, the Paridhi-offering can render no help to the Hāriyojana, nor the Hāriyojana to the Paridhi-offering—“But the Paridhi-offering coming first, would render help to the Hāriyojana”.—Our answer to this is that it is not for the purpose of ‘coming first’ (before the Hāriyojana) that the Paridhi-offering is made; in fact, its performance is already there, as part of the Pashu-sacrifice; and it being there, its ‘coming first’ is also already there.—From all this it follows that the two actions are mentioned together only for the purpose of indicating the time (for the performance of the second act).
ADHIKARANA (16): The 'Soma-sacrifice' is to come after the 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa'.

SŪTRA (37).

IN A CASE WHERE THERE IS A DOUBT AS TO A CERTAIN TEXT BEING AN INJUNCTION OF 'PART' OR OF 'TIME', IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS LAYING DOWN 'TIME', AS THAT IS THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR IN THE SENTENCE.

Bhāṣya:

There is the text—'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa ighesta somēna yajita' ["After having performed the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, one should perform the Soma-sacrifice"] (Taiviti, Sam. 2. 3. 6, 1).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does this enjoin one sacrifice as being part of the other? Or does it lay down the time?

On this question, the Pārvapāka view is that—"it should be taken as enjoining one as part of the other,—such being the direct meaning of the sentence".

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta—In this case, there being a doubt as to the sentence being an injunction of 'part' or an injunction of 'time', it should be taken as laying down 'time', as that is the principal factor in the sentence; as a matter of fact, it is the injunction of 'Time' that forms the principal factor in the sentence,—not the injunction of the 'sacrifice'; that the sentence is not meant to be an injunction of the sacrifice is clear from the fact that the sentence does not mention the form of the sacrifice.—"Why do you say that it does not mention the form of the sacrifice?"—We say so because there is no Deity.—"Why is there no Deity?"

—Because no deity is mentioned in the sentence; it is only when a deity is mentioned in connection with a sacrifice that it is regarded as the 'deity' of that sacrifice; as a matter of fact, it is only through Direct Assertion (by a text) that the Deity of a Sacrifice becomes recognised as such,—not through any other means of cognition, like Sense-perception and the rest.—From this it follows that the sentence under consideration does not contain the injunction of any sacrifice not already known.—On the other hand, if the sentence is taken as referring to a well-known sacrifice for laying down its 'time', then there is none of the above incongruities; because in this case the sacrifice, having its deity already enjoined elsewhere, is only referred to in this sentence. Hence we conclude that the connection between the two sacrifices serves the purpose of laying down the time (for the performance of the second sacrifice, Soma).—That this is so is also indicated in the following passage—"The Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices are the chariot of divinities; if one performs the Soma-sacrifice after performing the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, he proceeds on a well-known road clearly marked by the chariot";—the meaning of this is that 'just as passing in a chariot along a road well-beaten
by chariots is comfortable, so is the performance of the Soma-sacrifice comfortable, if done after the performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices; and the reason for this lies in the fact that the Dīkṣāṇīyā and other sacrifices that form part of the Soma-sacrifice and which are only modifications of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, have become well-known to the performer. Thus we find that the commendatory statement made in this passage is intelligible [only if the sentence under consideration is taken as laying down the time for the performance of the Soma-sacrifice, as to be after the performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa].
ADHIKARANA (17): The Result of the 'Vaishvānara sacrifice' accrues to the Son: 'Jātēṣṭi-nyāya' (A).

SŪTRA (38).

The result cannot be taken as accruing to the Father who is not directly asserted (to be the recipient of the result), specially as the supplementary texts also do not speak of the Father.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Vaishvānaram dvāḍashakapālam nīrvaset putrē jātēṣṭi-nyāya' (On the birth of a son, one should offer the cake baked on twelve pans, dedicated to Vaishvānara) (Taittī. Śaṅ. 2. 2. 5. 4).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this offering made by the Father for his own welfare? Or for the son's welfare?

The Pūrva-pakṣa view is as follows:—'He makes the offering for his own welfare; actions like these do not bring their result to persons other than the performer.—Why so?—Because the very initial act of fire-laying is laid down by means of a verb with the Amaṇḍapada ending (ādadhāta; which shows that the results of the act accrue to the Agent performing the act).—Then again, there is the following text—If one pan breaks, one month of the year goes out and the Sacrificer dies; one should offer a cake baked upon one pan, dedicated to Dyāvi-prthiṣṭi; if two pans break, two months of the year go out and the Sacrificer dies; one should offer a cake baked upon two pans, dedicated to the Ashvinas; he should count them and keep them carefully, for safety of the sacrificer' (Taittī. Śaṅ. 2. 6. 3. 6).—Here we find that on the breaking of a pan, an action is laid down whose result is the welfare (safety) of the sacrificer himself. The same should be the case in the case we are considering. From this it follows that the result of the Vaishvānara sacrifice should accrue to the Performer (Father).

In answer to this Pūrva-pakṣa, we have the following Siddhānta:—The result should not accrue to the Father, because the supplementary passage speaking of the Result speaks of it as accruing to the Son, not to the Father.—How so?—The passage reads as follows:—On the birth of a son, one should offer the cake baked on twelve pans, dedicated to Vaishvānara; when the cake is baked on eight pans, it endows him with brahmic glory through the Gāyatrī; when it is baked upon nine pans, it endows him with glory through Śrīvyātra; when it is baked on ten pans, it endows him with food, through Vīrāt; when it is baked upon eleven pans, it endows him with efficient sense-organs through Śrīpaśubh; when it is baked upon twelve pans, it endows him with cattle through Jayati; that child at whose birth one offers this sacrifice, becomes purified, glorious, eater of food, possessed of efficient sense-organs and excellent cattle.'—Here the result is spoken of as accruing to the child that is born. [As for the argument that the result of an action should always
acruns to the performer] no burden can be too heavy for a Vedic text [i.e., whenever a Vedic text speaks of a thing, however incongruous it may appear to us, it has to be accepted as true]. From all this it follows that the result of the *Vaishvänara* sacrifice should accrue to the Son.

As for the argument that—"actions like the one under consideration are never found to bring results to any other person (than the one who has performed it)"—our answer to this is that even when a result accrues to one's son, it brings pleasure to the Father himself; and hence the use of the *Ātmanepada* ending cannot be entirely incompatible with the *Siddhānta*. In fact, it is in view of this fact of the Father being pleased that we have such assertions as—(a) "The Son is one's own very self,"—(b) "Thou art born out of each of my limbs, produced out of my heart; thou art my very self-named Son; mayest thou live for a hundred years!"

**SŪTRA (39).**

**THE MENTION OF THE DAMAGE TO THE ACCESSORIES IS TO BE TAKEN ONLY AS INDICATING THE OCCASION (FOR A CERTAIN OFFERING).**

*Bhāṣya.*

It has been argued above that the passage—"If one pan breaks, etc." indicates that the result accrues to the performer. The answer to this is that the mention of the damage to the accessories (pans) is to be taken only as indicating the occasion for a certain offering; in this sense it becomes quite explicable.—not in any other sense; for instance, when only a pan breaks, it cannot be right to seek for it by means of an elaborate sacrifice; certainly when a mere *Couri* is lost, one does not seek for it by spending a pice!

Or, this Sūtra (39) may be taken as representing another *Adhikaraṇa*, as follows:—

**ADHIKARAṆA (18):** The "*Vaishvānara sacrifice*" is to be performed after the performance of the "*Birth-rite*".

**SŪTRA (39).**

**THE CONNECTION OF THE ACCESSORY (SACRIFICES) WITH THE EVENT IS MEANT TO BE A MERELY INDICATION OF THE OCCASION.**

*Bhāṣya.*

There is the text—"*Vaishvānaram dvādaśakapālam nirvāpaḥ putrē jātे*" ['On the birth of a son, one should offer the cake baked on twelve pans, dedicated to *Vaishvānara*'] (Taitti. Samh. 2, 2, 3, 4).
In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this sacrifice to be performed immediately after birth? or after the performance of the 'Birth-rite'?

The Purapakṣa view is that—"it should be performed immediately after birth; because as soon as an event has occurred, what is contingent on that event should follow at once".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—It should be performed after the Birth-rite has been performed.—Why?—Because of the force of circumstances: It has been enjoined that the child is to be fed after the Birth-rite has been performed;—if then, the sacrifice were to be performed before the Birth-rite, the time of feeding the child would be put off, and in that case, the child could not live.

It has been argued that "as soon as an event has occurred, what is contingent on that event should follow at once".—The answer to that is as follows:—The connection of the accessory (sacrifices) with the event is meant to be a mere indication of the occasion;—the 'event' is the birth of the son, which, when it has come about, becomes the 'occasion';—but the precise time of that event does not form part of the sacrifice in question; as for the 'occasion' (the birth of the son), it does not cease (it continues) even after the performance of the Birth-rite. On the other hand, if the Purapakṣa view were accepted, and the time for the sacrifice were taken to be laid down as immediately after birth.—then, if the Birth-rite were performed and the child were fed before the sacrifice, the prescribed time (of the sacrifice) would have lapsed; so that in this case it would be necessary to have recourse to Indirect Indication [i.e. the time immediately after the Birth would have to be taken as standing for sometime after Birth].

From all this it follows that the Vaiśeṣikaraṇa sacrifice is to be performed after the performance of the Birth-rite.

[Supplementary Question.—Treated as a separate Adhikaraṇa by itself by Mandana Mishra and Mādhava, and also by Pṛthvaśārathī in Tāntāraṇa.]

Now there arises the question—Is the Vaiśeṣikaraṇa sacrifice to be performed any day within the ten days of the Birth?—Or at its own proper time (time otherwise most suitable for it)?

The Purapakṣa view is that—"it may be performed on any day, and there is no restriction at all".

In answer to this, the Siddhānta is as follows:—It should be performed either on the Full-Moon Day or on the Moonless Day.—"Why?"—Because of the Vedic Text; we have the following text—If one, after having performed the Pāska or the Soma sacrifice, should offer another sacrifice, he should do it either on the Full-Moon Day or on the Moonless Day'. There is no burden that can be too heavy for a Vedic Text [i.e. when the Vedic Text definitely lays down a certain thing, no other consideration can come in the way]. Under the circumstances, if the other view were accepted,
then the proper time thus laid down would lapse; and in this case it would be necessary to have recourse also to Indirect Indication [the terms 'Full-Moon Day or Moonless Day' having to be taken as indirectly indicating any day within the first ten days].—Then again, if the sacrifice were performed on any other date (except the 15th and the 30th of the month, the Moonless Day and the Full-Moon Day), or within the first ten days, the man would find it impossible to get together all the accessories of the Sacrifice, and he would also be unable to secure the proper time or the requisite purity [the first ten days from a birth being regarded as a period of 'impurity'].—From all this, it follows that the Vaishešiśvara sacrifice should be performed after the lapse of ten days, either on the Full-Moon Day or on the Moonless Day.
ADHIKARANA (19): Subsidiary Sacrifices like the 'Sautrāmaṇi' should be performed at their own proper time.

SŪTRA (40).

[PŪRVARAKSA]—"Inasmuch as they are connected with their 'Primaries', the 'Subsidiaries' should be performed at the time of the 'Primaries'."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the two texts—(a) 'Having erected the Fire-altar, one should perform the Sautrāmaṇi sacrifice' (Taitti. Saṁ. 5. 6. 3. 4); and (b) 'Having performed the Vājapēya sacrifice, one should perform the Bṛhaspatisava sacrifice'—it has been decided (under Adhikarana 13) that in each case the two sacrifices are mentioned together for the purpose of showing that one is part of the other. The question that arises now is—Should the Sautrāmaṇi be performed immediately on the erection of the Fire-altar, as an extension of the same (erection)? Or should it be performed at its own proper time?—Similarly, should the Bṛhaspatisava be performed immediately after, and as an extension of, the Vājapēya? Or at its own time?

The Pūrvaraksa view is as follows:—"The two sacrifices should be performed at the time of their Primaries.—Why?—Because the time for the 'subsidiaries' is the same as that of their Primaries; as a matter of fact, there is only one time for the Primaries and their Subsidiaries; as is going to be explained under Sū. 11. 2. 7;—so that, after having erected the Fire-altar, the man should not rest there, he should proceed with the performance of another sacrifice, named 'Sautrāmaṇi';—similarly, after having completed the Vājapēya, he should not rest content with that, he should perform the sacrifice named 'Bṛhaspatisava'."

SŪTRA (41).

[SIDDHANTA]—As a matter of fact, the sacrifice in question is enjoined as to be performed on the completion (of the other sacrifice); hence on account of the general injunction, it should be performed at its own proper time.

Bhāṣya.

The other sacrifice (Bṛhaspatisava or Sautrāmaṇi) has been enjoined as to be performed on the 'completion' of the Primary Sacrifice (Vājapēya or Erection of the Fire-altar);—there is 'completion' of a sacrifice only when all its main subsidiaries have been performed; not, as you think, when the details of the main sacrifice itself have been performed.—Why so?—Because
the term expressing the Primary Sacrifice appears with the Instrumental Ending—"Vajapeyaṇa śvāḥ"—which means ‘after having by means of the Vajapeya, carried on the operation leading up to the Result’;—and this operation is understood to consist in the Primary Sacrifice along with its subsidiaries, not independently of its subsidiaries. The Bṛhaspatisava could have been performed as an extension of the Vajapeya, if we had the text in the form ‘Vajapeyan abhinirvartya’, where (by the presence of the Accusative Ending) the Vajapeya would appear as the desired end. Such however is not the form of the text. Hence the text must mean ‘after having performed all the subsidiaries of the Vajapeya (one should perform the Bṛhaspatisava)’.—Such being the case, the sacrifice in question (Bṛhaspatisava) should be taken as to be performed after the performance of the Vajapeya has been finished, and the time of the Vajapeya has passed away. [That is, even though it is ‘part’ of the Vajapeya, its performance is to come after the Vajapeya with all its component subsidiaries has been performed.] Under the circumstances, the Bṛhaspatisava falls under the same Injunction as the Jyotiṣṭoma which (being the Archetype of all Soma sacrifices) lends the details of its procedure to the Bṛhaspatisava; whereby this latter must be performed at its own proper time (in accordance with the details borrowed from the Jyotiṣṭoma).—And similarly the Sautrāmāni would fall under the general injunction of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa (which is the Archetype of all Iṣṭis) and as such be performed at the time of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa.

Says the Opponent—"In the case of the Vajapeya, it may be that, on account of the Instrumental ending in the phrase ‘Vajapeyaṇa śvāḥ’, the meaning is ‘having completed the sacrifice’; but this is not possible in the case of the Fire-altar, where the word being ‘Chitra’, the meaning would be ‘having completed the Chaṇana (Erection)’ [and the Chaṇana would not come in as an instrument, like the Vajapeya; and hence its completion need not mean the performance of all its subsidiaries]."

Answer—That is not so: the words of the text are ‘agnim chirā’, which means ‘having embellished (consecrated) the Fire by means of the Chaṇana-rite’; now the term ‘Agni’ stands for the Fire; and merely placing it upon the ground does not confer any benefit (sanctity) upon the Fire;—if a sacrifice is performed in the Fire which has been placed upon the ground, then such a chaṇana (consisting of placing upon the ground and performing of the sacrifice) could be regarded as conferring a sanctity upon the Fire; and hence the phrase ‘having completed the Agni’ must mean ‘after having performed the sacrifice in the Fire placed upon the ground’;—as, so long as no sacrifice has been performed, the Agni is not benefited by the Chaṇana at all. That benefit (sanctity) conferred on the Agni whereby the Agni helps the Sacrificer does not consist in merely placing it on the ground. Hence in this case also the ‘completing of the Agni’ must mean ‘after having performed the sacrifice’.
ADHYĀYA IV.

PĀDA IV.

Adhikarana (1): ‘Gambling’ and the like are ‘subsidiary’ to the ‘Sacrifices’ included under ‘Rājasūya’.

Sūtra (1).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“ALL THE ACTS ENJOINED ARE NOT-SUBSIDIARY (PRIMARY), BECAUSE THE NAME OF THE CONTEXT IS EQUALLY APPLICABLE TO ALL.”

Bhāṣya,

(a) Anumati and the rest are a few sacrificial acts laid down—{(1) ‘Offers a cake baked on eight pans to Anumati’; (2) ‘Offers a cake baked upon one pan, to Nīrūti’; (3) ‘Offers the cooked rice to Āditya’; (4) ‘a cake baked upon eleven pans to Agni-Viṣṇu’ (Taittī. Śāra. I. 8. 1. 1);—(a) certain animals are spoken of, Malhā, etc. (1) ‘Sacrifices the pregnant Malhā,—i.e. she-goat with feet hanging by its neck—to Āditya’; (2) ‘the little she-goat—to Marut’; the Praśthauhī—i.e. the cow capable of carrying a load,—to the Āshevas’ (Taittī. Śāra. I. 8. 19. 1);—(c) again, certain Homa-offerings called ‘Dārvika-homas’, are prescribed in the texts ‘Valmikavapāyām homāḥ’ (‘the Homa offered on the omentum of white-ants’);—(d) and certain other acts as—(1) ‘Gambles with the cow capable of carrying a load’; (2) ‘Wins over the Rājanga’; (3) ‘Recites the story of Shunahshākha’; (4) ‘Takes a bath’.—In close proximity to all these we have the text ‘Rājasūyaṇa svārojyaśākāno yajēta’ [‘One desiring self-sovereignty should perform the Rājasūya sacrifices’].—Here then we find mentioned a sacrifice of the name of ‘Rājasūya’, of which the actual form is not mentioned; and it is mentioned in close proximity to a number of acts whose actual forms are mentioned—from this it is gathered that the former, ‘Rājasūya’, is a collective name for all the said acts taken together.

In regard to all this, there arises the question—Does the word ‘rājasūya’ denote the whole group of acts spoken of, Anumati and the rest [and hence all these acts are equally ‘primary’]? Or does it denote some and not others [and hence the former are ‘primary’ and the latter ‘subsidiary’]?

*The word ‘yāgūṇa’ in the printed text should not be there; it is not found in MS. B. What are meant are all those acts that are mentioned in the texts quoted; some of these are not ‘yāgūṇa’; if they were, the whole point of the Adhikaranā would be lost. The Siddhānta is that of all the acts, those that are of the form of ‘sacrifice’ are ‘primary’, the others are ‘subsidiary’; if all the acts were ‘sacrifices’, no such distinction would be possible.
On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"The word 'rājasūya' denotes all the acts spoken of.—Why!—Because the name of the Context is equally applicable to all; i.e. the name of the 'context' belongs equally to the Rājasūya and all the acts in question. It is called 'rājasūya', because the 'rājā' (Soma) 'sāgatē' (has its juice extracted); or because it is the 'sūya' (sacrifice) offered by the 'rājā' (King).—Thus then, the 'Context' being equally applicable to all the acts, and there being no grounds for making any distinction among them, the word 'rājasūya' should denote all these acts; and the result spoken of ('self-sovereignty') would follow from that act (or group of acts) which is named 'Rājasūya'.—From this it follows that all the acts in question are 'primary acts'."

SŪTRA (2).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THOSE THAT ARE NOT OF THE NATURE OF 'SACRIFICE' SHOULD BE SUBSIDIARY, BECAUSE THEY CAN BE DIFFERENTIATED.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase 'apī vā', 'in reality', serves to set aside the Pūrvapakṣa view.

Of the acts in question, those that are not of the nature of 'sacrifice' should be regarded as subsidiary;—e.g. the acts of Gambling and the rest.—When it is said that 'One should bring about self-sovereignty by means of the sacrifice named Rājasūya', it is meant that self-sovereignty is brought about by the act of Sacrifice,—not by what is not an act of sacrifice; and Gambling and the rest are acts that are not sacrifices;—consequently these acts that are mentioned should be regarded as subsidiary to those that are of the nature of 'sacrifice', which latter are what bring about the desired result.
ADHIKARANA (2): ‘Gambling’ is subsidiary to the entire Rājasūya sacrifice.

SŪTRA (3).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“That which is mentioned in the middle appertains to that act which is in proximity to it.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Rājasūya, in the course of the Abhisēkaniya sacrifice, we find gambling and certain other acts laid down in the texts—‘He gambles with the cow capable of carrying a load’ and so forth [see texts quoted in connection with the preceding Adhikarana].

In regard to these acts, there arises the question—Are they subsidiary to the Abhisēkaniya (which is a part of the Rājasūya) only? Or to the entire Rājasūya?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that,—“inasmuch as they have been mentioned in the middle, they should be subsidiary to that act which is in close proximity to it;—this would be in keeping with the fact that the acts have been spoken of in the immediate proximity of the Abhisēkaniya”.

SŪTRA (4).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, they should be regarded as subsidiary to all the sacrifices (making up the ‘Rājasūya’),—because they are all enjoined as equally important; the ‘context’ also does not belong to the one act (of Abhisēkaniya); they have been mentioned in the middle for the purpose of indicating their connection (with all).

Bhāṣya.

The Gambling and other acts should be regarded as subsidiary to the Anumati and all the sacrifices enjoined in the texts.—Why?—Because they are all enjoined as equally important; i.e. the Anumati and the other sacrifices are all equally enjoined, and they are all fruitful and hence ‘primary’.—The ‘context’ also belongs to all these, not to the Abhisēkaniya only. As a matter of fact, on the strength of ‘Order’, the acts in question should be subsidiary to the Abhisēkaniya only, while on the strength of ‘Context’, they should be subsidiary to all the sacrifices; and ‘context’ is more authoritative than ‘Order’. Hence it follows that they cannot be regarded as subsidiary to the Abhisēkaniya only.—They have been mentioned in the middle of (i.e. in close proximity to) the Abhisēkaniya, because being performed there (i.e. in proximity, and along with) the Abhisēkaniya, they would benefit all the sacrifices.
**ADHIKAṆA (3):** The 'Sanumya' and the rest are to be performed at the time of the Upasads.

**SŪTRA (5).**

[Pūrva-paśa]-"There being no difference in the context, both would be incompatible."

**Bhāṣya.**

In course of the Rājasūya, the Upasads are performed; in connection with these Upasads we read—'Purastād upeṣadām saumyena charanti, antā teṣāṁ api viṣṇavāna.' ['Before the Upasads, they make the offering to Soma; in between the Upasads they make the offering to Teṣṭr, and after the Upasads, they make the offering to Viṣṇu.'] (Taitt. Brā. 1. 8. 1. 2).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are the Sanumya and other offerings part of the Upasads? Or are they only to be performed at the time of the Upasads?

The Pūrva-paśa view is that—"they are part of the Upasads;—why?—because their connection with the Upasads is directly asserted by the texts quoted;—while, if the texts were taken as laying down the time for the offerings, they would express this only by Indirect Indication. Hence we conclude that the offerings in question are part of the Upasads.—Objection: The offerings qualified by (made at) the time might be taken as part of the Upasads; so that we could have both—the connection of the offerings with the Upasads, as well as the injunction of time by means of the term purastā (before); that is, the presence of the word 'Upasad' would denote the fact of the offerings being part of the Upasads, while the force of the term purastā (before) would denote the fact that the offerings are to be made before (the Upasads).—The answer to this is that both would be incompatible; i.e., in one and the same sentence, it is not possible for one word—'upasadām'—to qualify the Sanumya and other offerings (as part of the Upasads) and also to denote the point of time 'before the Upasads'; as, if this were done, there would be a syntactical split.—From this we conclude that the text cannot be taken as declaring the offerings as qualified by the time to be part of the Upasads."

**SŪTRA (6).**

[Siddhānta]—In reality, the text should be taken as laying down time only; because we see no difference.

**Bhāṣya.**

The phrase 'api viṣ' ('in reality') indicates the rejection of the Pūrva-paśa view.
Time only should be taken as laid down by the text,—and it should not be taken as serving the purpose of laying down that the offerings are part of the Upasads.—Why?—Because we perceive no difference; i.e., we do not perceive any difference between the text in question and other texts which are admitted to be injunctions of time,—such texts, for instance, as 'they offer the Anuṣṭānas after the offering to Agni-marut'. In the present case also the Saṃyog and other offerings are such as have been already enjoined (elsewhere), and so also the Upasads; it is only their sequence that has not been enjoined elsewhere; hence it is this sequence alone that can form the object of the injunction in question.—From this it follows that time alone is laid down by the text in question.
ADHIKARAŅA (4): The 'Āmana-homas' are subsidiary to the 'Sāṅgrahāyāni' and the rest.

SŪTRA (7):

FOR REASONS ALREADY EXPLAINED, THE 'FRUITFUL' SHOULD BE THE 'PRIMARY' OF THE OTHER (WHICH IS NOT FRUITFUL).

Bhāṣya.

The text—'Viśeṣvedevānāṁ sāṅgrahāyaṁīṁ nirvapet grahamāmahaṁ' ['Desiring to acquire a village, one should offer the Sāṅgrahāyāni sacrifice to the Viśeṣvedānas'] (Taitti. Saṁ. 2. 3. 9. 3);—in connection with this sacrifice, we read of the Āmana-homa offerings in the text 'Āmanamasīyamanasya dēśā āti tīrṣa āhurtrjukoti' ['Repeating the mantra Āmanamasīyamanasya dēśā, he pours three libations into the Fire'].

In connection with this, there arises the question—Are the Āmana-homas equal, in primary character, to the Sāṅgrahāyāni? Or are they subsidiary to it?

On this question, the Pūrva-pakṣa view is as follows:—“They are equally 'primary' with the Sāṅgrahāyāni sacrifice;—why?—because the grounds for being regarded as 'primary',—which consist in the presence of the element of 'Sacrifice',—are equally present in both [i.e. both are of the nature of 'Sacrifice'].—But the Āmana-homas are not fruitful [they are not spoken of as bringing about any results; and as such, they should be subsidiaries].”—The answer to this is that the term 'grāmekamāhaṁ' ('desiring to acquire a village', occurring in the other sentence) may be construed with the Homas [so that they would be fruitful].—From all this it follows that the Homas in question are equally 'primary' with the Sāṅgrahāyāni sacrifice.”

In answer to this Pūrva-pakṣa, we have the following Siddhānta—For reasons already explained, the fruitful should be the primary of the other. It is not true that the Homas in question are equally 'primary' with the Sacrifice. Because, as a matter of fact, the fruitful (which brings about a result) is always the 'primary' of what is not fruitful; and in the case in question, the sacrifice is spoken of as bringing about a result (the acquisition of a village), while the Homas are not spoken of as bringing about any results.—“We have already said that the term 'desiring to acquire a village' would be construed with the sentence laying down the Homas [so that these also would be fruitful].”—The answer to this is that no such construction—the Elliptical Extension of the term from one sentence to the other—is possible in the case in question, because there is intervention; and it has been shown under Sū. 2. 1. 49 that 'There should be no Elliptical Extension where there is intervention of unconnected words'.—“What is it that intervenes here between the two texts (one laying down the Sāṅgrahāyāni and the other laying down the Āmana-homas)?”—The intervention is caused by the
Paridhi-mantras—"Ugro vgrastvam devaśvaḥhyugroham sajātēgu bhūyāsam priyaḥ sajātānām ugrashchettā vasubhiḥ" (Taitt. Saṁ. I. 6. 2. 1) ("Thou art mighty among the divinities; may I become very mighty among my Kinsmen, loved by my Kinsmen, and mighty in the possession of riches"). It is after these mantras that we have the text "With the mantra āmana-māsa, etc. he pours three libations into the Fire" [wherein the Āmana-homas are prescribed].—From all this it follows that the Āmana-homas are subsidiary to the Sāngrahāyaṇi sacrifice.
ADHIKARANA (5): The offering of the 'Curd-cup' is compulsory (essential).

SUTRA (8).

[PRAYAPAKSA—A]—"The offering of the 'Curd-cup' is a contingent act, because of the direct assertion to that effect'.

Bhaya,

[What is 'primary' is 'purusarthic', subserving the purposes of man, and what is 'subsidiary' is 'krutvartha,' subserving the purposes of a sacrifice. Similarly what is 'compulsory', 'essential' is 'krutvartha' and what is 'contingent' is 'purusarthic'. That is why the subject of 'compulsory' and 'contingent' acts has been introduced here.]

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we read—Yain vai kashchit adhearyushka yaajamanaascha dèvatam antarituh hasya abhyaschith, yat prajnopatam dadhigrahama pravritti shamanatyevasaṁ ["If the Adhearyu and the Sacrificer omit a deity, that Deity becomes angry; if he offers the Curd-cup to Prajapati, he pacifies that Deity ']

(Taiti. Sam. 3. 5. 9. 1).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this offering of the 'Curd-cup' compulsory (essential)? Or contingent (non-essential)?

On this question, the first Prayapaksa (A) is as follows:—"The offering of the 'Curd-cup' is a contingent act, because of the direct assertion to that effect; i.e. the offering is directly asserted as to be performed only when the contingency, in the shape of the 'omission of the Deity', is present; and certainly this omission cannot be compulsory or essential; hence it follows that the offering is contingent.'

SUTRA (9).

[PRAYAPAKSA—B]—"It should be regarded as compulsory also; because of the presence of the term 'Jyeśṭha'."

Bhaya,

"It has been said that the offering is a contingent act; we accept that; but it is compulsory also.—Why?—Because of the presence of the term 'Jyeśṭha'.

In the following text we find the term 'jyeśṭha' (applied to the offering in question)—Jyeśṭha va ēva grahāṇūm, yasya gṛhyatā jyeśthasyaṁśa gachchhati ["This Curd-cup is the foremost of the cups, he for whom this is offered becomes foremost"] (Taiti. Sam. 3. 5. 9. 1); the term 'Jyeśṭha' stands for the most important or the foremost; in the present instance, it stands for the foremost, not the most important. It is only when the offering is compulsory that it can be so eulogised (as 'the foremost'); for people do not eulogise what is fleeting.—From this it follows that the offering
is compulsory as well as contingent; so that it may be offered even when the contingency (omission of the Deity) is not there, and also when the contingency is there."

**Sūtra (10).**

[Pravapakṣa concluded]—"Also because it is spoken of as having the form of all (deities)."

Bhāṣya.

In the following text we find the offering spoken of as having the form of all deities—Sāṅgīm vā dādīvānāṁ rūpam yadēca grahaḥ, yasyaśca gṛhyaḥ sarvātyāvacinam pashūnāṁ rūpīnyapatiṣṭhante? ['This Cup represents the forms of all deities, he for whom this Cup is offered obtains all forms of Cattle'] (Taitti. Sutr. 3. 5. 9. 1). No other 'form of deities' can be perceptible to us, except 'nityatva' (eternity, which in the case of Action, consists in its being compulsory).—From this also it follows that the offering is compulsory as well as contingent."

**Sūtra (11).**

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it should be regarded as compulsory; [the text speaking of the omission of the Deity] should be taken as a commendatory declaration; because the two persons spoken of in connection with the act, are not necessarily connected with the 'omission', and also because the 'omission' is an inconstant factor.

Bhāṣya.

It has been declared that the offering is compulsory as well as contingent;—but in reality, it should be regarded as compulsory only, because of the presence of the term 'foremost' and because of the offering being spoken as 'having the form of all deities'.

As for the argument that—'it is found laid down as to be done only when the particular contingency, in the shape of the 'omission of the deity', is present',—the answer is that the 'omission of a deity' is nowhere spoken of as the condition of the offering; because the two persons—the Adhvaryu Priest and the Sācīnc—spoken of in connection with the act, are not connected with the 'omission'; that is to say, we do not find it asserted that 'The Adhvaryu or the Sacrificer should omit a deity'; in fact, the 'omission' is something inconstant. Nor again, have we any such words as 'The Cury-cup should be offered only when there is omission'; in fact, the 'offering of the Cury-cup' is to be done irrespectively of all conditions. As for the redressing of the wrong done by the omission of the deity, which is spoken of in the text quoted, that could only be a purpose that is served by the said offering; in which case the offering being compulsory and the purpose served
by it inconstant, it could not be right that a compulsory offering is made for the redressing of an 'omission' which is inconstant (uncertain); and hence if the purpose served were inconstant, that would militate against the direct assertion of the compulsory (constant) character of the offering.—If, therefore, the text speaking of 'the omission of the deity' be taken as a commendatory declaration, there is no militating against the Direct Assertion; because in that case, the Cup is not offered for the redressing of the wrong done by the 'omission'; there is an entirely different purpose served by it, and the mention of the omission is only for the purpose of eulogising it; the purpose served by the offering of the Curd-cup is that it is a subsidiary to the Soma-sacrifice.

This same conclusion is indicated by the fact that the 'omission' is something inconstant; so that it is the inconstant 'omission' which is mentioned with a view to eulogise the constant (compulsory offering).

From all this it follows that the objection does not affect our position that the offering of the Curd-cup is a compulsory act.
ADHIKARANA (6): The 'Vaishvānara' sacrifice is a contingent act.

SUTRA (12).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"THE 'VAISHVĀNARA' SHOULD BE REGARDED AS 'COMPULSORY', BECAUSE ITS NUMBER IS THE SAME AS THAT OF (OTHER) COMPULSORY THINGS".

Bhāṣya.

There is the Setting up of the Fire-altar, laid down in the text—'Ya śevaśadān aghunā Chinutā' ['If one knowing this sets up the Fire-altar, etc.'] (Taittī. San. 5. 5. 2. 1). In connection with this, we read—'Yoh eva satvataramukhyamabhūtāc aghunā Chinutā, yathā śāmīgarbho vijayatī tadārthīc, vaishvānaraś ca deśādākapīlam purastānānirvapi, satvata- naro nāgirivaishvānaro yathā satvataramukhyāc kālā āgatī vijayatī evamānāva satvataramukhyāc kālā āgatī aghunā Chinutā nārīmchhāc iti; īśā āgnēḥ priya tanurāyā vaishvānaro, priyāmānāyā tanāmcarundhā' ['If one erects the Fire-altar without having kept the Fire in the hearth, he perishes just like a half-developed embryo; a cake baked on twelve pans should first of all be offered to Vaishvānara; the year itself is the Vaishvānara-Fire; just as the embryo grows in a year and is born when the time arrives, so if one keeps the Fire in the hearth for one year and then erects the Fire-altar, when the proper time arrives, then he does not perish; this Vaishvānara is the Fire's beloved body; the sacrificer obtains a beloved body'] (Taittī. San. 5. 5. 1. 7).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this Vaishvānara sacrifice compulsory? Or contingent?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"Here also the Vaishvānara sacrifice is compulsory; and the statement that 'the sin involved in not keeping the Fire in the hearth for a year is destroyed by the Vaishvānara' is purely commensurative. Further, its number is the same as that of other compulsory things, as in the text 'Trīyātānā haviṇā bhavanti, traya imā lokāh śūna lokāmāmārohaṇā' ['Three are these offering-materials, three are these regions; to climb up to these regions']—there is no similarity between the 'offering-materials' and the 'regions'; what the sentence means is that 'just as there are three eternal regions so are there the three offering-materials';—in this way the offering-materials being eulogised by being likened to the regions. From all this it follows that the Vaishvānara sacrifice is compulsory.'
SŪTRA (13).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS CONTINGENT; BECAUSE THE EVIL IS SPOKEN OF AS APPEARING ONLY AFTER THE CONTINGENCY HAS COME ABOUT.

Bhāṣya.

It is only when the contingency, in the shape of not keeping the fire in the hearth, has come about that the evil (of perishing) appears: until it has itself come about, it cannot be the cause of the evil. Hence in this case there is no such incompatibility as we found in the case of the ‘Curū-cup’; and consequently the passage cannot be taken as a commendatory declaration; the act must be taken as contingent.

It has been argued that “the sameness of number with the regions is possible only if the sacrifice in question is a contingent act, not otherwise.”—Our answer to this is that, by reason of there being three regions and the offering-materials resembling them in that respect, the passage will have to be taken as a commendatory declaration.
ADHIKARĀṆA (7): The sixth Altar is contingent.

SŪTRA (14).

[PUṆṆAPOKṢA continued]—"The sixth Altar should be regarded as compulsory and essential because it is preceded by others [which are all compulsory and essential]."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Setting up of the Fire-altar, laid down in the text—'One who knowing thus sets up the Fire-altar.' (Taittī. Saṃ. 5. 5. 2. 1) in connection with this we read—'Sāṃcātaro vaiṇam pratiṣṭhāyai nadi, go'gaṇiḥcāda na pratīṣṭhati panča paṛvābhishtayai bhavaṇti; atha paṣṭiḥcādācādāy

The year urges him to obtain social standing: if one, having set up the Fire-altar, does not obtain social standing, after the five altars have been set up, he should set up the sixth altar' (Taittī. Saṃ. 5. 4. 2. 2).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is it the Compulsory Fire that is spoken of here as six-altared [so that all the six altars are compulsory and essential]? Or, is the Fire set up in the one (sixth) Altar a Contingent one?

On this question, we have the following Pūṇapokṣa—"The sixth altar is laid down in regard to the compulsory Fire; and it is in regard to this sixth altar, which also is compulsory, that we have the commendation to the effect that 'this Altar is so effective that through it, even one who does not deserve social standing attains that standing'.—'But why is the sentence explained in this manner?'—Because we find the term 'sixth' present in the text, that which completes the number six is the 'sixth'; hence the term 'sixth' could not rightly be applied to the one altar only. Hence what is compulsory is the Fire set up on the six altars".

SŪTRA (15).

[PUṆṆAPOKṢA continued]—"Also because it is enumerated in the same manner as those (five altars)."

Bhāṣya.

"As a matter of fact, we find that the sixth Altar has been enumerated in the same manner as the five preceding Altars, in the following text—'Iyam vairo prathama chītiḥ, osadhayā puriṣam; Antarikṣam vairo devīya chītiḥ, vaśyānī puriṣam; Āsa vairo triyā chītiḥ, naktarāṇi puriṣam; Yajñī vairo chaturthi chītiḥ, dākaṇā puriṣam; Yajamāno vairo panchamī chītiḥ, prajāḥ puriṣam; Sāṃcātaro vairo saṣṭhī chītiḥ, ravaḥ puriṣam.' (Taittī. Saṃ. 5. 6. 10. 3)" [This earth is the first Altar; the herbs are the dung; the sky verily is the second Altar, the birds are the dung; this same is the third Altar,
the stars are the dung; the sacrifice is the fourth Altar, the sacrificial fee is the dung; the sacrificer is the fifth Altar, his offsprings are the dung; the year is the sixth Altar, the seasons are the dung." (Taittī. Samh. 5. 6. 10. 3); as a rule, things that are similar are always enumerated as similar, as in the sentence—"The Devas, Rṣis, and Gandharvas were in one place, and the Āsuras, Rakṣas, and Pīshāchas were in another place." (Taittī. Samh. 2. 4. 1. 1)—in the case in question also we find the five altars enumerated as similar to the sixth Altar; hence it follows that this sixth Altar should be similar to those five; and it can be so similar to those only if it were set up at that same sacrifice at which those five have been set up. From this also it follows that the same Fire is set up on the six altars and hence the sixth also is compulsory.

SŪTRA (16).

[Pūrvapāka continued]—"Also because it is only thus that the commendatory declaration becomes applicable".

Bhāṣya.

"There is a commendatory declaration also. —'Saṃ brhitaya bhusantī, saṃ pūrṇāni, tāṁ dvādasa sambadhyate, dvādasha māsaḥ saṁvedivasaḥ; sarvataḥ śravaṇa pratisthathyā' [‘There are six altars and six dungs; these together become twelve; twelve months make the year; the year itself becomes stable’] (Taittī. Samh. 5. 6. 10. 3);—this declaration could never be applicable if the Fire were set up on a single altar. From this also it follows that what is compulsory is the Fire set up on six altars."

SŪTRA (17).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, the Fire set up on one Altar should be regarded as 'contingent'; because it has been laid down as to be done after the completion (of the main sacrifice), on a certain contingency arising.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the Fire set up on one Altar should be regarded as 'contingent'.—Why?—Because it has been laid down as to be done after the completion of the main sacrifice, on the contingency—of social standing not being attained—arising. So that this (sixth) altar is laid down for one who has not attained social standing, and as such, is contingent; hence it can never be regarded as compulsory.

Then again, it has been laid down as to be done after the completion of the sacrifice, and hence it cannot be done while the sacrifice is still going on. —"The term used in the text is ‘chited’; ‘having set up the altar’, which shows that the sixth Altar is to be set up after the other five altars have been set up, and not after the sacrifice has been completed".—The answer to this is
that the term ‘chitēś’ does not stand for what is connoted by this term itself; in fact it stands for what is expressed by the sentence; so that what the phrase ‘agnin chitēś’, ‘having set up the Fire on the altar’, means is ‘having accomplished the purpose by the setting up of the Fire on the altar’; and as a matter of fact, the ‘purpose’ of the setting up of the Fire-altar becomes accomplished only when the sacrifice is completed, not otherwise.—Then again, the word ‘sixth’, occurring after the mention of the five altars, can be taken only in relation to these five. That also is the reason why we say that it is to be done after the completion of the Sacrifice.—Thus it is found that on the strength of the Vedic text, the Fire spoken of as ‘sixth’ is one that has been set up on one altar only (and this is ‘contingent’).

SŪTRA (18).

AS REGARDS THE SAMENESS OF THE MANNER OF ENUMERATION WITH THOSE (FIVE ALTARS),—THAT IS DUE TO INCOMPATIBILITY.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra supplies the answer to Sūtras (15) and (16).

(a) ‘The sameness of the enumeration with those (five altars)’ (which has been urged in Sū. 15), as also (b) ‘the commendatory declaration’ (which has been urged in Sū. 16), is quite explicable (under the Siddhānta view): (a) The meaning is that ‘There are five altars set up first, and when the man does not attain social standing by means of these, then he sets up the sixth, with a view to attaining social standing’;—(b) The praising of the altars as ‘twelve’ can be explained as being in relation to the five altars along with the dungs.—That the two passages have to be so taken is due to the ‘incompatibility’, between the ‘one’ (altar) and the numbers ‘six’ and ‘twelve’.—As for the ‘enumeration’, we find dissimilar things also enumerated together; e.g. in the text ‘Divinities, Men, and Pitr—as these were elsewhere’ (Taittī. Sūtr. 2. 4. 1. 1)—[where the three kinds of beings are entirely dissimilar].
ADHIKARANA (8): The ‘Pindapitryajña’ is not "subsidiary" to any Act.

SŪTRA (19).

THE PITRYAJÑA SHOULD NOT BE REGARDED AS A "SUBSIDIARY ACT"; BECAUSE IT HAS ITS OWN TIME.

Bhāṣya.

Among sacrifices to be performed on the Amāvāsyā (Moonless) Day, we find the Pitryajña laid down in the text—'Amāvāsyāyaṁ aparādhe pindapitryajñēna charanti' ['On the Amāvāsyā in the afternoon, they perform the Pindapitryajña'] (Taitti. Brā. 1. 3. 10. 2).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this Pindapitryajña subsidiary to the Amāvāsyā sacrifice? Or is it not a subsidiary act at all?

The Pārvapakṣa view is as follows:—"It should be regarded as a subsidiary, because it is prescribed in close proximity to a fruitful action (and has no result mentioned in connection with itself), and also because of the commendatory passage speaking of ‘niskraya’ [i.e. the passage (Taitti. Saṁ. 1. 3. 10. 2), ‘Pitrīhyā eva yad yajñam niskriya yajāmano deśēbhyaḥ pratunāt’, ‘Having first, by way of exchange, offered the sacrifice to the Pitra, the sacrificer proceeds to offer it to the deities’; where it is clear that the sacrifice to the Pitra is subsidiary to the sacrifice to the deities].—The other party might argue thus—‘It is only when an unfruitful action is spoken of in proximity to a fruitful one that the former is regarded as subsidiary to the latter; in the case in question however, the Pitryajña may be regarded as fruitful, as leading to Heaven’ (which is a result that may be assumed in connection with every act) as explained under Sū. 4. 3. 13].—The answer to this is that what has been urged is true, but in the case in question, as the word speaking of the Pitryajña is syntactically connected with (in apposition to the word) speaking of the Amādasyā, there can be no justification for assuming any such result as Heaven.—Says the other party—‘The word speaking of Amāvāsya speaks of a day, a point of time, it could not be syntactically connected with (as being in apposition to) the word speaking of an act (the Pitryajña).’—The answer to this is that the apposition to the term expressing the act could be secured by having recourse to Indirect Indication [i.e. by taking the term ‘amāvāsya’, ‘Moonless Day’, as indirectly indicating the Sacrifice of that name, i.e. the Darsha sacrifice]; on the other hand, in support of the assuming of Heaven (as a result of the Pitryajña), there is neither Indirect Indication, nor Direct Assertion. Then again, there is the text—‘Yat pitrīhyā purvādyah karoti, pitrīhyā tatra niskriya yajāmano deśēbhyaḥ pratunāt’ (Taitti. Saṁ. 1. 3. 10. 2; see above); where the Pitryajña is spoken of as a ‘niskraya’, an ‘exchange’, in regard to the Amādasyā Sacrifice.—From all this, it follows that it is ‘subsidiary’ to the Amāvāsya (Darsha) Sacrifice."
In answer to the above Pūrṇapakṣa, we have the following Siddhānta—The Pitrjajña should not be regarded as a subsidiary act, because it has its own time; that is the Pīṇḍapitrjajña should not be regarded as a subsidiary;—why?—because it has its own time; i.e. it is connected with the time directly expressed by the word (‘āmānāṣyā’), and not with an act of sacrifice indirectly indicated by that word. For instance, in the case of the text ‘Darsha-Pürnamāsābhyām igrā somēṇa yajēta’ (Taitti. Sat. 2. 5. 6. 1) [dealt with under Sū. 4. 3. 37],—and in that of the text ‘Puruṣastūpasyadām saumyēṇa charantī’ (Taitti. Brā. 1. 8. 1. 2) [dealt with under Sū. 4. 4. 5-6],—the word concerned has been taken in the sense of time, which is what is directly expressed, and not in the sense of an act, which could be only indirectly indicated; exactly so should it be in the present case; because Direct Expression is always more authoritative than Indirect Indication.—It has been argued that, “through Indirect Indication the term ‘āmānāṣyā’ may be taken as in opposition to the act (of Pitrjajña)” ;—but this is not possible;—why?—because recourse to Indirect Indication can be accepted only in the case of words that contain a mere reference to what is already known, and not in that of words that contain an injunction of something not otherwise known;—the sentence that we are dealing with is an Injunction;—hence it cannot be taken as expressing any connection between the Pitrjajña and the act of Āmānāṣyā sacrifice; in fact what it speaks of is two acts that are performed at the same time (day) and which are entirely unconnected with one another.

SŪTRA (20).

ALSO BECAUSE, IT IS ENUMERATED AS BEING OF EQUAL IMPORTANCE.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the Pitrjajña is found to be enumerated as being of equal importance with other primary sacrifices: e.g. in the text—‘Chatvāro rai mahāyajñāh—agnihotram, darsha-pūrnamāsan, jyotistomāh, pīṇḍapitrjajñāh’ [‘There are four Major Sacrifices—Agnihotra, Darsha-Pūrnamāsa, Jyotistoma, and Pīṇḍapitrjajña’];—in this sentence the Pitrjajña has been spoken of as being of equal importance with the Major Sacrifices; and in what sense could it be a ‘major sacrifice’ except in the sense that it brings about its own results?—From this it follows that it cannot be regarded as a ‘subsidiary’.

SŪTRA (21).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND IT SPOKEN OF AS TO BE PERFORMED AT A TIME WHEN THE OTHER IS PROHIBITED.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the Pitrjajña is not a subsidiary.—There is a text which indicates the performance of the Pitrjajña at a time when the
Amāvāsyā is prohibited—'Paunamāśimēva yajēta bhrātrejñāṃ, nāmāvāsyām, katvā bhrātrejām amāvāsyā vajēta, piṇḍapitrjñēnaiva amāvāsyāyām prāṇātī' ['One who has enemies should perform the Paunamāśa sacrifice, not the Amāvāsyā sacrifice,—the Amāvāsyā sacrifice is to be performed only after the enemy has been killed,—on the Amāvāsyā day, one satisfies the deities by the Piṇḍapitṛyajña only'] (Taitt. Sam. 2. 5. 4. 3).—This passage clearly shows that the Piṇḍapitṛyajña can be performed even when the Amāvāsyā sacrifice is not performed; and this is possible only if it is not subsidiary to the latter sacrifice.—From this also it follows that the Piṇḍapitṛyajña is not a subsidiary [and hence it is an act that suberves the purpose of Man, not of sacrifice].

Question.—What is the use of all this discussion?

Answer.—If the Pāruṣapakṣa view is correct, then—if the Fire-laying has been done on the Full-Moon Day, the Piṇḍapitṛyajña should not be done on the next Moonless Day;—on the other hand, it should be done, if the Siddhānta view is correct. —Another purpose served by the Aihikarāna is as follows:—In connection with the Kuṇḍaṇāyināmayana, it has been declared that 'for a month one should offer the Agnihotra; for a month one should perform the Darsha-pāruṇamāsa sacrifices';—now if the Pāruṣapakṣa view is correct, it would be necessary to offer the Piṇḍapitṛyajña also for a month;—but not so, if the Siddhānta view is correct. —They quote the following couplet also in this connection—'If the Fire-laying is done on the Full-Moon Day, the Piṇḍapitṛyajña should be performed on the completion of the Darsha-sacrifice; but if the Piṇḍapitṛyajña is not a subsidiary, then it should not be performed on that occasion alone.'
ADHIKARANA (9): The Rope is an accessory of the Sacrificial Post.

SUTRA (22).

[PRAYAPAKSA]—"The Rope should be regarded as an accessory of the Animal; because it has been laid down as to be used on the advent of the Animal."

Bhashya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, we read—"Āśvinaṃ graham gṛhitvā trydāh yūpam pariṣṭyānāvat śaṇanīyam pashumupākaroti" ['Having taken up the cup dedicated to the Āśvina, and after having engirded the sacrificial post with the threefold rope, he sacrifices the Sāvaniya, animal dedicated to Agni'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Rope an accessory of the Animal? Or of the Sacrificial Post?

The Prāyapakṣa view is as follows:—"The Rope should be regarded as an accessory of the Animal;—why?—because it has been laid down as to be used on the advent of the animal; i.e. it has been laid down as to be used when the animal has been brought up; the connection of the Rope with the animal is found asserted in the originate injunction, the sense of which is that ' he sacrifices the animal after having done the girding, not otherwise'. This is the sense provided by the Direct Signification of the text; if it were taken as indicating the time, then that would involve recourse to Indirect Indication—the girding indicating the time (of the Sacrifice)."

SUTRA (23).

IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS AN ACCESSORY OF THE SACRIFICAL POST; BECAUSE IT IS AN EMBELLISHMENT OF THAT.

Bhashya.

At the Jyotiṣṭoma, the embellishment of the Sacrificial Post is directly perceived; inasmuch as the Rope with which the Post is engirded, adds to the stability of the Post,—and the Post needs stability; consequently the use of the Rope would serve the purpose of adding this stability to the Post.—Then again: the Accusative ending (in "yūpam") could be justified only if the Post were the predominant factor; the Rope is spoken of by a word with the Instrumental ending, which shows that it is a subordinate factor;—hence it must be an accessory of the Post.

As regards the argument that—"the Rope is laid down as to be used on the advent of the animal";—it has got to be refuted; and in answer to this we say that the fact that ' it is laid down as to be used on the advent
of the animal' is deduced from *Syntactical Connection*, while the Accusative Ending is a *Direct Assertion* and is perceptible; and these two circumstances—Direct Assertion and Perception—should set aside the *indication* of Syntactical Connection. As for having recourse to *Indirect Indication*, it is reasonable that recourse be had to Indirect Indication only when there is no *Direct Assertion*.

**SŪTRA (24).**

**IT IS IN THIS SENSE THAT THE COMMENDATORY DECLARATION BECOMES APPLICABLE.**

* Bhāṣya.

It is only when we take the Rope as an accessory of the Post that the following commendatory *Mantra* becomes applicable—‘Yaya suvarṇāh parīvān āyit, sa u shreyān bhavati jāyamānāh, tam dhīraśah kaṇya unmāyati, svādhyāya manasā dévayantah’ ['The young person finely clothed and girded, came up; when he is born, he becomes excellent; the sedate and brave poets, with minds fixed on the Deities, raise him up'] (Rgveda Sam. 3. 8. 4).—For this reason also, the Rope is an accessory of the Sacrificial Post.

**Question**—What is the use of this Discussion?

**Answer**—In connection with the Agni sacrifices, we read that 'to one Post, eleven animals have to be tethered'; and it would be necessary to have a different Rope for each of the animals. If the *Pāravāpakṣa* view were right (and the Rope were an accessory of the Animal); while according to the *Siddhānta*, there should be only two Ropes.—In this connection they cite the following couplet—

‘If the Rope were an accessory of the Animal,—and several animals were to be tethered to the same,—then it should be necessary to have a rope with each of the animals;—while if the Rope were an accessory of the Post, there should be only two ropes.
ADHIKARANA (10): The 'Svāru' is an accessory of the Animal.

SUTRA (25).

[Pūrvapakṣa continued]—"The 'Svāru' also [should be regarded as an accessory of the Post; because it is a part of the Post]."

Bhāṣya.

At the Jyotistoma sacrifice there is the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma, which is an accessory of the Soma, as laid down in the text—'Yo dikṣito gṛhaṇīṣvam pashūnābhati' ['The Initiated person who sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma'] (Taitt. Saun. 6. 1. 11. 6).—In connection with that, we read—'Svārunā svadhūcinā cha pashūmanakti' ['Anoints the animal with the Svāru and with the Svadhūti'].—(The chip of wood that drops first when the Sacrificial Post is being hewn out, is used for certain purposes and is called 'Svāru'—'Svadhūti' is the axe).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this Svāru an accessory of the Sacrificial Post? Or of the Animal?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows—"We say that the Svāru should be regarded as an accessory of the Post.—Why?—Because it is a part of the Post; that is the Svāru is a part of the Post, as we learn from the text—'Yāsparṣya svārum karo' , which means—'one should make the Post equipped with the Svāru'; it is thus that it becomes a regular Sacrificial Post; the position of the Svāru in relation to the Post is just like that of the Chāsāla [the ring which is fixed to the top of the post, like a bracelet]."

SUTRA (26).

[Pūrvapakṣa concluded]—"The text speaking of it as 'ransom' also shows that it is an accessory of the Post."

Bhāṣya.

"The description of 'ransom' shows that the Svāru is an accessory of the Post; this description being as follows—'Apashya ha sma pura śṛṇyo yē yūpim prāparadi, sambhaya svavante manvantē yajnavīrāhasāya vā idam karma, iśti prastaram svavaniśkrayamapashya, yūpapā svārum apayāvārāhasāya' ['In ancient times those sages who prepare the Post, when they broke the Svāru, thought that that act would bring harm to the sacrifice; hence they found the Bundle of grass as the ransom (substitute) for the Svāru, and the Svāru as the ransom for the Post; so that no harm would be done to the sacrifice']; from this mention of the Svāru being a 'ransom' for the Post, it follows that it is an accessory of the Post. For this reason also the Svāru should be regarded as an accessory of the Post."
SŪTRA (27).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THE SVARU SHOULD BE REGARDED AS AN ACCESSORY OF THE ANIMAL; BECAUSE IT SERVES A USEFUL PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the Svaru should be regarded as an accessory of the Animal; because it is the Animal that requires the Svaru for its anointment; as the text says—"With the Svaru he should anoint the Animal," and it is this anointing of the Animal which is the motive behind the bringing in of the Svaru [i.e. it is for the purpose of anointing the animal that the Svaru is made]. Under the circumstances, if the Svaru is taken as an accessory (subserving the purposes) of the Animal, then the purpose served by it (i.e. the anointing of the Animal) becomes one that is directly perceptible; if, on the other hand, it be taken as an accessory of the Post, then it would be necessary to assume an unseen purpose served by it.—From this it follows that the Svaru is an accessory of the Animal.

SŪTRA (28).

AS FOR THE MENTION OF 'RANSOM', THAT COULD BE TAKEN IN A FIGURATIVE SENSE.

Bhāṣya.

"What would be the basis for the figurative sense?"

It has been declared that the Post has to be thrown into the Fire; if the Svaru is thrown in, it is the Post itself that is thrown in; so that it becomes a sort of Ransom. By reason of the figurative description the passage becomes commendatory of the Svaru.

Question—What is the useful purpose served by this discussion?

Answer—When eleven animals are tethered to a single Post, then the anointing is to be done to only one animal,—according to the Pūrṇapakṣa view; while according to the Siddhānta, the anointing is to be done to all the animals. To this effect there is the following couplet also—

'If the Svaru is an accessory of the Post, then anointing should be done to only one animal, if there are several animals tethered to a single Post [according to the Pūrṇapakṣa]; on the other hand, all the animals have to be anointed [according to the Siddhānta]. If the Svaru is an accessory of the Animals.'
ADHIKARANA (11): Acts like 'Āghārā', Pouring, are subsidiaries.

SŪTRA (29).

[PŪRVAPAKSA]—"All the sacrifices performed in course of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa should be regarded as primary acts: as there is no distinction."

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darsha and Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, in connection with which we read of the sacrifices—(A)—Āgni, Āgniṣomī, Upāṁshuṇāya, Aindraṇa, and Sāṁśaya; and (B) again, of Āghāra and Ājyabhāga, Prayājas and Anuyājas, Patutsūnyājas, Samisṭayājas and Seṣyākṣi.

In regard to these there arises the question—Are all these sacrifices 'primary' acts? Or are some of them 'subsidiary'?

The Pūrvapaksa view is as follows—"All those sacrifices that are performed in course of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa should be regarded as primary acts: because from the text 'Desiring Heaven, one should perform sacrifices', we learn that the result (Heaven) follows from sacrifices (in general), without distinction—that which brings about a result is a 'primary act';—and all the acts in question are sacrifices;—hence it follows that they are all 'primary'."

SŪTRA (30).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, some of them should be regarded as subsidiaries;—those that have been eulogised as subsidiaries. There should have been a common eulogy [if they were all equally Primary].

Bhāṣya.

In reality, some of them should be regarded as subsidiaries;—which are these?—those that have been eulogised as subsidiaries;—as in the following text—'Abhāṣā dā vinjaya yat āghārau; chaksunā vi śad yaunjaya yadadāvāhagau' (Taitti. Saṁ. 2. 6. 2. 1) —'Yat pravajāṇuyājākha ījjanti varma vi śadajñāna kṛṣṇa, varma vi yajmāṇaṁ bhūrjārayāśabddhāt' yaf (Taitti. Saṁ. 2. 6. 1. 3) —'The Āghāras are the two reins of the sacrifice; the Ājyabhāgas are the two eyes of the sacrifice'.—When the Prayājas and the Anuyājas are offered, they become the armour of the sacrifice,—verify an armour for the sacrificer, leading to the suppression of his enemy'.

Now the 'reins' are subsidiary to (accessories of) the chariot; the 'eyes' are subsidiary to one having eyes; the 'armour' is subsidiary to one wearing the armour.—A common eulogy would have been the right thing: if those that have been eulogised were regarded as subsidiaries, then alone would the eulogy have some sense. Hence we conclude that the sacrifices that have been eulogised as subsidiaries are actually subsidiaries.
SŪTRA (31).

WE ALSO FIND OTHER TEXTS POINTING TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

It is only the Siddhānta view which can be reconciled with such other texts as—(a) "Prayājē prayājē kṛṣṇalām juhoti" (Taitti. Saṁh. 2. 3. 2. 3); and (b) "Na cha prayājān yañatī na chānuṣayān yañatī."—In (a) the offering of the kṛṣṇa is laid down as to be done at each of the several Prayājas; such transference of details is possible in the case of subsidiary sacrifices, the Primary sacrifices not borrowing any details from another sacrifice.—Text (b) denies the sacrificial character of the Prayājas and Aṇuṣayās; this would be meaningless if these were Primary sacrifices.

SŪTRA (32).

[Objection (A)]—"The ground that has been put forward (in Sū. 30) is applicable equally to all; as the character is present in the Primary sacrifices (also).

Bhāṣya.

Objection—"The 'vulogy' (that has been put forward (in Sū. 30) as a ground for regarding a few of the sacrifices as 'subsidiary') is applicable equally to others also; for instance, the Aṇuṣayā and other sacrifices (which the Siddhāntin regards as Primary) have also been similarly enogised—'Śira vātadāyāṣya yadāṇāyah, hṛdayamāṁśaṁhūyagah, pādaṇgaiṣoṣomīgah' ['The Aṇuṣayā is the head of the sacrifice; the Upanāṁśaḥuṣṭa is the heart; the Aṇuṣayā is the foot'];—well, here also the Head is 'subsidiary' to one to whom the head belongs; the Heart is 'subsidiary' to one to whom the heart belongs; and the feet are 'subsidiary' to one to whom the feet belong.—Thus we find that all the sacrifices under consideration have been enogised as subsidiaries; so that all should be regarded as subsidiaries, and there would be no Primary at all. And when there is no 'Primary' to what would any sacrifice be 'subsidiary'?—For this reason, the few sacrifices that have been regarded (by the Siddhāntin) as 'subsidiary' are not to be so regarded."

SŪTRA (33).

[Objection (B)]—"Unless anything is definitely asserted, the 'other texts' can have no bearing upon the case in question; specially as they serve an entirely different purpose."

Bhāṣya.

"It has been urged (under Sū. 31) that 'there are other texts'; but, inasmuch as these texts serve an entirely different purpose, they do not support the Siddhānta view; the text that has been quoted serves a purpose entirely different from the laying down of the Prayāja and other sacrifices.
which are already known (and as such do not require to be enjoined again).
—Hence it behoves the Sūdhāvatī to seek for other proofs in support of his view,—either in the form of another text or a reason. So long as such proof is not forthcoming, the view put forward must be regarded to be as illusory as the mirage. As for the sūtong, that also cannot prove anything, in the absence of (corroborative) reasons.\footnote{\textit{...}}

SŪTRA (34).

[Answer]—In reality, the two names ['Darsha' and 'Pūrṇamāsa'] are applied separately [to two separate groups of sacrifices]; because of our hearing them so used and of the designation. The characteristic of the 'Primary' is that it should bring about a definite result: if a sacrifice, not bringing about a result, happen to be mentioned in close proximity to such a 'Primary', that sacrifice should be regarded as 'subsidary' to that 'Primary'; because the sacrifice (Prayāja, for instance) which might be regarded as the cause (of results) has no result spoken of in connexion with itself; nor has it been declared to be connected with any other results.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' ('in reality') sets aside the Pūrvapakṣa.

It has been asserted that all the sacrifices in question are equally 'Primary'.—But that is not so; only those sacrifices are 'Primary' which are denoted by the term 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa'.—Why so?—Because of their connection with results; that is to say, results are found spoken of as following from those sacrifices which fall under the name 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa',—in such texts as 'Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Darsha-pūrṇamāsa sacrifices' (Taittī. Śān. 3. 5. 1. 4).—'Which are the sacrifices that fall under the name Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa? '—They are those that are spoken of either by means of the term 'Paurṇamāṣṭi' or by the term 'Aมนāvasya',—and such are the Āgnēya (the Āgniṣṭomya, the Upāṣṭhaṅgaja, the Aṃdrāṅgaja and the Sāmāṅgaja-yāga).

Objection—'But we do not find any results spoken of as following from the sacrifices included under the name Aṃdrāṅgaja'.

Answer—The two names—Paurṇamāṣṭi and 'Aṃdrāṅgaja' (or 'Darsha') are applicable separately to two separate groups of sacrifices: the name 'Paurṇamāṣṭi' is applied to the group consisting of the three sacrifices,—Āgnēya, Āgniṣṭomya, and Upāṣṭhaṅgaja,—and the name 'Aṃdrāṅgaja' to the
other group consisting of the other sacrifices (i.e. the Āgnīya, Aindrāṇa and Śūnnavyā).

**Question—** "Why should this be so?"

**Answer—** Because we actually hear the two names, "Pārṇamāśa" and "Āṅavāyya" so used;—and also because there is a designation of the two as standing for two distinct sacrifices.—"Where is this designation?"—It is there in the use of the Dual number, in the term 'Darsha-pārṇamāśābhāyām', where the term 'darsha' is synonymous with the term 'āṅavāyaya'.—"How so?"—That this is so is made clear in the following text—"Darsha vā ētayoh pūrvah, Pārṇamāśa uśarāḥ; tayorathā yat pūrṇamāśam pūrṇamāśabhaṅkāle tat ayathōpurāṃ prakṛtyāt; darshapārṇamāṇāvabhābamānāh saravatya charum nirṣapī; sarasvatī deśāśahakapālaṃ; āṅavāyaya vai sarasvatī, pārṇamāśah saravān; ubhāvītaṃ yathāpurāṃ kalpayīte arabhakāte ṛddhiyā, rākhotyāśūho mīthunatrayā." [Between these two, the Darsha comes first, and the Pārṇamāśa after it; hence if one begins with the Pārṇamāśa, he starts in the wrong order; when beginning the Darsha-Pārṇamāśa, one should offer cooked rice to Sarasvatī and the cake baked on tūcchā pūse to Saravāna; Āṅavāyayā is Sarasvatī, and Pārṇamāśa is Saravāna; if one performs these in the right order for the sake of obtaining prosperity, he prospers and acquires harmony with his wife." (Taittī. Saṅh. 3. 5. 1. 4.)

Here we find the same sacrifice spoken of in the beginning as "Darsha" [Read 'prakṛtyā' as in manuscript 'A'] and later on as "Āṅavāyaya", which shows that the two are names of the same sacrifice. Inasmuch as the Moon is not seen on the Āṅavāyaya, the day can be spoken of as "Darsha", figuratively (by contrary signification, 'darsha' meaning the seen); just as a man who has no eyes is spoken of as 'having excellent eyes', (no eyes) being indicated figuratively by 'eyes'.

Thus from this 'designation', and from 'our hearing them' so used among people, we conclude that the two names (Darsha and Āṅavāyaya) stand for the same sacrifice.

Then again, the characteristic of the 'Primary' sacrifice is that it should bring about a definite result; and any other sacrifice, that may be found mentioned in proximity to it, but without the mention of any results following from it, is subsidiary to the former sacrifice.—"Why?"—Because when two sacrifices are found mentioned together,—if one of them (otherwise complete, with results and all the rest) stands in need of the mention of certain details of its procedure, and the other (mentioned without a result) is just capable of supplying that need of the details of procedure,—the latter may be regarded as 'subsidiary' to the former; if it were not taken as supplementary to the other, then it would be necessary to assume a result (as following from this latter sacrifice).

Says the Opponent—"The result of the Darsha-Pārṇamāśa sacrifices may be construed with these (Āgnīya, etc.)".

**Answer—** It might be so construed; but in that case, (1) the injunction of the Darsha-Pārṇamāśa itself would remain incomplete (the factor of Result having been construed with the injunction of the Prājāya, etc.); (2) a different procedure would have to be assumed for the Darsha-Pārṇamāśa.
[as the procedure would no longer be supplied by the Prayāja, etc.] (3) it would also be necessary to assume a complete procedure for the Prayājas and the other sacrifices [which, ex-hypothesis being all independent ‘primary’ sacrifices, could not borrow the details from the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa as their Primary];—and (4) lastly, the procedure that we understand as pointed out by the texts (according to the Siddhānta) would have to be abandoned.

From all this it follows that the Prayāja and the rest are subsidiaries.

Then again, the sacrifices which might be regarded as the cause (of an independent result, and hence primary) are ‘bhāgī’—i.e. we do not find mentioned any connection between these sacrifices and any results (other than those spoken of as following from the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa).

From all this we conclude that the Āghāra and other sacrifices are not equally ‘primary’, they are subsidiary acts.

SŪTRA (35).

Accessory details are always enjoined in connection with certain names: these could not be applicable if all equally were subsidiaries.

Bhāṣya.

Particular accessory details are enjoined in connection with particular names; e.g. in the text—‘He should touch the cake at the Paurṇamāsa with the Chatushṭotṛ-mantra, and at the Amāvāsyā, with the Pāṇchahotṛ-mantra’ [where the two mantras are laid down in connection with the two names ‘Paurṇamāsa’ and ‘Amāvāsyā’].—If all the sacrifices in question were ‘primary’, then there could be no such division among the sacrifices as that. In this group of sacrifices (constituting the Paurṇamāsa sacrifice), the mantra to be used should be the Chatushṭotṛ, and in that other group (constituting the Amāvāsyā sacrifice) it should be the Pāṇchahotṛ [as each sacrifice would be distinct and independent, and there would be no groups at all]; and in the absence of such a division, the said Injunction would be meaningless. —And yet we have such an injunction.—Hence it follows that our view is the right one.—Further, it is only under our view that the eulogy of Āghāra, etc. as ‘subsidiaries’ becomes intelligible.

SŪTRA (36).

[Objection]—‘The Vedic Assertion that has been cited as the reason [for regarding the Āghāra, etc. as subsidiaries] is equally applicable [to the Āgniya and other Primaries]; the relationship therefore of ‘whole and part’ (^Primary and Subsidiary^) should be taken as in reference to totally different sacrifices [apart from all those under consideration].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued by the Purānpakṣin that—‘the Āgniya and the rest (which the Siddhānta regards as ‘primary’) also have been eulogised.
as "limbs", which shows that these also are subsidiaries".—[This is the argument that has been reiterated in this Sūtra, and] this has now got to be refuted. [This is done in the following Sūtra.]

SŪTRA (37).

[Answer]—The assertion cited refers to the "birth" of the sacrifice; it is in this sense that the likening to "limbs" has to be understood.

Bhāṣya:

What has been urged does not affect our position. Even though the sacrifices in question are "primaries", yet they may be eulogised as "head" and the rest, in reference to their "birth" (appearance).—When a man is being born, it is the head that comes first, the middle portion of the body comes out in the middle and the feet come last;—in the same name, when the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice is being performed, the Āgnēya comes first, the Upāṃshuyāja in the middle, and the Aṃśiṣōmiya comes last.—This is all that is meant by the figurative eulogy cited.

SŪTRA (38).

We find other texts also pointing to the same conclusion.

Bhāṣya:

There is the text—"Chaturdasha pūrṇamāṣja pāmaḥsvaḥ pāmaḥshūyaḥ hāyaṃtre, trayodasha amārāṣyāyāṃ" ['Fourteen libations are offered at the Pūrṇamāṣja sacrifice and thirteen at the Amārāṣya sacrifice'].—[This clearly shows that the two sacrifices Pūrṇamāṣja and Dārsha are distinct, as] otherwise it would not be true that there are only fourteen libations offered at the Pūrṇamāṣja, or that only thirteen libations are offered at the Dārsha (Amārāṣya).—[If the act were one, there would be 27 in all].

From all this it follows that the Āgnēya [Aṃśiṣōmiya, Upāṃshuyāja, Aṅdrāgya, and Śānāyā] are "primaries" and the Āghara [Āyabhāgya, Prayāja, Aṇuvāja, Patnisāmyāja, Śānāyāgayāja, and Svistukṛ] are subsidiaries.
ADHIKARANA (12): The Dikṣanīyā (Initiatory) Sacrifice and the rest are subsidiary to the Jyotiṣṭoma.

SŪTRA (39).

[पुर्वपाक्षा]—"In the Jyotiṣṭoma, all are equal, as the ground (of being regarded as 'primary') is equally applicable to all."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice laid down in the text—'Jyotiṣṭomān śaṅgākāma yajēta' ['Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice']. In course of this sacrifice, Dikṣaniya and some other sacrifices are performed,—as also the Soma-sacrifice on the Extraction-day.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Is every one of these sacrifices a 'primary'?—or only the Soma-sacrifice?

The Pūrvapākṣa view is as follows—In the Jyotiṣṭoma, all the sacrifices should be regarded as equal;—why?—because the ground is equally applicable to all. That is to say, the Result is mentioned as following from the sacrifice, —all the acts in question are sacrificial (and hence leading to results);—

—and what leads to results is a 'primary'.—Hence in the Jyotiṣṭoma all the sacrifices are 'primary'.

SŪTRA (40).

[Siddhānta]—Inasmuch as the declaration of the ground (of 'primary' character) is dependent upon the connection of accessory details with the originative injunction, the Soma-sacrifice should be regarded as the 'primary'.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the connection of accessory details is determined by the originative Injunction.—"Of which accessory details?'—Such accessory details as the musical modes (stomas) called 'Luminaries' ('Jyotis').—"Which is the originative Injunction which determines the connection of these accessories?"—By the injunctive sentence 'Jyotiṣṭomān śaṅgākāma yajēta' ['Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice'] (Taittī. Brā. 1. 5. 11. 2);—here what is spoken of is Heaven as following from the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice, not from any and every sacrifice; and the only sacrifice where the musical modes (stomas) are luminaries ('Jyotis', in the sense that they illumine the entire sacrifice) is the Jyotiṣṭoma.

—"And which sacrifice (from among those comprising the Jyotiṣṭoma) has musical modes that are 'luminaries'?"—It is the Soma-yāga, we reply.
On this point there is the following declaration—Katamāni vā bhāmi jyotiniṣī yāḥ kasya stomaḥ—trīṃṣṭ, pañcādamśaharṣadūpadhikvarāvīnāh, dānī vā jyotiniṣī, tāṇyāsaṃśa stomaḥ—["Which are the Luminaries that are its musical modes?—They are treble, fifteenfold, seventeenfold and twenty-onefold; these are the Luminaries, these its musical modes"] (Taittī. Brā., 1. 5. 11. 3).—From this it is clear that the musical modes are the accessories of the Soma-gṛha, because they have been mentioned together in the following text—"Grahām vā grāhīrā cha maṃsaṃ vā unṇiṣa stotramupākaro" ("Taking up the cup, or holding up the ladle, he sings the hymn"); it is this singing of the hymns where the "Treble" and other Musical Modes come in.—"How so?"
—Because of such assertions as "Treble rahiṣṭhavāmānānām" ("The Vahiparamānā Hymn is Treble"). "Purāṇchadasa ḍēṃī ṭiṃū" ("The ḍēṃū hymns are fifteenfold"); [where the names "Treble" and "Fifteenfold" are applied to the hymns that are sung].

Thus then, it follows that the sacrifice having the "Treble" and other musical modes is the Soma-sacrifice, and this is the Jyotiṣṭoma—that sacrifice which is Jyotiṣṭoma—from that follows the result; and that sacrifice from which follows the result is the "Primary".

"How are the Treble and other Musical Modes "Luminaries"?"

They may be Luminaries, or not; all that is meant is that they are spoken of as "Luminaries" (Jyotiṣī); and merely by being spoken of by means of a word, a thing becomes that which is denoted by that word; specially in cases of indirect (figurative) expressions.—Then again, they derive the term "jyotis" from the root "dyut", or from the root "dīp", or from the root "jīvat"—all meaning "to shine"; and hence the term is applied to the Hymn in the sense either that this is illumined by the word, or that they illumine.

From all this it follows that it is the Soma-sacrifice, which is Jyotiṣṭoma, and is the "primary"; and the Dikṣaṇiyā and other sacrifices are "subsidaries".

SŪTRA (41).

THERE IS A TEXT ALSO POINTING TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

We also find such texts as "Shiro vā taṭaḥ yajñasya yad dīksaṇīyā" ("The Dikṣaṇiyā is the head of the sacrifice");—which are indicative of the same conclusion;—and the following shows that the Dikṣaṇiyā and the rest are accessories in the modification of the Jyotiṣṭoma—"Chaturcikṣaḥ-mānām kriyāyaṃ dīksaṇīyāyāṃ dādyaṃ, pṛćaṇāyaṃ dēv chaturcikṣaḥ-mānāṃ" (At the Dīksaṇiyā one should give a piece of gold twenty-four in weight; and at the Pṛćaṇā, a piece twice-twenty-four in weight)—all which goes to show that the Dikṣaṇiyā and the other sacrifices are not regarded as of equal standing.—From this also it follows that the Soma-sacrifice is the "primary".
ADHYÄYA V.
ORDER OF SEQUENCE.
PĀDA 1.

ADHIKARĀNA (I) (A): Direct Assertion is the strongest authority in the determining of the Order of Sequence.

SŪTRA (I).
The Order of Sequence should be determined on the basis of Direct Assertion: as this is the sole authority (for Vedic subjects).

Rāṣṭya.

[The Discourses II-IV having dealt with what is to be done, the present Discourse is going to deal with the Order in which it is to be done.]

Under Discourse IV has been finished the treatment of the subject of what is the 'motive', and not the motive, behind certain actions; all this should be borne in mind (not forgotten). We now proceed to deal with the subject of: 'Order of Sequence'; and as is going to be explained, this 'Order' is determined by (1) 'Direct Assertion', (2) 'Efficiency' (utility), (3) 'Verbal Text', (4) 'Commencement' or 'Tendency', (5) 'Place' (in Text), and (6) the 'Principal'; and among these means of determination—Direct Assertion and the rest—there is comparative strength and weakness.

First of all we are going to consider the order as determined by 'Direct Assertion':—The question that arises is—should the things laid down be done in the order in which they have been directly asserted? Or in any order, without restriction?

The Pāṇḍavaśa view is that:—as the performer is one, and the things to be done are several, there must be some sort of order in which they are to be done, and for the sake of convenience and expediency performance, there should be no restriction (regarding any particular order)."

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—The Order of Sequence should be determined on the basis of Direct Assertion, as this is the sole authority, ' Shruti ' ("Direct Assertion") consists in the reading of the words of the Text: and that Order of Sequence which is determined by such 'reading' is the right one: because in all Vedic matters, Shruti is the sole authority; in such matters there is no other authority (means of knowledge)—as has been explained under Sn. 1. 1. 2.

"What is the example of Order determined by Direct Assertion?"

We have an example of this in the order in which the Initiations are performed at the Sātra [Sacrificial Session]. Having declared that those same persons who are the Priests are also the Sacrificers, the Shruti goes to lay down the order in which these sacrificers are to be initiated, in
the following text—"The Adhvaryu, having initiated the Master of the House, initiates the Brahman Priest, then the Udgāt Priest, then the Ṣaṭy Priest; then the Pratiprasthaṭṭī initiates the Adhvaryu, and then the 'Halfer-Priests'.—viz.: the Brahmaṇāchakhekanun Priest, who is the assistant of the Brahman Priest,—then the Praistṛ who is the assistant of the Udgāt,—then the Maṇṭraṇa who is the assistant of the Ṣaṭy;—then the Nāṭṛ, having initiated the Pratiprasthaṭṭī, initiates the 'Thirder-Priests'.—viz.: the Agnīdhra the assistant of the Brahman, the Pratihartṛ the assistant of the Udgāt, the Ačchādikṣa the assistant of the Ṣaṭy;—then the Uṃnāṭṛ, having initiated the Nāṭṛ, initiates the 'Quarterer-Priests'.—viz.: the Ātṛ the assistant of the Brahman, the Subbrahmāṇya the assistant of the Udgāt, the Grācācātṛ the assistant of the Ṣaṭy;—then some other Brahmāṇa, or Religious Student sent by his Teacher, initiates the Uṃnāṭṛ."

According to the Purāṇapakṣa, there should be no restriction at all regarding the order in which these Initiations are to be performed; while according to the Siddhānta, they must be performed exactly in the order laid down in the Vedic text just quoted.

Says the Opponent—"It is not right to put forward Direct Assertion in the present connection."

Answer.—Is Direct Assertion not correct?
Opponent—"We do not say it is not correct."
Answer.—Then it must be right.
Opponent—"We do not say that the order pointed out by Direct Assertion is not right; what we mean is that it is not right to repeat what has already been explained before."

Answer.—If it is correct, then its mention, however frequent, must be right; but of the incorrect, even a single mention is wrong.
Opponent—"When something has been already explained once, there is no useful purpose served by its being asserted again."

Answer.—It has been already explained that if the frequent repetition reduces the chance of the matter being forgotten, it serves a useful purpose.
—It might be argued that—"this reducing the chance of a matter being forgotten might well be done by the author of the commentary (Vyāti) on the Sūtra".—Our answer is that there is no difference between the author of the Sūtra and the author of the Vyāti on this point.

**ADHIKARĀṆA (1) (B): The Vedic Injunction is the sole authority in such matters.**

(B) Or the subject-matter of the Adhikarāṇa embodied in the Sūtra may be totally different from what has been explained under (A);—(a) the Question, (b) the Discussion, and (c) the Conclusion, all being different.—That is, (a) the question is—Is Order to be determined by the Veda? or by some other means?—(b) the Discussion is as follows—Sense-perception
and the other means of knowledge are the means of what is to be known (not of what is to be done), hence Order cannot be determined by means of these; and inasmuch as it is beyond the reach of the sense-organs, it has to be determined with the help of the Vedic Injunction.—(c) The Conclusion is that it can be determined only by the Vedic Injunction.—The validity of the cognition derived from Veda having been already established (under Discourse I), what is sought to be determined now is the correctness of the Order of Sequence in actual practice.

ADHIKARANA (1) (C): The Order of Sequence is actually enjoined by the Veda.

(C) Or, the Adhikarana may be represented as containing an investigation into what is done by the Shruti (Veda)—The question is—Does the Veda enjoin the acts to be done? Or does it enjoin the Order of Sequence?—The Puravapaksā is as follows:—"As it cannot be right for any sentence to enjoin several things, the injunction should be taken as laying down acts; and as regards the Order, it should be taken as a mere reiteration (or reference); just as in the case of the sentences laying down the offering of cake-slices; and the reason for this is that while acts are enjoined by Direct Assertion, the Order is only indicated by Syntactical Connection; for this reason the Order cannot be taken as what is enjoined."

Objection to the Puravapaksā—"As a matter of fact, in the case of the sentences speaking of the offering of cake-slices, the Order is actually enjoined."

"True, it is enjoined, but only by the order of the Verbal Texts, not by Direct Assertion!"

But in the case of the sentence 'These same persons that are the priests are also the sacrificers', the Initiation having been already laid down elsewhere, the sentence can only enjoin by Direct Assertion, the Order in which that Initiation is to take place.—This is the Siddhānta view; and in this view, as thus explained, there is no needless repetition at all.
ADHIKARĀṆA (2): In some cases the Order of Sequence is determined by 'efficiency' ('utility').

SŪTRA (2):

ORDER OF SEQUENCE IS ALSO DETERMINED ON THE BASIS OF 'EFFICIENCY' (USE).

Bhāṣya.

Question—Is it the universal rule—that in every case, the Order of Sequence is determined on the basis of Direct Assertion?

In answer to this question, the Pūrṇapalika view is that "it is so; it having been already declared (under Sū. 1. 1. 2) that 'Dharma is that which is indicated by the Veda as conducive to the highest good.'"

On this point, the Siddhānta is as follows:—The Order of Sequence is enjoined (determined) also by 'artha'—i.e. utility, efficiency. As a matter of fact, the Order of Sequence is only an auxiliary—a subordinate factor—of things; and when one thing helps in the accomplishment of another, the former is regarded as an 'auxiliary' of the latter; but when, between any two things, it so happens that the adoption (introduction) of one, the other fails to be accomplished, then the former is not an 'auxiliary' of the latter; so that in this latter case, even in the absence of the one, there is no deficiency in the other. Such being the case, wherever the Order of Sequence is distinctly perceived to be an auxiliary, it should be taken to be determined by the 'efficiency' or 'use' (of the things concerned).

For instance, (A) there is the text—(a) 'Jāt varum dadāti,—(b) jātanājālinā gṛhitā,—(c) Jātām abhiprāṇītā' [(a) 'At birth, he should give a good gift;—(b) when the son is born, he should take him up with both hands,—(c) when the son is born, he should breathe life into him'].—Now here the 'utility' (of the three acts laid down) indicates that the 'breathing in of life' should come first, then the 'taking up in both hands', and then the 'giving of a good gift.'—(B) The abandoning (of the Praṇāta) is spoken of first, and then its using; whereas in actual practice, the order is to be reversed.—(C) The Yājya and the Anuvākyā hymns have been laid down in the reverse order; in actual practice that order is to be reversed:—the order of the 'Verbal Text' is not accepted here, because the Anuvākyā mantras serve the purpose of indicating the Deity, and the Yājya are used in the actual offerings [and as such this latter, though laid down first, is to be used after the Anuvākyā: as until the Deity is known, no offering can be made].—(D) The injunction: 'one should offer the Agnihutra' comes first, and then comes the injunction: 'he should cook the rice'; and on account of the impossibility of this order being adopted in practice (as until the Rice has been cooked, no offerings can be made), the cooking of Rice has to be done first.—(E) The Directing and the acting according to the Direction have been spoken of in the reverse order; in actual practice this order has to be reversed.
ADHIKARANA (3): In some cases there is no restriction as to the Order of Sequence.

SUTRA (3).

IN OTHER CASES, THERE IS NO RESTRICTION.

Bhashya.

In other cases, there is no restriction regarding the Order of Sequence. For instance, in connection with the Darsha-Purnamasa, there are several acts to be done by the Sacrificer, such as Prayajanumantra and the like, which are laid down in diverse recensional texts.—such as—'Vasantam \textit{ritam pri\text{n}ami}, etc.' (Taitti. Sam. 1. 6. 2. 3), 'Ek\textit{a} mum\textit{a}, etc.' (Shatapatha. Br\. 1. 5. 4. 11).—[And these may be performed in any order one likes].
ADHIKARANA (4): ‘Order of Sequence’ determined by
‘Verbal Text’: ‘Pāṭhakramanyāya’.

SŪTRA (4).

AT ANY ONE SACRIFICE, THE ACTS SHOULD BE PERFORMED IN A
DEFINITE ORDER OF SEQUENCE; SUCH BEING THE NATURE
OF ACTIONS.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Ćaṅkṣa-Pāṛṇāmāsa we read—‘Samidho yajati,
tanumāpātiḥ yajati, ido yajati, bharīryājati, svabhākārām yajati’] He should offer the Samid,—he should offer the Tanumāpati,—he should offer the Id,—
he should offer the Barhis,—he should offer with the syllable sūḥa’] (Taitti.
Sanh. 2. 8. 1. 1).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are these offerings to be
made at random, without any definite Order of Sequence? Or is that Order
of Sequence to be adopted in which the verbal texts laying down the acts
appear?

The Pāṛṇāmpāja view is that—‘As there are no rules restricting the
Order of Sequence, no definite order need be adopted’.

Against this, we have the following Siddhānta—At any one sacrifice,
the acts should be performed in a definite Order of Sequence;—why?—because
such is the very nature of actions; things are generally found to have the
character of being done in a definite order; for instance, in the case
of the sentence—‘one should bathe, rub sandal-paste, breakfast’, it
is understood that the acts are to be performed in this definite Order of
Sequence.—In regard to the laying down of acts done with a super-physical
purpose, if someone were to speak of them in the following words—‘Incense
is to be burnt, flowers are to be showered, sandal-paste is to be
rubbed, presents are to be offered; this done, the deity becomes satisfied’;
the other man (to whom the words have been addressed) would say in reply—
‘It is not so; the burning of incense is not the first thing to be done, the
first thing to be done is the showering of the flowers’.—Here this answer
shows that this second man understood the words of the first man to say
that the ‘Burning of Incense’ should be the first in Order of Sequence.—
From all this it follows that in all such cases, the Order of Sequence is the
one that is indicated by the order of the verbal texts concerned.
SŪTRA (5).

IF IT BE URGED THAT—"IN THAT CASE, IT WOULD BE SOMETHING NOT EXPRESSED BY THE WORDS OF THE VEDA,—IT COULD BE REGARDED AS SO EXPRESSED ONLY IF THE SENTENCE WERE THE 'EXPRESSIVE WORD'"—[then the answer is as given in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent may argue as follows—"If the order were to be understood in the way explained above, then it would be something not expressed by the words of the Veda;—why?—because the meaning of a sentence is understood after the meanings of the component words have been understood;—and words express only things denoted by themselves, not any Order of Sequence.—In fact the order might be regarded as 'expressed by words' only if the hearing of the composite whole (in the form of the sentence) consisting of the words were the denoter of the meaning (of the sentence as a whole); as a matter of fact, however, no such composite whole is the denoter of things, as has been explained under Sū. I. 1. 25. Thus then [the sentence as a whole not being expressive of anything beyond what is expressed by the words, and] there being no word expressive of the Order of Sequence, it follows that the notion of such order (derived from the words of the text) must be regarded as illusory.—[There would be a further advantage in the ignoring of this Order of Sequence.] It would be possible to perform the same act (the offering of Samid, for instance) several times, and thus help the accumulation of the Unseen Force resulting from that act: otherwise if the acts were to be performed in the order mentioned, the whole set of acts would intervene between the first and the second performance of the first act, and thereby the Unseen Force resulting from the two performances would be separated [and there would be no accumulation of the Force].—Then again, the fact that no Order of Sequence can be indicated by the order of the verbal texts is shown by the following text—'Hrdayasūgri vyayati, atha jihvāyāḥ, atha vakṣyāḥ' ['First of all, he cuts the slice out of the heart,—then out of the tongue,—then out of the chest'];—now if the order of the verbal texts could determine the order of the acts spoken of, then it would not be necessary to expressly prescribe the order as it is done in this text (first one thing, then another, then the third); as the required order would already be indicated by the order in which the words expressing the acts occur in the text."
SÚTRA (6).

[Answer]—In regard to any one sacrifice, there would be an inference (of the Order of Sequence) based upon the needs of the situation; as the Veda is meant to serve other purposes (than the expressing of the mere meaning of its words), it is related to everyone of the purposes that is served by it; hence the Order of Sequence should be regarded as indicated by the words of the Veda itself.

Bhāṣya.

In any one sacrifice, as the door of the act is one, and the things to be done several, some order of sequence would have to be adopted in the performance; so that this particular order of sequence would be adopted through Inference (based upon the said needs of the situation).—"Why so?"—Because the Veda is meant to serve other purposes; i.e. the Veda serves many other purposes; so that whatever the man is able to do, and for whatever purposes, all that is what is declared in the Veda (and not only what is expressed by its mere words); hence it is quite up to the Veda to enjoin a certain thing, and also to be understood at the time of the actual performance. It is for this reason that the Veda has to be learnt for the purpose of getting at the injunction of things, and also for comprehending it at the time of the performance; and no such discrimination is possible as that the Vedic text serves to enjoin things, but not to be understood at the time of the performance; and when no such discrimination is possible, it follows that it is got up for both these purposes.—If then it is to be understood, it can be understood only in the definite order of sequence (in which the texts occur), not in any other order. It is for this reason that if there is any deviation in the Order of Sequence of the texts, it is said that it has been 'destroyed' (ruined, damaged, spoilt). Otherwise (even if the order was not observed), inasmuch as the purpose intended to be served by each of the texts will have been duly accomplished, why should there be any idea of its being 'ruined'? In fact, it would be necessary to postulate an unseen result; which would be improper so long as the visible result would be there.—From all this it follows that the Order of Sequence is expressed by the words of the Veda itself; i.e. the same word that is expressive of the things is also expressive of the Order of Sequence.

SÚTRA (7).

We find other texts also pointing to the same conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

The same conclusion is also pointed to by the following texts—'V'yatya-sīram rtyūyā upadadhāti.' ('He should place in the reverse order, the bricks
dedicated to the seasons"] (Taitti. Samh. 5. 3. 1. 1): "Vyatyastam şodashinam shasvat\(\nu\)\(\nu\)at\(\nu\)\(\nu\) ["He should recite the Shodashi in the reverse order."] (Taitti. Samh. 7. 1. 5. 4); —"Ashvino dashamo ghyate, tam śrīyan jahoti" ["He should take up the cup dedicated to Ashvins, as the tenth, and should offer it as the third."] —If the placing of the bricks or the reciting might be done in any order, then the assertion of its being done "in the reverse order" would have no sense; as (there being no fixed order) there would be no order which would not be the "reverse order." —Similarly the offering of the Ashvina cup could not be referred to as the "third", if there were no order of sequence based upon the order of the verbal texts. —Similarly again, we have the text— "Abhicharata pratiloman botavyan, prāṇāḥśreyaya pratiṣaṭh pratiyanti" ["When performing a rite for the encompassing of some one's death, one should offer the libations in the reverse order; by so doing he reverses the life of the enemy"] (Taitti. Samh. 3. 4. 8. 5); here we find it laid down that, in a certain case the libations are to be offered "in the reverse order", which indicates the presence of a "natural order"; and this is possible only if the performance were in that order of sequence which is indicated by the order of the verbal texts; if it were not so, then all orders would be the natural order, and there would be no sense, in that case in speaking of the "reverse order"). —Lastly, we have the text— "Chaturthottamayoh pratiṣamāṇayati" ["He should bring together the fourth and the last offerings."] and this is followed by the text— "Atihāyāḥadvatīḥ pratiṣamāṇayati" ["Leaving aside the Īdā offerings, he takes up the Barhis"]; and this shows that the Barhis takes the fourth place; and this assigning of a definite place in sequence would be possible only if the order of sequence were taken to be determined by the order of the Verbal texts.
ADHIKARANA (5): Order of Sequence determined by 'Commencement': 'Právartika-kramanyáya'.

SÚTRA (8).

IN A CASE WHERE IT IS POSSIBLE FOR SEVERAL DETAILS TO BE PERFORMED AT ONE TIME, THEIR ORDER OF SEQUENCE IS TO BE DETERMINED BY THE ORDER OF 'COMMENCEMENT'; BECAUSE THE PERFORMANCE BEGAN IN THAT ORDER.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Vájapéya sacrifice, we read—'Saptadosha prájápatyán pashúnlakhaté' ['He should sacrifice seventeen animals dedicated to Prajápati'].—Over all these animals certain 'embellishments', like ' sprinkling water ' and the rest, are to be performed,—these being borrowed from the Primary Original Sacrifice, under the General Law [that the Ectype is to be performed like the Archetype or Original sacrifice]. Now from among these embellishments, the first may be started with any one animal one may choose (there is no restriction as to that); but in regard to the second and succeeding embellishments, there arises the question—should the second embellishment also be done to that same animal to which the first was done? Or is there no restriction regarding the second and other succeeding embellishments?

On this question, the Púrearpákṣa view is that—"as there is no rule laying down any restrictions regarding the order of sequence to be adopted, there should be no such restriction in the case in question".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhánta—The second and succeeding embellishments also should commence with the same animal with which the first had started. —"Why so?

—Because the performance began in that order. As a rule the details of an action should not be very far removed in time from the Primary Act (to which they belong); because it is the Primary Act that is meant to be performed; and it is only when that is done that it affords the occasion for the other details. We have also a declaration speaking of their being done together—'The Primary Act should be performed along with all the details'. But in a case where many details have been prescribed, some sort of remoteness (from the Primary) is inevitable; but the intervention between the two should be only by such details as just saves that from immediate sequence; anything more than that should not be allowed to intervene. Thus then, if the second embellishment began with an animal other than the one with which the first embellishment had been started, then there would be an intervention of more than what is unavoidable; and this would militate against the injunction of the entire procedure. —"Well, in that case, there might be intervention by some smaller details'.—The answer to this is that by abandoning such
intervening factors as are sanctioned, no additional excellence comes into the performance; [on the contrary, it renders the performance defective,—says Tapt układ.]—From all this it follows that the subsequent details should be started with that same animal with which the first detail had started.

SÜTRA (9).

"IN THAT CASE THE WHOLE LOT WOULD HAVE TO BE PERFORMED OVER AGAIN"—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If you think that the entire injunction of the performance becomes honoured, if the details are not far removed from the Primary, then the entire block of Accessories should have to be performed and completed in connection with a single sacrifice; as is done in the case of the 'Sārṣya' and other offerings [mentioned in the text—Yasyāśhinē shasyāmānē surṣya nācīrvhavati; surṣyam bahuīśvanālakhātē. ['If at the time of the cup dedicated to Ashvins being eulogised, the sun does not appear, then one should sacrifice an animal of variegated colour dedicated to Sūrya'] (Taitt. Sam. 2. 1. 10. 3)."

SÜTRA (10).

ANSWER—NOT SO; AS THEY WOULD NOT BE PERFORMED AT ALL.

Bhāṣya.

What has been urged in the preceding Sūtra is not possible; for it is only if the details were performed all together, that the act would not be performed at all.

SÜTRA (11).

[Objection]—"IT MAY BE AS IN THE CASE OF OTHER SACRIFICES".—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer will be as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sū. 9) that "it would be as in the case of the Saurus and other sacrifices".—This has to be refuted [and the refutation is as follows].

SÜTRA (12).

THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE THERE IS NO COHERENCE.

Bhāṣya.

In the case of the Saurus and other sacrifices, there is no Order of Sequence indicated by 'Utility', which could be restricted; because a restriction always pertains to accessories and subsidiaries; as regards the
sequence relating to what are not accessories or subsidiaries, the accessory or subsidiary character itself would have to be assumed.

[Those things that are not known to be accessories,—if the order of sequence is based upon them,—the accessory character of their Order would have to be assumed; and for the assumption of this, it would be necessary to assume the accessory character of the things concerned, which are hypotheses, are not accessories.

—Tantraraṅga. Thus an objectionable ‘interdependance’ would be involved.]

[In the case of the acts under consideration, there is a coherence, of the seventeen animals, and hence the performance of the whole lot is not possible—The two cases therefore are not analogous.—Subodhinī.]
ADHIKARANA (6): Order of Sequence determined by 'Place'.

(A)

SUTRA (13).

ON THE BASIS OF 'PLACE' ALSO [THE ORDER OF SEQUENCE CAN BE DETERMINED]; AS IT IS CONNECTED WITH THE ORIGINATIVE INJUNCTION.

Bhasya.

We have the text—'Ekavinshena atiratreta prayakaman yojayet, triyaseena ojasikamam, trayastrivinshena pratiishthakamam.' ['For one desiring off-spring, he should sacrifice with the Atriutra-stoma containing twenty-one verses; for one desiring glory, he should sacrifice with the Atriutra containing twenty-seven verses; and for one desiring social standing, he should sacrifice with the Atriutra containing thirty-three verses' [see Taitti. Samh. 2. 2. 4. 7].—It is going to be explained later on (under Sū. 19. 5. 26—'Bahiśpativāmānā cha yāgamah sānakatesā') that these varying numbers have to be made up by the bringing in of additional verses.

In regard to this, there arises the question—when this bringing in of additional verses is being done, are these additional verses to be brought in without regard to any order of sequence? Or are they to be brought in in the order in which they occur in the respective sections of the Vedic text?

The Pārvapaksa view is that—'they should be brought in without regard to any order;—why?—because they come into the Atriutra by virtue of the words 'twenty-seven' (and 'thirty-three'); which are expressive of the various numbers); and when they come in thus, there is no order of sequence among them'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—As a matter of fact, the order of the verses coming into the Atriutra is determined by the 'Place' that each verse occupies in the Vedic text; so that those that appear first (in the Vedic text) should be used first. In fact, the perceptible purpose served by a regular succession of verses (as we find in the Vedas) is that the preceding one at once brings to the mind the one that follows it; and this indication of what follows is always desirable.

The present case does not come under the case of Order of Sequence determined by the 'Verbal Text' (Adhikarana 4), because in the present case the numerical words 'twenty-seven' (and 'thirty-three') give rise to the idea that all the verses are to be used simultaneously; and that is why this has been brought under a separate Adhikarana. Such is the opinion (of those who adhere to the foregoing presentation of the Adhikarana).

In reality, however, the order of sequence in this case is actually determined by the Order of the 'Verbal texts' as occurring in the Veda; and hence (if confined to the example chosen) the Adhikarana would appear to
be a mere repetition (of what has gone under Adbhutaranya 4); hence we are putting forward a different presentation of the Adbhutaranya.—[i.e. with a different text as the basis of discussion—says Tantraaratna]—as follows—

In connection with the Sadyaksra sacrifice (a particular form of the Soma-sacrifice) we read—"Saha pashuññalabhath"—["He should sacrifice the animals together"]; and this has been taken to mean that all the three animals are to be sacrificed at the time of the Savaniya.

[Jyotistoma is the archetype of the Sadyaksra; at the Jyotistoma, the three animals are sacrificed in the following order:—(1) the Agnisomiyya animal is sacrificed on the 'Previous Day', the Asparasyathya;—(2) the Savaniya animal is sacrificed on the 'Extraction Day', at the Morning Extraction, after the offering of the Cup dedicated to the Ashvins;—(3) the Anubandhyya animal is sacrificed after the Final Sacrificial Bath.—In accordance with the general law regarding Archetypes and Extypes, the order at the Sadyaksra would have been the same, had it not been for the special injunction that at the Sadyaksra, all the three animals should be sacrificed together.]

It has been decided also that this sacrificing of the three animals is to be done on the Extraction-Day, which, at the Jyotistoma, is the day for the sacrificing of the Savaniya animal.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the Agnisomiyya animal be sacrificed first, on the strength of the order of the 'verbal texts' speaking of these animals? Or should the Savaniya animal be sacrificed first, on the strength of its 'place' as being the first to come on that particular day?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is that—"the animal to be sacrificed first is the Agnisomiyya;—why?—because of the order of the verbal texts".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhanta (stated in Sū. 13):—The Savaniya is the animal to be sacrificed first, on the basis of 'Place' (Sutra); if the Agnisomiyya animal were killed first, then that would go against the 'Place', which (on that day) belongs to the Savaniya.—as distinctly laid down in the text, "Ashvinam gṛhānām triyātrā yūpam pāraviya, etc." ['Taking up the cup dedicated to the Actions, and enfolding the sacrificial post with the three-fold rope, one should sacrifice the Savaniya].

Says the Opponent—"But in the other case also [i.e. if the Savaniya is sacrificed first] the Order of the verbal texts would be violated".

That might well be violated; in fact, it is for the rejection of that order that we have in the text the word 'together' ('the three animals should be sacrificed together'); as for the 'Place' prescribed—i.e., after the taking up of the cup dedicated to the Ashvins,—that has not been set aside (by any text); hence this latter should not be ignored.
ADHIKARANA (7): *The 'Order of Sequence' at the Subsidiary should follow the Order of the Principal.*

SUTRA (14).

THE ORDER OF SEQUENCE AT THE SUBSIDIARY SHOULD FOLLOW THE ORDER OF THE PRINCIPAL, BECAUSE THE ACCESSORIES ARE MEANT TO SUBSERVE THE PURPOSES OF THE PRINCIPAL.

Bhāṣya.

We have the text—"Sarasvatāt bhavatāḥ, ādādi vai dasvam mithunam." ['These are the two Sarasvata offerings, at which there is a pair of deities, Sarasvatī and Sarasvān'] (Taittī. Sa. 2. 4. 6. 1).

In regard to this, there arises the question—There being two sacrifices here (one offered to the female deity, Sarasvatī, and the other to the male deity, Sarasvān), the details of which are to be performed first—those of the sacrifice to the female deity? Or those of the sacrifice to the male deity?

The Pārṣapākṣa view is that—"as there is no rule laying down any definite Order of Sequence in this case, there can be no restriction, one may do as one likes".

Against this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Order of Sequence should be determined by the order at the Primary sacrifice.—In the Yajñātmakāya, the sacrifice to the female deity is mentioned first—in the words 'Prāṇo dēvī sarasvatī etc', (Taittī. Sa. 1. 8. 22. 1); from which it follows that the offering to the female deity should come first; which means that the details of that offering to the female deity should be performed first. It is only if this is done that the subsidiaries would be done at the same time as the Primaries; otherwise there would be many more intervening factors than those that are permissible by the very nature of things.
ADHIKARANA (8): Exception to the above: At the Subsidiaries, the Order of Sequence indicated by the 'Verbal Texts' is more authoritative than that of the Principal.

SŪTRA (15).

AT THE ARCHETYPAL SACRIFICE, THE ORDER OF SEQUENCE (AMONG ACCESSORIES) ADOPTED SHOULD BE THAT INDICATED BY THE 'VERBAL TEXTS', BECAUSE THIS ORDER IS ONE THAT IS INDICATED BY THEIR OWN INJUNCTIONS.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Dārṣṭa-Pūrṇamāsā, the details laid down first are those relating to the vegetable substances (required for the making of the Cake), and then come those relating to the Clarified Butter. [Under the Dārṣṭa-Pūrṇamāsā, we have the sacrifices, Agniṣomīya and the Uपāṃśuḥyāja; the substance used at the Agniṣomīya is the Cake; and that at the Uपांषuḥyāja, is the Clarified Butter.—As regards the details, those of the Cake are laid down first, and then follow those of the Clarified Butter; but as between the Uपांषuḥyāja and the Agniṣomīya, which are the 'Principals', the former is laid down first, then the latter].

Now, in regard to the performance of the details, at the Agniṣomīya sacrifice, there arises the question—Are the details related to the Clarified Butter to be performed first, on the strength of the order of the Principals (between which the first to be laid down is the Uपांषuḥyāja, which has Clarified Butter for its material)? Or should the details be performed in accordance with order of the Verbal Texts mentioning them (whereby the details related to the Cake should come first)?

The Pārvapāka view is that—'on the strength of the 'order of the Principals', the details to be performed first should be those relating to the Clarified Butter'.

Against this, we have the following Siddhānta:—At the archetypal sacrifice the Order of Sequence (among accessories) adopted should be that indicated by the verbal texts; because the Order of Sequence indicated by the verbal texts is one that is indicated by their own injunctions; hence, if they were performed in any other order, the said order would be violated. Further, as for the text laying down the entire performance, which text implies concomitance, does not become violated if a certain detail is brought nearer by virtue of its own natural order. Further, in support of the 'Order of the Verbal Texts', we have the specific injunction 'the Veda should be studied' [which lays down the study of the Vedic texts in the Order in which they appear in the Veda]; whereas in support of the 'order of the Principals' would be the extremely subtle syntactical connection of the
entire passage laying down the performance of the sacrifice [i.e. an order, not directly laid down, but only assumed—says the Tulpādā].

[This is an exception to the preceding Adikaraṇa. The 'Order of Verbal Texts' is one that is learnt from the 'Study of the Veda', wherein the texts are studied in a definite order; this order therefore is directly perceptible. In the other case there is, first of all the practical principle of expediency that the details should be performed together;—this concomitance of the details is indicated by the injunction of the performance of the sacrifices,—and as a necessary corollary to this concomitance, the order of sequence also becomes inferred. Now this inferred order is necessarily rejected in favour of the former directly perceived order.—Tulpādā.]
ADHIKARANA (9): The order of the 'Mantra-text' is more authoritative than the order of the 'Brāhmaṇa-text'.

SŪTRA (16).

WHEN THERE IS CONFLICT, THE ORDER OF THE MANTRA-TEXT SHOULD BE FOLLOWED; BECAUSE THE CAPACITY TO BE USED AS IT STANDS IS INHERENT IN THE MANTRA; HENCE IT IS THAT THE BRĀHMAṆA-TEXT IS TAKEN AS THE ORIGINATIVE INJUNCTION OF ACTS.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with Darśa-Pūrṇamāna, it is found that the mantra-texts bearing upon the Āgneya sacrifice (which forms part of the Darśa-Pūrṇamāna) come before,—and the Brāhmaṇa texts bearing upon it come after—[those bearing on the Agniśomāya sacrifice]. [That is, the Agniśomāya is laid down by Brāhmaṇa-texts occurring in the fifth Prapāṭhaka of the Taittirīya-Brāhmaṇa, and the Āgneya is laid down by Brāhmaṇa-texts occurring in the sixth Prapāṭhaka; but in the Mantra-kāṇḍa, the Mantras connected with the Āgneya are found before those connected with the Agniśomāya].

In regard to this, there arises the question—which of the two 'texts' (Mantra and Brāhmaṇa) are to be regarded as more authoritative (in the matter of determining the order of sequence between the Āgneya and the Aghiśomāya)?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view is that—"there can be no restriction in this matter; as there is no rule laying down any such restriction".

Against this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Mantra-text is to be regarded as more authoritative;—why?—because the capacity to be used as it stands is inherent in the Mantra; i.e. the Mantra has the capacity to be used as it stands, in its own form; it is by virtue of this capacity to be used as it stands that the Mantra is actually used at sacrifices; hence the order in which the Mantra appears serves a perceptibly useful purpose [of being used in that order];—"But the same purpose is served by the Brāhmaṇa-text also"—The answer to this is that the Brāhmaṇa-text is taken as the originative injunction of acts; i.e. it also serves the other purpose of enjoining the performance of acts [and in most cases, it is not meant to be used in its verbal form, as it stands].
ADHIKARANA (10): The Order of Sequence indicated by the 'General Law' is more authoritative than that indicated by the description of the ceremonial procedure.

SŪTRA (17).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"At an Ectypal sacrifice, the Order of Sequence shall be in accordance with the 'Principal', because of the direct declaration of the details concerned."

Bhāṣya.

There is a sacrifice named 'Adhava-Kalpa', laid down in the text—
'Agnāvaiṣṭaśvamāṅkādaśakapālam nirvāpaḥ, sarasvatājñābybhāgā syāt, bārhaspatiṣaṣṭahāraḥ."—[One should offer the cake baked upon twelve pans to Āgni-Viṣṇu;—Clarified Butter should be offered to Sarasvatī;—Cooked Rice should be offered to Brhaspati'] (Taittī. Sāraṇ. 2. 2. 9. 1).

This text describes the ceremonial Procedure and here the Sarasvatī-sacrifice comes before the Brhaspati-sacrifice. But the Brhaspati-sacrifice has for its Archetype, the Āgniya Sacrifice, at which Cooked Rice is offered; while the Sarasvatī-sacrifice has for its Archetype, the Upānāhaya, at which Clarified Butter is offered. Under Sū. 15, it has been settled that details relating to vegetable substances (Rice, etc.) should precede those relating to Clarified Butter; and according to the General Law that 'the Ectype should be performed like the Archetype', the substance offered at the Brhaspati-sacrifice should be Rice, and that at the Sarasvatī-sacrifice, Clarified Butter. So that according to Sū. 15, the details of the Brhaspati-sacrifice should precede those of Sarasvatī-sacrifices.

In regard to this, the question arises—Between the 'Sacrifice to Brhaspati', which is an ectype (modification) of the Āgniya sacrifice, and the 'Sacrifice to Sarasvatī', which is an ectype of the Upānāhaya,—the details of which should be performed first? Are the details of the Brhaspati-sacrifice to be performed first, on the ground that the 'General Law' ['The Ectype should be performed like the Archetype.'] is more authoritative than the 'description of the ceremonial procedure'? Or are the details of the Sarasvatī-sacrifice to be performed first, on the ground that 'the description of the ceremonial procedure' is more authoritative than the 'General Law'?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"At the Ectype, that we are considering, the order shall be in accordance with the 'Principal', because of the direct declaration of the details concerned. That is, in regard to the two Ectypes, there is a distinct declaration of the Order of Sequence; and the description of the ceremonial procedure, which takes in all the sacrifices spoken of in proximity to it, is what is directly perceptible; on the other hand, the order regarding the details is one that can only be deduced by Inference on the basis of the 'General Law'. And hence we conclude that the 'description of the Ceremonial Procedure', being directly perceptible, is more authoritative than, and sets aside, the 'General Law' whose application is a matter of inferential deduction."
SŪTRA (18).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—WHEN THERE IS A CONFLICT, IT SHOULD BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ARCHETYPE; BECAUSE THE DETAILS OF THE ARCHETYPE ARE APPLICABLE (TO THE ECTYPE).

Bhāṣya,

*When there is a conflict*—between the order of sequence in the 'Principal' and that in the 'subsidiary',—then the order at the Ectype should be as at the Archetype;—why?—*Because the details of the Archetype are applicable to the Ectype*; that is, the details adopted at the Ectype should be like those adopted at the Archetype. Under the circumstances (in the case in question), if the details were performed in the order of their respective 'principals', then they would not be performed as they are at the Archetype. As a matter of fact, the 'General Law' (that 'the Ectype should be performed like the Archetype') is more authoritative than the 'description of ceremonial procedure'; because the former *originates* (enjoins) as well as *applies* the details; while the latter only recapitulates what has already been made applicable (by other injunctive texts). Under the circumstances, this latter (i.e. the description of the ceremonial procedure), itself coming into existence after the details have been already enjoined, and serving only to lay down the subsequent application of those details, cannot, even though it be directly perceptible, set aside the 'General Law', which has already been there. In fact, being outside the pale (of injunctive passages), it can only serve to recapitulate things that have been already enjoined.

From all this it follows that the details relating to the (Rice offered at the) *Bṛhaspati-sacrifice* should be performed, and after that the details relating to the Clarified Butter (offered at the *Sarasvatī-sacrifice*).
ADHIKARANA (11): The ‘Sākamēdhīya-Nyāya’: In some cases the Details of the Archetype are not transferred to the Ectype.

SŪTRA (19).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—‘INASMUCH AS THE ECTYPE TAKES IN THE DETAILS OF THE ARCHETYPE, IT SHOULD TAKE THE SAME TIME AS THIS LATTER,—JUST AS HAS BEEN ENJOINED.

Bhāṣya.

In course of the Chāturmāṣya sacrifice, the third part consists of the Sākamēdhīya-sacrifice; of this there are three component parts:—(1) Aṃnaye anukaritē prataraśṭākapaśa; (2) Markadhvaya śāntapamśhyo maddhyamante charaḥ; (3) Markadhvya gṛhamēdhīhyoh sarvāśāṃ daṇḍī śāyāmodanam.’ (1) In the morning, the cake baked on eight pans is offered to Aṃnaye anukaritē; (2) at midday cooked rice is offered to the Maruts-śāntapanaṣ; and (3) in the evening rice cooked in milk of all the cows, to the Maruts-gṛhamēdhīnas’ (Taittī. Sam. 1. 8. 4. 1).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the performance of these three sacrifices to extend over two days (like their Archetype)? Or should it be finished then and there?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—‘The Ectype should take the same time as the Archetype,—just as has been enjoined; i.e. the Ectype should be performed in the same manner as the Archetype has been enjoined as to be performed; because it takes in the details of the Archetype; consequently any sacrifice that is the Ectype (of the Sākamēdhīya) must extend over two days (like its Archetype).”.

SŪTRA (20).

[Siddhānta]—IN REALITY, THAT WHICH IS LAID DOWN IN CONNECTION WITH SUCCESSIVE POINTS OF TIME (PARTS OF THE DAY) SHOULD BE PERFORMED AT THAT SAME TIME; AND INASMUCH AS THE APPLICATION OF THE ‘GENERAL LAW’ WOULD BE BASED ON INERENCE, THE DETAILS OF THE ARCHETYPE WOULD NOT COME IN.

Bhāṣya.

Those things that are spoken of in connection with the various points of time during the day—morning, noon and evening—are always understood to be done on the same day at the successive points of time; e.g. when it is said—‘Devadatta eats cakes in the morning, several kinds of food at noon and sweets in the afternoon’—it is understood that all this is done on one and the same day.—Hence we conclude that Ectypal acts like those in
question are to be performed on the same day at the time stated. That they should extend over two days could only be inferred through the 'General Law' (that 'the Ectype should be performed like the Archetype'); and hence it would be set aside by the fact of their being performed on one and the same day at the time stated, which is got at from Direct Assertion.

SŪTRA (21).

[Objection]—"There may be extension of time"—If this is urged [then the answer is as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent may argue thus—"The text says that the sacrifice along with all its accessories is to be performed 'in the morning',—similarly 'at noon' and 'in the evening';—and there may be an extension of time: so that even so the sacrifice with its accessories might be performed at the same points of time; and yet there would be no transgression of the rule by which it should extend over two days. That is to say, the offering of the Caka to Anākara may be commenced 'in the morning' on the first day and may be completed 'in the morning' on the next day; similarly the offering to Sāntapana may be commenced 'at midday' on the first day and be finished 'at midday' on the next day; so also the offering to Ghyamsadhāna may be commenced 'in the evening' on the first day and be completed 'in the evening' on the next day. It might be argued that from the sentence of the text itself it appears that the offering is to be made on one day only. But as a matter of fact, the meaning of the sentence depends upon the force of what is expressed by the word; and in the text in question there is no word the force of whose meaning indicates that the sacrifice is to be performed in a single day."

SŪTRA (22).

[Answer]—That cannot be; because there is actual connection with one point of time.

Bhāṣya.

What has been urged by the Opponent is not possible. —"Why?"—Because there is actual connection with one point of time. Because the Principals (the sacrifices in question) along with their accessories are all found to be directly asserted as connected with one point of time.—"How so?"—What is actually enjoined as to be performed 'in the morning' is the Principal along with its accessories;—similarly 'at midday' and 'in the evening'; and it is not asserted that the accessories (alone) may be performed 'in the morning' (or 'in the evening' or 'at midday'); in fact, if the Principal were performed at one time (on one day) and the accessories at the other time (on the next day, even though at the same time of the day), then, in that case, the Principal with its accessories could
not be regarded as performed "at one and the same time".—From all this it follows that the Ectypal sacrifices in question are to be performed on one and the same day.

Further, it has been declared that "the Sākamālha sacrifices are to be performed on two days"; and this would be possible only if the component sacrifices (the Ectypes in question) were completed at the prescribed time on the same day. [For if the Ectypes were to extend over both days, then it would be a single performance of the Sākamālha sacrifices extending over two days; and not the performance of these on two days.]
Adhikaraṇa (12): ‘Tadādi-tadantanyāya’:—(a) There is ‘postponement’ (or ‘deferring’) of all accessories beginning with the Anuyāja, and (b) there is ‘anticipation’ (or ‘performance before time’) of all accessories ending with the Prayāja.

Sūtra (23).

[Paścayān]—‘Inasmuch as the subsidiaries should be performed at the same time as their “Principal”, there should be “postponement” only of that which is actually laid down as to be “postponed” [and there should be “anticipation” of that only which has been laid down as to be “anticipated”].”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣoma we read in regard to the Savaṇīga animal—‘Agniṃārutādārdhaṃ anuyājaśākharaṇī’ [‘They perform the Anuyāja sacrifices after the offering to Agni-Marut’]; here we have the ‘postponement’ or ‘deferring’ of the Anuyājas [because this text puts off the Anuyājas to a time later than the one at which it should have been performed in accordance with the ‘General Law’, at the time of their Archetype].—Similarly in regard to the Aṃśiṣomiya animal, we read—‘Tīṣṭham pashum prapajānti’ [‘They offer the Prayājas while the animal is still alive’];—here we have the ‘anticipating’ (of the Prayājas). [Because at the Archetype, the Prayājas are performed after the offering-material has been got ready; in accordance with this, at the Aṃśiṣomiya sacrifice also, the Prayājas should have to be performed after the quartering of the animal; the text quoted however lays down that the Prayājas are to be performed while the animal is still alive; and thus the Prayājas are to be performed before the time at which they would have been performed according to their Archetype; thus there is an ‘anticipation’, or performance before time, of the Prayājas].

In regard to this, there arises the question—When there is ‘postponement’, is it the Anuyāja alone that is to be postponed,—or all the subsidiaries beginning with the Anuyāja?—Similarly when there is ‘anticipation’, is it the Prayāja only that is to be ‘anticipated’—or all the subsidiaries ending with the Prayāja?

On this question, we have the following Paścayān:—‘The postponement or the anticipation should be only of that which has been laid down as to be postponed or anticipated;—why?—because the subsidiaries should be performed at the same time as the Principal; i.e. in this way, the other subsidiaries (except the one directly laid down as to be postponed or anticipated)
would be performed at the time of the Principal; and this would also be in keeping with the description of the ceremonial procedure which lays down the concomitance of the subsidiaries with their Principals’.

**Sūtra (24).**

[Siddhānta]—In reality, there should be ‘postponement’ of all subsidiaries beginning with the ‘Anuyāja’, and ‘anticipation’ of all ending with the Prayāja,—because they are all connected.

*Bhāṣya.*

There should be ‘postponement’ of all beginning with the Anuyāja, and ‘anticipation’ of all ending with the Prayāja.—why?—because they are all connected. That is to say, whatever subsidiary is laid down as to be done after the Anuyājas is always done after the Anuyājas, on the strength of the ‘verbal texts’ bearing on them.—thereby ignoring the time indicated for it by the description of the ceremonial procedure, which is immediately after the Principal. Similarly what is laid down as to be done after the said subsidiary is naturally performed after it. Thus, when one is ‘postponed’, it drags with it the entire set of subsidiaries (all which become postponed).—Similarly when one is ‘anticipated’, it drags along with it all the rest.
ADHIKARANA (13): On the basis of the 'Order of Commencement', the 'Proksana' and other details relating to the Cake should be performed before the details relating to the Soma.

SUTRA (23).

AMONG THINGS Whose TIME IS DEFINITELY FIXED, THE ORDER OF SEQUENCE SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY THE 'ORDER OF COMMENCEMENT'.

BHASYA.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we read that at the time of the Morning Hymn (Anuvaka), the Adhvaryu gives the direction—'O Pratiprasthatra, offer the Savarnya-cakes'; where the time for offering the Savarnya-cakes is distinctly indicated;—again, we find that after the Bahisparamana-hymn has been recited, the Adhvaryu gives the direction 'O Agnidh, please attend upon the fires, spread the grass and decorate the cakes'.

(The Order of Verbal Texts is as follows—(1) The Morning Hymn,—(2) the Pracharanj-homa and other rites relating to the Soma,—(3) the offering of the Savarnya-cakes;—(4) Bahisparamana Hymn.—But immediately after directing the Hotra to recite the Morning Hymn, the Adhvaryu directs the Pratipraasthatra to 'make the Savarnya offerings'.—Thus though under the 'Order of the Verbal Texts', the offering of the Savarnya-cakes should have come after the Pracharanj-homa etc., yet by virtue of the said Direction by the Adhvaryu, the offering of the Savarnya-cakes is 'anticipated' and made at the time of the Morning Hymn.—Then again, we have the following direction regarding the 'decorating' of the Savarnya-cakes—'After the Bahisparamana hymn has been recited, he says—'Decorate the Cakes'. Here again, though by the 'Order of the Verbal Texts' the offering of the Savarnya-cakes should have come before the Bahisparamana Hymn, yet, by virtue of this second Direction, it has to be 'postponed' and done after the Bahisparamana Hymn.)

In regard to all this, there arises the question—What is it that should come after the Offering of the Savarnya-cakes at the time of the Morning Hymn?—the Pracharanj-homa and other rites relating to the Soma? Or the details relating to the Cake, preceding its 'decoration' [all these details being indicated by, and included under, this 'Decoration'—adds Kumārīti]? On this question, the Pûraṇapaksa view is that 'there being no rules laying down any definite Order of Sequence, there need be no restriction (and one may do what one likes)'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—Among things whose time is definitely fixed, the Order of Sequence should be determined by the Order of Commencement; that is, when a number of things have their time definitely known, their Order of Sequence should be determined by the Order of Commencement. It is only when the previously mentioned thing is being done
that it determines the order of the subsequently mentioned thing*; it being only natural that what is mentioned after it should also be done after it. As for the Pracharañg-homa, which is a detail relating to the Soma, we find that its Order of Sequence (indicated by the verbal texts) is set aside by the Direct Assertion (of the Direction given by the Adhevaryu)—as for the 'decoration' of the cake, it is mentioned after the Bahispatavamāna;—hence it follows that all the details preceding that decoration should be the end (i.e. last factor) among the acts beginning with the 'offering' (of the Savanīya cakes);—and it is after this offering that the details relating to the Soma should be performed.

SUTRA (26).

ALSO BECAUSE THE OTHER VIEW INVOLVES INCOMPATIBILITY WITH THE WORDS OF THE TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

The words of the text become incompatible (under the Pūrvapakṣa view); for instance, when the man is told to 'decorate the cakes' (Pūradāśād hi alaṅkuru') he would (under the Pūrvapakṣa view) comprehend by it all the details, washing and the rest (relating to the Cake);—while according to our view when told to 'decorate', he would comprehend only 'decoration'; and in this case, when the time of the Decoration will have arrived, the use of the Imperative Ending (in 'alaṅkuru') which denotes the advent of the time for the performance of the act spoken of (viz. decoration) would become quite justified.—For all these reasons, the Order of Sequence in this case is determined by the Order of 'Commencement'.

[After the Morning Hymn, the Pratiprapāhī having done the offering of the Savanīya-cakes,—it, before having done the details relating to the Cake, beginning with washing and ending with decorating,—he were to perform the Pracharañg-homa and other details relating to the Soma, ending with the Bahispatavamāna,—and then there were to come the direction to 'decorate the cakes',—then the man thus directed would naturally wait for the 'washing' and other details preliminary to the Decoration. This would not be right. Because the Imperative ending in 'alaṅkuru' commotes the advent of time for decorating; but inasmuch as the details preliminary to the Direction will not have been performed, the time for decorating will not have arrived; hence the Imperative Ending would be 'incompatible'.—On the other hand if the details relating to the Cake, beginning with washing and ending with decorating, were done before those relating to the Soma were taken up,—then the use of the Imperative in the sense of advent of time would be quite compatible.—Sūdhāhānt.]

[Kumārila's presentation of this Adhikaraṇa is somewhat different:

(1) The Adhevaryu has directed the Hotṛ to proceed with the Morning Hymn;

* Read—'Pravajyamāna eva ki pūrvapadārtha uttarapadārthahamabhinnipravechhahāt'—as in MS. A.
-(2) then he directs the Pratipraṣṭhātṛ to 'offer the Śavaniya cakes'; -(3) again, after the Bhaiṣajyapramāṇa Hymn has been recited, the Adhāryya gives the direction to the Agnīdh to 'attend to the Fires....and decorate the Cakes'.—The Ṣūrya to whom the direction has been addressed is engaged with the Morning-Hymn;—the Adhāryya himself is engaged in Meditation and remains so till the Morning Hymn is finished;—hence neither of these two can do the 'washing' and the rest (in connection with the Cakes). Hence it being inevitable that someone else should do these latter, the question that arises is—who is to do them? Is it meant that the Pratipraṣṭhātṛ should do all this washing, etc., which is included under the 'offering' (that he has been directed to do)?—This 'offering' however ordinarily should be the function of the Adhāryya, and hence all that is included under the 'offering' could be done by another person only during the time that the Adhāryya is otherwise engaged; it could not therefore include what is done after the Decoration; as by that time the Adhāryya would be disengaged. Hence the question that has got to be decided is—Are the 'offering' and the subsequent details, all to be done by the Pratipraṣṭhātṛ? Or the details preceding the Decoration and succeeding the Offering (which are all included under 'decorating') are to be done by the Agnīdh?—The Pūrvapakṣa view is that 'there need be no restriction—any one might do it—either the Pratipraṣṭhātṛ or the Agnīdh; as in both cases there is an indirect extension of the connotation of the terms ('offering' or 'decorating').'—The Siddhānta view is that—the two functions are to be performed at the same time, and they have to be performed by the Adhāryya;—but he cannot do both; hence he is to remain engaged in Meditation, and the other work is to be done by the other man, the Pratipraṣṭhātṛ.......So that the Adhāryya is the direct nominative agent of the act of Directing only, and of the work directed to be done, he is only the indirect (directive) agent.— Ṭapākā.]
ADHIKARAṆA (14): 'Yuṇakarma-nīyāya': Exception to Adhikaraṇa (12)—At the Ectype, what is 'anticipated' is only the 'cutting of the wood for the Sacrificial Post'.

SŪTRA (27).

WHAT RELATES TO THE ECTYPE—that alone should be 'ANTICIPATED', [not the other details], because there is NO CONNECTION [with these details].

Bhāṣya.

One of the 'Ectypes' of the Dārśa-Pūramāṣa is the Agnīṣomāṇa sacrifice, at which there is the 'cutting of the wood for the Sacrificial Post', which is peculiar to this Ectype (and not found in the Archetype); and this is 'anticipated' [done on the previous day instead of the day on which it would be performed according to the 'Order of the Verbal Texts'], by reason of the direct injunction to the effect that 'one should cut the wood for the Sacrificial Post on the Initiation Day'.

[After the Vaiśarjana Homa, the Fire is brought in, and the Soma is brought in; after the mention of these two 'bringing in', is mentioned the 'cutting of the wood for the Sacrificial Post'.—In accordance with this 'Order of the Verbal Texts', this cutting of the wood would be done on the second, the Aṣṭaraṇavāṁśya, day; but there is the direct injunction that 'one should cut the wood for the Sacrificial Post on the Initiation Day'; and according to this the cutting is 'anticipated', that is, performed on the day previous to the Aṣṭaraṇavāṁśya.]

In regard to this, there arises this question—When this 'cutting of the wood' is 'anticipated', does it—or does it not—carry with it all the other details preceding itself, such as the 'Bringing in of the Fire and Soma'? That is, are those other details also performed on the previous day along with the 'cutting of the wood'? Or is it the 'cutting of the wood' alone that is so done?]

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is that—'all those details also are 'anticipated', because they are connected (with the 'cutting of the wood') [in accordance with Adhikaraṇa (12), Śūtras 23-24].

Against this Pūrvapakṣa, we have the following Siddhānta:—That detail of the Ectype which is over and above those of the Archetype, when 'anticipated', does not carry along with it those details that precede it, such as the 'Bringing in' of the Fire and the Soma.—Why so?—Because there is no connection; that is to say the making of the Sacrificial Post pertains to the Animal, while all that precedes it pertains to the Soma; hence there is no connection between them; that is, the details pertaining to the Soma do not in any way help either the details relating to the animal, or the Animal itself;—if they had helped them, then their Order of Sequence also would come in as an accessory;—but they do not help the animal or
the animal's details;—hence there can be no adjustment of any Order of Sequence among them.—From this it follows that what is 'anticipated' is only the Sacrificial Post (i.e. the cutting of the wood for the Sacrificial Post).—Further, when the text has its purpose served by the 'anticipation' of the Sacrificial Post only, there will be nothing to reject the natural order of sequence of the details relating to the Soma (which therefore need not be 'anticipated').
ADHIKARAṆA (15): The Homa-offerings into the Dakṣināgni are not postponed.

SŪTRA (28).

WHAT IS INCIDENTAL SHOULD NOT BE POSTPONED; AS THERE IS NO CONNECTION.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with Savanīya-offering, which is an Ectype of the Jyotisṭoma, we read—Agnimārūtiṣṭādhivam anuvṛtādīkṣharantu (The Anuvṛtās should be performed after the offering to Agni-Marut). Then there are two Homas laid down as to be offered into the Dakṣināgni Fire (1) the Pīṭṭalāpī-homa, in which all the offering-substances that are found aneared in the stone-slabs, pans and other things are collected and poured as a libation, and (2) the Phāṭikaraṇa-homa in which broken rice-grains are offered. At the Jyotisṭoma these two Homas are offered after the Anuvṛtās;—in the first passage quoted above, it is laid down that at the Savanīya, the Anuvṛtās are to be performed after the offering to Agni-Marut).

In regard to this there arises the question:—When, at the Savanīya, the Anuvṛtās are postponed till after the offering to Agni-Marut, do they carry with them also the two Homas into Dakṣināgni (i.e. the Pīṭṭalāpī-homa and the Phāṭikaraṇa-homa)?

On this question, the Purānapakṣa view is that those two Homas also become postponed, because they are related (to the Anuvṛtās).

Against this we have the following Siddhānta. The two Homas in question should not be postponed. Because the Anuvṛtās that appertain to the two Homas are only related to them; they are not impelled by the two Homas (i.e. the Homas do not form the motive behind the Anuvṛtās; i.e. it is not the presence of the two Homas that affords the occasion for the performance of the Anuvṛtās); in fact, the purpose of the Anuvṛtās is served by details belonging to acts other than the two Homas. Hence the postponement of the Anuvṛtās with its necessary details need not entail the postponement of the two Homas.

Further, the Order of Sequence holds among things (acts), not among the motives (or purposes) of those things; because as a rule several things render their help at one and the same time, as we are going to show later on. (That is, when there is a desire to know—How, in what manner, a certain Ṛkṣa is to be accomplished, all the help rendered by all the details of procedure come to the mind simultaneously; so that, the connection of every one of these details is also simultaneous; hence there can be no order of sequence among them—at the time that we are simply enquiring after the Procedure.) Ṭūpi[kā].

Then again, where the Order of Sequence holds is the coming into existence of the things (or details); and the reason for this is that the coming into
existence (i.e., performance) of each of these is laid down by separate words (texts); while the 'Motive' (or purpose) of these things is not (always) spoken of by separate words; because the purpose of all is expressed simultaneously by the single 'declaration of the ceremonial procedure', which takes in all the details with itself.

For these reasons, the coming into existence (performance) of the Anuyājas cannot carry along with it anything else; hence there should be no 'postponement' of the two Homas in Dakṣināgni Fire (when the Anuyājas are 'postponed').

Lastly, the text laying down the 'postponement' of the Anuyājas having served its purpose by 'postponing' the Anuyājas only, there can be nothing to justify the disturbance of the natural course of the two Homas in the Dakṣināgni Fire.
ADHIKARANA (16): At the Darsha-sacrifice, there is no ‘anticipation’ of the details ending with the ‘abhivāsana’ of the Cakes.

[Cakes placed upon the heated pans are covered up with ashes from the Gārhapatya Fire;—this is called ‘Abhivāsana’.
]

SŪTRA (29).

SIMILARLY ALSO THAT WHICH HAS NO ANTECEDENT [SHOULD NOT BE ‘ANTICIPATED’].

Bhāṣya:

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā, there is to be an Altar, the erecting of which has been laid down as to be done at both sacrifices after the ‘Abhivāsana’ of the Cakes; but in regard to the Darsha sacrifice, there is a text which lays down the ‘anticipation’ of the erection of the Altar—‘Pārśva-kunāmānāvāsāyāyām vādīm karoti’. [At the Amāvāsyā or Darsha sacrifice, the Altar is erected on the previous day].

In regard to this, there arises this question—When the erecting of the Altar is ‘anticipated’, does it, or does it not—carry along with it all the details preceding it (down to the Abhivāsana of the Cake)?

The Pārśvakṣa view is that—’it does carry all these along with it, as they are all connected with it’.

The Sūdhāvā is as follows—Similarly also that which has no antecedent. That is, the erecting of the Altar has been laid down as to be done on the previous day, in connection with the Amāvāsyā (Darsha) sacrifice, which has no Archetype preceding it; the ‘Abhivāsana’ of the Cake is laid down for both sacrifices (the Darsha as well as the Pūrṇamāsā) as to be done on the morrow. But there is neither Direct Assertion nor any other [of the proofs of ‘Sequence’—Utility, Verbal Text, Commencement, Place, Principal] indicating that at the Amāvāsyā sacrifice the Altar should be erected after having done the Abhivāsana’. For these reasons the details ending with the Abhivāsana should not be ‘anticipated’ (done on the previous day).

In fact, if the Abhivāsana (covering up with hot ashes on heated pans) were done on the previous day, the Cakes would be reduced to ashes (by the time of their offering on the next day).
Adhikaraṇa (17): The 'Postponement' of the 'Sāntapaniya Sacrifice' should not lead to the 'postponement' of the 'Agnihoṭra'.

Sūtra (30).

[Pūrvapakṣa continued]—"The 'Sāntapaniya' should 'postpone' the Agnihoṭra, as otherwise it would be 'defective'; just as in the case of the 'Sāvanas'."

Bhāṣya.

Among the Chāturmāsa sacrifices, there is the Sākamētha sacrifice, of which there is a part called the 'Sāntapaniya Ṣṣṭi', laid down in the text—"Marudbhyaḥ sāntapanēbhyaḥ madhyandine charum nirvapati" ['At midday one should offer cooked rice to Maruts-Sāntapanas'] (Taitti. Saṁ. 1. 8. 4. 1). [And naturally it is after this Ṣṣṭi has been performed at midday that the Evening-offerings of the Agnihoṭra are made].

In regard to this, there arises the question—If, on account of some obstacle, due to god or man, the Sāntapanas be 'postponed' [i.e. somehow continued till the evening], does it—or does it not—lead to the 'postponement' of the Agnihoṭra also?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"The Sāntapaniya should postpone the Agnihoṭra, as otherwise it would be defective, just as in the case of the Sāvanas.—If the Agnihoṭra were not postponed [and it were done in course of the Sāntapaniya, before this was finished], then it would have to be offered in the Fire which had been kindled for the Sāntapaniya, which (naturally) will have been kindled at a time other than that prescribed for the Agnihoṭra [and also without the mantras laid down in connection with the Agnihoṭra], and to this extent the Agnihoṭra offered would be defective. In order to avoid this defect, the Agnihoṭra should be postponed [till after the completion of the Sāntapaniya, when, the Sāntapaniya fire being removed, a fresh fire would be kindled with the proper Agnihoṭra-mantras].—Just as in the case of the Sāvanas;—in the case of the Sāvanas, if, by some reason due to god or man, the Morning Savana becomes protracted and goes on till after midday, the Midday Savana becomes postponed (till the completion of the Morning Savana); the same should be done in the case in question also."

Sūtra (31).

[Pūrvapakṣa concluded]—"Also because there would be no intervention."

Bhāṣya.

"By postponing the Agnihoṭra there would also be this advantage that there would be no intervention between the Sāntapaniya and the Agnihoṭra; so that the order of sequence (between the Sāntapaniya and the Agnihoṭra)
would be maintained. Evil effects have been declared as following from the disturbance of the order of sequence—"The whole sacrifice becomes destroyed, if, in course of the procedure of one sacrifice, the procedure of another is introduced".

SŪTRA (32).

[SIDDHÁNTA]—THERE SHOULD BE NO POSTPONEMENT (OF THE AGNIHOTRA); AS THERE IS NO CONNECTION.

Bhāṣya.

The Sántapanaṅga is not a part (or subsidiary) of the Agnihotra; nor is Agnihotra a part of the Sántapanaṅga. Hence the Sántapanaṅga may be performed after the Agnihotra; and the Agnihotra should not be postponed.

SŪTRA (33).

ALSO BECAUSE THE OCCASION FOR THE AGNIHOTRA WILL HAVE ARRIVED.

Bhāṣya.

The occasion for the performance of the Agnihotra will have arrived;—such occasion being laid down in the text—"Sāyaṁ ṣūhoti, pṛītāryuḥoṭī, uḍīṛ ṣuḥoti, anudīṛ ṣuḥoti, prathamāṣṭamīḥ ṣuḥoti, sandhaṁ ṣuḥoti, viyātraṁi dṛṣṭoḥ ṣuḥoti"—"He should offer the oblations in the evening,—in the morning,—at sunrise,—before sunrise,—immediately at sunset,—at the junction-time of Day and Night,—on seeing the stars" (Taittī. Brā. 2. 1. 2. 7).—This occasion should never be passed over. For this reason also there should be no postponement of the Agnihotra.—What has been urged (under Sū. 30) regarding the Agnihotra-offering becoming defective,—on postponement also, the performance would be defective, inasmuch as it would be done at a time other than the right one.---"For the sake of the fulfilment of other conditions, the comparatively less important injunction of time might well be ignored".—Not so; because the Time is an essential factor; and if that were ignored, the entire performance would be done in an unauthorised manner.—That the time is an essential factor follows from the fact that it has not been laid down as something to be secured; in fact, the Locative Ending (in "udīṛ", "sandhau" etc.) cannot have the sense of location; it has therefore to be taken as connoting an essential condition.

It has been argued (under Sū. 30) that "the present case should be treated like the case of the Savanas".—Our answer to this is as follows—

SŪTRA (34).

IN THE CASE OF THE SAVANAS, THERE IS POSTPONEMENT BECAUSE THERE IS CONNECTION.

Bhāṣya.

One Savana is connected with another Savana,—because both are connected with the same sacrifice. Hence it is only right that in that case the postponement of one should mean the postponement of the other.
ADHIKĀRĀṆA (18): The ‘Ṣodashin’ should be postponed in pursuance of the ‘Ukthya’.

SŪTRA (35).

BY REASON OF ITS CONNECTION WITH THE ‘UKTHYA’, THE ‘ṢODASHI’ [SHOULD BE POSTPONED].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with Jyotistoma, we read with reference to the Ṣodāshin ‘Tat parînchāmakākhyākāya viṣhnya’ [‘One should take up the Ṣodāshin after the Ukthyas’] (Taittī, Sam. 6, 6, 11, 6).

The question that arises is—If, for some reason, emanating from God or man, the Ukhyas become postponed (or prolonged), should, or should not, the Ṣodāshin also be postponed?

The Pūrvaśāstra view is as follows:—’The Ṣodāshin should not be postponed;—why?—because it is only when there is no postponement of the Ṣodāshin that its hymn becomes recited at the prescribed time—this time having been prescribed in the text—One recites the hymn of the Ṣodāshin at the time when neither the Sun nor the Stars are visible’.—For this reason there should be no postponement ‘.

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—The Ṣodāshin should be postponed;—why?—because of its connection with the Ukthya. The Ṣodāshin has been declared to be connected with the Ukthyas in the text—’One should take up the Ṣodāshin after the Ukthyas’.—Hence the Ṣodāshin should be postponed. It has been argued that—’by not postponing it, we secure the observance of the prescribed time of the hymn of the Ṣodāshin’.

—Our answer to this is as follows:—In this case it so happens that if we stick to the order of sequence of the Hymn, we go against the order of sequence of the ‘Principal’; hence we should not stick to the order of sequence of the Hymn. In fact, both cannot be observed; because we find it declared that ‘one should recite the Hymn either after taking up the Cup, or after holding up the Ladle’.—From all this it follows that the Ṣodāshin should be postponed.

End of Pāda 4 of Adhyāya V.
ADHYĀYA V.

PĀDA II.

Adhikarana (1): 'Padarthānusamaya-nyāya'—i.e. The 'Principal of each to each at a Time': In connection with the 'Vājapēya animals', all the rites should be performed in such a way that each rite is performed in connection with every one of the animals, before another rite is taken up.

Sūtra (1).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"When there are several Principals congregated together, the entire performance of all the rites should be complete with each of them."’

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Vājapēya sacrifice, we read—'Saptadasha prajāpatyāṁ pashūnālabhēva' ['One should sacrifice seventeen animals dedicated to Prajāpati'] (Taitt. Brā. 1. 3. 4. 3).—In connection with the Agnisomīya Animal (which is the Archetype of all animals)—certain consecrating rites have been laid down, all which become transferred to the said seventeen animals, by the General Law ('The Ectype is to be performed like the Archetype).

In regard to this there arises the question—Are the rites to be all done to the first animal, then all to the second, and so forth? Or the first rite is to done to all the animals, then the second to all the animals, and so forth?

The Pūrvapakṣa view on this question is as follows:—'All the rites should be completed with each of them;—why?—because in this manner alone would the proximity of the Principal (to the rites) be maintained; if any other method were adopted, this proximity would be removed.—Just as in the case of one receiving many horses in gift, when it comes to the offering of the several cakes (as expiation of the sin of the gift), all the offerings in connection with one horse are completed before those in connection with the second horse are made;—and it is not that one kind of offering is done in regard to all, then the second kind and so on; similarly should it be in the case in question also'.
SŪTRA (2).

[Siddhānta]—In connection with all animals, one kind of rite should be performed first, because even so the order of sequence is maintained.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the rite of one kind should be performed first. — "What would be the gain in this?" — Concomitance would be preserved; the concomitance (association) of all the animals has been directly asserted in the text "Viśhvakarman kṛtvā pashubhisṣchaharanai" ['After performing the sacrifice to Viśhekdvās, they should proceed to deal with the animals'] (where it is indicated that all the animals are to be dealt with together at one and the same time).

"In that case between the first rite to the first animal and the second rite to the same animal there would be an intervention due to the first rite being done to all the animals before the second is done to the first animal ".

This does not affect our position. Because even so an order of sequence is preserved; for the first rite done to the second animal is the same first rite that had been done to the first animal,—and not a different rite; and intervention is caused when something different comes in between two things.

SŪTRA (3).

[In the instance cited] there is performance of all the rites over one (then of all to the second and so on), because there is a special reason.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that "in the case of the offering of several cakes, the system of doing one rite for all, (then the second rite for all) and so forth is not adopted". — This has to be refuted; and this refutation is as follows:— "There is performance of all the rites over one, because there is a special reason; this special reason is that if the system of one rite being done to all (then the second to all) were adopted, then by the time that the adhīṣṭrayaga (Heating on Fire) would be done to all the thousand cakes, the first cake would have dried up and its kneading would be impossible."
This Sūtra (3) may be taken as by itself embodying a distinct Adhikaraṇa as follows:—

**Adhikaraṇa (2):** 'Kāṇḍāṇusamayanyāya' or the Principle of 'all in a body to each at a time'.—In the case of the Expiatory offering in connection with the acceptance of a gift of Thousand Horses, all the rites should be done for one Cake, then all to the second, and so forth.

Sūtra (3)—[as above].

Bhāṣya.

The Pürvaṇa view is that 'in the case of the acceptance of the gift of several thousands of horses, the rites are to be performed one by one to each of the Cakes'.

The Siddhānta is that all the rites are to be performed in a body over one Cake, then all in a body over the second, and so forth.
Adhikaraṇa (3): "Samudāyāṇusamaya-nyāya."—The Principle of the Composite Whole: In the case of 'Muṣṭi' (Handful), 'Kapāla' (Pan) and the like, the act is one composite whole.

Sūtra (4).

[ Purvapakṣa ]—"In the case of 'Muṣṭi' (Handful), 'Kapāla' (Pan), 'Avadāna' (Slicing), 'Aṇjana' (Collyrium), 'Abhyāvāja' (Anointing), 'Vapana' (Shaving of the Head) and 'Pāvana' (Purifying),—each individual act is complete in itself.

Bḥagya.

[There are the following texts—(a) 'Chaturanga muṣṭi nācayatā' ('Throes four handfuls into the basket'), (b) 'Aṣṭau kapālāni upaladhati' ('He sets up eight pans'), (c) 'Deviḥaṅga sadayati madhyāśe dhayati purvādah avadyati' ('Slices twice out of the offering-material, slices out of the centre, slices out of the front half'), (d) 'Trirākṣi' ('Applies collyrium to the eyes thrice'), (e) 'Dikṣaṁbhāyākṣi' ('Anoints the imitated sacrificer'), (f) 'Pratidhānam tiraśrīravatā' ('In each direction he shaves the head three times'), (g) 'Chitpatistvā punatā iti saptabhimukham' (Pronouncing the words 'Chitpatistvā punatā' he touches the mouth seven times').]

In regard to these 'Handfuls' and the rest, there arises the question—Is a single 'Handful' to be treated as a complete act?—Or the four handfuls (as a composite whole) are to be treated as a complete act?

The Purva-pakṣa view is as follows—"A single 'handful' constitutes an Act.—Why so?—Because what constitutes one act is the throwing into the basket of a single Handful, and not the throwing into the basket of all the four handfuls.—Why so?—On the 'throwing in' of the single 'handful', the man's effort (aim) would be completely accomplished (and if a second or subsequent 'throwing in' would be done, these would be the effect of other efforts, and this difference in the effort would make the resultant acts also different—says Trupṭikā); and it cannot be said that 'nothing has been thrown in', nor could it be said that the 'throwing in' had not been done, when the handful has been actually thrown in. Nor again can it be said that there is no useful purpose served by the throwing in of a single handful. Further, unless one Handful (the first) is thrown in, it is not possible for the number "four" to be accomplished; because after all the term 'four' is meant to qualify the 'handful'.—From all this, it follows that every single 'handful' (thrown in) should be regarded as a complete act (and should be performed as such, each singly; by itself).—Similarly in the case of the texts (b) 'Sets up the pans', (c) 'Slices from the centre, slices from the frontal half', (d) 'Applies collyrium', (e) 'Anoints', (f) 'Shaves' and (g) 'Purifies'."]
SūTRA (5).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, ALL SHOULD BE TREATED AS COMPOSITE WHOLEs; AS THEY FORM A SINGLE ‘ACT’; (AS FOR THE (NUMBERS), THEY ARE ONLY QUALIFICATIONS OF THE ACT.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, all should be completed and treated as composite wholes. In the present context, the ‘throwing in’ of a single ‘Handful’ does not constitute an ‘act’ at all; as the act of ‘throwing in’ is one that is qualified by the number ‘four’—“How do you know that it is the ‘throwing in’ (and not the Handful) that is qualified by the number four?” From the fact that in the text the term ‘four’ is connected (construed) with the act of ‘throwing in’. In this case therefore the correct course is to take the text as enjoining more than one adjunct along with the act [i.e. the ‘handful’ and the number ‘four’, along with the act of ‘throwing in’]; otherwise if the number ‘four’ were construed with the ‘handful’, then there would be a syntactical split; and what would be so enjoined would not be an adjunct of the act of ‘throwing in’.

Similarly in the case of the acts of ‘setting up’ (of the pans); in connection with which also the text is (b) ‘Aşñākapālāṁ nirvapaṭi’, ‘Ekādaśakāpālāṁ nirvapaṭi’ [‘Sets it up on eight pans’, ‘sets it up on eleven pans’]. Similarly with the texts—(c) ‘Dvīravadāyati’ [‘slices out twice’] (Sātrapaṭha Brā. 4. 4. 3. 9),—(d) ‘Trivabhyāṅkītē’ [‘anoints thrice’],—(e) ‘Ékāvaśīśatyaṁ pānaja’ [‘Purifies twenty-one times’] (Taṭṭṭi. Saṁ. 6. 1. 1. 8).—In all these cases the number and other factors are adjuncts of the act. From all this it follows that the act is to be treated as one composite whole.
ADHIKARANA (4): The act of 'Avadana' extends up to and includes the actual 'offering'.

SUTRA (6).

THE ACTION (OF 'OFFERING') BEING A CONJUNCT ONE, THE 'SLICING' SHOULD BE REGARDED AS PART OF THE ACT OF 'OFFERING'; BECAUSE IT IS THE FIRST STEP IN THAT ACT; SPECIALLY BECAUSE THE 'SLICING' IS DONE ONLY FOR THE PURPOSE OF 'OFFERING'.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pūraṇamāṣa we read—'Deivhaviṣo vaotyati' ['He slices twice out of the offering-material'] (Shatapatha. Brā. 4. 4. 3. 9).

In regard to this there arises the question—Is the act complete with the mere 'slicing'? Or does it commence with the 'slicing' and end with the 'offering'? The Pūrṇapakṣa view is that 'the action is complete with the mere 'slicing';—why so?—because it is a distinct act by itself; as a matter of fact, the 'slicing' is an independent act by itself, because the effort of the agent ends with it, and because it is spoken of by an independent verb 'avadyati', 'slices'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The action of 'offering' being a conjunct one, the 'slicing' should be regarded as part of the act of 'offering': because it is the first step towards that act; specially because the 'slicing' is done only for the purpose of 'offering'; that is, the 'slicing' is not a distinct act by itself; in fact, it is only the first step in the act of 'offering'. If that were not so, then the 'slicing' would have to be taken as serving only a transcendental purpose.—[Though it is already implied in the act of 'offering', yet] it is laid down over again (by means of the verb 'avadyati') for the purpose of laying down the particular number ('two'). Hence we conclude that the 'slicing' is only a part of an act; and the declaration of the ceremonial procedure of an act is not meant to lay down the concomitance of any part of the action.—Hence the conclusion is that the action is completed with the act of 'offering'.

ADHIKARAṆA (5): The act of 'anointing' of the Sacrificial Post is to be taken as extending to and including the 'Engirdling' of it.

SŪTRA (7).

THE SET OF ACTS BEGINNING WITH 'ANointING' AND ENDING WITH 'ENGIRDLING' [SHOULD BE TREATED AS ONE COMPLETE ACT BECAUSE OF THE DIRECT ASSERTION.]

Bhāṣya.

At the Jyotisṭoma, in connection with the Āgniṣṭoma animal, there is a Sacrificial Post: in connection with which certain acts (rites) have been laid down in the shape of 'anointing' ['raising', 'making of the hole in the ground', 'the enlarging of the lower end' and 'engirdling with a rope in the middle']. In regard to all these rites when going to be performed at the Yupaśādakṣara (where there are eleven Sacrificial Posts), there arises the question—Is each of these rites to be treated as complete in itself, and hence as to be performed each by itself (in connection with each of the eleven posts, after which the second rite is performed in connection with each of them, and so on) ? Or is the whole set of rites beginning with 'anointing' and ending with 'engirdling' to be treated as one complete act and hence as to be performed all together in connection with each of the Posts ?

On this question, the Siddhānta is as follows:—The whole set of acts, beginning with 'anointing' and ending with 'engirdling', should be treated as one complete act. Why?—Because of the direct assertion to the effect that 'from the anointing till the end of the engirdling, the Sacrificer shall not leave the Sacrificial Post' (Taittī Brā. 3. 8. 19. 1); it is not possible to do the 'anointing' and other rites one by one to each of the Posts, and yet not leave an individual Post. Hence it follows that the whole set of rites ending with 'engirdling' is to be performed together to each Post.

SŪTRA (8).

[Objection]—'THE NON-LEAVING (OF THE POST) IS DUE TO A SPECIAL REASON: JUST LIKE THE ADDITION OF A VESSEL.'

Bhāṣya.

Objection—'Each rite should be dealt with as independent: as it is only thus that the concomitance indicated in the declaration of the ceremonial procedure would be observed. As regards the direction that the Sacrificer shall not leave the Sacrificial Post from the time of the Anointing down to the Engirdling,—this is observed at the Archetype for a special reason; this reason or purpose consisting in the fact that thereby the Sacrificer
renders help to the Adhvaryu Priest (in the 'raising' of the Post);—it is only when taken thus that the 'non-leaving' (of the Post, by the Sacrificer) serves a visible purpose; otherwise it would have to be taken as serving an invisible (transcendental) purpose. The General Law (that the Ectype is to be done like the Archetype) does not transfer to the Ectype such details of the Archetype as are done at this latter for special reasons. Consequently the Sacrificer could certainly leave off the first Post (after its anointing, and before the other rites), when the occasion arose for the 'raising' of the second Post. Just as, when it is laid down that 'the Anuvâjas are to be performed with Praśadājya (Clarified Butter and Curd)', an additional vessel has to be brought in for the holding of this Mixed Butter.'

SŪTRA (9).

[Answer]—That cannot be; because the 'not leaving' is in accordance with a Vedic text; while the other is a mere argument; as regards the addition of a vessel, that is due to a special circumstance.

Bhāṣya:

It cannot be right to deal with each rite as an independent unit, the right course is to deal with all the rites ending with 'Engirdling' as one collective unit.—As for the 'not-leaving' of the Post at the Archetype, it is in accordance with a Vedic text (not due to a special reason, as alleged); because as for the help rendered to the Adhvaryu, this latter could very well raise the Post even without the help of the Sacrificer.—"It would be more convenient [for the Adhvaryu to raise the Post with the Sacrificer's help]."

—[If this convenience were the sole purpose of the Sacrificer's not-leaving the Post] this would militate against the Injunctive word, as the sole purpose of the said not-leaving would be restricted to the visible purpose (of convenience); just like the rule relating to facing the east at the time of eating.—Thus on account of the impossibility of the alternative suggested by the Opponent, the whole set of the rites in question is to be dealt with as one unit.—As for the declaration of the ceremonial Procedure (whose authority has been invoked by the Opponent), that is a mere argument; and the General Law (that the Ectype is to be done like the Archetype) is certainly more authoritative than that.—As regards the addition of a vessel, that has to be done only for a special purpose (of holding a new material in the shape of the Butter and Curd, Praśadājya).
ADHIKARANA (6): In the case of (a) 'slicing for the deities', (b) 'slicing for the Sviṣṭakṛṣṭ' and (c) 'slicing for eating', each 'slicing' is to be dealt with as a separate unit.

SŪTRA (10).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"In the case of a number of animals, all the 'slicing' should be finished with each of the animals (before they are done to the other animal); because each animal is an independent entity."

Bhāṣya.

At the Vājapāya sacrifice, there are (seventeen) animals dedicated to Prajāpati.

In regard to these, there arises the question—In connection with each individual animal, are all the slicings for the deities to be done, then (b) the slicings for the Sviṣṭakṛṣṭ offering, and (c) slicings for eating [and then the same slicings are to be done to the second animal, and so on]?—Or are all the slicings for deities of all the animals to be treated as a unit,—similarly all the slicings for the Sviṣṭakṛṣṭ offering,—and all the slicings for eating,—to all the animals?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"All the three kinds of slicing are to be done out of one animal and the offering made into the Fire [then the same out of the second animal] and so on;—because such has been declared to be the course at the Archetype [as explained under Adhikarana (1) above]; and when this is what is done in connection with the animals at the Archetype, then the same should be done in connection also with the animals dedicated to Prajāpati, in accordance with the General Law (of the Ectype being done in the same manner as the Archetype)."

SŪTRA (11).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, the 'slicings for the deities' are to be done (with all the animals) [and then all 'slicings for the Sviṣṭakṛṣṭ', with all; and then the 'slicings for eating' with all]; because the slicings for one purpose constitute 'one act'.

Bhāṣya.

The Pūrvapakṣa view is not correct. In fact, the 'slicings for deities' (out of one animal) are to be done along with the 'slicings for deities' (out of the other animals);—the 'slicings for Sviṣṭakṛṣṭ' (out of one animal) are to be done along with the 'slicings for Sviṣṭakṛṣṭ' (out of other animals);—
and the 'slicings for eating' (out of one animal) are to be done along with the 'slicings for eating' (out of the other animals).—"Why so?"—Because all the slicings of one kind form one act; thus it is that all these slicings of one kind come to be done together.—As regards what is laid down in connection with the Archetype, in regard to the various kinds of slicings, in the following text—'Having done the slicings for deities, one should not make the offering with that alone,—the slicings for Śvisṭakṛt should be done; after having done the slicings for Śvisṭakṛt, one should not make the offering with that alone,—the slicings for eating should be done'—this direction is not militated against if one does the slicings for deities along with other slicings for deities; because even though doing the slicings for deities (out of all the animals), one does not make the offering, he goes on to do the slicings for Śvisṭakṛt (again out of all the animals); and yet even though doing those slicings for Śvisṭakṛt, he does not make the offering;—he goes on to do the slicings for eating [and it is only the offering that is prohibited in the text just quoted].—From all this it follows that each kind of slicing is to be done out of all the animals before another kind is done.

**SūTRA (12).**

**Also because the Mantra serves a useful purpose.**

*Bhāṣya.*

If the *Siddhānta* view is accepted, then the *Manotā-Mantra* (*Tatti. Saṃ. 3. 6. 10. 1*) may be recited once only [in connection with one kind of slicing], done out of all the animals. On the other hand [according to the Pūrvapakṣa view, by which, even one kind of slicing will be done out of the several animals at different times] the Mantra would have to be recited in turn in connection with each of the animals.—From this also it follows that the slicings for deities should be done along with slicings for deities, the slicings for Śvisṭakṛt along with slicings for Śvisṭakṛt and the slicings for eating along with slicings for eating.
ADHIKARANA (7): One whole ‘Ulākhala’—Wooden Mortar—is to be used at the ‘Bahubīja-sacrifice’, a sacrifice at which several kinds of seeds are offered.

SŪTRA (13).

AT THE ‘NĀṇĀBJA’ SACRIFICE, THERE SHOULD BE ONLY ONE WOODEN MORTAR; AS THAT IS FIT (FOR USE).

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Rājasūya, the ‘Nāṇābij’ sacrifice has been enjoined—‘Agni-ghapatiṇy urodāsanaśtākapālam aimapeti, Somāya vanaspatayē skyāmākam charam, and so forth’ [‘To Agni-Ghapati, one should offer the Cake baked on eight pams; to Soma-Vanaspati, the cooked Skyāmaka-corn, etc., etc.’] (Taittī. 1. 8. 10. 1).—There is the Threshing which is done at the Archetypal sacrifice (to the corns that are used as offering-material).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is one and the same Wooden Mortar to be used for the threshing of all the corns, one after the other? Or should there be several Wooden Mortars used simultaneously?

“Why should any such question arise?”

The basis of the doubt lies in the fact that, if the spreading of the antelope-skin (under the Mortar) and other details are to be treated as separate and independent acts, then there should be as many mortars as there are varieties of the corn to be used; whereas, if the whole set of acts, beginning with the spreading of the antelope-skin and ending with the securing of the threshed grains, be treated as one composite unit,—then the same Mortar should do for all.

The Siddhānta view is that there should be only one Wooden Mortar;—why?—because that is fit for being used in turn (for all the corns); and so long as the desired purpose is served by the use of one Mortar, the bringing in of another would be useless.—Hence we conclude that one and the same Mortar is to be used in common (for the threshing of all the corns in question).

SŪTRA (14).

[Objection]—“There should be multiplication (of Mortars); because the regular order points to that conclusion.”

Bhāṣya.

“There should be multiplication—of mortars; (a) because the fixed regular order as indicated by the verbal texts could be maintained only if the threshing of all the corns were done together;—(b) also because each of the
threshings has been taken as an independent act:—{(e) because such details as the spreading of the antelope-skin and the rest are all to be regarded as distinct acts,—the effort involved in each being complete in itself, and each of them being spoken of by means of a distinct term, like spreading and the rest.—From all this it follows that there should be multiplication [multiplicity of mortars].}"

**SŪTRA (15).**

**[Answer]—In reality there should be only one (mortar); as what is required is the securing of the finished rice; the "threshing" being for that purpose.**

_Bhāṣya._

_In reality there should be only one-mortar—used by turns:—beginning from the spreading of the antelope-skin and ending with the securing of the finished rice, it is all one act (spoken of by the comprehensive term 'Threshing'); the spreading of the antelope-skin being the commencement of the act of 'Threshing', and all that follows, up to the obtaining of the finished grain, is part of the same. Because the act of 'Threshing' is done for the purpose of securing the finished grain. In this way, we avoid the necessity of assuming unseen (transcendental) results as following from the spreading of the antelope-skin and other details, as also from Threshing [which, as shown above, is regarded as leading to the seen result, in the shape of the Rice].—Thus we conclude that one and the same Mortar is to be used in common (for all the corns)."
ADHIKARANA (8): At the Agnīsomīya-animal-sacrifice, the vessels for the ‘Prayāja’ and the ‘Anuyāja’ should be distinct.

SŪTRA (16).

AT THE ECTYPE, THERE SHOULD BE A DIFFERENT VESSEL FOR THE ANUYĀJAS; BECAUSE ITS PURPOSE IS DIFFERENT.

Bhāṣya.

At the Jyotistoma, there is the Agnīsomīya-animal-sacrifice; in connection with that we read—'Pratadāyena anuyājān yajati' ['One should offer the Anuyājas with Curd-Butter']. (Taitti. Satm. 6. 3. 11. 6).

In regard to this, there arises the question,—Is one and the same vessel to be used at the Prayājas and the Anuyājas, for holding the Clarified Butter (used at the Prayājas) and the Curd-Butter (used at the Anuyājas)? Or, are there to be different vessels?

The Pāṇinakṣa view is that ‘there should be only one vessel;—why?
—because at the Archetype (i.e. the Jyotistoma) there is only one vessel; hence here too there should be only one’.

The Śādhānta is as follows:—There should be a different vessel;—why?
—because its purpose is different. Pure Clarified Butter is used at the Prayājas, and the mixed (Curd-Butter) is used at the Anuyājas; so that if the mixed (Curd-Butter) were contained in the vessel, then there would be a discrepancy in the performance of the Prayājas (at which the offerings should consist of pure Clarified Butter);—on the other hand, if the vessel contain pure Clarified Butter, then there would be a discrepancy in the performance of the Anuyājas (where the offerings should consist of mixed Curd-Butter); nor is it possible to keep the two substances separate (in one and the same vessel). If it were possible to put in some sort of a barrier between the two substances in the vessel, at the time of offering, the two would be sure to become mixed up.—Further, if both the substances were kept in the same Upahṛty-vessel, it would have to be larger and hence of a shape and size other than that prescribed for the Upahṛty, so that it would cease to be an ‘Upahṛty’; the size prescribed for the Upahṛty is that its ‘puṣkara’, container, should be of the size of the Hand and that it should have only one container.

It might be argued that—’Pratadāyena (mixed Curd and Clarified Butter) is also ēṣja (Clarified Butter); so that if they are mixed up, there is no harm’.

It is not so; at the Archetypal Sacrifice, ‘sprinkling out’ and ‘Examining’ are done to the Clarified Butter with the sole view that there may be no other substance mixed with it. Such being the case, it would be very wrong if the Prayājas were offered with mixed Curd-Butter.
mentioned in the Vedic text [they are only inferred on the basis of the General Law that the Ectype is to be performed like the Archetype]."

SŪTRA (19).

[Answer]—According to Bādarāyana, the ectypeal details should come at the end; because those that come from the Archetype are such as are included in what is expressed by the words laying down the Principal Sacrifice.

Bhāsyā.

The teacher Bādarāyana has held the opinion that the ectypeal details should be performed at the end.—Why?—Because those that come from the Archetype are such as are included in what is expressed by the words laying down the Principal Sacrifice; i.e. those details that belong to the Archetype are included in what is expressed by the words laying down the Principal Sacrifice; and the following words (which lay down the Upahomas)—He offers the oblation saying Agnaye svāhā, Kṛttikābhyaḥ svāhā, etc. etc.—come after the words laying down the Principal Sacrifice.

From all this it follows that in accordance with the Order of Sequence indicated directly by the Vedas, the Upahomas should come after the Nāriṣṭahomas.

SŪTRA (20).

Also because we find other texts pointing to the same conclusion.

Bhāsyā.

There is another text also which points to the same conclusion—
"Adhvarasya pūrvamathāṅgnerupapraiti ētat karna yadgnikarma" ["The Fire comes before the Sacrifice; because the rites relating to the Fire come first"]; this shows that what is laid down later should be performed later.
ADHIKARANA (10): Exception to the preceding Adhikarana: The 'Gambling' and other acts should be done before the 'Abhiṣeka', 'Consecration by Water'.

SŪTRA (21).

THE PLACE OF THE 'ABHIṢEKA' BEING FIXED, THE PLACE OF THE ACTS PRECEDING IT MUST BE THAT SAME; BECAUSE THESE LATTER ARE DIRECTLY CONNECTED WITH THAT PLACE; THE OTHER BEING A MERE REASONING.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Rājaśāya we read—'Aṣāirdvayati—Shaunah-
shēpamakhyāpayati—Abhiṣečayati' ['He gambles with dice,—recites the
legend of Shaunahshēpa—is consecrated by water'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are the Gambling and the rest to be done at the end? Or before the Consecration by Water?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that according to the principle laid down in the foregoing Adhikarana—to the effect that 'according to Bādarāyana, the eoctypal details come at the end'—the acts of Gambling and the rest should be done at the end.

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—They should be performed before the 'Consecration by Water', whose place is fixed; the 'Consecration by Water' has its place fixed by the text, 'He is consecrated with water at the time of the Māhendra hymn'; and in observance of this direct assertion, the acts in question should be performed before the 'Consecration by Water'.—The other—i.e. what has been stated as the opinion of Bādarāyana—is a mere argument [and hence has no authority as against the said Direct Assertion].
Adhikarana (11): The 'Sāvitra-homa' and the other acts are to be performed before the 'Dikṣanīyā'.

Sūtra (22).

That (Ectypal detail) also which is mentioned before the Archetypal detail [should be performed before this latter].

Bhāṣya.

The Fire-laying Rite is enjoined in the text—'Ya śavamvīdavānagniṁ-chimutā' ['One who knowing this sets up the Fire'] (Taittī. Saṁ. 5. 5. 2. 1); in connection with this Rite, the Sāvitra-homas [oblation to Saṁy], the Ukhāsambharana [Preparing the Fire-place], the Īṣṭakā (Bricklaying) and Pashu (Animal-sacrifice) have been mentioned before the Dikṣanīyā.

In regard to this there arises the question—Are all these acts (Sāvitra-homa and the rest) to be performed first? Or the Dikṣanīyā sacrifice?

The Pārśva-pāka view is that—"the ectypal details should be performed at the end, in accordance with the principle that 'according to Bādarāyana the ectypal details are to be performed at the end.'"

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—The Sāvitra-homa, the Īṣṭakā, the Animal-sacrifice, and the Ukhāsambharana should be performed first;—why?—because of the reading of the direct Vedic text; that is, the Dikṣanīyā has been laid down, but before that have been laid down the Sāvitra-homa, the Īṣṭakā, the Animal-sacrifice, and the Ukhāsambharana; and hence it follows that these latter should be performed first (before the Dikṣanīyā).
ADHIKARANA (12): The Embellishments of the Sacrificer are to be performed before the Wearing of the gold-ornament.

SUTRA (23).

WHEN THERE IS COLLOCATION (OF ECTYPAL AND ARCHETYPEAL DETAILS),
THE 'WEARING OF GOLD', AS POINTED OUT, SHOULD COME AT THE END.

BHASHYA.

In connection with Fire-laying, the 'wearing of gold' and such acts have been mentioned after the DIKSHAiyA: —and there are certain embellishments of the Sacrificer which come in from the Archetype by virtue of the General Law (relating to the Archetype and Ectype), whose time of performance is about the same as the said 'wearing of gold'.

In connection with this, there arises the question—Is there no restriction as to the order in which these acts are to be performed? Or should the 'wearing of gold' and the like be done first? Or the embellishments of the Sacrificer?

The PAREPAKSA view is that there is no restriction; or just as, on the strength of the perceptible order of the 'Verbal texts', the UKHASAMBHARANa and other acts are done before the DIKSHAiyA (as explained under the preceding SUT. 22), so (on the same ground) the 'wearing of gold' and the like also should be done before the DIKSHAiyA.

Against this, we have the following SIDDHANTA:—The Embellishments of the Initiated Sacrificer should be performed first;—why?—because on the strength of the order of sequence of Verbal Texts in relation to the DIKSHAiyA, —and also on the strength of the General Law (relating to Archetypes and Ectypes),—both the acts in question (Embellishment of the Sacrificer and the wearing of gold) should be done after the DIKSHAiyA. As regards the order of sequence of these two acts in relation to themselves,—there is no perceptible order of verbal texts which would establish the precedence of the one or the other, as there was in the case of the UKHASAMBHARANa.

But in connection with the Archetypal Sacrifice, the embellishments are mentioned first;—and in connection with the Ectype, the wearing of gold is mentioned next;—hence the order of sequence between them should be as pointed out by these two facts; that is, the Ectype should come at the end.

Question—''[When the order of sequence is so clearly pointed out] why should there be any suspicion of their collocation?''

Answer—As a matter of fact, it is their collocation that is manifest.—Or, we may take it as a doubtful statement in regard to something on which there is no doubt; as we find in such assertions as—BRAHMANAS learned in the Veda and performing many sacrifices should attain the highest state,
—if the scriptures are true' [There is no doubt that the scriptures are true; and yet it is spoken of conditionally, as if open to doubt].—Hence the objection brought forward does not affect our position.

End of Pāda ii of Adhyāya V.
ADHYÂYA V.

PĀDA III.

ADHIKARAṆA (1): The numbers, "Eleven" and the rest, are to be made up by all the performances collectively.

SŪTRA (1).

[PŪRVAPĀKṢA]—"There should be multiplication of the acts, because each act is different; the number therefore must be taken as appertaining to each individual act,—like the 'Mixed Curd-Butter'."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Agniṣṭoma Animal, we read—"Ekādasha pratyājān yajati" (Taitti. Saṁ. 6. 3. 7. 5)—"Ekādāshānuyājyāṃ yajati" (Taitti. Saṁ. 6. 3. 11. 6) ['He offers eleven Prayājas Sacrifices', 'He offers eleven Anuyājas Sacrifices'];—again in connection with the Caturmāṣya Sacrifice,—"Nāve prayājān yajati, navānuyājān yajati" (Taitti. Saṁ. I. 6. 3. 3) ['He offers nine Prayājas; he offers nine Anuyājas'];—again, in connection with the Fire-laying—"Ṣaḍupasadaḥ" (Taitti. Saṁ. 6. 3. 11. 6) ['There are six Upasada offerings']. [At the Jyotistoma, which is the archetype of the Agniṣṭoma, there are "five Prayājas" and "five Anuyājas" and "three Upasada".]

In regard to these, there arises the question—Is the number "eleven" —or, at the Caturmāṣya, the number "nine"—or at the Fire-laying, in regard to the Upasadas, the number "six"—to be made up in connection with each of the five Prayājas—and each of the five Anuyājas—and each of the three Upasadas? Or is the number to be made up by all the performances of the Prayāja, or the Anuyāja, or the Upasada collectively?

[At the Archetype, Jyotistoma, there are five Prayājas (five Anuyājas and three upasadas), at the Ectype, Agniṣṭoma, there are to be eleven Prayājas. The question is—How is the number eleven to be made up? Does it mean that each of the five Prayājas is to be repeated eleven times, there being fifty-five in all? Or, does it mean that the whole lot of five is to be repeated collectively, twice—thus making up the number ten, and as the eleventh, the last one of the Prayājas is to be done once again?]

On this question we have the following Pūrvapākṣa—"The number should vary with (and apply to) each principal act;—why?—because the actions are different and they are principal acts (not subservient to any other act); —and the number is laid down in reference to them;—whenever a detail or qualification is laid down in close proximity to a number of principal acts, it must vary with each of those acts; as for instance, when it is laid down that 'the Anuyājas should be offered with mixed Curd-Butter', the
qualification that the Butter used should be *mixed* with Curds is taken to vary with, and apply to, each of the *Anuvājitas*.

SŪTRA (2).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, INASMUCH AS THE NUMBER PERTAINS TO ALL COLLECTIVELY, IT SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD TO BE MADE UP BY REPETITION.

*Bhāṣya*.

The number should be taken as to be made up by all collectively.—Why?—Because Number is a property that resides separately in the substances concerned; and where there are no separate or diverse substances, it is conceived of as due to repetitions of the same substance; but this repetition would be permissible only to that extent up to which no diversity would be possible; so that, to the extent that there is diversity, the number should rest in that diversity itself.—For this reason, the number in question should be made up by all the acts collectively. [As a rule, the number 'eleven' subsists in 'eleven' separate things; but when the eleven distinct things are not there,—as in the present case, there is only one *Prayāja*,—then the number has to be made up by repeating the same thing eleven times; i.e. there would be eleven *Prayājas*.—But we would be justified in bringing eleven distinct units, only if we could not find any ground for differentiating below that figure. In the case in question, however, we find that we can have a unit of *five Prayājas*, on the basis of the fact that there are this number at the Archetype. We can therefore admit of a repetition of only this unit of *five Prayājas*, and not a repetition of a *single Prayāja*, eleven times.]

As for the case of the 'mixed Curd-Butter' that has been cited,—the quality of being a *mixture* is not one that cannot subsist in a single substance,—it is not one that must subsist in diversity; nor is it one which, being brought about in connection with one act, helps other acts also; consequently, in this case, it is necessary to take it as varying with each act.—Number, on the other hand, is a quality that can help several things in common; because it requires several things for its existence.—It is only when the number 'eleven' is taken as made up by all the acts collectively that the declaration of ceremonial procedure, which indicates the concomitance of the acts, becomes duly observed.
Adhikarana (2): Of the 'three Upasads', each has to be repeated at its own place and time—in order to make the 'six Upasads' prescribed for the Agnisomiya.

Sutra (3).

There should be multiplication of the Upasads at their own place and time, because the order of sequence among themselves has been fixed.

Bhasya:

[At the Fire-laying Rite there are to be 'six Upasads' (Taittir. Samh. 6. 2. 11. 6); at its archetype there are only three Upasads; the number 'six' has, according to the preceding Adhikarana, to be made up by repeating all the three Upasads.] Now in regard to this repetition of the Upasads, there arises the question—In this repetition like the 'repeated fall of the measuring rod' (which is let fall on the ground only by its two ends, so that the second fall is of the two ends together, and that also only after the first fall of the two ends,—similarly in the case in question, the repetition of the three Upasads would be in this way that the second performance of the three Upasads would come after all the three Upasads had been performed once)?—Or is each of the Upasads repeated at its own place and time?

On this question, we have the following Paurva-paksa:—"It is in the very nature of things to be repeated that they are repeated 'like the repeated fall of the measuring rod'; for instance, when it is said—'The Anusika should be recited thrice', what is done is that it is recited from beginning to end, and then it is again begun at the beginning.—Hence in the case of the Upasads, the repetition should be 'like the repeated fall of the measuring rod'."

In answer to this we have the following Siddhanta:—There should be multiplication of the Upasads at their own place and time;—why?—because the order of sequence among themselves has been fixed; the order of sequence among the three Upasads has been fixed by the following text.—The first Upasad should be done first; after that is done, the middle one should be done; and after the middle one, the last one is to be done.'—Now if the repetition were in the manner of 'the repeated fall of the measuring rod', then the second performance of the first Upasad would come after that of the last (third) one,—this multiplication (repetition) would not be at its own place and time (as prescribed by the text just quoted).—This discrepancy does not occur if there is repetition of the first Upasad at its own place and time.—Hence we conclude that the multiplication of the Upasad should be at its own place and time.
ADHIKARANA (3): In the case of the "Sāmidhēni Verses", the additional verses come in at the end.

SÚTRA (4).

[PRÉVAPAKŚA]-"THE 'DHÅYĀ' VERSES SHOULD COME BETWEEN THE 'SĀMIDHYAMĀNAVATI' VERSE AND THE 'SAMIDDHAVATI' VERSE: BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN EULOGISED AS LYING BETWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH."

Bhāṣya.

The 'Sāmidhēni verses' have been spoken of in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, in the text—"Sāmidhēniiruvāha' ['He recites the Sāmidhēni verses'] (Taitt. Sām. 2. 5. 8. 2). In regard to the number of these verses, there are several alternatives laid down with a view to definite desirable results, such as 'For one who desires social standing, one should recite twenty-one' (Taitt. Sām. 2. 5. 10. 2), and so forth.—These numbers are to be made up by introducing additional verses, as is going to be explained later on (under Sū. 10. 5. 26).

[Of 'Sāmidhēni verses' proper, the number is only eleven; these have been translated by Eggeling in his translation of the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, in a footnote, on p. 102. But in regard to actual practice, varying numbers have been laid down: The Śatapatha speaks of fifteen under 1. 3. 5. 7;—of seventeen, under 1. 3. 5. 19 and 3. 1. 3. 6;—of twenty-one, under 3. 3. 5. 11. There are several ways of making up these numbers: For making up 'fifteen', the device laid down is to secure the four additional verses by reciting the first and the eleventh verses thrice instead of once; while 'twenty-one' is made up by bringing in additional verses from the Tenth Manḍala of the Rgveda.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are the additional verses to come at the end (after the original verses)? Or do they come between the 'Samiddhyamānavatī Verse' ['Samiddhyamāna'dhvarah etc.—Rgveda, 3. 27. 4],—and the 'Samiddhavatī verse' ['Samiddho agna dhūta etc.—Rgveda, 3. 28. 5]?

On this question, the natural conclusion—supported also by the principle enunciated under Sū. 5. 2. 19—is that they should come in at the end.

As against this we have the following view [which is regarded as the Párśaṇaka of the Adhikarana]—"The additional verses should come in between the 'Samiddhyamānavatī verse' and the 'Samiddhavatī verse':—Why?—because they have been eulogised—praised—as lying between Heaven and Earth, in the text.—This (Earth) is Samiddhyamānavatī and that (Heaven) is Samiddhavatī, what comes between is the Dhāyā;—here the Dhāyā (which is the name of the additional verses) is described as the sky (between Heaven and Earth), which shows that these verses are to be recited between the two verses named; so that they should not come in at the end".
SŪTRA (5).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, IT IS ONLY THOSE VERSES THAT ARE CALLED ‘DHĀYYĀ’ [THAT MAY COME IN THE MIDDLE;—THE OTHERS MUST COME AT THE END].

Bhāṣya.

In reality, it is only those that are called by the name ‘DHĀYYĀ’ that may come in the middle (between the two verses named in the preceding Śūtra); because it is under that name that they have been spoken of in the eulogistic text quoted; and it is on the basis of this eulogy and name that we have such assertions as—The two verses containing the term pythuṇāja [i.e., Rgveda 3, 27, 5-8] are the two DHĀYYA’s, and the two verses in the Upnīk and Kakup metres are the two DHĀYYA’s.

Question—"What are these mantras that are called ‘DHĀYYA’? We do not find this term used anywhere’.

Answer—The Śāmilāṇī verses themselves are ‘DHĀYYA’.

"How so?".

The words of the revered Pāṇini (3, 1, 29) are as follows—‘The terms (1) Pāṇya, (2) Śāmilāṇa, (3) Nikāṇya, and (4) DHĀYYA are used in the sense of (1) a measure, (2) an offering-material, (3) a residence, and (4) the Śāmilāṇī verses’;—on the strength of this Smṛti-text, we infer the Vedic text (to the same effect).

"To which of the Śāmilāṇī verses is the name DHĀYYA applied?"

Answer—It appears that the name is applied to all the Śāmilāṇī verses. But in the present context, from what has been said under Sū. 1, to the effect that ‘the DHĀYYA should come in between the Samihyamāṇavati verse and the Śāmilāṇavati verse’;—it would seem that from among all the Śāmilāṇī verses, it is only a few specified ones to which the name ‘DHĀYYA’ is meant to be applied.

"But from the words of Pāṇini, all the Śāmilāṇīs should come equally under the name ‘DHĀYYA’;”

Not so; because even so, the application of the name to a few selected ones only would be quite compatible (with the words of Pāṇini).

"If only a few selected ones are to be included under the name, which ones are they?"

Answer—they are just those verses that contain the term ‘dhāyyā’; these alone are the DHĀYYA verses; and it is only if these alone are meant, that the said declaration (that the DHĀYYA verses are to come between the two verses, Samihyamāṇavati and Śāmilāṇavati) can have any sense;—and when the declaration serves a useful purpose under this restricted sense, no other verses could be regarded as ‘dhāyyā’; as there would be no authority for their being so regarded.
SŪTRA (6).

THE VERSES IN THE 'UŚṆIK' AND 'KAKUP' METRES ARE FOUND AT THE END.

Bhāṣya.

The two verses in the 'Uśṇik' and 'Kakup' metres are actually found recited at the end; as is clear from this text—'Yajjaṣatya paridāhyyāṁ yañām gacchhēt, aha yat triṣṭabhāḥ paridāhāti nāṁ gacchhati' ('If he places the Paridhi sticks with the Jagaśi metre, then the Sacrifice will reach completion; if he places the Paridhi-sticks with the Triṣṭup metre, the sacrifice will not reach completion').

''But here we find the Triṣṭup metre spoken of as coming at the end, not the Uśṇik and the Kakup.''

Answer—It is the Uśṇik and the Kakup that are spoken of here as 'Triṣṭup'.

''How so?''

Because we find the eulogy at the end to the effect that—'The Triṣṭup is virility itself; the Uśṇik and the Kakup constitute the virility of the Triṣṭup', where the effect has been spoken of (figuratively) as the cause.
ADHIKARANA (4) : The verses added to the 'Bahisphavamāna' should come in after the 'Paryāsa', at the end.

SŪTRA (7).

[Pūrvapakṣa continued]—"When verses are added to the 'Bahisphavamāna' hymn, the additional verses should come in before the 'Paryāsa'; as it is so seen at the 'Dvādāshāhā' sacrifice."

Bhāṣya:

There are certain sacrifices at which additional verses are to be used; for instance—Ekacintāshātriṇā prajākānam yājayēyuh, triṣṇavānajā, kānman, trayastreṇāh pratiṣṭhākānum [By the Atirātra with twenty-one verses, they should sacrifice for one desiring offspring; by one with twenty-seven verses, for one desiring glory; and by one with thirty-six verses, for one desiring social standing] (Tait. Brā. 2. 2. 4. 7). Here the various numbers are to be made up by adding other verses—as is going to be explained later on (under Sū. 10. 5. 26).

Now in regard to the additional verses brought into the Ectypal modifications of the Bahisphavamāna,—there arises the question—Are these additional verses brought in at the Ectypes, to come in at the end? Or before the Paryāsa?

[At the Bahisphavamāna, which is the Archetypal Hymn, there are only three triads of verses, i.e., 9 verses in all—the three triads being named (1) 'Stotriya', (2) 'Anurūpa', and (3) 'Paryāsa';—in order to make up the number twenty-one, four verse-triads, i.e. twelve verses, have to be added; for making up the number twenty-seven, six verse-triads, i.e., eighteen verses, have to be added; and for making the number thirty-six, eight verse-triads, i.e., 24 verses, have to be added.]

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"The additional verses should come in before the 'Paryāsa', as has been seen at the 'Dvādāshāhā' sacrifice. That is, in connection with the Dvādāshāhā sacrifice it is said—There are two Verse-triads, the Stotriya and the Anurūpa; there are verse-triads called Vṛsancaat; and the last verse-triad is the Paryāsa [where the Vṛsancaat verse-triads appear before the Paryāsa]; on the same analogy in the case in question also, the additional verse-triads should come in before the Paryāsa, the last verse-triad."

SŪTRA (8).

[Pūrvapakṣa concluded]—"The name 'Paryāsa' also stands for the end."

Bhāṣya:

"In common parlance, the term 'paryāsa' is found to be used in the sense of end; as in such expressions as kṣetra-paryāsaḥ ('end of the field'),
'nadiparyāsah' ('end of the river'). Thus from the very name 'Paryāsa' it follows that the verse-triad of that name should come at the end [and it follows as a necessary corollary that the additional verses must come in before it].

SŪTRA (9).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD COME IN AT THE END, AS ALREADY EXPLAINED.

Bhāṣya.

Such additional ectypeal details as those under question should come in at the end; as has already been explained under Śū. 5. 2. 19, above.

SŪTRA (10).

AS REGARDS THE 'DVĀDASHĀHA' SACRIFICE, WHAT IS DONE THERE IS BY VIRTUE OF THE DIRECT DECLARATION.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above (under Śū. 7) that 'it has been so found to be the case at the DeVādāšāha sacrifice'—this has got to be refuted.—The answer to this is that what is done at the DeVādāšāha sacrifice is by virtue of the direct declaration to the effect that 'There are two verse-triads, Sotrīga and Anurūpa; there are the verse-triads called Vṛṣṇeṇa; and the last verse-triad is the Paryāsa';—and no burden is too heavy for a Vedic declaration. [Hence what is so declared has to be accepted; but there is no such declaration in connection with the case in question].

SŪTRA (11).

ALSO BECAUSE THE BAHĪṢPĀVAMAṆĀ IS NOT A MODIFICATION OF THE DVĀDASHĀHA.

Bhāṣya.

The Bahīṣpāvamāṇa (which we are considering) is not a modification (Ectype) of the DeVādāšāha; hence it is not necessary that it should take in the details of this latter.

SŪTRA (12).

IN FACT, EVEN IN WHAT IS A MODIFICATION OF THE DVĀDASHĀHA, [THE ADDITIONAL VERSES COME AT THE END] BECAUSE THEY ARE NEW [AND THEIR PLACE HAS NOT BEEN OTHERWISE FIXED].

Bhāṣya.

Even at those sacrifices (such as the Aḥina Sutras) which are Ectypes of the DeVādāšāha, the additional verses are placed at the end.—How so!—
Because they are new; that is, as for the 'Viśpāvat verse-triads', it is only the Viśpāvat verses proper that are placed before the Paryāsa [those however whose place is not so fixed are always placed at the end]. Because the text speaks of the Viśpāvat verse-triads only, and what is directly stated, that alone is to be accepted; it cannot be made applicable to other similar cases.
ADHIKARAṆA (5): At the aforesaid 'Sacrifices with additional verses', the additional Sāma-music comes in in the middle.

SŪTRA (13).

[PŪRVAPĀKṢA]—"In the two later PAVAMĀṆA hymns, the SĀMA-
music should come in at the end."

Bhāṣya.

Here also the sacrifices to be considered are those same where additional verses are brought in. At these, in the two later Pavamāna hymns, the additional number is made up by means of additional Sāma-music—as is going to be explained later on (under Adhyāya X).

In regard to these additional Sāma-music, there arises the question—Are these to come in at the end? Or along with the three metres, Gāyatrī, Br̥hati, and Anuṣṭup (i.e. in the body of the Mantras composing the Hymn)?

The Pūrvapākṣa view is that "in the two later Bṛha-pavamānas, the Sāma-music is to be introduced at the end. The argument in support of this has been already set forth above, under Śū. 5. 2. 19.—Hence the Sāma-music in question should come in at the end."

SŪTRA (14).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, they should come [in the body of the Mantras themselves] along with the metres, GĀYATRĪ, BRHATI, AND ĀNUSṬUṆ—because of the direct declaration.

Bhāṣya.

The Sāma-music in question should come in along with the metres—Gāyatrī, Brhati, and Anuṣṭup.—Why so?—Because of the direct declaration, which says—Verily there are three wombs of the Sacrifice—Gāyatrī, Brhati, and Anuṣṭup; it is only in connection with these that they add or subtract the Sāma-music.'—Here we find it distinctly laid down that the addition of the Sāma-music is to be made in connection with these metres. Hence the Sāma-music cannot come in at the end.—Because the versetriad in the Gāyatrī metre is the first one of the Midday-Pavamāna, beginning with the Mantra 'Uchchāte jātamandhasah etc', and also the first one of the Ārghava-Pavamāna, beginning with the Mantra 'Svādīśthayā mādīśthayā, etc.'; while the Mantras coming at the end are in the Triṣūṭup and Jayāti metres, neither of which is mentioned in the text quoted as admitting the Sāma-music].
ADHIKARANA (6): The 'Holding' is auxiliary to the Sacrifice, and the 'Bricks' are auxiliary to the Fire.

SUTRA (15)

[PURVAPAKSA]—"The 'Holding' and the 'Bricks' spoken of in the 'AUPANUVAKYA' Section should be auxiliary to 'Juice-Extraction' and 'Hearth' respectively."

Bhāṣya.

In the Aupanuvāka-Section [i.e., in an isolated Section not dealing with any particular sacrifice—says the Subodhini], certain (a) 'Holdings' and (b) 'Bricks' have been laid down:—(a) 'Esā vai haviśā haviyajate yo dābhyaṃ grhītā somāya yajat' ['One who sacrifices to Soma after holding the Adābhya offers a sacrifice with the very essence of offering-materials'] (Taitti. Saṃ. 3. 3. 4. 3) [Here the 'Holding' of the Adābhya (a polished vessel made of Udambara wood) is laid down];—'Parā vā āṣasyāyaḥ prāṇā hi yo 'nāshu grhnāti' ['If one holds the Aśeshu, his life reaches the fullest span']. [Here the 'Holding' of the Aśeshu-vessel is laid down];—(b) 'Iśṭakābhikṣitivrīnirupadadhāti, sajrinirupaddadhāti' ['He puts in bricks bearing the mark of figures; he puts in bricks bearing the mark of the thunderbolt'] (Taitti. Saṃ. 5. 7. 3. 1). [Here the putting in of 'Bricks' is laid down];—'Bhūteṣṭakā upadadhāti' ['He puts in well-burnt bricks'] (Taitti. Saṃ. 5. 6. 3. 1). [Here also the putting in of 'Bricks' has been laid down].

In regard to this there arise the following questions—(a) Is the 'Holding' spoken of in the Aupanuvāka-Section auxiliary to the 'Juice-Extraction'—or to the 'Sacrifice'? (b) Are the 'Bricks' auxiliary to the 'Hearth'—or to the 'Fire'?—

The Purva-pakṣa view is as follows:—"The 'Holding' is auxiliary to the Juice-Extraction and the 'Bricks' to the Hearth;—why?—because it is the 'Juice-Extraction' that commences with the 'Holdings', and it is the 'Hearth' that commences with the 'Bricks'; and as a rule, when one thing commences with another, the latter is 'auxiliary' to the former.".

SUTRA (16).

[SIDDHANTA]—The 'Holding' and the 'Bricks' should be regarded as auxiliary to the 'Sacrifice' and the 'Fire' respectively; because these are what have been enjoined; while there is no injunction of what has been mentioned before (in Sū. 15).

Bhāṣya.

The 'Holding' should be regarded as auxiliary to the Sacrifice, and the 'Bricks' to the Fire;—why?—because these are what have been enjoined;
that is, it is the Fire that is enjoined as to be set up, in the text 'If one who knowing this sets up the Fire' [Taitti. Sam. 5. 5. 2. 1]; here it is not the Hearth that is spoken of as to be set up; what is laid down is the setting up of the Fire by means of Bricks; that this is so is indicated by the accusative ending in the word 'Agni'.—Similarly the text 'If one holding the Adābhya sacrifices to Soma' lays down the connection of the Adābhya with the Sacrifice; so also it is the connection of the Arihuka with the Sacrifice that is laid down [in the text 'If one holds the Arihuka, his life reaches the fullest span']; such being the case, this text will have served its purpose when it has expressed the said connection (of the Holding) with the Sacrifice, and has brought about the declared connection.—Similarly the other text will have served its purpose by having once established the connection (of the Bricks) with the Fire.

Then again, there is no injunction—of the Hearth and the Juice-extraction; these two are nowhere laid down as to be brought about (for their own sake); in fact, they have been laid down only as subserving the purpose of other things.

"What is the use of this discussion?"

If the 'Holding' were auxiliary to the Juice-extraction, then it would have to be done at each such extraction; similarly if the 'Bricks' were auxiliary to the Hearth, they would have to be put in at every Hearth;—whereas, if the 'Holding' is auxiliary to the Sacrifice, it need be done only once (in course of the entire Sacrifice); and if the 'Bricks' are auxiliary to the Fire, they need be put in only once.
ADHİKARAṆA (7): The "Chitrini" ('Figure-marked') and other Bricks are to be put in at the Central Hearth.

SŪTRA (17).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA continued]—"They should be put in at the last (hearth); because it is only thus that there would be non-interference."

Bhāṣya.

Under the Aṣṭāṇuvākyā section we read—"Chitrirupadadhāti, sujirinirupadadhāti" ['He puts in the figured-marked bricks; he puts in the thunder-bolt-marked bricks'] (Taṇṭī. Sām. 5. 7. 3. 1).—[There are five Hearths].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are these Bricks to be put in at the fifth (last) Hearth? Or at the Central one?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that "they should be put in at the fifth Hearth; as it is only thus that these Bricks do not interfere with—i.e. come between—the other bricks whose order is definitely fixed".

SŪTRA (18).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA concluded]—"Also because we see texts indicative of the same conclusion."

Bhāṣya.

The text meant is—'Āvapanam vai utamā chāṭh, anyā āprakā ś upadadhāti' ['The last Hearth is the refuge of the shelterless, hence all other bricks are put into this'].

SŪTRA (19).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, they should be put in at the Central Hearth, because of the direct declaration,—these bricks being called 'Brāhmaṇavati'.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the Bricks in question should be put in at the last Hearth.—Then at which Hearth?—At the Central Hearth;—why so?—because these bricks are called 'Brāhmaṇavati' and for Brāhmaṇavati bricks, the Central Hearth has been ordained, in the following text—Any brick which one may recognize as Brāhmaṇavati, he should put in at the Central Hearth."

"All bricks may be Brāhmaṇavati."

That cannot be; as from indicative texts, and also from the distinctive name (which would be meaningless if all were 'brāhmaṇavati'), it is clear that only a few are so called. And from this it follows that these Bricks should not be put in at the last Hearth.
ADHIKARANA (8): The ‘Figure-marked’ and other Bricks should be put in before the ‘Lokamprṇā’ Brick.

SŪTRA (20).

[The said Bricks should be put in] before the ‘Lokamprṇā’ Brick; because this latter is meant to serve the purpose of making up deficiencies.

Bhāṣya.

Under the Asūnāvaśyā section, certain Bricks have been spoken of—
(a) ‘He puts in the thunder-bolt-marked bricks, he puts in the figure-marked bricks’ (Taitti. Sar. 5, 7, 3, 1);—‘He puts in the wall-burnt bricks’ (Taitti. Sar. 5, 6, 3, 1)—we have learnt from the preceding Adhikaraṇa that these bricks should be put in at the Central Hearth.

Now there arises the question—Are these to be put in before the ‘Lokamprṇā’ Brick? or after it?—[The brick that is put in with the mantra ‘Lokamprṇa chhidram prṇa’ (Taitti. Sar. 4, 2, 4, 4) is called the ‘Lokamprṇā Brick’].

The Pūrṇapākaśa view is that “they should be put in after it, according to the principle laid down under Sū. 5, 2, 19.”

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—They should be put in before the Lokamprṇā Brick, because this latter is meant to serve the purpose of making up deficiencies (filling up gaps);—that it is meant to serve this purpose is clearly declared in the text—‘Whatever may be wanting, whatever gaps there may be, all that they make up by this brick, saying—Lokamprṇa chhidram prṇa [fill up the region, fill up the gaps]’. What is said in this text is something new (not already known), hence we conclude that this passage, though apparently commendatory, should be taken as mandatory.—From all this it follows that the bricks in question should be put in before the ‘Lokamprṇā’ bricks.
ADHIKARANA (9): The ‘Agnihotra’ and other Rites should be performed in Fire consecrated by the performance of the Iṣṭi.

SŪTRA (21).

RITES SHOULD BE PERFORMED IN THE CONSECRATED FIRE, AS CONSECRATIONS ARE MEANT FOR THAT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Fire-laying Rite, the Pavamāna sacrifices have been laid down;—there are certain compulsory Rites to be performed, such as the Agnihotra; and others that are not compulsory, such as the offerings to Indra-Agni.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Should these Rites be performed after the performance of the Pavamāna sacrifices? Or should they be performed in the Fires just after they have been duly installed [and the Pavamāna sacrifices have not yet been performed]?

The Pūrva-pakṣa on this question is as follows:—"They should be performed in the Fires just after they have been installed.—Why?—Because the man becomes fit to perform the Rites as soon as the Fires have been installed; as is clear from such texts as—(a) 'The man who has installed the Fires should not put in wet fuel', (b) 'When Fire has been produced, they follow it with the Agnihotra', where it is shown that the Agnihotra should be performed as soon as the Fires have been installed.—From all this it follows that it is not necessary to wait for the performance of the Pavamāna sacrifices."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—Rites should be performed in such Fires as have been consecrated by means of the Pavamāna sacrifices.—Why?—Because Consecrations are meant for that purpose; as a matter of fact, such names as the ‘Ahavanīya’ and the rest (which are applied to the Fires in which sacrifices are made) connote consecration; so that until there has been some consecration, no fire could be recognised as ‘ahavanīya’.—From this it follows that Rites are to be performed in consecrated Fires.

SŪTRA (22).

WHAT HAS BEEN PUT FORWARD IS AN ‘OBSERVANCE’ FOLLOWING UPON THE INSTALLATION OF FIRES, AND THIS LATTER HAS BEEN ALREADY ACCOMPLISHED.

Bhāṣya.

As for the text that has been quoted—"The man who has installed the Fires should not put in wet fuel',—it is only right that such acts should be done as soon as the Fires have been installed; because it is an observance laid down for the man who has installed the Fires; and as soon as the Fires
have been installed, the man becomes one who has installed the Fires; so that it is only natural that the observance should follow immediately, as 'the installation of the Fires' has been already accomplished.

SŪTRA (23).

"But the AgniHotra and the rest should be performed before the Pavamāna—as indicated by the text (already quoted)."

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued by the Pūrvapakṣins that 'there is the text ['When the Fire has been produced, they follow it with the AgniHotra.'] indicating that the AgniHotra should be performed as soon as the Fires have been installed, even before the Pavamāna sacrifices'—This argument has been reiterated in the present Sūtra.

SŪTRA (24).

In reality, the text quoted is a commendatory declaration; because the thing is already there.

Bhāṣya.

The sentence quoted is purely commendatory.—Why?—Because the thing is already there; that is, there already exists another AgniHotra-offering. The teachers of the Veda have considered the question as to why there should be no AgniHotra-offering (before Pavamāna), when the AgniHotra has to be offered (on the installation of the Fires); and the explanation is provided by the following text.—'If one offers the oblation with a Yajus-mantra, he offers two oblations which have not been previously offered; if he does not offer the oblation, Agni would come down upon him; therefore he should offer the oblation in silence'.—It is this silent offering [and not the regular AgniHotra] that has been eulogised in the commendatory passage in question.

SŪTRA (25).

Also because it would be incompatible with the Principles already determined.

Bhāṣya.

If the AgniHotra and other rites were performed immediately after the Installation of the Fires (before the performance of the Pavamāna sacrifices), then that would militate against the principle already determined above, under Sū. 3, 6, 12 [where it is shown that the Pavamāna sacrifices help in the installing of the Fires, which shows that the installation of the Fires is not complete without the performance of the Pavamāna].

From all this it follows that the said Rites should be performed only in the duly-consecrated Fire.
ADHIKARANA (10): The observances to be kept by the 'Agnichit', 'Fire-installer', during the rains, should come after the performance of the Sacrifice of 'Agnichayana'.

SUTRA (26).

[PUṆṆAPAKṢA]—''As soon as the Fire has been installed (set up on the altar) the man has become an 'Agnichit' ('Fire-installer'); hence it is proper that he should keep the observances forthwith; as the condition (on which the keeping of observances is contingent) has been fulfilled.''

Bhāṣya.

We read of certain observances in the following text—When it rains, the fire-installer should not run,—he should not approach his wife,—the fire-installer should not eat birds and so forth.

In regard to these observances, there arises the question—Should these observances be kept as soon as the fire has been simply set up on the altar?—Or after the performance of the whole sacrifice of Agnichayana (Fire-installation) ?

On this question, the Puṇṇapakṣa view is as follows:—‘They should be kept as soon as the fire has been set up on the altar. Because the man who has installed, or set up on the altar, the Fire has become an Agnichit (Fire-installer); consequently all the observances that have been prescribed for the 'Agnichit' become incumbent upon him immediately after the setting up of the Fire; because as soon as the contingency upon which an act was contingent has been fulfilled, the act should be done.—Hence the observances should be kept immediately after the setting up of the Fire on the Altar.''

SUTRA (27).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, they should be kept at the end of the 'Agnichayana' Sacrifice; because they are included in the 'declaration of the ceremonial procedure'.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the 'declaration of the ceremonial procedure' of a sacrifice brings up only those acts that subserv the purposes of that sacrifice; the observances in question do not subserv the purposes of the sacrifice; in fact, they subserv the purposes of the Agent.—How so?—Because it is the Agent alone that is mentioned in the prohibition—When it rains he should not run, he should not approach his wife and so forth; none of these
acts (prohibited) are possible as subserving the purposes of the sacrifice, whereby alone could their prohibition subserv any purposes of the sacrifice.

"Even though the observances are acts subserving the purposes of the Agent,—they come in as to be kept by the man who has set up the Fire, immediately after this setting up."

Not so, we reply.

SŪTRA (28).

BECAUSE IT IS THE 'FIRE' THAT IS INDICATED AS THE 'OBJECTIVE'.

Bhāṣya.

The 'installation' is for the purpose of the Fire; because when a thing helps the fire in the carrying on of its functions, it is regarded as being for the purpose of the Fire.—"What is the purpose of the Fire?"—Its purpose is the accomplishment of the Sacrifice; hence it is only when the sacrifice has been accomplished that the 'installation' can be regarded as having rendered its help.—Consequently it is only after the Sacrifice has been accomplished that the man can be called 'Agnichit' ('Fire-installer'); and hence it is only at the end of the sacrifice that the observances come in.
ADHIKARANA (11): The 'Initiation' is complete only after the performance of the Dikṣaṇīya Īṣṭi.

SŪTRA (20).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"It is only after he has been declared to be so (by the Adhvaryu Priest), that he should be regarded as 'initiated' by all the methods described; because all are spoken of as connected with the act of Initiation."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma we read—Agnāvivekāparamākāladakṣapālam niṣeṣāḥ dīkṣaṇīyamānāḥ ["When one is going to be initiated he should offer the cake baked upon eleven pans to Agni-Viṣṇu"] (Taittī. Saṁ. 3, 5, 1, 4) [where the Dikṣaṇīya Īṣṭi is laid down].—Then again, we meet with such texts as—'He initiates him with the stick' (Taittī. Saṁ. 6, 1, 3, 5);—'He initiates him with the girdle-zone';—'He initiates him with the black-antelope-skin' (Taittī. Saṁ. 6, 1, 3, 2);—and so forth.

In regard to this there arises the question—Does the man become 'initiated' by all the methods that are laid down? Or, simply on the completion of the Dikṣaṇīya Īṣṭi?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—'It is by all the methods that he becomes initiated. Why so?—Because all are spoken of as connected with the act of Initiation; the connection with Initiation is present in all the methods described.'—'He initiates with the stick', which means that 'he brings about his initiation'; if the man were to be an 'initiate' on the completion of the sacrifice only, then how could the priest bring about his initiation 'with the stick'? From this it is clear that the man does not become an 'initiate' by means of the sacrifice only. —Nor do we find the name 'initiate' applied to him at the end of the sacrifice;—the name is applied to him only when he is addressed as such. Hence it follows that he could not be regarded as an 'initiate' after the sacrifice only. Then again, so long as combination (of all the methods of Initiation) is possible, it cannot be right to treat them as optional alternatives, because in the latter case every one of the methods would in one case have to be rejected, and this would go against the declaration of the ceremonial procedure (which takes in all the methods).—Thus the conclusion is that, though the sentences speaking of the various methods of Initiation are different, yet, they are all construed together, on the strength of the declaration of the ceremonial procedure; so that the man should be regarded as an 'Initiate' only after he is declared to be so (by the Adhvaryu Priest, who makes the declaration 'this Brāhmaṇa has become duly initiated')."
SŪTRA (30).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, HE SHOULD BE REGARDED AS AN "INITIATE" AT THE END OF THE SACRIFICE; AS THE SACRIFICE IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF INITIATION. AS FOR THE OTHER TEXTS, THEY SIMPLY CONNECT THE INITIATION WITH PARTICULAR OBJECTS (NOT WITH ANY ACTS).

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the man should be regarded as an 'initiate' at the end of the sacrifice; because it is for the purpose of bringing about the Initiation that the sacrifice is performed; i.e. the sacrifice (Dīkṣāniyā) is performed for one who is going to be initiated, and who is not already initiated; and it could be taken as performed for one who is going to be initiated only if he actually became 'initiated' on the completion of the sacrifice. Hence from the sentence it follows that the man does become 'initiated' at the time of the completion of the sacrifice; when the thing which has been declared to be the means of Initiation has been accomplished, why should the man not be regarded as 'initiated'? Specially when the sentence, independently by itself, points out that he does become 'initiated' on the performance of the sacrifice.

It has been argued that—"the other methods also are spoken of as connected with Initiation, in such sentences as 'He initiates him with a stick';—how could these be the means of initiation if the man were already an 'initiate' (at the completion of the sacrifice only)?"—Our answer to this is that all that the sentence means is that 'by means of the stick such a thing is accomplished'.—[but no action is mentioned, through which the Initiation could be brought about by the stick; the stick and other things could be the means of Initiation only if they accomplished some act or operation; because 'Initiation' is an 'embellishment', and an embellishment can be brought only by means of an action or operation, not merely by an object, which is not of the nature of an act.—Tapāśika].

Secondly, it has been argued that—"the name 'Initiate' is not applied to the man immediately after the completion of the Dīkṣāniyā sacrifice".—Our answer to this is that the mere fact of a word not being used cannot be regarded as proof of the non-existence of the thing expressed by that word; in fact, even when a thing exists, the word expressing it is not used, if there is no occasion for using it.

The other sentence however—"when going to be initiated, one should offer the cake baked on eleven pans to Agni—Vīṣṇu"—clearly shows that the man does become an 'initiate' on the completion of the said offering (sacrifice).

Lastly, as regards the argument that—"the name 'Initiate' is applied to the man only at the time that it is notified"—this notification would not be incompatible with the view that the man becomes an 'initiate' on the completion of the sacrifice.

Nor does this view militate against the declaration of the ceremonial procedure; because while one (the Dīkṣāniyā sacrifice) accomplishes the
Initiation, the others (stick and the rest) bring about the Initiated Man [so that there is no incompatibility.]

SŪTRA (31).  

THE NAME ("Dīkṣanīyā") ALSO POINTS TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.  

Bhāṣya.  

For the following reason also we conclude that the sacrifice is performed for the purpose of the Initiation, and that the name 'Initiate' applies to the man on the completion of the sacrifice.—"What reason?"—It is that the name also points to the same conclusion; that is, the conclusion that has been deduced from reasonings is the same that is indicated by the name of the sacrifice.—"How so!"—The name 'Dīkṣanīyā' ('Initiatory') means that it brings about the dīka, Initiation; just as the name 'bhojaniya' means that which brings about eating; and 'uddāniya' is that which brings about bathing.—From this also we conclude that the Dīkṣanīya sacrifice is performed for the purpose of the Initiation; and that the term 'Initiate' becomes applicable to the man on the completion of that sacrifice (Dīkṣanīyā).
ADHIKARANA (12): There is no restriction in the order of the performance of the "Prospective Sacrifices".

SUTRA (32).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"There must be an order of sequence in the performance of sacrifices; just as there is in that of the subsidiary sacrifices."

Bhāṣya.

The "Prospective Sacrifices" [i.e. those that are laid down as to be performed for the purpose of bringing about particular desirable results] form the topic of this Adhikarana — such, for instance, as (1) "One should offer the cake baked on eleven pans to Indra-Agni" (Taittī. Saṃ. 2. 2. 1. 1); and others such as (2) the "Cow-sacrifices", (3) the "Soma-sacrifices", (4) the "Samaya-sacrifices", and (5) the "Animal-sacrifices".

In regard to these, there arises the question — Are these "prospective sacrifices" to be performed in the same order in which they are found in the verbal texts? Or is there to be no restriction regarding their order of sequence?

On this question, the Purva-pakṣa view is as follows: "Among sacrifices there should be the same order of sequence in their performance as there is in the texts speaking of them; in this way the order of the verbal texts would be honoured; otherwise the order of the verbal texts would be set at nought; hence in order to avoid this, the sacrifices in question should be performed in a definite order of sequence."

SUTRA (33).

[SIDDHANTA]—In reality, it is not so; because there is no connection (among the sacrifices in question).

Bhāṣya.

In reality, there can be no restriction regarding the order of sequence (among "prospective acts").—Why?—Because there is no connection among the sacrifices in question. In regard to each one of the "prospective acts", there is a distinct declaration of ceremonial procedure; and each of these declarations includes only these acts that are expressed by the words of that declaration. If one act does not help another, then it is not connected with it either in any order of sequence or without any order of sequence; and when one act does help another, then alone the order of sequence is of use in its rendering of that help.—The sacrifices in question however are such that they do not help each other in any way. Hence an order of sequence would be of no use to them; and there is no connection among them.
SŪTRA (34).

Also because these acts are performed with a view to particular results.

Bhāṣya.

The acts in question are "prospective,"—i.e. they are performed with a view to obtaining particular results; and the desires for the various results do not appear in man in any order of sequence; so that there being no order of sequence among the contingent causes, there can be none in the effects of those causes.

SŪTRA (35).

"This cannot be right; as in that case there would be no useful purpose served (by the order of the Verbal texts)—if this be urged [then the answer would be as in the following Sūtra]."

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued in the Pūrvapakṣa that—"it is only if there is an order of sequence in the performance of the 'Prospective' acts that the order of the verbal texts (speaking of the acts) can serve a useful purpose";—and this is reiterated in the present Sūtra.

SŪTRA (36).

The order of the Verbal texts would have its use in the learning of the texts; just as in the case of acts coming after the 'Sarvasvāra' sacrifice.

Bhāṣya.

The order of the verbal texts would still have its use,—even when there is no order in the performance of the sacrifices spoken of in those texts,—as it would be of use in the learning of the texts;—i.e. in the study of the texts for the purpose of learning our duty, if a definite order of sequence is adopted, there is an unseen (transcendental) result following in relation to that learning itself;—just as, even according to you, there is in the case of acts coming after the Sarvasvāra sacrifice; that is, even for one who holds the view that the order of sequence is part and parcel of the acts in question, if an order of sequence is adopted among the acts coming after the Sarvasvāra sacrifice, it will have to be assumed that the adoption of that order brings about only an unseen (transcendental) result.
ADHIKARANĀ (13): The performance of all sacrifices is to be preceded by the performance of the Agnīṣṭoma sacrifice.

SŪTRA (37).

IN THE SENTENCE 'YA ĖTENA', THE PRONOUN 'ĒTENA' SHOULD BE TAKEN AS STANDING FOR THE 'AGNĪṢṬOMA'; BECAUSE OF THE CONTEXT.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma we read—' Ėsa vāsa prathama yajñāśaṃ yajyōṣṭomah, ēta ētēnānistō ahaṅgēna yajēṣa gartapatyamēṇa taṃjñēyē pēn vē mahētā' ['Verily the Jyotistoma is the first of sacrifices; he who, without performing this sacrifice, performs any other sacrifice, it turns out to be as if fallen into a pit, and he perishes'].

In regard to this there arises the question—To what does the sentence beginning with the words 'ya ētēna' refer?—The discussion starts with this question.—And the answer to this is that the sentence 'ya ētēna etc.' refers to the Agnīṣṭoma (the first part of the Jyotistoma).—How so?—Because of the Context; that is the sentence in question occurs in the context of the Agnīṣṭoma; and as a rule, pronouns stand for things dealt with in the Context.

SŪTRA (38).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE INDICATIVE TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

There is also a text indicative of the same conclusion; this is how the text reads—' Yasya navatīkhatam stotriyākh ēva [At which there are a hundred and ninety stotriya-hymns] (Aitareya-Brā. 3, 41). It is the Agnīṣṭoma at which there are a hundred and ninety hymns.—"How?"—There is the threefold Bṛha-paramāna (9), the fifteen Ājnas, each of these is four;—so these make 9 + 60 = 69;—then there are 15 midday Pavanāsas; thus the number becomes 84;—then there are the 17 Prthias, each of these being 4, their number becomes 68;—these, with the former 84, make up 152;—then there are the seventeen Ārhaṇa Pavanāsas; this makes the number 169;—lastly, there are the 21 Yajñya-āṇga hymns; thus making up the total of 190 hymns at the Agnīṣṭoma. For this reason also the sacrifice referred to in the sentence in question must be the Agnīṣṭoma.
ADHIKARANA (14): The modifications (Ectypes) of the 'Jyotiṣṭoma' must be preceded by the 'Agniṣṭoma'.

ŚUTRA (39).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"In the same sentence, the phrase 'athānyēṇa' should be taken as referring to the other 'forms' (of the Jyotiṣṭoma itself); because these are the nearest (nouns)".

Bhāṣya.

[In the same sentence that we have dealt with in the preceding Adhikarana] there is the phrase 'athānyēṇa'. In regard to this, there arises the question—For what does the word 'anyēṇa' ('another' sacrifice) stand? Does it refer to the 'Forms' of the Jyotiṣṭoma itself i.e. to the six terminuses that follow the Agniṣṭoma, which is the first form or Terminus, and which is also, on that account, called 'Jyotiṣṭoma'? Or does it refer to the Ectypes (modifications) of the Jyotiṣṭoma—viz. the Ekāha and the rest?

[The principal Soma-sacrifice, the Archetype of all Soma-offerings, is called 'Jyotiṣṭoma'; this name is also sometimes loosely applied to the first of the seven 'Soma-thās' or 'Forms' i.e. 'Terminuses' of the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifices; to which first Terminus, the name 'Agniṣṭoma' is given. In literature, the two terms are more or less convertible. In fact, it is on this confusion that the present Adhikarana is based. It is declared that 'if one performs any other sacrifice without having performed the Jyotiṣṭoma, he falls into trouble'. And the question that is raised is—what is the meaning of 'any other sacrifices'?—Does it mean any one of the six Terminuses that follow the Agniṣṭoma (the first Terminus)? [This doubt would be possible only if the name of the first Terminus were 'Jyotiṣṭoma' as well as 'Agniṣṭoma']. Or does it mean any one of the various ectypes of the Principal Soma-sacrifice, Jyotiṣṭoma?—The seven 'Terminuses' of the Soma-sacrifice (Jyotiṣṭoma) are—
(1) Agniṣṭoma (also called Jyotiṣṭoma), (2) Atyagniṣṭoma, (3) Ukthia, (4) Sudasha, (5) Vājápethya, (6) Atriṭra, and (7) Aptyamā.]

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows—"It refers to the Terminuses.—Why?—Because these are the nearest; that is, in the particular Context, it is the Terminuses that are nearest to the pronoun in question; hence it must be taken as referring to them, in view of the 'Context'."

...
Śūtra (40).

In reality, it should be taken as referring to those sacrifices of which the Jyotiṣṭoma is the Archetype; because 'Āpatti' (Bestowal of Independence) and 'Vihāra' (Transference of Details) are not possible among equals.

Bhāṣya.

The reference must be taken to be to those sacrifices—the Cow sacrifice and the like—of which the Jyotiṣṭoma is the Archetype; because 'āpatti' (the Bestowal of Independence) and 'vihāra' (Transference of Details) are possible only between the Archetype and its Ectypes, and not among those that are 'equal', i.e. equally included under the name 'Jyotiṣṭoma' [and it is the Terminuses that are so included]. As a matter of fact, the phrase 'abhāgyena' is not construed to mean 'by another sacrifice included under the name Jyotiṣṭoma'; what the 'anyā', 'other', is meant to stand for is a sacrifice other than the Archetype; this 'other' is not qualified by Jyotiṣṭoma; [i.e. it cannot be said that this 'other' must be something connected with the Jyotiṣṭoma]; because the connotation of a word cannot be restricted to any part of itself by any other thing which has already served its purpose (of expressing its own meaning); and this for the simple reason that Direct Assertion (i.e. the direct Denotation of a word) cannot be set aside by Syntactical Connection (exigencies of syntax).—If the phrase be construed as a sacrifice 'other than the Jyotiṣṭoma', then the chance of its referring to the Terminuses becomes remoter still.

"In what manner is there 'āpatti' (Bestowal of Independence) and 'Vihāra' (Transference of Details)?"

We have the following texts—(A) 'Verily Agniṣṭoma is Prajāpatti; he created the later Ēkāha sacrifices; on being created, they said to him—we cannot control ourselves; thereupon he bestowed upon them independence; then they obtained control over themselves.' [Here Agniṣṭoma is represented as 'bestowing independence' upon the 'other' sacrifices; and this could not refer to the Terminuses, which have no 'independent' existence apart from the Jyotiṣṭoma].—(B)—'Out of the Fire thus born, other Fires become transferred'; or again, 'out of this sacrifice (Jyotiṣṭoma) other sacrifices get the details transferred; when the T rivṛt reaches the other sacrifices, it illumines it; that which reaches the fifteenth, illumines that; that which reaches the seventeenth illumines that; that which reaches the twenty-first illumines that; thus it is that they say—there is only one sacrifice; verily all these are Jyotiṣṭoma itself; here what are described are the Ectypes (modifications) of the Jyotiṣṭoma.—From this text it follows that the reference in the text under consideration is to these Ectypes—"How does this follow?"—What this text shows is that the details of the Archetype are 'transferred' to those sacrifices which are referred to by the term 'other' ('anyā)' in the text under consideration;—and from that we conclude that the sacrifice referred to is one which is 'other' than that from which details are transferred to it.
Sûtra (41).

[Objection]—“This text must be treated as merely commendatory, because, in reality there is no ‘transference’.”

Bhâṣya.

Objection—“If this is so, then the reference cannot be to the Exotypes; because in regard to them there can be neither ‘bestowal of independence’ nor ‘transference of details’. Because from ‘Context’ and other sources of indication, it is clear that the details belong to the Jyotistoma; if then, the details were transferred to the Cow-sacrifice and the other exotypes (of Jyotistoma),—this would militate against ‘Context’ and the other sources of indication.—Under the circumstances, the ‘bestowal of independence’ also would be something contrary to perception.—Thus then, neither ‘bestowal of independence’ nor ‘transference of details’ being possible, the texts speaking of these must be treated as purely commendatory.”

Sûtra (42).

[Answer]—In reality, there would be transference, on the strength of the General Injunction; there can be no commendation at random.

Bhâṣya.

The answer to the above objection is as follows:—Even though ‘bestowal of independence’ and ‘transference of details’ are not actually enjoined, yet they come to be regarded as enjoined on the strength of the General Injunction (that the etype should be performed like the Archetype); so that all that is to be done at the Archetype comes to be understood, on the strength of the said General Injunction, as to be done at the Etotype also. Thus it follows that the term ‘other’ is taken as referring to that in which there is ‘bestowal of independence’ and ‘transference of details’.—There can be no commendation at random—without some basis. If the text has to be taken as a commendation, it could be so taken only for the purpose of making the commendation applicable to what is referred to by the term ‘other’ [which is absurd].
ADHIKARANA (15): The performance of all sacrifices—'one-hymned' as well as 'many-hymned'—is to be preceded by the performance of the Agnihotra.

SUTRA (43).

[Purvapaksa]—'What has been declared in the preceding Adhi karana applies to only those sacrifices at which only one hymn is chanted; because they are described as 'sacrifices'.'

Bhasya.

We have the text—'He who, without having offered this (Agnihotra), offers another sacrifice, etc.'; in regard to this it has been understood that the reference here is to the Ectypes of the Jyothisma.

Now the question that arises is—Is this reference to the sacrifice with one hymn? Or to that with several hymns?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa—'The reference should be taken to be to the sacrifice with a single hymn;—why?—because they are described as sacrifices; that is to say, it is sacrifices with one hymn; that are described as 'Sacrifices' in the following text—'If a Trisrt approaches a sacrifice, it illumines that; if it approaches the fifteenth, it illumines that; if it approaches the seventeenth, it illumines that; if it approaches the twenty-first, it illumines that'; all these, Trisrt and the rest, are sacrifices with a single hymn; hence the reference should be taken as to these.'

SUTRA (44).

[Siddhanta]—It should apply to all, as there is no difference in the injunction; the description quoted is merely a commendation of the hymns.

Bhasya.

In reality, the reference should be taken as applying to all—i.e., to sacrifices with one hymn, as also to those with several hymns.—Why so?—Because they are equally spoken of by means of the word 'anu'; 'other';—'But it is sacrifices with a single hymn that have been described as sacrifices'.—True, they have been so described; but they have been so described for the purpose of being eulogised; and not for being in any way distinguished (for any purpose).—'What is the meaning of the eulogy?'.—The sentence is—'If the Trisrt approaches a sacrifice, it illumines it', which means that when the details that have been practised at the Archetype, come into the Ectype by virtue of the General Injunction, they are easily dealt with.

End of Pada iii. of Adhyaya V.
ADHYÄYA V.

PÄDA IV.

Adhikaraṇa (1): The Order of Sequence indicated by ‘Direct Declaration’ and by ‘Utility’ is more authoritative than that indicated by the Order of the Verbal Texts.

SŪTRA (1).

There is rejection of the Order (of Verbal Texts) by (a) ‘Direct Declaration’ and (b) ‘Utility’; (a) because of the peculiar character of Direct Declaration, and (b) because every act is meant to serve a useful purpose.

Bhāṣya.

Here we are going to discuss the question of the setting aside of the Order of Verbal Texts by the order indicated by ‘Direct Assertion’ and the order indicated by ‘Utility’. The question is—is the Order of Verbal Texts equal to these two? Or is it set aside by them?

On this question, the Pārvaśekha view is that—all are of equal authority; Verbal Texts are as good indicators of Order as Direct Declaration and ‘Utility’; nor is there any difference in the authoritative character of these three; hence the conclusion is that there is no hard and fast rule as to which is the most authoritative.

Against this we have the following Siddhānta:—The Order of Verbal Texts is rejected by Direct Declaration as well as by ‘Utility’.—’How so?’—Because of the peculiar character of Direct Declaration and because every act is meant to serve a useful purpose.

‘What is the peculiar character of Direct Declaration?’

It is this, that the Order indicated by Direct Declaration is directly perceptible, while the Order based upon Verbal Texts is purely inferential. What the Order of Verbal Texts does is to remind us that the action should be done in such and such a manner; and the method so recalled to the mind is adopted in practice on the sole strength of the reason that the reminding must be for the purpose of indicating the mode of activity; in the case of Direct Declaration, on the other hand, the action itself is directly perceived as being so and so.

Similarly the Order of Verbal Texts is set aside by ‘Utility’ also.

‘Why?’

Because every act is meant to serve a useful purpose; that is to say, every act is for some purpose, i.e. for the purpose of the Principal Action;
and other details done to it first; hence it follows that the details in question should be done to the Āgrāṣya (Cake) first.—“Why so?”—Because the 'carving' and the other details are all included under the Injunction of the 'offering'; all these are only preparatory, or introductory, to the act of 'offering' and are not independent acts by themselves; as has been explained already.—As a matter of fact, the 'besprinkling' as well as the 'carving' of a substance is done only with a view to offering it; 'Placing in position' also, which consists in bringing up the substance within reach, is only with a view to offering it.—In this way all these details serve a visible purpose.—From all this it follows that the performance of the details should be in the 'Order of the Principal' [which in this case is the act of offering].

It has been argued that “it is the process in connection with Curds that commences first”要说，that is so, but that earlier 'commencement' is due to the needs of the situation (the nature of things), not to the Verbal Texts.

Then again, 'the Order of the Principal' is more authoritative than 'the Order of Commencement'. If 'the Order of the Principal' is adopted, it is only one act, the first one, that becomes removed in point of time; while, if 'the Order of Commencement' is adopted, all the acts become removed. It is for this reason that 'the Order of the Principal' is more authoritative.

As for the indicative text that has been cited,—'Dadhanah pāvamavatādēyam' ('The carving should be done first to the Curds')—our answer to that is that what is said in that text must be in reference to the Cooked Curds; hence it does not affect our position.

SŪTRA (4).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE (OF THE SIDDHĀNTA).

Bhāṣya.

In support of the Siddhānta, we also have the following indicative text—'Verily he besprinkles the Dhruva-vessel before him, because it is out of that vessel that he is going to offer the first Ājyabhāṣya offerings' [where the fact of a thing being offered first is made the ground for its being besprinkled first].—From this also it follows that the Order of the details is determined by the 'Order of the Principal'.

ADHIKARANA (3): There is no restriction regarding the Order of Sequence between the 'Iṣṭi' and the 'Soma-sacrifice'.

SŪTRA (5).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"The Iṣṭi should be performed first; because of the Direct Assertion."

Bhāṣya.

['Iṣṭi' is the common name applied to all those sacrifices in which the offerings consist of Milk, Butter, Rice, Barley or other grains; and the 'Soma' is the common name given to all those in which the offerings consist of Soma-juice. The Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa is the Archetype or Model of Iṣṭi and the Jyotishoma is the Archetype of the Soma-sacrifices.]

It has been ordained that the Iṣṭi should precede the other sacrifices. There arises the question—Is it optional with the performer to perform the Iṣṭi first or the Soma first? Or must it always be the Iṣṭi to be performed first?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"In all cases, the Iṣṭi should be performed first;—why?—because of the Direct Assertion; there is a direct assertion to that effect in the following text—The Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices are the chariots of the deities: if a man performs the Soma-sacrifice after performing the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa-sacrifice, he reaches the highest position of the Divinity as if carried on a chariot" (Taittī. Sam. 2. 5. 6. 1).—And when the Direct Assertion lays down this order, no burden can be too heavy for it.—Hence the Soma-sacrifice must always be preceded by the Iṣṭi."

SŪTRA (6).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—For some people the Soma-sacrifice [should come before the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa]; because in connection with the fire-laying it is asserted that the restrictions relating to the season and the asterism need not be observed. In case the Soma-sacrifice were to come at the end (of, i.e., after, the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa), then the said assertion would be meaningless.

Bhāṣya.

We accept the view that the Soma is to be preceded by the Iṣṭi; but for some people the Soma sacrifice should come after the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa.
"How so?"—Because in connection with the Fire-laying it has been asserted that the restrictions relating to the season [that it should be done during the 'spring'] and the asterism [that it should be done under the asterism of Rohini and so forth] need not be observed; this assertion is contained in the following text—'If a man is going to perform the Soma-sacrifice, he should install the Fire and not wait for the season or asterism'; this means that if one wishes to install the Fire for performing the Soma-sacrifice, he should not wait for the prescribed season or asterism; he should install the Fire forthwith. This text clearly indicates the immediate sequence of the Soma-sacrifice to the Fire-installation. If it did not mean that the Soma-sacrifice should be performed immediately after the Fire-installation, then the assertion that 'the season and the asterism should not be awaited' would have no meaning at all. That is, if immediate sequence were not meant, then the assertion would mean that the 'season and the asterism' should be ignored by that same man for whom the observance of those has been enjoined. From all this it follows that there should be immediate sequence between the Soma-sacrifice and the Fire-installation. Then again, the affix in the participle 'Soma-gaksyaminah', 'going to perform the Soma-sacrifice', clearly shows that the sacrifice is to be performed on the same day as the Fire-installation. This could not be the intended meaning, if the view were held that the Soma-sacrifice must always be preceded by the Isha; and in that case no significance could attach to the participial affix which denotes the act as to be done on the same day. So that the word (participial) would be wholly incompatible. From this it follows that immediate sequence is really intended to be expressed.

SūTRA (7).

Further, the Fire-installation is asserted to be for the purpose of the Soma-sacrifice; and it could not be regarded as being for that purpose unless there were something peculiar (meant in regard to the Soma).

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also there should be immediate sequence between the Soma-sacrifice and the Fire-installation:—"For what reason?"—Because the Fire-installation is asserted to be for the purpose of the Soma-sacrifice, in the text—'One who would perform the Soma-sacrifice should install the Fire';—this is an additional reason. As a matter of fact, everyone who is going to perform any sacrifice—either the Soma-sacrifice or the Agnihotra and the rest—installs the Fire; so that it could not be said to be 'for the sake of the Soma-sacrifice (alone)', unless there were some peculiarity in the case of the Soma-sacrifice; and the only peculiarity possible is that the Soma-sacrifice follows immediately after the Fire-installation.
THEN AGAIN, FOR ONE WHO IS NOT GOING TO PERFORM THE SOMA-SACRIFICE,
A SPECIAL TIME IS PRESCRIBED IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SUBSTANCES TO BE USED AT THE PAVAMĀNA SACRIFICE.
THEREFORE, IF THERE BE IMMEDIATE SEQUENCE, THERE
WOULD BE NO DIFFICULTY AT ALL.

Bhāṣya.

For one who is not going to perform the Soma sacrifice, a special time
is prescribed in connection with the substances to be used at the Pavamāna
sacrifice,—in the text, “If one who is not going to perform the Soma-sacrifice
were to install the Fire, he should prepare the sacrificial substances before a
year.” There is no one who can be said to be “one not going to perform
the sacrifice”, because the sacrifice (Soma) has been prescribed for all; hence
it follows that the term “not going to perform the Soma-sacrifice” must
mean not going to perform it immediately (after the Fire-installation).

SŪTRA (9).

FOR ONE WHO IS NOT GOING TO PERFORM THE SOMA-SACRIFICE, THE
‘ĪŚTI’ SHOULD COME FIRST; ON THE OTHER HAND, IF THE
FIRE-INSTALLATION IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE SOMA-
SACRIFICE, THEN THE SOMA-SACRIFICE SHOULD
COME FIRST.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra explains the purpose of this Adhikarana. The question
being—“This Adhikarana appears to be a weak one, what is the use of
carrying it on?”—the answer is given by the Sūtra—(a) For one who is
not going to perform the Soma-sacrifice,—and who installs the Fire without
reference to the Soma-sacrifice,—the Īśti should come first;—(b) but if
the Fire-installing is for the purpose of the Soma-sacrifice, then the Soma-
sacrifice should come first;—i.e. if the Fire is installed for the purpose of
the Soma-sacrifice, then the performance of the Soma-sacrifice should come
first.—[Thus there is an option in the matter and there can be no restriction
regarding the order of sequence between the Īśti and the Soma-sacrifice.]
ADHIKARANA (4): *For the Brāhmaṇa also, there is no restriction as to the order of sequence between Iṣṭi and Soma.*

SŪTRA (10).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“*For the Brāhmaṇa, the Soma-sacrifice should be the first to be performed; on account of postponement.*”

*Bhāṣya,*

There is the Installation of Fire; in connection with it we have understood that either the Iṣṭi or the Soma-sacrifice should be the first to be performed.

Now there arises the following question—Is it for all the three higher castes, that either the Soma-sacrifice or Iṣṭi may be performed first? Or is it that for the Brāhmaṇa, the Soma-sacrifice should always be performed first? Or in the case of the Brāhmaṇa, the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice alone (out of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa Iṣṭi) is to be performed after the Soma-sacrifice, and for the rest, both the options are open to him? Or what is laid down to be performed after the Soma-sacrifice is a totally different sacrifice? Or only one substance is put off till after the Soma, and for the rest of it, both the options are open to him?

The natural answer to this appears to be that the two options—of performing the Iṣṭi before the Soma, and the Soma before the Iṣṭi—are open to all the three castes. “*Why?*”—Because there is no distinction; we do not find any ground for differentiation.

Against this, we have the following Pūrvapakṣa view:—

“*For the Brāhmaṇa, the Soma-sacrifice should be the first to be performed always;*—why?—because of postponement; the following text speaks of the postponement (or putting off) of the Iṣṭi (Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa) (till after the Soma-sacrifice)—*As regards deities, the Brāhmaṇa is Agni (related to Agni); having performed the Soma-sacrifice, he becomes Agniscemiya (related to Agni-Soma); that offering which is made at the Pūrṇamāsa should be offered afterwards; thus he becomes related to two deities;* [here it is said that the Pūrṇamāsa, which stands for the Iṣṭi Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, is to be performed after the Soma-sacrifice].—What can a direct Vedic text not do? [So that when something has been declared in the Veda, it has to be accepted, however unreasonable it may seem.]—From all this it follows that for the Brāhmaṇa, the Soma-sacrifice should be performed first, always.”
SŪTRA (11).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY IT IS ONLY THE 'PAŪRṆAMĀSA' THAT IS TO BE PUT OFF; BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF DIRECT ASSERTION.

Bhāṣya.

It has been asserted that "for the Brāhmaṇa the Soma-sacrifice should come first always"; but in reality that is not so; because for the Brāhmaṇa also, both the options are equally open.—"Why?"—Because there is no distinction; as between the two options, there is no differentiation made, even for the Brāhmaṇa.—"But it has just been shown in a text quoted that there is postponement (of the Īśā), in the case of the Brāhmaṇa."—Not so, we reply. The 'postponement' spoken of in the text quoted is of the Paūrṇamāsa only (not of the entire Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa Īśā); as it is only the Paūrṇamāsa that is actually mentioned by means of the clause 'that offering is to be made at the Pūrṇamāsa'; and in cases of verbal authority, only that much has to be accepted as is actually expressed by the words; and there is no approach of any such reasoning as—'between two equally placed things (Darsha and Pūrṇamāsa), the postponement of one (Pūrṇamāsa) must mean the postponement of the other (Darsha) also'.

SŪTRA (12).

[Objection]—"BUT IN FACT, THE WHOLE SETS OF ACTS MAKE UP A SINGLE SACRIFICE [CALLED 'DARSHA-PŪRṆAMĀSA']."

Bhāṣya.

Objection—"It has just been said that it is the Pūrṇamāsa alone that is put off.—But that is not so; it is the 'postponement' of the entire sacrifice, 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa' that is laid down in the text; as it is only when the entire sacrifice is performed (as put off), that its result can follow: otherwise (if only the Pūrṇamāsa section were put off) there would be no result at all. That this is so is due to the fact that the Pūrṇamāsa is only a part (of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa); and hence if this were put off, and the rest of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa were performed earlier (before the Soma-sacrifice), then no result would follow from this latter performance; as it would be only a partial performance; so that, as it would be fruitless, the unpostponed part, even though laid down, would not be performed. On the other hand, if the entire set of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa were put off and performed later, due results would follow from it.—The postponement of the entire set becomes implied, on the ground that only thus would the injunction of the set be fruitful.—Thus there should be postponement of the entire Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; which means that for the Brāhmaṇa the Soma-sacrifice should be performed first, always."

[The objection is answered by the Siddhāntin under 85. 17, below.]
SŪTRA (13).

[Answer—from a third party]—"The text quoted should be taken as injunctive [of a sacrifice different from the ordinary 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa'] as a subsidiary [of the Jyotiṣṭoma]."

Bhāṣya.

"It cannot be as asserted under the last Sūtra.—II, in the absence of a direct assertion to that effect, the entire Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa were put off, then this sacrifice, performed after the Soma-sacrifice, should be taken to be a totally different sacrifice of the name of 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa' (other than the ordinary sacrifice of that name).—The advantage under this view would be that it would not be necessary to assume a result from a part of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa (the Pūrṇamāsa section only, according to the Siddhānta); as for the name, there may be the same name for two distinct sacrifices; just as the names (a) 'ākṣa', (b) 'pāda' and (c) 'māsa' are applied to various things ((a) 'ākṣa' stands for dice, sense-organs, axle and other things; (b) 'pāda' stands for feet and rays; (c) 'māsa' stands for beans, a particular weight-measure, a fool).—Or, the text may be taken as an injunction of a sacrifice, a totally different act, with the same details as the Pūrṇamāsa. This would be of the nature of 'Direct Assertion' and as such would set aside all indications of 'Syntactical Connection'.—From all this it follows that the action spoken of in the text is a sacrifice totally different (from the ordinary Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa)."

SŪTRA (14).

[The Siddhānta view regarding the text quoted by the Pūrva-pakṣin]—From the 'Context' it should be 'Time' [that is laid down by the Text quoted].

Bhāṣya.

There is no authority for taking the text as laying down a distinct sacrifice;—it is a perceptible fact that the text speaks of the sacrifice to which the Context belongs; and that for which there is such authority is what should be accepted; specially as it is not reasonable to attribute several meanings to a single term (as has been done to the term 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa'). Then again, if the term were taken as denoting the details (of the Pūrṇamāsa), that would mean the attributing to the word an indirect indicative sense, while it is possible to take it in its directly expressed sense.—Further, nothing is known regarding the form of the new sacrifice (suggested); and as the form of the sacrifice has not been mentioned, it cannot be taken as a distinct sacrifice.—For these reasons, the text should be taken as mentioning the same sacrifice that has been dealt with in the 'Context', for the purpose of laying down the time (i.e. the time after the Soma-sacrifice). As it is
only the entire sacrifice that can bring about the result, if there is a postponement, there should be postponement of the entire sacrifice. — The same is to be done in the case of the Brûhmaṇa-performer also.

As for the argument that 'Direct Assertion' is more authoritative than 'Syntactical Connection', — our answer to this is as follows. — In a case where no result is spoken of, the indication of 'Syntactical Connection' also is admitted; —in the case in question there is no mention of any result. — If it be argued that the result could be assumed, — there can be no such assumption without a corroborative assertion; so that a direct assertion of the result also would have to be assumed; and the syntactical connection of that assumed text with the text in question would also have to be assumed. On the other hand, if the text in question is taken as laying down the Time, the syntactical connection would be with a perceptible (not an assumed) text. — From all this it follows that the text quoted does not lay down a distinct sacrifice.

Thus so far the whole Adhikaraṇa (dealing with the precise order of sequence between the Iṣṭi and the Soma-sacrifice) remains indefinite and incomplete. [The thread of this Adhikaraṇa is going to be taken up again, under Sūtras 17 and 18, below.]

ADHIKARAṆA (5): The text, 'One need not wait for the season or the asterism', sets aside the time of the 'Soma-sacrifice'.

SŪTRA (15).

[PUṆṆAPAṆA]—"THE SOMA WOULD BE PERFORMED IN ITS OWN TIME, AS THERE IS NO PROHIBITION OF THAT."

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—Yah somiṇa yaksyamāṇah aṁśinādattāta nartam sa pratiṣṭhāna na nakṣatram ["One who, going to perform the Soma-sacrifice, is to install the Fires, should not wait for the season or the asterism"].

In regard to this there arises the question—Does this text lay down the rejection of a particular time for the Fire-installation? Or that for the performance of the Soma-sacrifice?

On this question, the Puṇṇapakṣa view is as follows:—"This text lays down the rejection of the time for Fire-installation, as for the Soma-sacrifice, it would be performed in its own time; — why? — because there is no prohibition of that. In fact, Fire-installation is an auxiliary act; hence if there is to be a rejection of the time, it should be of the time of the auxiliary rather than that of the Primary Sacrifice; as is going to be explained under Sū. 12. 2. 23, where it is going to be shown that where there is a conflict between a primary and an auxiliary, it is the latter that is to be rejected."
SŪTRA (16).

[Siddhānta]—It is the dissociation of the Fire-installation [from the time of the Soma-sacrifice, that is laid down by the text in question]; because [as for the Fire-installation itself] it can be performed at all times.

Bhāṣya.

The text in question should be taken as laying down the dissociation of the Fire-installation from the time of the Soma-sacrifice. Why so?—Because, as for the Fire-installation itself, it can be performed at all times. That is, there is no restriction of time regarding Fire-installation; it having been declared that 'one may install the Fire on the very day on which he feels inclined to do so' (Shatapatha Brā. 2. 1. 3. 9).—Under the circumstances, if the text were to prohibit any time in reference to the Fire-installation, it would be prohibiting something that is not relevant at all. From this it follows that the text should be taken as laying down the rejection of the time of the performance of the Soma-sacrifice.

[Adhikarana 5 practically ends here. The next two Sūtras take up the thread of the discussion under Adhikarana 4.]

SŪTRA (17).

[The Siddhāntin's answer to the objection urged under Sū. 12, above]—For the Brāhmaṇa the Pūrṇamāsa alone would have to be postponed till after the Soma-sacrifice; because of the Direct Assertion to that effect.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra supplies the answer to the objection (urged under Sū. 12) which has remained unanswered [from the point of view of the Siddhāntin]. It is not right to hold that the entire set of the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices is meant (by the text) to be postponed (till after the Soma-sacrifice); in fact, it is only the Pūrṇamāsa that is meant to be postponed till after the Soma-sacrifice. How so?—Because of the Direct Assertion to that effect,—this assertion being contained in the following text—that offering which is made at the Paurnamāsi should be made afterwards; and no burden is too heavy for the Vedic text. Hence it is the Pūrṇamāsa alone that is meant to be postponed. As for the argument that "there can be no result (from such a partial performance)"—the result will of course follow from,
the whole of the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa [even when the Pūrṇamāsa section of it is performed after the Soma-sacrifice]—this has to be accepted in view of the text quoted actually asserting it. Thus the objection that has been urged (under Sr. 12) does not affect our position.

SŪTRA (18).

[The final answer of the Siddhāntin to the same objection]—In fact, it is only one (offering, out of the Pūrṇamāsa offerings, that is meant to be postponed); because such is the sense of the words used; and also because the entire Pūrṇamāsa has been enjoined as to be performed before (the Soma-sacrifice).

Bhāṣya.

In fact, only one offering should be postponed,—not the entire Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice.—"Why so?"—Because such is the sense of the words used; the words of the text are 'That offering which is made at the Pāurnamāsm', and this clearly expresses the postponement of only one offering; and in the case of verbal authority, we have to admit just what is directly expressed by the words; and what the words directly express is the postponement of just the one offering, nothing else.—Then again, the entire Pūrṇamāsa has been laid down as to be performed before the Soma-sacrifice. Thus then, that which is laid down in the text as to be postponed shall be done after the Soma-sacrifice, that which is not laid down as to be postponed shall be done before the Soma-sacrifice. —From all this it follows that only one offering shall be postponed; and thus for the Brāhmaṇa also both the options are available (i.e. he also may perform either the Īṣṭi or the Soma-sacrifice first).
ADHIKARANA (6): The offering of 'Clarified Butter' shall not be postponed till after the 'Soma'.

SŪTRA (19).

THE CAKE ONLY (WHICH IS DEDICATED TO AGNI-SOMA) IS TO BE POSTPONED (TILL AFTER THE SOMA-SACRIFICE); AS THERE IS NO INDICATION (OF THE OTHER) SPECIALY AS IT IS 'AGNI' AS ASSOCIATED WITH 'SOMA' THAT IS SPOKEN OF AS THE 'DEITY'.

Bhāṣya.

[The question dealt with in this Adhikarana is—which one is the offering—Cake or Clarified Butter—that is to be postponed, according to Sūtra 18.]

There is the following text—'Āgniyo vai brāhmaṇo devatāyā, su somēna ēśtrā apisomīyo bhavati; yadēvādāh pauramāsam havih tat tairh ānu-
nirvapēt, taryābhāyadēvam bhavatī′. As regards deities, the Brāhmaṇa verily is related to Agni; after performing the Soma-sacrifice, he becomes related to Agni-Soma; that offering which is made at the Pārṇaśa should be made afterwards, then he becomes related to both deities′'.—This means that—inasmuch as he becomes related to Agni-Soma only at the time stated (i.e., after offering the Soma-sacrifice) and not before it, therefore the said offering is to be made afterwards; and here, after enjoining the offering to Agni-Soma, the fact of its being offered to two deities is cited as a reason for its offering; so that the offering to Agni-Soma would be the one that is justified by reason; not any offering to a single deity; at the time stated, the man can make the offering to Agni-Soma; before that time that (Agni-Soma) is not the deity for that man; thus it is by making the offering that the sacrificing person becomes related to the deity; and it becomes established that it is only the Cake, not any other substance, that is 'Agni-somiya' (related to Agni-Soma).

SŪTRA (20).

"THE CLARIFIED BUTTER ALSO (MAY BE PUT OFF) ′′, —IF THIS IS URGED—[THEN THE ANSWER IS AS GIVEN IN THE NEXT SŪTRA].

Bhāṣya.

Objection—"If you think that the Cake is to be postponed because it is related to Agni-Soma, then, inasmuch as the Clarified Butter also is related to Agni-Soma, that also should be postponed."
SŪTRA (21).

[Answer]—That cannot be, because it is related to a number of deities, like the offering to Indra-Agni.

Bhāṣya.

The Clarified Butter is related to a number of deities—being related to Agni-Soma, Prajāpati and Viṣṇu; the Cake, on the other hand, is related to the single (joint) deity Agni-Soma; what the text speaks of is not an offering related to several deities; because an offering to several deities might be made even before the time stated; because, even though at that (previous time) the Sacrificer has not become ‘related to Agni-Soma’ as his deity (because he has not yet made the offering that would make him so), yet he could certainly make an offering of the Clarified Butter,—by offering it to Prajāpati or to Viṣṇu. For this reason, in the case of Clarified Butter, the fact of its being ‘related to Agni-Soma’ cannot be a reason for its coming after the Soma-sacrifice.—Just as the ‘quartering’ (which has been laid down as to be done to the Cake related to Agni) does not apply to the Cake related to Indra and Agni, because it is related to several deities,—that also because what is related to Indra and Agni cannot be spoken of as related to Agni; and this on the ground that the nominal affix (‘dhāk’) cannot be added to a noun (‘Agni’) which stands in need of another noun (‘Indra’).[Hence the affix could not come in if Agni stood for Agni and Indra];—exactly in the same manner, in the case in question, the Clarified Butter cannot be spoken of as ‘related to Agni-Soma’, even though it is related to Agni-Soma [because it is related also to deities other than Agni-Soma]. For this reason it could be offered by the sacrificer even before (the Soma-sacrifice); consequently the fact of the sacrifice being ‘related to Agni-Soma’ cannot be a reason for its being postponed; because, being related to several deities, its case is similar to that of the offering to Indra and Agni.
ADHIKARANA (7): The Ectypes are to be completed on the same day, not to be continued for two days, like the Archetype.

SUTRA (22).

INASMUCH AS THE ECTYPE IS TO BE PERFORMED AT THE TIME, THE SUBSEQUENT ECTYPE SHOULD BE PERFORMED THEN AND THERE (AT THE PRESCRIBED TIME), THE TWO POINTS OF TIME HAVING BEEN DIRECTLY PRESCRIBED.

Bhāṣya.

All Ectype sacrifices form the subject-matter of this Adhikarana, such as "Aindrāgnanēkādāshakapāñjan nirnāpi" "One should offer the Cake baked on eleven pans to Indra and Agni"], and the like.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are these ectypes to be performed then and there at the prescribed time? Or are they to be continued for two days (like their Archetype)? [The Archetype of Isī sacrifices, the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa, extends over two days—i.e., being distinctly laid down that "on the previous day he should set up the Fire and on the following day make the offerings to the deities"; and the question is—Are the ectypes also to extend over two days? Or are they to be completed in a single day?]

The natural answer to this question that presents itself is as follows—As a matter of fact, the Ectype takes in the details belonging to its Archetype, on the strength of the General Injunction (that the Ectype is to be performed like its Archetype); and hence so far as the Ectype is concerned, all these details are assumed through Inference. The Full-Moon Day is a time other than that at which the Ectype has begun to be performed (i.e., the Moonless Day)—now this other time (the Full-Moon Day) might be taken up, either by the (continuation of the) Archetype itself, or by the Ectype; could not be taken up by both; hence it would have to be abandoned in reference to one or the other of the two. Under the circumstances, it is far more reasonable that it should be abandoned in reference to the Ectype, with which the connection of the said time is only assumed through Inference—and not in reference to the Archetype, with which its connection is directly laid down. From this it follows that the Ectypes should be performed then and there, at the prescribed time.
SŪTRA (23).

[Objection]—"If they were performed during the two days, it would be more logical."

Bhāṣya.

[Sayes the Opponent]—"If the Ectypes were performed during two days, it would be done more logically; hence they should be performed during the two days; by this the General Injunction would become honoured. Because in connection with the Archetype, we read—'On the previous day one should set up the Fire and on the following day he should offer the sacrifice to the deity.' Hence the order of performance should be like this—Having completed one Ectype extending over two days, one should begin the other on the same day and finish it on the following day."

SŪTRA (24).

[Answer]—They should be performed then and there, at the prescribed time, because of the Direct Assertion to that effect,

Bhāṣya.

It is not correct to say that the Ectypes should extend over two days; because they should be performed then and there, at the prescribed time.—"Why so?"—Because there is the following text to that effect—'When one is going to perform the Īṣṭi, or the Animal-sacrifice, or the Soma-sacrifice, or the Āgnyāṇa, he should perform it on either the Full-Moon Day or the Moonless Day.' This assertion is in reference to the Primary sacrifice along with its auxiliaries; and from this it follows that the whole sacrifice along with its auxiliaries should be performed either on the Full-Moon Day or on the Moonless Day; so that the Ectypes have to be performed then and there, at the prescribed time.
ADHIKARANA (S): The Ectypes of the 'Sānnāyya offering', and those of the 'Agniśomīya offering', are to be put off till after the Soma-sacrifice.

SŪTRA (25).

THE ECTYPES OF THE 'SĀNNĀYYA OFFERING' AND THOSE OF THE 'AGNIŚOMĪYA OFFERING' SHOULD BE PUT OFF TILL AFTER THE SOMA-SACRIFICE—LIKE THEIR ARCHETYPES.

Bhāṣya.

The Ectypes of the 'Sānnāyya offering' and those of the 'Agniśomīya offering' are the subject-matter of this Adhi karana.—The Ectype of the Sānnāyya is the Ānīṣkī (curled pieces) offering [Taitti. Saṁ. 1. 8. 2. 1], and the Ectype of the Agniśomīya has been laid down in the text.—The Brāhmaṇa desiring Brahmic glory should offer the Cake of Shīyāmāka corn baked upon eleven pans to Agni-Soma, during the spring”—[Taitti. Saṁ. 2. 5. 5. 1], and so forth.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are these Ectypes to be performed before as well as after the Soma-sacrifice? or only after it?

The Pāravapaksa view is that “they may be performed before as well as after the Soma-sacrifice: as there is no ground for distinction”.

In answer to this, the Nīcāhānta is as follows:—They should be performed after the Soma-sacrifice. The Archetypes of these sacrifices are performed after the Soma-sacrifice; therefore, on the basis of the General Injunction, these sacrifices also should be performed after the Soma-sacrifice.

—That the Sānnāyya should be offered after the Soma-sacrifice has been declared in the text—One who has not performed the Soma-sacrifice should not offer the Sānnāyya. Of the Agniśomīya also the performance after the Soma-sacrifice has been laid down in the following text—'As regards deities, the Brāhmaṇa is related to Agni, he becomes that after having performed the Soma-sacrifice; hence that which is offered at the Paurpāniṣād should be offered afterwards, and then he becomes related to both deities'.—Thus then, inasmuch as both these Archetypes are spoken of as to be performed after the Soma-sacrifice, their ectypes also should be performed after the Soma-sacrifice.
thus alone could the 'foetus-murder' would be 'sacrifice-murder'—Otherwise, if both males and females were entitled to the performance of sacrifices, then in all cases,—whether the sex of the foetus be known or not known—the 'foetus-murder' would be 'sacrifice-murder'; and in that case there would be no sense in the epithet 'not known' (regarding the foetus).—From this it follows that the masculine affix (in the term 'svar-gakāmāḥ', 'desiring heaven') must be regarded as significant.

"Similarly we have the declaration that 'the man who kills an aṅgrejī a foetus-murderer'—'āṅgrejī' is the name given to a pregnant woman, the sense that 'in her womb ('ātra') there is a child'. From this also r reasons explained in the preceding paragraph) it follows that man alone entitled to the performance of sacrifices.

"Just as in the case of the injunction 'one should sacrifice the animal' (i. Brā. 1. 5. 9. 7) it is only a male animal that is killed, because of the particular (Masculine) Gender (in 'pashūm') [see Sū. 4. 1. 17.]—

SūTRA (8).

BADARĀYĀNA,—THE WHOLE GENUS [THAT IS ENTITLED],—SAYS
HENCE THERE IS NO GROUND FOR DISTINCTION;
ENTITLED TO AN ALSO SHOULD BE REGARDED (AS IS EQUALLY PERFORM SACRIFICES), AS THE GENUS PRESENT IN ALL (HUMAN BEINGS).

Bhāṣya.

The phrase 'in re',
It is not true the similarity serves to set aside the Pāravakṣa.
Bādarāyana has held that Man alone is entitled to perform sacrifices; in fact Question—'Is it that 'the whole genus' is entitled.
been regarded as it the term 'svar-gakāmāḥ' ('desiring heaven') that has Answer—'No denoting a genus?'.
"Then why?
The term 'it is it?'
sense—signify 'Svar-gakāmāḥ' is to be taken in its literal (etymological)
'By the presence of desire for heaven,' to be entitled ch term then is the genus denoted, which genus is regarded
We do n't;

'genus which say that in the present instance there is a word denoting a
we mean is that establishes the fact of all human beings being entitled; what
icate the fact or the term 'svar-gakāmāḥ' ('desiring heaven') serves to in
attaches to: the both men and women being entitled, and that no significance
"Why so?" Masculine Gender.
Because there is no ground for distinction; that is, the masculine affix cannot distinguish or qualify the person desiring heaven by the Masculine Gender.

"Why?"

Because the term is meant to be only an indicative; it only serves to indicate the person who desires heaven; and the person so indicated becomes entitled to the act enjoined by the word 'gajīta' ('should sacrifice'); and this indication applies equally to man and woman. Thus then, from the words of the text it is clear that man and woman are both entitled to perform sacrifices, what is there then which would preclude the title of woman — it might be urged that "it is the Masculine affix (in suṣrayakīmāḥ) that precludes woman." But that cannot be.—Why?—Because the adjective being expressive of the male, has no power to exclude the female. the mention of the male over again by the affix would be superfluous [as the only purpose served by the affix is to preclude the woman].—That is not possible; because even though the affix becomes superfluous can be no preclusion of woman because every case of preclusion (a) the abandoning, by the word, of its own signification, (b) the rejection of another signification, and (c) the rejection of what has the reality, however, there is no superfluity in the affix denoting not precluding the female; because it serves the purpose of indicating [which could not be done except by means of the affix], all this it follows that the woman also should be regarded as entitled to perform sacrifices, because the genus is equally present in all.

SŪTRA (9).

In a case where it is distinctly enjoined, it has, on that account, to be taken as asserted.

Bhāṣya.

The following argument has been urged by the Bṛāhpāṭin.—"In the case of the injunction 'Pashumālākhiṣita' ['One should sacrifice the animal'] (Taitti. Brā. 1, 5, 9, 7), it is only the male animal that is sacrificed, on the strength of the Masculine affix (in 'pashumā'); similarly in the case in question also, the text laying down the sacrifice should be taken as indicating that the man alone is entitled, on the strength of the masculine affix (in 'suṣrayakīmāḥ')."

This has got to be refuted; and in refutation, we argue as follows:—In the case of the animal, the genus is not found to be asserted, as an indicator of the substance (animal); if it had been found to be so asserted, then the sacrificing of the female animal also would be declared, and there would be nothing to preclude this. But what we find asserted in this case is that the 'animal' is a qualification of the 'sacrifice'; so that the relationship that is expressed by the sentence is that between the 'animal' and the 'sacrifice'—not between a substance in general and the 'sacrifice'; and just as the 'animal' is related to the 'sacrifice', so also are the 'masculinity...
and oneness [all these three—animal, masculinity and oneness being expressed by the same word 'pashu']. Thus then, what is laid down here is the sacrifice qualified by several qualifications; and this should be performed exactly as asserted, because, in this case, the whole set of qualifications has been enjoined.

As regards the argument (of the Pūrvapakṣa) regarding the declaration of the sinfulness (a) of killing the foetus before its sex is known, and (b) of killing the pregnant woman,—both of which are spoken of in a way which indicates their connection with the male,—we are going to refute it now. Our refutation is as follows:—The reference to the foetus as 'of unknown sex' is meant to be purely exemplary; and what is meant by the exhortation not to kill the pregnant woman is that one should not kill a child in the womb, as it is a great sin to kill a child in the womb, even though its exact character may not be known. As for the Masculine ending, even though it is found in the sentence, it cannot mean that the woman is excluded from its purview; it is all the less reasonable that the mention of 'the foetus of unknown sex' should be taken as excluding the woman. Then again, the prohibition of killing the 'ātreya' is meant to be in praise of the Gotra (Atrī being the name of one of the Gotra-Rṣis), and 'ātreya' here does not stand for the pregnant woman: in fact, it is the name of one of the Gotras [it is derived from 'atri', the name of a Gotra-Rṣi], it is not derived from the indeclinable 'ātra' (as explained by the opponent); as a nominal affix is added only to 'samantha' words—i.e. nouns,—and 'ātra' is not a noun and as such has no capacity for taking a nominal affix.

SŪTRA (10).

[SAYS THE PŪRVAPAKŚIN]—"[THE TITLE TO PERFORM SACRIFICES SHOULD BELONG TO MEN ONLY, AS THEY ALONE POSSESS PROPERTY, AND SACRIFICES REQUIRE PROPERTY; AND ON ACCOUNT OF SALE AND PURCHASE, WOMEN CAN POSSESS NO PROPERTY; IN FACT, THEY ARE IN THE SAME POSITION AS PROPERTY."

Bhāṣya.

Says the Pūrvapakṣa—"To men only should the title to perform sacrifices belong;—as they alone possess property, as a matter of fact, men alone, not women, possess wealth, and wealth is necessary for the performance of sacrifices; as they have to be performed with such grains as 'vṛṣi', 'yaṣna' and the like.—Why should the women not possess property?"—As a matter of fact, women can possess no property, on account of sale and purchase: i.e., women are bought and sold; they are 'sold' by their father and 'bought' by their husband; and because they have been sold by their father, they have no right over the father's property; and because they have been bought by their husband, they have no right over the husband's property. The 'selling' of women is found to be asserted in such texts as—'A hundred cart-bullocks should be given to the girl's father', 'in
the Ārṣa form of marriage a cow and a bull should be given to the girls' father. What is said in these texts having the clear meaning [that these are prices paid for the girl] and thus serving the visible purpose of securing possession over the girl; it cannot be taken to mean merely the obtaining of the consent (of the Father), and thus serving only a transcendental purpose. Thus women are in the same position as property itself.

SŪTRA (11).

[Pūrvapakṣin continues]—"To the same effect, we find another text also."

Bhāṣya.

The Pūrvapakṣin continues—"There is the text—'If, on being bought by the husband, she has dealings with others, etc.'—which shows that women are actually bought (and sold)".

SŪTRA (12).

[Pūrvapakṣin continues]—"As they themselves belong to their husband, their work also belongs to him."

Bhāṣya.

[The Pūrvapakṣin continues]—"It might be urged that—the woman may perform sacrifices with wealth acquired by her by means of cooking or spinning.'—Our answer to this is as follows:—What the woman may earn is also not her own; when she herself belongs to another, whatever belongs to her also belongs to him. Then again, it is her duty to work for her husband; it does not behove her to neglect that and do any work on her own account. In fact, whatever she might earn by such additional work would be the property of her husband. Such is the opinion of the Smṛti,—where we read—'The wife, the slave and the son—all these are devoid of property; whatever they earn is the property of him to whom they themselves belong'—(Manu)".

SŪTRA (13).

[Answer]—But the desire for results (proceeding from sacrifices) is equally present (in the woman also).

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' (‘but’) sets aside the above view. It is not true that the woman has no property; because in reality, woman does possess property. Then again, the desire for result is equally present in her;—so that, even though desires of obtaining the results proceeding from the performance of sacrifices, she has to be regarded as 'without property', (and hence unable to perform sacrifices) if the Smṛti (just quoted) is to be regarded as authoritative; on the other hand, on the authority of the Vedic text (laying down
sacrifices to be performed by one who desires results), if she is desirous of results, she must perform the sacrifice. Such being the case, if, in obedience to the Smṛti, she should be dependent upon others and devoid of any property of her own, she would not perform a sacrifice, — even in the face of the injunction 'yajēta', 'should sacrifice'. — then it would mean the rejection of the Vedic, by a Smṛti, text; and this would be most improper. — From this we conclude that if the woman desires the results that are spoken of as following from a sacrifice, she should reject the authority of the Smṛti, acquire property and also perform the sacrifice.

SŪTRA (14).

Also because she is spoken of as connected with property.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the woman is actually connected with property; as is clear from the following words addressed in course of a dialogue at the time of the marriage—'Dharmē cha arthē cha kīmē cha va aticharitavyā', 'in matters relating to religious performance, to property and to pleasure, she should not be ignored'. — As for the argument that the wife and the rest have been declared in the Smṛti to be devoid of property, — even though this absence of property has been declared in the Smṛti, yet it is wrong; because it is contrary to the Veda. All that the Smṛti therefore can be taken to mean is that the wife should not be independent of her husband's control; and this entirely for the sake of peace and concord in the family.

SŪTRA (15).

As for the 'sale', it is a purely religious function.

Bhāṣya.

As for the 'sale' that is spoken of in regard to the wife,—that is a purely religious function, and not really a sale (in the ordinary sense of the term); a thing is said to be 'sold' when its price is a fluctuating factor—sometimes more sometimes less; in the case of marriage, however, the so-called 'price' is a fixed item, 'a hundred cart-bullocks', for the girl, be she handsome or ugly. — Then again, people do not accept the Smṛti text speaking of the purchase and sale of a wife, when it is found to be contrary to a Vedic text. — Consequently the case of the wife is not one of 'sale' (or 'purchase').

SŪTRA (16).

There is a text which clearly indicates that women do have property.

Bhāṣya.

Says the text—'Pātīna eva pārīnāyya... śīte patyamamamamatāṁ kriyate'. "The wife is mistress over the household property, and she acts according to
the wishes of her husband' (Taittī, Sam. 6. 2. 1. 1.) — again there is another text — 'Bhāsadā patiniḥ saṁyajyantī, bhāsadeviṝṝḥ īḥ patyaḥ, bhāsadā vā ētāḥ parāprāṇāṁ aśīvarvamāvatāraham' [They offer the sacrifice for the wives, with Bhāsad; the glory of wives lies in the Bhāsad: it is by the Bhāsad that they become mistresses of other houses']. [These texts clearly indicate that women do possess property].
ADHIKARANA (4): To the performance of sacrifices, the husband and wife are entitled jointly.

SUTRA (17).

THOUGH BOTH POSSESS PROPERTY, THEIR ACTION SHOULD BE ONE (JOINT), BECAUSE OF THE DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT.

BHASYA.

It has been settled that both husband and wife possess property.—The question that arises now is—should the sacrificer and his wife perform the sacrifice separately—each by himself? Or should they perform it jointly?

The Puropaksha view is as follows:—"Each of them should perform it separately.—Why?—Because significance is meant to be attached to the singular number (in the noun 'svargakshamah,' and in 'yajeya'); in the verb 'yajeya,' the Nominative Agent is mentioned as an important factor; consequently significance must attach to the singular number. In fact, just as two men cannot jointly perform a sacrifice, so also in the case in question [there can be no joint performance by the two persons, husband and wife]."

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhanta:—Though both possess property, their action should be joint, because of the declaration to that effect; on account of the declaration to that effect, their action should be joint. There are for instance, the following declarations in Smritis—"In matters relating to Duty, Property and Pleasure, she should not be ignored; and again 'Religious acts should be performed jointly, and children should be begotten jointly'.

Says the Opponent—"It is not right to reject a Vedic declaration in favour of a declaration in the Smritis'.

There is no force in this, we reply. There are some sacrifices which must be performed by the man and the woman together; such, for instance, as the Darsha-Purapadasa and the Jyotistama, at both which oblations are laid down as to be offered out of the Clarified Butter that has been 'examined' (looked into) by the sacrificer as also by his wife; and the performance of such a sacrifice would be defective if done in the absence of either of the two.

"In a case where the sacrificer is a man, the Clarified Butter would be 'examined' by the man himself, while in a case where the sacrificer is a woman, it would be 'examined' by the woman."

That cannot be: because the 'Examining' is not an embellishment of the examining person. If it were an embellishment of the examining person, it could be as suggested. As a matter of fact, however, it is an embellishment of the Clarified Butter, and the two examining persons are only subordinate factors; hence the absence of either of the two would certainly cause a deficiency: because the declaration of the ceremonial
procedure includes all accessory details (the absence of any one of which therefore renders the performance defective).

"This could be remedied in the following manner:—When the sacrificer is a woman, she will engage the services of a man to do the 'examining of the Clarified Butter'; and when the sacrificer is a man, he will engage the services of a woman to do the 'examining of the Clarified Butter'."

That also cannot be right; because it is the mistress of the house,—not a servant engaged for the purpose—that is spoken of as 'pāmini', 'wife' (who is laid down as to do the 'examining of the Clarified Butter'); in fact, 'pāmini' ('wife') is a relative term. Similarly the 'sacrificer' (who is laid down as to do the 'examining of the Clarified Butter') is the master of the house, not a servant engaged for the purpose.

From all this it follows that actions like those in question should be performed by the husband and wife jointly.

Now the idea might arise that "on the strength of the Vedic text (laying down the performance as to be done jointly by man and woman), any man might join any woman and perform a sacrifice jointly".

The answer to this is that what the Sūtra text means is 'whatever religious act you have to do jointly with a woman, you shall do with this, your wife'; and we do not perceive any inconsistency between this Sūtra text and the Vedic text (laying down joint performance by man and woman).

It has been argued that "The man is entitled to the performance, alone, by himself,—and the woman also is entitled alone, by herself; as is clear from the fact that the singular number in the verb 'yaśāta' ('should sacrifice') is significant."—This has got to be refuted.—Now, the person who argues thus should be asked the following question:—If the singular number in the verb 'yaśāta' is significant, then how is the sacrifice performed by the sacrificer associated with the sixteen priests?

"The answer to this may be as follows:—There is a distinct action pertaining to each Agent. So that the Sacrificer is regarded as 'performing the sacrifice' by virtue of doing just those acts that are to be done by the Sacrificer himself,—such, for instance, as the engaging of the Priests and such others; and the Adhvaryu-priest is regarded as 'performing the sacrifice' by virtue of doing just those acts that are to be done by the Adhvaryu-Priest. Just as the cooking dish is spoken of as 'doing the cooking', though all that it does is the containing of the food cooked. Thus then, when a certain function pertains to a particular Agent, then alone is that function to be performed by that agent alone,—if the singular number in the word enjoining that function appear to be significant."

If such be the case, all the functions that pertain to the 'sacrificer' need not all be done by one and the same 'sacrificer':—one might be done by one 'sacrificer' and another by another 'sacrificer':—or when 'a hundred and twelve' is to be given away (as the sacrificial fee), fifty-six might be given by one and another fifty-six by another. In the case in question, the function of the 'wife' is different from that of the 'sacrificer', and by doing that, she does not interfere with the 'singleness' of the sacrificer; just as the Adhvaryu-Priest, performing his own functions, does not interfere with the 'singleness' of the sacrificer. —It is absolutely essential too that
the sacrifice should be performed by the husband and wife together; because the wealth (that is to be used in the performance) belongs in common to the husband and wife; under the circumstances, the sacrifice must be performed by one as associated with his wife; otherwise, if either of them were unwilling, the sacrifice could not be accomplished. Consequently the ignoring of the wife would not be possible, unless there were a second wife; because for one who has a second wife, either one of them might perform the functions of the 'wife'.

There is no difficulty, however, in the case of such acts as are of the nature of 'embellishments' of the man doing the act: these might be done anywhere by each man for himself [and hence in the case of such acts, as for instance, shaving of the head and the like, no association with the 'wife' would be necessary].

**SUTRA (18).**

**Also because we find texts indicative of the same conclusion.**

**Bhāṣya.**

We also find a text pointing to the same conclusion—Yoktrēṇa panim sannahyatā mēkhalyā yajamāṇam niḥkunatoṣṭyā 'He girds the wife's loin with the yoktra-rope, and that of the Sacrificer with the girdle-zone, in order to make a couple of them' (Taittī. Saṃ. 6. 1. 3. 5):—it is only when the man and woman are together that there could be some sense in mentioning the 'yoktra-rope' and the 'girdle-zone' separately,—as also in the eulogising of the 'couple'. All this is possible only if the sacrifice is performed jointly by the man and woman, not otherwise.

**SUTRA (19).**

[Says the opponent]—'But as the wife is a purchased commodity, her 'ownership over property' can be only figurative.'

**Bhāṣya.**

This is in answer to what has been said above by the Siddhāntin—in the preceding Adhikaraṇa—The particle 'Tu' ('but') is meant to preclude the Siddhānta view. 'It is not true that the wife owns property; because she is herself a purchased commodity, as her 'purchase' is the visible purpose served by the giving of 'cart-bullocks' (to her father). From this it follows that whenever her 'ownership of property' is spoken of, it can be only figurative. That is to say, when the wife is spoken of as 'the mistress of the household property', it is just like a man speaking of 'Pāṇāka' (his chief servant) as being 'the master of his bullocks'.'
SŪTRA (20).

[Answer]—It is by virtue of her desiring the fruits (of sacrifice), that the wife is regarded as endowed with ownership.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right to hold that "when the wife is spoken of as 'bought,' it is literally true, but when she is spoken of as 'owning property,' that is only figurative." Because, as a matter of fact, the wife is a person desiring the fruits of the sacrifice. In fact, we need not accept the authority of the Smṛti (which speaks of the 'purchase'),—and it is only on the strength of this Smṛti that the wife could be held to be 'devoid of property'; whereas, on the strength of the Vedic text, she should be regarded as 'possessing property'.

SŪTRA (21).

There is also a text showing that the result accrues to both.

Bhāṣya.

The following text clearly shows that the result of a sacrifice accrues to both husband and wife,—"May the wife become one with her husband, through virtuous deeds! May they together bear the burden of the sacrifice! May they jointly destroy their enemies! May they attain imperishable effulgence in Heaven!" (Taitti. Brā. 3. 7. 5. 11).

From all this it follows that both husband and wife are (jointly) entitled to the performance of a sacrifice.
ADHIKARANA (5): Only one man is entitled to the ‘Installation of Fire’.

SUTRA (22).

[PURVAPAKSA]—“The ‘Installation’ should be by two men, just as the ‘sacrifice’ is performed by two men.”

BHASHYA:

There is the installation of fire laid down in the text—‘He who knowing this installs the Fire’; in connection with this installation, there is another text—[‘Kaumé vasínau agnimádadhibhútyám’, ‘They install the Fire, wearing silken clothes’].

In regard to the question is—Should two men install the Fire? Or only one man?

Question.—‘Why should this question arise at all?’

Answer.—The words that we find here are ‘vasínau ádhibhútyám’ (where both terms have the Masculine Dual Ending). Now the dual number, which is already implied by the previous Adhikarma where it has been settled that all religious acts should be done by the husband and wife jointly, is again reiterated by means of the Dual Ending, and hence it becomes doubtful whether this reiteration is for the purpose of emphasizing the masculine gender (the meaning being that the installation should be done by two men), or it is only meant to emphasize the wearing of silk?

As both these alternatives are possible, there is a doubt as to which of the two is correct; if the text is meant to emphasize the masculine gender, then two men should install the fire, and if it is meant to emphasize the wearing of silk, then only one man should do it.

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is as follows:—‘The installation should be done by two men, just as the sacrifice is performed by two men.—In the case of the text—‘Etéva deva pājapurohita nú sápiyákáma nú yajátyám’ (‘With this the two persons, King and Priest, desirous of absorption into the deity, should offer the sacrifice’),—the sacrifices come to be performed by two men; and in the same manner, the installation of Fire also [laid down in the text ‘Kaumé vasínau etc.’] should be performed by two men; as this latter text does not differ from the former. The term ‘vasínau’ (‘wearing’) directly denotes two males; this (Masculine Dual) cannot be construed with the silk which is spoken of by a totally different word; because what is denoted by the word is learnt directly from the word, while what is connected with another word is learnt (indirectly) only from ‘Syntactical Connection’; and ‘Direct Assertion’ is more authoritative than ‘Syntactical Connection’. Then again, what is connected with the act of ‘Installing’ is what is denoted by the term ‘vasínau’ (‘wearing’), not what is expressed by the term ‘kaumé’ (‘silk’).
The opponent may say—"The term vasānau (‘wearing’) need not necessarily denote two men; it may denote a man and a woman also; just as the term ‘Kukkutau’ expounded as ‘Kukkutashcha kukkati cha’ stands for the cock and the hen; similarly the term ‘shūkarava’ is expounded as ‘shūkarashahu shūkari cha’, stands for the boar and the sow; in the same way the word ‘vasānau’—may be expounded as ‘vasānascha vasānō cha’, and thus stand for both the man and the woman."

"Our answer to this would be as follows:—In cases where neither the meaning nor the context has any distinctive indication, and the term is predicative, not merely reiterative,—it is two male persons that are understood; for instance, when a man is directed to ‘bring two persons’ with the words ‘dvau ānaya’ (where neither the meaning nor the context indicates anything as to the persons being male or female), the man thus directed brings up two males; and when the direction is ‘dvē ānaya’, he brings two females; from this it follows that the noun with the dual affix ending in ‘āu’ denotes two females, while that with the dual affix ending in ‘au’ denotes two males."

"But,—says the opponent,—in the case in question we find a noun ending in ‘au’ and denoting both male and female; should it be taken as denoting one male along with another male, for his second—or a female along with a male for her second?"

"Our answer to this is that a term ending with ‘au’ has been found to stand for a male along with another male in the case of such expressions as ‘Brāhmaṇau ānaya’; consequently in the case in question also, the term should be taken as standing for a male along with another male; hence we conclude that the term denotes two males.

"Says the opponent—Usage, which is the only visible proof in the case, is found to point to both males, why then should the term be taken as denoting one (as along with the second)?"

In answer, we may say that what the usage points to is a substance (man) and duality (a quality), not two substances (men); and the reason for this lies in the fact that, while the term is never found apart from a substance and a quality, it is often found apart from two substances.

"Further, just as in the case of the word (a) ‘khādirau’ and (b) ‘dhavau’ we take them to mean (a) ‘two khādiras’ and (b) ‘two dhavas’ (taking them as two Ėkasthēa compounds equivalent to (a) ‘khādirashcha khādirascha’, both Masculine, and (b) ‘dhavascha dhavascha’, both Masculine)—so should it be in the case in question also ['vasānau' being taken as 'vasānascha vasānashcha', both Masculine]; the term 'vasānau' is thus understood to denote the male and duality, not the duality made up of a female, and the reasons for this are as follows:—(a) the rule relating to the Copulative Compound lays it down that such compounding takes place where several things are simultaneously expressed by the component terms [e.g. in the case of the Copulative Compound 'dhavakhādirau', both khādira and dhava are meant to be denoted simultaneously]:—(b) it is only when the several things are so expressed simultaneously that the use of the Dual and the Plural number with Copulative Compounds can be justified [i.e.}
it is only when two things are spoken of at one and the same time that the Dual number can be used; so also with the Plural number] —(c) because we find such expressions in the Veda as 'pra mitrayag-varnayag' [where, in reality, there are not two deities of the name of 'Mitra', nor two deities of the name of 'Varuna', and yet the expression stands for the compounded name 'Mitrayvaruna', where both 'Mitra' and 'Varuna' must be taken as separately denoted; as otherwise, the Dual number would not be justified];
—(d) because the Copulative Compound has been ordained only in the sense of mutual cohesion [thus also the simultaneous denotation of the things spoken of is essential];—(e) and lastly, because the Ekāhāsa Compound is an exceptional sort of Copulative Compound. That is, in both, the element of mutual cohesion of a number of things is present, but with this difference that in the case of the ordinary Copulative Compound, the things and the terms denoting them are both perceptibly distinct, as in 'dhavakhadirām', the two trees are different, and the two words 'dhavah' and 'khadirah' are also present;—while in the case of the Ekāhāsa Compound, while the two things are different, the term is one only; e.g. in the compound 'khadirām', the same word 'khadirah' stands for the two distinct Khadirā trees.
[Thus then, the word 'vasānā' being an Ekāhāsa Compound, the persons spoken of by both members of the compound should be masculine.—Tūptikā].

"The Opponent says—In the case in question itself we find the compound denoting a male and female."

"The answer to this is that it has been explained already that it is not right to attribute several meanings to a word; it is most unreasonable that the same word should signify a male along with another male and also a male and a female.—What other means is available there for the predication of the male along with another male?"—Inasmuch as the female cannot be denoted by the word ('vasānā'); and yet a second being essential (in view of the dual number), this second must necessarily be a male. In this way, each being the 'second' to the other, both the males become predicated. [It is for this reason that we assert that in the case in question two males are entitled to the performance of the Installation of Fire].

"Says the Opponent—According to the Smṛti-rules, the word with the Dual number ending in au denotes the male and the female [the term vasānā being treated as an Ekāhāsa compound, expounded as vasānāxeja vasānā cha].—There is no such Smṛti-rule, we reply. —We shall infer the Smṛti-rule on the basis of Pāṇini's words Pumān strīgā (Pā. Sū. 1. 2. 67) [whereby a masculine noun is compounded with a feminine noun into an Ekāhāsa compound]. —The answer to this is that there are no words of Pāṇini to the effect that the word 'kukultu' is denotative of a male and a female; what Pāṇini's Sūtra means is that where a male and a female are spoken of together (in a compound), we may have the word ending either in au—the denotation in this case consisting of the male along with another male,—or in ē, in which case the denotation consists of the female along with another female;—and in such a case the masculine form (ending with au) would be correct (not the feminine form ending with ē);—such is the sense of Pāṇini's words. The words of Pāṇini are that 'it is the masculine that remains', from which it follows that the word ending with
au denotes two males.—From this also it is clear that it is two males that are entitled to the Installation of Fire.

"Says the Opponent—'The sentence in question may be taken as laying down the silk clothes; as it is only thus that the connection of the silk cloth can serve a useful purpose; otherwise, the mention of the silk cloth would be wholly purposeless'.

"Our answer to this is as follows—'The connection is between the participle 'wearing' ('varāvānau') and 'should install' ('ādadhīyātām'); not between 'silk clothes' ('śrāvānī') and 'should install' ('ādadhīyātām'); hence, even though the silk cloth is mentioned in proximity to the installing, it is not connected with it. —But the term silk clothes would have some sense only when connected with the term wearing'.—Even though the silk clothes are mentioned in close proximity to the term 'wearing', yet they cannot be regarded as enjoined, for the simple reason that there is no word injunctive of them; the term 'wearing' is not injunctive, nor is the term 'silk clothes' injunctive; nor is the combination of these two terms injunctive. —What then is there in the sentence which would do the enjoining?

—It is the Injunctive affix in the word 'ādadhīyātām' ('should install').—Says the Opponent—'Well then, that same Injunctive affix will enjoin the silk clothes'.—Our answer to this is that what the said Injunctive affix can enjoin is only the act of installing, which is denoted by the same word in which the affix itself occurs. Thus then, as the installing will have been enjoined by the Direct Denotation of the word ('ādadhīyātām'), if the same were again enjoined, it would be superfluous; hence what is enjoined by the 'Sentence' (Syntactical Connection) is the wearing ('varāvānau'). Because there is some connection between the persons wearing and the act of installing; hence in such an injunction, the word would not entirely renounce its own connotation. If, on the other hand, the connection between 'silk clothes' and 'wearing' were regarded as enjoined, the injunctive word 'ādadhīyātām' ('should install') would, in enjoining the said connection, entirely renounce the act of installing, which constitutes its own connotation, and would thereby entirely lose touch with 'Direct Assertion'.—If again the Gender, mentioned in proximity to the act of installing, were taken as enjoined, then too, the 'Direct Assertion' could not enjoin the connection between the silk clothes and wearing, on account of the remoteness of the objective.—Further, if 'Direct Assertion' were abandoned, and the connection between the silk clothes and wearing were enjoined, the silk clothes would become a subordinate accessory to the wearing, not to the installing; and in that case, there would be no deficiency in the installing, even if it were done without the silk clothes; so that the act of installing could be done even without the silk clothes. —In the event of the silk clothes being a subordinate accessory to the wearing, what would be the meaning intended to be conveyed by the sentence? —None whatsoever, we reply; in fact, it is for this reason that we have rejected this interpretation.

—The Opponent asks—'Why then should there be any mention of the silk clothes and the wearing?'.—What we mean is that it is not possible for the sentence to enjoin both, the silk clothes as well as the Gender; as that would involve a syntactical split; and therefore we take the term 'Krūma'
("silk clothes") as referring to clothes which are not really silken [but which have the silken appearance on account of being soiled], and the term "vasaana" as enjoining two males;—the wearing of clothes being something already got at by the ordinary necessity of a man having some clothes on himself [it is only the masculine dual ending that can give the injunctive force, as laying down something not already got at by any other means]. When a man is engaged in some work, his clothes become soiled, thereby acquiring a silken appearance [and hence figuratively called "Kṣauma" ('silken', figuratively)]; or the name "Kṣauma" may be taken as applying to the clothes on the ground of the fact that when a man is working, his clothes produce a rustling sound ('Kṣauma' being derived from the root 'Kṣu', to make a sound—says the Tantraratna). [In either of these two senses, the term 'kṣauma' has to be taken as a mere reference to something already known, and not as an injunction of what is not already known]."

From all this it follows that two males are entitled.

SŪTRA (23).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, inasmuch as what is enjoined (in the text 'Kṣaumē etc.' ) is a subordinate accessory,—the term 'second' would apply to the wife.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' ('in reality') signifies the rejection of the Pārvapakṣa view.

What has been declared above—to the effect that 'two males should do the installing of fire'—is not right; only one man is to do the installing, in accordance with the text 'Vaṣanti brahmaṇo 'māntadhitā' ['] During the spring should the Brahmāṇḍa install the Fire' ['] (Taittī. Brā. I. 1. 2. 6);—where we have the singular number (in 'brahmāṇḍa') which is meant to be significant; hence it follows that only one man is to do the installing.—"But we have the declaration to the effect that two males should install the Fire [in the text 'Kṣaumē vasaana etc.']"—Not so; we reply; what that text lays down is only a subordinate accessory; the right view to take is that this text only lays down the silken clothes; as it is only then that the text lays down something not already known; inasmuch as it is understood to provide a special rule (that one must wear silk); otherwise, the mention of the 'silk' would be a mere reiterative reference, and it has been already explained that a mere reference serves no useful purpose. If it is taken as containing in one part (i.e. in the word 'silk') a more reiterative reference,—then it has to be pointed out that the words do not lend themselves to such piece-meal construction.—If the term 'silk' is taken in a figurative sense, through similarity (of the well-worn cloth with silk), then our reply is that such similarity would be a common thing (and could not therefore be taken as a determining factor). Thus then (if construed in accordance with the Pārvapakṣa) the text would have to be taken, without adequate reasons, as being a wrong reading.
Says the Opponent—"What are enjoined are two males; and when these form the objects of injunction, the text cannot be taken as an injunction of silk-clothes also; as that would involve a syntactical split; as there would be two objects of injunction—(1) the two males who are spoken of by 'Direct Assertion', and (2) the silk-clothes, which are indicated by 'Syntactical Connection'".

Our answer to this is as follows:—Two males cannot be the objects of injunction; because the man is already known (as the performer, without whom there can be no act), and it is this known man who is referred to, as accompanied by a second.—"How so?".—It is only a single man that is directly spoken of here, and as for his 'second', that would apply to his wife. Such being the case, what is already known even before the text in question, cannot be regarded as forming an object of injunction by that text; consequently the text can only be taken as an injunction of the silk-clothes; and there would be no syntactical split [as nothing else is enjoined by it].

It has been argued by the Opponent that "there is no word injunctive of silk-clothes".—Our answer to this is that the verb 'ādādhigātām' ('should install') is the word that would enjoin the silk-clothes.—"But by 'Direct Assertion', this word is capable of enjoining the act of installing only, nothing else".—The answer to that is that the act of installing having been already enjoined (by another text), the word in question cannot be taken as enjoining that act; nor can it be taken as enjoining the male, as that also, along with his 'second', has been already enjoined by another word; consequently, a fresh injunction of these being impossible, the only thing that the injunctive suffix (in 'ādādhigātām') can enjoin, on the strength of 'Syntactical Connection', is the 'Kanma', silken-clothes.

It has been argued that "under such an interpretation, the word ('ādādhigātām') would entirely renounce its own connotation".—But, in reality, it will not renounce it; as what it would mean would be that "at the time of the installing, the man shall have silk for his clothes" [so that the factor of the installing, which forms the connotation of the word, would be there all right].

Now, under this view, it is understood that the word in the masculine gender ('vusāna') denotes the male and the female; and the basis for this lies in the fact that what it really denotes is the male with a second [and this 'second' is his wife]. It is with a view to such cases that Pāṇini has laid down the rule in regarding to the compounding of a masculine with a feminine sım—Pumān striyā (Pāṇini 1. 2. 67),—the meaning of which is that when a masculine noun is compounded with a feminine noun into an ēkasāṣa copulative compound, the correct form of such a compound is that in the Masculine, not the Feminine. [Hence there is nothing wrong in the compound 'vusāna' in the Masculine form; standing for 'vusāna' (Masculine), and 'vusānā' (Feminine).]

From all this it follows that the installing is to be done by one Man only—not by two men.
ADHIKARANĀ (6): The wife is to do only what is actually laid down as to be done by her.

SŪTRA (24).

TO THE WIFE PERTAIN ONLY SUCH FUNCTIONS AS ARE DISTINCTLY LAID DOWN FOR HER,—AS ALSO THE 'INVOKING OF BLESSINGS' AND 'CELIBACY'; BECAUSE SHE IS NOT EQUAL (TO THE HUSBAND).

Bhāṣya.

In connection with such injunctions as—Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā sacrifice', and 'Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Jyoṭistoma sacrifice',—it has been settled that the man and his wife are jointly entitled to the performance of such sacrifices. The question that arises now is—Are all the functions laid down as to be performed by the 'Sacrificer' to be performed by the wife (also)? Or, is she to perform only what is actually laid down as to be done by her—such functions, for instance, as 'the invoking of blessings' and 'celibacy'?

The Pārvapāka view on this question is that—'all that is laid down as to be done by the 'Sacrificer' should be done by the wife also; because she is as much a 'Sacrificer' as the husband; hence all should be done by her'.

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—To the wife pertain only such functions as are distinctly laid down for her,—because such direct declaration is our sole guide in such matters;—and she is to do also the 'invoking of blessings' (or, Embellishments) and 'celibacy'.—"Why so?"—Because she is not equal to the Husband; the Husband is a male and is learned in the Veda, while the wife is a female and is not learned.—The term 'Āśīkh' literally stands for those Mantras in which blessings are invoked,—such as 'Āyurdā apanī āyurme dīhi etc.'; but in view of the fact that the wife is not learned in the Veda and hence would not be able to recite the Mantras, with the proper accent etc., Kumārla, in the Īupākā, has taken this term as standing for the 'embellishments' prescribed for the 'Sacrificer',—such as bathing, anointing, applying collyrium and so forth. The term 'celibacy' also has been taken as standing for freedom from passions of all kinds.

Question—'What if there is an inequality?'

Answer—What happens is this:—(a) There are certain details subserving the purposes of the sacrifice which are directly declared as to be performed by the 'Sacrificer';—and as in all these texts, the Sacrificer would be the 'Subject', the (Masculine) Gender of the term speaking of him would have to be regarded as significant,—and hence the wife would not perform these details;—(b) then, there are certain details subserving the purposes of the sacrifice which have to be performed with Mantras;—and these also could not be performed by the wife, because she does not possess the requisite knowledge.—It might be argued that—'these texts
themselves might be taken as indicating the necessity of women learning the Veda".—But that is not possible; because even without the text indicating the necessity of such learning by the wife, it would be possible for the details in question to be adequately performed; because there is a performer already, in the person of the Husband; and what subserves the purposes of the sacrifice may be done by either one of the two. Consequently there can be no authority for making any exception to the general prohibition of Vedic study for the woman.—It follows therefore that such details as require the reciting of Mantras cannot be performed by the wife.

As regards the "Invoking of Blessings" [or, the Embellishments] and the 'celibacy',—these subserve the purposes of the performer; so that these could not be regarded as complete if done by only one of the couple; because if only one did them, the embellishment of the other would remain defective. Nor in the case of these does the 'Sacrificer' appear as the 'subject'; and hence the masculine gender in this case could not be taken as significant.—For these reasons, the 'Invoking of Blessings' (or, Embellishments) and 'Celibacy' would have to be done by both—husband and wife.

What is distinctly laid down as to be done by the wife—as for instance, 'the wife should examine the Clarified Butter'—has to be done by her alone.

From all this it follows that on account of inequality, the wife does not stand on the same footing as the husband (in the matter of the performance of details).
ADHIKARAṆA (7): The Shūdra is not entitled to the performance of sacrifices.

SŪTRA (25).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"ALL THE FOUR CASTES [ARE ENTITLED TO THE PERFORMANCE OF SACRIFICES;—THERE BEING NO DISTINCTION."

Bhāṣya.

The Agniḥotra and other sacrifices are the subject-matter of this Adhikaraṇa.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are these sacrifices to be performed by all the four castes? or only by the three castes, leaving aside the Shūdra?

The Pūrva-pakṣa view is as follows:—"The Veda uses such injunctive words as 'yajēta' ('should sacrifice'), 'jahuyāt' ('should offer libations') and the like, in reference to all the four castes.—'How so?'—Because there is no distinction; no distinction is made in the Veda; hence the Shūdra cannot be excluded."

SŪTRA (26).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THE ACTS IN QUESTION CAN BE PERFORMED BY THE THREE (HIGHER) CASTES ONLY; AS IN CONNECTION WITH THE 'INSTALLATION OF FIRE' THESE THREE ONLY HAVE BEEN MENTIONED; [THE SHŪDRA] THEREFORE CAN HAVE NO CONNECTION WITH SACRIFICES; THE VEDA BEING APPLICABLE TO THE BRAHMĀNA (AND THE OTHER TWO CASTES) ONLY;—SUCH IS THE OPINION OF ĀTREYA.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'vā' ('in reality') indicates the rejection of the Pūrva-pakṣa view.

Only three castes should be entitled to perform sacrifices;—how so?—because in connection with the 'Installation of Fire' only these three have been mentioned—Vasanti brāhmaṇo'gīnādaṛṣṭā, griyāṃ vājāṇyāḥ, svaradi vaishyāḥ.'—[The Brāhmaṇa should install the fires during spring, the Ksattraṇya during summer, and the Vaishya during autumn.] (Taitti. Brā. 1. 1. 2. 6.7);—here we find no mention of the Shūdra in connection with the Installation of Fire;—thus then, being without the duly installed fire, the Shūdra would not be able to perform the Agniḥotra and such other acts. Hence it is that in connection with such injunctions as 'Desiring Heaven one should offer the Agniḥotra', there is no Vedic text which makes them
applicable to the Shudra; in fact, they are operative only in regard to the Brhmana, the Ksatriya and the Vaishya; as these alone have the capacity to perform the acts—being equipped as they are with the duly installed Fire. The 'Ahamaniya' and other consecrated fires are not possible for the Shudra; because they have not been enjoined for him, and because the names 'Ahamaniya' and the like (which are applied to those fires in which alone the sacrificial offerings can be made) are all based upon certain consecratory rites (such as 'installation' and the like, which cannot be performed by the Shudra).—From all this it follows that the Shudra is not entitled to the performance of Agnihotra and such acts.—Such is the opinion that has been held by Aitreya.

SUTRA (27).

[SAYS THE PURVAPAKSA]—"THE TEXT QUOTED IS ONLY A CONTINGENT ONE; HENCE ALL THE CASTES SHOULD BE ENTITLED;—SO SAYS BADARI."

Bhashya.

"It has been declared that the Shudra cannot be entitled to the performance of sacrifices.—This is not right; because as a matter of fact, the injunction 'should sacrifice' is addressed to everyone who seeks for the results expected to follow from the sacrifice; and so long as there is no text clearly precluding the Shudra, it cannot but apply to the Shudra also.—As regards the argument that the Shudra would be unable to perform sacrifices because he would not have the consecrated fires,—he would certainly have such Fires as would be needed for his purpose,—the presence of such Fire being implied by the text which speaks of the desire for certain results as prompting the performance of a particular sacrifice [so that as the Shudra would have such desires, it follows that he should have the Fire necessary for the performance of those sacrifices].

"The Siddhanta says—'But the injunction of the Installation of Fire speaks of the Brhmana and other castes, but not of the Shudra.'"

"Our reply to this is that all such texts are only contingent; they are not meant to limit the scope of the injunction.—How so?—These texts are of the nature of contingent declarations; the meaning is—'If the Brhmana is to install the Fire, he should do it during the spring; if the Ksatriya is to do it, he should do it during the summer; and if the Vaishya is to do it, he should do it during the autumn'; so that what it is understood as declaring is the connection between the seasons and the Brhmana—Ksatriya—Vaishya; hence it follows that the Brhmana and the other castes have been mentioned for the purpose of indicating their connection with the spring and other seasons; consequently this text does not exclude the Installation of Fire from the Shudra.—For this reason, Badari has held that the injunction (of sacrifices) is meant for all the castes."
Sūtra (28).

[Reply]—The text must, however, be understood in its literal sense; because we find other texts pointing to the same conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase ‘api ca’ (‘however’) implies the rejection of the view put forward in the last Sūtra.

The text in question (relating to the Brāhmaṇa Instilling the Fire during spring, etc. etc.) should be understood in its literal sense. That is, the text clearly asserts that the Instilling is done by the Brāhmaṇa, the Kṣatriya and the Vaiśya; hence it must follow that the Instilling is to be done only by the Brāhmaṇa, the Kṣatriya, and the Vaiśya; and because the spring and other seasons have been mentioned, it follows that the Instilling should be done during that time.

In other instances also we find only the three castes mentioned,—the Shūdra being omitted;—For instance, (a) in connection with the Brahma-sāma we read—‘For the Brāhmaṇa, the Brahmā-sāma sung should be the Bārahagīra; for the Kṣatriya, it should be the Pārkhurashya; for the Vaiśya, it should be the Rōgyawāsya’; here even the name of the Shūdra is not mentioned;—(b) again, in connection with penances, we read—‘The Brāhmaṇa should live on milk, the Kṣatriya on gruel, the Vaiśya on curdled milk’;—(c) again, in connection with the Installation of Fire, we read—‘The Brāhmaṇa is to install the Fire at eight prakramas, the Kṣatriya at eleven prakramas, the Vaiśya at twelve prakramas’—Thus it is found that for the Shūdra, there is no Brahma-sāma, no Penance, and no Prakramas; under the circumstances, even if the Shūdra were to perform a sacrifice, it would be futile.

From all this it follows that the Shūdra is not to perform sacrifices or pour libations.

Sūtra (29).

[Says the Pūrvapākaṇḥ]—‘In view of the general assertion, even these texts should be taken as only contingent.’

Bhāṣya.

‘It is not right that—‘the Shūdra having no Fire should not be entitled to perform the Agnihotra and other sacrifices’—Because Installation of Fire is possible for the Shūdra also by virtue of the general assertion—one who knowing this installs the Fire’—which includes all men. In view of this general sanction, the particular texts (quoted under Sū. 28) should also be treated as contingent [meaning that ‘if the act is done by the Brāhmaṇa, the Brahma-sāma sung should be the Bārahagīra‘ and so on].—Thus we conclude that the injunctions relating to the performance of sacrifices should apply to all the castes.”
SŪTRA (30).

[The Pūrvapakṣin continues]—"If it be urged that this cannot be so,—as the performance by the Shūdra would be defective,—[then the answer is as follows in the next Sūtra]."

Bhāṣya.

"It has been argued by the Siddhāntin (under Sū. 28) that any performance of sacrifices by the Shūdra, being without Brahma-sāma, without Penance and without Prakramas, would be defective and hence would not bring about the desired results.—This has to be refuted; [and this refutation we set forth in the following Sūtra]—

SŪTRA (31).

"What has been urged is not right; as there is a 'Brahma-sāma' that could be requisitioned (by the Shūdra)."

Bhāṣya.

"What has been urged by the Siddhāntin is not right; because there is a Brahma-sāma,—by name 'ahhīnarta'—which could be requisitioned by the Shūdra, because this Brahma-sāma is spoken of in an isolated passage (in Taitti. Sam. 7. 5. 1. 6) not in relation to any particular act, and is apparently laid down without any distinction.—As regards the Prakramas one of those unspecified ones has been specified for the Shūdra in the text 'Chakṣurcīmara ādādhyāt' (†) (Tti. Brā. 1. 1. 4. 1).—Finally as regards the Penances, there is the text declaring that 'the Māstu belongs to the Shūdra', and from this connection between the Māstu and the Shūdra, it follows that the Shūdra is to live on Māstu.—Thus from all this it follows that all the four castes are entitled to the performance of sacrifices."

SŪTRA (32).

[The Pūrvapakṣin continues]—"Further, in the matter of embellishments, the Man is the predominant factor."

Bhāṣya.

"In regard to Penances, we find this peculiarity that Man is the predominant factor; that is, in the matter of Penances, the Man (Agent) is the predominant factor.—'If the Man is the predominant factor, what then?"
—This is what it means—The embellishment, in which Man is the predominant factor, cannot have its application to any person withdrawn, until it is positively curtailed (by a direct declaration).—'Why so ?'—When the injunction 'one should perform a sacrifice' has been addressed to 'one desiring heaven',—how do you get at the idea that this has not been addressed to the Shudra who 'desires heaven'? What is there to be done by Man in connection with the sacrifice which the Shudra cannot do?—If it is said that 'he cannot keep the penance',—that is not right; because the Penance is meant only to produce strength in the man; and when it is laid down for any person, the implication is that that person has no strength to do the act, unless he keeps the penance; because the penance is an auxiliary to the sacrifice only in the sense that it makes the Man strong enough to perform the sacrifice. So that if a man does not need this addition to his strength, he will perform the sacrifice, independently of the penance. [Thus, the fact of there being no penance laid down for the Shudra as there are for the other castes, would show that the Shudra is fitter than these latter to perform sacrifices.]—From this also it follows that the Shudra is not excluded."

SUTRA (33).

[THE SIDDHANTIN REPLIES]—IN REALITY, ON ACCOUNT OF THE VEDIC DECLARATION, THE TITLE TO PERFORMANCE SHOULD BE TAKEN AS BELONGING TO CASTES OTHER THAN THE SHUDRA.

Bhashya.

It has been urged that there are no texts laying down [the title, of the various castes, to the performance of sacrifices]. But as a matter of fact, it can be asserted that there are texts laying down such title. The author of the Sutra, however, has not made this counter-assertion to the effect that, even if the texts speaking of the seasons be merely contingent, we can assert the exclusion of the Shudra. The author of the Sutra has paid no heed to this counter-assertion; an entirely different argument has been put forward.

The phrase 'api va' ('in reality') serves to reject the view set forth in the foregoing Sutras.—Even though the texts discussed above were taken as contingent upon the contingency of the performer being a Brahmana or a Ksattryya or a Vaishya, yet the castes entitled to the performance of sacrifice must be those other than the Shudra.—'How so ?'—On account of the Vedic declaration; that is, in the Veda only three castes have been declared (as capable of performing sacrifices),—in the text, 'the Brahmana should be initiated during the spring, the Ksattryya during the summer, and the Vaishya during the autumn'. Since the Shudra is not mentioned here, he should be regarded as unfit for performing sacrifices (as not having been initiated into Vedic study); hence he cannot be entitled to perform sacrifices.
SŪTRA (34).

If it be urged that—"The text cannot be taken [as denoting the incapacity of the Shūdra], because what is laid down in the text is only what serves as an 'embellishment';"—[then the reply will be as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent says—"What is laid down in the text just quoted is only the study that serves as an 'embellishment'; and this the Shūdra could acquire—even though not 'initiated' by himself approaching the Teacher and carrying on the study [and thus secure the embellishment necessary for acquiring the capacity for performing sacrifices]."

SŪTRA (35).

The mention of men (Brāhmaṇa and the rest, in the text under consideration) must be taken as in reference to 'learning', because the embellishment is for that purpose.

Bhāṣya.

Our answer to what the Pārvapāksin has urged in the foregoing Sūtra is as follows:—The mention of men in the text under consideration must be taken as in reference to learning, because the embellishment—of Initiation (Upanayana)—is for that purpose; that is, when the boy is brought up to the Teacher, it is only for the purpose of being taught, not for any trans-cendental purpose, nor for any such ordinary purpose as the erecting of a wall. It is in reference to this being taught or learning, that we have the mention of the men (Brāhmaṇa and the rest in regard to the Upanayana or Initiation).—"How do you know this?"—We deduce it from the fact that what is laid down in the text referring to Upanayana, is the acquiring of the title of 'Teacher' ('Āchārya', by the Initiator).—"How does that follow?"—It follows from the presence of the Ātmanētasa ending (in the word 'Upanayita') that the root 'ni' here denotes the acquiring of the title of 'Āchārya'; and from this it follows that what prompts the action of initiating the Boy is the desire to acquire the title of 'Āchārya'; as it is only by the teaching of Veda that one becomes an Āchārya. Thus then, it is only the Brāhmaṇa, the Kṣattriya and the Vaśīṣhya that are mentioned in connection with the learning of the Veda; and this learning of the Veda has nowhere been mentioned in connection with the Shūdra; consequently, being without the knowledge of the Veda, the Shūdra has not the requisite capacity and hence is not entitled to perform sacrifices.
SŪTRA (36).

[SAYS THE OPPONENT]—"THIS REASONING IS NOT RIGHT; BECAUSE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF ACQUIRING THE KNOWLEDGE ",—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer will be as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

"If it is your view that being devoid of learning, and hence wanting in capacity, the Shūdra cannot be entitled to perform sacrifices,—then our answer is that this does not affect our position; because of the possibility of acquiring the knowledge; that is, the Shūdra can always acquire the requisite knowledge; even though such knowledge is not mentioned in the text quoted, yet he can study the Veda and acquire the requisite knowledge; it is certainly possible for one to study what has not been spoken of in a Vedic text. Thus the correct view remains that all the four castes are entitled to perform sacrifices."

SŪTRA (37).

[Answer]—IT BEING IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE SHŪDRA TO ACQUIRE THE KNOWLEDGE, HE CAN HAVE NO TITLE TO THE PERFORMANCE OF SACRIFICES.

Bhāṣya.

It is not possible that the Shūdra would acquire the requisite knowledge. Because such learning has been actually forbidden for the Shūdra—"The Shūdra shall not read the Veda". Under the circumstances, if he were to read it, such reading would be absolutely useless; in fact he would incur sin. Thus then, it is impossible for the Shūdra to acquire the knowledge, and hence it becomes established that he can have no title to the performance of sacrifices.

Even though it were somehow possible for the Shūdra to acquire knowledge, yet he could have no title to the performance of sacrifices, as he would be without the Fire.—"But why should he be without Fire?"—Because the texts speak of the Brāhmaṇa, the Kaṭhaka, and the Vaishya only as entitled to install the fire.—"But the real injunction of the installation of Fire is only the general one 'If one knowing this should install the Fire', and the other texts that mention the Brāhmaṇa and other castes,—such as 'The Brāhmaṇa should install the Fire during spring', and so forth,—are understood to be only contingent in their character [i.e. what they mean is that 'under the special contingency of the performer being a Brāhmaṇa, the installation should be done during spring']."—The answer to this is as follows—As a matter of fact, the direct injunction of the installation of Fire is recognised to be in the form 'The Brāhmaṇa should install the Fire'; while the injunction that would be deduced from the commendatory text—'If one who, knowing this, installs the Fire, etc. etc.'—can only be inferred and hence indirect; and as such this would be less authoritative than the former directly
asserted one.—Thus it follows that the texts speaking of the Brāhmaṇa and other castes really specify these as alone entitled to the performance of the acts; so that the Šūdra cannot be regarded as so entitled.

SŪTRA (38).

FURTHER, WE FIND OTHER TEXTS ALSO, POINTING TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

We also find other texts pointing to the same conclusion,—that there is no learning (of the Veda) for the Šūdra—"What is that indicative text?"—It is this—"Tadya vi śat smasānam yachchudrah, tasmāt Šūdra-samipā nādyēyam" ('The Šūdra is like the cremation-ground; therefore one should not read the Veda near a Šūdra'); this clearly shows that the Šūdra cannot read the Veda.

From all this it follows that only castes other than the Šūdra are entitled to perform sacrifices.

Opponent—"Even without the consecrated (Āhavanīya) Fire, the performance of sacrifice can be regarded as laid down for the Šūdra, on the basis of general declarations [such as, 'Desiring Heaven one should perform the Jyotistoma' and so forth]."

The answer to this is that such texts do not lay down the performance of the sacrifice for anyone desiring heaven, all that they do is to point out that the particular sacrifice brings about the attainment of Heaven as its result.

Thus we conclude that it is absolutely impossible for the Šūdra to perform the Aṇuḥotra and such acts.
ADHIKARAṆA (8): The man without wealth is also entitled to perform sacrifices.

SŪTRA (39).

[PUṆṆAPAKAṆA]—"Among the three castes, only a person possessing wealth is entitled to perform sacrifices; because the performance of sacrifices can be accomplished only by means of wealth."

Bhāsya.

In regard to the Agnihotra and other acts, there arises the question—Is the man without wealth entitled to perform them or not?

On this question, the PuṆṆapaksa view is as follows:—"Among the three castes, only a person possessing wealth is entitled to perform the acts—not one devoid of wealth. Why so?—Because one who is devoid of wealth cannot be able to perform an act which requires many things. Hence it follows that one who is devoid of wealth is not entitled to perform sacrifices."

SŪTRA (40).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—It cannot be so; because it is a variable factor; and the possession of wealth can be brought about as need arises.

Bhāsya.

What has been asserted above—that "the man without wealth is not entitled to perform sacrifices"—cannot be right.—Why?—Because it is a variable factor; that is, the possession of wealth is a variable factor.—And no man is 'devoid of wealth' by his birth; there are always ways and means whereby one can become 'wealthy'.—In fact, the term 'yajena' ('should sacrifice') applies to anyone who is able to perform the sacrifice; and the term does not apply to one who is not in any way able to perform the sacrifice:—at the same time, it does not entirely exclude the person who (though not able at first, yet), somehow or other, becomes able to perform it; and the reason for this lies in the fact that the possession of wealth can be brought about as need arises; it is impossible that a man should live without any possession at all; so that as need arises, the necessary wealth can be acquired.
ADHIKARĀṆA (9): A man suffering from a bodily defect is entitled to perform sacrifices.

SŪTRA (41).
The case of the man suffering from a bodily defect is like that of the man dealt with (in the preceding Adhikarāṇa).

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Agnihotra and other sacrifices, there arises the following question, in relation to the man suffering from a bodily defect—Is such a man entitled to perform sacrifices or not?

The Pārśva view is that—"he is incapable (and hence not entitled to perform sacrifices) ".

The Siddhānta is that, as he has the capacity [he is entitled to perform sacrifices].—This is what is said in the Sūtra—The case of the man suffering from a bodily defect is like that of the man dealt with in the preceding Adhikarāṇa.—"Like what?"—Like the man devoid of wealth. [That is, just as the man devoid of wealth is entitled to perform sacrifices so also is the man suffering from a bodily defect; and on the same ground of it being possible to remedy the defect].
Adhikarana (10): The man suffering from an incurable bodily defect is not entitled to perform sacrifices.

Sutra (42).

INASMUCH AS WHAT IS THERE SINCE BIRTH REMAINS FOR EVER [THE PERSON SUFFERING FROM SUCH A BODILY DEFECT CANNOT BE ENTITLED TO PERFORM SACRIFICES].

Bhosa.

We now proceed to consider the case of the man suffering from an incurable bodily defect—Is such a person entitled to perform sacrifices, or not?

The Purva-paksa view is that—"according to the conclusion arrived at in the preceding Adhikarana, the man should be entitled to perform sacrifices".

The Sutahanta however is as follows:—The man cannot be entitled;—why?—because he has not the requisite capacity; he can never in any way, be able to perform a sacrifice; from which it follows that he is not entitled to perform them.

Says the Opponent—"The man should be regarded as qualified to do whatever he is able to do; for instance, if he is blind, he can do everything in connection with the sacrifice except the 'examining of the Clarified Butter'—if he is lame, he can do everything except the 'signukrama'—if he is deaf, he can do everything except the hearing of the words of direction; so that it is only these particular acts for which the man, who is blind or lame or deaf, cannot be qualified".

This is not right, we reply. Such acts as the 'examining of the Clarified Butter' and the like are not enjoined in reference to the Man; if they had been enjoined for him, then even the maimed person might be qualified for it;—they have however been enjoined in reference to (for the sake of) the sacrifice, because they occur in the context of the sacrifice, and also because it is not the Man (Agent) that is spoken of by the verb; this has been already explained above under Sū. 3. 4. 13.—The said actions therefore are such that, if they were not done, the sacrifice, though performed, would be defective, and as such could not bring about its result.—Hence we concluded that the person in question is not qualified for the performance of sacrifices.

[According to the Neo-Mimamsakas, this disqualification applies only to the 'prospective acts', not to those that are compulsory.]
ADHIKARANA (11): *A man without ‘Three Gotra-Rṣis’ is not entitled to perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice.*

SŪTRA (43).

**ONE WHO CANNOT NAME ‘THREE RṢIS’ SHOULD BE EXCLUDED [FROM THE PERFORMANCE].**

*Bhāṣya.*

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, we read—Arṣeṇaṃ vṛtti—Ekaṃ vṛtti—Devaṃ vṛtti—Trīṇaṃ vṛtti—Na chaturṇaṃ vṛtti—Na pāni-chātiṃnaṃ;*['He should name the Gotra-Rṣis; he should name one Rṣi; he should name two Rṣis; he should name three Rṣis; he should not name four Rṣis; he should not name more than five Rṣis.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the man who is unable to name ‘three gotra-ṛṣis’ entitled to perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice, or not?

The Pūrvaṇukṣa view on this question is as follows:—"That man also who is unable to name ‘three gotra-ṛṣis’ is entitled to perform the sacrifice.

*Why?—Because the injunction is in the general form ‘he should name the gotra-ṛṣis’ [without any special number]; hence it is open to the man to name one or two also; that this is so is made clear by the sentences—‘He should name one;’ ‘he should name two’; and this same fact is indicated also by the prohibitions of naming ‘four’ or ‘more than five’: if there were no possibility of the ‘four’ or ‘more than five’ being named, there should have been no prohibition of it [as there can be no prohibition of what is absolutely impossible].—From all this it follows that that man also is entitled to perform the sacrifice who is unable to name ‘three Gotra-ṛṣis."

Against the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—The man who is unable to name ‘Three Gotra-ṛṣis’ is not entitled to perform the sacrifice. Why?—Because of the specific declaration ‘He should name three Rṣis’,—which is to be taken as an injunction, as what it lays down is not already known.—“But there are other specific declarations—‘he should name one’ and so forth.”—These cannot be taken as injunctions; as there is no injunctive affix in them.—“The enjoining would be done by means of the commendation contained in the sentences; as in the case of the sentence ‘he should name three Rṣis.’”—The answer to this is that the commendation is of three Rṣis; hence it can enjoin the naming of three only. As for the sentences ‘he should name one’ and ‘he should name two’, these also speak of the same three Rṣis, but in parts (first of one, then of two); so that these two sentences also commend the three, with a view to enjoin them. In this way the enjoining would be done by a single sentence.—As for the other two sentences—‘he should not name four’, ‘he should
not name more than five,—these may be taken as stating a settled fact.—
From all this it follows that the person who is unable to name 'three Rśis'
is not entitled to perform the Darsha-Pūṇamāsa sacrifices.

(This Adhikaraṇa does not mean that the Darsha-Pūṇamāsa can be performed
by only those Brāhmaṇas who have three and only three Pravara-Rśis.—All that
is meant is that those who are unable to name three Rśis among their Gotra Rśis are
not entitled. So that persons with five Pravara-Rśis become entitled. The pro-
hibition that 'more than five shall not be named' makes this clear.—Ṭuyṣṭikā.]
ADHIKARAṆĀ (12) ‘Rathakāra-nyāya’; The ‘Rathakāra’, who is not included among the ‘Three castes’, is entitled to perform Sacrifices.

SŪTRA (44).

THE TEXT IN QUESTION SPEAKS OF THE INSTALLATION TO BE DONE BY THE ‘Rathakāra’—BECAUSE SUCH IS THE DIRECT DECLARATION, WHICH MUST REFER TO ONE NOT ALREADY MENTIONED.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with Fire-installation, we read—‘Vargāsu rathakāra ādadhūta’ [‘The Rathakāra should install the Fire during the rains’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this ‘Rathakāra’ included in any one of the three higher castes (Brāhmaṇa, Kṣatriya, and Vaishya) or is he distinct from these?

The natural answer to this question [which is also the Siddhānta A] is that the ‘installation’ spoken of in the text is that to be done by the Rathakāra, who is not included in any of the three castes.——‘How so?’—Because such is the direct declaration; and there is nothing that cannot be done by a direct declaration. This same declaration also makes it clear that the person spoken of here as doing the Installation is not among the three castes, and in fact one that is not already mentioned in other texts; that is to say, the Installation of Fire by the Brāhmaṇa, the Kṣatriya and the Vaishya has been already laid down in another text (as to be done during spring, summer, and autumn); hence, by elimination, the ‘Rathakāra’ spoken of in the text in question (as to do the Installing during the rains) must be other than these three.

SŪTRA (45).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“THE MAN REFERRED TO MUST BE ONE BELONGING TO A REGULAR CASTE, AS THE SPECIAL NAME ONLY MENTIONS A PROFESSION; AND THE SHŪDRA HAS BEEN ALREADY EXCLUDED.”

Bhāṣya.

‘The ‘rathakāra’ must be one belonging to a regular caste,—i.e. to one of the three castes;—he is only specified here as ‘rathakāra’ (‘chariot-maker’) in view of his profession;—and the Shūdra has already been excluded;—hence the Rathakāra must belong to one of the three castes.”
SūTRA (46).

[Answer to Pūrvapakṣa]—That cannot be; as the profession mentioned is not one that is sanctioned (for the three castes).

Bhāṣya.

The ‘Rathakāra’ cannot belong to any of the three castes, because any such profession as Chariot-making has been forbidden for the three castes; he can, however, be one who does not belong to any of the three castes; and such a person, though not belonging to any of the three castes, would be entitled to perform the Installation on the strength of the direct declaration.

SūTRA (47).

There would be superfluous [if the text under consideration referred to a person among the three castes]; because these have been already spoken of (in another text).

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the Brāhmaṇa, the Kṣatricya and the Vaiśya, the three seasons spring (summer and autumn) have been already specified (for the Installation of Fire); if then the ‘rains’ also were laid down in connection with any of those same castes, it would be entirely superfluous.—From this it follows that the ‘Rathakāra’ is not a person belonging to any of the three castes.

SūTRA (48).

“The text may be taken as a contingent declaration”,—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Pūrvapakṣin—"If your view is that the Rathakāra cannot belong to any of the three castes, because it has been forbidden for persons belonging to the three castes to make a living by any such craft (as Chariot-making).—then our reply is that the declaration may be taken as a contingent one; it is just possible that someone belonging to the three castes may—though wrongly—take up the profession of Chariot-making; and what the text means is that if there be such a one, the installation of Fire by him should be done during the rains”.

SūTRA (49).

It has already been explained that these declarations are not contingent.

Bhāṣya.

It has been already explained by us that the texts that are being considered are not those that make any contingent declarations.—“What if
they are not contingent declarations?"—What follows is that they are purely injunctive; so that the Installing of the Fire by the three castes having been already enjoined in another text,—if there were another injunction of the same,—it would be entirely superfluous; and as a necessary consequence, the text in question should be taken as laying down the installation by one for whom it has not been enjoined already.—It might be urged that "this one declaration may be taken as contingent".—But that cannot be; because how can the Installation which has been spoken of in connection with the spring, the summer and the autumn,—be connected with the rains?—Then again, if the text in question is taken as injunctive, the Installing would be enjoined by 'Direct Assertion', whereas if it were taken as contingent, then the injunction of the rains could be only indicated by 'Syntactical Connection';—and 'Direct Assertion' is more authoritative than 'Syntactical Connection'.—From all this it follows that the Installation spoken of in the text in question is that by one who does not belong to any of the three castes.

SŪTRA (50).

[Final Siddhānta]—It is the inferior 'Saundhanvanas' that should be understood to be meant, on the strength of certain Mantra-texts.

Bhāṣya.

Everyone not belonging to any of the three castes is not a 'Rathakāra'. 'Saundhanvanas' is the name of a certain caste; it is this caste 'Saundhanvanas' that is meant; this caste is slightly 'inferior' to the three castes,—it is a distinct caste, neither Shūdra, nor Vaishya nor Ksatriya, and it is for persons of this caste that the text in question lays down the Installation of Fire.—"How do you know that?"—We learn this from well-known usage and also from certain Mantra-texts:—(a) There is the Mantra, 'Saundhanavanā ṛhava śūrachakṣavah' (Rgveda, I. 110. 4);—the Mantra to be used by the Rathakāra at the Installing of Fire is 'Ṛbhāṅgāntu, etc.';—hence it follows that the 'Saundhanvanas' are the same as 'Ṛbhavas'; and 'ṛhava' are 'rathakāras',—as is indicated by the Mantra—'Nemin navanti ṛhavo yathā' (Rgveda, 8. 75. 5), which shows that the 'Ṛbhavas' are those who fix up the tyre of the chariot-wheel; and it is the 'Rathakāra' (Chariot-maker) that fixes up the tyre of the Chariot-wheel. [Hence the Rathakāra is the same as Ṛbhavas].

From all this it follows that the Installation spoken of in the sentence in question is that by persons who do not belong to any of the three higher castes, and who are also not Shūdras.
ADHIKARANA (13) : 'Niṣādasthapati-nyāya': The 'Niṣāda', who does not belong to one of the three higher castes, is entitled to perform the 'Raudra-sacrifice'.

SŪTRA (51).

THE 'STHAPATI' (CHIEF) SHOULD BE TAKEN TO BE A 'NIṢĀDA': BECAUSE SUCH IS THE SENSE OF THE WORD.

Bhāṣya.

The Raudra-sacrifice is enjoined in the text—'Vāstumālībhya raudram charum nirvapet yatra rudrah praśāh shamayet'—[At the centre of the residence one should offer cooked rice to Raudra; whereupon Raudra would keep the children at peace'].—In connection with this sacrifice it has been declared—'Etayā niṣādasthapatim gājayet' ['This sacrifice should be performed for the Niṣāda-chief'].

In regard to the exact signification of the compound 'niṣādasthapatim' ('Niṣāda-chief') there arises the following question—Is the person meant by this word a person included among those who have been declared (in the foreground Adhikaranas) as entitled to perform sacrifices, or is he distinct from those?

On this question, the Pūrvaśāstra view is as follows:—'The Niṣāda-chief is included among those who have been already declared to be entitled to perform sacrifices; because it is only one of those that has the capacity to perform sacrifices, being possessed of the requisite learning and Fire; anyone other than those would not have the requisite learning and Fire, and as such, would be devoid of the capacity to perform sacrifices. The term niṣāda-chief could not apply to anyone of those entitled to perform sacrifices'.—The answer to this is that the said term would not be mapplicable; as the compound would be taken as a Genitive Tatpurusa—'niṣādānāṁ sthapatiḥ', and would thus stand for the Chief of the Niṣādas [and this Chief himself need not be a Niṣāda who is not among those entitled to perform sacrifices].—Thus then the text in question should be taken as asserting the title of one whose title has been already established.'

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta—The 'Sthapati' (Chief) should be taken to be a 'Niṣāda', because such is the sense of the word. A Niṣāda himself should be understood to be the 'Chief'.—'Why?'—Because such is the sense of the word; that is, the term 'niṣāda' can directly denote the Niṣāda only; a 'Chief of the Niṣādas' (who is himself not a Niṣāda)—it could indicate only indirectly (figuratively);—and when there is a conflict between 'Direct Denotation' and 'Indirect Indication', the right course is to accept the Direct Denotation, not the Indirect Indication.—The Opponent might argue thus—'What has been urged does not affect our position; the term 'niṣāda' (in our case also) denotes the Niṣāda only;
all that we say is that it should be taken in the Genitive case [so that the compound means 'the sthapati, Chief, of the Niṣādas']".—This, however, cannot be right; as the Genitive ending is absent; as a matter of fact, we do not find the Genitive ending here.—Says the Opponent—"On the strength of the elision (that always takes place in compounds), the sense of the Genitive is understood".—True, it is so understood; but it is understood not from elision.—"Then, from what?"—It is understood from the 'indirect indication' by the term 'niṣāda'; [i.e., the term 'niṣāda' in the compound is taken as indirectly indicating 'niṣādānām', 'of the Niṣādas'; while directly it denotes the Niṣāda himself]; and it has been already explained that Indirect Indication is weaker (than Direct Denotation); the interpretation of the compound ('niṣādāsthapati') as a Karmadhārāya, whereby the term 'niṣāda' qualifies the term 'sthapati'—[and the compound thus means the chief who is a Niṣāda]—is more logical [than the Genitive Taipuruṣa, suggested by the Pārvapakṣin]. Because in the Karmadhārāya compound, the two terms retain their natural connotations; and the Accusative ending (peering at the end of the compound 'niṣādāsthapati') becomes connected, in common, with both the terms ('niṣāda' and 'sthapati'); hence the term 'niṣāda' as occurring in the compound is understood to be the Niṣāda marked by the sense of the Accusative. Under the circumstances, if one were to impose upon it the sense of the Genitive, he would be assuming what is not expressed at all.—From all this it follows that the Sthapati, Chief, that is meant, should himself be a Niṣāda.

SŪTRA (52).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE OF THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

We find the following text as indicative of the same conclusion—'Kūtam dakṣinā' ['A false coin is the sacrificial fee'] (Taittī. Śām. 1. 8. 9. 1),—where a coin is mentioned which is current among Niṣādas only: a 'false coin' is of use to Niṣādas only, not to Ārgas; consequently such coin would be in the possession of Niṣādas only.

End of Pāda i of Adhyāya VI.
ADHYĀYA VI.

PĀDA II.

ADHIKARANA (1): *Every individual member taking part in a ‘Sutra’ shares its Results.*

SŪTRA (1): *Inasmuch as each man helps in the accomplishment of the desired end, the title to the performance should be taken as accruing to each.*

_Bhāṣya._

There are the following texts—*Deśadāśahāna prajākānam eṣaṃ* [*For one desiring offspring, he should perform the Deśadāśahāna sacrifice*]; *Bṛddhi-kāmā upāyuk* [*Those desiring prosperity should take to the sacrifice*]; *then again, with a view to diverse purposes*—*Sātrānām śatra upāyuk* [*Desiring such and such a thing, they should take up the Sutra*]; *Saptadāśahāvaṁ chaturvimśatihitparamādm Śatra upāyuk* [*Not less than seventeen and not more than twenty-four should perform the Sutra*].

In regard to all this, there arises the question—*Who is entitled to perform the Sutra? Is it each individual person desiring the whole fruit of the Sutra, or the whole group, as a group, desiring the fruit?*

Objection (to the question)—*In the text the persons desiring the fruit are spoken of as several in number. How can there be any possibility of each of them singly being entitled to the fruit of the sacrifice?*

Answer—*The text requires the performance by several persons desiring prosperity*; *this is applicable to several persons desiring the qualification of desiring prosperity, taken collectively, and it is not possible to restrict it to several persons desiring individually*—*the text does not mean* that there arises the question as to whether the performance can be attributed severally or all of them collectively.

On this question, the Commentaries for each person singly to perform by several persons (not necessary). Then the text, that the whole divine offertory of the sacrifice; and the results are of its performer—the text does not—hence the result must accrue to parts of the result accrued to the performer cannot accrue to the whole group in some.

Against this, *Paurusūkyas* is following from the text, *the Sutra should* that result;—why? *Brahms prakrātaḥ.*

_Siddhānta.—*The result to each person desiring the accomplishment of*
desired end; that is, when an act is done by several persons together, each of them helps in the accomplishment of the desired end; and further, the result of an act should always accrue to the performer of the act, and in the case in question, each of the persons concerned is the performer of the Sutra.—Says the Opponent—"We have already pointed out that no single man can do what has been declared as to be done by several men."—Our answer to this is that each of them can certainly perform the Sutra, when we take him independently by himself; that is, it is possible for each of the men concerned to undertake the performance by himself on his own account; in which case, in order to make up the prescribed number of "performers", he would secure the co-operation of others by persuasion and other methods;—in this case even a single man would accomplish and secure the desired end for himself; while each of the others also helps in it; and thus all of them are 'performers' in the sense that they are all required to be there as such [for if they were not there as 'performers', the sacrifice would not be a Sutra, and hence would not bring about the desired result]. Thus, then, even in a case where all of them undertake the performance collectively, the result should accrue to each of them severally.

SUTRA (2).

THEN AGAIN, THIS IN ITS VERY ORIGIN THAT THE ACT IS CONNECTED [WITH THE NUMBER OF MEN]: THE CASE OF SEVERAL MEN PERFORMING THE SAME ACT WOULD BE LIKE THE SEEING OF AN ANIMAL BY SEVERAL MEN.

Bhāṣya.

Then again, there is no incongruity in one and the same act being performed by several men.—It might be argued that—"there is certainly this incongruity that when one man is doing the act, what would the second be doing at the time?".—The answer to this is that there would be this incongruity in a case where the act were one meant to be done by turns; in a case, however, where the act is meant to be done conjointly, it is quite possible for several men to take part in it at the same time. For instance, in the case of 'seeing an animal'—a hare or an elephant,—each man that the same manner, there would be things used at the sacrifice would be into the common sacrificial would throw in the offerings; be 'performers' in common.

Then again, the connection with the that has been laid down (in a subdued injunction of the sacrifice itself; in fact, of the sacrifice that the connection of the of performers) has been spoken of. injunction after the originative injunction
tion might be taken to mean that the result must accrue to the several men collectively. Such cannot be the meaning when the connection occurs in the originative injunction itself.

From all this, it follows that each of the performers is connected with the whole Result of the Sutra.
ADHIKARAṆA (2): There should be only one Performer at the Darsha and other such sacrifices.

SŪTRA (3).

[Pūrvapakṣa continued]—"INASMUCH AS, IN CONNECTION WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF SACRIFICES, IT IS ONLY THE 'MAN' THAT IS SPOKEN OF, AS MANY AS LIKE MAY TAKE PART IN THE PERFORMANCE."

Bhāṣya:

We have the texts—'Darshapūrṇamāñābhāyām svargakāma yajēta' ['Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices']; 'Jyotistomēna svargakāmo yajēta' ['Desiring heaven, one should perform the Jyotistoma sacrifice']).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are the performances at these sacrifices to be done by one, two, or more men without any restriction? or should it be by one only?

[Question objected to]—"It has been already explained in Chapter III (3. 7. 18) that the fruit of the act accrues to the performer."

Answer—When the fruit accrues to the performer, then due significance must attach to the singular number.—this we are going to explain later on. But that is precisely what is questioned here, and is going to be settled later on.

On this question the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"As many as like may take part in the performance. —How so?"—Because it is only the man that is spoken of; the man alone is spoken of; the words of the text having enjoined the sacrifice in connection with the Man has served its purpose, and hence it cannot preclude the possibility of one or two or more men performing that sacrifice. As a matter of fact, it is not the Man that is enjoined in connection with the sacrifice,—the injunction does not mean that 'the man should accomplish the sacrifice' or that 'the man should accomplish the result by means of the sacrifice';—what it means is that 'the man should attain the result by means of the sacrifice'. So that the man is not an accessory either of the sacrifice or of the accomplishment of the result; if he had been accessory, either of the sacrifice or of the accomplishment of the result, then, in that case, the Number, being itself an accessory, could qualify the other accessory, Man.—When, however, the Man is not an accessory, if the Number were to qualify him, it could do so only indirectly as an indicative, not as a qualification; and in that case the Singular Number could not be regarded as significant; and under the circumstances, the Singular Number could not qualify, at a single stroke, all the things that may be spoken of and that may be capable of being so qualified.—Question—How then do you get at the idea of the Man being the principal factor?—Answer—[That is due to the following facts]—There is no need for the appearance of the result, nor for the appearance
of the sacrifice; what is always desired is that the man's own self should become connected with the result; and that every action should be done to that end;—otherwise (if this were not so desired) then an act, even though enjoined, would never be performed; and the injunction itself would become entirely futile. From this it follows that as many as may desire may perform the sacrifice;—it may be performed by one or two or more men. This same conclusion is clearly indicated by the following texts—(a) 'Yuvāṁ hi athah avartati' (Ṛgveda 9.19.2), where it is clear that the words are addressed to two sacrificers; and (b) 'Eṣā aṣṭramindavah', etc. (Ṛgveda 9.6.2.1), where it is clear that it is addressed to several sacrificers. Thus it is clear that a sacrifice may have two or more performers.

SŪTRA (4).

[Pūrvapakṣa continued: An objection to the Pūrvapakṣa]

"It might be argued that 'Both the ideas are equally expressed by the words of the injunction.'—if this is urged, then the answer is as given in the following Sūtra."

Bhāṣya.

"The Opponent may bring forward the following argument—'Both the ideas are equally expressed by the words of the injunction: that is, the words of the injunction express both the ideas—(1) one should accomplish the sacrifice and (2) one should attain the result of the sacrifice. How so?—Because we actually derive these two notions from the words. Under the circumstances, we cannot be sure as to which of the two we are to reject (as not really expressed). Hence we must accept both to be equally expressed. It might be argued that it is not right for the same sentence to have two meanings. But the answer to that is that it must be right to accept that as the meaning of a sentence which is found to be actually expressed by it. Hence in the case in question, the only right course is to take both the ideas to be equally expressed. Such being the case (and at least one meaning of the text being that one should accomplish the sacrifice), the Man appears as an accessory of this accomplishment of the sacrifice; and hence the singular number used in connection with him must be regarded as significant [and the sacrifice should have only one performer]."

SŪTRA (5).

[Pūrvapakṣa concluded: Pūrvapakṣin's answer to the above objection]—"The whole thing being for the sake of the Man, he cannot be regarded as an accessory (to the sacrifice); because this would be something different, assumed without reason:—specifically as Man is the predominant factor."

Bhāṣya.

"[Reply]—What has been urged in the preceding Sūtra cannot be right; because the whole thing being for the sake of Man,—i.e., the Man being
the predominant factor,—he cannot be regarded as an accessory.—So long as a reason is not adduced, we cannot accept any other (different) idea; and the idea of Man being the subordinate factor is certainly other than—different from—the idea of his being the predominant factor. That in the present connection, the man is meant to be the predominant factor is clear from the fact that it is only thus that the text can have any sense. Thus it is not possible for the Performer, Man, to be regarded as the subordinate factor; specially as there is only one Injunction; there is only one injunctive text; and if that one text were to enjoin either the appearance of the result or the appearance of the sacrifice, then the Performer could not be enjoined directly by himself; if the Performer were enjoined directly by himself, then the sacrifice or the result could come in only as subservient to him. All this cannot be done simultaneously; because being enjoined by himself is one thing, while for the man to be enjoined as subservient to something else, or for that something to be enjoined as subservient to the man, is a totally different thing. For instance, in a case where Devadatta is recognised as shooting arrows with both hands,—this shooting cannot be done by both hands simultaneously; in fact what happens is that at the time that he shoots with the right hand, then with the left hand he is bending the back of the bow, and does not do the shooting with the latter, because it is otherwise engaged;—in the same manner, in a case where Man is enjoined as the predominant factor, the Sacrifice or the Result is recognised as the subordinate factor,—because the injunction is otherwise engaged (in pointing to the predominance of the Man); consequently, neither of these latter is recognised as the predominant factor.—From all this it follows that: the Man is not a subordinate factor, in relation to either the Sacrifice or to the Result; and as many as may like,—one or two or several persons—may take part in the performance of the sacrifice."

SŪTRA (6).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THE MAN SHOULD BE TAKEN AS MENTIONED ONLY FOR THE SAKE OF THE PERFORMANCE (OF THE ACT), HIS RELATIONSHIP (TO THE ACT) BEING INDICATED BY THE MENTION OF THE 'DESIRE'; —IN EVERY CASE THERE IS A DISTINCT INJUNCTIVE TEXT IN RELATION TO EACH OF THE THINGS (THAT ARE MEANT TO BE ENJOINED).—AS WE FIND IN THE CASE OF THE 'BLACK ANTELope-Horn'.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase 'api tā' ('in reality') sets aside the Pāramokṣa view. The Performer should be taken as mentioned only for the sake of the performance of the act, and not independently by himself.—"Why so?"—Because what the injunctive term 'yajñā', 'should sacrifice', signifies is that 'one should accomplish the sacrifice', or that 'one should accomplish something by means of the sacrifice'; so that, so far as the Man is
concerned, it is his mere existence that is implied, not the fact of his being either the accomplisher or the receptacle of the Result.—As for the term 'desiring heaven' ("svarga-kāmāḥ"), all that it denotes is desire for heaven, and does not include in itself any special feature, either of the Man himself or of any one else.—And in matters like the one under consideration, we have no other reliable means of knowledge except the Verbal Texts. [Hence what is not expressed by the words of the Texts, we cannot accept as being denoted as the predominant factor; that is why the Man cannot be regarded, in the present connection, as the predominant factor.]

Says the Opponent—"In what manner is the connection between the Man and the desire comprehended?"

It is indicated by the mention of the 'desire'. Even when it is not stated in so many words, 'one who desires results' desires it for himself, not for any other person. In a case where both things are meant to be spoken of, there is a distinct injunctive text in relation to each of them; for instance, we have the two texts—(a) 'Kṛṣṇarājanāyā kaṇḍāyati' ['One should rub his body with the Black Antelope-Horn'], and (b) 'Chāṭvāle kṛṣṇarājanāṁ prāṣyaati' ['Threws the Black Antelope-Horn into the pit']—(Taittī Sam. 6. 1. 3. 8) [where the Rubbing of the Body and the Throwing of the Horn, both being meant to be enjoined, there is a distinct text for each].

In the same manner, in a case where there would be two distinct injunctive texts, there alone could both predominance and subservience of the Man be comprehended. In the case in question there are not two distinct injunctive texts; the Man is however clearly spoken of as the subordinate factor in the injunction 'bhāṣyate' ('should bring into existence'), wherein the 'sacrifice' appears either as the instrument or the objective [the sense being either that 'the man should bring into existence, or accomplish, the result by means of the sacrifice', or that 'he should bring into existence, i.e., accomplish, the sacrifice itself']. As for the predominance of the Man, that is only implied indirectly through the mention of the connection of 'desire'; the fact being that no one requires the mere appearance of Happiness by itself, what the Soul of the Man desires is his connection with the happiness;—thus it is that the predominance of Man is indirectly implied by this connection, and not directly expressed by any Vedic Text.

Thus Man being the subordinate factor, the singular number pertaining to him must be regarded as significant.

SŪTRA (7).

[Objection]—"[The desire] may be [for the result] on behalf of another person",—if this is urged [then the answer would be as given in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya:

The Opponent may argue as follows:—"The man who desires Heaven for another person can also be spoken of as 'desiring heaven' ("svarga-kāmāḥ"); so that one man may perform the sacrifice with a view to the attainment
of Heaven by another person; and this would upset the conclusion arrived at before, regarding the result of enjoined actions accruing to the performer (Sū. 3. 7. 18)."

SŪTRA (8).

[Answer]—There is no connection in the case of an act done for the sake of another.

Bhāṣya.

We do not mean that 'one should not perform the sacrifice with a desire to lead to another person's attainment of Heaven';—nor that the term 'desiring heaven' does not express 'one desiring heaven for some one else';—what we do mean is that under such circumstances, the other man does not obtain the Result. —'Why should he not obtain the result?'—Because of the text containing a particular ending,—in the word 'yajita' ('should sacrifice'), as also in the word 'ādāhita' ('should install') in the text 'the Brāhmaṇa should install the Fire during spring' [in both cases there is the Ātmanēpada ending, which clearly expresses the idea that the result following from the action spoken of must accrue to the man himself who performs the act, not to any other person]. If a similar ending is found in the text speaking of the 'desire' (result), it must be taken as a reference to this same idea.

SŪTRA (9).

[Objection]—'The desire for a particular result may be the contingency [under which the sacrifice may be performed for another person]'—If this is urged [then the answer would be as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

[Says the Opponent]—'If you hold the opinion that the term 'desiring heaven' is not incapable of denoting the person desiring heaven for another person,—and that one man does not perform a sacrifice for another simply because in that case no results are accomplished,—then, it may be possible for one to perform such a sacrifice (vicariously), with a view to obtaining the results mentioned in the Sūktavākā-khyāna, wherein we read the words—'Āśaśāti 'yam yaśamāṇah āyurāhāstā' [This sacrificer hopes for longevity] (Taittī. Brā. 3. 5. 10. 4) —where the Hotr-priest (who recites the hymn) points to the sacrificer who has engaged him to officiate on his behalf;—and that these words contain the injunction of Results (in the shape of Longevity) is clear from the fact that the reciting of the Sūktavākā itself has already been enjoined in another text—'Sūktavākāna prastaram prakarati' ['One should offer the Kusha-bundle with the Sūktavākā']. It is only when the Mantra, 'Āshāti, etc.' is taken as an injunction of results, that it is possible for the Kusha-bundle to be offered with the Sūktavākā (in accordance with the latter injunction); otherwise, an unseen
(transcendental) result would have to be assumed.—From this it follows that it is possible for one to perform a sacrifice for another person, for the purpose of bringing about incidental results."

SūTRA (10).

[Answer]—That cannot be; because it is compulsory (not contingent).

Bhāṣya.

Answer.—What has been argued above is not possible; as the incidental result also should accrue to the same man to whom the principal result accrues. It is only thus that the installation of Fire can be done by one for himself; and there is no peculiarity in the case of the Installation being done for oneself (which is not present in the case of other acts also); and we know that in the case of Installation, all kinds of results—incidental as well as principal—accrue to the man who does the installing. Then again, in the case cited, it would be inconsistent for the sacrifice to be both 'compulsory' and 'prospective' (optional): that is to say, if the act of sacrificing (offering of the Kuṭa-bundle) were done (by the Hotṛ) for the purpose of his employee attaining 'longevity', then the said could not be compulsory (as it would be done only with a view to a particular desired end); on the other hand, if the act were compulsory, then it could not be prospective (done only with a view to a certain desired result).

From all this it follows that our view does not go against any conclusions already arrived at (under Sū. 3. 7. 18); as the Man has not been laid down as the predominant factor; he is, in fact, a subordinate factor; and hence the singular number must be significant; so that there can be only one sacrificer to each sacrifice.

SūTRA (11).

[Objection]—"But in certain texts, the act has been actually indicated as to be done [by more than one performer]."

—if this is urged [then the answer would be as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The following argument has been urged by the Pūrva-paṅcini:—"The following texts clearly show that a sacrifice may be performed by two and more persons—(a) 'Yusm hi sthah svarpad?' (Ṛgveda 9. 19. 2), which shows that this Mantra should be used in the case of there being two sacrificers,—and (b) 'Eṣā āśrṇamindasvah' (Ṛgveda 9. 32. 1), which shows that this Mantra is to be used in the case of there being several sacrificers. All this shows that acts may be performed by two and more sacrificers."

This argument has got to be refuted [which we do below]—
SŪTRA (12).

THAT CANNOT BE; THESE ARE PARTICULAR CASES WHERE THE ACT IS ACTUALLY DECLARED TO BE SUCH AS TO REQUIRE TWO OR MORE PERFORMERS.

Bhāṣya.

What has been urged above is not possible in all cases. In fact, in connection with the texts quoted, they actually declare the presence of two and more sacrificers;—just as it is in the case of the Ahina sacrifices (Sāstras), where a large number of performers have been actually enjoined; and this injunction becomes effective only when they are actually performed by the several sacrificers.—[But these are special cases, specially provided for; but that cannot apply to the case of other sacrifices].—Hence we conclude that as a rule, only one man is to perform a sacrifice.
Adhikarana (3): Even a 'prospective' sacrifice, when commenced, must be continued to the end.

SUTRA (13).

By reason of the commencement, the act must be finished; because the ' commencement' of an act is a contingency under which it has to be carried on.

Bhashya.

There are certain acts laid down in such texts as—'Desiring offspring, one should perform a sacrifice';—'Desiring a village, one should perform a sacrifice'.

In regard to such acts, there arises the question—When one such act has been commenced, must it be carried on to the end? Or it may be carried on or abandoned, as one may like?

The natural answer to this question [and the Siddhanta] is that the act must be carried on to the end.—Why so?—What the text says is that 'Desiring such and such a result, one should perform a sacrifice'; and the meaning of the verb 'should perform a sacrifice' they explain to be that it lays down the act from its beginning to its end: that is, the verb denotes an operation beginning with the commencement and ending with its completion; and it is not like the act of 'cooking' or of 'giving away'; in the case of the action of 'cooking', it is the mere presence of the act of cooking that is expressed; it does not mean that having been commenced, it must be carried on to the end.—It is in this sense (of the complete act) that people in ordinary life also understand all verbs. In fact, what the injunctive text enjoins is not really the effort of man to commence an act; because people do not necessarily commence only what has been enjoined; but they necessarily carry on to the end what has been enjoined. Hence what the verb denotes is not both the commencement and the completion,—but the completion only; and the commencement comes in only as necessarily implied in the completion. Hence we conclude that it is completion of the act that is denoted by the verb. When, thus, what is denoted is the completion of the act, it is this that should be taken to be enjoined as to be done; and there is no injunction, as to be done, in regard to the mere commencement of the act. Hence the commencement of an act is not necessary, what is necessary is the completion of what has been commenced. Consequently, after the commencement of the act, if the desire for the particular result (desired to be obtained by means of that act) should cease,—or if the result should be actually acquired (before the completion of the act),—even under these circumstances, the completing of what has been commenced is absolutely necessary.

Says the Opponent—"As a matter of fact, what is enjoined as to be done is what is desired by the man."
Not so; what is desired by the man is expressed by the sentence ("Syntactical Connection"), while the idea that the sacrifice should be performed is obtained from "Direct Assertion".

From all this it follows that when a man 'desiring a village' has commenced a sacrifice, he must complete it. The mention of the 'desire for village' thus is only a contingent condition; and when an act is declared as to be done when that contingency has come about, that act (started under that contingency) has to be completed even though the contingency may have ceased to exist. It has been enjoined that what has been commenced should be completed; and this completing has to be done even when the said contingency may have ceased to exist; because what has ceased to exist cannot be said to have not come into existence; and it is the coming into existence of the contingency,—not its continued presence—which is the contingency (under which the act is to be done). Hence it follows that even when the desire for the Result has ceased, what has been commenced must be completed. Because the commencement of the act is the contingency under which it started, and it should also be the contingency under which it should be carried on to its end.

SŪTRA (14).

[Pūrvapakṣa's objection]—"In fact, inasmuch as the man only wants the result, there can be no compulsion; just as there is none in regard to what has not been commenced."

Bhāṣya.

The particle ' of ' ("in fact") sets aside the view expressed above.

"In fact, there can be no compulsion;—why?—because the man only wants the result; what is laid down by the Injunctive text is only that the act mentioned is the means to be employed by one 'who wants the result';—i.e. who is desirous of bringing about the result;—and it is not the idea that it should be done that is laid down by the text. Because if the idea that it should be accomplished were laid down, it could refer either to the sacrifice or to the Result [as it is only these that can be accomplished];—it could not refer to the Result; because when a man desires something, he does not need to be told that he should accomplish it; he himself knows it very well that he has to accomplish the result that he desires; what he does not know however is the means of accomplishing that result;—this is what he wants to know; so that to him the teaching is addressed that sacrifice is the required means,—i.e. the desired result is to be accomplished by means of the sacrifice. It cannot be the sacrifice that is desired to be accomplished; as this would be inconsistent with the perceptible fact that the performance of a sacrifice is a source of discomfort (and as such cannot be desired); there is no such inconsistency, however, when it is something else that is meant to be accomplished by means of the sacrifice. Further, if the sacrifice itself were meant to be accomplished, then, it would be necessary to assume
a result for it; but there is no authority for any such assumption. Then again, the injunction that it should be accomplished is possible only in regard to things that are capable of being accomplished.—From all this it follows that the sacrifice cannot be what is meant to be accomplished.—What then is done by the injunctive text is that the desired result is referred to as what is to be accomplished, and then in reference to that result, the sacrifice is enjoined as the means.—From this it follows that the sacrifice need not necessarily be completed; just as an act that has not been commenced need not be commenced, similarly what has been commenced need not be completed.—As for the argument that what is indicated by 'Syntactical Connection' is set aside by what is declared by 'Direct Assertion';—this has been already answered.—Hence we conclude that there can be no compulsion (in regard to the completing of what has been commenced).

SūTRA (15).

[Answer]—As a matter of fact, there must be compulsion; because it (commencement) is a contingency under which there must be completion; in fact, it should be an incentive to the performer.

Bhāṣya.

Commencement is the contingency under which there must be completion. How so?—Because it should be an incentive to the performer.—What is the incentive?—Firmness of determination; the man who always completes what he has commenced is not blamed by cultured people—he is only brave at commencing things, which he never sees through, he is not one with whom one should associate in business;—such blame from cultured people is undesirable; hence it is necessary that when an act has been commenced, it should be completed.

Says the Opponent—"Why should cultured people blame such a person?"

The answer to this is that they do blame such persons; the fact is there; what is the use of seeking for the cause (of such blame)?
Adhikarana (4): In the case of ordinary temporal acts, it is not necessary that what has been commenced must be completed.

Sutra (16).

[Purva-paksa continued]—"Temporal acts also should be treated like the Scriptural acts; as in their case also, there is an idea of the presiding deity derived from that same source."

Bhasya.

Some one has commenced erecting a house, or a cart, or a chariot; after some time the desire for the finished thing has ceased,—or he has got, by other means, what he wanted;—now in regard to this case, there arises the question,—should the man necessarily complete what he commenced to do? Or might he give it up when he likes?

The Purva-paksa view on this question is as follows:—"Temporal acts also, after having been commenced, must be completed; just like Scriptural acts, these ordinary temporal acts also must necessarily be completed."

'Why so?'—Because in their case also there is an idea of the presiding deity derived from that same source; i.e., from that same course we can derive the idea of a presiding deity in the case of ordinary temporal acts also.

'From what source?'—From the scriptures; there are texts speaking of the 'scriptures' of carpenters; and there also we recognise the functioning of presiding deities; there being such notions as 'such and such deities preside over the Eastern quarter, and such others over the other quarters'.

Such being the case, if there is blame by the cultured in the case of not completing a commenced act, wherein there is some functioning of deities spoken of in the scriptures (as there is in the case of Scriptural acts),—then there should be similar blame in the case of the temporal acts also. [Hence these latter also have to be completed.]

Sutra (17).

[Purva-paksa concluded]—"Then again, in the case of failure, they lay down ordinances (for expiation)."

Bhasya.

"In the case of the failure of temporal acts, they,—i.e., the Carpenters (for instance)—lay down ordinances for expiation; such as,—'If the spoke breaks, Indrabhika should be tied, and a Brhma should be fed on milkrice'. Now if this expiatory act is for the purpose of an unseen transcendental entity, it could not be so unless it had its source in the scriptures.
Even though it be taken only as a preventive of repetition of the same accident, even so, the ordinance is honoured; [and as such it may itself be regarded as a scripture]."

**SŪTRA (18).**

[SIDDHÁNTA]—IN REALITY, THE SOURCE OF THE ACTS IN QUESTION IS NOT SCRIPTURAL; THEY CANNOT JUSTIFY THE ASSUMPTION OF A SCRIP-TURE ; THEY SHOULD BE TAKEN AS DictATED BY THE NEEDS (OF MAN); IT IS ONLY IN THE CASE OF WHAT CANNOT BE KNOWN (BY THE ORDINARY MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE) THAT THE SCRIPTURE CAN SERVE A USEFUL PURPOSE.

*Bhāṣya.*

The particle ' tu ' (' in reality ') implies the rejection of the Pūrva-pakṣa.

What we assert is that the source of the acts in question is not scriptural. You infer the existence of a scripture (for carpenters) from their Smṛti (rules and regulations); it is true that there can be no Smṛti (rules) without a corresponding scripture, and without a Smṛti, there could be no books dealing with carpentry;—but what we hold is that, there is certainly a Smṛti (rule) in the case; but it is in the form—' It is when built in such and such a manner that a house or some such thing becomes beautiful ';—and not in the form—' From the performance of this act of building, there follows an unseen transcendental result '.—As regards the house being ' beautiful ', that can be known even without a scripture; and being thus known, it could be ' remembered ' (in the form of Smṛti-rules). Thus there is no need for assuming a scripture as the basis for the said Smṛti rules (which have been shown to be based upon ordinary experience). If, without a scripture, there were nothing to indicate the act, then alone would there be need for a scripture; and in that case alone would there be a justification for assuming such a scripture. From all this we conclude that the act in question is not one laid down in the scriptures. It is only in the case of an act which is laid down in the scriptures, or which deals with a deity, that cultured people censure the performer if he leaves it half-done.

Says the Opponent—"In connection with the acts in question also, certain deities have been accepted,—offerings should be made to such and such a deity towards the East, and to such another in that other quarter "."  

The deities that cultured people accept are in relation to the Man, not in relation to the house (he is building); hence what has been urged does not affect our position.

SUTRA (19).

[PURVAPEKSA]—‘In the case of Prohibitions, as there is no positive act (prescribed), there may be performance of those that are prohibited; specially because inaction [i.e. avoidance of act, which is what is really laid down in the prohibitive texts] is something quite different.’

Bhāṣya.

There is a teaching to the effect—‘Na kalania bhaksayitavyam, na lashunam, na grijanam’ [‘One should not eat Kalania, nor Lashuna, nor Grija’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the teaching mean that, if a man is desirous of obtaining certain rewards, he should not eat these things, and one who does not seek for any reward may eat them? Or that they should be avoided by all and under all circumstances?

On this question, the Purvapekṣa view is as follows:—‘The things should not be eaten by one who seeks for certain rewards,—as for one who does not seek for a reward, there is no restriction, he may or may not eat them.—Why so?—It is a sort of restriction that is laid down here—‘Such and such a thing should not be eaten’.—Now this can have two meanings—either that ‘non-eating should be done’, or that ‘eating should not be done’.

If the meaning accepted is the former one,—that is, that ‘one should do the eating qualified by negation’;—then the potential affix ‘tavya’ (in ‘bhaksayitavyam’) directly denotes the non-eating,—the negative word ‘not’ qualifying what is expressed by the root ‘bhakṣa’, ‘to eat’; and it is through the operation of ‘eating’ that the ‘not’ becomes connected with what should be done.—[Read ‘naḥ sambhūtyah’], without ‘na’,—as in MS. C]—If, on the other hand, the meaning accepted be the second one—that what should be done is what is expressed by the negative particle ‘not’;—then, this connection could be done only by the indirect indication of ‘Syntactical Connection’;—and the act to eat would qualify the negation.—Now as between ‘Direct Denotation of a word’ and the ‘Indirect Indication by Syntactical Connection’, Direct Denotation is certainly more authoritative than Indirect Indication. Consequently, the meaning accepted should be the former one—that ‘non-eating should be done’.—Now, ‘non-eating’ a negation of eating; and this cannot be what should be done; hence what is taught here as to be done is the mental act involved [i.e. the making up of mind, the determination, not to eat]; it is only in this manner that the thing becomes qualified by ‘not’,—and first of all there is this connection
between the eating and the negation—and then the injunction or teaching.

Thus then, just as in the case of such observances as "Nādyāntamādi-
yamikṣita" ('one should not look at the rising sun'),—which go to make up the "Prajāpati-vratas",—a particular reward accrues to one who observes them,—while no sin attaches to one who does not observe them,—so should it be in the case in question also:—specially because inaction is something quite different; that is, the text in question does not contain the prohibition of any positive act, what it teaches is only inaction: and, as a matter of fact, the act of eating which would be prohibited is something quite different from the making up of the mind (not to eat), which is of the nature of inaction."

SŪTRA (20).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—[IN THE CASE OF THE TEXT CITED, 'ONE SHOULD NOT LOOK AT THE RISING SUN'] WHAT IS TAKEN TO BE ENJOINED IS A POSITIVE ACT TENDING TO FULFIL A DEFINITE PURPOSE, ON THE GROUND THAT THE SCRIPTURAL TEXTS SHOULD SERVE A USEFUL PURPOSE; [IN THE CASE OF THE TEXT 'KALANJA SHOULD NOT BE EATEN', ON THE OTHER HAND], THE SAID TWO CONDITIONS ARE NOT PRESENT AND THERE IS A DEFINITE TRANSGRESSION OF IN-JUNCTION INVOLVED IN THE DOING OF THE ACT.

Bhāṣya.

First of all, we are answering the analogy that has been cited.—As regards the Prajāpati-vratas, it is only right that what is taken to be enjoined is a positive act tending to fulfil a definite purpose; because, in that case, what is taught is an observance;—and what is taught as to be done is tending to bring about welfare, and what is taught as not to be done tends to bring evil.

Question—"How do you know that in the case of the Prajāpati-vratas, it is an observance that is enjoined as to be done?"

Answer—That it is so is clear from the fact that the injunction of the Prajāpati-vratas has been introduced by the sentence—'Now follow the observances for the student';—'observance' is a mental operation, the making up of the mind that 'I shall not do such and such an act';—and when the question arises as to what the observances are,—there follows the injunction 'He should not look at the rising sun'; which means that 'he should make up his mind so that he may not look at the rising sun, and that he should keep up this determination'.—And in this it should be understood that a definite purpose is served by the keeping up of this determination. Specially as in reference to those same observances, there is a further declaration—'Thus does he not become beset by sin', which means that by keeping the observance he escapes the contact of sin.
In the case of the prohibitions under consideration—Kalāṇja should not be eaten and the like,—on the other hand, the aforesaid two conditions are not present. Because in this case a definite act is prohibited,—and it is not mere inaction that is enjoined; hence when a man does eat Kalāṇja, it is not that he does not transgress the prohibitive injunction. In the other case, by looking at the rising sun, one does not transgress an injunction; because the said looking has not been prohibited; the text concerned only enjoins an observance; so that if one keeps that observance, he obtains its reward,—[and if he does not keep it, he does not obtain that reward]. In the case of the Kalāṇja on the other hand, the eating of it has been definitely prohibited.—"How do you know that?"—We deduce this from the fact that in this case, the text in question has not been prefaced by the introductory words 'now follow his observances'.—Nor in this case does the text lay down the mental operation, the determination, that *Kalāṇja shall not be eaten*; because in the phrase 'na bhakṣayitavyam' ('should not be eaten'), the term 'bhakṣayitavyam' means that eating should be done, —and this is negated by the particle 'na' ('not'); —all this by Direct Assertion. So that it is only in this interpretation that the well-known meaning of words becomes preserved; while the other interpretation involves Indirect Indication;—and when there is conflict between Direct Assertion and Indirect Indication, the former is more authoritative than the latter. For these reasons, the text in question must be taken as a prohibition.

Says the Opponent—"The text may be a prohibition; but in this case we do not find any evil effects spoken of (as following from the doing of what has been prohibited); so that the act, even though prohibited, may be done.—If it be urged that evil effects could be assumed,—then our answer is that that cannot be done, as there is no authority for it.—The requisite authority is there in the shape of Presumption, based upon the fact that, otherwise, the teaching would be meaningless (if the doing of the prohibited act did not lead to evil results).—That also is not possible; as it is quite possible that there should be a meaningless teaching due to ignorance (on the part of the teacher). Hence no evil effects can be assumed.''

Answer—It is quite true that no evil effects "can be assumed", because they are already there [they need not be assumed].—"How so?"—It is there in the form that, as soon as a man would do the act (i.e. eat Kalāṇja), all cultured men would censure him, calling him 'one who has fallen off from all the rewards of any good acts that he might have done'; and this in itself would be a very great evil effect.

From all this it follows that the Kalāṇja should never be eaten. In fact, it is just like the advice that "one should not present his finger before a snake", where, on account of the knowledge that evil effects are sure to follow, one never presents his finger before a snake. Similarly no one ever puts his foot upon a thorn. The case of the prohibitions in question is exactly like these.
Adhikarana (6): The *Following of the Teacher* and such other duties are to be performed after the *Upanayana*—
Initiation.

Sūtra (21).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"The duties enjoined should devolve upon one from his very birth."

Bhāṣya.

Certain duties laid down in the Smṛtis are the subject-matter of this Adhikarana; as also certain practices which have attained the dignity of duties—for instance—"The Teacher should be followed, and saluted," 'An old man should be welcomed by rising from the seat, and he should be duly honoured'.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are these duties incumbent upon men from their very birth? Or do they become so after they have been initiated?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"They are incumbent upon men from their very birth, as they have been enjoined without any distinction.—'Why so?'.—As a matter of fact, they have been enjoined for man in general, and one becomes a man as soon as one is born;—hence it follows that the duties in question devolve upon men from their very birth."

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:

Sūtra (22).

[Siddhānta]—In reality they should devolve upon him along with the Upanayana-Initiation, because they are similar to [the duties laid down in] the Veda.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase 'api vā' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the Pūrvapakṣa.

The duties should devolve upon him along with the Upanayana-Initiation—'Uparṣya' here stands for Upanayana;—because they are similar to the duties laid down in the Veda; that is to say, Smṛti stands on the same footing as the Veda; it having been explained above (under Sa. 1. 3. 1) that the duties laid down in the Smṛtis are the same that have been laid down in the Veda. And all the duties laid down in the Veda have been declared to be such as devolve upon one after the Upanayana;—and the duties in question, which are enjoined in the Smṛtis, are also as good as laid down in the Veda;—hence it follows that these should devolve upon one only after the Upanayana.
Adhikarana (7): "Agnihotra-nyaya": The Agnihotra and other sacrifices laid down as 'life-long' should be performed only at their own time.

Sutra (23).

Purvaksha (A)—"The repeated performance, not being an auxiliary to the sacrifice, should be taken as enjoined for the sake of the Man [and hence should be done constantly]."

Bhasya.

We have such texts as—(a) "Yavajijivenagnihotram juhoti" ['One should perform the Agnihotra as long as he lives']; (b) "Yavajijiven darshapurnamasabhyam yaajeta" ['One should perform the Dursha-Purnamasa sacrifice as long as he lives']; and it has been explained (under Adhyaya II) that these sacrifices have been enjoined for the sake of the Man; and hence their repeated performance could not be an auxiliary to the sacrifices.

Now the question that arises is—Are the offerings (that constitute these 'life-long' sacrifices) to be made constantly (every moment of one's life)† Or, not constantly (only at stated times)†

On this question the first Purvaksha (A) view is as follows:—"The performance has been enjoined for the man;—hence during the time that one remains a man, he should do it constantly.—But we have texts laying down the evening and the dawn as the time for the Agnihotra-offerings and the Moonless Day and the Full-moon Day as the days for the offering of the Dursha-Purnamasa.—The performance that is to be repeated constantly cannot be meant to be complete in all details; hence if some of the performances are not performed at the prescribed times, that deficiency in regard to time only cannot vitiate the performance as a whole."

Sutra (24).

Purvaksha (B)—"What has been asserted would be impossible; hence the repeated performance is to be regulated by exigencies."

Bhasya.

"It is not possible for a man to go on offering and offering libations at every moment of his life; all that can be meant by 'life-long performance' is that he should make the offerings whenever he can;—no man can ever go on making the offerings continuously; because he must take his food
and must go about. Hence the offerings are to be made at all such times as may be without detriment to his other commitments and needs."

SŪTRA (25).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE THE OFFERINGS HAVE BEEN ENJOINED WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO STATED POINTS OF TIME.

Bhāṣya.

The view, that "the offerings are to be made at all such times as may be without detriment to the man's other commitments and needs," is not right; because definite points of time have been prescribed in such texts as—The Agnikotra-offering should be made in the evening, it should be made in the morning, after it has dawned'; and 'One should perform the Pūrṇama sacrifice on the Full-moon Day and the Amāśāsya sacrifice on the Moonless Day.'—From this it is also clear that the offerings cannot be made continuously.

Says the Opponent—"Strict observance of the time is not essential, as there may be performances that are slightly defective in details."

Answer—Time is not a detail; it is a cause, the occasion, for the performance, as has been explained already. Hence it follows that, as it has not been enjoined as to be done at any but the stated times, the offerings, even though made at other times, would be as good as not made. Hence it is only at the stated times throughout one's life, that the sacrifice is to be performed.

SŪTRA (26).

INASMUCH AS WE FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE OF TIME, THE INJUNCTION SHOULD BE TAKEN AS ENJOINING THE STATED TIME.

Bhāṣya.

There are texts indicative of the same conclusion—'APA yā sa eva gālālokāt chhidyati  oru darshapūrṇamāsyāyaśi sam pūrṇamāsīmāmāvāgyām ya atipalayē.' 'If the performer of Darsha-Pūrṇama passes over the Full-moon Day or the Moonless Day, he becomes cut off from heaven' [Taittī. Samh. 2. 2. 5. 4].—If the offering were to be made at all times, how could there be a 'passing over' of any time at all?—From this also it is clear that the performance is not to be repeated continuously.
ADHIKAṚAṆA (8): The Agnihotra and other acts are to be repeated at their own time.

SŪTRA (27).

THE PERFORMANCE SHOULD BE REPEATED WHENEVER THE TIME COMES; BECAUSE THEY ARE RELATED IN THEIR VERY ORIGIN.

Bhāṣya.

There are the following texts—(a) ‘Pradāśe agnihotram hotavāyan evaṣṭayāṃ prātaḥ’ ['The Agnihotra is to be offered in the evening and again in the morning, after it has dawned'] ;—(b) ‘Paśrutamāśāyāṃ paurṇamāśāyāṃ yajēta amāvāsyāyāṃ amāvāsyājena yajēta’ ['On the Full-moon Day, one should perform the Paurṇamāśa sacrifice, and on the Moonless Day, one should perform the Amāvāṣāy sacrifice'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the offering be made only once in the evening, or on every evening? Only once in the morning, or on every morning?—Similarly, should the Paurṇamāśa be offered only once on the Full-moon Day, and the Amāvāṣāya sacrifice on the Moonless Day only once? or on every Full-moon Day and every Moonless Day?

On this question, the Pāruṣapakṣa view is that—"The injunctive text would be obeyed by a single performance; and there is no rule regarding repetition on every occasion."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The performance should be repeated whenever the time comes; that is, each time that the prescribed time comes, the performance should be repeated;—why?—because they are related in their very origin; that is to say, whenever the act in question originates—i.e. whenever it is enjoined,—it is connected with the particular time;—it has also been declared that all declarations of time are for the purpose of laying down a contingent condition; and hence whenever that contingency presents itself, the action to be done under that contingency must be performed. It is for this reason that whenever the prescribed time comes, the performance has to be repeated.

SŪTRA (28).

TO THE SAME EFFECT THERE IS AN INDICATIVE TEXT ALSO.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—‘Apa vā ḍaṅa, etc.’ ['If the performer of the Daraka-Pāraṇamaṣa sacrifice neglects either the Full-moon Day or the Moonless Day, he becomes cut off from heaven'] (Taitt. Sāth. 2. 2. 5. 4): which clearly shows that the performance has to be repeated whenever the prescribed time arrives.
Adhikarana (9): At the Darsha and other sacrifices, whenever the contingencies like ‘breaking’ occur, the Homa contingent on them should be repeated.

Sūtra (29).

Similarly also those that are to be performed in the midst of sacrifices.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, we read—‘Bhinna jhūti skannē jhūti’. [‘One should offer Homa whenever there is a breakage, one should offer Homa whenever there is spilling’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Would the needs of the injunction be met by a single Homa offered on a single breakage and on a single spilling? Or at every breakage and every spilling?

The answer to this is supplied by applying to it the details of the foregoing Adhikarana: The Pūrvapakṣa here is the same as the Pūrvapakṣa of the preceding Adhikarana, and the Siddhānta here also is the same as the Siddhānta there. That is to say, the Pūrvapakṣa is that “the needs would be fulfilled by a single offering of the Homa”; and the Siddhānta is that—inasmuch as the Breakage and the Spilling are the contingencies under which the Homa should be offered,—the offering should be repeated with every breakage and every spilling.
ADHIKARANA (10): The 'Following of the Teacher' and such other duties should be performed whenever the occasion arises.

SUTRA (30):

The same should be the case with those acts that have been regarded as 'Duties' on the basis of 'Custom'; as those also are meant for the Man.

Bhasya.

There are certain duties (not laid down in the Veda, but established by Custom) such as 'The Teacher should be followed and saluted', 'The old man should be welcomed by rising from the seat, and he should be respected'.

In regard to these acts, there arises the question—Are these to be repeated whenever the Teacher comes? Or would the duty be fulfilled by doing it only once?

In answer to this, we have the Sutra—The same should be the case, etc.; which applies the conclusions of the preceding Adhikarana to the present one; so that the view that was the Paurapaksa there should be treated as the Paurapaksa here; and that which was the Siddhanta there should be accepted as the Siddhanta here. That is, the Paurapaksa view is that 'the duty becomes fulfilled by a single performance', and the Siddhanta is that as the occasions are so many contingent conditions, the act has to be repeated whenever the occasion presents itself.
Adhikaraṇa (11): The repayment of the 'Three Debts' is compulsorily incumbent upon the Brāhmaṇa, the Kṣatriya and the Vaishya.

Sūtra (31).

For the Brāhmaṇa, the performance of the Soma-sacrifice, the Acquiring of Knowledge and the Begetting of Offspring are essential,—as they are spoken of in connection with the declaration of 'Debts',

Bhāṣya.

We have the following texts—Somēna yajēta! ['One should perform the Soma-sacrifice'] (Taittī. Saṃh. 2. 5. 6. 1);—'Garbhāṣṭamēṣu brāhmaṇa-mupanayīta' ['The Brāhmaṇa should be initiated in the eighth year from conception']—Prjayām utpādāyēt! ['One should beget offspring'].

In regard to these, there arises the question,—Are these duties compulsory (essential), or not compulsory (unessential)?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that—'they are not essential, being connected as they are with particular desirable results'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta.—The duties in question—the performance of the Soma-sacrifice, being initiated into Vedic Study and Begetting of Offspring—are essential for the Brāhmaṇa (the Kṣatriya and the Vaishya).—Why?—Because they are spoken of in connection with the declaration of 'Debts', in the following text—Jāyamāno ha vai brāhmaṇastraśīkṣeyāva jāyatē, yajēna āśeṇābhāyāh, brāhmaṇāyuṇā prābhyāh, prajēya piitēbhāyāh; sa vai tayamāna bhavati yudā yajē brāhma-  

chāri prajēvēn ūnānēn' ['When the Brāhmaṇa is born, he is born beset with three debts,—(1) that to the Devas, of sacrifice, (2) that to the R̄ṣis, of Studentship, and (3) that to the Pītas, of offspring; he becomes absolved from these—by (1) sacrificing, (2) by becoming a student, and (3) by begetting offspring'] (Taittī. Saṃh. 6. 3. 10. 5).—This description of the three acts as the means of repaying the Debts, could be applicable to the acts only if their performance were absolutely necessary; hence they must be regarded as essential (compulsory).

Says the Opponent—'An indicative text by itself alone cannot establish any conclusion; some reason should be stated, of which the text may be indicative (and corroborative).'

Answer—There are other texts where these same acts have been laid down apart from any desirable results—(a) 'Vasanē vasanē jyotiśa yajēta' ['One should perform the Jyotiśoma (Soma) sacrifice during each spring'];—(b) 'Jāvaśivēm agnihatram jūhēti' ['One should offer the Agnihotra as long as he lives'];—(c) 'Yēvaśivēm darsha-pūrṇamāsabhāyēn yajēta' ['One
should perform the Darsa-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice as long as he lives']—(d) 'Vidyāmudbhīṣita' ['One should acquire learning']—(e) 'Prajā utpādasyatavya' ['One should beget offspring'].—These texts clearly establish the essential character of the acts in question; and this same fact is corroborated by the indicative text quoted at the outset.

[Supplementary Adhikarana.]

There is a further matter also to be considered in this connection: The Sūtra says—'For the Brāhmaṇa, the performance of the Soma-sacrifice, the Acquiring of Knowledge, and the Begetting of Offspring are essential, as they are spoken of in connection with the declaration of debts'.—The question that arises is—Are these acts, Soma-sacrifice and the rest, essential for the Brāhmaṇa only, and they are not essential for the Kṣattriya and the Vaishya? Or are they essential for all the three?

On this question, the Pārvapakṣa view is as follows:—"These are essential for the Brāhmaṇa only, not for the other two;—why?—because we read in the text quoted—'When the Brāhmaṇa is born, etc.'; where the Brāhmaṇa is the only one mentioned, which clearly shows that the duty laid down is essential for the Brāhmaṇa only, not for the other two."

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—The duties are essential for all.—"How so?"—The injunctive text that lays down these acts,—i.e. these texts that do not speak of any desired results,—lay them down without any distinction; and what is laid down without distinction must appertain to all; hence it follows that the acts are compulsory for all.

Says the Opponent—"But the text 'When the Brāhmaṇa is born, etc. etc.' speaks of the Brāhmaṇa only."

Answer—It is true that in this text the Brāhmaṇa only is mentioned; but it is not this text which enjoins the essential character of the duties; that character is enjoined by the other text which does not speak of any desired result; and the text in question merely refers to them for the purpose of eulogising the offerings. Hence we conclude that the mention of the Brāhmaṇa does not indicate that the duties are not essential for the Kṣattriya and the Vaishya; in fact, the Brāhmaṇa has been mentioned only by way of an illustration; what is really meant is that 'when a Brāhmaṇa or a Kṣattriya or a Vaishya, is being born,—and is born, and has been born'. [Hence the duties should be regarded as essential, compulsory, for all the three castes.]
ADHYĀYA VI.

PĀDA III

Adhikarana (1): In the case of the 'compulsory Acts', it is not absolutely essential to perform all the auxiliary details.

SŪTRA (1).

[Pūrva-pātra]—"The act should be undertaken only when the performer has the capacity to perform all (the auxiliary details); as the act is laid down as such."

Bhāṣya.

In the Bāhyo-Bṛāhmaṇa we read—'Yāvajjivam agnihotram juhoti', 'Yāvajjivam darshapūrṇamāsām juhoti' ['One should perform the Agnihotra as long as one lives', 'One should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā sacrifice as long as one lives'] which means that the Agnihotra is a compulsory act, and that the Darsha and Pūrṇamāsā are compulsory sacrifices.

In regard to this second declaration regarding the sacrifices,—which is quite distinct from the first declaration where they are spoken of as to be performed with a view to a definite result (i.e. in the texts—'One desiring heaven should perform the Agnihotra', 'One desiring heaven should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā'),—there arises the question—Is it only one who is capable of performing all the auxiliary details of these sacrifices that is entitled to undertake their performance? Or is it permissible to perform the sacrifice even without some auxiliary details?

Under Adhyāya XI (11. 1. 11–19), the discussion is going to be in reference to the first declaration of the sacrifices with auxiliary details as to be performed with a view to a particular result, while on the present occasion we are going to deal with the second declaration of the sacrifices as compulsory acts. [Hence there is no repetition.]

On the said question, the Pūrva-pātra view is as follows:—"The act should be undertaken only when the performer has the capacity to perform all the auxiliary details, as the act is laid down as such; that is, that man alone should undertake to perform a sacrifice who is able to act according to the injunctions in its full detail;—because the act is laid down as such; i.e. the act laid down in the text in question as compulsory is the same as that
spoken of in connection with particular desirable results; hence it follows that its performance should be complete in all details. Further, the term ‘darekapūrnamāsa’ (contained in the text in question) is expressive of the particular sacrifice complete in all its details. How so? As a matter of fact, what is laid down as to be done on the Full-moon Day is a sacrifice along with all its details; and what is laid down as to be performed on the Moonless Day is a sacrifice along with all its details; what is laid down as to be done on the Full-moon Day is the Puṇnāmaśa sacrifice; and what is laid down as to be done on the Moonless Day is the Amāśāsya (or Darsha) sacrifice; and we have seen that what has been laid down as to be done on the Full-moon Day—or on the Moonless Day—is a sacrifice with all its details; hence it follows that it is the sacrifice along with all its details that is spoken of by means of the term ‘darekapūrnamāsa’. Such is the opinion of Jaimini:”

**Sūtra (2).**

**[Siddhānta]**—In reality, there should be performance even if only a part [of the auxiliary details] is performed; because the fulfilment of the purpose proceeds from the principal act; all the rest is only an embellishment, because it subserves the purposes of that act.

**Bhāṣya.**

The phrase ‘Api sa’, (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the Pūrekapākṣa.

Even if only a part—of the auxiliary details—is performed, there should be performance of the principal act. Because whether the act is performed along with its auxiliary details, or without these details—the fulfilment of the purpose proceeds in any case from the principal act itself—and the performance of all the auxiliary details serves only as an embellishment. What embellishment? The embellishment is in this form that from the performance of the principal act along with its auxiliaries follows attainment of Heaven, while from that of the principal act without the auxiliaries, follow other results. Thus then, the man having commenced the performance of the principal act along with all its auxiliaries with the avowed aim of attaining Heaven—if he is unable to perform some of the auxiliaries, even from such performance, which would be wanting in part of the auxiliary details, some results would certainly accrue to him. For these reasons the text in question should be taken as speaking of the principal acts only; the two terms ‘Agniḥotra’ and ‘Darsha-Puṇṇāmaśa’ also denote the principal acts; the other acts, which form their auxiliaries, only subserv the purposes of those principal acts.
SUTRA (3).

FROM THE NON-PERFORMANCE OF THE PRINCIPAL ACT THERE FOLLOWS EVIL: THIS IS WHAT DISTINGUISHES IT FROM THE AUXILIARIES; BECAUSE THE SAID EVIL HAS BEEN SPOKEN OF IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRINCIPAL ACT ONLY.

Bhāṣya.

We have the following text which speaks of evil following from the omission of the Principal act—'Apa vā śa, etc.' ['He verily is cut off from heaven who, being a performer of the Darsha-Pāṃamāsa, omits to perform them on the Full-moon Day and the Moonless Day.'] (Taitti. Saṁ. 2. 2. 5. 4). This text, speaking of an evil effect following from the omission of the Principal Act, makes it clear that that Act alone is compulsory.

SUTRA (4).

[Objection]—"BUT ACCORDING TO JAIMINI, THERE IS NO DISTINCTION MADE AMONG THE (PRINCIPAL AND AUXILIARY) ACTS; BECAUSE THERE IS ONLY ONE COMPREHENSIVE INJUNCTION OF THE PERFORMANCE AS A WHOLE; HENCE THE INJUNCTION SHOULD INCLUDE ALL THE ACTS."

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"There is no such distinction as that 'these acts are auxiliaries and those the Principals'; because there is only one comprehensive injunction of the performance as a whole;—this is what Jaimini has declared;—hence the text—'One should perform the Pāṃamāsa-sacrifice on the Full-moon Day and the Amāśāṇō sacrificie on the Moonless Day'—should be taken as enjoining all the acts (Principal as well as Auxiliary)."

SUTRA (5).

[Answer]—EVEN ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A SINGLE AUXILIARY, THE RESULT WOULD FOLLOW; BECAUSE THE PRINCIPAL IS ALWAYS DISTINGUISHED [FROM THE AUXILIARIES]; AND IT IS JUST AS IN THE CASE OF OTHER SACRIFICES.

Bhāṣya.

Even though a single auxiliary may be performed, [and the others are omitted and the performance of the Principal becomes defective on that account], yet, even from the defective performance of the Principal Act,
the result would follow.—" How so? "—Because the Principal is distinguished —i.e. the Principal is always distinguished from the auxiliary details; and the result follows from the act named ‘Agnihoтра’, and from the act named ‘ Darsha-Pūrṇamāśa’; and it is this act so named that is laid down (in the texts under consideration) as to be done; so that that act which has been laid down as to be done on the Full-moon Day is the Pūrṇamāśa sacrifice and that which has been laid down as to be done on the Moonless Day is the Aṃāvāsyā sacrifice,—as laid down in the text ‘Yadāgnīyoṣṭā—kapālo māvägyāpīn pauruṇmāśāyāṃchākyuto bhavati’ [The cake baked upon eight pans, dedicated to Agni, should not be omitted on the Moonless Day and the Full-moon Day] (Taittī. Saṁ. 2, 6, 3, 3). Thus it is that on the Full-moon Day, the cake is offered to Agni and to Agni-Soma, and Clarified Butter is offered to Agni-Soma and other deities; and on the Moonless Day the Curd-Butter-mixture is offered to Agni.

It has been argued by the Purva-pakṣa that—"the injunction that the Aṃāvāsyā sacrifice should be performed on the Moonless Day and the Pūrṇamāśa sacrifice on the Full-moon Day" lays down the Principal sacrifice along with its auxiliary details, so that what the term ‘ Darsha-pūrṇamāśa’ denotes is the Principal sacrifice along with all its details [and hence there should be no performance of the Principal sacrifice alone]". But this is not so; it is after the signification of the term ‘Darsha’ and the term ‘Pūrṇamāśa’ has been already settled and recognised that there follows the further injunction of that same sacrifice along with its auxiliaries, in reference to a definite desirable result.

Thus it is not true that either the term ‘Agnihoтра’ or the term ‘Darsha-Pūrṇamāśa’ denotes the Principal Act along with its auxiliaries; and what is laid down (in the texts under consideration) as to be done is the ‘Agnihoтра’ and also the ‘Darsha-Pūrṇamāśa’.

It is just as in the case of other sacrifices. That is, just as, between the Original Archetype and its modified etype, the accessories of one do not necessarily enter into the other,—so the accessories of the sacrifice meant for the obtaining of certain results do not necessarily enter into that same sacrifice when performed as a compulsory act (and not for the obtaining of any results).

SŪTRA (6).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND THE MENTION OF 'COMPLETION' EVEN WHEN THERE IS INFRINGEMENT OF THE INJUNCTION.

Bhāṣya.

There is a text—‘Tattēva yūṭkūrkā ṭāṅk hotāryam’ ['That same oblation may be offered in some way or the other'] (Taittī. Brāh. 1, 4, 3, 5),—which shows that even when there is some defect in the details, the act of offering is regarded as complete all the same.
SūTRA (7).

FURTHER, BECAUSE AN EXPiation IS LAID DOWN.

Bhāṣya.

There are certain expiatory rites laid down as to be performed, contingent upon the infringement of the injunction (of details),—and these rites form part of the Principal Sacrifice; such rites, for instance, as "One should offer an oblation on breakage".—If a performance defective in details were futile, what would be the use of such rites and in connection with which sacrifice?—From this it follows that there should be performance of such acts even though there be some defect in the details,
Adhikaraṇa (2): In the case of Prospective Acts done with a view to a desirable result, any defect in the auxiliary details makes the act nugatory.

Sūtra (8).

[Paśupakṣa]—“So also in the case of the ‘Prospective Acts’; because of the man being desirous of obtaining the results.”

Bhāṣya.

There are several ‘prospective acts’ [acts done with a view to securing a definite result], such as—(a) ‘AindrāṇumēkādāshakalpaniṣcarDeepāphalāpamah’ [‘Desiring offspring, one should offer a cake baked upon eleven pans, dedicated to Indra-Agni’] (Taitti. Saṃ. 2. 2. 1. 2);—
(b) ‘Sauryaṇcakarunisvarphalāpamah’ [‘Desiring Brahmic glory, one should offer cooked rice to Sūrya’] (Taitti. Saṃ. 2. 2. 3. 3);—
(c) ‘Vaishvadēvāpi sāṅgrahāyaninīsvarphalāpamah’ [‘Desiring a village, one should make an offering to Vaiśvadeva-sāṅgrahāśi’] (Taitti. Saṃ. 2. 3. 9. 2).

In regard to these and such other ‘prospective’ sacrifices, there arises the following question—Is such a sacrifice fruitful even when its performance is defective? Or is it fruitful only when it is free from defects?

On this question, the Paṇḍarapakṣa view is as follows:—“So also in the case of the prospective acts; i.e. in their case also (as in the case of the Compulsory Acts), even when the performance is defective, the sacrifice does bring about its fruit.—Why so? Because the man is desirous of obtaining the results; that is, if even the defective performance of the act were fruitful, then any one eager to obtain that fruit would be entitled to undertake it; otherwise the title to undertake the performance,—which in the words of the text are most general in their application,—would have to be restricted, without any reason, to only such persons as may be able to perform the act in all its details [and this would mean the exclusion of all those who, though eager to obtain the fruit, would be unable to perform it in all its details].—‘It would be by reason of his incapacity that the man would not be entitled to perform the act.’—He might be unable to perform the act along with all its auxiliary details; but the Principal Act itself he would be quite capable of performing; and hence to the performance of that he should be perfectly entitled.”
SUTRA (9).

[Siddhânta]—In reality, it cannot be so; as [the Principal Act alone by itself] is not related [to the fruit];—the Vedic text being the only means of knowledge in this matter.

Bhâsa. 

The particle ' tu ' (' in reality ') implies the rejection of the Pârvapakṣa.

It cannot be so;—what has been asserted regarding the act bringing about its result, even when its performance is defective, is not possible; because the Principal Act by itself alone is not related to the fruit; that is, as a matter of fact, the Fruit has been declared to follow from the Principal Act along with all its auxiliaries, and not from the Principal by itself alone. Hence, even though the mere Principal Act might be mentioned, yet an act like those under discussion [i.e., those that are performed with a view to certain results] could not be done in this manner; because the Principal Act, by itself, has no connection with the Fruit.—Further, things like those we are considering are such as have only the Vedic Text as the source of knowledge regarding them; and the Vedic text speaks of the fruit as following from the Principal Act along with all its auxiliaries, as we shall explain later on (under Sū. 11. 1. 1. et seq.).—From all this it follows that acts like those we are considering should not be performed in a defective manner.

SUTRA (10).

FURTHER, THERE IS NO SIN INVOLVED IN THE OMISSION OF THE ACT.

Bhâsa.

In the case of the Prospective acts, any omission of the Principal Act is not spoken of as involving sin,—as there is in the case of the Darshas- Pûrṇamāsa;—and from this also it follows that there should not be a defective performance of the act in question.
ADHIKARANA (3): Difference in the material used does not make the Sacrifice different.

SUTRA (11).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"When a different material is used, the act should be regarded as different, because acts subsist in the material."

Bhasya.

It has been declared that the Darsha-Paryamasa sacrifice should be performed with the Cake, and it is laid down that the cake should be made of Vrishi-corn.

In regard to this we consider the following question—If the said sacrifice were performed with Nivara-corn (instead of Vrishi), would it be the same sacrifice? Or, would it become a different sacrifice?

The Purvapaksa view on this question is as follows:—"When a different material is used, the act should be regarded as different,—i.e. as another sacrifice.—Why so?—Because acts subsist in the material; as a matter of fact, a difference in the substratum indicates a distinction—so that the act subsisting in the Nivara is different from that subsisting in the Vrishi; that the substratum is different is clear; and from the difference of the substratum, there follows difference of the form also.—Thus we conclude that the sacrifice at which a different material is used should be regarded as a different sacrifice."

SUTRA (12).

[SIDDHANTA]—In reality, it should be regarded as the same act,—because there is no difference,—there being no distinction in the form or in the name; just as in the case of the genus 'Cow'; and a common name is applicable, as in the case of animals.

Bhasya.

The phrase 'api me' ('in reality') indicates the rejection of the Purvapaksa.

It should be regarded as the same act,—even when the material is different. In the case of an ordinary act—such as moving or falling,—there is the same notion of 'moving' or 'falling' even though the thing moving or falling may vary; and the act is not regarded as in any way different or defective. And the reason for this lies in the fact that the form of the act is not different, nor does its name differ.—[Whether the moving is done by Devadatta or Yajñadatta, the form of the moving remains the same, and in both cases the name applied to the act is only 'moving': similarly in
the case in question, whether the Darsha-sacrifice is performed with Vrihi or Nevara, the form and name of the sacrifice remain the same.

"But there is a clear difference in the substratum."

Our answer to this is that we admit that there is difference in the substratum; but that does not make a difference in what subsists in the substratum; because the two things [the substratum and the subsisting thing] are different. For instance, even though the garland or the cloth may vary, the difference in it does not make the man wearing it different.

"Even in this case, the self of the man wearing one garland may be regarded as different from his self when wearing the other."

That cannot be; people could say so (with reason) only if they perceived some difference (in the man's self); as a matter of fact, however, no such difference is perceived.

Says the Opponent—"This clear difference is certainly there, that while one [self] has ceased to exist, the other is actually present.—If you say that the former has not ceased to exist,—then we deny this, because before it is actually perceived, there is no proof for its existence; hence it must be taken as having ceased to exist.—Then again, the act [of moving, for instance] is never recognised as anything apart from the thing that is moving,—and the reason for this lies in the fact that it is never found apart from the thing.

"But, in that case, how is there the same notion of 'moving' (even when the things moving are different)?"—Our answer to this is that that is due to the fact that the factor of going from one place to another is found to be common to all; so that when a thing goes to another place and comes back, it is said to be 'moving', and the mover is perceptible, and so also is the other place (to which it has gone); hence it is spoken of as having 'gone' and as having 'come back'; [and it is this factor of going to one place from another that is common to all cases of moving; so that, even though the individual acts of moving are distinct from one another, yet they are spoken of by the common name of 'moving' on the ground of the said common factor—Tautaratna]."

[The answer to this is as follows]:—It is true that what has ceased to exist is different from what has not ceased to exist; but this other act also, though different, is one that is spoken of by the same term 'sacrifice'; and there is no variation in the generic entity 'sacrifice' (which remains constant); nor can it be denied that this is spoken of by the same name.

From all this it follows that even if a man were to perform the sacrifice with Nevara corn, he would be doing what has been enjoined; and all that the performer wishes to do is what has been enjoined, and not anything new. The name also—such as 'Darsha' or 'Purnamäsa'—applies to the said generic entity; just as among animals, the generic name applies to the whole genus, not to any particular individual only.

"What is the use of all this discussion?"

The use will be made clear in course of the consideration of the next Adhikarana.
ADHIKARANA (4): In the case of a compulsory act, and in that of the non-compulsory act which has been commenced, if the prescribed material is spoilt, it should be completed with a substituted material.

SUTRA (13).

[PURVAPAKSA continued]—"INASMUCH AS THE VEDA IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY IN THESE MATTERS, WHEN THERE IS ABSENCE OF WHAT HAS BEEN PRESCRIBED, THERE SHOULD BE NO INTRODUCTION OF ANOTHER THING, BECAUSE IT IS NOT SANCTIONED."

BHASHYA.

The Agnibotra and other compulsory sacrifices form the subject-matter of this Adhikarana.

In connection with these there arises the question—If, in course of the performance, the prescribed material should become spoilt, should the performance be continued with a substituted material? Or should it be abandoned at the point already reached?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is as follows:—"In the absence of the prescribed thing, there should be no introduction of another thing;—and the performance should be abandoned at the point already reached."—Why so?—Because it is not sanctioned: in fact, if a sacrifice has been laid down as bringing about a certain result when performed with Vrīhi as the material,—then, if it is performed with Nistira as the material, it cannot bring about the said result.—For this reason, under the circumstances stated the sacrifice should be abandoned at the point already reached."

SUTRA (14).

[PURVAPAKSA concluded]—"ALSO BECAUSE, IN SOME CASES THE SUBSTITUTE IS DISTINCTLY PRESCRIBED."

BHASHYA.

In some cases, a substitute is clearly laid down—If one cannot obtain Soma, he should extract the juice from the Putika. If it were generally permissible to carry on the performance with a substituted material, there need not have been a special injunction in connection with a particular case. As a matter of fact, however, we do find an injunction of this kind; hence it follows that in a case where there is no such injunction, there should be no substitution.
SŪTRA (15).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, there should be introduction (of another thing); because what has been enjoined is equally fulfilled (in both cases).

Bhāṣya.

There should be introduction—of the substituted material;—"why so?"—because what has been enjoined is equally fulfilled in both cases; that is, what has been enjoined by the Injunction of the 'sacrifice' is the same in both cases—it makes no difference whether that sacrifice is performed with Vṛīkṣa or with Nīvara; and it is absolutely essential that the sacrifice should be proceeded with, in the case of all compulsory acts, and also in that of those others which have been already commenced.

SŪTRA (16).

The Injunction (of a particular substitute) that we have in some cases is for purposes of restriction.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above (under Sū. 14) that "in some cases the substitute is distinctly prescribed".—The answer to that is that the Injunction that we have in some cases is for purposes of restriction; that is, in the absence of Soma, several substitutes being possible, the Injunction restricts the choice to one only and lays down that the Putikā is the only plant from which the juice should be extracted.—Hence we conclude that the performance is to be carried on with a substituted material.

SŪTRA (17).

The text is certainly a restrictive one only; because there is a desire to use the thing (on account of its similarity to Soma).

Bhāṣya.

Question—"How do you know that the text in question serves the purposes of restriction?"

Answer—We deduce it from the fact that the Putikā is already recognised as a likely substitute for Soma.

"In what way is it so recognised?"

There is a desire to use the thing; there is always a desire to use a similar substance; as we are going to explain (under 6. 3. 27); and the presence of the desire indicates the likelihood of the Putikā being used.—From this it follows that the text in question is purely restrictive in its character.
Adhikaraṇa (5): There can be no substitute for the Deity, the Fire, or the Mantra, or the Action,—if any of these happen to become defective.

Sūtra (18).

For (a) the Deity, (b) the Fire, (c) the Mantra-text, and (d) the Action [there can be no substitute], because it is related to a totally different purpose.

Bhāṣya.

(a) Deity—such as is spoken of in the text ‘Agneyoṣṭiṣṭakāpālaḥ’ ['The cake dedicated to Agni'] (Taitt. Saṁ. 2. 6. 3. 3) and so forth;—(b) Fire—such as is referred to in the text—Yadāhaumāya jahvati tāna soṣṭha obhiṣṭah pūto bhavati’ ['When one makes the offering into the Āhavāmya Fire, his desired object becomes fulfilled'] (Taitt. Brā. 1. 1. 106);—(c) Mantra-text—Barhīrdevaśādantaṁ, etc. ['I am chopping grass, the seat of the deities'] (Taitt. Saṁ. 2. 6. 1. 1);—(d) Action,—such as those spoken of in texts like ‘Offers the Sanviḥ’, ‘Offers the Tanaṇapāṇi’.

In regard to these, there arises the question—When there is a flaw in (a) the Deity, or (b) in the Fire, or (c) in the Mantra-text, or (d) in the Action,—is a substitute to be adopted or not?

The Pārṣvapuṣṭa view is that—“in accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the preceding Adhikaraṇa, the performance is to be carried on with a substitute”.

In answer to this, we have the following Śiddhaṇa—who says that:—In the event of there being a flaw in the Deity or the Fire or the Mantra-text or the Action,—there can be no substitute.—“Why ?”—Because it is related to a totally different purpose; that is, what may be substituted would be different from the original Deity, etc.; and what is different from these cannot serve the purpose served by these.

“What is the purpose served by them ?”

(a) As for the Deity, it serves to accomplish the purpose of becoming the recipient of the offering; for instance, it is with reference to Agni as the recipient of the offering that the ‘Cake baked upon eight pans’ is offered on the Full-Moon and Moonless Days;—the Deity that has been laid down in connection with other offering-materials,—that deity with those other offering-materials would not accomplish the Durva-Puruṇanāsa sacrifice [it would accomplish a totally different sacrifice]; for, if an offering is made to a Deity other than the one prescribed, that other Deity could not accomplish the purpose served by the prescribed Deity; and if the offering were made to that other Deity, it would not be the Durva-Puruṇanāsa sacrifice.—Hence there can be no substitute for the Deity.
(b) Similarly if there is a defect in the Āhavanīya Fire, spoken of in the text 'Yadāhavanīyaṁ jñātati, etc.',—no other Fire can be substituted.—nor any other material.—"Why?"—Because it is related to a totally different purpose: that is, what is substituted cannot serve the purpose that is served by the Āhavanīya Fire. —"Why?"—The purpose served by the Āhavanīya Fire is a transcendental one; hence what is effected by the offering being thrown into the Āhavanīya Fire cannot be effected by its being thrown into any other Fire. Because the common term 'sacrifice' is not able to include that into which the offering is thrown; nor does the position of what is offered accord any visible help to the sacrifice in any way.—Hence there can be no substitute for the Fire.

(c) Similarly in the case of there being a flaw in the Mantra, another Mantra cannot be substituted. The purpose served by the Mantra is that it reminds one of the act or of the means of its accomplishment; in the absence of such a reminding, there could be no performance of the act. Under the circumstances, if, on account of a deficiency in the Mantra, the performer utters other words to make good the deficiency,—then, having previously uttered the words of the original Mantra in its well-known meaning, he could not deduce the same meaning from the other words that he brings in as the substitute. If it be held that, 'though he has already understood the meaning of the original Mantra (and has thereby become reminded of the Act and its means), he would understand it again by uttering the substituted words,—i.e. derive the same knowledge out of these latter words',—then, in that case, it would be entirely futile to wait and seek for the utterance of the substituted words; because there is no authority for the idea that the knowledge in question should be derived from words; what authority there is is to the effect that the necessary 'knowledge' (reminder) should be derived from the special words 'Barhirdēnsudanandāmi, etc.'; and under the circumstances, it would be entirely futile to seek for (and substitute) other words.—Hence there can be no substitute for the Mantra-text.

(d) Lastly, where there is a flaw in the Act, any other act cannot be substituted for it;—because it is related to another purpose; that is to say, the Darsha-Paurṇamāsī sacrifices have got to include the Samīt-sacrifice; if then some other sacrifice were performed in place of the Samīt-sacrifice, the Darsha-Paurṇamāsī would not include that sacrifice.—Hence there can be no substitute for the Action.

SŪTRA (19):

FURTHER, AS REGARDS THE DEITY, IT IS ONE FOR WHOSE SAKE SOMETHING HAS BEEN ENJOINED.

Ṛṣistha.

In regard to the Deity there is yet another reason why there can be no substitute. The Deity is that entity for whose sake something has been enjoined. If, then, another deity were substituted in place of the
one for whose sake that something has been enjoined, it could not be a 'deity' in the right sense of the term; specially because that entity alone can be a 'deity' which is enjoined to be one,—not one that is not so enjoined.—Further, 'deity' is a relative term; so that an entity can be the 'deity' of that alone in connection with which it has been enjoined,—not of any other; the term 'Deity' being a relative, not a generic, term.—For this reason also there can be no substitute of the Deity.
ADHIKARANA (6): A forbidden substance should not be used as a substitute.

SUTRA (20).

THAT ALSO WHICH HAS BEEN FORBIDDEN (SHOULD NOT BE SUBSTITUTED); BECAUSE THE DECLARATION OF THE PROHIBITION IS WITHOUT ANY QUALIFICATION.

BHASYA.

There are certain things the use of which at sacrifices has been forbidden; such, for instance, as—"Varaka and Kodrama and Maha are not fit for being used at sacrifices".

The question that arises is that in the event of the prescribed substance having become spoilt, should such a forbidden thing be used as a substitute or not?

The Purvapaksa view is that "it may be substituted, in accordance with what has been said under Sû. 6. 3. 15, to the effect that "there should be introduction of another thing, because what has been enjoined is equally fulfilled in both cases (Sû. 15)."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhanta:—That also which has been forbidden should not be substituted,—because it has been declared without any qualification or reservation that Maha, Varaka, and Kodrama are not fit for being used at sacrifices; so that the very connection of these with any sacrifice has been forbidden,—the sense of the prohibition being that these grains should never be admitted as accessories to a sacrifice. If they were substituted, they would certainly become admitted as accessories to a sacrifice. Hence we conclude that they should not be substituted.
ADHIKARĀṆA (7): There can be no substitute for the 'Master of the Sacrifice'.

SŪTRA (21).

SIMILARLY, FOR THE 'MASTER OF THE SACRIFICE' [THERE CAN BE NO SUBSTITUTE]; BECAUSE THE RESULT ACCRUES TO HIM, AND THE RESULT FOLLOWS FROM THE ACTION.

Bhāṣya.

The Aṇḍahotra and such other acts form the subject-matter of this Adhikarāṇa.

In regard to this there arises the question—if there be a flaw in the 'Master of the Sacrifice', should another 'Master' be substituted or not?

The Pārścapāca view is that—"another should be substituted;—why?—because there should be introduction of another thing because what has been enjoined is equally fulfilled in both cases (Śū. 15)".

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—Similarly for the Master of the Sacrifice,—what?—there can be no substitute;—why?—because the result accrues to him; as a matter of fact, that person is to be regarded as the 'Master of the Sacrifice', (a) who desires to obtain the result expected from the performance of the sacrifice,—(b) who, by means of gifts, secures the services of the Priests,—and (c) who makes an offering of what belongs to him. If such a person could be substituted, he would have to do all that has to be done by the 'Master'—if he did all that, then he would himself become the 'Master', and not a 'substitute'; because it would be he who would obtain the result; because that man secures the result who does the 'giving away' or 'offering'; as has been explained under Śū. 3. 7. 18, where it has been declared that 'the fruit of the enjoined act accrues to the performer'.—From all this it follows that there can be no substitute for the 'Master of the Sacrifice'.

Adhikaraṇa (8): 'Satra-nyāya': At the Satra, if there is some flaw in one of the 'Masters', there may be a substitute for him.

Sūtra (22).

In a case where many persons are engaged, another person may be brought in,—as that would save the act from becoming defective.

Bhāṣya.

Satras are the subject-matter of this Adhikaraṇa; these have been laid down in such texts as—'Saptadāśavārāh sātramāśīraḥ', ['At least seventeen men should take up the Satra'].

In regard to these, there arises the question—If there should appear some disqualification in any one of the seventeen men engaged as 'Masters' ('sacrificers'), should another man be brought in as a substitute or not?

The Pārvapākaḥ view is that—"there should be no substitute for the Master (as settled in the foregoing Adhikaraṇa)".

In answer to this, we have the following Sūdākāra:—In a case where a sacrifice has been undertaken by several 'sacrificers' (masters),—if some one becomes disqualified, another man should be brought in;—in this way, there would be no deficiency in the sacrifice; that is to say, the presence of seventeen sacrificers (Masters) is a necessary factor in Satras; hence in the absence of this number, the performance would be defective; consequently for the purpose of making up the requisite number of men, another man has to be brought in.

Objection—"The number 'seventeen' has been laid down in connection with 'sacrificers' (Masters of the sacrifice); and the new man brought in would not be a 'Master'; consequently the prescribed number could not be regarded as made up (with the addition of the new man)."

Answer—It is true that the number made up would not pertain to the 'Masters'; in fact, that number it is impossible to make up in the case in question; what can be done, however, is that the duties of the 'Master' should be performed by 'at least seventeen men'; and this becomes possible by the addition of the new man. [See next Adhikaraṇa.]

Thus we conclude that in the case of Satras, it is necessary to bring in a substitute for the 'Master'.
Adhikaraṇa (9): At the 'Satra', the man substituted is not a 'Master of the Sacrifice'.

Sūtra (23).

[Vṛtta]-"He must be regarded as a 'Master', because he is endowed with that character."

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the new man brought in at the Satra (as a substitute for one of the seventeen 'masters'), there arises the question—Is this substitute to be regarded as a 'master', or as a mere officiator?

The Vṛtta view is as follows:—"He must be regarded as a 'Master';—why?—because he is endowed with that character; i.e., he is equipped with the character of 'Master'; as a matter of fact, the man who is brought in is made a 'Master'; because on one of the 'Masters' having become disqualified, the other man that is brought in can be a 'substitute' only if he also is made a 'Master'.—For this reason the man should be regarded as a 'Master'!"

Sūtra (24).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, he should be regarded as an 'officiator', because he is supported.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the man should be regarded as an 'officiator';—why?—because he is supported; as a matter of fact, he is supported (remunerated) by the remaining (sixteen) 'masters'; one who is remunerated—whose services are paid for—cannot be a 'master'; the man who obtains the reward of a sacrifice is the 'master' of that sacrifice; one who only works for the benefit of another person is only an 'officiator', and he does not obtain the reward of the sacrifice.—"Why so?"—It is only one who performs the sacrifice from beginning to end who obtains its reward; such is the signification of the verb ('sacrifice'), which denotes the act of sacrificing from beginning to end.

Objection—"But (if the new seventeenth man is not a 'master') then the subsequent performance of the Satra by the remaining (sixteen) persons would be defective, as there would not be 'seventeen masters' (which is an essential condition in a Satra); and doing something defective, these men also would not be 'Masters' (in the correct sense); and if they are not 'Masters', they also cannot obtain the reward."

Answer—What is laid down in the texts is not that 'there should be at least seventeen men in the securing of the reward'; because the number
(of men) is not a factor in the securing of the reward; it is a factor in the carrying on of the duties; the sense of the text being that "the duties of the Sacrificer (Master) should be performed by at least seventeen men"; and these duties are actually performed by the substitute (though he does not become a 'master' and a partaker in the reward); though he cannot partake in the reward, they bring him in for the purpose of fulfilling the conditions of the pledge (that there shall be seventeen men performing the duties of the 'master'); and the man brought in has no concern with the reward.

SŪTRA (25).

Also because we find a text speaking of the reward as accruing to that man (who has become disqualified).

Bhāṣya:

There is a text which speaks of the reward accruing to the man (who formed one of the seventeen persons who commenced the performance of the Sātra) who has succumbed to fate—'If any one of those initiated for a sacrifice should happen to die, he also partakes of the reward of that sacrifice' (which shows that the man in whose place the new man has been brought in, still continues to be the 'master', so far as the sharing in the reward is concerned; though he cannot perform the duties of a 'Master').

From all this it follows that the substitute is only an 'officiator'.

ADHYĀYA VI, PĀDA III, ADHIKARAṆA (9). 1057
ADHIKARANA (10): At the Satra, the substitute of a 'Master' should have the 'embellishments' prescribed for the 'Master'.

SUTRA (26).

He should have the 'embellishments' of the 'Master', as he has to perform his duties.

Bhāṣya.

It has been settled that, from among the several 'performers' of the Satra, if one should become disqualified, another man should be substituted for him. The question that arises now is—Is this substitute to have the 'embellishments' of the 'Master', or those of the 'Officiating Priest'?

The Pūrkapāsa view is that—'he should have the embellishments of the 'Officiating Priest';—why?—because he performs the sacrifice on behalf of another person; and one who sacrifices for another person is an 'Officiating Priest' (not of the Master).'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—He should have the embellishments of the Master; because he has been declared to be one who is to perform the duties of the Master; and when a man takes up the duties of another man, he becomes connected with the embellishments of the latter; just as the Svadhisthāna becomes connected with the embellishments of the Srūk (when it is made to perform the functions of the latter).
Adhikarana (11): When the prescribed Material has been spoilt, it is only a material similar to it that can be substituted in its place.

Sutra (27).

A similar material (should be substituted); as there is always a desire to use a similar thing.

Bhāṣya.

It has been settled that when the prescribed material has been spoilt, the performance should be carried on with a substituted material.—Now there arises the question—Should the performance be proceeded with with any material that may be obtained? Or only with such material as may be similar to the original one?

The Pārvapakṣa view is that—"any material may be taken up".

Against this we have the following Siddhānta:—A similar material;—where a new material is taken up, it should be one that is similar to the original one.—"Why so?"—All words are denotative of genus; and as such though the 'genus' is what is taken to be spoken of in the Vedic texts, yet the genus cannot have any direct bearing upon any action. Consequently when a material comes up as a means of accomplishing an act, and hence as an auxiliary to it,—the genus to which the material belongs, and which thus qualifies and differentiates that material, becomes an auxiliary to that act; because all the particular features of an individual are qualified and differentiated by its genus;—and it is the particular feature that is auxiliary to acts. So long as the genus has not been recognised, the material to be taken up must be one which is found capable of fulfilling the needs of the situation;—and when such a material has been taken up, some of the particular features (of the original material) would become included therein; and the advantage in this is that the material that is taken up is very much similar to the original one.—From this it follows that when the Vrihi-grains have been spoilt, Nieśro grains (which are most similar to Vrihi) should be substituted.
ADHIKARAṆA (12): When the prescribed Material has been spoilt, it should not be substituted by a material that has been prescribed as an option to it.

SŪTRA (28).

IN THE CASE OF OPTIONAL ALTERNATIVES, IF THE MATERIAL WITH WHICH THE SACRIFICE HAS BEEN BEGUN [HAPPEN TO BE SPOILT, THE MATERIAL TO BE SUBSTITUTED IN ITS PLACE SHOULD BE ONE SIMILAR TO IT], BECAUSE THAT IS WHAT HAS BEEN DESIGNATED,

Bhāṣya.

At the Jyotistoma there is the Agniśomiya animal, laid down in the text—"Yo dikṣito yadagniśomiyam pashumālabhāt, etc." ['If the man on being initiated, sacrifies the animal dedicated to Agni-soma', etc.] (Taitti. Saṃh. 6. 1. 11. 6). In connection with this animal, we have the injunctions—'He ties the animal to the post of Khadira-wood', 'He ties the animal to the post of Palāśa-wood', 'He ties the animal to the post of Rohitaka-wood'.—It may be that the performance having commenced with the post of Khadira-wood, that post becomes lost (or spoilt); in regard to such a contingency, there arises the question—Which other wood should be substituted? Should it be some wood similar to the Khadira? Or should it be one of the optional alternatives prescribed?

The Pūrṇopaksa view is that—"the other optional material should be substituted;—why so?—because the optional alternative is directly asserted in the Veda, while any wood 'similar to the Khadira-wood' has not been directly mentioned in the Veda; hence, it is the optional alternative that should be substituted'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—In the case of optional alternatives, if the material with which the sacrifice has been begun happen to be spoilt, the material to be taken up in its place should be one that is similar to the original material. Because when the performance has been commenced with one material, that material becomes designated as an auxiliary to it; while the other optional alternative is not so designated. So that when the performance has been commenced with the Khadira-wood, the two other kinds of wood,—the Palāśa and the Rohitaka, are not auxiliaries to it; because so long as the Khadira-wood is there, these two cannot be used at the time; and what cannot be done is as good as not laid down in the Veda. Consequently at a performance where the Khadira-wood has been adopted, the other two woods should not be brought in at all, for the simple reason that they are not auxiliaries to the performance; and if the Khadira-wood that had been adopted becomes lost or spoilt, a wood similar to it should be sought out [and the performance proceeded with with that wood].
SūTRA (29).

[Objection]—"That would be something not sanctioned by the Veda"—if this is urged, then our answer would be as in the following Sūtra.

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If your view is that a wood similar to the Khadira should be brought in, then the bringing in of such a thing would be an act that is not sanctioned by the Veda. Hence, by reason of its being sanctioned by the Veda, the optional alternative should be brought in."

SūTRA (30).

[Answer]—Not so; because that is not an auxiliary at all.

Bhāṣya.

What has been suggested would not be right; because in the performance (which has been begun with one material), the other optional alternative material would not be an auxiliary at all; because that performance would be one at which the Khadira-wood has been adopted, and this one wood being designated, by reason of that designation, the other two woods are as good as not prescribed at all.

Says the Opponent—"If there were no designation, then their auxiliary character would be inconsistent; hence the two woods should be taken as prescribed. 'What if it is so?'—If this is so, then, in the absence of the wood that had been adopted, the two woods would be taken as prescribed."

It is not so, we reply. Because in that case, the declaration would be a contingent one; that is, to be adopted only when the particular contingency would be there; the contingent declaration being—'The other two woods, Palāsha and Rohitaka, should be taken up under the contingency of the Khadira not being there'. "What is the harm in that?"—The harm is that the same thing would be required as well as not-required, which would be highly inconsistent.

Then again, the embellishments too should be done to the Khadira-wood; and when a wood similar to that is actually taken up, under the impression that it is Khadira, then, under the impression that they have been laid down, those embellishments are performed in connection with them; while with the declared optional alternative, the embellishments have no connection at all.

From all this it follows that the substitute adopted should be that which is similar to what had been adopted at the outset.
ADHIKARANA (13): The Putikā is a substitute for Soma.

SŪTRA (31).

It should be regarded as a substitute; even though, in the absence of Soma, there may be other things more similar (than Putikā) to the Soma,—and on that account, the substitution of the Putikā might be unreasonable.

Yet it is the Putikā that should be substituted, on the strength of the declaration; anything else could be substituted only if there were no such declaration.

Bhāṣya.

There is the declaration—"If one cannot obtain Soma, one should extract the juice of the Putikā."

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this to be taken as an injunction of the Putikā as to be used under the contingency of the absence of Soma? Or as restricting the choice of a substitute (for Soma)?

The Pāṇeṇapakṣa view is as follows:—"It should be taken as the injunction of the Putikā as to be used under the contingency of the absence of Soma.—Why?—Because there is actual injunction; and as for the substitute, it is never enjoined; it comes to be adopted as a matter of course, for the purpose of accomplishing what has to be accomplished (when the original enjoined substance has become useless);—the Putikā, on the other hand, we find to be actually enjoined;—and such an Injunction would be useful only if it were taken as laying down an optional alternative.—From all this it follows that the Putikā should not be regarded as a substitute [it should be regarded as an optional alternative]."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—It should be regarded as a substitute.—Why?—When the means of accomplishing a sacrifice is lost (or destroyed), another means (in the shape of the Putikā) is taken up for its accomplishment,—on account of the absence of the prescribed (Soma).—"But it would be unreasonable to select the Putikā, because there are other things similar to Soma."—Our answer to this is that this selection is done on the basis of the express declaration; that is to say, the Soma not being available, there are several things, more or less similar to Soma, which present themselves as likely to be taken up; and from among these things, the declaration in question serves to restrict the choice to the Putikā,—this special declaration being necessary because the resemblance of the Putikā to the Soma is slighter (than that of many other things).—"Why so?"—Well, the sacrifice that has been commenced has got to be performed; under the circumstances, some substance or the other would
have to be brought in, even though there were no declaration to that effect;
—now, what is already recognised as to be done or used does not need to
be enjoined; there can be only a reference to (or reiteration of) what is already
known.—"But why should there be this reiteration?"—The answer to that
is that what is only slightly similar to Soma may not be generally recognised
as to be used, hence for the purpose of laying down that thing, a reiteration
becomes necessary.

The purpose served by this Adhikarana is that, if the Putiṣkā is a sub-
stitute, then on the loss of the Putiṣkā, the substance to be used should have
to be similar to the Soma (not to the Putiṣkā); whereas if the Putiṣkā is
enjoined as another substance (as an optional alternative to Soma), then
on the loss of the Putiṣkā, the other substance to be used should have to
be similar to the Putiṣkā (not to the Soma). [Vide Adhikarana 15, below.]
ADHIKARANA (14): When the substituted material becomes spoilt, the fresh material to be used should be one that is similar to the original material.

SUTRA (32).

There can be no 'substitute' to a 'substitute', because both stand on the same footing.

BHASYA.

The question to be considered now is as follows:—In a case where the prescribed material has been secured, and on its being spoilt, a substitute has been brought in and the performance proceeded with, then, if this substituted material has also become spoilt, what sort of fresh material should be brought in? Should it be one similar to the substituted material? Or one similar to the originally prescribed material which had been spoilt?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is that "when the substituted material is spoilt, the new material brought in should be similar to this substituted material,—in accordance with the principle arrived at in a previous Adhikarana (twelfth)".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhanta:—There can be no 'substitute' to a 'substitute';—why?—because both stand on the same footing; that is to say, just as the first substitute was brought in for the purpose of being used like the original prescribed material—and not for being used as a substitute,—so the second substitute also is to be brought in for being used like that same original prescribed material, and not for being used as a substitute.—From this it follows that the fresh (third) material brought in should not be one similar to the substituted (second) material;—in fact, one similar to the original (first) material should be sought out.
ADHIKARAṆA (15): Even in a case where the substitute itself is a prescribed one,—if it becomes spoilt, the new material brought in should be similar to the original material, not to the substitute.

SŪTRA (33).

[PURVAPAKṢA]—“In a case where the substitute is one that has itself been prescribed in the Veda: (in the event of its being spoilt) the new material should be one similar to that substitute itself; because in this case the substitute is one that is immutable.”

Bhāṣya.

The question (arising out of the foregoing Adhikaraṇa) to be considered now is—How should it be in a case where the substitute is one that has itself been prescribed in the Veda? For instance, it has been laid down that: if one cannot obtain Soma, he should extract the juice of the Puńkā; now when the Puńkā also is spoilt, should the new material to be brought in be similar to the Puńkā or to the Soma?—[In the foregoing Adhikaraṇa, it has been decided that it should be similar to the original material: and according to that, the new material should be similar to the Soma. But the cases dealt with in the preceding Adhikaraṇa would appear to be those in which the substituted material had been brought in by virtue of its similarity to the original material, and not by virtue of any injunction regarding itself. In the case now put forward, the substituted material, Puńkā has been brought in, not because it is similar to Soma, because, as already pointed out before, there are other things that are more similar to Soma,—but because it has itself been laid down as to be used as a substitute.]

On this question, the Puṟva-pākṣa view is as follows:—“In a case where the substitute is one that has itself been laid down in the Veda, the new material should be one similar to that substitute itself. Because parts of the Puńkā have been laid down as to be used in the absence of Soma;—and in the case in question, there is absence of Soma;—it follows therefore that parts of the Puńkā should be used [and parts of the Puńkā can be present only in such substances as are similar to the Puńkā.”]
SUTRA (34).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE THE DESIRE IS FOR SECURING 'SOMA'.

Bhāsya.

It cannot be as suggested by the Pūrṇapaksa; because the desire that the performer has is, not for the securing parts of Puṭkā; what is emphasised (by the text laying down the Puṭkā as substitute for Soma) is its similarity to Soma; it is thus that the injunction of the Puṭkā serves a visible purpose (of securing something like the desired Soma); if the injunction were of something dissimilar to the Soma, then it would be necessary to assume some unseen (transcendental) result as following from the use of that substance.—Hence it follows that the material to be brought in should be one in which the similarity to the desired Soma is present, —even though it be not similar to the Puṭkā; and stress need not be laid upon similarity to the Puṭkā itself.
ADHIKARANA (16): The prescribed material brought in having been spoilt, if another supply of the same is available, then the performance should be proceeded with with this fresh supply.

SŪTRA (35).

IF THE PRINCIPAL MATERIAL IS OBTAINABLE, THEN THE PRINCIPAL ITSELF SHOULD BE BROUGHT IN; AS IT IS ONLY IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PRINCIPAL THAT A SUBSTITUTE IS BROUGHT IN.

Bhāṣya.

In a case where the prescribed material has been spoilt,—and the man going out to seek for a substitute, comes by the prescribed material itself,—should he bring in a substitute? Or should he make use of the second supply of the principal prescribed material itself?

On this question, the Pārvapakṣa view is that—"a substitute should be brought in; as he had made up his mind to use the substitute, he would be true to his determination only if he brought in the substitute;—hence a substitute should be brought in".

In answer to this, we have the following Śīlādhārā:—When the Principal is available, that itself should be brought in. Because it is only when the prescribed material is not there that the substitute is brought in as a make-shift; and further, if the prescribed material is used, then all its parts are what are required; whereas if the substitute is used, the proper parts are only a few (i.e. only those that constitute the points of similarity to the Principal Material).

As regards the argument that, "this would involve the impropriety of abandoning the determination (of using the substitute)"—we ask—Is there impropriety in adopting what has been enjoined, or in what is open to censure by cultured people?—[And in the case in question, the cultured people would certainly censure that course of action in which the substitute would be used even when the Principal prescribed material was available.]
Adhikaraṇa (17): When the performance has been commenced with a substituted material, it should be completed with that material—even if the Principal Material becomes available in the interval.

Sūtra (36).

[ Purvapakṣa ] — "Even when the performance has already commenced (with the substituted material) [the Principal Material should be brought in as soon as it is available]."

Bhāṣya.

At the Agnihoṭra and other sacrifices, the prescribed material having been spoilt, the substitute has been brought in, and a few rites performed with it—if, after this, a fresh supply of the prescribed material is obtained,—should this latter be taken up for use during the rest of the performance? Or should the performance continue and be completed with the substituted material?

The Purvapakṣa view is as follows:—"Even after the performance has commenced (with the substituted material), the prescribed material (when obtained) should be brought in: as it has been already pointed out that it is only in the absence of the Principal that a substitute is brought in (Sū. 35). Consequently, the substitute should not be used (when the Principal has been secured)."

Sūtra (37).

[Siddhānta]—Not so; as it would be useless.

Bhāṣya.

Not so; when the Khadira-wood (prescribed for the making of the Post) not being available, the animal has been tied to the post made of Kaidara-wood,—if the Khadira becomes available, what would the man do with it, when the tying has already been done? It is only for some purpose that the Khadira should be brought in, not merely for the sake of bringing in the Khadira.—Hence we conclude that under the circumstances in question, the prescribed material should not be brought in.
ADHIKARANA (18): Even though the substitute be fitter than the Prescribed Material for 'embellishment', it is the latter that should be adopted.

SŪTRA (38).

WHEN THERE IS CONFLICT BETWEEN THE SUBSTANCE AND EMBELLISHMENTS, GREATER REGARD SHOULD BE PAID TO THE SUBSTANCE; AS THE EMBELLISHMENTS ARE FOR THE SAKE OF THE SUBSTANCE.

Bhāṣya.

When the Animal-sacrifice has commenced, it is found that the piece of Khadira-wood (the primary, prescribed substance) available is not fit for being chiselled and undergoing other embellishments, while there is a piece of Kadara (which is generally substituted for Khadira) which is larger and very much fitter for undergoing the embellishments,—there then arises the question—Which of the two should be taken up for use?

The Purva-pakṣa view is that, “the piece of Kadara should be taken up, as otherwise, the Embellishments would have to be given up”.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—When there is conflict between the Substance and Embellishments, greater regard should be paid to the substance,—not to the embellishments.—Why?—Because the embellishments are for the sake of the substance; that is, all that the embellishments do is to make the substance fit for use. If the embellishments are dropped, the substance remains and can be used; but when the substance is not there, then there can be no embellishments; so that in this case there would be neither the substance nor the embellishments. In fact, the substance is the door through which the embellishments go in (to help in the final result),—such being the idea countenanced by the scriptures; hence when the substance is not there, their door having been destroyed, the embellishments could not go in to help the Final Transcendental Result.—Hence it follows that under the circumstances stated, the piece of Khadira-wood should be taken up for use.
ADHIKARANA (19): If the Primary Substance available is not fit for use, then, the substitute should be taken up, even in the presence of the Primary.

SUTRA (39).

WHEN THERE IS CONFLICT BETWEEN 'USE' AND 'SUBSTANCE', GREATER REGARD SHOULD BE PAID TO 'USE'; AS IN THE ABSENCE OF THE SUBSTANCE, THE SUBSTITUTE HAS TO BE BROUGHT IN: * AND BECAUSE SUBSTANCES ARE FOR THE PURPOSES OF 'USE',

BHASYA.

At the time that the Sacrificial Post is going to be made, it is found that the piece of Khadira-wood that is there is not fit (strong enough) for incapacitating the animal (to be tied to it), while there is a piece of Kadara-wood which is quite fit for the purpose;—the question then arises—Which of the two should be taken up for use?—the Khadira or the Kadara?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows:—"The Khadira should be taken up for use; because that is what has been prescribed; hence by taking it up, one does what is enjoined by the scriptures;—if, on the other hand, he brought in the substitute, he would do what is not enjoined;—hence in the case in question, the substitute should not be used."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhanta:—Where there is conflict between 'use' and 'substance', greater regard should be paid to 'use';—the substance is brought in only for the sake of its 'use'; for instance, the wood is brought in only for the purpose of making the Post by being tied to which the animal would become incapacitated;—and it is not brought in simply for the sake of being brought in. In fact, by bringing in the Kadara, one would be going against the injunction of the material (for making the Post), but he would accomplish the use (purpose) all right; while by bringing in the (useless) Khadira, he would be going against both (the substance being, by itself, worthless; and the purpose not being served at all).—Hence in the case in question, the Kadara should be brought in.

It has been declared that in the absence of the substance, the substitute is to be brought in; and substances are meant only for the sake of the use to which they can be put. [Hence when a substance is unfit for use, it is as good as non-existent.]
Adhikarana (20): If the Primary substance is just sufficient for the main purpose only, not for all the purposes,—still that is what should be taken up.

Sūtra (40).

[Pañcavāsika]—"The substitute should be brought in also after a part of the work has been accomplished."

Bhāṣya.

At a performance, the Vṛhi-corn (which is the prescribed Primary substance) is just enough for the single libation of the Déyamadana; while there is also the Nirada-corn, which is enough for that offering as also for all the other purposes;—the question that arises is,—Which of the two substances should be taken up for use?

The Pañcavāsika view is as follows,—"Also when a part of the work,—in the shape of the one offering of the Déyamadana—has been done (with the Primary substance)—the substitute should be brought in,—Why?—Because in this way alone would the remaining purposes be accomplished."

Sūtra (41).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, only a part should be performed [that alone which can be done with the Primary substance], because that much alone of the work is capable of being accomplished with it; and the rest of the 'uses' are all equal, in that they are all auxiliary to the main use,—subserving as they do only the purposes of the substance.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase "api va" (in reality) serves to set aside the Pañcavāsika. With the small quantity of Vṛhi-corn that is there, the main part of the work—that is, the offering of the Déyamadana—should be accomplished. Why?—Because that much alone of the work is capable of being accomplished with it; in all cases, that much of the work alone is done with a thing which can be done with it; if the rest of the work—the other purposes—cannot be accomplished with that substance, those being only such factors as are subordinate to the main purpose,—it would not be right to reject the main thing for considerations of the subordinate factors;—because a real auxiliary is that which helps the Primary, not that which mars it;—in the case in question, if the rest of the purposes were accomplished
with the substituted material, they would deprive the Primary offering of the character of "being Vrihi"; and yet "being Vrihi" has been directly declared to be a factor in the main offering as in the text "one should perform the sacrifice with the Vrihi-corn".—From this it follows that no heed need be paid to the rest of the purposes (to be served by the substance). If there were no distinction between the auxiliaries as "primary" and "secondary", then heed would have had to be paid to them;—but the distinction is there;—hence it follows that under the circumstances stated, the substitute should not be used.

We find a text also indicative of the same conclusion—"The offerings may be made somehow or other" [which indicates that where there is just enough of the Primary substance for the main offering, the rest of the offerings may be made somehow or other].

End of Pada iii of Adhyáya VI.
ADHYÄYA VI.

PĀDA IV.

ADHIKARAÑA (1): When the portion of the cake sliced for making the offering becomes spoilt, another cake has to be brought in.

SŪTRA (1).

[PŪRVAPAKSA]—"When the 'Two Pieces' become spoilt, another slice should be cut out of the remainder of the cake; because it is meant for that purpose."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa, we read—'Yadāgnēgo. stākapālo māvīṣyāṁ purṇaṁśuśānāḥ chāchyuto bhavati' ['On the Full-Moon and the Moonless Days, one should not omit the offering of the Cake baked upon eight pans, to Agni']. (Taitti. Sat. 2, 6, 3, 3)—Out of this Cake, 'Two Pieces' (constituting the offering to Agni) having been cut out, become spoilt; the question that arises is—Should the 'Two Pieces' offering be again cut out of the remaining portion of the Cake—or not?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"When the 'Two Pieces' become spoilt, another slice should be cut out of the remainder of the Cake.—Why so?—Because it is meant for that purpose; that is, the material (Cake) has been got ready for being offered to Agni;—hence the offering to Agni has got to be accomplished;—when the 'Two Pieces' have been destroyed, the sacrifice still remains to be accomplished;—and it is the sacrifice that the man needs to perform;—this sacrifice as prescribed can be accomplished only by means of the offering to Agni;—such being the case, why should the offering not be made? Consequently it is necessary that another 'Two Pieces' should be sliced out of the remainder of the Cake."

SŪTRA (2).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—Another Cake should be brought in, because of the definite declaration.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, another cake should be brought in, and the other 'Two Pieces' should not be cut out of the former cake.—Why?—Because of the definite declaration. There is the definite declaration—'A slice should be cut out from the centre; and from the first half';—the 'Two Pieces' are con-
nected with the 'offering into Fire'—as laid down in the text—'One should offer the Two-pieces into the fire'—and it has been further specified as to be cut out of the centre and the first half;—now that portion of the cake which had been cut out of the centre and the first half, and which, on that account, was connected with the offering in question,—having been spoilt,—if the offering were made out of the remainder of the same cake, then it would have been made of a substance not cut out of the 'Centre' and the 'first half'.—"The second offering could be sliced out of the centre and the first half of what remains of the Cake [so that the difficulty pointed out would disappear]."—The answer to this is that what has been enjoined as to be offered is the piece cut out of the centre and the first half of the entire cake, not of any other thing.

Or, the term 'nirdēṣāt' ("definite declaration") in the Sūtra may be explained as follows:—The following text definitely declares that when one substance has been destroyed, another substance should be brought in—"If all the offering-materials of the performer are destroyed or spoilt or stolen, he should make the offering to all the deities with Clarified Butter"—where it is laid down that when an offering-material is lost, Clarified Butter should be used. From this it follows that the second 'Two Pieces' should not be cut out of the remainder of the Cake.

Another person has explained the term 'nirdēṣāt' to mean 'because the remainder has been laid down as to be used for other purposes'—i.e. all those uses that have been laid down as to be made of the Remnant.

This explanation, however, is not right; because sacrificial materials are not obtained for the purpose of these uses of Remnants; and as a matter of fact, until the accomplishment of all that is to be done with the sacrificial material, no other use should be made of it. Hence the Sūtra cannot have the meaning suggested.
Adhikarana (2): When the slice cut out for the 'Svisakti' offering has become spoilt, another slice shall not be cut out for it.

Sutra (3).

In reality, all that is to be done with the 'Remnant' should be omitted; because that is done for a special purpose.

Bhāṣya.

[The 'Svisakti' offering is laid down as to be made out of the remnant of the material used at the sacrifice]; in a case where the portion carved out of the Remnant for this offering has been spoilt, there arises the question as to whether another portion should be carved out of the remnant—or not.

On this question, the Pāracyapaka view is as follows:—"A fresh portion should be carved out of the Remnant.—Why?—Because in this case, the first portion is carved, not out of the whole of the 'second half',—but out of that part which is nearest to the performer. Because as a rule, whenever there is need for carving, it is done out of the part nearest to the agent; hence when the portion is carved out of it, what is done is in strict accordance with what has been prescribed.—Hence it follows that another portion should be carved out of the Remnant."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—All that is to be done with the Remnant should be omitted;—why?—because that is done for a special purpose; there is a special purpose for which the portion is carved out of the remnant;—this purpose being the disposal of the Remnant;—and the 'Disposal' helps the performer by clearing the space;—it is for the purpose of securing this clearance that the special method is laid down in the shape of the Svisakti-offering, by means of which the required disposal and the consequent clearance are to be brought about. Such being the case, if, on being taken out for being offered, the substance (portion of the Cake) should get spoilt,—the clearance intended to be done by its means will have been already effected; and it would not be the motive for any further taking up. Then again what the injunction says is that 'what is to be disposed of should be disposed of by means of the Svisakti-offering';—and the thing being spoilt, there would be nothing that is to be disposed of; hence the Svisakti-offering would ipso facto be dropped.—After the principal offering has been made (at a sacrifice) what remains is to be used for all those acts that are prescribed as to be done with the Remnant; hence when one portion has been carved out (for the Svisakti-offering, and spoilt), what remains has to be used for the other acts.
ADHIKARANA (3): The Priests alone shall eat the Remnant.

SUTRA (4).

[PURVAPEEVA]—"The 'Eating of the Remnant' should be done by others, as there is the specific declaration;—as in the case of the Primary Act."

Bhasya.

There are the Darsha-Purnamasa sacrifices; at which there are 'eatings' to be done at the time of the Prashitra, the Chaturdhakarama, and the Shaniyuvaka.

In connection with these, there arises the question—Are these eatings to be done by the priests mentioned in the context of (i.e. actually engaged in) the sacrifice? Or by other persons?

On this question, the Purvaapaka view is as follows:—"The eating of the Remnant is to be done by persons other than those engaged in the sacrifice. Why?—Because there is a specific declaration; the Adhearyu and other priests (engaged in the sacrifice) have been specially declared as partaking in the eating of the Ida-remnant, in the text, 'Yajmanasapañcchamah idam bhakrayanti' ['The priests, with the Sacrificer as the fifth, eat the Ida-remnant']; and here the declaration has been made for the purpose of precluding all other persons who would be likely to do the eating; and the sense of this is that the priests specially mentioned here are to eat the Ida-remnant only. Just as in the case of the text 'Agneyo'pakapala'—['The cake baked upon eight cakes is to be offered to Agni'] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 6. 3. 3)—what is done is that the 'Two Slices' are specified from among all those things in regard to sacrificing with which there is no restriction; and this text cannot be taken as an Injunction, as what it speaks of is already known;—nor can it be taken as a reiteration, as that would be entirely useless;—it has, therefore, to be taken as a Preclosure, whereby it serves a useful purpose. In the same manner in the case in question, the declaration quoted should be taken as indicating the preclusion (from other eatings) of the five persons named (i.e. the four principal priests with the Sacrificer as the fifth).

Further, if the eating were to be done by only those who are engaged in the sacrifice, then there would be difficulties in the case of the Ashrama sacrifice; there are so many 'eatings' to be done at that sacrifice that if all were done by the five persons actually engaged in the sacrifice, they would all die (of over-eating)."

SUTRA (5).

[SIDDHANTA]—"It should be done by all (those engaged in the sacrifice), as it is those that are congregated there.

Bhasya.

The eating should be done by all—i.e. by all those engaged in the sacrifice; the eating serves the purpose of bringing about an 'embellishment'.
in the men; the men thus embellished would go about the performance; and as there are no grounds for discriminating among them, all those that are congregated at the sacrifice should do the eating.

SŪTRA (6).

AS FOR THE ‘SPECIFIC DECLARATION’, IT SERVES THE PURPOSE OF LAYING DOWN AN ADDITIONAL DETAIL.

Bhāṣya.

It has been urged (under Sū. 4) that “there is the specific declaration [viz.: ‘The priests, with the sacrificer as the fifth, eat the Īḍā-remnant’] (which shows that the persons herein named are not to do the eating)”.—But in reality, the ‘specific declaration’ serves the purpose of laying down an additional detail,—i.e. the fact of the other persons (priests) partaking in the eating having been already indicated by the fact of their working at the sacrifice, the text quoted serves to declare that the Sacrificer also is to do the eating, as the fifth person; so that the declaration is for the purpose of pointing out the possibility of the Sacrificer doing the eating; hence it cannot be taken as precluding the persons (from all eatings other than that of the Īḍā-remnant).

SŪTRA (7).

AS REGARDS THE PRIMARY,—IN REGARD TO THAT, THERE IS THE CLEAR VEDIC TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

It has been urged that in connection with the Primary offering (of the Cake baked on eight pans), it is only the ‘Two-slice-offering’ that is spoken of. —But in that case, we admit of Preclusion, on the strength of the clear text. Specially as that text contains no injunction of anything new. —On the other hand, the text, ‘The Priests with the Sacrificer as the fifth eat the Īḍā-remnant’, actually enjoins the Sacrificer (as the eater, who is not already known as such). And when there is a doubt as to whether a text should be taken as an Injunction or a Preclusion, the better course is to take it as an Injunction; as in the case of Injunction, the words are taken in their natural sense; while Preclusion involves three objectionable features—the abandoning of the natural meaning of the words, the acceptance of another meaning and the setting aside of what is already known. —From all this, it follows that the eating should be done by the persons engaged in the sacrifice.

SŪTRA (8).

[Objection]—“But the Preclusion serves a useful purpose”,—If this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It has been urged that—“if only the persons engaged in the sacrifice were to do the eating, then this would be impossible in the case of the
*Ashvamedha* sacrifice, where there are many *eating* to be done (too many for the few persons engaged in the sacrifice)".—This has got to be refuted [which is done in the following Sūtra].

**SūTRA (9).**

**THAT DOES NOT AFFECT THE CASE IN QUESTION; BECAUSE IN THAT CASE THERE WOULD BE INCOMPATIBILITY WITH THE INJUNCTION.**

*Bhāṣya.*

At the *Ashvamedha*-sacrifice the persons engaged shall not eat all there is to eat, i.e. if they were to eat it all, they could not complete the *Ashvamedha* sacrifice [as they would die of over-eating]; in this case the performance of the *Ashvamedha* sacrifice is directly enjoined by a Vedic text, while the eating of all the remnants is to be done at it only by virtue of the general law (that the ectype is to be performed like the Archetype; and at the Archetype of the *Ashvamedha*, all the eating is done by the Priests engaged in the sacrifice); and when the latter conflicts with the former, it is only natural that it should be set aside; [hence at the *Ashvamedha*, all the eatings are not to be done by the Priests engaged in the sacrifice];—in the case in question, on the other hand, there is no such conflict; hence in this case all the eating is to be done by the persons engaged in the sacrifice.
ADHIKARANĀ (4): The Expiatory Homa is to be performed when either the whole or a part of the Pan is broken.

SŪTRA (10).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—EVEN WHEN ONLY A PART IS BROKEN, THE EXPIATORY HOMA SHOULD BE PERFORMED; BECAUSE THE CONTINGENCY IS PRESENT THERE.

Bhāsya.

There are the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, in connection with which it is declared—"When the pan breaks, one should offer Homa". "When the material is spilled, one should offer Homa".

In regard to this there arises the question—Is the expiatory Homa to be performed only when the whole Pan is broken, and when the whole of the material is spilled? Or also when only a part is broken or spilled?

Question—"When is the pan to be regarded as broken wholly and when as broken in part?"

When it has been smashed to pieces and is absolutely unfit for use, it is regarded as wholly broken; when however, even though a piece has been broken, the pan remains fit for use, it is said to be broken in part.

The apparent answer to the question [which is also the Siddhānta] is that the expiatory Homa is to be performed also when the pan is broken in part.—"Why?"—Because the contingency is present there; that is, the breaking is there; as what is broken in part is also broken; and when the contingency (being broken) is there, the contingent rite must be performed.

SŪTRA (11).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA's argument against SIDDHĀNTA]—"IN REALITY, THERE IS TO BE NO EXPIATORY HOMA WHEN THE PAN IS WHOLLY BROKEN; BECAUSE IT HAS BECOME ENTIRELY UNFIT FOR USE AND THE EXPIATION IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAKING THE PAN USEFUL."

Bhāsya.

The particle 'tu' ('in reality') indicates the rejection of the view set forth in the preceding Sūtra.

"There should be no expiatory Homa when the pan is wholly broken; because the expiation is for the purpose of embellishing or purifying what has been spoiled."—'Why so?"—Because what is wanted is not the offering of Homa, but the thing that has undergone breakage; as it is with this
latter when duly embellished and purified that the performance is to be carried on; it is with this view that the expiatory Homa is performed. Nothing can be done with the pan that has been smashed to pieces; hence in that case, the expiation would be futile. With the pan broken in a part, on the other hand, work can be done; hence when the pan is only partly broken, the expiation should be performed."

SŪTRA (12)

*Answer to the Pūrvapakṣa argument*—It should be done, because the contingency is there.—The ‘Homa’ is not an auxiliary (embellishment) of the (broken) Pan, because it is connected with something (the main sacrifice) which is essential (eternal, everlasting); hence it cannot be subsidiary to the Pan, because this latter is something not-eternal (ephemeral).

Bhāṣya.

The expiatory Homa should be performed, even when the Pan is wholly broken.—"Why?"—Because the contingency is there; i.e., the contingency in the shape of ‘breakage’ is there; and when the contingency is there, the contingent must be performed.

It has been argued that "the Expiation is for the embellishment or purification of what has been spoilt."—But, as a matter of fact, the Expiatory Homa is not an auxiliary (embellishment) of the (broken) Pan;—why?—because it is connected with something eternal [i.e. all the details of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa sacrifice are in reality prompted by the resultant Apūrna of that sacrifice; and this is an eternal or essential factor—Ṭuptikā and Tatruttatā]; and by virtue of this connection, the Homa in question is as good as eternal or essential,—while the ‘breakage’ is an ephemeral factor; and what is eternal is never enjoined for the benefit of what is ephemeral; so that, if a detail of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa sacrifices is eternal or essential, it cannot be taken as helping what is ephemeral.—Why?—Because what is ephemeral may not be there at some point of time; how then could the eternal factor help it when it is non-existent?—"What is the harm in that?"—There will be this difficulty that the eternal factor would not be able to help it; and hence the assertion that the ‘eternal factor would help’ would be meaningless.—If, however, the Homa is something contingent—[that is, while, as a detail pertaining to the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa, it is eternal, its actual performance would be contingent upon there being a ‘breakage’ of the Pan],—then the said difficulty would not arise. Hence our view of the case is the right one; under this view, the Homa would be performed when there is breakage of the Pan,—and when there is no breakage, it would not be performed.—Under the Pūrvapakṣa view, on the other hand, there would be the difficulty that there can be no connection
between the eternal (Homa) and the non-eternal (Breakage of the Pan).—From all this it follows that the expiatory Homa is to be performed whenever there is any breakage (either wholly or in part).

SŪTRA (13).

FURTHER, INASMUCH AS ACCESSORIES ARE MEANT TO SUBSERVE THE PURPOSES OF SOMETHING ELSE, THEY CAN BE USED APART FROM THIS LATTER ONLY WHEN THERE IS A DIRECT DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhāṣya.

An accessory can be regarded as subserving the purposes of another accessory only when there is a direct declaration to that effect. In accordance with the 'Context', all the accessories,—the Homa as well as the Broken Pan,—subserve the purposes of the Primary Sacrifice; the Broken Pan is not enjoined as the receptacle of the Homa; because, if the Broken Pan were the receptacle, then no other Homa could have been enjoined; as in that case the Broken Pan would be taken to be an accessory of the Primary Sacrifice; and this would militate against the connection of that sacrifice with the Āhavanīya Fire (which is the prescribed receptacle for all Homas offered in course of the sacrifice).—'But in view of the distinct declaration, the two (the Āhavanīya Fire and the Broken Pan) could be taken as optional alternatives (for being used as the receptacle of Homa).'

—That cannot be possible; because as for the Declaration ('Bhinne jukoti'), it could be taken as laying down the 'breakage' (of the Pan) as a contingency under which the Homa should be performed [hence it is not necessary to take the Broken Pan as the receptacle of Homa]; and also because the Homa has been directly enjoined by the text (Bhinne jukoti; which therefore cannot be taken as enjoining the receptacle). So that the injunction of the Homa (by the text) is got at from the direct meaning of the words of the text, while that of the Broken Pan as the accessory can be got at only through the indications of 'Syntactical Connection'. Hence the Broken Pan cannot be regarded as the receptacle (of the Homa).

—'Even when 'Breakage' is regarded as the contingency (under which the Homa is to be performed), there can be no injunction of another Homa, as the text could enjoin the contingency only for the particular Homa mentioned in the context.'—That cannot be; because, the contingency (or condition) is what is not predicated; hence if the contingency were enjoined (and hence predicated), then it would not be a contingency at all.

—If then, it were taken as the subject,—and that for which it is a contingency were also a subject,—then there could be no connection between two subjects.—Then again, what is enjoined in the context is not that 'Breakage should be done',—but what is enjoined is the other thing mentioned (i.e. the Homa), to be done after the Breakage has occurred.
"In connection with the Breakage [there is something totally different to be done],"—if this is urged [then the answer will be as in the following Sūtra.]

Bhāṣya.

The following argument might be brought forward—"There is a text which clearly indicates that the Broken Pan is to be repaired—"May I repair the Pan by means of the ṛṣa of a hundred syllables". [So that when the Breakage is meant to be repaired, then the breakage could not be taken as a contingency under which the Ḥoma would be performed, which Ḥoma would render the Pan fit for further use—If this were so, then there would be no point in repairing the broken Pan]."

To this our answer will be as follows—

Sūtra (15).

That is not so; because what is spoken of in the text quoted cannot be subsidiary to the Breakage.

Bhāṣya.

The repairing spoken of in the text quoted cannot be regarded as subsidiary to the Breakage; because as a matter of fact, the Breakage cannot be repaired by means of either a Ḥoma or a Mantra. Even if it could be repaired by means of clay, the notion that it is 'broken' would still be there.

Sūtra (16).

If the declaration of its being thrown into water were taken as relating to the case of total destruction, then it would be meaningless.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the total destruction (of the Pan), we have the text—"The broken pan they throw into water"; such being the case, any embellishment of it would be useless. [Hence the Ḥoma cannot be regarded as an embellishment of the Pan.]—"But it could be picked out of the water and then placed upon the Fire."—Not so, we reply; because it has been declared that 'he sets up another (pan)'.

From all this it follows that what is laid down in the text 'Ṛhūnade jāhoti' is a contingent auxiliary of the Main Sacrifice.
ADHIKARANA (5): ‘Kṣamēṣtinyāya’:—In the case of burning, it is only when the whole cake is burnt, that the expiatory Act is to be performed.

SŪTRA (17).

But in the case of burning, the Expiation should be performed only when the whole (cake) is burnt; as the burning of a part of it is unavoidable.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa, we read—‘Atha yasya nāvaraṇāh kṣayataḥ tam yajñam varūṇo ghrūṇāti, yadi tad haviḥ santīṣṭha atha tad eva havirnirvāpī, yajño hi yajñasya prāyuschittah’ [‘When the two Cakes are burnt, Varūṇa seizes that sacrifice; if that offering is to be completed, that same offering should be offered; a sacrifice being the only expiation for a sacrifice’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the expiatory offering to be made when the whole of the Cake is burnt? Or when a part of it is burnt?

On this question, the Pārvapakośa view is that—‘When the contingency is there it should be offered when either the whole or a part is burnt (in accordance with the conclusion of the preceding Adhikarana)’.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—In the case of burning, the expiation should be performed only when the whole Cake is burnt.—The particle ‘tū’, ‘but’, implies the rejection of the Pārvapakośa. In the case of burning, the expiation is to be performed only when the whole of the Cake is burnt.—“Why so?”—Because the burning of a part of it is unavoidable; it is not possible to avoid the burning of a part of the Cake; because when a substance is in contact with fire, small portions are sure to be burnt. For instance, for the purpose of baking the lower part of the Cake, it is placed upon heated pans, and for the baking of its upper part live charcoal is heaped upon it; and under the circumstances, the burning of parts of the Cake cannot be avoided; so that, even though the expiation is spoken of as contingent, it would practically become compulsory; and in that case no significance would attach to the mention of the contingency ‘when the cakes are burnt, etc.’—From all this it follows that the expiation is to be performed only when the whole Cake is burnt.
SŪTRA (18).

[Objection]-"The Expiation should be performed on the burning of a part; because we find a text indicating that conclusion."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not right to hold that the Expiation is to be performed only when the whole Cake is burnt; as it can be performed when a part only is burnt; because the contingency of 'burning' is present in that case also; what is partly burnt is certainly burnt; hence if the Expiation were not performed when the Cake would be partly burnt, then what is prescribed would be not done; and this is not right.—Then again, the text says: 'if that offering is to be completed, that same offering should be offered'; where the offering of the same material is laid down; and this would not be possible when the whole of the cake would be burnt. Hence it follows that the expiation is to be performed only when the Cake is partly burnt."

SŪTRA (19).

[Answer]-In reality, the said offering would be made with another substance; as for the contingency (under which the expiation is to be performed), that must be taken to be as laid down in the texts.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'vi' ('in reality') indicates the rejection of the Purva-paksa view. The view asserted—that the expiation is to be performed even when only a part of the Cake is burnt,—is not right; in fact, the Expiation is to be performed only when the whole cake is burnt. The contingency under which the Expiation is to be performed has been laid down in the text—'When the two cakes are burnt', where what is meant is the burning of the whole cake, not a part of it; in fact, there should be no expiation on the burning of only a part; because such partial burning is inevitable.

Then, as regards the argument that the text—'If that offering is to be completed, etc.'—is found to lay down the completing of the sacrifice with the burnt substance [and this can apply only to the partly burnt substance]; the answer to that is that the expiation is to be performed when the contingency of the 'destruction' happens; and even if the material used at the expiation is a different one (from the burnt one), it would be performed all the same (and the main sacrifice duly completed after that). Hence this argument does not affect our position.
Sūtra (20).

[Objection]—"It cannot be so; since the term used is 'tad havīḥ' ('that offering')"—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent may urge the following argument—"If the view is that a different substance may be used to complete the performance, then this is not possible, as the text uses the term 'that offering' ('tad havīḥ'),—in the sentence 'if that offering is to be completed, etc.'—under the circumstances, if the expiation (and the rest of the main sacrifice) were performed with a different substance, the term 'that offering' would not be applicable to it".

Sūtra (21).

[Answer]—The term 'offering' ('havīḥ') should be taken as standing for the 'sacrifice' (the act of offering, not the material offered), on the ground of the presence of the material as the distinguishing feature in the sacrifice.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'havīḥ' in the text under consideration should be taken as standing for the sacrifice,—the act of offering; so that, when the text speaks of 'the offering being destroyed', what is meant is the destruction of the sacrifice at which that offering-material is used.—"But the secondary and figurative meaning of a word can be accepted only when its direct meaning is not applicable, not otherwise."—The answer to this is that, in the case in question, the direct meaning is not applicable.—"How so?"—If the direct meaning were accepted, then the sentence would have to be construed as—'if the offering is to be completed, the sacrifice should be completed with that same material'; and in this there would be syntactical split; and further, the words would be meaningless; because what is to be completed is the sacrifice, not the offering-material; hence the term 'that offering' is a mere reference to the occasion (contingency) for the expiation. One great advantage in taking this as a mere reference is that the same expiation becomes applicable to cases where the sacrifice to be completed (after the burning of the original material) is one at which the material used is different (from the cake).—"But how can the term 'havīḥ', which signifies offering-material, be used in the sense of the act (of offering)?"—That, we reply, is due to the presence of that material as a distinguishing feature.
in the sacrifice; so that the sacrifice connected with the offering-material is spoken of as the 'offering'. Just as Devadatta, who is distinguished by courage (which is a characteristic quality of the Lion), is figuratively spoken of as the 'lion', similarly the act of sacrifice is figuratively spoken of as the 'offering', 'havīh'.

From all this it follows that the expiation is to be performed only when the Cake has been wholly burnt.
Adhikarana (6): The 'Pancharava-offering' should be made even when only one offering-material is spoilt.

Sutra (22).

[Purvaksha]—"It should be as it is declared in the text",—if this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sutra].

Bhashya.

We have the text—'Darsha-Purnamasha-yam svargakamo yajita' ['Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Purnamasha-sacrifices']; —in connection with that there is the following declaration—'Ushabyam havirurtimschhet aintram Pancharavamodasham niravat' ['If one's both offering-materials should undergo deterioration (become spoilt), he should offer cooked rice in five platters to Indra'] (Taitti. Brâ. 3. 7. 1. 8).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the 'Five-platter-offering' be made when both offering-materials are spoilt? Or should it be made on either of them being spoilt?

On this question, the Purvaksha view is as follows:—'If you ask—on the spoiling of what is the offering to be made?—our answer is that it should be made on both being spoilt.—'Why?'—Because it should be as it is declared in the text; what is directly declared, that alone should be accepted; and in the case in question, what is declared is that the offering is to be made when both the materials are spoilt;—what is declared should be accepted as meant to be significant; otherwise the terms 'offering-material' and 'both offering-materials' would be synonymous.—From all this, it follows that the 'Five-platter-offering' is to be made only when both the offering-materials are spoilt.'

Sutra (23).

[Siddhanta]—Not so; because the accident is the contingency (under which the offering is to be made); and that contingency is specified as that of the 'offering material'.

Bhashya.

The view that has been urged above is not right.

The 'accident' meant here is the deterioration of a certain thing; and this is the contingency (under which the offering is to be made); and this contingency is specified here as being the becoming spoilt (deterioration) of the offering-material; now this 'deterioration of the offering-material' may be taken as the contingency, collectively as well as severally (i.e. the
deterioration of both materials, or of only one material, may be accepted as the contingency under which the offering in question should be made; and it cannot be further specified by the qualification 'both' ; if it were so specified then, the sentence would be split up into two parts—(1) "The Five-platter offering is to be made on the deterioration of the offering-material" and (2) "the deterioration should be of both materials".

Says the Opponent—"If you cannot brook the qualification of the Deterioration, then it should not be qualified by the 'offering-material' either".

Answer—We admit of qualification by 'offering-material', because without some qualification, the text would be meaningless; i.e. if we had the text simply in the form 'yasya ārtivarchochhyā' ('He whose become spoilt'), without any qualification, then it would mean the 'deterioration of anything'; and as in the case of every man, there is something or other which may be deteriorated,—his action, his winking, even his thinking,—the mention of any condition (upon which the offering should be contingent)—such as is found in the text in question, 'yasya, etc.'—would be absolutely incongruous (and futile).—Hence it is necessary that the 'deterioration' should be qualified; and this qualifying is done by the 'offering-material'; so that the condition on which the 'Five-platter-offering' is contingent is the connection between the 'offering-material' and the 'deterioration'; and this connection can be very well directly declared by the Vedic text—as for the connection of both the materials, on the other hand, this would only be indirectly indicated by 'Syntactical Connection';—and 'Syntactical Connection' is always weaker than 'Direct Declaration'.

Says the Opponent—"The connection between the 'deterioration' and the 'offering-material' also is indicated by Syntactical Connection".

Answer—The coming about of the 'deterioration' is understood to be spoken of by Direct Declaration; and if the connection of 'offering-material' as also of 'both' were taken to be intended, then the Direct Declaration would be very much weakened. That is why the presence of the connection of 'both' is not pointed out as the condition. —'Why then is the term 'both' there? '—It is there as a reference to the established fact that the offering is to be made on the deterioration of one, as well as on the deterioration of the other. It is in this sense that we have the words 'If one's both offering-materials should be spoilt'.

Question—"Why cannot 'deterioration' as qualified by both terms ('offering-material' and 'both') be regarded as the condition for the offering?—The meaning being that the offering is made by one whose offering-material as qualified by 'both' becomes deteriorated.'

Answer—Why do you think that the condition of the offering should be such 'deterioration' as is qualified by a qualified thing (the 'offering-material qualified by 'both')?

The Opponent replies—'We do so on the ground of the proximity of the qualified thing. That is to say, as a matter of fact, what is mentioned in close proximity to 'deterioration' is the qualified thing ('offering-material qualified by 'both').'

What would be the result if this were so?
"The result is that 'deterioration' qualified by both ('offering-material' and 'both') becomes recognised as the condition of the offering."

The answer to all this is as follows:—The 'favourite of the gods' (stupid man) should be asked this question:—Even for a man for whom the qualified thing (the 'offering-material' qualified by 'both') is in close proximity with the 'deterioration',—is the unqualified thing (the 'offering-material' only, without the qualification 'both') excluded by the use of a cudgel?—"What if it is not excluded?"—If it is not excluded, then this is what happens—the 'deterioration' of the unqualified thing also becomes a condition for the offering of 'Five-platters'.—"But certainly the term 'both' would qualify the 'offering-material'."—Not so; so long as the term 'both' is not connected with the term 'offering-material', it cannot qualify the material. —"But then the term 'both' would certainly become connected with the term 'offering-material' by reason of their close proximity."

—Even so it would not be able to do the qualifying; because it can never serve the purpose of excluding anything [and what does not exclude anything cannot be a qualification].—Says the Opponent—"But on account of its denoting a particular thing, it must be exclusive in its function; just as in the case of the sentence 'Bring the white cow', when this is addressed to persons, they do not bring the black cow; and the reason for this lies in the fact that the term 'white' differentiates the required (white cow) from the black and other cows".—Our answer to this is as follows:—The case cited is not analogous to the one under consideration. In the case of the cow, it is not that the thing is marked by the genus 'cow' and then its bringing is enjoined. If it were so, then, in that case also the term 'white' would not have qualified it. What is enjoined in this case is the bringing, which is the principal factor, qualified conjointly by the two qualifications ('whiteness' and 'genus, cow').—In the case in question, on the other hand, what is enjoined is the 'Five-platter-offering' to be made when the thing is found to be characterised by 'deterioration' and by the 'genus, offering-material' separately.—"But what is the reason that when the principal factor is denoted by the verb (as in the case of the 'bringing' of the cow) the two qualifications are taken as qualifying it conjointly, while in the case of the other thing, they qualify it separately?"—The answer to this is that in the case of the Principal Factor, the Genus or the Quality is spoken of only for the purpose of being connected with it; and hence in this case, through one and the same sentence, the Principal is understood to be qualified by both these qualifications; and hence the performer is satisfied only when he performs it as thus qualified by both; so that if the Principal were performed as qualified by only one of the two qualifications, what would be done would be not what is laid down.—In another case, however, where what is denoted by the verb (that is, the act) is spoken of in reference to what is marked by the genus, it is so spoken of in relation to all similar qualifications; so that in this case the performer would be satisfied if the act were done as qualified by only one of the qualifications; as for the other qualification,—that of being marked by the genus,—it has been already said that he would be satisfied with it. It is in reference to that case that it has been said—'Why cannot one do what is not forbidden?'.—In the case
where *what is denoted by the verb* is the principal factor, it is not related to what is marked by the *genus*; so that, even if other things belonging to that genus be not included, the Principal factor becomes accomplished all the same; the Principal becomes duly equipped with its accessories; and nothing that is laid down becomes ignored. In that case, therefore, the qualification is all right. In the case in question, however, it is not so; as all that is declared in this case is that the *Five-platter-offering* is to be made on the deterioration of the substance which belongs to the genus of *offering-material*; and this cannot be excluded by any qualifying declaration which does not lay down an actual prohibition.

Then again, even if the term *both* were connected with *offering-material*, the *deterioration* could not be taken as connected with both (*offering-material* and *both*).—*Why so?*—Because the term *both* is connected with the *offering-material*, not with the term *undergo deterioration*; so that even though the term *both* is there in close proximity, what the *deterioration* is connected with is only just that which is denoted by the term *offering-material*; and what is so denoted is a general thing, without any qualifications.—From this it follows that the *deterioration* qualified by both (*both* and *offering-material*) cannot be taken as the condition for the *Five-platter-offering*.

"The *deterioration* may be held to be qualified by both (*offering-material* and *both*) in view of the fact that the term *both* (*ubhayam*) has that case-ending which is the substratum (basis) of the *deterioration*."

That is not right. The presence of the particular case-ending in the word *ubhayam* can make this a qualification of the *offering-material* (*havīḥ*),—because these two have the same (nominative) case-ending; it cannot make it a qualification of *deterioration*; because between *ubhayam* as qualified by *havīḥ* and *ārtim*, the case-ending is not the same (*ubhayam havīḥ* having the *Nominative*, and *ārtim* the *Accusative*, ending).

"Even though they do not have the same case-ending, yet, by virtue of the proximity of the term *deterioration*, this *deterioration* would be taken as qualified by *ubhayam* (*both*) as qualified by *havīḥ* (*offering-material*)."

That cannot be; unless the words concerned are in need of mutual connection, mere proximity cannot be effective (in connecting them); for instance, in the case of the expression—*Bhūrga rājñaḥ purusā devalattasya* [where the word *bhūrga* is connected with *devalattasya*, not with *rājñaḥ*, though this latter is nearest to it,—similarly *purusā* is connected with *rājñaḥ*, not with *devalattasya*].

"The *deterioration* would be understood as being qualified by *both*, by reason of both the words occurring in the same sentence."

That cannot be; even when words occur in the same sentence, if any one of them is such as is not required by another, it is not construed with that, even though it forms part of the same sentence; for instance, in the sentence—*Aśkeṣuṁ prajātā śvēṣeṇa pāṭeṇa āvyah*—the *whiteness is not taken as a qualification of the Horse, which is not wanted by the former [because it is taken as a qualification of the cloth]."
The Opponent may argue as follows—"The term 'both' would be taken as connected with the 'offering-material' qualified by 'deterioration'."

That also is not possible. As a matter of fact, the term 'undergo deterioration' is not taken as a qualification of the 'offering-material'; it is taken as the condition for the 'Five-platter-offering'. In fact, if the 'deterioration of the offering-material' were taken as connected simultaneously with the term 'both' and with the term 'Five-platter-offering', then there would be a syntactical split.

"The term 'both' may be taken as connected with what is marked by the genus 'offering-material' ('ubhayam' has to be supplied after 'sambaddham'—says 'Auptikā); and then the term 'undergo (deterioration)' may be connected with the term 'both' as qualified by the 'offering-material'."

Even so there would be a syntactical split. —From all this we conclude that the 'deterioration' qualified by both ('offering-material' and 'both') cannot be taken as the condition for the 'Five-platter-offering'.

Says the Opponent—"Just as in the case of what is denoted by the verb being the principal factor, the 'deterioration as qualified by both ('offering-material' and 'both')' has been regarded (Text, page 685, lines 4 et seq.) as the condition of the offering—and not as qualified by one of them,—in the same manner, in the other case also, it would be as qualified by both that it would be regarded as the condition; and yet though qualified by its own self, if the 'Deterioration' happens to be qualified by only one of the two ('offering-material' and 'both'), it ceases to be the condition;—why then, should this distinction be made?"

The answer to this is as follows. —Under our view, the two qualifications are treated as what are to be taken up by themselves; while under your view, they are treated as mere differentiating adjuncts (of something else).

"What, if they are treated as differentiating adjuncts?"

Our answer is that what follows from this is that the substance is differentiated by the genus 'offering-material'—something has got to be asserted in regard to it;—if this something were said without being properly differentiated, it could not be known to what it appertains, or it might be regarded as appertaining to all substances. Thus then, as in both these cases, the thing would be unqualified, the genus 'offering-material' would be mentioned as differentiating or marking the substratum of that genus. This being done, there are two things that are possible: (1) that which belongs to the genus 'offering-material' is what has 'deteriorated', or (2) that what belongs to the genus 'offering-material' is 'both'. Now, if what is meant is that what belongs to the genus 'offering-material' is what has 'deteriorated', then it follows that what belongs to the genus 'offering-material',—whether it be 'both' or 'not-both',—when 'deteriorated', is the condition (under which the Five-platter-offering is made).—If, on the other hand, what is meant is that what belongs to the genus 'offering-material' is 'both',—then in that case, the 'deterioration' is not qualified by the 'offering-material';—and when the 'deterioration' is not qualified by the 'offering-material', it is not possible that the term 'both' shall qualify the 'offering-material'.—"Why so?"—Because the qualifying could be done only in the form 'that which belongs to the genus 'offering-material'
is both':—and it would be necessary to say 'if that thing belonging to the genus offering-material which is both, should become deteriorated':—and how could this connection between the 'deterioration' and the qualified 'offering-material' be secured? Specially as the two terms 'offering-material' and 'both' could not be uttered over again for the purpose of qualifying the 'deterioration'. And when these could not be pronounced over again, then,—even though the term 'offering-material' would not be uttered for the purpose of characterising, in common, the 'deterioration' and the substratum of 'both',—yet, in its unqualified form, it would be a characteristic of the 'Deterioration',—and also, in its unqualified form, it would be a characteristic of 'both':—if, however, the two together ('Deterioration' and 'both') were meant, then it would be necessary to repeat the words over again; and in that case, there would be a syntactical split.—Thus, if the term 'both' be connected with the act of becoming deteriorated, then it could not be qualified by the 'offering-material'; and in that case, the deterioration of the unqualified offering-material would become the condition under which the Five-platter-offering would be made.—If, on the other hand, the term 'both' were connected with the word 'offering-material', then, for the purpose of being connected with 'deterioration', it would have to be repeated again along with the term 'offering-material', or it might be mentioned by means of the pronoun 'this'; and in this case there would be the same syntactical split.

Then again, if the things have to be taken up, it is not necessary that the words should qualify each other; both might well be uttered for the purpose of qualifying the 'deterioration'; and in that case, the 'deterioration' qualified by one of them only could never be regarded as the condition under which the offering was to be made.—On the other hand, if what are spoken of are meant to be only differentiating adjuncts, then the 'Deterioration' could be regarded as the condition, even when qualified by only one of the two.—This is the difference between the two cases.

Then again, in the case of all words, when any word is connected with another word, it is not right, so far as possible, to connect it with a third word, even though this latter be in close proximity,—unless of course there is a declaration laying down such connection. For instance, in the case of the words—'Bhāryā rājāḥ puruṣo dēva-dattasya', the 'rājā' cannot be taken as qualifying 'puruṣa' (if it has been connected with 'bhāryā'). In a case, however, where there is no way out of it, even though there are several things to be taken up, they may all be taken as connected with the principal factor, even though this latter may be far removed; because the needs of a case are always more authoritative than mere remoteness.—

When the two things are regarded as differentiating adjuncts,—when two such adjuncts come together, and one has to be rejected, what should be rejected is the remoter adjunct.
Adhikarana (7): Only those persons are entitled to eat the remnant who have done both the acts—the extraction of the juice and the offering of the Homa.

Sutra (24).

[Puruwapaksa]—"The same should be the case with the 'Eating' contingent upon the 'Offering of Homa' and the 'Extracting of Juice'."

Bhashya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we read—'Havirdhanê grâsabhi—rabhibuddhaviñayê katei pratvândâh parâtya suta bhaksân bhaksâyanitâ' ['Having, by means of stones, extracted the Soma-juice in the Havirdhâna and having poured the libations into the Ahavamiya Fire, they turn back and returning to the Assembly Room, eat the edibles']. The extracting of the Juice is already laid down in another text;—the offering of Homa also has been laid down elsewhere by means of the root 'yaj', 'to sacrifice';—these two therefore cannot be taken as enjoined by the text quoted;—nor can the order of sequence between the two acts be regarded as enjoined by it, as the order is already indicated by the very nature of the things concerned [the extracting of the juice must necessarily go before its being offered in Homa];—hence what the text can be taken as enjoining is the eating (of the edibles) by those same persons who have done the extracting of the Juice and the offering of the Homa; the meaning being that 'after the extracting of the juice has been done, as also the offering of the Homa, the eating should be done'.

In regard to this, there arises the following question—Is the eating to be done by the man who has done both the acts mentioned? Or may one eat on doing only one of them also?

On this question, the Puruwapaksa view is as follows:—"The same should be the case with the eating contingent upon the 'offering of Homa' and the 'extracting of Juice'; the same should be the case';—that is this case should be dealt with exactly as the case of the 'deterioration of the offering-material'; [i.e. just as the 'Five-platter-offering' is to be made even on the deterioration of only one of the two materials, so the 'eating' should be done even on the doing of only one of the two acts].—Why so?—Because the sentence in question cannot be construed as—'Having extracted the juice,—then, having offered the Homa,—one should eat'; because the sentence does not lay down the order of sequence between the extracting of the juice and the offering of the Homa, in the sense that 'those shall eat who, having extracted the juice, have offered the Homa'. Because this construction would bring about syntactical split, the sentence being split
up into two—(1) 'Having extracted the juice, they shall eat,' and (2) 'Having offered the Homam, they shall eat.' For these reasons, the *offering of the Homam* and the *extracting of the juice* cannot be taken as connected with one another; and hence the *eating* could be connected with one as well as the other; the *eating* being done on *extracting the juice*, and also on *offering the Homam.*—From all this it follows that there is to be *eating* on the doing of either one of the two acts."

**SÜTRA (25).**

[SIDDHANTA]—*In reality, the 'Eating' should be contingent upon both acts; because it has not been laid down as an accessory of the acts.*

_Bhāṣya._

One should do the *eating* by reason of having done both the acts;—the *eating* has not been laid down as an accessory of the acts of *offering the Homam* and *extracting the juice.*—"What would happen if the *eating* were laid down as an accessory of the acts?"—What would happen would be that, in that case the *offering of the Homam* and the *extracting of the juice*, both being primary acts, the *eating*, which would be subservient to them, would have to vary with each of them.—If, on the other hand, the *eating* is taken to be laid down as contingent upon both the acts,—then such being the injunction, there is only one thing enjoined, and there is a single sentence, which is complete in the form—'Having *extracted the juice*, and *having offered the Homam* they shall eat'; in this case 'they shall eat after having offered the Homam' comes in only as a subordinate clause; and so long as the main (whole) sentence is there, no (separate) authority can attach to a subordinate clause; for, if it were, then there would be rejection of the other words of the sentence. For instance, in the sentence 'one should not look at the rising sun', the prohibition is taken as expressed by the main (whole) sentence, while the injunction of looking at the sun would be expressed by the subordinate clause 'look at the rising sun'.—From all this it follows that the *eating* contingent upon any one of the two acts cannot be taken as what is laid down; what we gather from the main (whole) sentence is that there are two acts upon which the *eating* is contingent. Under the circumstances, if the *eating* were done in any other manner, there would be an abandonment of what has been enjoined. Consequently the *eating* should be contingent upon both the acts.
ADHIKARAṆA (8): The Re-installation of Fire should be done when both the Fires go out.

SŪTRA (26).

[PUṆṆAPAKṢA]—"The Re-installation should be dealt with in the manner of the 'Cooked Rice' [offered on Five-Platters]."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Aṇīhata, we read—Yasyabhāravanapastivaynī abhāmitlochita, gasya vābyutijayita, punarādhyayamā tasya śekṣitaḥ ["If the two Fires kindled by one should go out, and at the same time the sun should rise (or set), Re-installation of the Fire is the only expiation for him "]

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Re-installation of the Fire to be done on the going out of either one of the two Fires (Ākārṇiga and Gārhyastuṁ) or on the going out of both?

On this question, the Puṇṇapaṅka view is as follows—"The Re-installation should be dealt with in the manner of the 'Cooked Rice', just as in the case of the Expiatory offering of the Cooked Rice on Five-Platters, it is made on the deterioration of either one of the offering materials, so also the Expiatory rite of Re-installation of Fire should be performed on the going out of either one of the two Fires; as otherwise, there would be a syntactical split."

[The Siddhānta says]—Just as in the text—Herein I shall sacrifice—herein I shall perform pious deeds,—with this motive does he kindle the Fires—[Read 'ityeśāyaśāya tattvādhāraṇā', as in MSS. C and D]—[there are two Fires mentioned, so in the case in question also, the going out of both the Fires must be meant to be the contingency under which the Re-installation is to be performed].

[This last sentence appears to have no connection with the preceding sentence in the statement of the Puṇṇapaṅka which should be taken as ending with the first 'āśī' after 'pravāgita'. The Ṭaṇṭika declares this sentence to form part of the statement of the Siddhānta—'Siddhānta-aparikṣita'. On this the Tantraratna adds the following explanation—The passage, if taken as part of the Puṇṇapaṅka, can only mean that—"Just as in this text from the Skatapatha, either one of the two Fires is mentioned, so should it be taken to be in the case under consideration—'If the two Fires, etc.'—But as a matter of fact, the text from the Skatapatha does not speak of either one of the Fires (in fact it speaks of two Fires) and hence the case cited is not applicable to the Puṇṇapaṅka view. It should therefore be taken as part of the statement of the Siddhānta—being inserted in a wrong place by careless copyists.]
SÜTRA (27).

[SIDDHANTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE PERFORMED ON THE GOING OUT OF BOTH (FIRES); BECAUSE OF THE PRODUCTION OF THE SAME THING.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the Expiation laid down in the present instance (in the shape of the Re-installation of Fire) consists in the producing of the same thing that has been destroyed;—as the visible motive of the act is—how to secure the thing again; it is with this motive that the Re-installation is done. The distinctive feature of this act of Re-installation is that two Fires are produced together, not separately. So that, if only one were to go out, it could not be possible to re-establish that one alone; as in that case the Re-installation, if performed, would be defective.—"But the second Fire also could be re-installed."—Now, if this second Fire were the Ahavanīya,—then, as the other (former) Ahavanīya would be already there, to serve the purposes of the Homa-offerings, the second (re-installed) Ahavanīya could not serve the purposes of the Homa-offerings at all;—as a matter of fact, that Fire alone is Ahavanīya which has been produced for the purposes of the Homa-offerings; because this name 'Ahavanīya' is connotative of Embellishments; and a name that is connotative of embellishments cannot be applicable if even one of the connoted embellishments is absent; and this also is an embellishment of the Fire that it serves the purposes of Homa-offerings; this is what we understand from the text 'One offers Homa into the Ahavanīya Fire' (Taitti. Brā. 1. 1. 10. 5).—For these reasons, there would clearly be a defect if only one Fire were to go out and only one to be re-installed; and this defect would vitiate both the Fires. Consequently if only one Fire goes out, there should be no Re-installation; simply because there can be no proper Re-installation in that case.
ADHIKARÂNA (9): The ‘Five-Platter-offering’ is a distinct act.

SÚTRA (28).

[PUKVAPAKSA]—"The ‘Five-Platter offering’ should be treated as a substitute; as it is the substance that is mentioned."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pàramîsà, we read—'Yasya ubhayani harirātimārčchhit aindram pañchashāhramodanam nîravāpet' [‘If both the offering-materials should undergo deterioration, one should offer, to Indra, cooked rice on Five Platters’] (Taitti. Brâ. 3. 7. l. 8).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the ‘Five-Platter-offering’ a substitute for the material that has undergone deterioration? Or is it a distinct act by itself, to be performed under a certain contingency?

Question—"How can it be regarded as a substitute?—and how a distinct act?"

Answer—If the sentence is construed as ‘Pañchashāhram nîravāpet’—‘nîravāpet’, meaning ‘kuryát’ [the meaning of the sentence being, ‘one should prepare the Cooked Rice on Five Platters’],—then, in that case, the Cooked Rice on Five Platters would be regarded as a substitute for the Curd-Butter-Mixture (Sānañgya). If, on the other hand, the Cooked Rice on Five Platters is connected with the deity (Indra), and not with ‘preparing’ (‘nîravāpet’),—the meaning being that ‘One should make the Cooked Rice on Five Platters, Aindra, i.e. dedicated to Indra’,—then, the sentence would be regarded as laying down a sacrifice to be performed under the particular contingency (of the offering-materials deteriorating).

On the said question, the Pûrvapakşa view is as follows:—‘The Five-Platter-offering should be regarded as a substitute, because what is mentioned is a substance. That is, the ‘Cooked Rice on Five Platters’ should be treated as a substitute for the Curd-Butter-Mixture;—why?—because what is mentioned is a substance; that is, what is mentioned in connection with the ‘nîravāpa’ (preparation) is the substance (Cooked Rice on Five Platters), and not its connection with the deity, Indra. Why?—Because when taken in this sense, the sentence would contain the injunction of the nîravāpa (preparation),—and this enjoining would be done directly by the words of the text; while in the other case, if the sentence were taken as laying down the connection between the substance and the deity, the injunction in this case would only be indirectly indicated by Syntactical Connection; and this would be weaker in authority than the direct signification.—From all this we conclude that the Cooked Rice on Five Platters is a substitute (for the Curd-Butter-Mixture).’
SŪTRA (29).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, WHAT THE TEXT LAYS DOWN IS THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE SUBSTANCE AND THE DEITY; AND HENCE IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS THE INJUNCTION (OF A DISTINCT ACT); SPECIALLY BECAUSE THE TWO DEITIES CANNOT BE SPOKEN OF (BY THE WORD 'AINDRA').

Bhāṣya.

What is enjoined is a sacrifice, a distinct act; because the text lays down the connection between the substance (Cooked Rice) and the deity (Indra); what we find the text laying down is that 'one should make the Cooked Rice on Five Platters, Aindra' (dedicated to Indra).—If this were not taken to be the meaning, then the term 'aindrām' would have to be regarded as a wrong reading (because it would be meaningless); or the word 'aindrām' would have to be taken as an unreal reference to the deities, Indra and Mahēndra; as a matter of fact, however, these two deities cannot be spoken of by means of the word 'Aindrā'; i.e. the two deities—Indra and Mahēndra—cannot be referred to by means of the term 'Aindrā'.—If (in order to avoid these difficulties) the term 'Aindrām' were taken as an adjective (qualifying the 'Five-Platter-offering'), then there would be a syntactical split.

"But we have pointed out that Direct Denotation is more authoritative (than Syntactical Connection)."

True, that is so; but under the other view, there would be a more unreasonable rejection of Direct Declaration, as it would make the term 'Aindrā' entirely superfluous (meaningless).
ADHIKARĀNA (10): The ‘Five-Platter-offering’ is subsidiary to the contingent Darsha-sacrifice.

SŪTRA (30).

[PUHVAPAKŚA]—"IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS THE SUBSTITUTE: BECAUSE IT TAKES ITS PLACE."

Bhāṣya.

The question that arises now is—Is the aforesaid contingent offering of the Cooked Rice on Five Platters to be regarded as a substitute of the Darsha-sacrifice,—or not?

On this question, the Pūrvapakśa view is as follows:—"IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS THE SUBSTITUTE, BECAUSE IT TAKES ITS PLACE; THE OFFERING IN QUESTION SHOULD BE REGARDED AS THE SUBSTITUTE FOR THE DARSHA-SACRIFICE; WHY?—BECAUSE IT TAKES ITS PLACE; THIS OFFERING HAS BEEN DECLARED AS TO BE MADE ON ANOTHER SACRIFICE (DARSHA) BEING SPOILT; AS SUCH, IT CAN SERVE ITS PURPOSE ONLY IF IT IS NOT SUBSIDIARY TO THAT OTHER SACRIFICE; IF IT WERE SUBSIDIARY TO IT, THEN, AS BEING DONE FOR THE SAKE OF WHAT HAS BECOME USELESS, IT WOULD ITSELF BE USELESS; THAT THE ORIGINAL SACRIFICE HAS BECOME USELESS IS SHOWN BY THE FACT THAT IT HAS BECOME DEFECTIVE (BY REASON OF THE DETERIORATION OF THE OFFERING-MATERIAL); THAT THE DARSHA-SACRIFICE HAS BECOME SPOILT IS CLEARLY PERCEPTIBLE; WHILE THAT THE SACRIFICE SHOULD BE PERFORMED IS LEARNT FROM VERBAL TEXTS; BUT WHAT HAS BECOME SPOILT (I.E. THE DARSHA) IS CERTAINLY USELESS, AND AS SUCH SHOULD NOT BE PERFORMED; THE OFFERING IN QUESTION, HOWEVER, IS ONE THAT SHOULD BE MADE; AND HENCE IT IS UNDERSTOOD TO BE A SUBSTITUTE FOR WHAT HAS BECOME SPOILT."

SŪTRA (31).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS ITS SUBSIDIARY: BECAUSE IT IS CONNECTED WITH A PARTICULAR CONTINGENCY.

Bhāṣya.

The offering should be regarded as one that has been enjoined as a subsidiary (to the Darsha-sacrifice); because, as a matter of fact, the offering has been laid down as to be performed under the contingency of the offering-material having deteriorated; now, three courses are possible: (1) a distinct result should be regarded as following from the contingent offering by itself; or (2) the purpose that would have been served by the Darsha-sacrifice is served by the offering in question; or (3) the offering in question is subsidiary to the Darsha-sacrifice. (1) The offering in question cannot be regarded as bringing about a distinct result of its own; because such a result (not having been mentioned in any text) would have to be assumed.
(2) Nor can it be regarded as serving the purpose that would have been served by the Darsha-sacrifice;—why?—because such is not the declaration; we have no declaration to the effect that the offering in question serves the same purpose as the Darsha-sacrifice. Even though the offering has been laid down as to be made, yet it is not possible to determine which of the said three courses should be adopted; and yet the injunction that the act should be done would have some sense only if some one of the three courses were possible.

Says the Opponent—"The text laying down the offering in question may be interpreted as follows—'When both the offering-materials undergo deterioration, one should accomplish by means of this offering (of the Cooked Rice on Five Platters) what he desires to accomplish?'; and what does he desire to accomplish?—the result of the Darsha-sacrifice. [And in this sense the Offering must be treated as the substitute for Darsha.]

Our answer to this is as follows—As there is no connection (of the Offering) with any word speaking of the result, such connection, if possible at all, could be got at only through Syntactical Connection; while the performance of the sacrifice has been laid down by a Direct Declaration; and Direct Declaration is stronger in its authority than Syntactical Connection; hence the Offering cannot be regarded as serving the purpose that is served by the sacrifice (Darsha).

"What then is the use of the Offering?"

It is subsidiary to the Darsha.

"But there is no declaration to this effect either—that it is subsidiary to the Darsha."

The answer to that is that the text laying down the entire procedure of the Darsha-sacrifice includes the Offering in question, because it has been laid down in close proximity to that sacrifice; the sense of the whole being—'One should accomplish the desired result by means of the Darsha-Pārpaṇās sacrificials along with all their subsidiaries—and if there be a deterioration in the offering-materials used at these, the procedure to be adopted should be as follows (i.e. the offering of Cooked Rice on Five Platters should be made).—From all this we conclude that—when the offering-material has undergone deterioration, the purpose that cannot be served by the Darsha-sacrifice (by reason of this deterioration) becomes served by it when this procedure is adopted.—Thus then, the offering in question should be regarded as a subsidiary to the Darsha-sacrifice to be performed under the particular contingency mentioned.
Adhikarana (11): The Expiatory Vishvajit is to be performed by one who, having pledged himself to perform the Satra, omits to perform it.

Sutra (32).

The 'Vishvajit' should be performed when one does not proceed to perform the 'Satra'; for, if the act (Satra) were performed, the desired result would follow from that itself.

Bhashya.

There is the following text—'Sarvebhya ev tas devatâbhyaḥ sarvebhyaḥ prathyabhayaḥ âtmânamâparâ yah satrâya âyurâl, vishvajjtaḥ aitrâtretâna sarvaprâjñâna sarvavâdasadaksinâ yajâna, sarvebhya eva devatâbhyaḥ sarvebhyaḥ prathyabhayaḥ âtmânam niskriyāt' [One who pledges himself to perform the Satra pledges himself to all deities, and to all Prâhas; he should perform the Vishvajit Aitrâtra at which all the Prâhas are used and the entire property is given away as the sacrificial fee; thus does he redeem himself from all deities and all Prâhas].—Here the Vishvajit sacrifice is laid down as to be performed under the contingency of one's pledging oneself to perform the Satra.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Vishvajit to be performed by one who, having pledged himself to perform the Satra, proceeds to perform the latter? Or by one who, having pledged himself, does not proceed to perform it?

On this question, the Pârvapaksa view is as follows:—'One who proceeds to perform the Satra, as well as one who does not proceed to perform it, both should perform it; as the text makes no distinction;—or, we may take it that it is the man who proceeds to perform the Satra who should perform the Vishvajit:—why?—because (as has been decided in the preceding Adhikaranâ) acts like the Vishvajit, which are performed under certain contingencies, are subsidiary to another sacrifice; how then, can the Vishvajit be subsidiary to a sacrifice which is not performed?'

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhânta:—The Vishvajit should be performed when one does not proceed to perform the Satra; that is, when there is no performance of the Satra, then alone should the Vishvajit be performed. —'Why so?—What we read in the text is that:—When one pledges himself to perform the Satra, he should perform the Vishvajit Aitrâtra'; which means that, when one who pledges himself with the words I shall perform the Satra, he should accomplish his purpose by means of the Vishvajit sacrifice',—that is, the purpose which he sought to accomplish by means of the Satra, he should accomplish by means of the Vishvajit. —'How so?—The meaning of the text appears to be that
'When one pledges himself, he should perform the said sacrifice,'—i.e. he should accomplish his purpose by means of that sacrifice; it does not mean that he should accomplish the sacrifice; because the sacrifice has been mentioned as a subservient factor.—'How is it known that the sacrifice is a subservient factor? '—Because it has been spoken of by means of a word with the instrumental ending ('vishvejita'). If it were meant to be the predominant factor, then, it would be necessary to assume a result from it;—while under the view (in which the sacrifice is a subservient factor), the result following from it is just what is mentioned in the text itself (i.e. that 'he redeems himself, etc.')

SŪTRA (33).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS MENTION OF 'REDEMPTION'.

Bhāṣya.

In the same text we read—'He redeems himself from all deities, and all Pratītas'—this description of the Vishvejit as 'redemption' would not be proper if the performance of the Satra were proceeded with; [as in that case, there being no omission on the part of the performer, there would be nothing from which 'redemption' would be called for]. Hence we conclude that the Vishvejit is to be performed only if the performance of the Satra is not proceeded with.

Says the Opponent—'Why cannot we interpret the sentence as follows—'Having pledged himself to perform the Satra, one should perform the Vishvejit,'—so that there would be some connection between the Vishvejit and the Satra at the time of pledging? '

That cannot be; the Satra is a qualification of the Pledging; and if the Vishvejit and the Satra were connected (construed together), it would be a far-fetched construction. Further, the Vedic text itself connects the Vishvejit with the man, in the form 'the man should perform the Vishvejit sacrifice';—and not with Satra, in the form 'the Vishvejit belongs to the Satra'.

Then again, it is only under our view that the term 'having pledged himself' can have some sense.—If the Vishvejit were subsidiary to the Satra (as held by the Purvaṇapākaśāsa),—then, it would come in in the very nature of things, and should not have to be specially declared.—Nor can the words 'Āgārya ... yajēta' ('Having pledged himself ... one should perform the sacrifice') be construed as laying down the immediate sequence between the pledging and the sacrificing; as the acceptance of that would mean the acceptance of what is not expressed by the words at all; because all that is expressed by the words is that the acts of pledging and sacrificing have the same nominative agent; even the precedence (of the act of pledging) need not be taken to be expressed by the words—as it is implied by the nature of the acts concerned. For these reasons, the Vishvejit is to be connected with pledging only. And such being the case, it follows that the Vishvejit should be performed by one who, having pledged himself, does not perform the Satra.
ADHIKARANA (12): The terms 'Varhish' ('Grass') and 'Vatsa' ('Calf') are indicative of the time of the 'Vrata', Penance.

SUTRA (34).

[PUSAVALIKA]—"THE MENTION OF THE 'CALF' SHOULD BE TAKEN AS ENJOINING THE PENCANCE."

Bhashya.

In connection with the Darsha-Purnamasa we read—'Varhish vai purnamase vratam upayantri, vatsamavasyayam' ['At the Purnamasa sacrifice they keep the penance by the Grass, and at the Darsha-sacrifice, by the Calf'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the enjoined Penance to be kept by means of the Calf? Or does the term 'Calf' only indicate the time for the Penance?

On this question, the Pusavalika view is as follows:—'What is enjoined in the text is the Penance that is to be kept by means of the Calf; in the declaration that 'at the Darsha-sacrifice one should keep the Penance by means of the calf', the factor that is new (not already known) is the connection between the 'penance' and the 'calf'; hence that is what should be taken as enjoined by it; and by the injunction of the said connection, both become enjoined—the Penance as well as the Calf'.

SUTRA (35).

[SIDDHANTA]—IN REALITY, WHAT IS LAID DOWN IS THE TIME FOR WHAT HAS BEEN ALREADY LAID DOWN ELSEWHERE, BECAUSE WHAT IS SPOKEN OF HERE IS THE PRESENCE OF WHAT HAS ALREADY COME INTO EXISTENCE.

Bhashya.

What is laid down in the text in question should be taken to be the Time for what has been already laid down—in another text. "Why?"—Because what is spoken of here is the presence of what has already come into existence, and not what is in course of coming into existence. "How do you know that?"—Because the Penance has already been previously laid down in the text 'They keep the penance of living upon food without meat, but abounding in clarified butter'; and the only factor that is not already known is the Time for the penance; and this is what is laid down in the text in question.
SUTRA (36).

ALSO BECAUSE (IN THE OTHER CASE), THE EXACT MEANING CANNOT BE DETERMINED.

Bhāṣya.

[Under the Pūrṇapakṣa view], the exact meaning of the sentence "Vatsēnā evatam upayanti" cannot be determined.—(a) Does it mean that the calf is to be made to keep the Penance,—in this sense the Penance being kept (upayata) by the Calf ("vatsēna")?—or (b) that the penance shall be kept (i.e. the food eaten) with the Calf used in place of the hand?,—in this sense also the Penance being put at (upēta) by the Calf ("vatsēna")?—or (c) that one should keep the Penance while keeping the calf near him?—It cannot be determined what the exact meaning of the sentence is. Because (according to the Pūrṇapakṣa) all that the word ("vatsēna") connotes is the instrumentality of the Calf, and not the procedure (of the Penance); so that all that the sentence says is that one should keep the Penance of which the Calf is the instrument (means) of accomplishment;—in what manner this is to be done remains still undefined; so that the exact meaning is not made quite clear,—as to what it is that is done by the Calf in regard to the Penance,—or whether it may be taken as doing anything at random.—Then again, if the Calf were desired to be connected with the Penance, then it would be something that is not subservient to any other thing; while as a matter of fact, the Instrumental ending (in "vatsēna") clearly shows that it is subservient to something else;—as the Instrumental ending conveys the sense of being the best instrument. From this also it follows that the mention of the "Calf" is for the purpose of laying down the time (for the Penance).

SUTRA (37).

[Says the Opponent]—"BuT THE CAI'L SHOULD BE REGARDED AS SUBSIDIARY TO THE PENANCE; BECAUSE SUCH IS THE DIRECT DECLARATION."

Bhāṣya.

"It has been argued (by the Siddhiḥāsin) that, as the Penance has been already enjoined elsewhere, its mention in the text under consideration should be taken to be a mere reference (or reiteration).—This is quite true;—But what has been said regarding the text being meant to enjoin the time for the Penance,—that is not right. Because as a matter of fact, the Calf is enjoined as subsidiary to the Penance.—How do you know that?—Because such is the direct declaration; for taking the Calf as enjoined, there is the authority of the Direct Declaration of the Vedas; while, if we took the injunction to be that of the Time, then the word would have to be taken in the indirect figurative sense;—and when there is a doubt as to which should be accepted, as between Direct Declaration and Indirect Figurative Indication, it is the Direct Declaration that should be accepted as the most logical.—From this it follows that the Calf is subsidiary to the Penance."
SūTRA (38).

[Answer]—In fact it is Time that is indicated: there is no Injunction.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, it is Time that is indicated; and it is not the Calf that is enjoined. In fact, the text—At the Pārṇamāsā sacrifice they keep the Penance by Grass, and at the Darbha-sacrifice, by the Calf—is not an injunction at all.—“How do you know that?”—Because it is connected as one sentence with another injunction; the actual Injunction is found in a subsequent text—Before the removers of the calves, the Husband and Wife should take their food” [Read ‘mapākṣtrtriṃḍapi, as in MSS.];—[this food consisting of what abounds in Clarified Butter but is without meat,—the taking of this food being what is meant by ‘Penance’ in the present connection]. When this Injunction is already there, if the text under consideration also were taken as an Injunction, then there would be a syntactical split. As for ‘reference’ (or reiteration), there are such references, very often, to things already enjoined. Thus then, the fact of the Calf being a subsidiary to the Penance (which is already laid down in the Injunction just quoted), it cannot be taken as unknown (and hence needing to be enjoined in the text under consideration); while the Time (for the Penance) has not been laid down elsewhere (and as such needs to be enjoined).

SūTRA (39).

Further, the Calf can serve no useful purpose in connection with the act in question (Penance).

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, it is not possible to connect the Calf with the Penance; because, in regard to the act in question (Penance), the Calf can serve no useful purpose.—For this reason also the Calf cannot be regarded as subsidiary to the Penance.

SūTRA (40).

Further, there is no word actually expressing the idea of the meat.

Bhāṣya.

There is no such declaration as that ‘one shall kill the calf, cook its flesh and then eat it’; nor do we find any word actually expressing the idea of meat; for the term ‘calf’ denotes the genus ‘calf’, and is never used in the sense of meat.—For this reason also the term ‘calf’ should be taken as indicating the Time (for the Penance).
ADHIKARANÄ (13): The time indicated by the terms 'Grass' and 'Calf' is applicable to all cases—that in which the Curd-Butter-Mixture is used, as well as that in which mixture is not used.

SUTRA (41).

[PŪRYAPAKŚA]—"If the time is indicated, that can pertain only to the case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is used; because of the presence of indicatives to that effect."

Bhāṣya.

It has been understood that the term 'Calf' has been mentioned for the purpose of indicating the Time (of the Penance).—Now there arises the question—Does this time pertain to only that case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is used? Or also to the case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is not used?

On this question, the Pūryapakśa view is as follows:—"It can pertain to that case only where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is used. Why?—Because we read—'Before the removers of the calf, the Husband and Wife should take their food'; and in the case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is not used (and hence milk is not needed), there is no 'removal of the calf'; hence the time indicated (by the removal of the calf) can pertain to only that case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is used; the 'removal of the calf' being clearly indicative of this conclusion."

SUTRA (42).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, it should be taken as pertaining to both cases; as the 'removal of the Calf' is meant only to be indicative of the particular time.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'सा' (in reality) rejects the Pūryapakśa view.—As a matter of fact, the time pertains to the case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is used, as also to the case where the said Mixture is not used.—"Why?")—Because the removal of the calf is meant only to be indicative of the particular time. In the Penance itself there is no need for the Removal of the Calf; there is need, however, for the time; and that which is needed there is indicated (by the word 'calf').

"But why should the Removal of the Calf be taken as indicative of the particular time?"
Because it can only subserve the purpose of something else. As a matter of fact, the calves are removed (from the cows) for the purpose of obtaining milk; and in this alone they serve a visible purpose; in any other case, it would serve only an invisible (transcendental) purpose; it is for this reason that the Removal of the Calf is not declared to be secured for its own sake.

It has been argued that—"in view of indicatives to that effect, the time can pertain to only that case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is used."—But this is not right; because in that case also where the said Mixture is not used, the time does not cease. That is, in a case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is not used,—it may be that there is no Removal of the Calf; but it is not that the time indicated by the Removal of the Calf is not there; and in the case in question, it is the time that we need, not the removal of the Calf. For instance, when it is said—'You should come at Conch-time',—the time indicated by Conch-blowing is there even in a village where the Conch is not blown at all; and hence the said 'coming' is not omitted;—in the same manner, even though there may be no actual Removal of the Calf, yet the Penance in question would be performed when the time indicated by that Removal arrives, and it would not be omitted at that time.
ADHIKARANJA (14): The phrase ‘along with the branch’ lays down the time.

SUTRA (43).

[PURVAPAKSA]—‘The Branch’ is subsidiary to the ‘Kusha-bundle’,—like the ‘Mixing’.

BHASYA.

There is the text ‘Darshapurpanasobhyam yajita’ (laying down the Darsha-Purpana sacrifice as to be performed by one desiring heaven); in connection with that we read—‘Saha shakhyata prastaram praharti’ [‘He throws in the Kusha-bundle along with the Branch’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Branch subsidiary to the throwing in of the Kusha-bundle, the relationship between the two being that of the subsidiary and its use? Or does it mean that the Branch is to be thrown in at the time of the Throwing in of the Kusha-bundle?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is as follows:—‘The Branch is subsidiary to the Kusha-bundle, like the mixing; that is, in reality, the Branch is a subsidiary to the Kusha-bundle.—“Why?”—Because in the text ‘Saha shakhyata prastaram praharati’ (‘He throws in the Kusha-bundle along with the Branch’), there is the Instrumental ending in the word ‘shakhyata’ due to the presence of the particle ‘saha’, in the sense that the thing spoken of by means of that word is a subordinate factor (according to P\u0131\u0101nini 2. 3. 19); hence the Shakkha, Branch, must be taken as subordinate to the Prastara, Kusha-bundle; because the term ‘prastaram’ appears with the Accusative ending, and there is the Instrumental ending (in ‘shakhyata’) due to the presence of the particle ‘saha’; and the Instrumental ending denotes the subordinate, and the Accusative ending, the principal factor.—‘But the Branch renders no help to the Kusha-bundle (by virtue of which it could be its subordinate).’—True, it renders no visible help; but it does render invisible help;—just as in the case of the ‘mixing’ (of the Soma-juice with milk); that is, just as in the case of the text ‘Payasa maitra-varunam shrinati’ (‘He mixes with milk the Soma-juice to be offered to Mitra-Varuna’), by virtue of the co-existence of the Accusative and Instrumental endings, an invisible help is understood as rendered (by the milk, to the juice),—so in the same manner in the case in question also.”

SUTRA (44).

[SIDDHANTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS AN INJUNCTION OF TIME; BECAUSE BOTH ARE ALREADY THERE.

BHASYA.

The text should be taken as an injunction of time—”why?”—because both are already there;—that is, the Kusha-bundle is already there as laid
down for the purpose of keeping the Sūtra on it;—the throwing in of this Kṣuṇa-bundle at a particular time has also been enjoined in another text;—hence it (the throwing in of the Kṣuṇa-bundle) must be taken as reiterated in the text under consideration only for the purpose of laying down the disposal of the Branch (which has been already used in the removing of the Calf).

Says the Opponent,—"The Kṣuṇa-bundle may be taken as reiterated; but the Branch should be taken as enjoined in the text in question ".

Our answer to this is that, both are there already; that is, the Branch has been already enjoined in a previous text, as to be used in the removing of the Calf; now the question arises regarding its being mentioned again in the text under consideration—is the Branch enjoined here as subordinate (to the Kṣuṇa-bundle)?—or is it mentioned only as to be disposed of?—It is found that its disposal serves the visible purpose that, on the removal of what is no longer required, there is room, ever so little, secured for moving about. There is, however, no visible result following from the contact (of the Branch) with the other place to which it is thrown. Hence the throwing in of the Branch must be regarded as a disposal. And as there is no more use for it, the time for that disposal of the Branch is indicated (as that at which the Kṣuṇa-bundle is thrown in).

"But the Instrumental ending denotes the subordinate factor; and this ending we find with the term 'Shākhā' (Branch)."

Our answer to this is that the Instrumental ending in the word 'Shākhayā' has the sense of the Accusative; and the Accusative ending in 'prastaram' has the sense of the Instrumental.

"How do you know that?"

The presence of the particle 'saha' ('along with') indicates that both the things are to be thrown in at one and the same time;—so that that thing the time for whose being thrown in is already known (from other sources) should be regarded as mentioned in the text under consideration only for purposes of reference, while that whose time for being thrown in is not known should be regarded as mentioned for the purpose of being enjoined. It is the time of the throwing in of the Branch that is not known,—while that of the Kṣuṇa-bundle is already known; hence the mention of this latter must be for the sake of what is not known, and hence it must be the subordinate factor; while the mention of the other should be regarded as the principal factor; and the principal or predominant character is always denoted by the Accusative ending; and yet in the case in question we have the Instrumental ending with what is the principal factor (i.e. the Shākhā, Branch; hence it is that this Instrumental should be taken as having the sense of the Accusative); while the Instrumental ending denotes subservience to another; and yet in the case in question we have the Accusative ending in what is the subservient factor (i.e.—the Prastara, Kṣuṇa-bundle; hence it is that this Accusative should be taken as having the sense of the Instrumental). Thus it is that neither of the two case-endings is used, in the present text, in its own natural sense.
SŪTRA (45).

ALSO BECAUSE THE BRANCH DOES NOT SERVE THE PURPOSE OF EMBELLISHING THE KUṢHA-BUNDLE.

Bhāṣya.

The Branch is not found to render any visible help to the Kūṣhā-bundle; in fact, when grass (Kūṣha) is being burnt, no piece of wood (Branch) can render any help to it; it is the grass that would help the wood (in burning). For this reason the Branch cannot be taken as subserving the purposes of the Kūṣha-bundle.

SŪTRA (46).

FROM ALL THIS IT FOLLOWS THAT THERE COULD BE ('THROWING IN' OF THE BRANCH) APART (FROM THE KUṢHA-BUNDLE).

Bhāṣya.

Question—"What is the use of all this discussion? Even if the Branch is subsidiary to the Kūṣha-bundle, the Branch would be disposed of at the time of the throwing in of the Kūṣha-bundle [and this is all that the Siddhāntin insists upon]."

Answer—If the Branch is subsidiary to the Kūṣha-bundle, then, when this latter is being thrown (into the Fire), it cannot be thrown in without the Kūṣha-bundle; on the other hand, if it is not subsidiary to it, then it can be thrown in even without the Kūṣha-bundle. We have already explained that the Branch should be thrown in at the time of the Kūṣha-bundle (being thrown in). From all this it follows that there could be throwing in of the Branch apart from the Kūṣha-bundle; that is, it is for reasons explained above that, even apart from the Kūṣha-bundle, there could be the 'throwing in' of the Branch.

SŪTRA (47).

THE 'UPAVĒṢA' ALSO WOULD BE THERE IN ONE CASE ONLY.

[The Upavēṣa is a piece of wood, six inches long, cut out from the root end of the Branch and used for the stirring of the Fire at the time of the preparation of the Card-Butter-Mixture.]

Bhāṣya.

If the Pūrṇapakṣa view were correct [i.e. if the Branch were subsidiary to the Kūṣha-bundle and formed part of the offering of this latter], then, whether or not the material used were the Card-Butter-Mixture,—in either case—the Branch would be there; and hence the 'Upavēṣa' also would
have to be made in either case. — If however, the Siddhānta view is correct, [i.e. if the Branch is brought in only for the purpose of removing the salt, and is thrown into the Fire, not as an offering, but only as a disposal of a thing no longer required], then the Branch would be there only in cases where the Curd-Butter-Mixture was used, and hence could be disposed of also only in that case; — and the Upacīṣa also would be made only in that case, — not in any other.

End of Pāda iv of Adhyāya VI.
ADHYAYA VI.

PĀDA V.

ADHIKARAŅA (1): At the 'Darsha' sacrifice, in connection with the 'Abhyudayēṣṭi', there is 'displacement of Deities' due to certain contingencies.

SŪTRA (1).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—'The text contains the injunction of a distinct sacrifice to be performed upon account of the transgression of time indicated by the rising (of the Moon); as in the case of the 'Five-Platter-offering'.'

Bhāṣya.

There is the following text—'Vi vā ēnam prajayā pashubhirardhayati, vardhayatyaṁ bhratiyayā yasya hāvīmniṛutam paurastāchchandram ēyādbhuyādī; trādhā tunduliṁ vibhajet, yē madhyamah suhē lānāhyayē dātrē purodāshamastākapalam nirvapēt, yē sthavīsthānaṁ drīyagā pradātē dadhāmācharum, yē kṣoṭīsthānam viṣ年末 shishvīśīṣāya skṛte charum'!' If the moon rises when the offering-material has been prepared, it deprives him of his offspring and cattle, and prospers the same for his enemy; he should divide the rice into three parts—(1) those that are of the medium size shall be made into cake-baked upon eight pans and offered to Agni-Dātr; those that are of the largest size should be cooked and offered with curds to Indra-Prāṇāśī; and those that are finest shall be cooked and offered in boiled milk to Viṣṇu-Shipīvīṣā)' (Taitti. Sū. 2. 5. 5. 2).

[What is meant is this—The performer thinks that the Moonless Day has arrived, and has begun to make preparations for the Darsha-sacrifice which is to be performed on that day;—he finds that in the early morning, the Moon has risen;—this proves that he has made a mistake in regard to the date;—for this transgression then he would suffer in his offsprings and cattle; as an expiation therefore he has to make the three offerings out of the material that he had got ready.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the passage enjoins a distinct sacrifice, to be performed on account of the transgression relating to time?—or does it lay down simply the displacement of the original deities (and the introduction of others) in reference to those same offerings that are made in connection with the original sacrifice (Darsha-Pūrṇyāmśa)?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—'When the transgression of time is discovered on the rising of the Moon,—on account of that transgression, there is a sacrifice to be performed,—and it is this distinct sacrifice that should be taken as enjoined in the text.—Why?—When they make a cake out of the medium-sized rice and offer it to Agni-Dātr,—the
cooked rice of the large-size with curds to Indra-Pradātṛ,—and the finest rice to Viṣṇu-Shipiveśṭa,—this must be taken as a distinct sacrifice, because it is spoken of as connected with a result and the enjoyer of the result;—just as in the case of the 'Five-Platter-offering', it is taken as a distinct sacrifice, by reason of the mention of a distinct substance and a distinct deity;—so also in the case of the Pashu-kāmēṣṭi, in connection with which we read—

'One who desires cattle should perform the sacrifice on the Moonless Day and then remove the calves;—then out of the larger-sized ones, he should make a cake baked upon eight pans and offer it to Agni-Saṃīmat,—the medium-size ones should be cooked and offered in boiled milk to Viṣṇu-Shipiveśṭa; the finest ones he should cook and offer in curds to Indra-Pradātṛ';—in the same manner, in the case in question also, the offerings laid down should be regarded as a distinct sacrifice.—Further, in connection with the original sacrifice (Darsha-Pūrṇamāśa), we do not find any deity mentioned specifically in relation to any substance; all that is mentioned there is 'the cooked rice in boiled milk'; and at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāśa, no boiling is done at the time of the rise of the Moon; hence the sacrifice spoken of in the text in question must be regarded as totally different (from the original Darsha-Pūrṇamāśa).

SŪTRA (2).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT MEANS ONLY A DISPLACEMENT (OF DEITIES),—AS THE OFFERINGS ARE THERE.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, what is meant is only a displacement of deities.—Why?

Because the offerings are there; that is, the offerings are the same as those at the original Darsha-Pūrṇamāśa; and so long as they are there, there can be no connection between the materials and the deities,—on the basis of which connection a distinct sacrifice could be assumed. Hence there is no distinct sacrifice; it is the same offering-materials with regard to which different deities are laid down.

SŪTRA (3).

ALSO BECAUSE THE WORDS OF THE TEXT ARE EXPRESSIVE OF THE SAME IDEA.

Bhāṣya.

The words of the text are such as are expressive of the idea that there is displacement of deities,—for instance, for those that are middle-sized, a deity other than the original one is enjoined; it is only the deity that can be taken to be enjoined in this text, because the substance is the same as that laid down in connection with the original sacrifice, and it is only the particular deity mentioned in the text which is not already so enjoined.

"But when the text is taken as enjoining a new deity, how is it that it is not open to the objection that it involves the injunction of several accessory details?"
SHARARA-BHĀSYA:

The answer to this is that in no one of the sentences (composing the passage in question) is there any injunction of several accessory details; for instance, in the sentence 'he should divide the rice', the only thing enjoined is the dividing, all the rest is only referred to; hence this explanation is not open to the said objection.—In regard to the 'middle-sized' rice, it is only the deity Agni that is enjoined, all therest, Caka, etc., is only referred to.—In regard to the 'large-sized' ones,—for these as mixed with curds, it is only the deity Indra that is enjoined in this sentence.—As regards the third sentence, the boiling is indicated by the needs of the situation (without boiling, no rice could be cooked), the character of 'cooked rice'—along with sense of the 'Locative' (in 'Shriś'), which also is indicated by the needs of the case,—is only referred to; hence in this sentence what is enjoined is the deity, Viṣṇu-Śaṁṣṭha, in reference to the rice along with the boiled milk; all the rest is only referred to.—Thus our explanation is not open to the objection (of a single sentence enjoining several accessory details).

SŪTRA (4).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND A REPETITION OF CURDLING.

Bhāṣya.

The text indicates the repetition of the curdling-process.—"How so?"—We read thus—'If he fears that the Moon may rise (and the day may thus not be the Moonless Day) then he should prepare the offering-materials at midnight, and should keep by the unhhusked rice; half of the curd he should put into the milk for curdling it,—not the other half; if the Moon does rise, then the next day he should curdle the milk with this latter half and use it; if the Moon does not rise, he should feed the Brāhmaṇas with the curd'.—Now, if the offerings laid down in the text form a distinct sacrifice, the rice, the curd and the boiled milk—all these would have to be regarded as things to be secured; and these would be the ordinary (not sacrificial) things that would be secured; as at the time that they would be secured, the functioning of the original sacrifice will not have commenced; under the circumstances, if the curd were not spoilt, then, as the curd would already be there when the next day the Darsha-sacrifice comes to be performed, it would not be necessary to repeat the curdling process; for as the Abhyādāyasti also that same curd would be there; hence there would be no second curdling process needed.—On the other hand, if what is laid down is the displacement of deities due to a particular contingency,—then, as in the curd already kept, the rice will have been cooked, it would be necessary to have the second curdling in connection with the milk obtained for the Darsha-sacrifice.—Thus then, the repetition of the Curdling-process would be possible only if the sentence is taken as laying down deities (in place of the original ones).
SŪTRA (5).

[In the case cited by the Pūrva-pāksin] there is injunction, as it is something new.

Bhāṣya.

'It has been argued by the Pūrva-pāksin that—"just as in the case of the Pashu-kōṃḍi, the text, 'One who desires cattle should remove the calves after performing the Darsha-sacrifice', is taken as laying down a distinct sacrifice [so should it be in the case in question also]'.—This has got to be refuted; and in refutation of this we argue as follows—In the case of the Pashu-kōṃḍi, it is only right that the text should be taken as enjoining a distinct sacrifice;—why?—because it is something new; in that case there is no sacrifice mentioned which has been already enjoined elsewhere; the sacrifice spoken of is begun after the completion of the Darsha-sacrifice, as is clear from the phrase 'after performing the Darsha-sacrifice'; and as the sentence speaks of the 'offering' connected with a substance and a deity,—and there can be no connection between the substance and the deity without the former being given away to the latter,—it implies the act of sacrifice.—Such, however, is not the case with the text under consideration; in this case it is the original sacrifice that is recognised as spoken of, and it is only the connection of the substance used at that same original sacrifice with a different deity, that is enjoined; and hence this is not open to any objection.

SŪTRA (6).

In the case of the 'Five-Platter-offering' [it is only right that it should be regarded as a distinct sacrifice], because there is defect in the milk; in the other case however, the substance is not defective.

Bhāṣya.

'It has been argued by the Pūrva-pāksin that—"just as in the case of the Five-Platter-offering, it is a distinct sacrifice that is enjoined, so should it be in the case in question also"'.—This has to be refuted, and in refutation of this, we argue as follows—In the case of the Five-Platter-offering, it is only right that it should be regarded as a distinct sacrifice, because the material in that case has become defective (spoil), in regard to which the Deity is laid down; and hence in that case the substance has got to be enjoined as something that must be secured; and when a fresh substance is secured, and the Deity also is a new one, then the connection between these (in the form of a sacrifice), which has not been previously enjoined, should naturally be taken as enjoined,—In the case that we are considering, however, the substance has not become defective (it remains the same as that of the original sacrifice), hence we take it that it is in reference to that same substance that fresh deities are enjoined in connection with the same original sacrifice. For these reasons, there can be no objection to this explanation.
Sūtra (7).

[Objection]—"The same is the case with the Curd-Butter-Mixture also";—if this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

If it be urged that—"There has been a defect in the Curd-Butter-Mixture also (which is the substance used at the original Darsha-sacrifice); because on account of the rising of the moon, that also has become defective through the transgression of the right time",—[then our answer is as follows]—

Sūtra (8).

Not so; because that (Curd-Butter-Mixture) has not become defective,—the conditions being equally applicable (to both cases).

Bhāṣya.

It is not so; in the case of the 'Five-Platter-offering' the substance has become defective, while in the present case, it remains unspoil.

"But certainly the substance in the present case has become defective on account of the transgression of time."

It has not become defective; because the conditions are equally applicable; the laying down of the expiation on the rise of the Moon is applicable to the case in which the substance has become defective, as also to the case in which the substance has not become defective, by the transgression of the time. In fact, the Deity can be enjoined in regard to the substance that may be used at the wrong time also; it is only when the substance has been destroyed that no such injunction of Deity is possible in regard to it.

Sūtra (9).

As for the mention of the 'Boiled Milk', it is for the purpose of indicating (a certain quality).

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—"no Deity is enjoined in the text, in regard to the original substance; as all that is mentioned is 'the cooked rice in milk'; and no boiling has been done at the time of the rise of the Moon";—this has got to be refuted; and in refutation of this, we urge that the mention of the 'boiled milk' is for the purpose of indicating a certain quality,—'boiled milk' standing for that which possesses the qualities of boiled milk.

[What should be done according to this conclusion is, that in expiation of the transgression of the time, the Darsha-sacrifice itself is to be performed, but the offerings are to be made to the deities mentioned in the text we have been considering,—and after this Darsha has been performed, then there should follow the ordinary regular Darsha.]
ADHIKARANA (2): At the Upamshu-sacrifice there is complete Displacement of the Deity and hence of the 'Upamshuyaja' itself.

SUTRA (10).

[PRVAPAKSA]—"In the case of the 'Upamshuyaja', as there is no declaration (of other deities), it should be done as at the original sacrifice."

Bhasya.

In regard to the same Abhyudayesi, there arises a further question—[At the Darsha-Purnamasa, there are offerings of Cake, as also of Clarified Butter; the latter being called 'Upamshuyaja';—in the foregoing Adhikarana, it has been decided that in the event of there being a transgression regarding time, the performer should perform the Abhyudayesi, which consists of the Darsha-sacrifice itself, with this difference that the original deities of the Darsha are replaced by others specified in the text quoted; the text quoted has mentioned the offerings of the Cake; but at the Darsha, in addition to the offerings of Cake, there are offerings of Clarified Butter composing the Upamshuyaja; hence]—Is there to be the same 'displacement of deities' at the Upamshuyaja also—or not?

On this question, the Pavrakas view is as follows:—"The Upamshuyaja should be performed like the original sacrifice;—why?—because there is no declaration (of other deities); i.e. in the case of the offerings dealt with in the foregoing Adhikarana, there was a declaration of other deities, in the text—'Cakes made of the medium-sized rice should be offered to Agni-Ditya; the larger-sized rice cooked with curds, to Indra-Pradit; and those made of the finest rice cooked with boiled milk, to Vigna-Shipivejita'; but in connection with the Upamshuyaja (at which the offerings consist of Clarified Butter, not of Cakes), there is no such declaration of other deities; hence [when it is performed as part of the expiatory Abhyudayesi] the Upamshuyaja-offerings should be made to the same deities as those at the original Darsha-sacrifice."

SUTRA (11).

[SIDDHANTA]—In reality, there should be displacement (of the deities), because of the peculiar nature of the activity concerned, just as in the case of the other offerings.

Bhasya.

The particle 'ēō' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the Pavrakas view.
There should be displacement—of (deities, at) the Upānīshad—.—For what reason?—Because of the peculiar nature of the activity concerned; in the last Adhikārama, the ground for the displacement of deities consisted in the fact that certain rites were performed at the wrong time. —Why should that be a ground (for it in the present case, of the Upānīshad)?—In the former case, what happens is, not that on the rise of the Moon, the different kinds of rice are brought in for the purpose of being divided, but that the dividing is laid down of that offering-material after the preparation of which the Moon has risen,—for the man who has transgressed the time as evidenced by the rising of the Moon.—"How do you know that?"—Because it is not specified by whose fault the Moon has risen; in fact, it is everybody's fault! The fault of the transgression lies in the rites being proceeded with at the wrong time; such being the case, the 'offering-material' cannot be specified as 'rice';—consequently the 'dividing' laid down in the text should apply to the Upānīshad also. —Now, what the sentence 'He should divide the rice into three parts' has been taken to do is to displace the original deities, and what the injunction lays down is that the division should be made'. —Why so?—Because the subsequent sentences lay down details regarding that 'division'—in the form 'this substance should be offered to that deity and that to that other'; but even that substance in regard to which there is no specific allocation also becomes included under the general term 'divide'. For these reasons, just as there is 'division' in other cases, so there should be in the case of the Upānīshad also [and hence, in this case also there should be displacement of the Deities]. Or (we may go a step farther) the original Deity having been disconnected from the substance, and there being no other deities named (as they are in the case of the Cakes) in connection with that substance,—the Upānīshad itself would drop out [as without a Deity, there can be no sacrifice].

[As a matter of fact, the Upānīshad is performed in connection with the Pūramāśa sacrifice, not in connection with the Darsha-sacrifice; hence the passage speaking of the rising of the Moon is not applicable to it; hence the Adhikārama has to be taken as more or less hypothetical; that is, in case the Upānīshad also were performed in connection with the Darsha, it should be dealt with in the manner explained above. —Such is the opinion of the Nyāgamiśvaritaran. —Such also appears to have been the opinion of the other commentators: as the Tūrtikā has the following remarks—'The Upānīshad is performed during the Pūramāśa, not during the Darsha; nor does the author of the Vṛtti agree to take this as a Hypothetical discussion; hence on the face of it, the Adhikārama would appear to have been wrongly brought in; but it is not so; because as a matter of fact, in the Bāhyaka-Brāhmaṇa, the Upānīshad has been actually laid down as part of the Darsha-sacrifice also'.]
ADHİKARAṆA (3): The ‘Abhyudayेष्टि’ should be performed even though the offering-material may not have been actually prepared.

SŪTRA (12).

[पूर्वपाक्षा]—"The sacrifice should be performed only when the offering-material has been actually prepared; because it is so mentioned."

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the same text as before, there arises the further question—Is the Abhyudayेष्टि to be performed if the Moon rises after the offering-material has been actually prepared? Or also before it is prepared?

On this question, the Pūrvapākṣa view is as follows:—"The Abhyudayेष्टि should be performed only if the Moon rises after the offering-material has been secured and prepared.—Why?—Because it is so mentioned: the text speaks of consecration—'If a man's offering-material has been prepared'.—From this it is clear that what is enjoined is not applicable to the case where the material has not been actually prepared."

SŪTRA (13).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it should be performed even if the material had been begun to be dealt with (when the Moon rose); as that would fulfil the conditions (under which the Abhyudayेष्टि should be performed).

Bhāṣya.

The term 'सः' ('in reality') sets aside the Pūrvapākṣa view.

What is laid down (regarding the performance of the Abhyudayेष्टि) should become applicable to any case where the procedure with the offering-material has merely commenced at the wrong time [and not necessarily when it has proceeded to the point of the materials having been prepared];—because that is enough to provide the contingency (under which the Abhyudayेष्टि is to be performed), as laid down in the text ‘Yasya havīḥ abhyudēti, etc.’, where the ‘offering-material’ is mentioned as an indicator; so that the condition laid down in the text is the ‘rising of the Moon’ in reference to the offering-material;—this ‘havīḥ’, ‘offering-material’, can be such a contingency only when it has commenced to be actively dealt with, not till it is lying passive;—hence the phrase ‘havīḥ abhyudēti’ should be taken to mean ‘if the Moon arises when the material has begun to be dealt with’; and we cannot qualify the material as being actually ‘prepared’.
as in that case there would be a syntactical split.—If the sentence were construed as "If the material has been prepared,—and not if it has not been prepared", then there could be no such assertion as "if the Moon rises".—From all this it follows that the _Abhyudayāṃīṇi_ is to be performed even if (on the rising of the Moon) the offering-material has _not_ been actually "prepared" (it is enough if it has begun to be dealt with).

**SŪTRA (14).**

**THE OTHER WORD IS PURELY INDICATIVE.**

_Bhāṣya._

It has been argued that—"the qualifying term ‘prepared’ is actually present in the text—'_Yasya havirnirupatam, etc._'".—But as a matter of fact, the word ‘prepared’ is _purely indicative_; standing for anything being 'proceeded to be dealt with'.

**SŪTRA (15).**

**WE ALSO FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE OF THE SAME CONCLUSION.**

_Bhāṣya._

There is also another text which points to the same conclusion: 

"_Sa yadyaṣṭhitam......sukṛṣṭīphālākṛtān_" ['If the Moon rises before the offering-material has been taken up, the following well-known procedure should be adopted':—On the previous day, there should be secured milk and curd as offering-materials; curdling also is to be done; they let loose the calves; those same they again remove; they remove them in the afternoon by means of a stick of _Palāsha_-wood;—all this is indeed known as to be done on the Moonless Day;—even if he do not intend to perform the sacrifice, if the material is duly consecrated, and then the Moon rises, then he should prepare the unhusked rice in another way').—This text lays down an entirely different procedure to be adopted in the case of the Moon rising before the material has been taken up; and this indicates that if the Moon arises after the material has been taken up,—even though it has not been _prepared,—the expiatory sacrifice (_Abhyudayāṃīṇi_) should be performed.
ADHIKARAṆA (4): In the case of the Abhyudayēṣṭi being performed on the Moon rising before the material has been prepared,—the material should be prepared and consecrated for the deities of the modified sacrifice, 'Abhyudayēṣṭi'.

SŪTRA (16).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"In the event of the Moon rising before the material has been prepared, the preparation and consecration should be done for the deities of the original sacrifice,—says Āshmarāthya; on the ground that those deities are spoken of as to be displaced only after the 'rice' has been secured."

Bhāṣya.

It has been settled that if the Material has merely begun to be dealt with (before the Moon rises) it fulfills the conditions under which the Abhyudayēṣṭi is to be performed.—Now the question that arises is—Are the contingent 'displacement of the original deities' and 'introduction of other deities' to be done after the 'preparation', when the material has been turned into 'rice',—and the 'preparation' itself is to be done for the original deities; after the Moon has been seen to rise? Or should the 'preparation' be done for the new deities connected with the modified sacrifice (of the Abhyudayēṣṭi)?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"In the event of the moon rising before the material has been prepared, the subsequent preparation and consecration should be done for the deities of the original sacrifice,—so the teacher Āshmarāthya has held.—'Why so?'—Because those deities are spoken of as to be displaced after the rice has been secured; in fact, we find the displacement of the deities after the grains have been prepared and turned into Rice; the text—'Yasya haviniruptam purastāt chandramā abhyudiyat trādha tadnulun vibhayet'—speaks of the 'dividing' of the Rice after the Moon is found to have risen; and this could not be possible until the grains had been turned into Rice. Thus then, so long as there has been no 'preparation', there can be no 'rice'; hence the deities of the original sacrifice cannot be displaced; consequently, the subsequent 'preparation' should be done for those same original deities."
SŪTRA (17).

[SIDDHĀNṬA]—But the 'preparation' should be done for those (deities) who partake of the subsequent offerings,—so says Ālākhana; on the ground that the displacement of the deity is due to that.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu' ('but') sets aside the Pārṇapakṣa view.

Those deities who partake of the subsequent offerings,—for them, should the 'preparation' be made;—so has taught the teacher Ālākhana.—Why so?—Because the displacement of deities is due to that,—i.e. to the fact that the process of the sacrifice has commenced at the wrong time. Consequently, the deities of the original sacrifice should be regarded as already displaced (by reason of the said fact); hence the subsequent preparation and consecration of the materials should be for those other deities who partake of the subsequent offerings (at the Abhyudayāṅgī sacrifice).
ADHIKARAṆA (5): If the Abhyudayēṣṭi is performed after the Material has been partly 'prepared',—the remaining portion of it should be 'prepared' silently, without reference to any deity.

SŪTRA (18).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (A)]—"If the handfuls of corn have been partly 'prepared', there is no displacement (of the Deities); as they are subordinate to the 'preparation'."

Bhāṣya.

When the 'preparation' of the 'Four Handfuls' of corn has been commenced, but not finished, [if the Moon happen to rise], then there arises the question—What has been prepared is already 'prepared'; but what remains,—is that to be prepared and consecrated to the deities of the original sacrifice? Or to those mentioned in connection with the modified sacrifice (Abhyudayēṣṭi)? Or only silently (without the name of any deity)?

On this question, the first Pūrvapakṣa view (A) is as follows:—"When the material has been partly prepared,—i.e. half-prepared,—there should be no displacement of the deities.—Why?—Because the Deity is subordinate to the 'Preparation' (consecration), not to the 'handfuls', and the Preparation and Consecration (already done) have been done with reference to those deities (i.e. the deities of the original sacrifice).—How so?—Part of the material having been already prepared, all that remains to be done is to repeat the same process for making up the number 'four'; and hence it is this repetition that is done again. And as the Preparation has been done already (though partly), the Deity has not been removed; and when that same act of Preparation is repeated again, it is only right that the Deity should still remain undisplaced. Hence it follows that the preparation and consecration should be done to the deities of the original sacrifice. The later 'handful' of the corn is not a distinct material (other than the previous handfuls which have already undergone 'preparation'), by virtue of which difference, the original deity could be displaced. Because what is done later on is only that the requisite number of the Preparation and Consecration is made up.—From all this it follows that there is no displacement of the deities of the original sacrifice."
SŪTRA (19).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—"The connection is with what does not belong to the original sacrifice, as the place of the deities of the original sacrifice has been taken by the other deities."

Bhāṣya.

[Second Pūrvapakṣa]—"The material is not to be consecrated to the deities of the original sacrifice. To whom then?—To the deities mentioned in connection with the modified (Abhyudayāṣṭi) sacrifice. Why so?—Because we find it spoken of as connected, not with what is already there in connection with the original sacrifice, but with such particular deities as are not connected with the original sacrifice. Because the sentence 'The rice should be divided into three parts, etc.' already lays down that the material should be wrested from the deities of the original sacrifice, and be consecrated to the deities of the modified sacrifice; because these latter have by that time taken the place of the former. Hence we conclude that, when the material has been only half prepared, the original deities are set aside and new ones come in; consequently the remainder of the preparation and consecration should be done in connection with the deities of the modified sacrifice."

SŪTRA (20).

[Siddhānta]—Inasmuch as there is absence of the other (half), the consecration should be done silently.

Bhāṣya.

Inasmuch as there is absence of the other half—as connected with any deity—the subsequent preparation and consecration should not be done in connection with any deity; [i.e. it should be done silently].—If there were consecration in connection with a deity, then one-half of the material would be consecrated to one deity and the other half to the other deity; so that it could not be ascertained whether the consecration had been to one deity or to the other. For these reasons, the best course would be to consecrate the material silently (without reference to any deity); as otherwise, in one case or the other, there would be bound to be a breach of what has been determined before.
ADHIKARAṆA (6): Whether or not the Curd-Butter-Mixture is the material used,—the Expiatory Sacrifice must be performed if the Moon rises.

SŪTRA (21).

[PŪRVAPĀKṢA]—“INASMUCH AS THERE IS MENTION OF THE CURD-Butter-MIXTURE, THERE SHOULD BE NO PERFORMANCE OF THE EXPIATORY SACRIFICE IN A CASE WHERE THAT MIXTURE IS NOT USED.”

Bhāṣya.

The same Abhyudayāṣṭi is the subject for consideration. In connection with that we read—‘Cooked rice in curd, cooked rice in boiled milk’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the expiatory sacrifice contingent on the rising of the Moon to be performed only in a case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is the material used? Or in all cases, without any restriction?

On this question, the Pūrvapākṣa view is as follows:—”The expiatory sacrifice is to be performed only in a case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is the material used.—Why?—Because there is mention of the Curd-Butter-Mixture;—in the words ‘rice cooked in curd, rice cooked in boiled milk’, we have the mention of the Curd-Butter-Mixture; in a case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is not used, there would be no ‘boiled milk’ or ‘curd’; hence the expiatory sacrifice could not be performed; if it were performed, it could only be defective.”

SŪTRA (22).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE PERFORMED IN BOTH CASES, ON ACCOUNT OF THE MENTION OF THE VEGETABLE SUBSTANCE.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in reality’) rejects the Pūrvapākṣa view.

In reality the expiatory sacrifice should be performed in both cases,—and not only in that case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is the material used;—because of the mention of the vegetable substance in the same text—Those grains that are medium-sized,—large-sized, finest,—where the vegetable substance (grains) is mentioned; and this can be used (at the expiatory sacrifice) even by one who does not make use of the Curd-Butter-Mixture. Hence the expiatory sacrifice cannot, without some reason, be omitted even by one who does not make use of the Curd-Butter-Mixture; consequently it should be performed in both cases (where the said Mixture is used, as also where it is not used).
SŪTRA (23).

[Objection]—"This cannot be, as it would render the sacrifice defective",—If this be urged [then the answer will be as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued by the Pūrva-pāksin that—"in a case where the Curd-Butter-Mixture is not used, as there would be neither Curd nor Boiled Milk, the offering could not be one in which Curd has been used as a means; so that in such a case there would be a defect in the act".

This is what has got to be refuted; [and this refutation is put forward in the following Sūtra].

SŪTRA (24).

Not so; because it is not an embellishment of it.

Bhāṣya.

What has been urged is not right. In the matter of the cooking of rice, the Curd has not been spoken of in the text as the substance in which the rice is to be cooked; all that the text says is that 'just as the larger-sized grains are offered to Indra-Pradhār, so also is the Curd';—all that is enjoined being the connection of the Curd with the particular deity, not with the cooked rice. If connection with the latter were taken as enjoined, then there would be a syntactical split, the construction being—'The larger-sized grains are to be offered to that particular deity,'—and the grains are to be cooked in Curd.'—As for the Locative ending (in 'dañjana', 'in the curd'), it is only a reference to something already known. Consequently the association of the rice with the curd and other things is not meant to be essential; they are meant only to be the differentiating factors in the offerings. Hence it follows that, merely because milk and curd are not used, that can be no reason why there should be no 'displacement of the deity' in connection with the larger-sized grains; because even though the Curd-Butter-Mixture be not used, the grains would be cooked in water.
ADHIKARANA (7): The ‘Vishvajit’ sacrifice should be performed as soon as the performance of the ‘Satra’ has been proceeded with.

SŪTRA (25).

[PRAYAUKSHA]—“The Vishvajit, due to be performed on someone retiring after the performance has been partly done, should be performed after the Purchase (of the Soma); because of the mention of division.”

Bhāsa.

There is the text—'Yadi satrāya dikṣāt atha sānyatisūkṣravam soma-mapabhāṣya vishvajitātairātikvā saivastomēnā sarvapusthīna sarvavālasadakṣi-
śena yajērān' ['After they have been initiated for the Satra, if they retire after it has been partly performed, they should divide the Soma and perform the Vishvajit-Ātirātra, at which all hymns and songs are used and at which one's entire property is given away as the sacrificial fee'].

(That is, at the Satra, after the seventeen sacrificers have been initiated and the performance proceeded with, if anyone of them wishes to retire from it, he should take out his share of the Soma and, with it, perform the Vishvajit.)

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Vishvajit to be performed on the retirement of a sacrificer after the Soma has been purchased? Or on his retirement even after the mere commencement of the Satra?

The Pāravaṇaka view on this question is as follows:—“On the retirement of someone after the sacrifice has been partly performed, the Vishvajit should be performed after the Purchase—of the Soma.—‘Why so!’—Because of the mention of division. The words of the text are ‘They should divide the Soma and perform the Vishvajit sacrifice’; those who would retire before the Soma has been purchased, could not have any division or share in the Soma; hence, if the Vishvajit were performed under the circumstances, it could only be a defective performance. From this it follows that the Vishvajit should be performed only when persons retire after the Soma has been purchased.”

SŪTRA (26).

[SIDDHANTA]—In reality, it should be performed on retirement after the performance of the Satra has commenced,—as the required contingency would be there.

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘of’ (‘in reality’) rejects the Pāravaṇaka view.

There should be performance of the Vishvajit, if someone retired after the Satra had merely commenced (and not necessarily, after the stage of the
Soma-purchase].—Why?—Because the required contingency would be there. The contingency that has been laid down as under which the Vishvajit should be performed is 'retirement after partial performance':—and this would be there as soon as the performance had commenced; there is no ground for specifying that contingency as that which comes after the Purchase of the Soma.

SûTRA (27).

THE OTHER PART OF THE TEXT IS MERELY INDICATIVE.

Bhâsy.a.

It has been argued that—"if they were to retire before the Purchase of the Soma, as there could be no sharing (division) of the Soma, the Vishvajit, if performed, would be defective."—This has to be refuted. The refutation is as follows:—The 'division' (of Soma) is not what is enjoined here; if it were, then there would be a syntactical split, the construction being —'if they retire after partial performance, they should perform the Vishvajit sacrifice, and after they had made a division of the Soma'. For this reason, the word 'having divided' should be taken as a reference. —"But in what manner is it already known that it can be referred to here?"—Well, in all cases, when people are retiring from business, there naturally follows a division of the assets; and it is this 'division of all assets' that is indicated by the mention of the 'division of the Soma'; the text thus indicating that 'the Soma should be divided as also the other things'.

From all this it follows that whenever persons retire from the Sutra,—either before or after the Purchase of the Soma,—they should perform the Vishvajit-sacrifice.
ADHIKARANA (8): The Initiation should continue for Twelve Days.

SUTRA (28).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"In regard to the extent of the Initiation, one may do as one likes; as no distinction has been made."

Bhashya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma we read—'Ekā dikṣā, tīrṇa upasodah pāṇchamim prasutah;... tīrṇa dikṣāḥ, dvādaśa dikṣāḥ', etc. [One initiation, three upasads, the extracting of Soma-juice on the fifth day;... three initiations, twelve initiations']—where the extent of the initiation is variously laid down (as extending over one day, three days, twelve days).

In regard to these, there arises the question—Is there to be no restriction—one may adopt any extent one likes? Or, must there be twelve initiations?

On this question the Purvapaksa view is as follows:—"In regard to the extent of the initiation, one may do what one likes;—i.e. there is no hard and fast rule.—Why?—Because no distinction has been made; the texts have made no distinction among the various numbers; and one may adopt any number that one chooses."

SUTRA (29).

[SIDDHANTA]—It should extend over twelve days; because of a text pointing to that conclusion.

Bhashya.

One should adopt the 'twelve days' Course'.—Why?—Because of a text pointing to that conclusion. 'Līṅgāti' means indicative power.—"What is it that points to, or indicates, that conclusion?"—There is the text—'Having been initiated for twelve days, one should beg for support' (i.e. beg for what is needed for the sacrifice);—here the 'twelve days' Course of Initiation' is spoken of as the only course, which is obligatory, not optional;—so that if one adopts the course always, he cannot adopt any other course. Hence the choice is restricted to the 'twelve days' Course'. As for the other courses, they might be adopted at the euctyes of the Jyotiṣṭoma; so that the injunction of these also would not be absolutely futile.

[The above is the presentation of the Adhikarana according to the Bhashya. Neither Kumārila (in the Tuptikā) nor Madhava Mishra (in the Mīmāṃsāsūkramanikā) accept this presentation. According to them Sūtras 28 and 29 embody two distinct
Adhikarana.—In the former Adhikarana (Sū. 28) the question is—At the Jyotiṣṭoma should there be twelve days’ Initiation? Or is there no restriction?—The Pārvapakṣa is that there must be the “twelve days’ Course”.—The Siddhānta is that there should be no restriction.—In the second Adhikarana (Sū. 29), the question is—Is there entire option in all the ectypes of the Jyotiṣṭoma? Or is there any restriction?—The Pārvapakṣa is that, according to Sū. 28, as there is absolute option at the archetype, Jyotiṣṭoma, there should be option in the case of all ectypes also.—The Siddhānta is that at the ectypes—specially at the Dvādashaḥa sacrifice—the twelve days’ course alone should be adopted.]
Adhikarana (9): At the 'Gavāmayana' sacrifice, the Initiation should be done before the Full-Moon Day of the month of Māgha.

Sūtra (30).

[Pūrvapakṣa (A)]—"It should be done on the Full-Moon Day; there is no restriction as to any particular Full-Moon Day; because there is no specification."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Gavāmayana we read—' Purastāt paurṇamāṣṭyāḥ chatvarahē dīkṣerān ' ['They should proceed with the Initiation on the fourth day before the Full-Moon Day']. In regard to this, there arises the question—Which Full-Moon Day is meant here?

The Pūrvapakṣa view on this point is as follows—"It should be done on the Full-Moon Day,—there is no restriction as to any particular Full-Moon Day.—Why so?—Because there is no restriction: i.e. there is no word used which would refer to any particular Full-Moon Day."

Sūtra (31).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—"But from what follows immediately, it should be taken as the Full-Moon Day of the month of Chaitra."

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tā' ('but') serves to set aside the view put forth in the preceding Sūtra.

"It is not true that there is no restriction (as to which particular Full-Moon Day is meant); because the Full-Moon Day meant should be that of the month of Chaitra.—'Why?—From what follows immediately: after having spoken of the Full-Moon Day in the text in question, the text goes on, in the next sentence, to describe towards the end of the passage, the Full-Moon Day of the month of Chaitra—'They should initiate the sacrificer on the fourth day before the sacrifice; this Full-Moon Day of the month of Chaitra is the opening season of the year'.—In view of this supplementary text, we conclude that the Full-Moon Day spoken of in the text in question must be that of the month of Chaitra,—in accordance with the principle laid down under Sūtra 1, 4, 29—that 'In doubtful cases, a definite conclusion is arrived at with the help of subsequent passages'."
SŪTRA (32).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN reality, it SHOULD BE THE Full-Moon Day of the month of MĀGHa; BECAUSE OF THE mention of the 'EKĀṢṬAKĀ'.

Bhāṣya.

In term 'eit' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the views set forth in the preceding Sūtras. It is not right to say that it is the Full-Moon Day of the month of Chaitra that is meant; because in reality, the particular Full-Moon Day meant should be that occurring in the month of Māgha.—“Why?”—Because of the mention of the Ekāṣṭakā; in connection with the Purchase (of the Soma) we find the mention of the Ekāṣṭakā in the text ‘For them the Purchase is effected at the Ekāṣṭakā’. From this it follows that the Purchase of the Soma can be done at the Ekāṣṭakā only, for the sacrificer who has been initiated on the fourth day before the Full-Moon Day of the month of Māgha,—not on that of the month of Chaitra. This is the indicative called ‘force’ (of words); and the indicative word always sets aside what is indicated by Syntactical Connection.—From all this it follows that the Full-Moon Day before which the Initiation is done is that of the month of Māgha.

SŪTRA (33).

[OBJECTION]—“THERE ARE OTHER (EKĀṢṬAKĀS) ALSO”,—IF THIS IS URGED.—[then the answer will be as given in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—“If you hold the view that ‘the Full-Moon Day meant is that of the month of Māgha, as it is only thus that the Purchase of Soma would be accomplished on the Ekāṣṭakā’;—then, this cannot be right; as every eighth day of every month is an ‘Ekāṣṭakā’; as declared in the text ‘There are twelve Ekāṣṭakās’. Hence what has been urged by the Siddhāntin does not affect the Pāṇeṇapakṣa view.”

SŪTRA (34).

[ANSWER]—THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE THE NAME ‘EKĀṢṬAKĀ’ IS APPLIED TO THE EIGHTH DAYS OF THE OTHER MONTHS, ONLY FIGURATIVELY; IT IS ONLY THE EIGHTH DAY OF THE ONE MONTH OF MĀGHa THAT IS DIRECTLY CALLED ‘EKĀṢṬAKĀ’ IN COMMON PARLANCE.

Bhāṣya.

What has been urged in the preceding Sūtra cannot be right; because to the eighth days of the other months the term ‘Ekāṣṭakā’ applies only
secondarily (indirectly); primarily it applies to only that which comes after the Full-Moon Day of the month of Māgha;—and when there is a conflict between the primary and secondary significations of a word, it is the primary one that should be accepted. Hence the Full-Moon Day meant must be taken to be that of the month of Māgha.

SŪTRA (35).

Also because the omission of the Initiation is spoken of as being made good (by the Purchase).

Bhāṣya.

'Says the text (Taittī. Saṃh. 7. 4. 8. 2)—' They should initiate on the Ąśakā; this Ąśakā is the wife of the Year'; then having enjoined the Initiation on the fourth day before the Full-Moon Day, it goes on—' For them, Purchase is accomplished on the Ąśakā, thereby they rectify the Ąśakā'. Here it is declared that, if the Ąśakā has been omitted at the Initiation, it is rectified by the Purchase (of the Soma); which clearly shows that it is the Full-Moon Day of the month of Māgha that is meant. In connection with the offering made on this eighth day of Māgha, we have the following Mantra—Yāhījanāḥ pratīnandantā rātrīn dhēnumicāyātāṁ samavatsarasya ya patni sā no astu sumanīgāt—āśakāyai surābhāsā svāhā.' ('Whom people welcome, as they do the milch cow coming home in the evening,—she who is the wife of the Year—may she be the harbinger of prosperity to us! this offering is to Āśakā the worshipful!'). This Mantra clearly indicates that the Āśakā meant is the one in the month of Māgha.

SŪTRA (36).

Also because plants are described as rising upon its appearance.

Bhāṣya.

The following text shows that plants and herbs shoot forth on the appearance of the Āśakā—'Herbs and plants and trees shoot forth on its arrival' (Taittī Saṃh. 7. 4. 8. 3);—here we have the mention of the sprouting out of trees and herbs on the advent of spring; it is during the spring that they sprout out. This also shows that the eighth day of Māgha is meant (which is followed by the spring).

SŪTRA (37).

All the texts are indicative of this same conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

(1) The first indicative is the text—'Those who initiate them on the Ąśakā initiate at an inconvenient time' (Taittī. Saṃh. 7. 4. 8. 1); that time is called 'inconvenient' when people feel uncomfortable; and people feel uncomfortable when there is much cold; hence it follows that it is the
eighth day of the month of Māgha that is called the 'Aṣṭakā'.—(2) The second indicative is the text—'Those who initiate on the Aṣṭakā initiate at the rotation of the Year'; here the term 'rotation' stands for the sun's passage from one side of the equator to the other [and this takes place in the month of Māgha].—(3) The third indicative is the text—'They betake themselves to the Final Bath, not welcoming the water'; if they had been initiated on the Full-Moon Day of the month of Chaitra, they would certainly welcome the water (as the weather becomes warm by that time); hence this also shows that it is the Full-Moon Day of the month of Māgha (when it is cold and hence a bath is not very welcome).
ADHIKARANĀ (10): If the Initiation is put off, the restrictions relating to it should also be put off.

SŪTRA (38):

[PUṆṆAPAKṢA]—"INASMUCH AS THE TIME OF INITIATION IS PRESCRIBED,—IF IT IS PASSED OVER, THERE SHOULD BE NO PUTTING OFF OF SUCH ACTS AS ARE ESSENTIAL, AS THEIR TIME WILL HAVE ARRIVED."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, we read—'Tasmād-dīkṣito na dādāti na pachāti na jukoti' ["Therefore on being initiated, one shall not make any gifts, nor cook, nor offer oblations"].

[At the Jyotiṣṭoma, on the fifth or seventh or eighth day from the day of Initiation, there is Extracting of the Soma-juice;—after all the three stages of this have been finished, there comes the Avabhṛtha Bath;—after which the restrictions imposed upon the Initiate, that he shall not make a gift and the rest, cease.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—If, on account of some obstacle emanating from man or from God, the time of Initiation is passed over and the Initiation is put off [and as a necessary consequence the Juice-extracting and Avabhṛtha Bath also are postponed],—will the making of gift, cooking and offering of oblations [i.e. the cessation of the restrictions imposed upon the Initiate] also be put off—or not?

On this question, the Pūṇṇapakṣa view is as follows:—"They shall not be put off; because the acts of making gift, cooking and offering oblations are essential, as is clearly shown by such Vedic texts as 'One should offer the Agniḥotra throughout his life'; and they can be omitted only on those days on which the Jyotiṣṭoma along with its accessories is laid down as to be performed; so that, barring those days, on all other days, the acts in question must be performed, —as they have not been prohibited in reference to the days following those on which the Jyotiṣṭoma is to be performed;—hence the acts in question must be performed (they should not be put off), because their time will have arrived; [even though for some reason the Initiation, etc. might not have been performed, yet the time will have arrived all the same; so that the Agniḥotra and such acts must be performed even before the Avabhṛtha]."

SŪTRA (39).

[SIDDHANTA]—IN REALITY, THEY SHOULD BE PUT OFF; BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN PROHIBITED FOR ONE WHO HAS BECOME INITIATED; THE CONDITION REMAINS THE SAME.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'ed' ('in reality') sets aside the Pūṇṇapakṣa view.
It has been held (by the Pūrvapakṣin) that there should be no putting off of the acts of making gifts and the rest.—But that is not right; in reality, they should be put off;—why?—because they have been prohibited for one who has become initiated; i.e. they have been forbidden for the initiate,—not in reference to the time of initiation. If it were taken to mean the latter, then it would involve recourse to indirect indication; while in our explanation, the words are taken in their direct sense. Till the Āśubhṛtha Bath is performed, the man remains an Initiate. So that the condition remains the same, i.e., the sole condition for the not-doing of the acts in question is that the man is an initiate; and this is equally present in both cases—during the time of the performance of the Jyotistoma, as well as after the lapse of that time. From all this it follows that the acts in question should be put off (till after the Āśubhṛtha Bath).
ADHIKARAṆA (11): Where the Jyotistoma has been put off, the 'Retrospective Homas' (Pratihamas) shall not be performed.

SŪTRA (40).

IN THE SAID CASE THERE IS NO 'RETROSPECTIVE HOMA'; JUST AS IN THE CASE OF THE PREVIOUS HOMAS.

Bhāṣya.

In the case (dealt with in the preceding Adhikaraṇa) where the Jyotistoma has been put off [by reason of the continuance of the restrictions regarding not doing the acts of cooking and the rest], the Agnihotra and other Homas have not been performed (during the interval),—should the man count the omissions and perform the corresponding Retrospective Homas [which have been prescribed as expiation for the omission of such essential acts as the Agnihotra and the like]—or not?

On this question, the Pūrṇapakṣa view is as follows:—"The omissions should be counted and the corresponding 'Retrospective Homas' should be performed.—Why so?—Because the said Homas (of the Agnihotra and the rest) have been laid down as acts that must be performed; so that, even when they have been omitted (at the right time), they have to be performed; as it is only thus that their essential character (as acts that must be performed) is maintained. But of all those acts, it is only the Principal one that is essential; and for the performance of that, much heed need not be paid to the time prescribed for it;—the case being like that of the flowing river; hence, even though the prescribed time may have passed off, yet the omitted acts should all be counted up and their Principal parts alone should be performed. Just as the payment of feeding and wages being essential, even when the right time has lapsed, it is all counted up and paid up,—similarly in the case in question also."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—In the said case there is no 'Retrospective Homa', just as in the case of the previous Homas. It is only when one has omitted to do what ought to be done that he should do it (subsequently),—not when the act omitted is one that ought not to be done;—and in the case in question, the acts (of Agnihotra and the rest) are such as ought not to be done (during the interval); because they have been forbidden (during that time).—Just as in the case of the previous Homas (viz.: those connected with the Pravṛgya day), unless there is transgression of the prescribed time, the mere fact of their being not done does not entail the performance of the 'Retrospective Homa';—so should it be also in the case of the Homas in question.
SŪTRA (41).

Also because the time is the predominant factor.

_Bhāṣya._

Further, predominance attaches to the time; because it is the time that has been declared to be the occasion for the performance of the _Homās_;—and so long as the said time has not arrived, the _Homā_ in question cannot be treated as _enjoined_; even though the Opponent restricts the performance to the Principal part only, yet for that also, the _time_ is a necessary condition; and the time, resembling a flowing river, having flown away, the _Retrospective Homā_ need not be performed.
ADHIKARANA (12): In a case where the 'Udavasaniya' has been put off, the 'Retrospective Homa' should not be performed.

SUTRA (42).

ALSO AFTER THE 'AVABHARTHA BATH', TILL THE 'UDAVASANITYA-Isti' [IF CERTAIN HOMAS ARE OMITTED, THERE SHOULD BE NO 'RETROSPECTIVE HOMA']; BECAUSE THEY ARE PROHIBITED ACTS.

Bhasya.

The question to be considered next is—After the Avabhṛtha Bath, and before the Udavasaniya-Iṣṭi, if certain Homas (like the Agnihotra) happen to be omitted by reason of obstacles due to an act of man or God (which leads to the putting off of the Udavasaniya-Iṣṭi),—should the 'Retrospective Homa' be performed—or not?

On this question, the Pūrva-pakṣa view is as follows:—"The 'Retrospective Homa' must be performed; because after the Avabhṛtha Bath, the man has become freed from 'Initiation' (and its attendant restrictions); because the freeing of the man from the Initiations is the very purpose for which the Avabhṛtha Bath is performed; and hence after that it becomes incumbent upon the man to perform the Homas (of the Agnihotra and the rest); and as these have not been performed [it follows that the expiatory 'Retrospective Homa' must be performed]."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—After the Avabhṛtha, and before the Udavasaniya-Iṣṭi,—if the Homas have been omitted, there should be no 'Retrospective Homa':—"Why?"—Because they are prohibited acts; there is a clear prohibition of the Agnihotra and other Homas in the following text—'The Agnihotra should be performed through this (Udavasaniya) Iṣṭi, which resembles the Fire-laying Rite';—here there is a distinct prohibition of the Agnihotra prior to the Udavasaniya, Iṣṭi; and this prohibition persists till the time to which the Udavasaniya has been put off. It is only thus that the direct meaning of the text becomes accepted; under any other explanation, recourse would have to be had to an indirect indication.—Thus then, being prohibited, those Homas are such as ought not to be done; and as such, when they have not been done (no wrong has been done, and hence) there is no expiatory 'Retrospective Homa'.
ADHIKARANYA (13): When the 'Retrospective Homa' has been performed, the performance of the Agnihotra and other acts, which had been omitted, should commence in the evening.

SUTRA (43).

IN CASE THE 'RETROSPECTIVE HOMA' IS PERFORMED, THE AGNIHOTRA AND OTHER HOMAS (IN RETROSPECT) SHOULD BE PERFORMED IN THE EVENING.

BHASYA.

In regard to the cases cited (in the last two Adhikaranyas), there arises the question—In the event of the 'Retrospective Homa' being performed, should the retrospective performance of the Agnihotra and other Homas commence in the evening? Or in the morning?

Question—"It has been settled that there is to be no 'Retrospective Homa' [How then can this question arise?]."

Answer—We take it for granted that it is performed, and then proceed to discuss the said question; so that the present is a purely Hypothetical Discussion; and it is introduced here with the view that it may be of use in the case of other similar instances.

On the said question, the Pârvapâkṣa view is that, "there can be no restriction, as the performance is necessitated by the needs of the case [hence it should be done whenever the need arises]".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhânta:—If the 'Retrospective Homa' is performed, then that retrospective performance of the Agnihotra and other Homas should commence in the evening.—"Why so?"

—Because it was with the evening-performance of the Agnihotra and other Homas that their omission began, and hence their retrospective performance should commence at the same point and should go on in the same order.
ADHIKARANA (14): At the 'Sodashin Terminus' of the Soma-sacrifice, the Retrospective Performance of the Agnihotra and the rest should be done in the morning.

SUTRA (44).

BUT AT THE 'SODASHIN', IN THE MORNING.

BHASYA.

If the omission of the Homas spoken of in the preceding Adhikaranaas happen to occur during the Sodashin Terminus (which comes after the Agnistoma Terminus) of the Soma-sacrifice,—then there arises the question—Is the retrospective performance of the Agnihotra to begin in the evening? Or in the morning?

The Purotpaksa view is that—"it has been explained in the foregoing Adhikarana that the retrospective performance of the omitted Homas is to commence in the evening; and it follows that the same conclusion should apply to all cases."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhanta:—But at the Sodashin, in the morning; that is, at the Sodashin Terminus (which is performed during the night), it is the morning performances of the Agnihotra and other Homas that become omitted; hence their retrospective performances also should commence with the morning Agnihotra.
ADHIKARANA (15): The Homa to be performed on 'breakage' and such other contingencies is auxiliary to the Darsha-Purnamasa.

SUTRA (45).

[PRVAPAKSA]—"The expiation should be performed in all cases where the occasion arises; the defect (sought to be rectified by the expiation) applies equally to all."

Bhasya.

In connection with the Darsha-Purnamasa, we read—'Bhinnt juhoti, skannà juhoti' (One should offer Homa when there is breakage; one should offer Homa when there is spilling).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this expiation consequent upon Breakage or Spilling to be performed at the Darsha-Purnamasa only? Or in all cases, wherever there is Breakage or Spilling?

On this question, the Prvapaksa view is as follows:—"Whatever expiation is prescribed in any context should be performed wherever there is any Breakage or Spilling.—Why?—Because the defect applies equally to all; the contingency under which the expiation is to be performed is the common one of Breakage or Spilling; and this is what is meant to be the 'defect' spoken of here.—Through 'Context', the expiation should pertain to the Darsha-Purnamasa only, but through 'Syntactical Connection', it pertains to other sacrifices also; and 'Syntactical Connection' is more authoritative than 'Context'.—Hence it follows that the expiation is to be performed in all cases of Breakage or Spilling."

SUTRA (46).

[SIDDHANTA]—It should be in the same context; because the word is the sole basis for it.

Bhasya.

It is only when there is Breakage or Spilling in the same context that the expiation is to be performed.—Why?—Because the word is the sole basis for it. The (expiratory) Homas in question are syntactically connected with what occurs in the same context; hence it is that the word 'yajña' ('should sacrifice') forms the basis for the notion of the sacrifice accompanied by the Homa in question. Such being the case, the Homa can serve a useful purpose only if it helps that particular sacrifice (in whose context it is spoken of); otherwise, a result would have to be assumed, where there is no sentence speaking of such a result. For this reason, the indication of 'Syntactical Connection' becomes rejected by this very fact of there being
no result (following from the expiation if performed apart from the Darsha-Pûrṇamāsa); and on the basis of this fact, due regard should be shown towards the indication of the 'Context' [and the Expiatory Homa should be taken as connected with the Darsha-Pûrṇamāsa only].

SŪTRA (47).

Also because the other acts are not modifications (Ectypes) of that.

Bhāṣya.

Either the Agnihoṭra or the Jyotisṭoma (or such other sacrifices) is not a 'modification' (Ectype) of the Darsha-Pûrṇamāsa. If they were Ectypes of the Darsha-Pûrṇamāsa, then, on the breakage or the spilling occurring at that sacrifice also, the Expiatory Homa in question would have been performed.
Adhikarana (16): The meaning of the term 'vyāpanna', 'spoilt'.

Sūtra (48).

When the 'vyāpanna' substance is spoken of as to be thrown into water, what should be understood by the word is that 'it is unfit to be eaten by Āryas'.

Bhāṣya.

We read—'Vyāpannamapsu praharati' ['What is spoilt, one should throw into water'].

The question that arises is—"What is meant by a thing being spoilt?"
The answer to that is that a thing is called 'vyāpanna', 'spoilt', when it is vitiated, rendered defective, by some action.—"What is it that is so spoilt?"—That thing is called 'spoilt' which is unfit for being eaten by Āryas, such as what is vitiated by the presence of hair or an insect, or polluted by some other polluting circumstance.
Adhikaraṇa (17): Even when there are several simultaneous 'disconnections', the Expiatory Rite should be performed.

Sūtra (49).

[Sūtra of Purvapakṣa]—"In the case of simultaneity (of several disconnections), the expiation should not be performed; as the declaration speaks of a separate disconnection.'"

Bhāṣya.

Question: In a case where there is disconnection between the Prastotra and the Udgātṛ, as also between the Udgātṛ and the Pratihartṛ (at one and the same time),—should the prescribed expiation be performed or not?

[At the morning juice-extraction, when the Priests are going to recite the Bāhispavamadāna Hymn, they go out of the House in a line, one following the other and catching hold of the end of his loin-cloth; if any one of them loses hold of the cloth of the other, there is a break in the line; this is what is meant by 'Disconnection';—and the expiation laid down for this disconnection is that—(1) if the Udgātṛ happen to let go the other's cloth, then the sacrifice should be finished then and there and no sacrificial fees should be paid; and (2) if the line be broken by the Pratihartṛ, then, at that same performance, one should give away his 'entire property'. The question that arises is that, when the line is broken by both these priests, should, or should not, the prescribed expiation be performed?]

On this question, the Purvapakṣa view is as follows:—"In the case of simultaneity, the expiation should not be performed.—Why?—Because the declaration speaks of a separate disconnection; what the texts lay down is an expiation on a separate disconnection. The 'disconnection' in the case in question is brought about by two persons, while what the text speaks of is the expiation when the disconnection is brought about by only one person,—either the Udgātṛ or the Pratihartṛ;—that disconnection which is brought about by one man along with another man is not 'brought about by one man'; if it were done by one man, then it would be done by him; what would be there to be done by the other man?—From all this it follows that when two priests become disconnected at one and the same time, there is to be no expiation."

Sūtra (50).

[Siddhaṇa]—In reality, there should be expiation, because the contingency has occurred; it is only the time that is one and the same.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the expiation should be performed even in the case of simultaneity; because in that case also, the contingency has occurred, in the shape of the disconnection, of the Udgātṛ and that of the Pratihartṛ. In a case where there is disconnection of two persons, both are disconnected,—one as well as the other; because 'disconnection' is only the separation of two persons who have been together; and it subsists in both the persons also; as the separation is done by one independently of the other; and so also by this other (independently of the former).—It is only the time that is one and the same; and the sameness of the time does not make the two disconnections the same.—From all this it follows that even in a case where there are simultaneous disconnections, the expiation should be performed.
ADHIKARANA (18): In the case of simultaneous disconnections, there should be option between 'no Sacrificial Fee' and 'the Entire Property as the Fee'.

SUTRA (51).

ON ACCOUNT OF THE TWO BEING MUTUALLY CONTRADICTORY, THERE SHOULD BE OPTION.

Bhāṣya.

In a case where there is disconnection of both the Uḍgātṛ and the Pratikartṛ, there arises the question—[There being two courses laid down, (1) the finishing of the sacrifice without paying any Sacrificial Fee and (2) finishing it with one's entire property as the Sacrificial Fee]—should there be an option between 'No Fee' and 'Entire Property as Fee'? Or should it be both together?

To this question, the natural answer is that the two courses being mutually contradictory, there should be option; that is, the two courses laid down are inconsistent with one another,—in one case no fee being given, and in the other, one's entire property being given; hence there should be option.

SUTRA (52).

[Objection]—"IN FACT, BOTH THE COURSES COULD BE ADOPTED IN DIFFERENT PERFORMANCES."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('in fact') sets aside the view set forth above.

"It is not right that there should be option; because both the courses are equally enjoined; it is only thus that the declaration of the entire procedure including all the details becomes followed. If there were an option, in one case one alternative would be rejected. Hence both the courses should be adopted together.—As for the argument that 'on account of the two courses being mutually contradictory, there should be option',—our answer is that both the courses could be adopted in different performances; it is for this reason that the injunctive term 'should sacrifice' has been repeated twice; so that when action would be taken in accordance with one injunctive word, one course (no fee) would be adopted, and when the action would be taken in accordance with the other word, the other course (entire property as fee) would be adopted. In this manner, there would be no inconsistency.—For this reason, both the expiations should be performed."
SŪTRA (53).

[Answer]—Not so; as only one course can be adopted at one time.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as has been suggested.—Why?—Because only one course can be adopted at one time. In fact, the same sacrifice would have to be repeated over again, if, in the event of either of the two courses being not adopted, the sacrifice were regarded as defective; in that case, in the event of the entire property being given away, the sacrifice would be defective, as the course of 'no fee' would not have been adopted; the adopting of one course cannot imply the following of the other course. Then again, the 'giving of no fee' and the 'giving away of the entire property' do not constitute the principal factors; it is the sacrifice which would become connected with the performance equipped with accessory details (like the Sacrificial Fee and the rest).

From all this, it follows that there should be option between the two courses.
ADHIKARĀṆA (19): In a case where the two Disconnections occur one after the other, the Expiation performed should be the one laid down in connection with the later Disconnection.

SŪTRA (54).

IN THE CASE OF ONE (DISCONNECTION) COMING AFTER THE OTHER, THE FORMER IS WEAKER,—AS IN THE CASE OF THE ORIGINAL PRIMARY.

Bhāṣya.

The question that arises next is—In a case where the Disconnections occur consecutively, is the expiation to be performed to be that contingent upon the former Disconnection? Or that contingent upon the latter?

On this question, the Puruṣapakṣa view is as follows:—"Greater regard should be paid to the former one; i.e. when the former Disconnection has occurred, and the performance of the expiation contingent upon it has become necessary, —so long as it is there, one cannot do anything incompatible with it; in fact, what is incapable of being done can never form the object of an injunction; and there can be no doubt that it is the recognition of the former Disconnection that comes first. For this reason, if there were something to be done which would not interfere with it, there would be nothing wrong in that being done.—"But where would the other alternative be adopted?"—In a case where the second Disconnection would occur alone by itself.—From all this it follows that greater regard should be paid to the former."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhiṇḍa:—In the case of one Disconnection coming after the other, the former is weaker.—Why?—Whenever a verb speaks of something to be done, there is the concomitant notion that 'it should be done in the way it can be done'. In the case in question, what is to be done can be done only in the way of rejecting what is due to the former contingency, not in any other way. Hence the text in question must be taken to mean that 'the expiation to be performed should be one adopted after the rejection of that contingent upon the former Disconnection'.

Says the Opponent—"As soon as the conception of the former expiation appears, it follows that any other conception to the contrary must be wrong".

Reply—But so long as the second conception has not actually appeared, it cannot be pointed out that 'it is so and so'. Nor is it true that the first conception cannot appear until the second one has been denied; consequently the conception that is yet to come cannot be taken as denied by the first conception. When the second conception does actually appear, it can appear only as rejecting the former conception; and thus
being itself rejected, the first conception cannot set aside the second conception;—just as in the case of the original Primary; that is, in the performance of the Ectypes, the details appertaining to the original Primary Sacrifice are set aside by those appertaining to the Ectype itself; and here too, the reason is the same (as the one we have put forward above)—namely, that the conception of what appertains to the Ectype cannot appear without setting aside the previous conception of what appertains to the original Primary Sacrifice. And it is the conception of the accessory appertaining to the original Primary that should be taken as appearing first; because the performance of the Ectype stands in need of the knowledge of the original Primary.—"But in this case, what appertains to the Ectype sets aside what appertains to the original Primary, on the ground that, while the former is directly declared (in a Vedic text), the latter can find room in the performance of the Ectype only indirectly through Inference (based upon the General Law that 'the Ectype should be performed in the manner of the original Primary')."—But as a matter of fact, even though directly declared, it could not set aside the other, if the meaning of the verb were not as we have explained above. Even though the conception of what pertains to the original Primary would be there, it would be set aside in the performance of the Ectype, simply because it could not be adopted.

From all this it follows that it is only reasonable that the latter conception should be regarded as more authoritative,
ADHIKARANA (20): Even when the Disconnection is that of the 'Udgāt', the Entire Property should be given as the Sacrificial Fee.

SŪTRA (55).

IF THE UDGĀTK HAPPEN TO BE THE LAST, THEN AT THE SECOND PERFORMANCE OF THE SACRIFICE, THE ENTIRE PROPERTY SHOULD BE GIVEN AWAY; AS IN THE OTHER.

Bhāṣya.

In a case where the Disconnection of the Pratihārt comes first and then that of the Udgāt, as an expiation of the latter Disconnection, the performance of the sacrifice should be finished at that same point without any Sacrificial Fee, and then the second performance of the sacrifice should be taken up.—In regard to this latter performance, there arises the question—At this second performance, what should be the Sacrificial Fee? Should it be 112 (gold pieces; which is the Fee prescribed for the sacrifice under normal conditions)? Or the Entire Property (which is the Fee payable in cases where there is Disconnection of the Pratihārt)?

On this question, the Pūrṇapakṣa view is as follows:—"It should be a hundred and twelve.—Why?—It is thus declared—'At that performance, one should give what one had intended to give at the previous performance; and at the previous performance, the Sacrificial Fee payable was the one that has been prescribed for the normal Jyotisṭoma (which is 112); hence it follows that at the second performance (which would be the normal performance), the Fee should be 112.'"

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—At the second performance, one should give away the entire property, as in the other, i.e. as on the previous day, the entire property would have been given away.

"Why should the entire property have been given away on the previous day?"—In consequence of the disconnection of the Pratihārt; at the disconnection of the Pratihārt (which had taken place on the previous day, prior to the disconnection of the Udgāt), the Fee 'intended to be given' must have been 'the entire property', in supersession of the 112 (the normal fee prescribed for the Jyotisṭoma).—"But on the previous day, he had intended to pay 112 also (the normal fee)."—True; but by the giving away of the 'entire property', that (112) also becomes given away (as part of the 'Entire Property'); hence it is the 'Entire Property' that should be taken as 'what was intended to be given on the previous day'.—"But it is possible that one's 'entire property' may be less than 112."—Not so; when the normal fee is 112, the 'entire property' must be more than that.—Then again, on the previous day, the man could not have intended to give 112;—that alone is said to be 'intended to be given away'.
which is actually given away subsequently:—and 112 is not actually given away on the previous day;—hence that cannot be regarded as 'intended to be given away'. If there were such a notion, it would be entirely false; while we have to deal with what is absolutely true.

"The 'entire property' also has been precluded (by the 'no fee' consequent upon the subsequent disconnection of the Udgāya); hence that also cannot be regarded as 'intended to be given'; and such a notion would be entirely false."

Not so, we reply. The performance of the Jyotistoma that we are considering is that which is accompanied by a repetition (due to the disturbance caused by the disconnections and the consequent expiations); and while it is true that in the first performance, the giving away of the entire property is precluded as being inconsistent with the 'no fee',—yet, in the second performance, the giving away of the entire property is actually enjoined; and in this there is no inconsistency; because it is practically the same performance of the same sacrifice,—and at this same was the Pratihārya disconnected;—hence 'the entire property' precludes the 112, and becomes 'what is intended to be given'.—From all this it follows that in the case in question, the entire property is to be given away.
ADHIKARANA (21): If there is *disconnection* at the *Ahargana sacrifices*, all the sacrifices do not have to be repeated.

SUTRA (56).

IN CONNECTION WITH THE *AHARGANA* SACRIFICES, THAT ONE SACRIFICE ALONE HAS TO BE REPEATED DURING THE PERFORMANCE OF WHICH THE *DISCONNECTION* HAS OCCURRED; BECAUSE EACH OF THE SACRIFICES IS A DISTINCT ACT.

Bhāṣya.

There is a set of sacrifices (*Devādāshāha and the rest*) which are called by the collective name *Ahargana*; during the performance of this set of sacrifices, if, on any day, the *disconnection* of the *Udgātr* occurs [and as a consequence, the performance is finished at that same point without any sacrificial fee, and the performance of the sacrifice has to be repeated],—there arises the question—At the second performance, should the entire set of sacrifices be repeated? Or only the one at which the disconnection has taken place?

On this question, the *Pāṇeṇapakṣa* view is as follows:—*"The entire set of sacrifices should be repeated;—why?—because the entire set becomes defective by reason of the non-performance of the sacrifices that would have followed the point at which the disconnection took place; hence the entire set should be repeated."*

In answer to this, we have the following *Siddhānta*.:—*That alone should be repeated at which the disconnection has occurred.—Why?—Because each of the sacrifices (making up the *Ahargana*) is a distinct act; that is, each sacrifice stands by itself, and no one sacrifice is auxiliary to another. Then again, the word in the text is *‘isteti*, which means *‘having completed the sacrifice’;—not *‘the sacrifice along with its auxiliaries’*; the other sacrifices of the set, which would help in the entire performance, are already there, and will accord the required help. Hence only that one has to be repeated (during which the disconnection has taken place).*

End of Pāda v of Adhyāya VI.
ADHYÁYA VI.

PÁDA VI.

ADHIKARANA (I): At the 'Satra' all the sacrificers should be such as belong to the same 'Kalpa'.

SÚTRA (I).

IN A CASE WHERE SEVERAL PERSONS JOIN TOGETHER IN SACRIFICING, THEY SHOULD ALL BELONG TO THE SAME 'KALPA'; AS IT IS ONLY THUS THAT THERE WILL BE FREEDOM FROM DEFECT; AS IN THE CASE OF THE ORIGINAL PRIMARY SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

Satras are the subject-matter of the present discussion; these are spoken of in such texts as—(a) 'Saptadashávarah satramásiran' ['At least seventeen persons should take part in the Satra']—(b) 'Ya śvamvedeśasaḥ satramásaś' ['Those who knowing thus undertake the Satra']—(c) 'Ya śvamvedeśasaḥ satramapayanti' ['Those who knowing this have recourse to the Satra']

In regard to these Satras, there arises the following question—are persons belonging to the same Kalpa and those belonging to several Kalpas entitled to join together for the performance of a Satra? or must they all belong to the same Kalpa?

Question—'What is the meaning of persons belonging to the same Kalpa?'

Answer—'There is a rule to the effect that—'The Nárasháname should be the second Prayája for persons belonging to the following gotras—Rájanya, Atri, Baidhráyashva, Vaisétha, Vainyu, Shunaka, Kanyá, Kashypa and Saúkrti: and it should be the Tanúnapát for others.'—According to this rule, some persons (those mentioned first) belong to the 'Nárasháname-Kalpa', while 'others', belong to the 'Tanúnapát-Kalpa'.

To the question propounded above, the natural answer that suggests itself is that—in a case where several sacrificers join together, those alone should undertake the Satra who belong to the same Kalpa.—Why so?—Because it is only thus that there will be freedom from defect; otherwise, the performance would be defective for that man whose Kalpa would not be followed in the performance; [that is, if some of the seventeen belong to the Nárasháname-Kalpa and the rest to the Tanúnapát-Kalpa, then in the performance of the second Prayája, if the Nárasháname is adopted, the performance becomes defective to that extent, for those of the sacrificers whose second Prayája should be the Tanúnapát]—and just as in the case of the original Primary Sacrifice (Jyotístoma), unless the performance is free from defects, the
desired result is not obtained, so also in the case in question, the proper result would not follow (when the performance is defective).

SŪTRA (2).

[PŪRVAPĀKṢIN’S ARGUMENT]—“IN FACT, ON THE STRENGTH OF DIRECT DECLARATION (EVEN PERSONS OF DIFFERENT ‘KALPAS’ MAY JOIN TOGETHER),—AS IN THE CASE OF THE HEAD [OR THE ‘ĀSHIRA’ CURD].”

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in fact’) rejects the view set forth above.

“It is not correct to say that persons belonging to diverse ‘Kalpas’ are not entitled to join together (in the performance of a Sūtra); in fact, they also are perfectly entitled.—‘How so?’—Because it is open to all men, without any distinction, to be performers of the sacrifice, and there is no prohibition regarding persons belonging to diverse ‘Kalpas’.—‘It has been pointed out that if persons of diverse Kalpas join together, then the performance becomes defective (for some of them).—Our answer to this is that, even so, it should be permissible on the strength of the direct declaration; the general injunction includes all persons—also those belonging to diverse Kalpas. Under the circumstances, the defectiveness would be set aside, as in the case of the Head; that is, there is the injunction that ‘one should place the human head’ (Taitti, Satī. 5. 2. 9. 2), and this touching of the heads of dead bodies, even though forbidden in Smṛtis, is done on the strength of the direct declaration (without incurring any sin or defect); and it should be the same in the case in question also; [i.e. even persons belonging to diverse Kalpas should be admitted on the strength of the general injunction, and this should not be the cause of any defectiveness in the performance].

“Or we may read ‘āshirasat’ (in place of ‘shirovat’, in the Sūtra). The meaning in this case would be as follows:—There is the injunction that ‘at the Bṛṣapāya one should live on Clarified Butter’—for the purpose of obtaining this Clarified Butter a cow is brought over, milked, and sent away; and then, for the securing of the Āshira-Curd (needed for cleaning the Soma), they bring in another cow, on the strength of a direct declaration;—in the same manner, in the case in question also, the admission of persons of diverse Kalpas might be permitted on the strength of the direct declaration.”

SŪTRA (3).

[ANSWER]—IT CANNOT BE SO; BECAUSE THE DECLARATION IS NOT IN REFERENCE TO ANYTHING.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—‘persons belonging to diverse Kalpas also are entitled to join together in the Sūtra’; but this is not right; in fact, only persons belonging to the same Kalpas can be so entitled.—Why so?—
Because it is only thus that there can be freedom from defectiveness.—It has been argued that "even though defective, the sacrifice would be regarded as duly accomplished, on the strength of the direct declaration."—But that cannot be; because the declaration is not in reference to anything. On the strength of a declaration, only that much can be assumed without which assumption the declaration remains meaningless; in case the declaration (regarding the performance of Satras) had been made in reference to persons belonging to diverse Kalpas; then, with a view to save the declaration from becoming meaningless, it might be assumed that persons belonging to diverse Kalpas also may join in the performance of the Satra. As a matter of fact, however, the declaration in question has not been made in reference to persons belonging to diverse Kalpas; and this declaration would serve a useful purpose if taken in reference to persons belonging to the same Kalpa. From all this it follows that persons belonging to diverse Kalpas are not entitled to join together (for the performance of Satras).

SŪTRA (4).

[Objection]—"They should be entitled; because it is for the purposes of the sacrifice,—like the Udumbara" Post.

Bhāṣya.

"Persons belonging to diverse Kalpas should be entitled to join together at the Satra.—Why?—Because the Kalpa is for the purposes of the sacrifice; i.e. for persons belonging to the Vyāghita and other gotras the Nārāshāma Kalpa is only a means for the accomplishment of the sacrifice; and the act of sacrifice is common to all persons; so that, even when it is accomplished by means of another's Kalpa, it is accomplished all the same for all men. Just as, when it is laid down that 'Having made the Udumbara Post of the same height as the sacrificer, they cover it up,'—by whosoever's height the Post is measured, the sacrifice performed with that post becomes accomplished for all other sacrificers also.—The Siddhaṇtins might argue thus—

'[When the text lays down the Nārāshāma as the second Prayāja for certain performers] the Syntactical Connection connects that Prayāja with certain particular persons (not with all); and this would set aside the fact of its being for the purposes of the sacrifice (and hence pertaining to all persons)—which fact is indicated only by Context (and Context is weaker than Syntactical Connection).”—It is not so, we reply; because if that were so, then a result would have to be assumed.—But in the other case also, it is necessary to assume a transcendental result.—To that our answer is as follows—True, it has to be assumed; but it is assumed, in that case, on the strength of the actual declaration of the entire procedure being taken to be syntactically connected as 'one sentence'; while in the other case, the declaration also would have to be assumed, and then the Syntactical Connection with it.—It might be argued that 'it might be syntactically connected with some declaration found somewhere in the Veda'.—Even so, the Syntactical
Sūtra (5).

[Answer]—That cannot be; as that (Kalpa) is the predominant factor.

Bhāṣya.

What has been asserted above is not possible; as that is the predominant factor; i.e. the Kalpa in question is something that subserves the purposes of the Man.—“How so?”—For persons belonging to the Vasishtha and other gotras, the Nārāšāma (as the second Prayāja) forms an integral part of the sacrifice; and when, for any man, something is an integral part of the sacrifice, that sacrifice accomplishes its results for him only when it is associated with that something; hence the sentence should be construed to mean that, for persons belonging to the Vasishtha gotra, the sacrifice accomplishes its results only when it is associated with the Nārāśāma.

Sūtra (6).

As regards the ‘Udumbara Post’, it subserves the purposes of something else,—like the Pan.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (by the Pārṣāpakṣa) that “as in the case of the Udumbara Post, so it should be in the present case also”.—But as a matter of fact, the Udumbara Post subserves the purposes of something else; and the sacrificer is found to be declared as an accessory (to the Post, as supplying a measure for its height).”—But in the case of the Post also, the declaration of the entire procedure might indicate the predominance of the man (sacrificer).”—That does not affect our position. In the case of the Post, if it has been measured by the height of one sacrificer, it becomes ‘a post measured by the sacrificer’s height’, for all men; while in the case in question, the ‘Kalpa’ adopted by one sacrificer does not become adopted by all.—It is in this sense that the Post is subservient to the purposes of something else,—like the Pan; i.e. just as when it is declared that ‘With the Cake-pan they winnow the husks’, the husks are understood as to have been winnowed by means of the Pan which is really meant for something else (the baking of the Cake),—in the same manner in the case of the Post also.

Sūtra (7).

[Objection]—“It could be done by another also”—if this be urged [then the answer would be as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

If you urge the following argument—“The measuring of the Post is done by the sacrificer; this purpose can be served by the sacrificer at a certain
sacrifice by himself, or by another sacrificer; so that the measuring could be done by the sacrificer of another performance also."—[then our answer is as follows]—

SŪTRA (8).

[Answer]—that cannot be; as there is only one sacrificer spoken of; the other has nothing to do with it; and there is nothing to qualify the word.

Bhāṣya.

Our answer is as follows—The sacrificer of another performance cannot come in (as supplying the measure of the height of the Post). There is nothing to qualify the term 'sacrificer', with the help of which there could be any restriction (as to which sacrificer is meant); but this much is certain that only one sacrificer is meant; so that the 'work to be done by the sacrificer' cannot be done by two persons, and hence no other sacrificer can be brought in. Says the Opponent:—"The one man may be some other sacrificer, who will do all that is to be done by the Sacrificer."—That cannot be so; because the entire declaration of the sacrifice along with its accessories is addressed to the person who desires the results expected to follow from that sacrifice. Further, in regard to the measuring of the Udumbara Post, the word 'sacrificer' has not been qualified in any way; hence no other sacrificer can come in.

SŪTRA (9).

[Objection]—"But, insasmuch as there is a combination (of persons belonging to diverse 'Kalpas'), the contingency ceases, because what is laid down is specifically in regard to the performance being by persons of the Vāishīṣṭha-gotra only;—just as there is in the case of the 'Brihat' and 'Rathantara'."

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' ('but') implies the rejection of the view set forth above. "In the case of there being several sacrificers, there is a combination of persons belonging to diverse Kalpas, and hence the contingency ceases;—why?—because what is laid down is specifically in regard to the performance being by persons of the Vāishīṣṭha-gotra only; i.e., at such a performance the use of the Nārashānasa (as the second Prapāṭha) is contingent,—and in another case (where the performance is by persons of other gotras), the use of the Tanūnapāt (as the second Prapāṭha) is contingent. Now in a case where both these persons are performing the sacrifice jointly, the performance cannot be accomplished by either of them singly; hence no one of them is the performer in this case;—so that, if the person belonging to the Vāishīṣṭha-gotra alone is not the only performer, then what is contingent upon that
being the case (e.g. the use of the Nārāyana) cannot be done; nor that which is contingent upon the other condition (of the performer belonging to a gotra other than Vāsiṣṭha)—each of these nullifying the other.

Just as in the case of the ‘Bṛhat’ and ‘Rathantara’; that is, when the text declares that the Bṛhat-Rathantaro Pṛthag should be used, then what is intended to be accomplished cannot be accomplished by the use of either the Bṛhat alone or the Rathantara alone; as in that case, neither the Bṛhat alone nor the Rathantara alone is the condition laid down.—Similar are the circumstances attending upon the case we are considering.”

SŪTRA (10).

IN REALITY, THE CONNECTION BEING WITH THE PERFORMANCE AS A WHOLE, IT FOLLOWS THAT THERE SHOULD BE NO CESSION;
SPECIALY BECAUSE HE IS RELATED TO IT AS THE ‘MASTER’.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase ‘api vā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth in the preceding Sūtra.

To the performance as a whole, each single person is related only as a performer;—hence there should be no cessation of the contingent details.—

“But how can there be a performance of the act as a whole?”—Because he is related to it as the ‘Master’; the persons belonging to the Vāsiṣṭha and other gotras,—by themselves,—are related to the act as ‘Master’; the act is beneficial to men; and as such, it can bring its fruit to each of them; thus it is that each of the persons would be the ‘performer’ of the act;—and consequently, all the details contingent upon such a person being the ‘performer’ should come in.—Just as in the case of the declaration ‘give this to Tūṇḍa’s mother’; the thing is given to her, even though she is the mother of both Tūṇḍa and Dampṣṭha (and not of Tūṇḍa only); and this on the ground that the whole of her is the mother of Tūṇḍa, and her motherhood is not distributed (in parts) between her sons. The case we are considering is similar to the case cited.—From all this it follows that persons belonging to diverse ‘Kulpa’ are not entitled to join in the Sūtra.

SŪTRA (11).

IN THE CASE OF THE TWO SĀMANS (Bṛhat and Rathantara), THEIR CONNECTION IS WITH A PART OF THE ACT, DUE TO ITS PROLONGA-TION; HENCE THEY COME TO BE RELATED AS ACCESSORIES;
IT IS FOR THIS REASON THAT IN THAT CASE THERE IS EXCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that “the present case should be dealt with like the case of the Bṛhat and Rathantara Sāmans.”—This has got to be refuted.—
As regards the two Sāmans, Rāhat and Rukhantuṣa, they are connected with a part of the action due to the contingent prolongation of the performance; so that, in that case, both the Sāmans, not one of them, are the means of accomplishing the act. The connection of the Sāmans is with a part of the Hymn,—not with the entire Hymn; and the Sāman is spoken of here as a subordinate accessory, the Hymn being the predominant factor; hence it is only natural that in this case there should be exclusion.
ADHIKARANA (2): To the performance of the 'Kulāya-sacrifice', the King and his Family-Priest are both jointly entitled, even though they belong to different 'Kalpas'.

SŪTRA (12).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"IT IS ONE PERSON QUALIFIED BY DUALITY; HENCE THEY SHOULD BELONG TO ONE; AS IN THE CASE OF THE HAND."

Bhāsya.

There is the text—'Ekā ācārapurohitau sāyujyakāmau yajeyālam' ('Desiring absorption, the King-Family-Priest should perform this (Kulāya) sacrifice').

In regard to this, there arises the question—"Who are the persons meant?—The two Family-Priests of the King? Or the King and his Family-Priest?"

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"The two Family-Priests of the King are meant.?—How?—The Dual ending appears at the end of the term 'purohita' (family-priest), and as such it can only signify the duality of what is denoted by that term;—it is the Family-Priest who is directly denoted by that term, not the King;—because the term 'purohita' can denote the Purohita (Priest) only; while it is only through indirect indication of both the persons simultaneously being the substratum of duality that the Dual ending could take in the King also.—But one King could not have two Family-Priests; because the injunction regarding the Priest is in the form should appoint the priest ('Purohitam vyāsa'), where the singular number attached to the Predicate must be regarded to be significant.'—The answer to this is that, what we have suggested would be possible on the strength of the Direct Declaration (where the term 'purohita' actually appears with the Dual ending); and what is there that could not be regularised by Direct Declaration? It is for this reason that two Priests should be understood to be spoken of.—Just as in the case of the declaration 'Añjalino jñoti' ('Offers the oblation with joined hands'), the two hands of the same person are understood to be meant, though, ordinarily, it is not right for the left hand to be used for this purpose (yet, when the text declares in so many words that the oblation is offered by the two hands, the use of the left hand becomes regularised:—in the same manner, in the case in question, though, ordinarily, it is not possible for a King to have two priests, yet, when it is so declared, two Priests will have to be employed)."
SūTRA (13).

[Answer to the Pūrvapakṣa]—But it cannot be so; because such cannot be the meaning of the word.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' ('but') implies the rejection of the view set forth in the above Sūtra.

It cannot be so:—i.e. it is not right that there should be two Priests:—why?—because such cannot be the meaning of the word; the word ('rājasūnyah'') cannot signify two Priests:—one King can have only one priest, as is made clear by the singular number attached to the predicate in the injunction 'Purohitam karoti' ('appoints the priest'), where due significance must attach to the singular number.—"It has been pointed out that there would be two Priests on the strength of the declaration to that effect."—The answer to that is that the idea in question cannot be based upon a declaration; because what the term 'Priest' connotes is a certain degree of embellishment; so that even though appointed, one would not be a 'priest' (unless he had that embellishment).

SūTRA (14).

Further, inasmuch as the purposes are separately mentioned, the connection spoken of cannot be with two persons of the same kind.

Bhāṣya.

The purposes are found to be spoken of separately—'Spiritual Power is the glory of the Brāhmaṇa, Heroism is the glory of the Kṣatriya'; which means that each of these two castes is connected with each of the two purposes.—From this also it is clear that two Priests are not meant—(one Kṣatriya and one Brāhmaṇa are meant).

SūTRA (15).

As regards the Hand, it is subsidiary; hence the connection could not be understood as being with another (right hand).

Bhāṣya.

It has been urged (by the Pūrvapakṣin, under Sū. 12) that "it is for this same reason that the two hands of the same man are taken as forming the Aṇjali (even though ordinarily, the left hand is regarded as unfit for use)". —In the case of the Hand, it is only right that it should be so; because it is subsidiary; i.e. in the forming of the Aṇjali ('joined Hands'), the left hand is subsidiary to the right hand; as without the left hand there could be no Aṇjali; certainly the two right hands are not called 'Aṇjali':—
Hence in the case in question, 'the King and the Priest' should be meant.—

"The compound 'rājapurohitau' may be expounded as an Ėkāñṣeṣa compound, standing for 'the King's Priest' and 'the King's Priest' (i.e. two royal priests); so that two royal priests may offer the sacrifice in question.'

—The answer to this is that two 'royal Priests' cannot be 'desirous of absorption'; it is only the King along with his Priest who can have a common purpose in view,—not one Priest along with another Priest; because both of them would be called 'Priests' by virtue of acting for the King,—and not of desiring the King. Then again, the term 'Priest' connotes a certain degree of embellishment.—"Under your view, a recourse to indirect indication becomes necessary."—The answer to that is that, in the absence of Direct Assertion, recourse may be had to Indirect Indication; for instance, when it is said that 'he is sitting in the Fire', what is meant is (not that he is actually sitting in the fire, but) that 'he is sitting in the hot pit' [the term 'fire' being taken as indirectly indicating the hot pit, as what it directly denotes, the actual fire, is not applicable].

From all this it follows that 'the King and the Priest' are meant by the compound 'rājapurohitau'.
Adhikaraṇa (3): The Brāhmaṇa alone is entitled to perform the Satra.

Sūtra (16).

[पूर्वपाक्षा]—"The Satras are for all castes; as there is no distinction."

Bhāṣya.

Satras form the subject-matter for consideration. They have been laid down in such texts as—'Those who, knowing this, betake themselves to the Satra', 'those who knowing this undertake the Satra'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are the Satras for all the three castes? Or for Brāhmaṇas only?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"Satras should be for all castes; why?—because there is no distinction; the texts speak of no such distinction as that 'Satras are for such and such castes, and not for such others'. Hence it follows that all three castes should be entitled to perform Satras."

Sūtra (17).

[Pūrvapakṣa concluded]—"Also because we find texts indicative of the same conclusion."

Bhāṣya.

"For the following reason also we conclude that Satras are for all the three castes.—'For what reason?—Because we find texts indicative of the same conclusion. Says the text—'For the Brāhmaṇa, one should sing the Brahma-sūman called Bārhadgīrī, for the Kṣattriya, that called Pārthu-rashna, and for the Vaishya, that called Rāyobājīya'; this text relates to the Dañḍashāha sacrifice (which is a Satra), and speaks of the Brahma-sūman; and herein we find the Kṣattriya and the Vaishya also mentioned. This also shows that all the three castes are entitled to perform the Sutra."

Sūtra (18).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, they should be for Brāhmaṇas only; as the other two castes cannot officiate as Priests.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'वृ' (in reality') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.
It is not true that Satras are for all the three castes; in fact they should be for Brāhmaṇas only.—Why?—Because the other two cannot officiate as priests; as a matter of fact, Priesthood has been forbidden for the Kṣatriya and the Vaishya; and a performance of the Satra (at which the sacrificers themselves act as Priests) would become defective if the sacrificers themselves did not act as priests.—From this it follows that Satras are to be performed by Brāhmaṇas only.

SŪTRA (19).

[Objection]—"It could be so, on the strength of the direct declaration";—if this be urged [then the answer would be as given in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"Your view is that 'if the Kṣatriya and the Vaishya were to perform the Satra, the performance would be defective (as they could not act as priests, and at a Satra every sacrificer must act as a priest)' but on the strength of Direct Declaration that 'at the Satra, the sacrificers are Priests', the Kṣatriya and the Vaishya, when performing the Satra, could act as Priests. But who are the Sacrificers?—All those, even Kṣatriyas and Vaishyas, who, desiring the particular results, undertake the performance of the Satra, are to be regarded as its 'Sacrificers'; and, as such, on the strength of the declaration quoted above, Priesthood should be taken as enjoined for all of them.—On this, the following argument may be urged—The declaration speaks of the Priesthood of only those persons for whom it is possible; and it is possible for Brāhmaṇas only; as it has been distinctly forbidden for the Kṣatriya and the Vaishya; so that the injunction of Priesthood cannot apply to these latter. But it is not so; just as the declaration in question is taken as injunctive of the hitherto unknown Priesthood of the sacrificing Brāhmaṇas, so also the same declaration may be taken as injunctive of similar Priesthood of the sacrificing non-Brāhmaṇas also.—From all this it follows that even Kṣatriyas and Vaishyas, when duly invested with Priesthood, can perform the Satra."

SŪTRA (20).

[Answer]—What the declaration lays down is only 'Mastership'.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as has been urged in the preceding Sūtra. It is 'Mastership' that is laid down in the text. 'With such and such desires they should undertake the Satra'; it does not lay down 'Priesthood'.—But Priesthood has been laid down in the text. 'Those who are sacrificers are the Priests'.—The answer to this is that that also is not so;—why?—because even this sentence is not to be construed so as to make the term 'those who are sacrificers' the Subject, and the term 'priests', the Predicate; as in that case Priest-
hood would be predicated as a consecutary auxiliary to the Sacrificers, and not the Sacrificers as auxiliaries to Priesthood; and under the circumstances, the Priesthood would not be recognised as serving any purpose at the sacrifice in hand, and an unseen emblazonment or consecration would have to be assumed—and that also would have to appertain to the Sacrificers—which again would be another unseen (transcendental) factor. From all this it follows that in the said sentence, the priestly functions are not laid down for those who are already Sacrificers; all that is laid down is that the priestly functions are not to be performed by any other persons (besides the sacrificers); so that in construing the sentence, the term ‘priests’ should be the Subject, and the term ‘those same’ should be the Predicate; the meaning being that ‘the Priests are those same who are the sacrificers, none others’; so that by conversion, the sacrificers are enjoined as the performers of the priestly functions, and persons other than these are excluded. In this way the priestly functions serve a useful purpose at the sacrifice in hand; and no unseen or transcendental emblazonment for the sacrificer is enjoined. It might be argued that—the idea of the priestly functions being performed by the sacrificers might itself lead to the assumption of a transcendental result following from the adopting of this procedure. Our answer to that would be that under the other view also, it would be necessary to assume a transcendental factor in the shape of the emblazonment of the sacrificer—and an objection that applies equally to both views should not be urged against one of them.

SŪTRA (21).

[Objection]—‘Those two’ (Kṣattriya and Vaishya) might be regarded as ‘Masters of the Household’; as there can be no incongruity in that.”

Bhāṣya.

“The Kṣattriya and the Vaishya might be regarded as performers of the functions of the ‘Masters of the Household’ (in connection with the Sutras performed by them); in the performance of those functions there is no necessity of ‘priesthood’; hence they would involve no incongruity (as there is in the case of their being regarded as ‘Priests’, priesthood having been forbidden for them).”

SŪTRA (22).

[Answer]—That cannot be; as in that case, there would be incompatibility of procedure (Kalpa).

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be right to hold that the Kṣattriya and the Vaishya would perform the functions of the Master of the House. Because in that case there would be incompatibility of procedure; For instance, for the sacrificers (who are Brāhmaṇas), the cup would contain Soma-juice, while for others
(who are Kṣatriyas or Vaishyas) it would contain the "Fruit-mixture" (consisting of Banyan-shoots and other things); and secondly, for Brāhmaṇas, the Brahma-sāman would be the Bārahgīra, while for Kṣatriya, it would be the Parthurāsha; and for Vaishyas, the Rāyobājya. Hence this view also cannot be accepted, that the Kṣatriya and the Vaishya would perform the functions of the "Master of the House".

SŪTRA (23).

THE INDICATIVE TEXT QUOTED SHOULD BE TAKEN AS PERTAINING TO THE "ĀHĪNA" (NOT TO THE "SATRA"); BECAUSE "MASTERSHIP" BELONGS TO THE OTHERS (I.E. PRIESTS).

Bhāṣya.

It has been urged above (under Sū. 17) that "there are texts indicative of the same conclusion".—This has got to be refuted.—In refutation, we state as follows:—It is the Āhīna that is going to be spoken of as "Satra" (in certain texts) [and it is the Āhīna to which the text quoted refers, not to the Satra]; because (at the Satra), the "mastership" has been predicated for the Priests; hence inasmuch as the Priests are the "masters", there can be no Satra for Kṣatriyas and Vaishyas. Hence the text quoted should be taken as pertaining to the Āhīna-sacrifice (not to the Satras).
ADHIKARAṆA (4): To the performance of the Satra only those are entitled who either belong to the Vishvāmitra-gotra or to the same "Kalpa" as these.

ŚŪTRA (24).

[PUṆAVAPAKṢA (A)]—"The Satra is for those only who belong to the Vāśiṣṭha-gotra; because the Brahmanship is restricted to them."

Bhāṣya.

It has been understood that Satras are for Brāhmaṇas only, not for Kṣattriyas and Vaiśikyas. Now the question arises—Are the Satras for all Brāhmaṇas? Or for those only who are of the Vāśiṣṭha-gotra? Or to all others, except those belonging to the gotras of Bhrigu, Shunaka and Vāśiṣṭha? The answer that suggests itself first is that—it is for all Brāhmaṇas, as there is no distinction; there is no such distinction made as that the Satra is for such and such Brāhmaṇas, not for such others. Hence it must be for all Brāhmaṇas."

As against this, there is the following view:—"It is for those only who belong to the Vāśiṣṭha-gotra, because the office of the Brahman Priest is restricted to them. That is, the Satra is for persons of the Vāśiṣṭha-gotra;—why?—because the office of the Brahman-priest is restricted, in the text—'a person of the Vāśiṣṭha-gotra becomes the Brahman-priest'. From this it is clear that Satras can be performed by those only who either belong to the Vāśiṣṭha-gotra, or to the same Kalpa as those."

ŚŪTRA (25).

[PUṆAVAPAKṢA (B)]—"Oh, it may be for all; because of the denial."

Bhāṣya.

"The Satra should be for all, because there is no distinction.—'But it has been declared that one who belongs to the Vāśiṣṭha-gotra becomes the Brahman-priest.'—It is not so; because that view is subsequently denied, when it is said—'Any one who studies the section on Stoma should be the Brahman-priest.'—'If that is so, then why should it be taught that the person belonging to the Vāśiṣṭha-gotra should be the Brahman-priest?'.—That statement is for the purpose of eulogising the section on Stoma, the meaning being that 'the Stoma-section is so important that one who studies it, even though he may not belong to the Vāśiṣṭha-gotra, is capable of performing the functions of one belonging to that gotra'."
SŪTRA (26).

[Siddhānta]—Inasmuch as the office of the Hotr-priest is restricted to one belonging to the Vishvāmitra-gotra,—persons belonging to the gotras of Bhṛgu, Shunaka and Vashīṣṭha cannot be entitled (to perform Satras).

Bhāṣya.

Persons belonging to the Bhṛgu and other gotras are not entitled to perform Satra.—Why?—Because the office of the Hotr-priest has been restricted to one who belongs to the Vishvāmitra-gotra, in the text—'One belonging to the Vishvāmitra-gotra becomes the Hotr-priest'.—From this it follows that the only persons entitled to perform Satras are those who belong to the Vishvāmitra-gotra and those who belong to the same 'Kalpa' as those.
Adhikaraṇa (5): To the performance of Satras the only person entitled is one who has installed the Fires.

Sūtra (27).

[Pūrvapakṣa continued]—"Inasmuch as the Vihāra-Fire is all-powerful, the Satra may be for those also who have installed the Fires."

Bhāṣya.

Satras are the subject-matter of the present Adhikaraṇa, they being declared in such texts as—"Those who knowing this undertake the Satra"; "Those who knowing this have recourse to the Satra".

In regard to these Satras, there arises the question—Are the Satras for those who have installed the Fires, as well as for those who have not installed them? Or only for those who have installed the Fires?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"They are for both—those who have installed the fires, as well as those who have not installed them.—Why so?—Because the Vihāra-Fire (Āhavaniya) is all-powerful; that is, the Āhavaniya fire set up by one man is capable of helping all men; whose acts become accomplished by the said Fire even though installed by another person. And as the act can be accomplished by the Fire belonging to any other person, it follows that Satras may be performed even by those who have, as well as those who have not, installed their own Fires."

Sūtra (28).

[Pūrvapakṣa continued]—"Also because we find an indicative of the same conclusion, in relation to the Sārasvata-Sacrifice."

Bhāṣya.

"In connection with the Sārasvata-Satra, we find the following indicative text—'Those who, without having installed their own Fires, perform the Satra go to Heaven on chariots belonging to others.'—This clearly shows that Satras can be performed by those also who have not installed their own Fires.—From this also it follows that the Satra is for all persons."
SŪTRA (29).

[Pūrvaparśa concluded]—"Also because an expiation has been prescribed."

Bhāṣya.

"An expiation has been prescribed in the following text—'If the Fires of an Agnihotrin become mixed up with other Fires, a cake baked on eight pans should be offered to Agni-Viśichī';—here an expiation is prescribed as to be performed on the mixing up of the Fires;—the mixture meant here can only be possible with such Fires as have not been duly installed, not otherwise.—From this also it follows that Sūtras may be performed by those persons who have not installed their own Fires."

SŪTRA (30).

[Siddhānta]—In reality they must be for those only who have installed their own Fires; because of the precedence of Iśīs.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, Sūtras are for those who have installed their own Fires, not for those who have not installed the Fires.—Why so?—Because of the precedence of Iśīs; that is, it has been declared that Soma-sacrifices [and Sūtras are Soma-sacrifices] are preceded by the performance of Iśīs, in the text—'One should perform the Soma-sacrifice, after having performed the Darshaka-Pūramāsa sacrifices'; so that the Jyotiśoma (which is the Archetype of Soma-sacrifices) must be preceded by the Darshaka-Pūramāsa; and through the General Law (that 'Ectypes should be performed like the Archetype'), this 'precedence of Iśīs' becomes applicable to Sūtras also (these also having the Jyotiśoma for their Archetype).—From this it follows that Sūtras cannot be performed by those who have not installed their own Fires.—[Because the Darshaka-Pūramāsa cannot be performed without these Fires, and the Sūtras must be preceded by the Darshaka-Pūramāsa.]

SŪTRA (31).

Also because the installation of the Fires is prompted by the man's own purpose.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the Fires are prompted by the man's own purpose.—How so?—Because of the special (Āmanēpada) ending; in the injunction of Fire-installation, we find the Āmanēpada ending used—'Agni ādadhīta', which shows that the purposes of one man cannot be served by means of the Fires installed by another person, even though the Fires may have been installed for sacrificial purposes.
SŪTRA (32).

Further, there is a Vedic text indicating the uniting (of Fires).

Bhāṣya.

There is a text to the effect, 'going to offer the Śāvitra oblations, they should unite the Fires'; this also indicates that Satras are for those only who have installed their own Fires. [The Śāvitra oblations are offered at the Satras; and unless a man has his own Fires, how can he unite them?]

Though the Adhikarana remains incomplete, in so far as the (Pūrvaśāstra) argument based upon indicative texts has not been refuted,—yet the author proceeds with the consideration of another topic in the following Adhikarana.

[The refutation required under the present Adhikarana follows later on, under Sū. 35, below.]
ADHIKARAṆĀ (6): The ‘Juḥū’ and the other vessels should be secured afresh, which would belong in common to all the sacrificers at the Satra.

SŪTRA (33).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—*‘There being a doubt in regard to the Juḥū and other vessels, one should be free to do as he likes; because the vessels do not always follow in the wake (of the Sacrificer).’*

Bhāṣya.

The question to be considered now is—[At the performance of the Satra], should the sacrifice be performed with the Juḥū and other vessels belonging to any one of the sacrificers (forming part of the ordinary equipment of his daily Agniḥotra)? Or should new vessels be secured, belonging in common to all the (seventeen) sacrificers?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—*‘The performance should be carried on with the vessels got from any one of the sacrificers,—Why so?—Because in every case his own vessels do not follow in the wake of a sacrificer wherever he goes; there being no such hard and fast rule as that the Sacrificer should carry on the performance with his own vessels.’—Hence it follows that the sacrificers may perform the sacrifice with vessels belonging to others.’*

SŪTRA (34).

[Siddhānta]—*In reality, they should secure other (fresh) vessels which would be common to all the sacrificers; as there would be incongruities (in the other case);—also because it is sanctioned by the scriptures.*

Bhāṣya.

The phrase ‘*api vā*’ (*in reality*) implies the rejection of the view set forth above. The view set forth above is not right. The right view is that new vessels should be secured which would belong in common to the (seventeen) sacrificers,—Why?—*Because there would be incongruities; there would, for instance, be this incongruity that, if the vessels belonging to any one of the sacrificers were brought in for use, and if that sacrificer happened to die,—there would be the difficulty that, there being the law that—‘The Agniḥotra should be cremated along with his fires and sacrificial vessels’—if all his vessels were burnt with him, the performance of the sacrifice by the other sacrificers would become stopped; if (in order to avoid this) they proceeded to finish
the sacrifice with those vessels, the cremation of the dead man's body would become vitiated. On the other hand, there would be no incongruity if other new vessels were secured which would be common to all the sacrificers. Hence this latter is the course that should be adopted.

SŪTRA (35).

THE EXPIATION WOULD BE PERFORMED UNDER ABNORMAL CIRCUMSTANCES.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra refutes the argument (urged in Sū. 29) based upon an indicative text.

Under our view the expiation would be quite possible.—How?—When people are passing through or staying in a desolate place, or in a forest,—if danger arises from robbers or wild animals, their Fires might get mixed up with the Forest-fire [and this would be quite possible in cases where all the persons concerned are such as have installed their own Fires].—Or the Expiation may be taken as applying to a case where several persons with installed Fires are living together (where there is a possibility of their Fires becoming mixed up).
ADHIKARANA (7): All the three castes are entitled to the 'seventeen Sāmidhēṇīs'.

SŪTRA (36).

[ पुर्वपक्ष—] "In connection with the Ectypal Sacrifice, the mention of the person should restrict the performer; because the number in question is an accessory of the Sacrifice; and the number does not pertain to others; the connection should be restricted to one only."

Bhāṣya.

The 'Adhvarakalpa' sacrifices,—such, for instance, as the 'Āgravapadeśi—Pusha',—form the subject-matter of this Adhikarana; in connection with these 'seventeen Sāmidhēṇī verses' have been spoken of.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are all the three castes entitled to these sacrifices?—Or the Vaishya only?

On this question, the Pūrvarakṣa view is as follows:—"In connection with such ectypal sacrifices, the performer becomes restricted by the mention of the person.—Why so?—Because the sacrifice—the Adhvarakalpa and the like—has the number in question ('seventeen') for its accessory; and this number has been spoken of in connection with the Vaishya; so that it is the Vaishya alone who could perform the sacrifice in its entirety; because the number seventeen being an accessory of the sacrifice,—if this number 'seventeen' were adopted by a non-Vaishya, it would be wrong; as that number has not been enjoined in regard to persons other than Vaishyas; hence, by reason of this disqualification of theirs, the injunction 'should sacrifice' would (in this case) not apply to Brāhmaṇas and Kṣatriyas."

SŪTRA (37).

[ पुर्वपक्षा-कृत्य ] "Also because of an indicative text; as in the case of a particular sacrifice".

Bhāṣya.

"There is the following text indicative of the fact that the number 'seventeen' pertains to the Vaishya only—'Septadasho vaishyaḥ'. ['The Vaishya is the seventeenth']; this indicates that the number 'seventeen' is specially related to the Vaishya;—from which it follows that sacrifices like those under consideration are for the Vaishya only; just as a particular sacrifice (the Vaishya-stoma) is for the Vaishya only—as laid down in the text—'The Vaishya should perform the Vaishya-stoma sacrifice', where the sacrifice is definitely associated with the Vaishya. The same should be the case with the number 'seventeen' also."
Sūtra (38).

[Siddhānta]—It cannot be so; because the connections (of the two sentences) are different; the accessory (number "seventeen") is one of which the 'sacrifice' is the 'principal'; because the injunction is not connected (with it).

Bhāṣya.

What has been set forth above is not right. Because the two connections are different: There is one sentence 'For the Vaishya, seventeen Sūnḍbhēṇi verses should be recited',—and there is a totally different sentence in connection with the Adhvaṛakalpa and the rest—'One should recite seventeen'.—Then again, the accessory has for its 'principal' (is subservient to) the sacrifice; and the sacrifice is not subservient to the accessory.—"What if it is so?"—If it is so, then, wherever the sacrifice is, its accessory must be there; and not that wherever the accessory is, the sacrifice should be there. It is through the accessory that the sacrifice would pertain to the Vaishya. In fact, the sacrifice pertains to all the three castes, and it requires the accessory.—Then again, of the accessory as belonging to the sacrifice, there is a distinct injunction,—and that injunction is not connected with the Vaishya; in fact, that injunction speaks of an accessory which has no connection with the Vaishya.—"But at first it speaks of it as connected with the Vaishya."—Not so; because of the predominance of the Vaishya; as a matter of fact, in the previous injunction, the Vaishya is only spoken of as the predominant factor.—From all this it follows that all the three castes are entitled (to the use of the number "seventeen").

Sūtra (39).

As regards the particular sacrifice, the connection of the Vaishya being a necessary factor in it, it is only right that it should be restricted to the particular caste.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that "as the Vaishya-stoma sacrifice is restricted to the Vaishya, so should it be in the case in question".—But in the case of the Vaishya-stoma, it is only right that it should be so; because it is distinctly prescribed for the Vaishya; and so it becomes restricted on the strength of the words of the text itself. Hence in that case there is nothing wrong.
ADHYAYA VI.

PÂDA VII.

Adhikarana (1): The Father and other relatives are not to be given away at the Vishvajit sacrifice.

Sûtra (1).

Pûrvapaksa—"When one is giving away his property, he should give all, without any distinction."

Bhâṣya.

In connection with the Vishvajit sacrifice we read—'Sarvasvam iddâti', ['He gives away all that is his own'].

In connection with this, there arises the question—Should everything, whatever is called 'one's own'—even Father, Mother and the like—be given away? Or only that which is called 'one's own' in the sense of his being master of it, is to be given away?

The Pûrvapaksa view on this question is as follows:—"Without any distinction, everything—even Father, Mother and the like—should be given away.

—Objection: 'But Giving implies the cessation of the ownership of the giver, and the creation of another's (recipient's) ownership; and it is not possible for one's ownership of his Father and other relations to cease; in no way can one's Father cease to be his Father'.—The answer to this is as follows:—True, the Father does not cease to be one's Father; but he can be made the servant of another person; and in reality, giving means only the creation of another's ownership, the surrender of one's own ownership comes only by implication.—From all this it follows that all should be given away."

Sûtra (2).

Siddhânta.—In reality, only that (should be given) over which one is master; anything other than that cannot be given away.

Bhâṣya.

The particle 'sat' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

That alone over which one has ownership,—in the sense of mastery over it, should be given away,—nothing else.—Why so?—Because only that can be given over which one is master; anything other than that cannot be given away; that is, one cannot renounce one's ownership over his Father and other relatives.—"But certainly it is possible to make them the servants
of another person".—The answer to that is that as a matter of fact, there can be no giving away of that property over which one has no mastery. Nor can it be right to treat one’s Father and other relatives as servants. He for whom this would be right might give away the Father!—Says the Opponent—“When it is said that whatever is called ‘one’s own’ should be given away, it follows that the Father and other relatives also are to be given away. [As they are certainly called ‘one’s own Father’ and so forth]; and hence in regard to this, one might ignore the Smṛti (which lays down that the Father should be respected and should not be treated as an inferior) and try his best to establish his mastery over him.”.—The answer to this is that the term ‘one’s own’ is applied to his own wealth and relatives severally, not collectively. So that the requirements of the injunction (of giving away ‘all one’s own’) having been fulfilled by the giving away of all one’s wealth, there can be no justification for including the relatives under the ‘all’, who, in fact, cannot be given away. Nor, therefore, is it necessary to reject any Smṛti-rules. Then again, in accordance with the General Law (that ‘the Ectype should be performed in the manner of the Archetype’) the giving away of such things as the cow and the like having become admissible, on this ground also, the ‘all’ must be restricted to one’s wealth; and this being done, the requirements of the Injunction become fulfilled; and thus there can be no reason for taking in the relatives.—From this it follows that the Father and such relatives are not to be given away; and that alone should be given away over which the man’s ‘ownership’ is in the nature of ‘mastery’ over it.
ADHIKARANA (2): At the Vishvajit sacrifice, the Earth should not be given away.

SUTRA (3).

THE EARTH CANNOT BE GIVEN AWAY; BECAUSE IT BELONGS TO ALL MEN WITHOUT ANY DISTINCTION.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the same ‘giving away of one’s entire property’, there arises the question—Can the Earth be given away or not?

Question—“What is meant by the ‘Earth’ here?”

Answer—What is meant is the substance, the terrestrial globe made up of earth-particles; mere land (fields) or clay is not what is meant here.

On the above question, the Pārṣaṇakṣa view is as follows:—“As there is nothing particular about it, the Earth can certainly be given away; because the term ‘one’s own’ is applicable to it in the sense of ‘mastery over it’; and it is quite possible, by an operation of the mind, to surrender one’s ownership over it.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—The Earth cannot be given away; people are found to be owners of lands (fields), not of the entire terrestrial globe.

Says the Opponent—“One who happens to be the Lord of the whole Earth may give it away.”

Even he cannot give it away, we reply.—“Why?”—Because the enjoyment that the ‘Lord of the Earth’ derives from his ownership of the Earth is precisely like that which other men have; and there is no difference in the enjoyment. In fact, the peculiarity that his ‘Lordship of the Earth’ gives him is only this that, by reason of his being engaged in the protecting of the corns and other produce of other people, he receives a share out of these,—which alone he possesses, not the Earth; and there is nothing peculiar in regard to his ownership over such supporting and preserving etc. of all living beings as are done by persons inhabiting the Earth, and in that sense done by the Earth itself.—From all this it follows that the Earth cannot be given away.
ADHIKARAṆA (3): At the Vishvajit, the Horse and such animals cannot be given away.

SŪTRA (4).

INASMUCH AS IT IS WHAT SHOULD NOT BE DONE IN THIS RESPECT, THESE ANIMALS DIFFER FROM OTHERS.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the Vishvajit sacrifice, there arises the question—Can horses and such animals be given or not?

The Pūrṇapāka view is that, "inasmuch as the giving away of one's all has been laid down, Horses also should be given away".

In answer to this, we have the following Sūddhāṅga—That should not be given away, the giving of which is something that should not be done; and the giving of the Horse is what should not be done. In fact, this is what distinguishes the Horse from other things that its giving has been forbidden in the following text in connection with the Vishvajit itself—"One should not give animals with mienś, and one should not accept the gift of animals with two rows of teeth".—For this reason Horses should not be given away.
ADHIKĀRAṆĀ (4): At the Viṣṇuṣṭhiti, only such "entire property" may be given away as is already there.

SŪTRA (5).

ALSO, WHAT IS PERNAMENT CAN HAVE NO CONNECTION WITH THINGS IMPERMANENT.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the same Viṣṇuṣṭhiti sacrifices, there arises the following question—When it is said that "one should give away his entire property", does it mean that all the paraphernalia that a man can have—such as earthenware vessels and the like,—should be acquired and then given away, along with those that can be acquired? Or that he should give away what he actually possesses at the time, and it is not necessary to acquire what is not already there?

Question—"Why should there be any such doubt on the point?"

Answer—The question arises from the fact that both interpretations of the words is possible. The words, for instance, may be construed (a) as predicating the giving away, the meaning of the Injunction being that "all possible belongings—which all?—all those things that are useful to man, such as beds and the like,—should be given away";—or (b) as predicating the "entirely", the sense of the Injunction being that "what is meant to be given away is that all which can be given away". If it is the "giving away" that is taken as predicated [as in (a)], then even those vessels specially made for the purpose,—which are not already there to be given,—should have to be secured and then given away; while, on the other hand, if it is "entirely" that is taken as predicated, then there is to be "giving away" of only those things that are already there (and hence, can be given away).

On the said question, the Prāṇavāraka view is as follows:—"The vessels made specially for the purpose should be (obtained and) given; because if "giving away" is taken as predicated, then the "Direct Assertion" becomes accepted; while in the other case, only "Syntactical Connection" would be honoured;—between these two, greater authority attaches to "Direct Assertion". Hence it follows that the newly-made vessels and such things should be (obtained and) given away."

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta—Also what is permanent can have no connection with things impermanent. The particle "cha", "also", connects this statement with what has gone before: the sense being that it has been settled that Horses should not be given, and the vessels specially made for the purpose also should not be given. Because in the text in question, the mention of the "giving" at the Viṣṇuṣṭhiti sacrifice is only a reiteration of the "giving" that has been enjoined in connection with the Archetypal sacrifice, and which, therefore, is a permanent factor, coming into the Viṣṇuṣṭhiti on the strength of the General Law (that the Ectype is
to be performed in the manner of the Archistype'); while the vessels that
would be specially made for the purpose, and the other things that might be
acquired (for the purpose of being given away), would be impermanent
factors (because they have not been enjoined in any Vedic text); and for
this reason, these latter could not be all collected at any performance of
the Vishvajit sacrifice. Because the actual making of some of these newly-
made vessels would be dependent upon the giving away at the Vishvajit;
and these would thus be contingent, not permanent; while what is enjoined
by the General Law is something permanent, to be given away under certain
contingencies (such as the performance of the Vishvajit, for instance).—For
these reasons it must be admitted that what is predicated is the entirety
of those things whose giving away is already possible. And it is quite natural
that, when the direct meaning of the words is not acceptable, that indicated
by Syntactical Connection should be accepted.—From all this, it follows
that new vessels are not to be specially made for the purpose and then
given away.
ADHIKRARNA (5): At the Vishvajit, there should be no giving away of the Shudra-servant who is serving one solely for the purpose of learning his Dharma.

SUTRA (6).

THE SHUdra ALSO (SHOULD NOT BE GIVEN AWAY); BECAUSE HE IS THERE FOR BEING INSTRUCTED IN HIS DUTIES.

Bhagya.

In regard to the same Vishvajit sacrifice, there arises the question—Should the Shudra servant be given away or not?

The Pârva-paksa view is that, "inasmuch the entire property has been laid down as to be given, the Shudra servant also should be given away".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhânta—The Shudra also should not be given away; this clause has to be brought in here also.—Why so?—Because he is there for being instructed in his duties; that is, he has come to serve the man for the purpose of being taught his duties; says the text—"The Shudra presents himself before a man of one of the three higher castes with the view that by serving him he would acquire (knowledge of) Dharma". If such a Shudra were given away to another person, it is possible that he may not be willing to leave (the man whom he has been serving); and if he went unwillingly, he would not acquire the knowledge of Dharma that he seeks. No Shudra should be acquired as property against his will; if one did acquire a Shudra illegally, he might give him away; but one who has come only for learning Dharma cannot be given away.
ADHIKARAÑA (6): At the Vishvajit, that 'entire property' alone should be given which is there at the time of the payment of the Sacrificial Fee.

SŪTRA (7).

That property alone should be given away which is found there at the time of the payment of the Sacrificial Fee; as that alone can be given away.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the same Vishvajit, there arises the following question—At the time of the payment of the Sacrificial Fee, must all the wealth that the man has had before that time be necessarily brought,—as also what is not yet come, but is coming after that time,—all this is to be given?—Or only that should be given which is actually there at the time of the payment of the Sacrificial Fee?

The Pārvapakṣa view is that—"That also should be given away which has been in the past, and is going to be in the future, the 'property' of the man; because what has been enjoined is the giving away of every kind of property".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—That property alone should be given away which is found there at the time of the payment of the Sacrificial Fee,—not what was there before, or is coming after, that.—Why so?—Because what is predicated (and enjoined) here is entirely in reference to the giving away of the property; and as this giving away is to be done at the time of the payment of the Sacrificial Fee, the said reference also can be to that same time. Hence it follows that that alone should be given what is actually there at the time of the payment of the Sacrificial Fee.
ADHIKARANA (7): At the Vishvajit, even after the payment of the Sacrificial Fee, the remaining accessory details should be performed.

SUTRA (8).

[PURVAPAKSA (A)]—"As there would be nothing left, the performance of the sacrifice should end with that (payment of the Sacrificial Fee); because a sacrificial act can be accomplished only with materials."

BHASYA.

In regard to the same Vishvajit, there arises the question—Should the performance of the Vishvajit be given up at the time of the payment of the Sacrificial Fee?—Or all the materials should not be given up, and the remaining sacrificial details should be completed with those materials?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows:—"The sacrifice should be given up at the said point. Why?—"As there would be nothing left." Why should there be nothing left?"—Because it has been laid down that 'at the Vishvajit one should give away all as the fee'; and unless there are materials, no sacrifice can be performed to its conclusion. Hence the performance must end with the payment of the Fee."

SUTRA (9).

[PURVAPAKSA (B)]—"Or, something should be kept back; because the complete performance of the sacrifice has been clearly enjoined."

BHASYA.

The term 'or' implies the rejection of Purvapaksa (A). "Something should be kept back; i.e. at the time of the payment of the Sacrificial Fee, the whole property shall not be given away, that much of it should be retained which would be needed for the completion of the performance.—'Why so?—'Because the complete performance of the sacrifice has been clearly enjoined; what the injunction 'one should perform the Vishvajit sacrifice' means is that one should perform it from beginning to end. And it is only when the man is completing it that he should give away as the Fee all that can be given. Consequently the sacrifice should not be given up at the point of the Sacrificial Fee."
Sūtra (10).

[Pūrvapākṣa continued]—"We also find a text pointing to the same conclusion."

Bhāṣya.

"It is only when the above course is adopted, that the following text becomes explicable—'Having come out of the Asabhṛtha Bath he should put on the calf-skin.' This could be possible only if the performer retained some of his belongings."

Sūtra (11).

[Objection against the Pūrvapākṣa (B)]—'But, the right course is that the entire belongings should be given away; the remainder of the sacrifice would be performed with materials obtained afresh.'

Bhāṣya.

The term 'but' implies the rejection of Pūrvapākṣa (B).

The right course is that the entire belongings shall be given away (nothing shall be kept back); as it is then that the words 'should give away the entire property' become justified.—As regards the completion of the performance, which has been clearly enjoined, what we say is that what remains of the sacrifice shall be performed with materials obtained afresh."

"Our answer to this objection is as follows:—

Sūtra (12).

[Pūrvapākṣin's answer]—"This cannot be; because the 'obtaining of fresh materials' is an impermanent (uncertain) factor."

Bhāṣya.

"As a matter of fact, the obtaining of fresh materials is an uncertain (impermanent) factor; while the performance of what remains of the sacrifice is essential (permanent); and there can be no connection between these two. Hence some of the materials should be kept back."

Sūtra (13).

[Siddhāṅta]—In reality, at the initiation itself, there is an assignment; so that what is laid down as to be given away is not what is required for the performance of the sacrifice; hence there would be no inconsistency.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'in reality' implies the rejection of the above views.
It is not right that some part of the materials should be kept back,—As a matter of fact, at the Initiation itself there is an assignment,—in connection with the Jyotiṣomā which is the Archetype (of the Vīśva-vājī) ; and through the General Law the same is understood as to be done at the Vīśva-vājī also; the assignment of the materials is in the form—(a) 'this is for the purpose of the sacrificial performance proper', (b) 'this is for being eaten', and (c) 'this is for winning over the priests (i.e. the Sacrificial Fee)'.—Now it is only the last item—what is meant to be given to the Priests,—in regard to which the 'entirety' has been enjoined [i.e. it is the portion assigned for the Fee that is meant when it is said that 'the whole property should be given away'].—"How is that?"—Because the 'giving away of the property' is only reiterated for purposes of reference,—what is predicated is 'entirety'; and certainly the 'giving of what should not be given' can never be predicated (or enjoined); nor can that be given which has been assigned for the purposes of the sacrificial performance, or for the purposes of being eaten.—Thus there would be no inconsistancy (in the rest of the sacrifice being performed with what remains of the materials that had been assigned for the performance, and which, on that account, could not have been given away with the Sacrificial Fee).
Adhikaraṇa (8): Even when the Vishvajit forms part of the 'Ahargaṇa', the entire property should be given as the Fee.

Sūtra (14).

[Siddhānta]—The same should be done in connection with [the Vishvajit performed in course of] the 'Ahargaṇa'; as all (Vishvajit) are alike.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Ahargaṇa Asaṭātra sacrifice, in connection with which we read—'Aṣṭāṅgaparātrasya vishvajjdaḥbhijitam ekāḥvabhītah, ubhayato jyotirnadiḥ śādahāḥ; pashukāmo hyηtaṃ vaJayeta' ['The two ekāha sacrifices, Vishvajit and Abhijit, come on the two sides of the Asaṭātra; between two Jyotiṣṭomas comes the Śādaha; one desiring cattle should perform this sacrifice'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—When the Vishvajit is performed as part of the Ahargaṇa (as spoken of in the text just quoted), should the Sacrificial Fee be the 'entire property' (as laid down for the Vishvajit)? Or a hundred and twelve (as laid down for the Archetypal, Jyotiṣṭoma)?

The natural answer to this question is that the 'entire property' should be given away as the Fee—Why so?—Because all Vishvajit sacrifices are alike; so that, in accordance with the General Law, the details of the Vishvajit in question shall be just those same as those belonging to the Vishvajit performed in connection with its Archetypal (Jyotiṣṭoma). Hence we conclude that the entire property should be given away.

Sūtra (15).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"In reality, a hundred and twelve should be given,—as at the Archetypal Sacrifice."

Bhāṣya.

"In reality, a hundred and twelve should be given; it should be as at the archetypal sacrifice;—and the archetypal sacrifice in this case is the Jyotiṣṭoma; in connection with which details have been prescribed; all the requisite details are not found to be laid down in connection with the Vishvajit. Hence a hundred and twelve is what should be given [as the Fee at the Jyotiṣṭoma is only a hundred and twelve]."
SŪTRA (16).

[Reply to Pūrvapakṣa]—But it cannot be so; because that is not an accessory of the Vīshvajit.

Bhāṣya.

'But' implies the rejection of the view set forth (under Sū. 15).

What has been suggested cannot be.—Why?—Because 'a hundred and twelve' is not an accessory belonging to the Vīshvajit. In the present instance, as the Vīshvajit has been mentioned by name, it must be taken with its own accessories; hence the Sacrificial Fee shall be that which has been prescribed in connection with the Vīshvajit itself (i.e. the 'entire property'), not that prescribed for the Jyotistoma (i.e. 'a hundred and twelve').

SŪTRA (17).

Also because we find texts indicative of the same conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

There is also an indicative text clearly pointing to the same conclusion.—"What is that indicative text?"—The text is—'He suffers in the matter of his cattle who does not give away the entire property at the Vīshvajit sacrifice';—this shows that the Fee to be given at the Vīshvajit—even when performed as part of the Ahargana—should always be the 'entire property'.

[Kumārila demurs to this view. According to him, the Siddhānta is that 'a hundred and twelve' should be the fee at the Vīshvajit when forming part of the Ahargana.]
ADHIKARANA (9): One whose wealth is less than 'a hundred and twelve' is not entitled to perform the Vishvajit.

SUTRA (18).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"INASMUCH AS IT IS AN ECTYPE, BOTH (SHOULD BE ENTITLED); BECAUSE THERE IS NO DISTINCTION."

BHASYA.

It is well known that at the Vishvajit, one should give away his entire property. In connection with this, there arises this question—Is one whose property is just 'a hundred and twelve', or more, or less, also entitled to perform the Vishvajit? Or only one who has 'a hundred and twelve' or more?

The Purvapaksa view is that—"INASMUCH AS IT IS AN ECTYPE, BOTH SHOULD BE ENTITLED, BECAUSE THERE IS NO DISTINCTION; WE FIND NO SUCH DISTINCTION AS THAT 'HE ALONE IS ENTITLED TO PERFORM IT WHOSE WEALTH CONSISTS OF JUST A HUNDRED AND TWELVE', OR ONE WHOSE WEALTH IS MORE THAN THAT, OR ONE WHOSE WEALTH IS LESS THAN THAT. HENCE ITfollows THAT ALL MEN ARE ENTITLED TO PERFORM THE Vishvajit sacrifice."

SUTRA (19).

IN REALITY, ONLY ONE POSSESSING MORE (THAN 'A HUNDRED AND TWELVE') SHOULD BE ENTITLED (TO PERFORM THE VISHVAJIT); BECAUSE OF THE COUNTER-EXCEPTION.

BHASYA.

It is not true that all men are entitled to perform the Vishvajit. —"WHO THEN IS ENTITLED TO IT?"—ONE WHO POSSESSES 'A HUNDRED AND TWELVE', OR MORE.—WHY SO?—BECAUSE OF THE COUNTER-EXCEPTION. In connection with the Jyotistoma, we find a counter-exception made in favour of 'the entire property'; after having enjoined the fee of 'a hundred and twelve', the text goes on to say—'THE PRIESTS ARE TO BE SECURED WITH THIS, OR WITH ONE'S ENTIRE PROPERTY'; WHICH MEANS THAT 'IF THE PRIESTS BE NOT WILLING TO UNDERTAKE THE WORK FOR THE PRESCRIBED FEE (OF A HUNDRED AND TWELVE), THEN, THEY SHOULD BE WON OVER EVEN BY THE GIFT OF ONE'S ENTIRE PROPERTY. IF THE MEN ARE NOT WILLING TO UNDERTAKE THE WORK FOR 'A HUNDRED AND TWELVE', THEY WOULD BE MUCH LESS WILLING TO DO IT FOR ANYTHING LESS THAN THAT. SO THAT WHAT IS TO BE GIVEN AT THE JYOTISTOMA IS EITHER 'A HUNDRED AND TWELVE' OR 'THE ENTIRE PROPERTY';—AND BOTH THESE BECOME ADMISSIBLE AT THE VISHVAJIT (WHICH HAS THE JYOTISTOMA FOR ITS ARCHETYPE);—AND IT IS ONLY ONE OF THESE TWO THAT IS EMPHASISED IN CONNECTION WITH THE VISHVAJIT WHEN IT IS SAID THAT 'THE ENTIRE PROPERTY SHOULD BE GIVEN AWAY'. THIS HOWEVER CANNOT BE TREATED AS AN INJUNCTION, AS THE GIVING AWAY OF THE ENTIRE PROPERTY Has
already been spoken of in connection with the *Jyotistoma* itself; all that this assertion does is to assert that what has been spoken of before (in connection with the *Jyotistoma*) as only a possible alternative is the only alternative to be adopted here (in connection with the *Vishvajit*); and if this restriction is all that is done in this sentence, then what is asserted here must be the same as that spoken of in connection with the *Jyotistoma*;—and as at this latter it was to be a hundred and twelve or more, the *entire property*, it must be the same at the *Vishvajit* also. And from this it follows that one who possesses less than a hundred and twelve cannot be entitled to perform the *Vishvajit*.

SūTRA (20).

**Also because it would be in keeping with (the Archetype)—like the 'quarter'.**

*Bhāṣya.*

The particle 'cha', 'also', has a cumulative force.

For the following reason also, the 'entire property' is to be given away: when more is given, the 'hundred and twelve' also becomes included therein; [so that it is in keeping with what is done at the Archetype, *Jyotistoma*; which would not be the case, if less than 'hundred and twelve' were given].—Just as in the case of the 'quarter': when a full coin is given, its *quarter* also becomes given; similarly in the case in question (when one gives away his 'entire property', 'a hundred and twelve' would be given away). [But this could be so only if the man's entire property were not less than 'a hundred and twelve'. This is another reason why only such persons should perform the *Vishvajit*.]
ADHIKARANA (10): When, in connection with 'Fire-Installation', it is said that 'unmeasured wealth should be given', only another and a higher number is meant.

SUTRA (21).

[PURYAPAKSA]—'When the term 'unmeasured' is used, it should be taken as negativising the number of what has been previously enjoined;—because such is the direct signification of the term.'

BHASHYA.

In connection with Fire-Installation, we read—'Eka deya, pad deya, devadaha deya shatrurishhadi deya, chatam deya, sahadram deya, aparimitam deya' ('One should be given, six should be given, twelve should be given, twenty-four should be given, a hundred should be given, a thousand should be given, an unmeasured gift should be given').

In regard to this, there arises the question—What does the clause 'aparimitam deya' mean? Does it lay down a prohibition,—the meaning being that the 'measured gifts' that have been spoken of—'one should be given' and the like—should not be given?—Or is the 'unmeasured gift' something positive, and the giving of this is enjoined as to be done!

On this question, the Purvaapaksa view is as follows:—'When we find the term 'unmeasured' used, we say that it negativises the number of what has been previously enjoined,—i.e. the things numbered 'one' and the rest.—Why?—Because such is the direct signification of the term; when we hear the term 'measured', we understand it to mean counted;—this in the present case is 'one', and the rest;—and it is all this that is negativised by the negative prefix (in the term 'a-parimitam', 'un-measured'). By interpreting the term thus we preserve its direct signification;—otherwise, the well-known meaning of the term 'unmeasured' would be abandoned, and it would be only through Indirect Indication that it could be assumed to mean 'much'. For these reasons the words should be taken as prohibiting the giving of all that can be measured or counted ('parimitam').''

SUTRA (22).

[SIDDHANTA]—In reality, it is only one more alternative,—being mentioned in the same way as the other alternatives.

BHASHYA.

In reality, it should be treated as one more alternative, one more form of gift; just as 'one should be given' is one alternative gift, so also is the
clause in question ("an unmeasured gift should be given"); hence it follows that what is here mentioned is similar to what has been mentioned in the previous clause.—"In what does its similarity to the previous one lie?"—

In both cases there is Direct Declaration of what is asserted: in the previous clause ("one should be given"), the giving is enjoined by means of the term 'dāya' ("should be given"), and in the other clause also we find the same term 'dāya' ("aparimitam dāyam"); and when the term is there, it can certainly enjoin the 'giving'. If, on the other hand, 'negation' were taken as predicated, this could be done only on the basis of 'Syntactical Connection'; and this would be weaker than 'Direct Declaration'.—Hence what is laid down in the clause in question must be one more alternative gift.

As for the argument that this interpretation would go against the well-known meaning of the negative term in 'a-parimita' ('un-measured'),—

the meaning of the term ('aparimita', 'unmeasured') as a rule does always set aside the etymological meaning (derived from the component parts of the word).

Says the Opponent—"But when you take the term 'unmeasured' as positive, you are not accepting any well-known meaning of the word as a whole; what you are doing is to have recourse to Indirect Indication,—your idea being that what is many cannot be measured or counted; hence 'unmeasured' indicates many."

That is not so. In fact, the term 'aparimita' ('unmeasured') does directly denote things that are so many (or much) that they cannot be measured (or counted); when, for instance, it is said 'his wealth is immeasurable', what is understood is that it is much. It is analogous to the case of such terms as (a) 'kushala' ('clever') and (b) 'pravīṇa' ('expert'). (a) The term 'kushala' etymologically means 'one who chops Kusha grass', so that when a man is found to possess many of those qualities that are found in a clever Kusha-chopper, he is called 'kushala' (clever); the term 'kushala', by this ascension (roha), so to say, being regarded as actually expressive of 'cleverness' by Direct Denotation (Rudhi). (b) Similarly the term 'pravīṇa' etymologically means 'one who is expert in playing upon the Lute', and when a man is found to possess those qualities that are found in an expert Lute-player, he is called 'pravīṇa' (expert); the term 'pravīṇa' being regarded as directly denotive of 'expertness'.—In the case in question also, even though (correctly speaking) there is Indirect Indication, yet, on the strength of the Direct Declaration in the Veda, it is treated as Direct Denotation.—And thus the Direct Denotation of the term 'unmeasured' as a whole sets aside the denotation of its component part (the negative particle); just as we find in the case of the term 'ahamkāra' (where the meaning of the component parts signifies 'Horse's Ears', while as a whole the term is taken as signifying a tree).

From all this it follows that the clause in question lays down a fresh alternative gift.
ADHIKARANA (11): The term 'unmeasured' should be taken as standing for 'more than a thousand'.

SŪTRA (23).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"There can be no restriction, as there is no distinction."

Bhāṣya.

It has been understood that the clause containing the term 'unmeasured' lays down another alternative gift. — Now follows the question — Does 'unmeasured' mean less than a thousand? Or more than a thousand?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that 'there can be no restriction, as there is no distinction'; that is, because all that the word signifies is 'many' (or much), therefore beyond that there can be no distinction made which would indicate whether more or less than a thousand' is meant; and when no such distinction can be made, then, whatever course may be adopted (whether more or less than a thousand is given), it must be regarded as right. Hence there can be no restriction'.

SŪTRA (24).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, it must be more (than a thousand), because the term signifies 'many' ('much'), and because the other (number) is in close proximity.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'cā' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the view set forth above. — It is not right that 'either more or less than a thousand' may be given; it is more (than a thousand) that should be given. — Why? — Because the term 'aparimita', 'unmeasured', signifies 'many' (or 'much'); people use the term 'unmeasured' in the sense of many (or much), as has been already pointed out. But 'many' (or 'much') is a relative term; a thing is spoken of 'many' (or 'much') when it is more than something else; so that until there is a correlative, the connotation of the term remains incomplete; just as 'son' is a relative term, and is used in connection with some other person, never otherwise; and what this correlative is is determined by finding out what the context deals with and what is in close proximity to the relative term in question. In the case in question, in close proximity to the term 'unmeasured', we find the term 'sahasram', 'thousand'; hence we conclude that the term 'unmeasured' stands for more than a thousand.

SŪTRA (25).

A commendatory statement also points to the same conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

"How so?" — There is the text — The unmeasured is superior', which shows that 'thousand' is less than the 'unmeasured'.
ADHIKARANA (12): "Parakṛti" (statements descriptive of the doings of others), and "Parākalpa" (statements descriptive of past events) are to be regarded as "Arthavāda" (commentatory statement).

SŪTRA (26).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (A) continued]—"Passages descriptive of the doings of men and passages descriptive of past events are to be regarded as (Injunctions) meant for men; because the descriptions must be for some purpose."

Bhāṣya.

Passages descriptive of the doings of other people (Parakṛti) and Passages descriptive of past events (Parākalpa) form the subject-matter of the present Adhikarana; such, for instance, as—(a) 'Baku-Vārṣṇi held the opinion that you must cook mānas for me, as verily they do not accept other offerings', this is Parakṛti (descriptive of the doings of other people); and (b) as an example of Parākalpa (descriptive of past events), we have the passage—'The ancients came up with flaming brands, they were struck down by Asuras and Rākṣasas', and so on.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are these passages Injunctions meant for men in general? Or for only such men as are descendants of the persons mentioned? Or are they only Commentatory Statements?

On this question the Pūrvapakṣa view (A) is as follows:—"These are Injunctions, and are meant for men in general. Why?—Because the description contained in the passages must be for some purpose; it must be with a view to a certain end in view that such descriptions are made; the purpose being that by the mention of the connection of the act with particular persons, the act becomes commended; and what is commended comes to be actually done. Thus the passage must be taken as an Injunction, the sense being—'such and such a person has done this act, therefore others also should do it'."

SŪTRA (27).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (A) concluded]—"Also because there is negation of what is mentioned in them."

Bhāṣya.

"As a matter of fact, we also find that Injunctions like those contained in the passages in question are sometimes negatived, in such texts—'But one should not act like that'; and there can be a negation of only that which
has been previously known (through an Injunction) as to be done. For this reason also, the passages in question should be taken as Injunctions."

SÜTRA (28).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA (B)]—"Or, on account of the special mention (of particular persons), what is enjoined should be taken as pertaining to those (descended from the said persons),—just like the 'Five-sliced offering'."

Bhāṣya.

"We concede that what is contained in the passages under consideration is an Injunction meant for men; but, inasmuch as persons belonging to particular gotras are actually named in the passages, what is enjoined should be taken as meant for men belonging to those same gotras; what is indicated by the commendation is that 'the act should be done';—and it is found to be spoken of in connection with persons belonging to particular gotras;—hence it follows that the act enjoined should be done by persons belonging to those same gotras. Just as in connection with the 'Five-sliced (Pañcāvatta) offering', it is said that 'the Five-sliced offering is meant for those belonging to the Jamodagni-gotra'; and hence it is taken as meant for only persons belonging to that gotra; the same should be the case in the present instance also."

SÜTRA (29).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA (C)]—"Inasmuch as the passage contains an Injunction,—and the Veda mentions certain persons (in connection with that Injunction),—the mention of these should be treated as commendatory."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'but' implies the rejection of the view set forth in the preceding Sūtra.

"The passage contains an Injunction; such being the case, the mention of the names of persons should be taken as commendatory. As a matter of fact, the Veda has put forward a commendation in regard to the Injunction, not in regard to the person enjoined; the naming of the person is only for the purpose of commending the Injunction. What the Injunction declares is an act, and what the commendation means is that 'inasmuch as the act enjoined has been done by such a person, it must be right';—in this the person is mentioned not as connected with the doing of the act, but as something to be eulogised. —'Why so? '—Because there is no other commendatory word in the text. —Further, if we take the sentence as mentioning the act, we admit the direct denotation of the words, while if we take it as asserting the connection of the act with the person, we admit
what is indicated by *Syntactical Connection*; and the latter is, on that account, weaker in authority. — From all this it follows that the sentence contains an Injunction, and that for all men, not only for those descended from the person named.

[The difference between *Pūrṇapakṣa* (A) and (C) is that, according to (A), the sentence is a pure Injunction, while according to (C), it is partly Injunction and partly Commendation.]

**Sūtra (30).**

**[Siddhānta]** — In reality, it should be taken as a commensatory statement, because it is complementary to an Injunction; hence it must be taken as a pure reiteration.

**Bhāṣya.**

The view just set forth is also rejected by the use of the term ‘in reality’. The passage in question is not an Injunction meant for persons belonging to the same gotra as the persons named; — nor an Injunction for all men; — in fact it is not an Injunction at all; — in reality it is only a commensatory statement. — “Why so?” — *Because it is complementary to an Injunction*; in connection with the *Parakṛti* passage quoted, they put forward a totally different injunction as contained in the text ‘Therefore one should eat only such things as grow wild in the forest’; — and in connection with the *Purakalpa* passage quoted, they put forward the injunction contained in the text — “They should cook it in the fire of the Householder and then offer it.” — It is not possible for two separate injunctions to be connected syntactically; and the construction of the two passages quoted — *Parakṛti* and *Purakalpa*— if they were taken as Injunctions—would be entirely different from what it would be when they are taken as containing only commensatory statements; they could not be taken as Injunction and Commendation at one and the same time (as it has been suggested under Sū. 29). — From all this it follows that the passages in question are purely commensatory.
ADHIKARANA (13): The term 'thousand years' stands for 'thousand days'.

SUTRA (31).

[PURVAPAKSA (A)—continued]—"The 'THOUSAND-YEAR SACRIFICE' must be taken as being for those whose life-span is of that extent.—It being impossible for human beings."

BHASYA.

There is the 'Thousand-year Sacrifice' laid down in the following text—'Pañcapanchāśhtastraśtriśaḥ samvatsarāḥ, pañcapanchāśhataḥ pañcadasaḥ, pañcapanchāśhataḥ saptadasaḥ, pañcapanchāśhataḥ śātvasaḥ, vishvavṛjāmayanaḥ sahasrasaṃbhuvarah.' ['Fifty-five with threefold Samvatsara, fifty-five with fifteen, fifty-five with seventeen, fifty-five with twenty-one; the Vishvavṛjāmayana is a Thousand-year Sacrifice'].

In regard to this, there arises the following question—Does this passage mean that only those Beings are entitled to the sacrifice mentioned who live for a thousand years?—Or for human beings? If for human beings then, what does it mean, from among several meanings suggested later on (in the following Sutras)?—Or is the term 'samvatsara', 'year', to be taken here in the sense of 'day'?.

On this question, the Purva-paksa view (A) is as follows:—"The sacrifice can only be for those who live for a thousand years.—Why so?—Because it is impossible for human beings; among human beings, such a long life is impossible; it is only Gandharvas and such other Celestial Beings who have such a long life, as has been described in the Smritis.

SUTRA (32).

[PURVAPAKSA (A)—concluded]—"There is a commendatory text which already indicates that the performers of the sacrifice are Beings other than human."

BHASYA.

"There is the following text—When Prajāpati was creating the creatures, evil Death attacked Him; He performed austerity for a thousand years, with a view to get rid of the evil.'; the 'austerity' here referred to is clearly the 'Thousand-year Sacrifice' [and it is spoken of here as having been performed by Prajāpati]; from which it follows that the sacrifice is not for human beings."
SŪTRA (33).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—"Or, it must be meant to be performed by human beings, as it is their sphere of activity."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'or' implies the rejection of the view [Pūrvapakṣa (A)] set forth above.

"The sacrifice is not for Gandharvas and other celestial beings; it is human beings that are to be taken as entitled to the performance of the sacrifice.—Why?—Because it is their sphere of activity; that is, scriptural Injunctions have been found to appertain to the activity of human beings; as they alone are capable of fulfilling all the details of actions laid down in the Injunctions.—But human beings cannot live so long.—Answer: They can attain longevity by means of medicines."

SŪTRA (34).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—That cannot be; because they do not possess that capacity.

Bhāṣya.

No medicines have been found to possess the capacity of prolonging life to the extent of a thousand years. All that they are capable of doing is—the improving of digestive powers, the removal of wrinkles and grey hair, the improving of voice and complexion and the resuscitation of memory;—they are never found to bring about longevity.—"From the improvement of voice and complexion and other signs, we shall infer a longer life also."—That is not possible, we say.—"Why?"—Because there is the text declaring that 'a man's life extends to a hundred years' (‘Śatāyurvedi puruṣāh’); and this would not be true if a man were to live longer.—"We may expound the compound word ‘Śatāyuv’ as ‘Śatāni ōpyah yasya’, 'one whose span of life extends over hundreds of years.’”—Numerals are not compounded in this fashion; nor are they expressive (even when formed). The learned people have also declared that 'there can be no compounding of words with the dual or the plural endings'.

SŪTRA (35).

[Further Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—Also because no connection has ever been perceived.

Bhāṣya.

Never have medicines ever been found to be connected with such longevity (as extends over a thousand years); and until such a connection has been actually perceived there can be no inference from it.—"There could be an inference from general premises: Medicines are actually found to bring about smaller degrees of stability, and it stands to reason that, if they
were repeatedly taken, they would become more and more effective and would bring about a permanent stability in the body. Though there is the declaration 'The man's life-span extends to a hundred years', yet we find people actually living longer than that.'—The answer to this is as follows:—The premise suggested is not true beyond doubt; even though it may be that the medicines used bring about all that is possible in the way of the stability of the body, even to such an extent as has never before been perceived;—for instance, when walking, people may attain all the speed possible, but by mere repetition they could not proceed even four miles, during the whole of their human life. So that in the case in question, as there would be no connection (between the medicines and longevity), it would always be open to doubt whether or not people (using the medicines) would secure longevity; and if this remains doubtful, there can be no inference from that premise: and in the matter of imperceptible things, nothing can be accepted without sufficient proof.—From all this it is clear that without doubt there are no persons living so long (as a thousand years),—and this is what has been asserted regarding human beings.

Question—"What then does the text mean?"

[In answer we have the following Sūtra, which sets forth the third. Purvapakṣa view.]

SŪTRA (36).

[Purvapakṣa (C)]—"What is laid down should be regarded as a 'function for generations',—says Kāraṇājīni: as it is impossible for a single man."

Bhāṣya.

"If the sacrifice is meant for human beings, then it must be regarded as a 'function for generations',—this is the opinion that has been held by the teacher, Kāraṇājīni. —For what reason? —Because it is impossible for one man. The Injunction is for men, and no single man can complete the sacrifice; it being then necessary to find out how the sacrifice could be performed, the only possible course appears to be that several capable men should undertake the performance,—and their descendants would carry on what has been begun and would finish it in due course of time."

SŪTRA (37).

[Rebuttal of Purvapakṣa (C)]—In reality, inasmuch as the entire performance should be connected with a single performer, the performance of the sacrifice should be done by a single person.

Bhāṣya.

It has been understood (under Sū. 3. 7. 18 et seq.) that the fruit of actions laid down in the scriptures accrue to the performer; and also that that man alone is entitled to perform a sacrifice who is capable of doing it.
For these reasons, the theory of the sacrifice in question being a 'function for generations' cannot be accepted.—"What then does it mean?"—What it is taken to mean is that the mere knowledge and reciting of the text (laying down the sacrifice) is a duty; and in support of this there is the Vedic declaration that 'the Veda should be studied' [and the text in question is part of the Veda]. "Then in that case, on the strength of the text, it should be believed that if people perform the sacrifice in question, then longevity increases."—This also cannot be accepted; as there is no ground for such a belief; in support of such a belief, we have neither a scriptural text nor any other source of knowledge.—"Presumption would be the requisite proof; as without such a notion, the text would be useless".—The answer to this is that it would not be useless; the mere reading of the text would be productive of an 'unseen' result; and in a general way, it is much simpler to assume an 'unseen' result in general than to assume the particular unseen result that 'longevity increases'.—Or it may be admitted that the passage does become useless; it is better to admit that than to assume a result for which there is no reason.—"Two hundred and fifty men might be initiated for the performance and these would finish the sacrifice in four years."—But this would militate against the number of performers fixed by ordinance; this has been done by such ordinances as 'not more than twenty-four' and not less than seventeen persons should undertake the performance of a Sutra'.—"In order to save a text from becoming useless, we might give up the fixed number."—That would not be right; since there is a result following from the mere reading of the text (which thus cannot be regarded as useless). Hence the solution suggested is not right.

Question—"What then is the meaning?"
Answer—It is as follows:

SŪTRA (38).

THERE BEING MUTUAL INCONSISTENCY, ONE OF THE TWO TERMS MUST BE TAKEN IN THE INDIRECT FIGURATIVE SENSE,—SAYS LĀBUKĀYANA.

Bhāṣya.

In this case, one of the two terms must be taken in an indirect figurative sense; either the term 'sāṅgāvatsara' (year) is to be taken as standing for what is not-sāṅgāvatsara, or the term 'paṇḍhapanaḍāśatah' is to be taken in a figurative sense.—Why so?—Because there is mutual inconsistency; if both the terms are taken as laying down what is directly expressed by them, then there is an inconsistency,—How?—There would be syntactical split if it were the 'fifty-five', and not the 'years', that were 'threefold'; on the other hand, if the 'years' were 'threemfold', then the 'fifty-five' could not be so.—By reason of this inconsistency, one or the other one of the two expressions must be taken in an indirect figurative sense.—Such is the opinion that has been held by the teacher, Lābukāyana.
Sūtra (39).

IT IS THE TERM ‘YEAR’ THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN IN AN INDIRECT FIGURATIVE SENSE; BECAUSE IT IS SOMETHING VARIABLE.

Bhāsyā.

It has been said that one of the two terms should be taken in its indirect figurative sense; it has got to be decided which one it is to be. That is what is explained here. It is the term ‘sāṃvatsara’, ‘year’, that should be taken as used here in an indirect figurative sense.—Why so?—Because it is something variable; as a matter of fact, the connotation of the term ‘year’ is variable; for instance, (1) there is the ‘year’ called ‘sāvana’ (‘solar’), consisting of a definite number of days, (2) then there is the ‘year’ consisting of the three seasons—Winter, Summer and Rains, and (3) lastly there is the ‘lunar year’; and it can therefore be referred to in several ways. As for the term ‘pañcaphaṇḍaoṣhadhatu’ on the other hand, it connotes a definite number, and ceases to be applicable if that number is less even by one.

Sūtra (40).

[Pūrva-pākṣa (D)]—‘That word (‘sāṃvatsara’, ‘year’) should be taken as in the case of the Archetype; because that is what should be applicable here.’

Bhāsyā.

"In connection with the Gacāmayana sacrifice (which is the Archetype of the Sahasrasāṁvatsara sacrifice), months have been spoken of, and it has been explained that in that context the term ‘Sāṅvatsara’ (‘year’) stands for the month, the text being ‘it is the month that is the year’. Consequently in the present instance also, it must be ‘fifty-five months’ that are meant: hence ‘Thousand Years’ should be taken as standing for ‘Thousand Months’.

—‘But in that case the term Sāhasrasāṁvatsara, Thousand-year sacrifice, would not be applicable.’—The answer to that is that the term ‘Sahasrasāṁvatsara’ is only a name, and it does not connote an accessory detail (in the shape of the period of time); and certainly a mere name is never enjoined (or predicated); and so long as it is not enjoined, it can be applied on the basis of any connotation that may be found suitable.’

This view [Pṛva-pākṣa (D)] also is not acceptable; this also is open to the same objection. Because even so [‘thousand months’ would mean over 83 years, and] no man would live so long as to complete this course (of 83 years), because it would have to start after his marriage, Fire-installation and the Soma-sacrifices [so that by the time he would complete the ‘Sahasrasāṁvatsara’ sacrifice, he should have become very much more
than 100 years old]; and the inevitable result would be that, if one were to undertake the performance of this sacrifice, his life-span would be spent up before the sacrifice is completed.—So that it would appear more reasonable to assume an unseen result to follow from the mere reading of the text (enjoining the sacrifice).

"In that case, inasmuch as the Deśadāsha is the Archetype, we may take it as 'fifty-five twelve-days'; in support of this we have the text saying 'Twelve-night periods are the replica of the year'; [so that 'Thousand years' would stand for 'Thousand Twelve-days', which would mean only a little over 33 years]; and this will not be open to the said objection (of the period being too long for a man's life-span)."

This is not possible; because in the text quoted.—'Deśadāsha vai rātrinā samvatsaraṇya pratimāḥ' ['Twelve-nights are the replica of the year']—'the term 'rātri' ('night') is not dependent for its connection upon the term 'samvatsara' ('year'), because it is connected directly with the term 'pratimā' ('replica'). Further, the phrase used in the original text is 'panchapaṇḍāśataḥ triyṛtaḥ' and the term 'triyṛt' ('threefold') has been found to be used in the sense of 'Twelve Days', not 'Twelve Nights'.—From all this it is clear that what has been suggested in the Sūtra (40) is not right.

SŪTRA (41).

[Final Siddhānta]—In reality, the term should be taken as standing for 'days', as it is the number of days that are referred to (in the term 'triyṛt').

Bhāṣya.

The term 'in reality' implies the rejection of the view set forth under the foregoing Sūtra; it is not true that what are meant are 'Fifty-five twelve-day-periods'; because it is days that are referred to in the term 'triyṛt'. Hence the term 'samvatsara' ('year') must be taken as standing for 'day'.

Or (the Sūtra may be explained in the following manner):—The term 'in reality' implies the rejection of the Pārśvaṇa view. What are meant are not 'fifty-five months', but 'days'. Because at the Deśadāsha, what forms the subject of the Context is the 'Triyṛt' Day; and the term 'samvatsara' ('year') has been applied to the day, in the following text—'The Sun is all the seasons'; when the Sun rises, it is Spring (Vasanta); when it is forenoon, it is Summer (Grīṣma); when it is midday, it is Rain (Varṣa); when it is afternoon, it is Autumn (Sharat); when the Sun sets, it is Winter (Hemanta) and Mid-winter (Shishirā); in this way all the seasons are gone through during the day; and all the seasons go to make up the year. It is for this reason that the Day is spoken of by means of the word 'samvatsara' ('year').

Then again, in the phrase 'panchapaṇḍāśataḥ triyṛtaḥ', the number 'fifty-five' pertains to the Triyṛts;—the 'Deśadāsharātri' (Twelve nights) do not constitute the Triyṛt; as the Triyṛt is only one day during the
Dvādāshāha sacrifice;—any co-ordination between the number of 'Trīṣṭi' and the Dvādāshrātra could not be possible on the basis of Direct Denotation; it could be got at only through the indirect indication of the relationship of the Trīṣṭi Day;—on the other hand, the Trīṣṭi Day is a direct reference to the number; hence its co-ordination could be got at by Direct Denotation;—and Direct Denotation is more powerful than Indirect Indication. From all this it follows that when the text speaks of 'fifty-five' in connection with 'year', it is days that are meant.

End of Pāda vii of Adhyāya VI.
ADHYĀYA VI.

PĀDA VIII.

Adhikarana (1): Only a person who has not installed the Fire is entitled to perform the 'Chaturhotṛ-homa'.

SŪTRA (1).

[Purva-pakṣa (A)]—"The Homa, even though independent and not subsidiary to a sacrifice, should be offered into the consecrated Fire; because it is preceded by the Īṣṭi; and because the Installation (of Fire) appertains to all (offerings)."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Chaturhotṛ-homas we read—'Prajākāmam chaturhotra yājyati, chaturghītāmāyam gṛhitā chaturhotāram vyāchaksita purcēna grahāṇārdham jukuyī taduttarānārdham.' ['If a man desires offspring, one should sacrifice for him with the Chaturhotṛ-mantra; taking up the Chaturghīta Clarified Butter, one should recite the Chaturhotṛ-mantra, and with the first cup he should offer one-half of it and with the second cup, the other half.'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are oblations like these to be offered in Fires consecrated through the performance of the Pavaṃāṇa-Īṣṭi? Or also in Fires not consecrated?—There are other alternatives also which will be discussed in due course.

On this question, the Purva-pakṣa (A) is as follows:—'Oblations like those in question should be offered into the consecrated Fires, even though it be not subsidiary to any sacrifice. Though the Darvi-homa oblations are independent (and self-sufficient) and such do not require any details from any other sacrifices,—yet the nature of the Āhasuniya and other Fires is such that they call for the Homa and other offerings, on account of such Vedic texts as—'When one offers an oblation into the Āhasuniya Fire, his desires become satisfied'. Thus all Homas being preceded by the Īṣṭi (Pavaṃāṇa), it follows that oblations like the one in question should be offered into the consecrated Fires.'

SŪTRA (2).

[Rebuttal of Purva-pakṣa (A)]—But the fact that the 'Chaturhotṛ-homas' have been spoken of as 'Īṣṭi' shows that they are to be offered into unconsecrated Fire.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'but' sets aside the view set forth in Sū. (1).
As a matter of fact, the Chaturhotr-homas are to be offered into unconsecrated Fires; this is clearly shown by the following text—"This Isti, Chaturhotr, is for one who has not installed the Fires"; this means that though, as a rule, there are no Istis for one who has not installed the Fires, yet the Chaturhotr-oblations constitute the Isti for him alone;—and this clearly shows that oblations like these (Chaturhotr) are to be performed by one who has not installed the Fires. Hence they should be offered into unconsecrated Fires.

Says the Opponent—"A mere indicative reason proves nothing, an injunctive text should be pointed out".

In answer to this we have the following Sutra:

SŪTRA (3).

There is an Actual Injunction, it being something not already known.

Bhāṣya.

The following would be the requisite Injunction in regard to offerings not subsidiary to any sacrifice—Eṣā anāhitāṁ kṛipti? ["Such is the performance by one who has not installed the Fires"]. It is when taken thus that the declaration (herein contained) serves a useful purpose; otherwise a mere assertion would be useless; and the sentence quoted has the Injunctive force. Hence it should be taken as the injunction of offering Homā into unconsecrated fires.

SŪTRA (4).

[Pūrvaṇakṣṇa (B)]—"This should apply to all oblations"; because there is no distinction.

Bhāṣya.

Says a third party—"We admit that the text quoted is an Injunction; but we do not admit that it applies to only such oblations as are not subsidiary to a sacrifice; as a matter of fact, it should apply to all oblations—those that are subsidiary to a sacrifice, as also those, like the Chaturhotr-homa, which are not subsidiary to a sacrifice.—Why so?—Because there is no distinction; there is no such distinction as that 'what is laid down here pertains to such oblations as are subsidiary to a sacrifice, and not to those that are not subsidiary to a sacrifice'.—Hence what has been laid down (regarding oblations being offered in unconsecrated fire) should apply to all oblations."
SŪTRA (5).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THERE ARE NO SACRIFICES THAT CAN BE PERFORMED BY ONE WHO HAS NOT INSTALLED THE FIRES; HENCE WHAT HAS BEEN LAID DOWN HERE APPLIES TO ONLY SUCH OBLATIONS AS ARE NOT SUBSIDIARY TO ANY SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'in reality' implies the rejection of the view set forth in the Pūrvaspākaṇa.

As a matter of fact, the detail that has been laid down applies to only those oblations that are not subsidiary to a sacrifice, and not to those that are subsidiary to a sacrifice.—Why so?—Because there is no sacrifice for one who has not installed the Fires; as a matter of fact, there are no sacrifices to be performed by one who has not installed the Fires; and if a subsidiary to a sacrifice were done by itself alone (not along with the sacrifice to which it is subsidiary), it would serve no useful purpose; because no other result can be assumed to follow from it, as there would be no authority for such an assumption. As for the declaration, there is another purpose that might be served by it; it cannot justify the assumption that a sacrifice may be performed by one who has not installed the Fires.—From all this it follows that what has been laid down applies to such oblations as are not subsidiary to a sacrifice.

SŪTRA (6).

[SAYS THE OPPONENT]—"IN FACT, IT SHOULD BE MERE REPETITION OF THE MANTRA; AS THERE IS NO FIRE."

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'sā' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the view just set forth.

"Oblations like those in question are not to be offered into the unconsecrated fire.—Why?—Because the Installation of Fire is a necessary auxiliary to all kinds of sacrifices.—But there is the declaration to the effect that this is the Isti for one who has not installed the Fire."—That is not what it means, we reply; this declaration may be taken as a commendation of the repetition of the Mantra; what have been commended in the declaration just quoted are those acts that are in the form of repeating certain Mantras, not all the Chatushrotṛ-oblations. It is only thus that such passages as 'One should pour oblations into the Akhavanīya Fire' can serve a useful purpose."
SŪTRA (7).

[Answer]—Inasmuch as the act has been eulogised as an *Iṣṭi*, it must be understood as *Homa*; the mention of *Fires* is without reference to any particular act; hence it may apply to other acts, it cannot apply to the oblations in question.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that "the declaration that 'the act done by one who has not installed the Fires is similar to the Iṣṭi' refers to repetitions of Mantras".—But that is not so. The declaration is not to be construed as "This act that is done by the person who has not installed the Fires is similar to the Iṣṭi".—Why?—Because the mere reiteration of similarity would be useless. While in the other interpretation, the declaration would be an Injunction and as such serve a useful purpose, the injunction being—"This act of Iṣṭi is to be done by one who has not installed the Fires"; thus the commendation of the Iṣṭi must be regarded as a reference to the Homa-oblations; because 'Iṣṭi' is sacrifice, and that same, when accompanied by the further act of throwing the oblations into some receptacle (Fire or Water), becomes 'Homa'.—It has been argued that "the consecrated Āhavanīya Fire is for the purpose of all kinds of Homa".—But the declaration that has been quoted to that effect is not with reference to the Chaturhotr-oblations, but to Homas in general, without any specification; and as it cannot apply to the Chaturhotr-homas, it could be applied to other Homas; while as for the Chaturhotr-homas, these have been declared as to be done by one who has not installed the Fires; hence the consecrated Āhavanīya Fire cannot be an auxiliary to these Homas.

SŪTRA (8).

[Objection]—"They must be for both, like the *Pitṛyajña*."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not right to say that the Chaturhotr-homas are to be offered by only one who has not installed the Fires; because, as a matter of fact, they must be for both, like the *Pitṛyajña*; just as the *Pitṛyajña* is performed by one who has installed the Fires as well as by one who has not installed the Fires;—similarly would the Chaturhotr-homas also be performed by both.—How do you know this?—It has been already explained that if the declaration is taken as a mere reiteration, then the Homas should be performed by those who have installed the Fires; while if it is taken as an Injunction, then the Homas should be performed by one who has not installed the Fires. When both the interpretations are possible, it cannot be right to reject what is clearly expressed by the words.—Hence we conclude that the Chaturhotr-homas are to be performed by both—one who has installed the Fires, as well as one who has not installed the Fires."
SŪTRA (9).

[Answer]—In reality, the mention is of one who has not installed the Fires; because the Fire has not been mentioned with reference to any particular act.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the Chaturhotṛ-homas should be performed by both (one who has installed the Fire, and one who has not installed them).—Why?—Because the declaration is in reference to one who has not installed the Fires. The person to whom the declaration—'This Iṣṭi is for one who has not installed the Fires'—is applied is not one who has installed the Fires; because the force of the declaration does not justify that interpretation. Even if the declaration were taken as commendatory, that would not be incompatible with our view. Lastly, it has been already explained that the text 'Homa is to be offered into the consecrated Ṭhavaniya Fire' does not refer to the Chaturhotṛ-homas only.—From all this it follows that Homas like those in question are for men who have not installed the Fires.

SŪTRA (10).

As regards the Pitṛyajña, it has been repeated after having been already laid down.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that 'the case of the Homas in question would be like those of the Pitṛyajña'.—But in the case of the Pitṛyajña it is only right that it should be performed by one who has installed the Fires, as well as by one who has not installed the Fires; because after having been laid down in connection with one who has installed the Fires, it is repeated again—'It should be done also by one who has not installed the Fires'; this text, saying that 'it can be done also by one who has not installed the Fires', makes it possible for the Aṣṭādadṛṣṭa offering to be cooked on the unconsecrated Fire. In the case of the Chaturhotṛ-homas on the other hand, we do not have both these declarations; here there is only one declaration to the effect that 'It is the Iṣṭi for one who has not installed the Fires'—the term 'also' not being there. Hence the case of the Chaturhotṛ-homas is not analogous to that of the Pitṛyajña.

[Mandana Misra makes a separate Adikārama which is only a corollary to what has been said under Sū. 5. The question is—Are all Chaturhotṛ-homas to be done in unconsecrated Fire? Or only those that are not subsidiary to a sacrifice? The Siddhānta is that those that are subsidiary to a sacrifice can be performed only in consecrated Fires and hence only by those who have installed their own Fires.]
ADHIKARAÑA (2): The Homa in connection with the Upanayana, Brahmic Initiation, is to be offered into the Unconsecrated Fire.

SŪTRA (11).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"When going to perform the Brahmic Initiation, one should install the Fires; because there is Homa to be offered."

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—Upanayaniṣṭābhījuyāti ['When going to perform the Brahmic Initiation one should offer the Homa with three Mantras'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this Homa to be offered into Fires consecrated by the rites of Installation? Or into unconsecrated ones?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"When going to perform the Brahmic Initiation, one should install the Fires;—why?—because there is Homa to be offered,—into the Āhavanīya (consecrated) Fire,—according to the text—'When one offers Homa into the Āhavanīya Fire, thereby his desired end is fulfilled'—From this it follows that these Homas (connected with the Upanayana) are to be offered only after Fire-installation has been done."

SŪTRA (12).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, like the sacrifice offered by the Niṣāda-chief, the Homas are to be offered into the ordinary Fire, because they precede the acquisition of learning.

Bhāṣya.

It is not the right view that the Homas in question should be offered after the Installation of Fire;—the right view is that they should be offered in the ordinary (unconsecrated) Fire;—why?—because they precede the acquisition of learning; i.e. these Homas are offered for the purpose of acquiring learning; while it is only after one has acquired learning that he becomes entitled to perform the Fire-Installation Rites,—as before that he has not the requisite capacity;—hence it is not possible that the Homas in connection with Brahmic Initiation should be offered after the Fire-Installation.—In fact, it should be as in the case of the sacrifice offered by the Niṣāda-chief (which is offered in unconsecrated Fires). [Vide Adhikaraṇa (3), below].
Then again, 'Fire-installation' is connected with 'wife'.

_Bhāṣya._

'Fire-installation' has been declared to be 'connected with wife';—and the 'taking of wife' comes after the acquisition of learning;—from this also it follows that 'Fire-installation' cannot precede (the _Homa_ offered at the Brahmic Initiation).

Says the Opponent—"The 'taking of wife' that is done before Fire-installation would serve the purposes of sacrificial acts, while that which is done after the Fire-installation,—on the strength of the declaration to that effect,—would serve the purpose of begetting offspring'.

This is answered in the following _Sūtra_:—

_Sūtra_ (14).

The 'taking of wife' done after the Fire-installation would be wrong; because it is by means of sacrificial acts that the Fires are brought together.

_Bhāṣya._

The 'taking of wife', if done after Fire-installation, would be wrong;—why?—because the _Āḥavaniya_ and other Fires are brought together by means of sacrificial acts [so that for these acts the wife would be essential, and this would have to be done before the Fire-installation]. Then again, it has been settled that the Fires are installed by man for his own purpose. Hence it is not right to say that the 'taking of wife' could be done at both times (i.e. before as well as after the Fire-installation).

_Sūtra_ (15).

'It would be as in the case of the _ Shrāddha_ ',—if this is urged [then the answer would be as in the next _Sūtra_].

_Bhāṣya._

Says the Opponent—'Just as the _Pinda-pūrṇa_ is performed by one who has installed the Fires as well as by one who has not installed the Fires,—so would the 'taking of wife' be done by both'.

This has got to be refuted (which is done below)—

_Sūtra_ (16).

That cannot be; as that would be contrary to the Vedic declaration.

_Bhāṣya._

What has been urged above cannot be done; as such a course would be contrary to the Vedic declaration. If it were taken as suggested, and
the 'taking of wife' were done before the acquisition of learning, this would be contrary to the declaration that the 'taking of wife' should come after the acquisition of learning [and learning is essential for Fire-installation].—"But the marriage done before the acquisition of learning would be for a definite purpose, and would be different from the marriage laid down as to be done after the acquisition of learning."—That cannot be; because it is just for the regulation of the marriage for a purpose that the time is restricted (to after the acquisition of learning); and the Brahmic Initiation also is for the purpose of being able to perform the sacrificial acts; and if this were done after the marrying of the second wife, there would be an incongruity.

SŪTRA (17).


Bhāṣya.

It might be argued that—"The wife taken before Fire-installation serves the purposes of sacrificial acts, while that taken after the Fire-installation would serve the purpose of begetting offspring; so that there would be no incongruity or inconsistency.".

The answer to this is as follows:—What has been suggested is not right; because the wife (once taken) serves all purposes, and she could not be regarded as being for the purposes of offspring only. It has been declared (under 6. 1. 13) that 'the desire for results proceeding from sacrifices is equally present in the woman also'.—For this reason also there cannot be two marriages.

Then again, we find the following declaration in Śruti—'In matters relating to Duty, Property and Pleasure, she shall not be neglected'; and if a second wife were taken, the first one would certainly be neglected. For this reason also there should not be two marriages. One and the same wife would serve both the purposes—of sacrificial acts and of begetting offspring.—And this wife is to be taken after the acquisition of Learning.

From all this it follows that the House in connection with the Brahmic Initiation (which precede the acquisition of Learning) cannot be offered in consecrated Fires [as consecration of Fires can come only after Marriage, and it has been shown that there can be no marriage before the acquisition of Learning.]

SŪTRA (18).

BUT IN VIEW OF WHAT IS DECLARED REGARDING THE SOMA-DRINKER (NOT TAKING A SECOND WIFE), IT FOLLOWS THAT ORDINARILY A SECOND MARRIAGE IS PERMISSIBLE; HENCE ONE MAY MARRY (A SECOND TIME).

Bhāṣya.

[The Siddhāntin demurs to part of what has been said under the preceding Sūtra]—We admit that before the Brahmic Initiation there can be no wife;
but when it is said that 'there can be one and only one wife', we cannot admit that. Just as there is the Smṛti-text that 'The wife should not be ignored in matters relating to Duty, Property and Pleasure', and that 'while there is a wife endowed with virtue and offspring, one should not take another',—similarly we have also the Smṛti-text to the effect that 'on the failure of one, one should take another'. Hence if one's wife is not endowed with virtue and offspring, he should certainly take another.

What is declared regarding the Soma-drinker,—this is a reference to the Arthaśāstra-passage 'The Soma-drinker should not marry another wife', which (denying the second wife to the Soma-drinker alone) shows that ordinarily a second wife may be taken.

SūTRA (19).

AS REGARDS THE 'PITRYAJṆA', IT IS REGARDED AS TO BE PERFORMED BEFORE FIRE-INSTALLATION (ALSO), BECAUSE A DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT IS ACTUALLY FOUND.

Bhāṣya.

*Question*—'How then are there both times for the Pitryajña (i.e. before Fire-installation as well as after it) ?'

*Answer*—To that effect we find a distinct declaration—'It may be performed also by one who has not installed the Fire'; it is on account of this express declaration that the Pitryajña is performed even before Fire-installation.
Adhikaraṇa (3): The 'Sthapati-Iṣṭi' is to be performed with unconsecrated Fire.

Sūtra (20).

[Poṣvapakṣa]—“The ‘Sthapati-Iṣṭi’ should necessitate the consecration of Fire, like the Prāyājas, which should end with the ‘Iṣṭi’, as it is meant for that purpose alone.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the ‘Sthapati-Iṣṭi’ (Sacrifice performed by the Nighada chief), enjoined in the text ‘One should offer a sacrifice for the Nighada chief’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should this sacrifice be performed in Fires consecrated with the Installation-rites? Or in the ordinary (unconsecrated) Fires?

On this question, the Poṣvapakṣa view is as follows:—“It should be performed in consecrated Fires.—How so?—Because of such declarations as 'Homa should be offered in the Āhavanīya Fire'.—But for the Śudra, there can be no Āhavanīya Fire, and hence the said declaration cannot apply to the case in question.'—The answer to this is that it is just the said declaration that would necessitate the installing of the Āhavanīya Fire; just as the force of the General Law (that ‘the Ectype is to be performed like the Archetype’) necessitates the performance of the Prāyājas, though these latter have not been spoken of in any text.—Further, the Āhavanīya Fire, which has been set up only for the purpose of the particular sacrifice, should end with that sacrifice; that is, the Fires having been consecrated solely for the purpose of performing the sacrifice in question, they should end upon the completion of that sacrifice; their maintenance has been declared to be for the visible purpose (of providing the receptacle for the offerings made at the sacrifice); and hence when that purpose has been served, they need not be maintained any longer.”

Sūtra (21).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, the sacrifice should be performed in the ordinary Fire; because the ‘Installation of Fire’ is not an auxiliary to all (acts).

Bhāṣya.

The phrase ‘in reality’ implies the rejection of the view set forth above. The sacrifice in question should be performed in the ordinary Fire, not in consecrated ones.—Why?—Because the ‘Installation of Fire’ is not an
auxiliary to all acts; as a matter of fact, the Fires are auxiliary to the acts, and 'Installation' is auxiliary to the Fires, not to the Acts. As there is no authority, in the shape of 'Direct Assertion' and the rest, for it, the Installation cannot be necessitated by the Act; in fact, on the strength of 'Syntactical Connection', it should be regarded as necessitated or prompted by the Fire. Then again, what comes into the sacrifice by virtue of the General Law is only what is due to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice (which is the Archetype of the sacrifice in question), and not what is due to the substance used.—From all this it follows that the Śhūpati-Iṣṭi is to be performed in ordinary Fire,
ADHIKARANA (4): The Expiatory Sacrifice of ‘Avakirni-Pashu’ should be performed in the unconsecrated Fire.

SUTRA (22).

The ‘Avakirni-Pashu’ sacrifice also should be dealt with as the foregoing (Sthapati-Isti); because the time for the installation of Fire has not arrived.

Bhagya.

The ‘Avakirni-Pashu’ sacrifice has been laid down in the text—‘Brahmachari avakirni nirjtram gandabhamalabhito’ [‘The Religious Student who has become an avakirni (by emitting his semen) should sacrifice an (one-eyed) ass to Nirjrit’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should Fires be ‘installed’ for the purpose of this sacrifice? Or should it be offered like the Sthapati-Isti (in the ordinary Fire)?

The words of the Sutra—The Avakirni-Pashu sacrifice also should be dealt with as the foregoing—mean to extend the application of the whole of the foregoing Adhikarana to the present case; so that the Paurapaksha of this Adhikarana is the same as the Paurapaksha of the preceding Adhikarana, and the Siddhanta also is the same. That is, the Paurapaksha view is that “Fire-installation is done for all acts, hence the Avakirni-sacrifice also should be offered in consecrated Fires”; and the Siddhanta view is that the time for Fire-installation has not yet arrived (for the Student, and he can offer a sacrifice only in an unconsecrated Fire); that is to say, the time for Fire-installation (which is after the man has married and got a son) cannot have arrived for the Student; hence this sacrifice also must be performed in the ordinary Fire.
ADHIKARANA (5): 'Daiva acts' should be performed at stated times, such as the 'Northern Solstice of the Sun' and the like.

SÛTRA (23).

'DAIVA ACTS' SHOULD BE PERFORMED (a) DURING THE 'NORTHERN SOLSTICE', (b) DURING THE DAYS OF THE 'EARLIER FORTNIGHT', AND (c) ON AN AUSPICIOUS DAY,—BECAUSE THERE ARE SMRTI-DECLARATIONS AND ALSO A DESCRIPTIVE PASSAGE AND AN INDICATIVE TEXT, POINTING TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

The subject-matter here consists of the 'Daiva acts', Upanayana (Brahmic Initiation) and the rest.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are these 'Daiva acts' to be done at any time, without any restriction? Or should they be done only during the Northern Solstice, during the days of the earlier fortnight and on an auspicious day?

The Pûrânapâsa view is that 'they may be done at any time, without any restriction.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhânta:—They should be done only during the 'Northern Solstice', etc.—Why?—Because, (a) there is the Smṛti-text—'The Daiva acts are to be done at these stated times'; (b) there is also the following passage descriptive of the form of divine beings—'The Northern Solstice and the days of the Earlier Fortnight constitute the very form of divine beings'. As a matter of fact, we do not know the form of divine beings,—but the fact that 'Daiva acts' are done at the stated times indicates, by this relationship, the form of those beings;—and (c) lastly, there is the following text also indicative of the same conclusion:—'The morning is for divine beings, the midafternoon for human beings, the afternoon for Pûrâṇa'.—From all this it follows that Daiva acts should be done at the times stated.

SÛTRA (24).

AND ALSO THE WHOLE ACT SHOULD BE COMPLETED DURING THE DAY.

Bhāṣya.

During the day:—there is a further peculiarity that the whole act should be completed during the day and shall not be done at night.
ADHIKARAṆA (6): 'Pitrya' acts are to be done at stated times,—such as the 'later fortnight' and so forth.

SŪTRA (25).

'Pitrya' acts are to be done at times other than those.

Bhāṣya.

The Shrūḍḍha and other 'Pitrya' acts are to be done (a) during the later fortnight and (b) in the afternoon; because there are Smṛti-texts, descriptive passages and indicative texts to that effect.
Adhikarana (7): The 'begging' and the 'buying' that form part of the Jyotistoma sacrifice are compulsory and essential.

Sutra (26).

[Pravapaka]-"There should be 'begging' and 'buying' only when the thing required is not there already,—as in ordinary life."

Bhasya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, there is the following text—(a) 'Drisada ratrirukto bhrutam vanovita' ['For twelve nights, the Initiated Sacrificer should beg for livelihood']— and (b) 'Somam kriyati' ['He buys the Soma'].

In regard to these, there arises the question,—Is the man to beg for livelihood only when he has nothing to live upon? and is the man to buy the Soma only when he does not possess it already? Or are these acts to be done in both cases—when the food and the Soma are there already and also when they are not there?

On this question, the Paurvapaka view is as follows:—"There should be 'begging' and 'buying' only when the means of livelihood and the Soma are not there already.—Why?—Because the 'begging' and the 'buying' are done only for the purpose of securing the things wanted; and if the things are already there, the acts would be futile; and what is futile should not be done, even though it be enjoined. Hence we conclude that the acts should be done only when the thing wanted is not there;—as in ordinary life; in ordinary life it is only when one does not possess a thing already that he begs for it or buys it: similarly it should be in the case in question also."

Sutra (27).

[Siddhanta]—In reality, it should be compulsory; because it has its use.

Bhasya.

The 'begging' and the 'buying' should be compulsory,—to be done when the thing required is there and also when it is not there. In this way, the 'begging' and the 'buying' have their use. It has been laid down as prompted (required) by the Jyotistoma, and not by the thing wanted [hence it serves the useful purpose of helping in the accomplishment of the result of the Jyotistoma, which it could not, if it were done only for the securing of the thing concerned]; and hence it must form an essential (compulsory) part of the Jyotistoma. Nor is there any such declaration as that
the act in question is to be done only when the thing is not there'. In fact, the acts in question have been laid down as necessary factors in the Jyotistoma; and it would have to be assumed that the non-existence of the thing has been mentioned as the occasion (or contingency) under which the acts would be done. And such an assumption would go against the words of the text. Hence the meaning is that 'at this sacrifice only such things should be used as have been specially embellished by being begged for and bought; otherwise its performance would be defective. It follows from this that the 'begging' and the 'buying' should be done, when the thing required is not there as well as when it is there.

As for what has been said regarding 'ordinary life',—in ordinary life action is determined by things, not by words; people act in accordance with the state of things, and not in accordance with words; in the case of Vedic acts on the other hand, it is only by means of words that things are known, and hence actions should be done in accordance with words. Hence it follows that the acts in question are to be done, also when the thing required is there already.
Adhikaraṇa (8): At the Jyotiṣṭoma and other sacrifices, such acts as 'Living on Milk' are compulsory and essential.

Sūtra (28).

The same is the case with—(a) Eating, (b) Directing, (c) Clothing, (d) the offering of the Saṅjñaṭṭa-Homa, and (e) the reciting of the Mantra speaking of 'Enmity'.

Bhāṣya.

(a) In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma we read—'The Brähmana should live upon milk; the Kṣatriya on gruel; the Vaishya, on Curdled milk'—similarly (b) in connection with the Darsha-Pūryamāsa, there is the following direction—'Bring up the washing water, also bring the fuel and the grass; wash the Sruk, gird up the loins of the wife, come up with the Clarified Butter'—similarly, (c) in connection with the Vājapēya, we read—'The clothing is of grass'—(d) At the Pashu-sacrifice, there is the Saṅjñaṭṭa-Homa laid down in the following text—'When the animal makes a noise or strikes the chest or feet, one should offer the Homa with the Mantra "Agnirnā
tasmādēnaṁ vasuṁ muñcha vam ha saḥ"';—lastly (e) there is the Mantra to be recited 'He who is inimical towards me, or to whom I am inimical'.

These texts form the subject-matter of the present Adhikaraṇa.

In regard to these, there arises the following question—(a) Is it only when there is no other food that the man is to live upon Milk or Gruel or Curdled milk,—or even when there is other food available?—(b) Is that man alone to be directed, who, if not directed, could not understand what is to be done, or even when he knows and understands it?—(c) Is the man to wear cloth of grass only when that of cotton yarns is not available,—or also when other clothes are available?—(d) Is the Saṅjñaṭṭa-Homa to be offered only when the animal makes a noise, or strikes its chest and feet?—(e) Lastly, should the Mantra in question 'Yosmāndvēṣṭi yaṁcha vayam deviṣmah' be pronounced by only a man who is inimical to others, or to whom others are inimical,—or even when the man hates, or is hated by, no person?

The principles of the foregoing Adhikaraṇa have been extended to the present case also. So that the Pūrvapakṣa here is the same as in the foregoing Adhikaraṇa, and the Siddhānta also is the same. That is, the Pūrvapakṣa view is that "the acts in question are to be done only when the things required are not there already", while the Siddhānta is that everyone of the acts is compulsory (essential), because it has its use (Sū. 27, above).—The reasoning also is the same here as there (in the foregoing Adhikaraṇa).
ADHIKARĀṆĀ (9): Eating in the latter part of the night is not essential.

SŪTRA (29).

WHAT MIGHT BE DISASTROUS SHOULD NOT BE REGARDED AS ESSENTIAL (COMPULSORY).

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣaṁa, we read "Madhyāנקī aparyāṁrē vā vrataṁ vratayati" ['Takes food either at midday or in the latter part of the night'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the 'taking of food in the latter part of the night' essential, compulsory? Or not essential, not compulsory?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that "it is compulsory, because it serves a useful purpose (Sa. 27)".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—What might be disastrous should not be regarded as essential or compulsory. As a matter of fact, a man should take food only at a time when he feels that he would be able to digest it; at a time however when he feels that he will not be able to digest the food properly, if he were to take food, it would be disastrous; and if, through indigestion, the sacrificer should die, the procedure would stop, and when the procedure stops, all would stop. From this it follows that the taking of food at the time in question should not be regarded as essential or compulsory.
ADHIKARANA (10): A hypothetical discussion: The animal sacrificed to "Agni-Soma" must be a Goat

SŪTRA (30).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"In the case of the injunction speaking of the 'animal', there should be no restriction; because there is no specification."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotisoma, there is an animal dedicated to Agni-Soma, mentioned in the following text—'Being initiated, one should sacrifice the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—May any animal be killed? Or must it be a Goat?—This question arises in view of what is going to be explained.

Question—"For some people (in one Vedic Recensional Text), it has been clearly asserted that 'the goat is offered to Agni-Soma'; and what is laid down in one Recensional Text is applicable to all. [Under the circumstances, why should there be any doubt on the point?]

Answer—The whole of this discussion is a hypothetical one,—being based upon the hypothesis that the actions laid down in different Recensional Texts are different [so that, though the Goat has been mentioned in one text, that cannot be applicable to people who do not belong to that particular recension].

On the said question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—'The injunction being of animal (in general), there can be no restriction; when something has to be dedicated, it is a particular thing that can be dedicated, not the genus 'animal'; it is a thing that helps in the fulfilment of the action; hence without the thing, there can be no dedication; that is why a thing (a particular animal) is secured (for the sacrifice); and when the thing has been secured, there need be no restriction,—any particular thing may be dedicated. The reason for this lies in the fact that there is no specification; in regard to the individuals related to (included under) the genus 'animal', we do not find any specification. Hence it follows that any animal may be taken up (for dedication)."

SŪTRA (31).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, it must be a Goat; because of the Mantra-text.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'in reality' sets aside the view set forth above.

It is not the right view that anything wherein the genus 'animal' subsists may be taken up (for being sacrificed to Agni-Soma). There is a
ground for restricting the thing to be dedicated, in the shape of the text of the following Mantra—\( \text{Agnaye cāḍaṇaya yapāya mēdasa 'nubrāhī;} \) here we have the Mantra-text clearly indicating the Goat. If then, the Goat were not the animal secured for the purpose, the use in the Mantra of the word indicative of it would have no meaning. Hence it follows that what the injunctive text lays down is the dedication with reference to the Goat;—this restrictive injunction being based upon the Mantra-text.

**SŪTRA (32).**

[Objection]—"What has been set forth above cannot be right, as it involves the contradiction of the Injunction."

_Bhāṣya._

"What has been set forth in the foregoing Sūtra cannot be right; no Mantra-text can restrict anything so long as there is an Injunction that is against it. As a rule, in a case where the text do not speak of any definite substance, it is only an indefinite substance that should be used. Hence it is not right to restrict the thing to be defined, on the basis of a Mantra-text. In fact, a Mantra can define only what needs to be defined. In the present case the words (of the Injunction) make it clear that all that needs to be defined is defined through the genus 'animal'; and consequently the Mantra-text has not force enough to define anything.—Further, under the Siddhānta, it would be necessary to assume a Direct Declaration of the entire procedure on the basis of the Mantra-text, while, under the Pārvapāka, the thing is already well-defined, and it would have only to be included in the Direct assertion of the Procedure. Then again, the denotation of the term 'animal' as consisting in the genus 'animal' is something totally different from the denotation which is restricted to the Goat. From all this it follows that the Mantra-text cannot restrict the 'animal', against the words of the Injunction."

**SŪTRA (33).**

"It is like the mention of the 'Gotra-rūṣis'—if this is what the Siddhāntin says (then our answer would be as in the following Sūtra)."

_Bhāṣya._

"You, Siddhāntin, may offer the following explanation—The genus 'animal' is not to be withdrawn from other animals; as in the case of Gotra-rūṣis it is said—'He selects the Gotra-rūṣis, he selects three', there is a general statement (of rūṣis in general) followed by a particular one, which restricts the number to three only; all that is meant being that only three, and not the others, are intended to be emphasised,—similarly in the case in question, the genus 'animal' is mentioned with a view to emphasise the one particular animal, Goat, not the other particular animals."
Sūtra (34).

[Pūrvapakṣin’s answer to the Siddhāntin’s explanation]—"That cannot be; because in the case in question, it has not been enjoined."

Bhāṣya.

"What has been suggested is not right. In the case in question, the particular thing to be dedicated (i.e. the goat) has not been enjoined (it is only indicated) in the Mantra-text. While in the case cited (that of the Gotra-pāśa) the selecting of the priests has been enjoined; that is, the connection of the particular number ‘three’ has been clearly enjoined, and hence no other number can be admitted. Similarly, inasmuch as the term ‘ārṣēya’ (Gotra-pāśa) has been used, what is not ārṣēya cannot be admitted; the force of the term ‘three’ also is such that the denotation of the term ‘ārṣēya’ becomes restricted within the limits of the particular number enjoined. In the case in question, on the other hand, the Mantra-text has no such force; and hence there can be no restriction."

Sūtra (35).

[Siddhāntin’s rejoinder]—In reality, there is restriction, because both terms denote the same thing; in the case of the things denoted by them being different, they would have been spoken of separately.

Bhāṣya.

In reality there is restriction, because both the terms—‘animal’ and ‘goat’—denote the same thing, the animal is the generic entity and the Goat and others are particular entities—‘How so?’—Because they are all spoken of in co-ordination; e.g. ‘the goat is an animal’, ‘the camel is an animal’, ‘the ram is an animal’, ‘the bull is an animal’—Such being the case, the words of the Mantra-text in question are not incompatible with the term ‘animal’; hence the goat also may be taken to be actually enjoined (by the injunction which lays down the sacrificing of the ‘animal’) as to be sacrificed; all that happens on coming across the Mantra-text (which speaks of the Goat) is that it comes to be understood that where the Injunctive sentence has used the generic term ‘animal’, it has used it with a view to speak of the one particular animal Goat, and not any other particular animals. In fact, the mention of the ‘preparation’ of the goat is found to be mentioned, which indicates that the term ‘animal’ is meant to stand for the Goat; just as in a case where the yoke-strap is mentioned, and such things as the shaft and the wheel are near by,—if someone says ‘bring the aksa’ (‘aksā’ denoting several things, eye, dice, axle, and so forth), it is understood that what the speaker is speaking of is the axle of the wheel, and not the gambling dice.—In case the things denoted by the terms ‘animal’ and ‘goat’ were totally different, and they were spoken of separately, then the two
might be taken as entirely different; in that case the injunction could not be restricted to the *Goat* only; and as the Goat would not be enjoined, the *Horse* (or any other *animal*) might be admitted.—Further, if the *Goat* were admitted, there would be this fact in its favour that it would be something indicated by the *Mantra-*text. If the term *'animal'* were taken as actually denoting the *goat*, then on the *goat* being admitted, there would not be any possibility for the admitting of other animals; hence (with a view to avoid this) we take it that by the direct denotaton of the term *'animal'* all the other animals also become capable of being admitted, and it is the indicative power of the *Mantra-*text that does the restriction to the *Goat* only.

**SŪTRA (36).**

[SAYS THE PŪRVAPAKŚIN]—"**IN FACT, THERE CAN BE NO RESTRICTION; BECAUSE THE TWO THINGS ARE ENTIRELY DIFFERENT,—THIS DIFFERENCE BEING PROVED BY DISJUNCTION AND DIVERSITY OF NAMES.**"

* Bhāṣya.*

"*In fact, there can be no restriction, any animal may be brought in,—because the two things are entirely different,—animal is one thing, and *Goat* is a totally different thing; and the co-ordination is between the two things, not between the two words.*—How is it known that the two things are entirely different?"—Because of *disjunction*, and because of the *diversity of names*; there is *'disjunction'* that some *animals* are not *goats*; similarly there is this *'diversity of names'* that one is called *'Goat'* while the other is called *'animal'*; and when the names are different, it is only reasonable that the things should be different.—Then again, it is because the two things are different that we find both the words used in the same sentence— *'Pashum chhhogam ananya'* ("Bring the animal, goat");—otherwise (if both were one and the same), then the purposes of the sentence would have been fulfilled by only one word, and one of the two words would not be there; as a matter of fact, however, both are there;—hence it follows that *animal* is one thing and *goat* is a totally different thing; and from this it follows that there can be no restriction, and *any* animal might be brought in."

The following is a refutation of the above view, *apart from the Sūtras*:*—

Even if the two things are different, there must be restriction.—"**Why?**"—Because the *Mantra* (which speaks of the *Goat*) is included in the declaration of the entire procedure of the sacrifice; the sacrifice is understood to be something accomplished by means of the *Mantra*; and if we adopted the *Mantra*, we would be making the sacrifice effective only if we brought in the *goat* (which is mentioned in the *Mantra*); because the *Mantra* leaves no

* The *Tentratattva* has the following interesting note here—What this refutation sets forth is not *'apart from the Sūtra'*; it is all embodied in the *Siddhānta-Sūtra*— *'Navā, prayopasaścavāvijitvāt*'; the *Bhaiṣyabāra* did not see this *Sūtra* and hence said *'it is apart from the Sūtras'*. 
option. On the other hand, if we brought in some other animal, the Mantra would no longer be applicable, and if we gave up the Mantra, we would not be making the sacrifice quite effective, and would thereby be going against the Veda.—[Read ‘iña’ for ‘ato na’].—It may be that an animal other than the Goat is also an animal;—but we cannot admit that animal, lest we make the sacrifice defective.—From all this it follows that it is only the Goat that should be admitted.

Says the Opponent.—“By admitting the Horse, we need not abandon the Mantra, as that same Horse may be called ‘Chhāga’ (Goat) in the sense of one whose movements have been cut off: the horse whose movements have been cut off is a ‘chhāga’, because this term is derived from the two roots ‘chhūḍ’ (to cut off) and ‘yam’ (to go). [and hence etymologically, the term ‘chhāga’ means ‘one whose movements have been cut off’, and as such can apply to a horse who has been reduced to that condition’]. [This argument is embodied in the following Sūtra.]

Sūtra (37).

[SAYS THE OPPONENT]—“ALSO BECAUSE OF THE FORM AND THE INDICATIVES.”

Bhāṣya.

“‘There is the text: ‘In some cases they may be with testicles (entire)’; this would have some sense only if, in the absence of such a text, they would always be without testicles. [And this indicates that the animal may be one that is generally castrated; and this would include the Goat as well as the Horse]; consequently the Horse ‘with movements cut off’ would also be regarded as a ‘Chhāga’ (Goat) and hence fit for being admitted to the sacrifice.”

The answer to this is as follows:—

Sūtra (38).

THE FITNESS OF THE GOAT FOR ACTION DOES NOT DEPEND UPON ITS ‘FORM AND INDICATIVES’.

Bhāṣya.

The fitness of the goat for action does not depend upon ‘form and indicatives’; the term ‘Chhāga’ (Goat) does not signify ‘one whose movements have been cut off’; it is one composite whole and is well-known as having a totally different denotation; which cannot be set aside by any merely etymological signification. Hence the Horse can never be called a ‘Chhāga’ (Goat).
SÚTRA (39).

By reason of the difference in the forms (of different animals) the term cannot be taken (to be indicative of a definite age); it should be taken as a term denoting a definite genus.

Bhāṣya.

This Sútra should be taken as following upon (and answering the argument expressed in) the following words:—"Why cannot the term ‘Chhāga’ be taken as connoting a definite age? All these words—(a) ‘Chhāga’, (b) ‘Chhāgaka’ and (c) ‘Vasta’ connote the varying ages [of the goat, (a) Kid, (b) Goat, (c) Billy-goat]; similarly the term ‘horse’ also might be connotative of the same age (as the term ‘goat’)."

The answer to this (as given in the Sútra) is as follows:—It cannot be as has been suggested. It is true that the word ‘Chhāga’ is connotative of age; but it can connote the age only as belonging to the Goat (not to other animals); just as the term ‘Shona’ (‘Chestnut’) connoting a colour, connotes the colour belonging to the genus Horse, and not any other.—Thus then, the forms of different animals being different, the term ‘Chhāga’ cannot be taken as connotative of the age only; in fact, it should be treated as a term denoting a definite genus, i.e. as connoting the age belonging to a particular genus or kind (of animal).—For these reasons, the animal to be sacrificed should be restricted to the goat only.

SÚTRA (40).

"It may be regarded as a modified form";—that cannot be; as it is inborn.

Bhāṣya.

This Sútra also is to be taken as following upon a few words. Says the Opponent—"In the present instance, the term ‘Chhāga’ (goat) may be regarded as 'a modified form' of such words as ‘Ashva’ (‘Horse’) and the like. There is some part (the vowels for instance) of these latter words, ‘Ashva’ and the rest, that is found in the term ‘Chhāga’, though there are some others that are different. Hence the Horse (‘Ashva’) also may be called ‘Chhāga’ (goat)."

The answer to this is as follows—That cannot be, as it is inborn; that is, the relationship between the Name and the Named is something ‘in-born’, as has been explained (under Sú, 1. 1. 5); so that no name can be the modification of any other. Hence the Horse can never be the Goat; and it is the goat alone that should be brought in.
SŪTRA (41).

THE QUALIFICATION SPOKEN OF CAN BE REGARDED ONLY AS ACCIDENTAL, BECAUSE IT IS NOT MEANT BY THE INJUNCTION TO BE PRESENT IN THE ANIMAL.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra also is to be taken as following upon certain words. Says the Opponent—"Why cannot the term 'Chhāga' (goat) be taken as applied to an animal on account of the hole ('Chhidra'), which is spoken of in the text—'When they cut out its omentum, there is a hole in the animal.'"

That cannot be, we reply. Because the presence of the 'hole' in the animal is not countenanced by the Injunction; in fact, the injunction is that 'one should kill an animal that is not defective in limbs'; hence the animal sacrificed should be without a hole. Further, we have already explained that the denotation of the word 'Chhāga' as a whole (which denotes the goat), cannot be set aside by any etymological signification (such as 'having Chhidra or hole').—From this also it follows that it is the Goat only, and not horse or other animals, that should be brought in.

SŪTRA (42).

THE TERM MUST BE DENOTATIVE OF THE 'GENUS'; BECAUSE WORDS ARE, AS A RULE, USED IN THAT SENSE, AND BECAUSE IT IS ONLY THUS THAT IT CAN BE EXPRESSIVE.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'ei' implies emphasis.—Inasmuch as the meaning of the term as a whole cannot be set aside by its etymological meaning,—the term 'Chhāga' must be taken as denotative of the genus. Thus alone can the expressiveness of the term as a whole be maintained. It is in this sense of 'genus' that terms are, as a rule, found to be used;—for instance, in such sentences as speak of 'offering the omentum and the fat of bulls, goats, rams to all divinities'; such assertions are possible only when the genus is denoted. Restriction also is generally based upon what is found to be as a rule (i.e. in most cases) (i.e. upon induction). For instance, when a writing is 'fine as a rule, i.e. generally, it is regarded as 'fine'.

From all this it follows that it is the Goat alone that is to be brought in (for being sacrificed).

It is not necessary to explain the purposes served by a discussion that is purely hypothetical (as the present one is).

End of Pāda viii of Adhyāya VI.

End of Adhyāya VI.
ADHYĀYA VII.

•

PĀDA I.

ADHIKARĀNA (1): Details like ‘Prayeja’ are prompted by (for the purpose) of the ‘Apūreva’ (Transcendental Result).

SŪTRA (1).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—There being a diversity of Principals, the subsidiary details should be assigned to them in accordance with their relevancy; because the Veda is the sole authority in this matter.

Bhāṣya.

The first six discourses have discussed the procedure of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāṣa and other sacrifices the details of which are directly prescribed, the second six discourses are now going to discuss the procedure of the Aindrāṇa and other sacrifices the details of whose procedure have not been directly prescribed.

[Kumārila demurs to this statement. He says—This is not correct; the right statement would be—in the earlier discourses we have discussed the direct injunctions bearing upon the Archetypes as well as Ectypes, and with the seventh discourse begins the treatment of transference, by implication, of details from the sphere of one sacrifice to that of another.—Tuptikā.]

Now it is a fact that those details that have been prescribed under the context of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāṇi and other sacrifices become prescribed in connection with all the sacrifices, then those same details would supply all that is needed by the Aindrāṇa and such other sacrifices, which would have to be performed in that same manner;—in that case, there would be no need for the second six discourses.—If, on the other hand, the details prescribed under the context of one sacrifice are to appertain to that sacrifice only, then the Aindrāṇa and such other sacrifices would be devoid of all details; and in that case, the question would arise—(a) are there to be any details in connection with these latter sacrifices—or not?—(b) if they are, then, what are those details? How many are they? How are they to be adopted in practice?—It is for the consideration of these questions that the author begins the second six discourses.

Discourse VII declares that there are details in connection with these other sacrifices;—Discourse VIII explains that such and such details appertain to such and such a sacrifice;—Discourse IX explains the manner of the performance of those details;—Discourses X, XI and XII explain that only so many of the details, and no more, are to be adopted in actual practice.
In this connection, first of all we consider the following question—are the details required for the accomplishment of the sacrifice?—i.e.—are they laid down for the purpose of making the sacrifice fully effective? Or are they required for the purpose of accomplishing the Apūra?—i.e., for the bringing about of the Apūra?—If they are required for the purposes of the sacrifice, then, they would serve the purposes of all sacrifices; while if they are required for the purpose of bringing about the Apūra, then they must be restricted in their application to that one sacrifice in whose context they have been laid down.—Now which is the right view on this question?

The right view is that the details are required for the bringing about of the Apūra; it is the Apūra that leads directly to the fruit of the action, while the sacrifice by itself (without the Apūra) brings no fruit; and that effort alone is fruitful which is applied to what brings a fruit. Hence we conclude that the details are required for the purpose of bringing about the Apūra.

Now follows the Sūtra of the reverend Teacher—

There being a diversity of Principals, the subsidiary details should be assigned to them in accordance with their relevancy. ‘Principals’—i.e., the Apūras; they are the predominant factor because they bring about the fruits; and it is the predominant factor that is called the ‘Principal’;—the ‘Diversity’ of these Apūras has been explained (under Discourse II) as being due to the Difference of words and other conditions.—When there is such ‘Diversity’ among the ‘Principals’, the subsidiary details should be assigned to them in accordance with their relevancy; i.e.—the details shall appertain to that same sacrifice to which they are relevant, i.e., in whose context they are laid down;—because the Veda is the sole authority in this matter; i.e., the Veda is the only effective authority for knowing—to which particular Apūra a certain detail appertains; Sense-perception and the other means of knowledge are of no use in this matter. And on the basis of the Vedic text, the details must appertain to that same sacrifice in whose context they are spoken of; because what is spoken of as appertaining to one cannot appertain to another; for instance, the lands and clothes that belong to Devadatta cannot belong to Yajñadatta.—From all this it follows that the assignment of the details is to be done in accordance with the Context.

SŪTRA (2).

[Pūrvapakṣin’s objection to the Siddhānta]—“In fact, the details should all appertain to all sacrifices; because there is no differentiation between the ‘Sacrifice’ and the ‘Apūra’; as in the case of animals.”

Bhāṣya.

“In fact, it is not right that the assignment of the details should be done in accordance with the Context;—then what?—they should all appertain to all sacrifices; they should be treated as equal; i.e., as equally related to
all sacrifices.—Why so ?—Because there is no differentiation between the 'Utpatti'—which stands here for the sacrifice, which brings forth the Apūra—and the 'artha'—which stands for the Apūra, because that is the purpose for which the sacrifice is performed;—there is no 'differentiation' between these two—the Sacrifice and the Apūra,—because all Apūrvas are related to sacrifices, and it is in connection with sacrifices that the details are enjoined; in fact they are all spoken after the injunctive term 'yajēśa' (I should sacrifice'); but they cannot appertain to the sacrifice, as this latter is fruitless; and not appertaining to the sacrifice, they are taken as appertaining to the Apūrvas related to the Sacrifice;—and this 'Connection with Apūra' belongs equally to all sacrifices;—hence all the details must appertain to all the sacrifices.—Like the properties of animals; that is, the case in question is analogous to that of the properties of animals; for instance, when it is said that 'the cow should not be touched with the foot', though what is spoken of is spoken of in connection with the genus 'cow' (which is what the term 'cow' denotes)—yet it being found that it cannot appertain to that genus, it is taken as appertaining to the individual cows which are related to the genus 'cow'; and inasmuch as this connection with the genus 'cow' is equally present in all cows,—the dark, the tawny and the pigeon-coloured ones,—what has been spoken of (not touching with the foot) is taken as appertaining to all the cows. Similarly should it be in the case in question also.

"It might be argued by the Śiddhāntin thus:—The analogy is not correct; in the case cited, the details—not touching of the cow with the foot, etc.—have been enjoined in connection with cows in general, while in the case in question, the details have been laid down in connection with one particular sacrifice,—in all such texts as One should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice, One should perform the Jyotisṭoma sacrifice; and for this reason the details thus laid down must appertain to only that Apūra which is related to that particular sacrifice,—and not to all Apūrvas (or all sacrifices).

"Our answer to this is as follows:—The sentence 'One should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice' cannot be taken as enjoining the details of any particular sacrifice.—Why so?—Because if the sentence enjoins the details, then the sacrifice must be taken as only referred to (for purposes of that injunction of details)—the sense being—When one performs the sacrifice, he should do it in this fashion; on the other hand, if the sacrifice also is taken as enjoined by the sentence, then it cannot be connected with the details; because there cannot be any connection between enjoined (and predicated) factors. If then there is only a reference to the sacrifice (in the term 'should sacrifice'), then the reference would be to all sacrifices, without any distinction. Hence the details should be taken as appertaining to all sacrifices.—But there is the term darsha-pūrṇamāsa which would specify the sacrifice (to which the details would belong)."—The term 'darsha-pūrṇamāsa' cannot specify the sacrifice. Because it could be either injunctive or a reference; if it is a reference, then it could be so only for the purpose of connecting the sacrifice with the details, and so far as the two sacrifices (Darsha and Pūrṇamāsa) are concerned, their connection with the details is already accomplished by the said reference.—But it could serve
the purpose of exclusion, the meaning being that—‘The Darsha-Pūrṇamāśa alone should be performed in this manner, and no other sacrifices’—This also is not possible; because the word does not signify the exclusion of others.—‘This could be done by the process of Preclusion’—No Preclusion is possible in this case; if there were another sentence which asserted the connection of the details with every sacrifice, then alone could this second sentence serve the purposes of preclusion. Inasmuch as there is no other sentence asserting the connection of all sacrifices with the details, the same sentence (the one under consideration) would do the assertion (of the connection of all sacrifices) as well as the negation (of the connection of all except the one sacrifice); and this could certainly be a burden that would be too heavy for one sentence.—‘In that case, what would be connected with the injunctions of details would be, not the term ‘should sacrifice’,—in the sense that one should perform sacrifice in this manner,—with what then?—with the term darsha-pūrṇamāśa; because their connection with this latter term is direct,—in the sentence ‘One should sacrifice with the Darsha-pūrṇamāśa sacrifice’,—while that with the injunctions of details is only indirect. What then would be the meaning of the sentence? It would be that ‘one should perform the Darsha-pūrṇamāśa’.—This cannot be possible; as in that case the details would remain unconnected and floating.—How so?—What the verbal affix in the term yajāta (‘should sacrifice’) lays down is that the Darsha-pūrṇamāśa should be performed; how then could there be any connection of the details, either with all sacrifices or with any particular sacrifice? In fact, there being no injunctive affix, the details would remain unconnected.—‘This objection does not affect our position; we shall bring about the connection of the details, not by means of the sentence;—then by what?—by the Context’—How?—‘When it is enjoined that a certain act should be done, there arises the need to know the procedure of the act;—in what manner it is to be done; it is then that the details come to be connected through the Context,—the idea being that the act should be done in such and such a manner’.—This is not possible. At the time that the Darsha-pūrṇamāśa are laid down as to be performed, there is no desire to know the procedure of those sacrifices; because their procedure is already known; and when the desire to know the procedure is not there, there is no ‘Context’; because it has been declared (under Sa. 3. 3. 11) that—‘That which is not otherwise connected becomes connected through context, because details of procedure are always wanted’.—Under the circumstances, in this sentence details are not enjoined for the sacrifice, nor does it lay down that the Darsha-Pūrṇamāśa should be performed; what is done is that the two words in the sentence Darshapūrṇamāśasābhyaṁ yajāta refer to a particular sacrifice and lay down details for it, the construction being—when one should perform the Darsha-pūrṇamāśa sacrifice, he should perform it in such and such a manner’.—Even so, the word Darsha-pūrṇamāśasābhyaṁ cannot be a reference, as such is not the ordinary signification of the Instrumental ending. A reference is made to something that has gone before, while what is signified by the Instrumental ending is something new, and as such must be predicated (and enjoined); and if it were thus predicated and enjoined, the sense deduced would be a most
incongruous one—"The Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices are the instruments of sacrifice." From all this it follows that the best view of the case is that 'the details are enjoined with reference to the sacrifice'.—'But even so, there would be no connection with the word darshapūrṇamāsābhīyāṁ.'—It would certainly be connected, as being connotative of time; it would be the reiteration of a pretty common fact; it is a pretty common fact that sacrifices are generally performed about the time of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa. As for the Instrumental ending, that could be taken as based upon the implied subordinate character of the time.—Under the circumstances, all the details should appertain to all sacrifices."

SŪTRA (3).

[Ans. cer]—In reality, inasmuch as the details are auxiliaries to the Injunction (of the main sacrifice), they should be restricted (to their context), by reason of the diversity of 'Apūrvas'; specially as the 'sacrifice' is a subordinate factor.

Bhāsyā.

In fact the text laying down the details is an auxiliary—a part—of the Injunction of the sacrifice. [When it is said that 'One should perform the Darsha-pūrṇamāsa sacrifice'] what is meant is that 'the Darsha-pūrṇamāsa sacrifice should be performed,—in the following manner, by kindling the Fires and so forth.' In the injunction the sacrifice is spoken of as a subordinate factor;—the term 'Darshapūrṇamāsa' denotes a sacrifice;—so that in the particular sentence ('Darshapūrṇamāsābhīyāṁ yajāta') the sacrifice is spoken of as an instrument; the meaning being that 'by means of the set of sacrifices called Darsha-pūrṇamāsa, one should bring about something else'; it is this something else,—and not the sacrifice—that is enjoined as to be brought about or accomplished; and this something is the Apūrva.

"As a matter of fact, in the sentence we read that 'one desiring heaven, should perform the sacrifice', where we find the mention of a definite result (in the shape of Heaven); so that it is this result that should be taken to be what should be accomplished."

True, a result is mentioned; but this result is not brought about by the Sacrifice; as it appears after the Sacrifice is past and gone; what is brought about by the Sacrifice is the 'Apūrva' [and it is the Apūrva that leads to the result]; and it is for this reason that the Apūrva is regarded as what should be brought about; and that which is to be brought about is what is connected with the procedure. Hence it follows that the Details (which constitute the Procedure) appertain to the Apūrva. Of these Apūrvas, there is diversity; and by reason of the diversity of Apūrvas, the details should be restricted to their respective contexts.

"Under this view, how would the Sacrifice be specified by the term 'Darshapūrṇamāsa' ?"
Answer—The sentence in question does not specify a sacrifice; what is really expressed by it is the bringing into existence of the \textit{Apūtra} as qualified by both the words ('\textit{darshapūrṇamāṇabhūtā}' and '\textit{yajīta}'); just as in the sentence '\textit{Arunāyā pīṇākēṣyā ēkāhāyānā somaṃ kṛṇāti}' [\textit{He buys the Soma with a heifer, red, with tawny eyes, one year old}'] [see 3. 1. 12].

"The analogy is not correct. In the case cited, the substance (heifer) is totally different from the qualification (red, etc.); hence it is possible for one to qualify the other; in the present instance, on the other hand, the 'Sacrifice' itself is '\textit{Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa}', and hence it is not possible for one to qualify the other."

In the present instance also, the word '\textit{yajēta}' ("should sacrifice") stands for \textit{sacrifice in general}, and '\textit{darsha-pūrṇamāsa}' for one particular sacrifice; and the \textit{general} is different from the \textit{particular}.

"Even so the bringing about of the sacrifice in \textit{general} would be spoken of by \textit{Direct Assertion}, while that of the \textit{Particular} sacrifice would be only indicated by \textit{Syntactical Connection} and both these could not take place at the same time".

[Kumārila, in \textit{Tupākā}, demurs to this explanation.]

If that be the case, then we accept, not what is asserted directly by the words, but what is indirectly indicated by Syntactical Connection.—Why so!—Because, if what is directly asserted were accepted, the term '\textit{darsha-pūrṇamāsa}' would become meaningless, because this term would, in that case, be co-extensive with the term '\textit{yajēta}' ("should sacrifice").

\textbf{SŪTRA (4).}

\textit{IN THE CASE OF ANIMALS, ON ACCOUNT OF THE PRESENCE OF THE COMMON CHARACTERISTIC, WHAT IS MENTIONED MAY BE TAKEN AS APPERTAINING TO ALL INDIVIDUALS.}

\textbf{Bhāṣya.}

It has been argued by the \textit{Pūrva-pakṣa} (under Śū. 2) that as in the case of 'animals' (what is mentioned is applicable to all individuals,—so in the present case also the details laid down should appertain to all sacrifices);—but in the case of the animal, what is mentioned is a detail (that it should not be touched with the foot) in connection with the whole \textit{genus} (not with any one individual cow); because what is denoted by the word ('\textit{cow}') is the \textit{genus},—and it is only because the detail is found to be applicable to the \textit{genus}, that the \textit{genus} is taken as indicating the individual with which it is concomitant; just as in the case of the phrase '\textit{gānḍhiṣyan gācchā}', ('cows on the Gaṅgā'); where it being impossible for the \textit{genus} '\textit{cow}' to be in the river, the word '\textit{cow}' is taken as indicating the \textit{individual cows}). This concomitance (with the \textit{genus}) is present in the case of all \textit{individual cows}, and hence it comes to be taken as appertaining to all;—it is for this reason that in this case it \textit{may be taken as appertaining to all individuals}.—In the case of the sentence '\textit{Darshapūrṇamāṇabhūtā yajēta}' on the other hand, the \textit{sacrifice} is clearly spoken of as the subordinate factor, and hence the details are not taken as laid down with a view to the \textit{sacrifice} at all; in fact,
they are laid down with a view to the Apūrva; hence this is what has been put forward (in Śū. 3).—Hence the citing of 'animals' as an example is not right.

SŪTRA (5).

[Objection]—"But it cannot be so, because of non-separation".

Bhāṣya.

The term 'but' implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

'But it is not right to say that the Details are required by and appurtenant to the Apūrva; because as a matter of fact, they are appurtenant to the Sacrifice.—Why so?—Because of non-separation; that is, the Details cannot be separated from the Sacrifice; the Details are clearly declared to be a substance or a deity or a mantra; and the act of 'sacrifice' is only that act in which a substance is offered to a deity with a mantra; thus there is a clear perceptible relationship between the Sacrifice and the Details; while with the Apūrva, this relationship could be only inferred. In reference to the Result also, the subordinate character of the Sacrifice is quite patent, as declared in the sentence 'Desiring heaven, one should offer a sacrifice'; while in reference to the Apūrva, its subordinate character could be only inferred;—and Perception is more authoritative than Inference.—From all this it follows that the Details are appurtenant to the Sacrifice.—It has been already explained that the sacrifice is something ephemeral, and as such incapable of bringing about the result at another time; so that the Details performed in connection with it would also be unable to bring about the result.'—The argument set forth here, we refute in the following manner: It would be like the drinking of oil; just as when oil or clarified butter is drunk,—though this drinking is ephemeral, yet it brings about, at another time, such results as the improvement of intelligence, memory, strength and so forth;—in the same manner the sacrifice also would bring about its result at another time;—what is the use of assuming an unseen and unheard of factor in the shape of Apūrva?"

SŪTRA (6).

[Objection concluded]—"Further, one sentence being taken as serving two purposes has been forbidden."

Bhāṣya.

According to the view set forth above, all the details would appertain to all sacrifices. Further, Prayājas are performed at the Ainḍraṇa and other sacrifices; hence (according to our view by which the Prayāja as a detail appertains to all sacrifices); it becomes quite possible for those Prayājas to appear at the Saurya sacrifice; and also for the Krṣṇala to be offered at each Prayāja, according to the injunction that 'One should offer the Krṣṇala at each Prayāja' (which latter injunction appears in connection with the Saurya only). Otherwise (if the Prayāja, as a detail, did not appertain to all sacrifices), it would be necessary to take the injunction ('one should
offer the Kṛṣṇa at each Prayāja') as laying down the Prayājas (in connection with the Saurya), and also the offering of Kṛṣṇa at those Prayājas; and in this way the sentence would have to serve two purposes, and this 'serving of two purposes' has been forbidden.—From this also it follows that the details are appurtenant to the Sacrifice.'

SŪTRA (7).

[Answer]—In reality, the Details should appertain to the Apūrva, because there is no injunction in regard to the Sacrifice; hence there is difference among actions (due to difference among Apūrvas).

Bhāṣya.

It is not true that the Details appertain to the Sacrifice. The Details should appertain to the Apūrva;—the term 'chodana' in the Sūtra we take to mean Apūrva; hence the meaning of the Sūtra is that, because the Details serve the purposes of the 'chodana'—i.e. of the Apūrva,—therefore they must appertain to the Apūrva; the reason for this having already been given as 'because it is only thus that they can be conducive to the bringing about of the result.'

It has been urged by the Opponent that "the connection of the Details with Sacrifice is clearly perceptible".—Our answer to this is that there is no injunction in regard to Sacrifice; the term 'utpatti' here we explain as 'sacrifice'; so the meaning is that in regard to Sacrifice, there is no injunction to the effect that the Details appertain to the Sacrifice;—all that happens is that they are spoken of, and are performed, in connection with the Sacrifice; but this fact does not make them subservient to the purposes of the Sacrifice. For instance, though the colour is spoken of in connection with the cloth,—in such sentences as 'one colours the cloth',—and it is also done or produced in the cloth,—yet it does not subserve the purposes of the cloth; it subserves the purposes of the man or woman (who wears the cloth). Similarly, in the case in question, the Details that are spoken of and performed in connection with the Sacrifice would subserve the purposes of the Apūrva; as it is only thus that they would serve a useful purpose.—For this reason,—i.e. because the details subserve the purposes of the Apūrva,—there would be difference among actions.

It has been urged by the Opponent that "the fact of the Sacrifice being subordinate to the result is clearly perceptible".—But as a matter of fact, the Sacrifice does not bring about the Result, without having brought about an (intervening) Apūrva; that is why the Sacrifice is recognised as the indirect (mediate) cause (of the result);—one thing becomes recognised as the cause of another also when it brings about this latter indirectly (through another intervening factor). For example, when one cooks food with cow-dung, it is regarded as 'cooked by chaff' (the chaff having been eaten by the cow and turned into cow-dung).

It has also been urged that "the result would follow from the sacrifice at some future time, just as from the drinking of oils".—Our answer
to this is as follows:—In the case of the drinking of the oils also the result does not appear at some other time; because its result consists in the equilibrium of the bodily-humours; and this appears immediately after the drinking; as for the improvement in strength, robustness and the rest, all this results from the proper digestion of food. Hence the case cited is not analogous to the case in question.

SŪTRA (8).

[Objection]—"Even so, it should appertain to all, being common, like the name."

Bhāṣya.

"Even though it be the Apūrea that ‘prompts’ (needs) the Details, yet every one of such details should appertain to all, being common, like the name. All Apūrevas have the common name ‘Apūrea’;—like the name, the detail pertaining to this also should be the same;—as in the case of the ‘Bāhika’ (people of the Panjab); when it is said ‘a Panjabi has come as guest, prepare for him barley-meal’, this same barley-meal is prepared for any and every Panjabi;—or when it is said ‘in cases of disease in the Eye, mudga and rice should be eaten, and in cases of diseases of the stomach, milk [i.e. (a) ewe’s milk, (b) milk and Bīlva-fruit or ‘milk of the Bīlva-fruit] should be drunk’, then in every case of ‘eye-disease’, mudga and rice is eaten, and in every case of ‘stomach-disease’, milk [i.e. ewe’s milk, (b) milk and Bīlva-fruit or milk of Bīlva-fruit] is drunk;—similarly in the case in question all the details that have been laid down in connection with one Apūrea would appertain to all Apūrevas.

"Further, there are certain Brāhmaṇas belonging to the Recension called ‘Araṇya-Parāśara’; among their texts, there is the following Smṛti-text—The details of the Dāraka-Pūrṇamāsa appertain to all Ītis and also to the Aṃtiṣomīya’ and so on, ending with the words—‘all those archetypes and ectype’—This text clearly indicates the view that we have set forth above (i.e. that the Details appertain to all sacrifices).

"From all this we conclude that, even though prompted by the Apūrevas, the Details are appurtenant to all sacrifices."

SŪTRA (9).

[Answer]—In the case of names, it may be possible, because the fact remains the same and because it is a matter of previous experience, in the case of sacrifice, however, inasmuch as it is a matter amenable to ‘words’ alone, the accessory details of one cannot appertain to another.

Bhāṣya.

We set forth the answer to what has been urged above.—It has been urged that the present case may be treated as the case of the ‘Bāhika’ (Panjabi).
Our answer to that is that in the case of names it may be so, because the fact remains the same. Residence in the Panjab is a fact, one's connection with a certain place; and this remains the same, constant, in all residents of the Panjab; and the liking for a particular kind of food (Barley-meal) is due to that fact, of residence in the Panjab, and it is not due to the personal idiosyncracy of any man. —How is this known? —Because it is a matter of previous experience; the matter has been subject of previous experience; several times people—residents of the Panjab, as well as others not so resident, have been fed, and from deduction it has been found that fondness for Barley-meal is due to residence in the particular country, and not to the idiosyncracies of any person. For this reason in the case of such names as 'Bāhika' (Resident of the Panjab), what has been urged by the Opponent may be possible.

In the case in question, however, sacrifice is amenable to only one means of cognition, the word (of the Veda); and hence it cannot be known, by any other means, to which particular Āpūreya certain Details appertain; —and through the Vedic Word, they are found to be restricted to particular Āpūreyas; —and Āpūreyas are distinct (not one and the same). Hence it follows that the Details laid down in connection with one Āpūreya cannot appertain (apply) to another.

SŪTRA (10).

"But there is the Smṛti-text", —if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It has been urged by the Opponent (under Śū. 5) that there is a Smṛti-text (to the effect that the Details of the Darsha-Pūrpmāsa are the same as those of all Iṣṭis, etc. etc.') —What is the answer to that?

SŪTRA (11).

[Answer]—It is not so; as the Smṛti-text is preceded by something else.

Bhāṣya.

The Smṛti-text quoted is preceded by something else: There is, as is going to be explained, a general law governing the application of details, in the form—'The procedure shall be like that of the original Primary'; and it is only the details thus made applicable to the minor sacrifice that are referred to in the text quoted,—on the basis of the general law just quoted; and it is not an injunction of any details that have not been already enjoined: and the reason for this lies in the fact that the application of Details is regulated by the said general law.
SŪTRA (12).

INASMUCH AS THE MATTER IS AMENABLE TO THE 'WORD' ALONE,—
AND AS THE DETAILS ARE RESTRICTED TO PARTICULAR CONTEXTS,
THEY COULD APPLY ELSEWHERE ONLY ON THE BASIS
OF A 'WORD' TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhāṣya:

This Sūtra states the Final Conclusion; in the Final Conclusion we have the statement of the Reason and of the Proposition. Thus the meaning is as follows:—Because matters are as explained above, therefore,—inasmuch as the matter—of Fire-kindling and other details—is amenable to 'word' alone,—and as they are restricted to distinct contexts, they could apply elsewhere only on the basis of a 'word' to that effect. For instance, the Rāstrabhṛt-offerings have been laid down in the following text, occurring in the section on 'Fires':—

"Gandharvāpsarasata utamamādāyanty, yā unnādyati tā vai gandharvāpsarasato yuddrāstrabhṛtam, tasmā svāhā, tābhṛyā svāhīta juhoti" ['Gandharvas and Apsarasas intoxicate him, and he becomes intoxicated: these Gandharvas and Apsarasas are the Rāstrabhṛt; to them they offer libations saying—Svāhā to the Gandharvas, Svāhā to the Apsarasas'].

and these Rāstrabhṛt offerings, thus laid down in connection with the 'Fires', are declared to be applicable to the Marriage-Rite, in the following text:—

"Etācām rāstrabhṛto juhoti abhyātānān juhoti". 'At this one should offer the Rāstrabhṛt offerings and the Abhyātāna offerings'. [So that there is this latter direct text applying, to the Marriage-Rite, the details laid down originally in connection with the Fires].—In the absence of any such text (extending the application of Details), the Details must remain restricted to their own original contexts.

Such being the case, sacrifices like the Aindrāgya remain without details [as no details are laid down directly in reference to these sacrifices]; and it is the consideration of such sacrifices that is taken up by the second six-chapters of the Sūtra.

Now under Discourse VII, it is asserted that sacrifices like the Aindrāgya do have their details; and these come to them by 'Atidēśa'. 'Transference'. 'Atidēśa' is that process by which the Details laid down in connection with one sacrifice are extended beyond that sacrifice and transferred to (i.e. connected with) another sacrifice. For instance, after having directed the feeding of Devadatta in the following terms:—'Devadatta should be fed on Rice, Pulse, Meat and Sweet cakes',—one 'transfers' or extends the same process to the case of Yajñadatta in the words—Yajñadatta should be fed like Devadatta'. They have the following couplet also (defining Atidēśa)—

'Atidēśa is that process whereby a Detail becomes extended in its application from the Primary Act to other acts similar to it; such is the rule'.

This "Extended Application" (or Transference) can be done either by name or by a declaration. The name that is made such a means is of three kinds—(a) name of the act, (b) name of the 'Embellishment' and (c) Etymological name. Declaration is of two kinds—(a) Direct (Perceptible) and (b) Indirect (Inferred). Of these, the Indirect (Inferred) Declaration will be dealt with later on; the Direct one is going to be considered now.
ADHIKARANA (2): The Details of the 'Shyēna' sacrifice are 'extended' to the 'Iṣu' sacrifice by the direct declaration 'The rest of it is like the Shyēna'.

Bhāṣya (Introductory to Adhikarana).

There is an Ēkāha (one day) sacrifice, by name 'Iṣu', and another, by name 'Shyēna'; both of these are 'malevolent' (calculated to bring about the death of someone).—In connection with the Iṣu sacrifice,—having laid down a few details, the text goes on to say, 'The rest of it is like the Shyēna'.

In regard to this, the question is—Is it a mere reference or an Injunction?—If it is an Injunction, then it is a case of 'Extended Application', extending the application of the Details of the Shyēna to the Iṣu.—If, on the other hand, it is a mere reference, then it is not a case of 'Extended Application'.

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is set forth in the following Sūtra:—

SŪTRA (13).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"The text 'Samānam, etc., should be taken as a reference to what has already been enjoined elsewhere, because the sacrifice in question is one that is preceded by another."

Bhāṣya.

"In the text 'Samānam itarat shyēna' ['the rest of it is like the Shyēna'] we have a reference to what has already been enjoined elsewhere; i.e. it is a mere Reference (not an Injunction).—Why?—Because the sacrifice is one that is preceded by another; that is, the Iṣu is preceded by the Jyotiṣṭoma (which is its Archetype) and hence the procedure at it should be the procedure of the Jyotiṣṭoma: Since Jyotiṣṭoma is the Archetype of the Iṣu, the Details of the Jyotiṣṭoma come to it under the general law (that the Ectype is to be performed like its Archetype);—the Shyēna also has the Jyotiṣṭoma for its Archetype, and hence the said details find a place there also; so that all the requisite details for the Iṣu having been obtained from the Jyotiṣṭoma] all that the text in question can be taken to be is just a reference to those details which have come from the Jyotiṣṭoma as common to both the Shyēna and the Iṣu.

"Further, the term 'itarat', 'the rest' [in the sentence 'Samānam itarat shyēna'] cannot stand for what does not exist; because the term 'itarat'
cannot apply to what is not near at hand, it is always applied to things near at hand. For instance, when it is said 'itaraḥ prārāro diyaṭām, itaraḥ kambalo diyaṭām' ['give the other cloak, give the other blanket'], what is near at hand is given, and not any cloak or any blanket. In the case in question the details that are near at hand are those pertaining to the Jyotiṣṭoma; hence the sentence in question must be a reference to these; they having been already enjoined by the general law (that 'the Eetype is to be performed in the manner of the Archetype')."

SŪTRA (14).

[Objection to the Purva-Paśa]-"[It is the injunction of the details] of the Shyena.'-If this is urged [then the answer will be as given in the following Śūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Objector to the Purva-Paśa-'If your view is that the sentence in question contains a reference to the details of the Jyotiṣṭoma,—then that is not so; because it contains the injunction of those details that belong specifically to the Shyena,—such as the red-turban and the rest.—How so?—Because the text mentions the Shyena; it is when the term 'Shyena' is taken as specifying the details meant that the presence of the term 'Shyena' can have any sense; otherwise it would be meaningless. Because those details that belong to the Jyotiṣṭoma are applicable equally to all the etypes of the Jyotiṣṭoma—all Ėkāhas, Ahīnas and Sātras; so that so far as these details are concerned, the assertion 'samānāmitarat' ('the rest is similar') would mean exactly the same thing as 'samānāmitarat shyena' ('the rest is similar to the Shyena') [so that the term 'Shyena' would be entirely superfluous].'

SŪTRA (15).

[Purva-Paśa's answer to the objection]-"That is not so; because of non-proximity."

Bhāṣya.

The sentence in question cannot be a reference to those details that belong specifically to the Shyena.—Why?—Because of non-proximity. As a matter of fact, the term 'ita' ('the rest') stands for what is near at hand; and the term 'Shyena' does not bring the specific details of the Shyena any nearer to the Iṣu.—As for the fact of the term 'Shyena' being a specific name,—its being non-specific might be objectionable in the case of the sentence being an injunction; if it is taken as a mere reference, then
nothing being enjoined, what is there that would be specified? The details of the Jyotiṣṭoma being common to all, would naturally belong to the Śvēna also; and hence a reference is quite possible.—From all this it follows that the sentence in question is only a reference to the details of the Jyotiṣṭoma."

SŪTRA (16).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it must be the other way; because it is only thus that the sentence would be laying down something not already known;—the term ‘ītara’ too has the sense of ‘over and above’ (‘further’, ‘rest’),—over and above what forms part of the Jyotiṣṭoma: and it would be this that would be spoken of by the word ‘samānam’ (‘like’, ‘similar’).

Bhāṣya.

The phrase ‘api eva’, ‘in reality’, implies the acceptance of the view other than the one set forth above. In fact the sentence should be taken as the Injunction of those details that belong specifically to the Śvēna, and a mere reference to those belonging to the Jyotiṣṭoma.—"Why so?"—Because it is only thus that the sentence would be laying down something not already known: in this way it would enjoin something new, and as such would prompt a new set of activity; if it were a mere reference to what is already known, it would not prompt any new activity, and as such would be futile.

“But the term ‘ītara’ stands for what is near at hand [and it is the details of the Jyotiṣṭoma that are near at hand, and hence these must be taken as referred to]."

The answer to this is that the term ‘ītara’ does not always express what is near at hand; it often expresses what is similar to what has been said before, though it may not be near at hand; it always expresses what is left (the rest). When, for instance, the term ‘ītara’ is used in connection with clothes, in the sentence—Give the blanket to Decadatta, the silk-piece to Vijnūmitra, the linen to Yajñadatta, and the rest to Chaitra—it is the cloth that is given (to Chaitra), not either gold or silver. In the case in question, the term ‘ītara’ has been used in reference to details over and above those of the Jyotiṣṭoma: hence here also it should express ‘over and above’, and hence become expressive of ‘more’, ‘over and above’.

If, on the other hand, the term ‘ītara’ be taken as expressing the details belonging to the Jyotiṣṭoma, and also connotative of what is near at hand, then one or the other of these two denotations, ‘over and above’ and ‘what is near at hand’, must have to be abandoned. If the term be taken as standing for what is near at hand,—and its sense of ‘over and above’ be rejected,—then the sentence would be a mere reference, and as such futile; the word ‘Śvēna’ would have to be regarded as one which is not
meant to be significant. If, on the other hand, the idea of 'what is near at hand' be abandoned, and the sense of 'over and above' be admitted, then there would be no incongruity at all. It is for these reasons that the author of the Sūtra says that the term 'itarat' has the sense of 'more' ('over and above'). Consequently the details that are meant to have their application extended are just those that belong specifically to the Śvyēna, and which are 'over and above' those that belong to the Jyotisjoma; and it would be those that would be spoken of by the word 'samānam', 'like', 'similar'; and in this case the term 'Śvyēna' retains its significance.
Adhikaraṇa (3): The texts 'Etadbrāhmaṇāni, etc.' extends, in reference to the 'Five offering-materials', the application of the Injunction along with the Commendatory Statement.

Bhāṣya (Introductory).

Among the 'Chāturāṇi' sacrifices [consisting of the four Sātras—(1) Vaishnava, (2) Varuṇapraghāsa, (3) Śākamētha, and (4) Sunāśiriya],—in connection with the Vaishnava, the Āgnēya (cake, baked upon eight pans) and the other materials have been prescribed [altogether eight in number; viz.: (1) the Āgnēya Cake baked on eight pans, (2) the Cooked Rice dedicated to soma, (3) the Cake baked on twelve pans, dedicated to Savitr, (4) Cooked Rice dedicated to Sarasvat, (5) Cooked Rice dedicated to Pūṣan, (6) the Cake baked on seven pans, dedicated to the Maruts, (7) the Curdled Milk dedicated to Vishvēdevas, (8) the Cake baked upon one pan, dedicated to Dyāva-Prthivir]—the details also of these have been laid down. In connection with the Varuṇapraghāsa, only (five out of the eight) materials have been mentioned, and then it has been added—'These five materials have the same commendatory Brahmaṇa texts as the other materials'.

In regard to this the question that arises is—Does the 'extended application' laid down in this last sentence refer to the Commendatory texts alone? Or to the entire section including the Commendatory texts and the corresponding Injunctions of Details? [That is, does it mean that only the Commendatory texts relating to the remaining three materials are to be applied to the Varuṇapraghāsa? Or the Commendatory texts along with the corresponding three materials?]

Question—'How can there be an extended application of the Commendatory text only?'

Answer—As there is in the case of such descriptions as—'Pampākulāyo-pratimāscha vyakṣit' ['The trees assemble the nests round the Pampā Lake'].

Question—'In the case under consideration, which are the Injunctive, and which the Commendatory, texts?'

Answer—The Injunctive texts are—'The grass-bundle is thrice bound up,—the fuel is thrice bound up,—there are nine Prayājas, nine Anuyājas', and so forth (which lay down the details in connection with the Vaishnavā Sātra); and the Commendatory texts are—'These Materials are sacred to Vṛtrayāna' and so forth (which eulogise the eight Materials laid down in connection with the Vaishnavā Sātra).

On the aforesaid question, the Pūrṇapakṣa view is thus set forth [in the following Sūtra]—
Sūtra (17).

[Prāyāpaka]—"In connection with the 'Five Materials', there is 'extended application' of the Commentatory texts only, because these are in close proximity."

Bhāṣya.

"In regard to the Five Materials (that are mentioned in connection with the Varunaprāgḥaṁ), it is said—'These five Materials appear at all points of time'; and hence these have been called 'Paṇchavamśaḥ'; now in connection with these 'Five Materials' there is extended application of the Commentatory texts only. Why so?—Because these are in close proximity; i.e. the Commentatory texts are in close proximity to the (mention of the) Materials; because it is these Commentatory texts, and not the texts injunctive of the accessory details, that are syntactically connected with the Injunctions (of the Materials).—What if it is so?—What follows from this is that it is only then that the statement 'The Brāhmaṇa-texts relating to these are the same as those relating to the previous ones' becomes possible; for the Brāhmaṇa-texts relating to the Materials are just those by which they are enjoined; for what other relationship except that of Injunction and Enjoined can there be between the Brāhmaṇa-text and the Material? And as a matter of fact, these Materials are enjoined by the Commentatory texts, not by those Injunctive texts that enjoin the accessory details; as the things that are enjoined by the Injunctions of Details are not materials.—From this it follows that there is 'extended application' of the Commentatory texts, not of the Injunctions of Details. Then again, even in connection with the Varunaprāgḥaṁ, some details relating to the Vaiśeṣikadūśa have been enjoined; for instance, in the text 'They churn the Fire, etc.';—and if these were to come to the Varunaprāgḥaṁ by 'extended application' also,—as they would, if Injunctive texts also were to come in by 'extended application',—then the separate enjoining of these details (in the text just quoted) would be meaningless. From all this it follows that it is only the Commentatory texts that come in (to the Varunaprāgḥaṁ) by 'extended application'."

Sūtra (18).

[Siddhānta]—It should be of the whole, because the term used is a common one.

Bhāṣya.

It is not true that there is 'extended application' of the Commentatory text only; in fact, there should be such application (or transference) of the entire section including the Injunctive and the Commentatory texts.—Why so?—Because the term used is a common one; i.e. a general term has been used; the term used is 'Brāhmaṇa-text', which is a general one, applying
to the Injunctive as well as to the Commandatory texts; so that if the term includes the Injunctive texts just as much as the Commandatory texts, then it must mean the "transference" (or extended application) of the former also.—It has been argued that "the Injunctive texts have no relationship with the offering-materials".—It is true that the relationship between them is not one of Injunction and Enjoined, but certainly there is the relationship of rendering help.—"What help?"—The help that it enjoins the details relating to the Materials. And when this relationship is there, it is only logical that, on the strength of the generic term 'Brähmana-text', there should be "transference" of the whole section.

SŪTRA (19).

**Also because we find texts indicative of the same conclusion.**

**Bhāṣya.**

There is a text indicative of the "transference" of the Injunctive texts.—"What is that indicative text?"—There is the text—"Varuṇapraghāṣeṣu trīṃshadāhutayo vājino yajanti āhūtīnāṁ svampattyaī trīṃshatātyāya" ['At the Varuṇapraghāsa, there are thirty oblations, etc. etc.']; this shows that at the Varuṇapraghāsa, there are thirty oblations. There could not be this number of oblations if the Injunctive texts were not transferred."—Hence it follows that they must be transferred.

SŪTRA (20).

[Objection]—"This cannot be; as it would involve the incongruity of laying down what has been already enjoined".—If this is urged [then the answer will be as in the following Sūtra].

**Bhāṣya.**

"It has been argued above (under Sū. 17) that if there were transference of the Injunctive texts, then there are certain texts which would become useless, as laying down what will have been already enjoined in these transferred Injunctive texts.—What is the answer to that argument?"

This Sūtra is meant only to be a reiteration of a previous objection.

SŪTRA (21).

**There would be no such incongruity; as the text in question serves the purpose of others.**

**Bhāṣya.**

The answer to the objection in question is as follows:—Even when there is "transference" of the Injunctive texts, the laying down of the
Churning of the Fire', etc., would not be useless; as it would serve the purpose of another offering-material,—for instance, of the 'Māruti' (āmikṣā, curdled milk, dedicated to the Maruta) of the Daśaīya-Vihāra. Consequently the text quoted by the Opponent cannot be taken as lending support to the view that there is to be no 'transference' of the Injunctive texts.
ADHIKARANA (4): The text, ‘Etadbrahmaṇaḥ, etc.’, indicate the ‘transference’ of the Injunctive and Commentatory texts to the ‘Ekakapaḷa’ and the ‘Aindrāṇa’.

SŪTRA (22).


Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Vaishveva, the ‘Ekakapaḷa’ has been laid down as the offering-material, in the text—‘Dyausprthiśvino ēkakapaḷā.’ [‘The cake baked upon one pan, dedicated to Dyaus-Pṛthivī’];—in connection with the Varuṇapravṛttvā, also, the ‘Ekakapaḷa’ has been laid down, in the text ‘Kāya ēkakapaḷāḥ.’ [‘The cake baked on one pan, dedicated to Ka, Brahmā’];—again, in connection with the latter, another material has been laid down, in the text, ‘Aindrāṇo devadashakapālo mārtyāṃikṣaḥ.’ [‘The cake baked on twelve pans, dedicated to Indra-Agni,—the curdled milk dedicated to the Maruts’].—Now in connection with Sākamāda sacrificers also, the Ekakapaḷa and the Aindrāṇa are both laid down in the text—Aindrāṇa devadashakapāla, indrāṇa Ṛtraṃkāraḥ, vishvakarmaṇa ēkakapaḷāḥ.’ [‘The cake baked on twelve pans, dedicated to Indra-Agni,—the cooked rice dedicated to Indra-Vṛtraḥ—, the cake baked on one pan, dedicated to Vishvakarman’]. And in connection with this last, there is the declaration—‘Etadbrahmaṇa aindrāṇaḥ, etadbrahmaṇa ēkakapaḷaḥ, yathābrahmaṇa ēkakapaḷaḥ, yathābrahmaṇa ēkakapaḷaḥ.’ [‘The Aindrāṇa has the same Brahmaṇa, and the Ekakapaḷa has the same Brahmaṇa as that and that other’].

In regard to all this, the conclusion (Śiddhānta) is thus stated (in the Sūtra)—Similar is the case with the ‘Ekakapaḷa’ and the ‘Aindrāṇa’—i.e., similar to that of the ‘Five-Material-Offering’ (dealt with in the preceding Adhikarana); so that in this case also there is ‘transference’ (‘extended application’) of the entire section, including the Injunctive as well as the Commentatory texts, and for the same reasons (as those set forth in the preceding Adhikarana).

This Sūtra is meant only to state a well-ascertained fact, as introducing the next discussion.
Adhikarana (5): At the 'Sākamētha' sacrifice, there is 
'transference' of the 'Ēkakapālā' connected with 
the 'Varuṇaprāghāsa'.

Sūtra (23).

The 'Ēkakapālā' connected with the 'Vaishvadēva' is the 
original primary of all 'Ēkakapālas'; because in 
connection with the 'Āgrayaṇa' we find the 'offering 
of the whole' and 'no turning back'; and also 
because in connection with the Avabhṛtha Bath, 
there is the declaration of a single 
'double-slicing'.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Sākamētha we read—'Ekadbrāhmaṇa Ēkaka-
pālāḥ' ['The Ēkakapālā has this same Brāhmaṇa-text'].

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—Is the 
Ēkakapālā here spoken of that pertaining to the Vaishvedēva? Or that 
pertaining to the Varuṇaprāghāsa?

On this question, the Pūrṇapakṣa view is as follows:—'It should 
be the Ēkakapālā pertaining to the Vaishvedēva.—Why?—Because 
it is in connection with that that the following details have been prescribed 
—Having adorned it, and filled it up, one should offer it in silence, etc., etc.; the Ēkakapālā pertaining to the Varuṇaprāghāsa, on the other hand, 
has no details prescribed in connection with it;—hence it is only in reference 
to the former that we could say—'this act should be done like that (i.e., 
the Vaishvedēva).—Hence it is the Ēkakapālā pertaining to the Vaishvedēva 
that should be taken to be meant (in relation to the Sākamētha).—Inasmuch 
as much as the Ēkakapālā is mentioned along with the Aindrāgna, it 
should be taken as the one pertaining to the Varuṇaprāghāsa'.—Not so; because 
it is only necessary that two things belonging to the same Parva should 
be spoken of together; but there is nothing incongruous in two such things 
being mentioned together as do not belong to the same Parva. Hence it is 
the Ēkakapālā of the Vaishvedēva that should be taken as meant.'

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—It is the 
Ēkakapālā of the Varuṇaprāghāsa that is meant.—Why?—Because the 
Ēkakapālā of the Vaishvedēva is the original primary of all Ēkakapālas.— 
How do you know that?—Because in connection with the Āgrayaṇa we find 
that there is 'offering of the whole' and 'no turning back'; i.e. at the 
Āgrayaṇa, there is offering of the whole of the Ēkakapālā dedicated to 
Dyād-Prthivi, and also the 'absence of turning back',—as is shown in 
the following text—'Yat surabhiṣat karo' sā ṭeśā parichaksā, hutohutah 
paryantarātē sā dvitiyā, ājñapayeiva dvācaprathīvayan yaśata' ['That the whole is
offered is the first step; what is offered again and again and turns back is the second, but one should offer to Dyéd-Pythi, Clarified Butter only.

This text contains the injunction of the offering of Clarified Butter, and indicates the 'offering of the whole' Ekakapāla, as also of 'no turning back', as being possible.—On the basis of this indication, and also on the basis of the declaration that 'double-slicing' should be done only once,—in connection with the Adbhūtha-Bath there is the definite declaration that 'He slices twice out of this same Ekakapāla'; it follows that there is to be no 'double-slicing' anywhere else. All this has been prescribed in connection with the Ėkakapāla of the Vaishnavēya. From this it follows that the Vaishnavēya is the original primary of all Ėkakapālas.

"What if it is so?"

It follows from this that the details of the Vaishnavēya are admissible in connection with the Ėkakapāla of the Sākamēdha also (directly under the General Law that 'the Ecotype is to be performed like the Archetype'); and any 'transference' of these same to the Sākamēdha would be entirely useless. On the other hand, there are certain details that belong specifically to the Ėkakapāla of the Varuṇapraghāsa, and they are not admissible at the Sākamēdha (by any other means, except 'Transference'); hence in regard to these, 'transference' would be of use. From this it follows that in the text in question, it is the Ėkakapāla of the Varuṇapraghāsa that should be taken to be meant.

Says the Opponent—"What you have put forward is only an indicative text;—where is the injunction?"

The injunction we shall point out later on under Sū. 7, 3, 26.

"Which are the Details (of the Ėkakapāla of the Varuṇapraghāsa) which are meant to be 'transferred'?"

They are—that 'the Srūk should be of gold or of Shāmi wood' and so forth.

End of Pāda 1 of Adhyāya VII.
ADHYAYA VII.

PĀDA II.

ADHIKARANA (1): Terms like 'Rathantara' stand only for the 'music' to which the verses are set.

SŪTRA (1).

[PūRVAPAKṢA (A)]—"The name of a Śāman must be taken in the sense that has been taught."

Bhāṣya.

We have the text—'He sings the Rathantara over two verses' [The Śāman sung over the verse 'Abhi tvā śhūra nonumah, etc.' is called 'Rathantara']; and then we have such texts as 'He sings the Rathantara over the Kavafi verses' [This extends the application to the three verses 'Kāyānashchitra ābhava, etc.' which are called 'Kavafi', the normal music over which is the 'Vāmadevyā', which are sought to be shifted by the transferred 'Rathantara'].

The question here is—When the text ('Sings the Rathantara over the Kavafi verses') transfers the 'Rathantara' to the Kavafi verses,—what is it that is transferred?

"It is clear that what is 'transferred' is what is denoted by the words like 'Rathantara'."

True; but that itself is not quite known what is exactly denoted by such words.

"It has been settled that the name 'Śāman' applies to the music (Śu. 1, 4, 3)."

What has been so settled is going to be objected to now; and then we shall come to a definite conclusion.

"If the conclusion is the same that has been settled, why should there be any objection?"

The objection is put forward and discussed, with a view to confirm (and ratify) the conclusion already arrived at; just like fixing the post by digging and shaking it.

What is the answer to the question that suggests itself first?

"It is this—Learned people apply the term 'Śāman' to the music to which a verse is set, which undergoes many modifications in the shape of Stobha (Pause), accent, time and repetitions, and which has such divisions as Prastāva, Udgītha, Pratihāra, Upadraya and Nidhana. Hence there is
the doubt (as to whether the term 'Rathantara' is to be taken as standing for the words of the verse or for the music to which they are set).

"But it has been already explained that, inasmuch as the words in question (Rathantara and the rest) are used only when there is music, they should be taken to be connotative of that embellishment which is called music."

"True it has been so explained; but it is that same explanation that is being objected to here. In fact, the words in question are not connotative of any embellishment (of the words).—Why?—Because they are used at a time when the sacrifice is not being performed; as a matter of fact, the Sāman is used (sung) when the performance is not going on; and operations of the nature of 'embellishments', such as washing, examining, cleaning and so forth—are not performed when the performance is not going on; because apart from the performance, they would be entirely useless. If, on the other hand, the terms stand for the Mantra-texts themselves (and not for the music), then,—in accordance with the rule that 'the Veda is to be read', the reading would be rightly done at the time that the sacrifice is not being performed. Hence the terms in question should be taken as names of the Mantra-texts. Further, because of the difference in the names. There is a difference of names also,—such as 'Rathantara', 'Bṛhat' and the like. This diversity of names would be useless (if the words stood for musical embellishment), as the embellishment is one only (not diverse); so that in that case, the single name 'music' would suffice. If, on the other hand, they are names of the texts, then the diversity of names is only right and proper. Further, if the Rathantara were mere music, and the Bṛhat also were music, there would be no justification for such different names as 'this is Rathantara, that is Bṛhat'. It is quite justifiable if they are names of Mantra-texts. Lastly, there is diversity of modification also; i.e., each Sāman is found to have a distinct modification of its own; we find each Sāman having a distinct modification of its own. This would not be possible (if the terms stood for the music), as the music is one only. As a matter of fact, we find a diversity in the modifications only when there is diversity in the nature of the embellishment; for instance, Thumping brings about the rice (husked grains), and Pounding brings about the powder (flour); one and the same process of embellishment does not give us the rice as well as the flour. If on the other hand, the terms in question are names of texts, then as the verses are diverse, it is only right that there should be diversity in the modifications. For these reasons the terms in question should be taken as names of texts.

"It is in view of these facts that the final answer is given in the Sūtra:—The name of the Sāman should be taken in the sense in which it has been taught; that is, the words that are names of 'Sāman' are to be used in the sense in which they have been taught by expounders to their pupils. —"What is it that has been taught?"—It has been taught that Sāman is the verse set to music in the form of Stobha and the other divisions; and it is in this sense that the word should be used. —Why so?—Because words like 'Rathantara' are the names of the texts."
Sūtra (2).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (A)]—But a word cannot be used for any purpose other than its own;—(a) because words denote meanings;—(b) because one is distinct from another. The only connection possible is that with the act (of singing).

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘but’ implies the rejection of the view set forth above. It is not right to take the terms as standing for the text.—Why?
The point to consider in this case is that, when it is declared that ‘one sings the Rathantara over the Kavāṭ verses’ (a) should it be taken as extending the use of the ‘Abhivati verses’ [i.e. the verses beginning with ‘Abhi teṇa śhūra nonumā’ (Rgveda, 7. 32. 22) over which the Rathantara Śūmanas is normally sung] for the purpose normally served by the ‘Kavāṭ verses’ (i.e. the verses beginning with ‘Kayā nāsakātra ādhūva, etc.’ Rgveda 4. 31. 1)? Or (b) are the Kavāṭ verses to be made the container (receptacle) of the Abhivati verses?—(a) Now, it is not possible to ‘transfer’ the Abhivati verses to the use to which the Kavāṭ verses are put.—Why?
Because words denote meanings; the use of words lies in the expression of meanings;—and when it is said that ‘one should sing the Rathantara over the Kavāṭ verses’, it is not possible that the meaning expressed by the Kavāṭ verses should be expressed by the Abhivati verses. From this it follows that there can be no ‘transference’ of use.—(b) Nor can the one set of verses be taken as the receptacle of the other; because one is distinct from another; i.e. no word can exist in another; words must remain distinct from one another; so that the words ‘Abhi teṇa śhūra, etc.’ (i.e. the Abhivati verses) are quite distinct from the words ‘Kayā nāsakātra, etc.’ (i.e. the Kavāṭ verses). In fact, the only connection with the words that is possible is that with the act,—the act of singing. Hence it follows that there can be no ‘transference’ of the one for the other as its receptacle. Both these alternatives, (a) and (b) being impossible, the name (‘Rathantara’) cannot be taken as standing for the verse-text (as set to music) [which is the Pūrvapakṣa view (A)].

Sūtra (3).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—‘Or, being used for their own purpose, they might be regarded as auxiliary to the other texts; and of this action, there must be some purpose.’

Bhāṣya.

‘The Abhivati verses (over which the Rathantara is sung), while used for their own normal purpose, might be regarded (on the basis of the declaration under consideration, ‘Should sing the Rathantara over the Kavāṭ verses’) as auxiliary to the Kavāṭ verses.—How can the words Sings the Rathantara over the Kavāṭ verses be taken to mean that the former
are to be auxiliary to the latter?

They can mean that, in the same manner as, in the case of the declaration, "If one fails in regard to any rite, he should offer the Jaya-oblations" [where the Jaya-oblations are treated as auxiliary to the other rite; vide Sū 3. 4. 25-27]. "What purpose of the Kavāṭ verses would the Abhirvāṭ verses serve?"—Some transcendental purpose may be assumed. "But why?"—Because it is an action that is spoken of in the text "Sing the Rathantara over the Kavāṭ verses", and there must be some purpose to be served by that action; just as in the case of the Prayājas there is a purpose (assumed) to be served by the action."

The objection to this view (Pūrvapakṣa B) is just this, that it is necessary to assume a purpose for the action. Hence this view also is not well-conceived.

**Sūtra (4).**

[Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—"The word alone (might be used)"—if this is urged [then it would be refuted as shown under the next Sūtra].

**Bhāṣya.**

"If you think that the use of the Abhirvāṭ verses as auxiliary to the Kavāṭ verses is not well-conceived, then let the word alone be used; the meaning being that the word 'Rathantara' may be used in regard to the Kavāṭ verses; i.e. the Kavāṭ verses should be spoken of by the name 'Rathantara'.—How so?—When a word is uttered, the first and foremost idea that is brought about is that of the word itself; and it is only because no practical use can be made of the word as such that the use becomes understood (secondarily) as that of the being expressed by the word; as in the case of the word 'Gāmānaya' (the first idea is that the word 'go' is to be brought in; and it is taken as standing for the animal cow, only when it is found that no bringing in of the word is possible).—In the case in question however (as it is a case of singing), the use that is possible is of the word only, not of what is expressed by it. Hence we shall take the term 'Rathantara' as standing for that word itself."

**Sūtra (5).**

[Pūrvapakṣa (C) refuted]—That cannot be; because it is inborn.

**Bhāṣya.**

The view just set forth (under Sū 4) is even worse than the previous one.—Why?—Because it is inborn; that is, the relationship between the Name and the Named is inborn, eternal; so that a word cannot express anything other than that to which it is eternally related; for instance, the term 'Cow' can never express the Horse.
SŪTRA (6).

FURTHER, IN THIS CASE THE DECLARATION WOULD BE MEANINGLESS.

Bhāṣya.

Under the view set forth under Sū. 4, the declaration of "transference" would be meaningless; and it would be laying down something which (according to the view under reference) cannot be done.

The author of the Vypti has explained this Sūtra to mean that "the Scripture dealing with the singing of Sāman—i.e. the section Ukthya—would be meaningless"; and what he means is that, so far as possible, it cannot be right to regard all the effort that cultured people put forth in the matter of singing Sāman as useless.

[If the text "Sings the Rathantara over the Kavati verses" be taken as referring to the introducing of the word 'Rathantara', then all that is laid down in the section dealing with Ukthya with regard to the singing of the Rathantara-Sāman, over the Kavati verses, would have to be regarded as meaningless;—and this would be highly improper, as the singing and its details have all been adopted in practice by all cultured people.]

SŪTRA (7).

[Pūrvapakṣa (D)]—"IT MAY BE THE TRANSERENCE OF THE SOUND [THAT IS MEANT]"—IF THIS IS PUT FORWARD [then the answer would be as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

"If you think that it would not be right to take the "transference" as that of the name (the word, 'Rathantara'),—then it may be of the sound; in common parlance, the sound is spoken of as 'Sāman'; for instance, when it is said 'Sūsāmā dēvadattāḥ', what is meant is that his sound or voice is good; and 'sound', 'voice', 'tone' are all synonymous terms; and all these are spoken of as 'Sāman'; and the Rathantara is a Sāman; hence it is of this sound that there is to be 'transference'."

SŪTRA (8).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (D)]—NOT SO; BECAUSE THE THING BEING NON-EXISTENT, THE DECLARATION COULD NOT BE APPLICABLE.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right to say that there would be transference of the 'sound'—Why?—Because the thing being non-existent; i.e. the thing—the 'sound' of the Abhivati verses—cannot be present in the Kavati verses. —"It is
because it is non-existent that it would be brought into existence."—The answer to that is that it is not possible even to bring it into existence; it is absolutely impossible to reproduce, in the Kavāti verses, the sound expressive of the syllables of the Abhirati verses; if it could be reproduced, then they would not be Kavāti at all. If then, it cannot be brought into existence,—and it is not already there,—then the declaration that 'One should sing the Rathantara over the Kavāti verses' could not have any connection with any other word.—From this we conclude that there can be no 'transference' of the sound.

SŪTRA (9).

[Pūrvapakṣa (E)]—"Then, the sound (of the Abhirati) would be there in the utterance (of the Kavāti) ; as there are vowels and consonants that are common to both."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu', 'then', implies the setting forth of another view.

If it is not possible to reproduce the 'sound' of the Abhirati in the Kavāti,—then the declaration, 'Sings the Rathantara over the Kavāti verses', may be a reference.—How so?—We proceed to explain: Of the declaration 'Kavatiṣṇa rathantaram gāyati', there are two constructions possible—(a) 'Sings that Rathantara which is in the Kavāti verses', and (b) 'It is the Rathantara that one sings over the Kavāti verses';—it has been pointed out that, of these, the latter, 'it is the Rathantara that one sings over the Kavāti verses', is not possible if the sound is regarded as the 'Sāman' (Rathantara),—because, it has been pointed out that it is not possible to introduce the sound of the Abhirati into the Kavāti. But the former construction is quite possible: viz. 'Sings that Rathantara which is in the Kavāti verses'; [in this case there is no introducing of any new sounds that are not already there].

'But this also is not possible: because there is no Rathantara in the Kavāti verses.'

'It is in answer to this that we have the Śūtra—The sound would be there in the utterance; i.e. the sound of the Abhirati verses would be there in the utterance of the Kavāti verses.—How?—Because there are vowels and consonants common to both; i.e. many vowels and consonants found in the Abhirati verses are common in the Kavāti verses; i.e. are present in the Abhirati as well as in the Kavāti verses. Thus then the sound in relation to those common vowels and consonants that are present in the Abhirati verses (and hence in the Rathantara) would be present in the Kavāti verses also. And it is the presence of this sound that is referred to in the sentence 'Kavatiṣṇa rathantaram gāyati' (in the sense that 'one sings that Rathantara which is there in the Kavāti verses', in the shape of the said common sounds).—Hence we take the sentence in question to be a reference to the sound.'
SHABARA-BHĀSYA:

SŪTRA (10).

"Also because we find texts indicative of the same conclusion."

Bhāṣya.

"We find a text also pointing to the fact that the Rathantara is present in the latter two verses."—What is that text?—It is as follows—"I do not perceive the Rathantara in the latter two verses,—with this view Vīshēdāmitra performed austerities; I do not perceive the Brhat in the latter two verses,—with this view Vāshīśṭha performed austerities." It is only when a thing exists and is not perceived that an attempt is made for perceiving it; for instance, one lights a lamp for the seeing of the jar that is there, not for the seeing of the Hare's Horn. From this it is clear that there are Rathantara and Brhat Sāmans sung over the two latter verses; and it is to this that there is a reference in the text in question."

SŪTRA (11).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (E)—But in connection with the latter verses, there would be no modification spoken of; hence it must be just as in the original text.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'but' implies the rejection of the view set forth above. It is not right to hold that there is reference to the sound.—Why?—Because, if such were the case, then there would be no modification spoken of in connection with the later verses, and hence these later verses would have to be used just as they are found in the original text,—just as they were read at the time of reading the Vedic text (without the music); and in that case, if the text 'Sings the Rathantara over the later verses' were a mere reference, it would not lead to any activity, and as such would become useless.—For these reasons it is not right to take the text as a reference to the sound.

SŪTRA (12).

Further, there would be an incongruity among the words.

Bhāṣya.

There would be an incongruity among the names of Sāman—Rathantara and the rest—as used in such texts as Rathantarame uttarayoh, Bhaduttaranayoh."—"How so?"—We are going to explain it. The 'sound' being what is called Sāman, the term Rathantara or Brhat is used in the sense of a particular sound consisting in a set of sounds occurring in a definite order; if this order of sequence among the sounds is disturbed at
any point, there is an incongruity (inapplicability of the name). Hence it cannot be right to hold that the sound is what is denoted by the term ‘Sāman’, and that it is this sound that is referred to in the text (‘Sings the Rathantara over the Kavati verses’).

Says the enquirer—"You have rejected all the possible views on the subject. Then does it mean that there is to be no use (of the Rathantara) at all (in connection with the Kavati verses)?"

The Pūrva-pakṣa replies [and puts forward the view that is Pūrva-pakṣa (F)]—"The 'transference' should be of the verse itself [not of the verse set to music, as propounded in Pūrva-pakṣa (A)].—But it has been explained that no transference of one verse into another verse is possible."—True; but there would be transference in regard to place; when it is said that 'Kavatiṇe rathantaram pāgyati', it is true that it is not possible to sing the Rathantara over the Kavati verses; hence we can take it as referring to place; the meaning being that 'the Rathantara is to be sung in place of the Kavati verses'; the construction (the sense of the Locative) being just like what we have in such expressions as 'agnau tisthati' ('stays in the fire'), 'kūpe tisthati' ('stays in the well').—Or it may be taken as referring to the details; the sense of the term 'rathantaram' being that the characteristic details of the Rathantara are to be extended (transferred) to the Kavati verses;—such details, for instance, as when the Rathantara is going to be introduced, one should think, in his mind, over Prithivi and so forth; this 'transference' being like what there is in a case where the Teacher having gone abroad, the pupil is told that 'the Teacher's wife is your Teacher', the meaning of which is that the service that is due to the Teacher should be rendered to the Teacher's wife,—the service being 'transferred' to the Teacher's wife."

SŪTRA (13).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, THE RIGHT VIEW IS THAT THE TERM SHOULD BE TAKEN AS DENOTING AN ACTION; BECAUSE IN THIS THE WELL-KNOWN SIGNIFICATION OF THE WORD WOULD BE ACCEPTED; AND ALSO BECAUSE THE MODIFICATORY EMBELLISHMENT CONCERNED IS NOT DIFFERENT FROM OTHERS.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, it is not the right view that "the term 'Sāman' applies to the verse and it is the transference of the verse that is meant by the text, and that we may take it as indicating either the place or the characteristic details" (as set forth under Sū. 12).—Because recourse to Indirect Indication is permissible only when there is no other way,
The right view is that the term should be taken as denoting an action; i.e. words like 'Rathantara' should be taken as denoting the action of singing as an embellishment.—Why so?—The grounds for this have been already explained under Sū. 1. 4. 3, where it has been declared that 'The name Sāman is applied to the music'; it has been seen there that the term 'Sāman' is applied to the verses qualified by music; and there can be no conception of the qualified entity until the qualification has been conceived; hence it is this factor of qualification that is really denoted (by the word 'Sāman'); and it is from this idea of the qualification thus obtained that there arises the idea of the qualified thing which is associated with the qualification; hence in the connotation of the term 'Sāman', there is not the least touch of the verse (text); and on that same ground we declare that it denotes the singing (music).

Further, in this the well-known signification of the word would be accepted: as a matter of fact, the word 'gāyati' ('sings') is well known as signifying the act of singing.—"What is this act of singing?"—It consists in the pronouncing of words in a particular manner;—this is what is spoken of as 'gāyati' ('sings') or 'gānām karoti' ('does the singing');—and it is this act which is denoted by the terms 'Rathantara' and the like; as is clear from the fact that this term ('Rathantara') has been used (in the text in question) along with the verb 'gāyati' ('sings'), and also from the force of the Accusative ending (in 'rathantaram'); just as in the case of such expressions as 'Āśāriyakam gāyati', 'Vardhamānam gāyati'.

"We also find terms expressive of words (verbal texts) being spoken of along with the verb 'gāyati'; in such expressions as 'Gāthām gāyati' ('sings a song'), 'Raham gāyati' ('sings a verse')."

True; but the construction of the words has to be altered; what the expression means is 'Embellishes the verse with singing' ('gānena raham samākaroti'); because the ordinary construction, as it stands—which would be 'gānena karoti raham' (as 'gāyati' means 'gānām karoti')—would be absurd.—Hence the term 'Rathantara' should be taken as denoting the music.

For the following reason also the term 'Rathantara' should be taken as denoting the music.—Because the modificatory embellishment concerned is not different from others. In the case of the various Sāmans (Rathantara and the rest) we find that the words of the verses undergo modifications; for instance (in the singing of the verse), short syllables become long and long ones become short, the 'broad' (in accent) becomes 'mute' and the 'mute' becomes 'broad'; and these modifications do not differ from other modifications which are of the nature of embellishments; for instance, by the embellishing modification of Threshing the Vēkī corn becomes the husked rice and by the embellishing modification of Pounding, the rice grains become flour.—From all this it follows that what is denoted by the words 'Rathantara' and the like is the embellishment in the form of singing (music) of the words (of the verse); and it is the transference of this music that is meant by the text ('Kavatiṣṇu rathantaram karoti').
SŪTRA (14).

FURTHER, THE ‘SĀMAN’ (RATHANTARA AND THE REST) IS FOUND EVEN WITHOUT A SUBSTANCE.

Bhāṣya.

Further, the Sāman is found even without a substance;—the Śānaveṇins use the term ‘substance’ (‘dravya’) in the sense of verse (Ṛk); hence ‘without a substance’ means without a verse; thus then, the meaning of the Sūtra is that, as a matter of fact, the Sāman is found (to be spoken of as) without a verse; for instance, there is the text—‘Prajāpatiḥḥṛdayam- anycham gāyati’ [‘He sings the Prajāpatiḥḥṛdaya without a verse’]; here we find that the particular Sāman, ‘Prajāpatiḥḥṛdaya’ by name, is spoken of as appearing (being sung) without a verse;—if the term ‘Sāman’ denoted the verse, how could the Prajāpatiḥḥṛdaya (which is a Sāman) be without a verse? If, on the other hand, the term ‘Sāman’ stands for the music, then, there can be music even without a verse; and in that case it becomes possible to ‘sing the Prajāpatiḥḥṛdaya without a verse’.—For this reason also the term ‘Sāman’ should be taken as standing for the music.

Says the Opponent—‘We have already pointed out that if the term ‘Rathantara’ stands for the embellishment (music), then its employment at any time other than at the performance would be absolutely futile.”

In answer to this, we have the following Sūtra—

SŪTRA (15).

ITS EMPLOYMENT WOULD BE FOR THE PURPOSE OF LEARNING IT; IN FACT, IT TAKES DIFFERENT FORMS WITH DIFFERENT BASES;

THE PURPOSE SERVED BY THESE IS SUPERPHYSICAL, BEING, AS IT IS, A MATTER OF INSTRUCTION.

Bhāṣya.

Its employment, at a time other than that of a sacrificial performance, would be for the purpose of learning it,—i.e. for learning and practising it. With different bases,—that is, the basic things being different,—i.e. diverse,—it takes different forms; i.e. the music assumes different forms with the varying bases; and hence it has got to be learnt and practised with each individual verse (which is the basic for the Śāma-music), for the purpose of acquiring efficiency and expeditiousness at the time of actual sacrificial performance;—it is like the case of the Bhāmivathika (ground-charioteer); just as the ground-charioteer draws the figure of the chariot on the ground and carries on his practice (by means of drawings) and this exercise and practice come useful to him at the time of the actual performance.

As regards the purpose served by these, Rathantara and other Sāmanas, it is superphysical,—it cannot be seen in the ordinary world, like the purpose that is served by Threshing and other embellishing acts.—Why so?—
Because it is a matter of instruction; i.e. it is only taught as between the
Teacher and his pupil—that such and such music is called ‘Rathantarâ’;
and it is found to be nothing visible in the ordinary world.

Thus it is found that the objection, that “it is employed at a time
other than that of a sacrificial performance”, has no force at all.

Another argument has been urged on the basis of the difference of
names (among the various Sâmãns, ‘Rathantarâ’, ‘Brhat’, etc.).—The answer
to this is given in the following Sûtra:

SûTRA (16).

PARTICULAR NAMES ARE APPLIED TO IT (THE MUSIC), BY REASON OF THE
DIFFERENCE IN THE MODULATIONS.

Bhâsyâ.

Though the embellishment is one only, in the form of ‘music’,
there would be particular names applied to it;—why?—by reason of the
difference in the modulations; though as music, it is one and the same in
all cases, yet there are peculiarities; and it is on the basis of these pecu-
liarities that there are different names; such as ‘Asûritakâ’, ‘Vardhamânaka’
and so forth; as a matter of fact, the music known as ‘Asûritakâ’ has
peculiarities which are distinct from the peculiarities of the music known
as ‘Vardhamânaka’; similarly in the case cited by the Pârvâpakšin, the
peculiarities of the music known as ‘Rathantarâ’ are distinct from the
peculiarities of the music known as ‘Brhat’. It is on this ground that
there are different names.

SûTRA (17).

THEN AGAIN, VERSES THAT FORM THE ‘BASE’ (‘Yôni’ OF THE SÂMAN)
AND ARE SPOKEN OF AS ‘TO BE RECITED’ (SHASYA) ARE
ENJOINED EQUALLY WITH OTHERS.

Bhâsyâ.

‘Yonishasya’ means that which is ‘yôni’ (base of a Sâmân) and also
‘shasya’ (spoken of as to be recited); and what is meant is that those verses
that are ‘yôni and shasya’ are enjoined equally with others that are not
’yôni’ and are yet ‘shasya’—in the following texts—‘Yâmây hamsâti’
(‘Recites the verses sacred to Yama’), ‘Shiprivâstivam hamsâti’ (‘Recites
the verse containing the word ‘Shiprivâsta’);—[In these two texts, two verses
are spoken of as to be recited, ‘shasya’, which are not the ‘base’ of any
Sâmân];—‘Rathantarasa yonimanshamsâti’ (‘Recites the verse which is
the base of the Rathantarâ-Sâmân’), ‘Brhato yonimanshamsâti’ (‘Recites
the verse which is the base of the Brhat-Sâmân’);—[In these two latter texts,
we have two verses spoken of as to be recited, ‘shasya’, which are also the
‘base’ of a Sâmân].—“In what respect are these two sets equal?”—They
are equal in this sense that both have been spoken of by means of the word
"shāmsati" ("recites"). There are two words "stauti" and "shāmsati" which, though equally expressing the act of eulogising, have yet their exact spheres strictly limited; that the term "stauti" is applied to cases where the Mantra-texts are sung, while the term "shāmsati" is applied to cases where the texts are not sung; that such is the restricted meaning of these terms is clear from the texts—(a) "Pra-u-gam shāmsati", (b) "Nīkavayam shāmsati", and (c) "Ājānāh stauti", (d) "Prāthain stauti" (the Mantras mentioned in (a) and (b) are to be recited, and those mentioned in (c) and (d) are to be sung).—Thus then, inasmuch as in the text quoted above, the base of the Rathantara has been mentioned along with the verb "shāmsati", it clearly shows that that base is not sung;—now it is only if the Rathantara itself were music that an un-sung verse could be its "base"; otherwise (i.e. if the "Rathantara" meant the verse, then) no verse could be spoken of as the base of Rathantara. —From all this it follows that the name "Sāman" applies to the music.

SŪTRA (18).

FURTHER, THE 'SĀMAN' IS FOUND MENTIONED EVEN IN CONNECTION WITH WHAT IS NOT ITS 'BASE'; AND IT IS ALSO FOUND MENTIONED IN CONNECTION WITH A 'BASE' DIFFERENT IN CHARACTER FROM ITS REAL 'BASE'.

Bhāṣya.

(a) In the following text, the Sāman is found to be mentioned in connection with a verse which is not its 'base'—"Sāhyām sakravadhigiyat ētyāhuryat bhraṭ gāyatīru kriyate api chainām rujati na cha asyāṁ sambhavati";—here we find the Bhṛata-Sāman mentioned as being sung over a verse in the Gāyatī-metre (and decrepated);—as a matter of fact, the 'base' of the Bhṛata-Sāman must be a verse in the Bhṛata-metre;—now if the term 'Sāman' stood for the verse, then there would be no possibility of the Bhṛata-Sāman (which ex-hypothesis would be the same as the verse in the Bhṛata-metre) to be sung over a verse in the Gāyatī-metre [and hence the decrepation of it would be meaningless];—on the other hand, if the term 'Sāman' stands for the music, then it would be possible for the Bhṛata-music to be sung over the verse in the Gāyatī-metre; and hence a reference to it in the text quoted,—in the words 'yadhāḥ bhṛata gāyatīru kriyate'—becomes quite intelligible.

(b) Similarly, the following text shows that the Sāman is used also in connection with a 'base' which is different in character from its own 'base'—"Yo vai vicchhandasai sāmohati sa pacham sanāṅkṛiti sāma va vilākhati sāma sanāṅkṛiti pacham vilākhati" ("If one modifies the Sāman to fit a wrong metre, he destroys the verse and ruins the Sāman, or destroys the Sāman and ruins the verse");—what this means is that when a Sāman is sung with a wrong metre, there must, in course of the adaptation, be some modifications made either in the music or in the words of the text; in these modifications, as between the music and the verse, that which is 'reduced'
is said to be ‘ruined’, and that which is ‘increased’ is said to be ‘destroyed’. All this would be possible only if the term ‘Sāman’ stood for the music, and not if it stood for the verse. The ‘modifying’ also spoken of in connection with the Sāman would be possible only in the music, never in the text of the verse. If the term Sāman stood for the verse, then it would always have to be read as in the text of the Veda, and there could be no ‘modification’ of it. For this reason also the term Sāman must be taken as standing for the music.

SUTRA (19).

[Objection against Sū. 15]—“When the base is one only, there cannot be a diversity of forms.”—If this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sū. 15) that its employment is for the purpose of learning it. Against this the following objection is urged:—

“When the base is one only, there cannot be a diversity of forms; the Rathantara-music is a thing different from the Bṛhat-music; so that when the Rathantara-music is learnt, the Bṛhat-music remains unlearnt; hence it is only right that after the Rathantara-music has been learnt, the Bṛhat-music should be used (sung) even at a time other than that at which a performance is going on, for the purpose of being learnt. But the Rathantara-music by itself is a single thing; and when one has learnt its use in connection with its base, there can be no need for learning the same music in connection with the subsequent verses. And at any time other than that of the performance, there can be no propriety in using the said music which is only an embellishing factor (and can be of use only during a performance).

—From all this it follows that the term ‘Sāman’ does not stand for the embellishment (in the shape of music)."

The answer to this objection is given in the following Sūtra:

SUTRA (20).

It should be there also; because it would not have been accomplished in connection with other things; as in the case of ‘Cooking’.

Bhāṣya.

There would be a diversity of forms in the case cited also.——“Why so?”—Because it would not have been accomplished in connection with other things; i.e. in connection with other verses; as the ‘base’ would be different;—as in the case of cooking; just as there is a single object ‘Cooking’ by name, yet it assumes diverse forms in connection with diverse things; for instance, the ‘Cooking’ of rice is of one kind, while
that of molasses is of a totally different kind; so that the man who has learnt the cooking of rice cannot know how to cook molasses, unless he learns it.—Thus it is only right that even in the case cited the music should be used even at times other than that of a performance.

SŪTRA (21).

There is compatibility also of the words.

Bhāṣya.

In the manner explained above, compatibility is secured among the terms denoting the Sāman, and those denoting the verse; for instance, in the text ‘Kavati rathantarāṃ gāyati’, the term ‘Kavati’ stands for the verses, and the term ‘Rathantarā’ stands for the Sāman (music); otherwise (under any other view) either the term ‘Kavati’ would have to be taken as indirectly indicating place,—or the term ‘Rathantarā’ as indirectly indicating the characteristic details.

From all this it follows that the term ‘Sāman’ (Rathantarā, etc.) stands for the music.

End of Pāda ii of Adhyāya VII.
ADHYĀYA VII.

PĀDA III.

Adhikarana (1): Names like ‘Agnihotra’ are indicators of the ‘transference’ of details.

Sūtra (1).

It has been explained that the term is the name of an action; when it occurs elsewhere, it should be taken as indicating the ‘extended application’ of accessory details.

Bhāṣya.

It was declared in the beginning of the Adhyāya that we would explain later on instances of the ‘transference of details by means of Names’; this is what is going to be explained now.

In connection with the Kundapāyināṃayana, we read—‘Māmagnihotram jahoti’ [‘He offers the Agnihotra for a month’]; and it has been found (under 2. 3. 24) that this Monthly-Agnihotra is distinct from the compulsory Daily Agnihotra. Now we are going to consider the presence of the term ‘Agnihotra’ in the text quoted.—For what purpose has it been used here?—On this point we proceed with the statement of the Siddhānta view:—It has been explained that the term is the name of an action,—when it occurs elsewhere, it should be taken as indicating the ‘extended application’ of accessory details. It has been explained that the term ‘Agnihotra’ is the name of an action,—at the very outset, under Sa. 1. 4. 4, ‘There is another injunction of that accessory’;—when the said term occurs elsewhere,—i.e. in connection with Homa offered at the Kundapāyināṃayana,—it should be taken as indicating the ‘extended application’ of details; i.e. the details of the Daily Agnihotra should be understood to be ‘transferred’ to the Monthly Agnihotra through the name ‘Agnihotra’.—Why so?—The explanation of this is that here we have the name of one act applied to another act; and when the name of one thing is applied to another, it implies the similarity of the former to the latter;—in a case where such similarity is already known, there is mere reference; as in the case of the expression ‘Devadatta is a lion’ [where the qualities of the lion are already known to be present in the man]; but in cases where it is not already known, it is taken as enjoined (predicated); e.g. in the expression ‘Make lions of this flour’ [where the making of the flour similar to the lion is enjoined]. In the case in question, the fact of the Monthly-Homa being similar to the Daily Agnihotra is not already known; and hence it is this similarity that is taken to be enjoined in the sentence ‘He offers the Agnihotra for a month’,
—which means that this monthly offering is to be made in the same manner as the Daily Agnihotra.

Question—"The text has been construed to mean that the Monthly Agnihotra is like the Daily Agnihotra; but] the affix 'cati', denoting likeness, not being there, whence can this notion of likeness be derived?"

Answer—It is deduced from association; the term 'Agnihotra' is related to a sacrifice, and it can indicate the details associated with that sacrifice, such as killing of the cow and the rest; and when it can indicate these, it can also extend their application; so that even without the 'cati'-affix (denoting likeness), the idea in question can be got at.

SUTRA (2).

[Pravapakši's objection to Siddhānta]—"In reality, both (the sacrifices) should be regarded as independent; and both are equally entitled (to the name)."

Bhasya.

The two particles 'sā' and 'api' have been put in the reverse order; the usual phrase is 'api vā'.

"In reality, both these sacrifices should be regarded as independent,—and the Homa of the Kandapāyināmayana should not be regarded as preceded by (dependent upon) the Homa of the Daily Agnihotra; it is only the name that is common to them."—"Why so?"—Because both are equally entitled to the name; i.e. the Homa of the Kandapāyināmayana also is entitled to the name 'Agnihotra';—just as in connection with the Daily Agnihotra, there are the words 'Agnihotram juhoti', so also are these same words present in the text laying down the Monthly Agnihotra ('Māsam Agnihotram juhoti'); the name thus being present in connection with both sacrifices, there is no ground for making any such discrimination as that the name ('Agnihotra') applies to the Daily, and not to the Monthly, sacrifice. Thus the name must be taken as common to both, and hence the name cannot be made a ground for the 'transference' of the details (of the Daily Agnihotra, to the Monthly Agnihotra)."

SUTRA (3).

[The Siddhāntin's Reply]—But the name is inborn.

Bhasya.

The relationship between the Name and the Noun is inborn; so that a name should be always taken as applying to that thing alone to which its relationship is known to be inborn,—and not to any other thing also; because, if it did apply to both, then there would be no fixity of denotation, and hence no confidence in the signification of words; it has been declared already that 'it is not right that a word should have more than one meaning'. When the name ('Agnihotra') therefore cannot apply to both
sacrifices, it has to be taken as denoting the *Daily Agnihotra*, and as applied to the other for the purpose of asserting its likeness to that *Agnihotra*; thus there is no reason for taking the name as directly denoting the Monthly sacrifice. Consequently the name should be taken as indicating the "transference" of the details (from the *Daily*, to the Monthly, sacrifice).

Says the Opponent—"But why should you say that the name of the *Daily Agnihotra* has been applied to the *Monthly Agnihotra*, and not that the name of the *Monthly Agnihotra* has been applied to the *Daily Agnihotra*?"

In answer to this, we have the following *Sūtra—*

**SŪTRA (4).**

*BY REASON OF THE PERCEPTIBLE PRESENCE OF ACCESSORY DETAILS (IN CONNECTION WITH THE DAILY SACRIFICE), THE NAME (AS APPLIED TO THE MONTHLY SACRIFICE) SHOULD BE TAKEN AS INDICATING THE PERFORMANCE OF THESE DETAILS; IN THE ABSENCE OF THESE DETAILS, THE NAME WOULD NOT BE UNDERSTOOD.*

*Ānanda.*

In the *Daily Agnihotra*, the presence of the accessory details is perceptible; i.e. we find the accessory details laid down directly in connection with it; such as—'the milking of the cow is to be done in this way,'—the milk is to be boiled in this way,—the rice is to be cooked in this way,—the fuel used at the *Agnihotra* should be *Khādīra*,—the oblations should be offered in this way', and so on.—From this perceptible presence of accessory details, it follows that the name really applies to the *Daily Agnihotra*, and when it is used in connection with the *Monthly sacrifice*, it must be regarded as indicating the performance of the said *milking of the cow* and other details; i.e. as indicating the 'transference' of those details.—As for the *Monthly Agnihotra*, there are no accessory details laid down in connection with it; and in the absence of such details, the name would not be understood; i.e. it could not be understood why the name 'Agnihotra' had been applied to the sacrifice.

Or, the *Sūtra* may be explained as follows—The presence of accessories is perceptible; i.e. in the *Daily Agnihotra*, the Material and the Deity are directly laid down—Offers the oblation of curds', 'Offers the oblation of milk', 'Offers an oblation to Agnī and to Prajāpati in the evening'.—From this perceptible presence of accessories, the term should be regarded as the name of a sacrifice, the name of an act;—the sense being that 'the Homa offered in this manner is named *Agnihotra*'. As for the other Homa (the Monthly one), its accessories are not laid down; and in the absence of such accessories, it would remain unknown; i.e. it could not be known what sort of *Agnihotra* it was.—"The Month would be the form of that *Agnihotra*":—The Month cannot be a part of the action; it is a property pertaining to the
performer.—Further, what the sentence in question does is to lay down the "Agnihoṭra" in reference to the "month"; and not to represent the Agnihoṭra by the Month.

From all this it follows that "Agniḥoṭra" is the name of the Daily Agnihoṭra, and the name as applied to the other (the Monthly sacrifice) only serves to "transfer" the likeness of the Daily sacrifice to the Monthly one.

Question—"Is this then the universal rule—that whenever the name of an action is applied to another, it transfers to the latter the accessory details of the former?"

Answer—That is certainly the principle hitherto arrived at.

As against the said universal rule (as an exception to it) we have the following Adhikaraṇa.

**Adhikaraṇa (2):** The name "Prāyaṇīya" does not indicate the "transference" of details.

SūTRA (5).

**But in the case of the Sāthra-sacrifice, the declaration should be taken as serving the purpose of expressing a quality.**

*Bhāṣya.*

In connection with the Gauḍāyana we read—"Vaiśākha-naro jyotiṣṭomaḥ "prāyaṇīyaṁ hànhbhačati; [where the first day of the Gauḍāyana is called "Prāyaṇīya"];—at the Deśādāśa also, the first day is called "Prāyaṇīya", as declared in the text—"Prāyaṇiyo 'tārāṁ". These two sacrifices spoken of as "Prāyaṇīya" must be taken as distinct from one another, on the same principle of 2. 3. 24, as that which proved (in the last Adhikaraṇa) the two Agnihoṭras to be distinct.—But in the present case, even though the name "prāyaṇīya" has been applied to the second sacrifice, it does not indicate the "transference" of the details of the first, to the second, sacrifice.

—What then is it?—The declaration serves the purpose of *signifying a quality.*—How so?—It has been explained (in the foregoing Adhikaraṇa) that it is by indirect figurative indication that a Name indicates the transference of details;—but such indirect indication can be admitted only when the direct denotation of the words is not admissible;—in the present instance, however, it is only the direct denotation that is admissible; whereby the word denotes a quality; and hence by reason of the presence of the quality in the shape of the action, the name applies to the sacrifice by direct denotation; the name "prāyaṇīya" denoting that with which they start the work ("Prāyaṇi anēṇa"),—i.e. that with which the performance
of the Sutra begins.—The supplementary declaration also indicates the same meaning of the name—"He places the Jyotis first,"—the sense being that "since Jyotis is Prayuna, therefore, Jyotis is made the first"; this is the sense of the sentence "he places the Jyotis first."—From this it follows that in the present case there is no indication of "Transference" by the Name.

[The term "prayuna" denotes the first;—both the sacrificers in question are equally entitled to being called the first; hence this case is not analogous to that of the two "Agnihotra", where, by reason of the presence of details in connection with the Daily Agnihotra only, the Monthly Agnihotra had to be taken as entitled to the name "Agnihotra" only indirectly. Hence in the present case, the application of the name "Prayuna" to one act does not mean the transference of that act to the other act, which also is named "Prayuna".]
ADHIKARAṆA (3): The presence of the term ‘Sarvaprṣṭha’ indicates the ‘transference’ of all the six ‘Prṣṭhas’.

SŪTRA (6).

[PUṆṆAPAKṢA]—“When the Vishvajit sacrifice is spoken of as ‘Sarvaprṣṭha’, what it stands for are the ‘Prṣṭhas’ connected with the Jyotiṣṭoma; because the Vishvajit is preceded by it, the term ‘Prṣṭha’ is applicable (to them).”

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—Vishvajit sarvaprṣṭho bhavati.” [The Vishvajit sacrifice is Sarvaprṣṭha, i.e. having all the Prṣṭha-hymns].

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—Is this a mere Reference? or an Injunction?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view on this question is as follows—“It is a mere reference. Why so?—It is only that which is without ‘all the Prṣṭhas’ in connection with which ‘all the Prṣṭhas’ could be enjoined; that which already has ‘all the Prṣṭhas’, what would be the use of enjoining the same with regard to that?—As a matter of fact, the Vishvajit already has ‘all the Prṣṭhas’.—How so?—Because the Vishvajit is preceded by it, i.e. because it is preceded by the Jyotiṣṭoma,—the Hymns of the Jyotiṣṭoma become admissible into the Vishvajit; and among them are the four hymns, Māhendrā and the rest;—these are the ‘all’ for this sacrifice, which, by reason of these Hymns, becomes ‘Sarvaprṣṭha’ (‘having all the Prṣṭha-hymns’).

‘But these hymns are not Prṣṭhas’—The answer to that is that the term ‘prṣṭha’ is applicable to them; i.e. as a matter of fact, the term ‘prṣṭha’ has been applied to the said hymns in the text ‘There are seventeen Prṣṭha hymns’.—From all this it follows that the text in question is a mere reference.”

[What the Pūrṇapakṣa means is that (1) the four Sūtras connected with the Jyotiṣṭoma are admissible into the Vishvajit,—(2) the name ‘prṣṭha’ has been applied to those hymns;—(3) hence it is already a sacrifice ‘with all prṣṭhas’;—(4) what is already known to be admissible need not be enjoined;—(5) hence when the name ‘sarvaprṣṭha’ is applied to the Vishvajit, it can be taken only as referring to the four hymns that come into it by virtue of the general law that ‘the Extype (Vishvajit) is to be performed like its Archetype (Jyotiṣṭoma)”]
SŪTRA (7).

[Siddhānta]—They should come from the 'Sādaha' sacrifice: as it is in connection with that that there are injunctions (of Prsthas).

Bhāṣya:

The text in question cannot be a reference.—What is it then?—It should be taken as an Injunction; a mere reference, not prompting any activity, would be useless.—Then again, in connection with the Jyotistoma, there are not several Prsthas to which the term ('Sarvaprsthā' in the text in question) could be a reference;—in connection with the Sādaha sacrifice, however, there are several Prsthas; as it is in connection with that (the Sādaha sacrifice) that there are Injunctions,—such as 'From among the Prsthas, there is the Rathantara Prsthā', and so forth.—For these reasons the name ('Sarvaprsthā', appearing in connection with the Viśvavijit) should be taken as an Injunction, laying down the 'transference' (of the details of the Sādaha sacrifice).

SŪTRA (8).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE INDICATIVE TEXT.

Bhāṣya:

The following indicative text points to the same conclusion—'Paramāṇe rathantaraṃ karoti, ārbhavaḥ byhat, madhyā itarāni; vairājyam ṛtusāraṁ, vairājam nimitrāvarūnam, raiṣṭhataṃ vrihitānābhaḥ, shākvaran- achchhāśākṣaya' [(1) 'At the Paramāṇa, he sings the Rathantara; (2) at the Ārbhava, the Byhat; in the middle, the others; (3) the Vairāja is that of the Sāman of the Ṣatrap-priest, (4) the Vairāja is that of the Maitrāvarūna; (5) the Raiṣṭhata is that of the Brāhmaṇāchchhāśā, and (6) the Shākvarana is of the Āchehārāka'];—this text which lays down the assignment of the Sāmans clearly indicates the Prsthahymns pertaining to the Sādaha-sacrifice [at which, on each of the six days, they sing each of the following Prsthas—(1) Rathantara, (2) Byhat, (3) Vairūpa, (4) Vairāja, (5) Shākvarana and (6) Raiṣṭhata,—exactly the same and in the same order as those mentioned in the text just quoted).

SŪTRA (9).

THE NAME 'Prsthā' USED IN CONNECTION WITH THE JYOTISTOMA IS APPLIED TO THE HYMNS AFTER THEY HAVE COME INTO EXISTENCE [I.E. IT IS NOT 'INBORN'].

Bhāṣya:

It has been argued by the Pārvapakṣin that 'the term prsthā is applicable to the hymns recited at the Jyotistoma'.—Our answer to this is that this
name ‘prsthya’ (as applied to the hymns connected with the Jyotistoma) is not ‘inborn’ [i.e. its relationship to the said hymns is not inborn, eternal]; when the hymns are spoken as ‘these Prsthyas’, this name is applied to them after they have come into existence [and is purely adventitious, circumstantial]; this naming of them would be justifiable only if they were already known by that name; but as a matter of fact, they are not known by that name.—‘Why then are they referred to by that name (in connection with the Jyotistoma)’?—That is due to the presence (at the Jyotistoma) of an indicative (of that name), in the shape of the Māhendra-hymn, which also happens to be a Prsthya.—On the other hand, the fact of the hymns connected with the Sādhaka being Prsthyas is well known; because there are injunctions to that effect, as already explained (under Sū. 7); consequently, if the name ‘prsthya’ in the text in question is taken as standing for the Prsthyas of the Sādhaka sacrifice, the direct denotation of the term ‘prsthya’ becomes accepted; while in the other case (if taken as standing for the hymns of the Jyotistoma), it would have to be taken in an indirect figurative sense.—From all this it follows that the text indicates the ‘transference’ of the Prsthyas connected with the Sādhaka.

SUTRA (10).

[Objection]—‘There is injunction of two (only)’—If this is urged [the answer would be as in the following Sutra].

Bhāṣya.

‘If your view is that the text in question contains the injunction of the Prsthyas connected with the Sādhaka,—that cannot be right,—why?—because the term ‘sarraprsthya’ (if it is an Injunction) has to be taken as consisting of two parts,—it should enjoin the Prsthyas, as also the fact of their being ‘all’.—That may be so; what is there wrong in that?—The wrong, we say, is that it is impossible; if the term ‘prsthya’ enjoins the Prsthyas, then it cannot be qualified by the term ‘Sarva’ (‘all’); if the term ‘prsthya’ were taken as a mere reference, then the said qualification would be possible; but the Prsthyas would remain unenjoined; but while the Prsthyas are not there, how could their ‘being all’ be enjoined? So that both the injunctions are impossible.—What is possible however is to take the text ‘Sarraprsthya bhavati’ as enjoining the ‘being all’ as relating to the Brhat and Rathantara which have been enjoined and are therefore admissible; the meaning of the injunction (of ‘being all’) being that both the Brhat as well as the Rathantara, are to be used, and not only one. This interpretation is not open to the objection pointed out above. Hence the text should be taken as enjoining these two (Brhat and Rathantara).’
[Answer]—Not so; because the term 'Sarva', 'all', in that case, becomes meaningless.

Bhāṣya:

It cannot be as explained above.—Why?—Because the term 'Sarva', 'all' in that case becomes meaningless,—devoid of sense. The term 'all' always stands for many things; and it cannot rightly stand for two things only.—This incongruity is not there if the text is taken as laying down the Prāṇas connected with the Saḍaha (as their number is six).—"But in that case also, the term 'Sarvaprāṇa' will have two parts and the consequent incongruities (as shown above)".—Our answer to that is that it will not be so; it will be only the 'being all' of the Prāṇas that would be enjoined,—not the Prāṇas themselves.—"It has been already pointed out that if the Prāṇas are not there, in reference to what would the 'being all' be enjoined?".—The answer to that is that what is enjoined by the text is the 'being all' of the Prāṇas;—and this has got to be accomplished (in obedience to the injunction);—but it cannot be accomplished without the Prāṇas;—so that naturally the Prāṇas also will have to come in. In this manner, the term ('sarvaprāṇa') would not have two denotations, and the use of the term 'Sarva', 'all', would become justified.

From all this we conclude that the text lays down the 'transference' of the Prāṇas of the Saḍaha.
ADHIKARANA (4): The name 'avabhṛtha' indicates the 'transference' of all details connected with the 'Soma'.

SŪTRA (12).

SIMILARLY THE 'AVABHṛTHA' TRANSFERS THE DETAILS FROM THE 'SOMA'.

Bhāṣya

In connection with the Varunaprajāśā, we read—'Vārunaṁ nākāśeṇa 'nāishchāvabhṛtham yanti' ["They proceed to the Avabhṛtha with the smearings of the curled milk and with the husks"].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the text enjoin, in regard to the Varunaprajāśā, the Husks and the Curled-milk-smeareings in connection with the Water-sprinkling (in all directions) which is done at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā [and which therefore is to be done also at the Varunaprajāśā, which is an etype of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā]? Or does it indicate the 'transference' (to the Varunaprajāśā) of the details of the Avabhṛtha connected with the Soma?

On this question, the Pārvapakṣa view is as follows:—"The text should be taken as laying down the details in reference to the Water-sprinkling connected with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā; as this we presume to be the notion that arises from the proximity—this connection with the details of the Darshapūrṇamāsā being in close proximity (to the Varunaprajāśā) by virtue of the general law (that the etype is to be performed like the archetype)."—But this would not be Avabhṛtha (which is what the text speaks of—avabhṛtham yanti').—The answer to this is that the term 'avabhṛtha' does appear in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā also,—in the text 'Eṣa vai darshapūrṇamāsāya ravabhṛthakaḥ' ["This is the Avabhṛtha at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā"].

In answer to this Pārvapakṣa, we have the following Siddhānta:—Similarly the Avabhṛtha transfers the details from the Soma; i.e. just as the Pitṛhas are 'transferred' from the Śaiva, so in the present case the details are transferred from the Avabhṛtha related to the Soma.—"How so?"—The grounds for this have already been explained under Śū. 7. 3. 1. above.

SŪTRA (13).

[Objection]—"THE DETAILS SHOULD COME FROM THE ORIGINAL ARCHETYPE (DARSHA-PŪRṆAMĀSA)"—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as in the following Sūtra],

Bhāṣya.

"It has been argued by us that the text in question may be taken as
an injunction of accessories in reference to the *Avabhṛtha* connected with the *Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa* ;—what is the answer to that ?"

This *Sūtra* is intended to be introductory to what follows in the next *Sūtra*.

**SŪTRA (14).**

**THAT CANNOT BE ; AS (IN CONNECTION WITH THE DARSHA-PŪRṆAMĀSA, THE MENTION OF THE "AVABHṚTHA") COULD BE ONLY FIGURATIVE.**

_Bhāṣya._

What has been suggested cannot be right.—Why ?—Because there is no *Avabhṛtha* at the *Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa*.—"But we find the text 'Esa vai darsha-pūrṇamāsya avabhṛtha'".—True, there is this text; but that does not impart the character of *avabhṛtha* to what has been spoken of.—"Why ?"—The explanation is as follows.—Of the sentence 'Esa vai darsha-pūrṇamāsya avabhṛthah', two interpretations are possible: (1) it may be taken as laying down the connection, with *Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa*, of a thing which has been recognised as having the character of *Avabhṛtha* ;—just as when it is said that 'Devadatta is Yajñādatta's son', what is expressed is the relationship to Yajñādatta, of Devadatta who has been recognised as having the character of 'son' ;—or (2) it may be taken as asserting the character of *Avabhṛtha* in a thing which is recognised as being connected with the *Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa*, but is not recognised as having the character of 'Avabhṛtha' ;—just as, when it is said that 'This mango is Yajñādatta's son', what is asserted is the character of 'son' (i.e. being dear) in the mango whose relationship to Yajñādatta is already recognised.—Now, in the case in question, the connection of Water-sprinkling with the *Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa* is already known through the 'Context',—what is not recognised is its having the character of 'Avabhṛtha'; hence what the text asserts is this character of 'Avabhṛtha' in the Water-sprinkling; but it does not actually become *Avabhṛtha*.—"This Water-sprinkling also may be *Avabhṛtha*—[what is the harm?]"—That cannot be right; because it is not reasonable for one term to have more than one denotation.—"How then is the word used (in connection with the Water-sprinkling) ?"—Such use is due to similarity (between Water-sprinkling and *Avabhṛtha*).—"What similarity ?"—There is the similarity that both are connected with Water; on which basis the Water-sprinkling has been eulogised as 'this is Avabhṛtha itself'; just as (in the sentence 'This mango is Yajñādatta's son') the mango is eulogised as 'son'. For all these reasons, the conclusion is that in reality there is no *Avabhṛtha* at the *Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa*; and hence the text in question cannot be taken as laying down accessory details.

**SŪTRA (15).**

**ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.**

_Bhāṣya._

The above conclusion is also supported by an indicative text.—"What is that indicative text ?"—It is this—"Nōyurdem juhott, na sōma gāyati,
"na vā gamanamantram japati" ["He does not offer the Āyurdā-oblitation; he does not sing the Sōman; he does not recite the Gamanamantra"];—here we have the denial of the details related to the Soma, which indicates the possible admissibility of those details.—From all this it follows that the text indicates the "transference" of the details of the Ayabhṛtha connected with Soma.
ADHIKARANA (5): The material used at the Avabhrtha of the Varunapraghasta sacrifice should be ‘Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearyings’.

SUTRA (16).

WHEN A PARTICULAR SUBSTANCE HAS BEEN ENJOINED, THAT SAME SUBSTANCE SHOULD BE USED,—BECAUSE THERE IS THE DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT; IF NO SUBSTANCE HAD BEEN ENJOINED, THEN ALONE COULD THE CAKE BE USED, ON THE GROUNDS OF ITS HAVING THE ‘HUSS’ FOR ITS ORIGINAL SOURCE.

Bhaga.

It has been explained (in the foregoing Adhikarana) that the Avabhrtha at the Varunapraghasta sacrifices takes in the details of the Avabhrtha at the Soma.—In regard to this, we proceed to consider the following question.—At this sacrifice (Avabhrtha of Varunapraghasta), what is the substance to be used? Is it the Cake? Or ‘Husks’ and ‘Curdled-Milk-Smearyings’?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is as follows:—“It is the Cake that should be used. Why?—Because the Cake comes into it through ‘transference’ based upon the name (‘Avabhrtha’, which transfers the details of the Avabhrtha of the Soma, at which latter, Cake is the substance used).—‘But Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearyings are the substance directly declared’.—True, that is the substance directly declared; but it is not what can be regarded as enjoined; because what is enjoined is the Avabhrtha—in the words ‘Avabhrtham santi’ (they proceed to the Avabhrtha); under the circumstances, if the same sentence were taken as enjoining the Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearyings,—then there would be a syntactical split,—(a). They proceed to the performance of the Avabhrtha,—and (b) that with the substance Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearyings. ‘For what purpose then is the declaration of the Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearyings?’—It is entirely useless, having no connection with the sacrifice at all.”

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhanta:—When a particular substance has been enjoined, that same substance should be used; that is, in the case in question, a particular substance has been enjoined, in the text,—‘They proceed to perform the Avabhrtha with Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearyings’;—hence the sacrifice should be one in which the substance used is Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearyings. ‘Why so?’—Because there is the declaration to that effect; i.e.,—the Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearyings is directly declared; while the Cake could come in only through inference, by ‘transference’.

“The Cake also is directly declared, through the name (‘Avabhrtha’).”
Even though directly declared, yet (coming in by Transference) it comes in only in a general way; while the *Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearings* come in as specifically mentioned; and the particular always sets aside the general.—Then again, the Cake is only indirectly indicated, while the *Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearings* is directly declared; and as between Direct Declaration and Indirect Indication, the acceptance of the former is more reasonable. Hence at the sacrifice in question, the substance used must be the *Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearings*.

It has been argued (by the *Purva-paksa*) that—"the *Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearings* cannot be connected with the *Avabhrtha*, because, if it were, then there would be syntactical split".—Our answer to that is as follows:—If the *Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearings* were enjoined apart from the *Avabhrtha*, then there would be syntactical split; what however is actually enjoined is that new type of *Avabhrtha* at which the substance used is the *Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearings*; so that there is nothing incongruous in the injunction of an act (sacrifice) along with a particular accessory detail. If, on the other hand, the *Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearings* were not enjoined, then its mention in the text would be entirely meaningless.—Hence we conclude that at the sacrifice in question the substance used must be the *Husks and Curdled-Milk-Smearings*.

*If no substance had been enjoined, then alone could the Cake be used, on the ground of its having the "Husks" for its original source; i.e. if no particular substance had been directly laid down, then alone could the Cake be used, by reason of its having the husks for its source;—as a matter of fact, however, a particular substance (*Husks, etc.*) has been directly laid down;—hence the Cake cannot be used.*
ADHIKARANA (6): The term ‘vaishnava’ does not indicate the ‘transference’ of the details of the Atithya.

Bhasya.

(A) In connection with the Atithya, we read—‘Vaishnava navakapalo bhavati’; [‘The Cake baked upon nine pans is to be dedicated to Visnu’];—
(B) and in connection with the Rajasuya, we read—‘Purusmin trisahyukte vaishnavastrikapalab’ [‘At the previous Trisahyukta, the Cake baked on three pans is dedicated to Visnu’].

The question to be considered is this—In the sentence ‘At the Trisahyukta, the Cake baked on three pans is dedicated to Visnu’,—does,—or does not—the term ‘dedicated to Visnu’ mean the ‘transference’ of the details of the Atithya (in connection with which also, the same term, ‘dedicated to Visnu’ has been used)?

The Purusapaksha view is as follows:—‘The term does mean the transference of these details. Why?—Whenever a term has been used in connection with a sacrifice of which the details have been prescribed,—if that same term is found used in connection with another sacrifice, whose details have not been prescribed,—then the indication of that term is that the details of the former are to be transferred to the latter sacrifice;—this is what has been made clear under 7. 3. 1. In the present case, we find that the term ‘dedicated to Visnu’ has been used in connection with the Atithya, the details of which have been prescribed,—and it is found to be used (in B) in connection with the Trisahyukta sacrifice, of which the details are not prescribed;—hence it follows that the term indicates the transference to this latter, of the details of the former.’

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhanta:—

SUTRA (17).

IN REALITY, IT IS ONLY THE INJUNCTION OF AN ACCESSORY; IT COULD NOT INCLUDE THE DETAILS, BECAUSE IT IS EQUALLY PRESENT (IN BOTH).

Bhasya.

The term in question should be taken as enjoining an accessory; what it enjoins is an accessory of the Atithya sacrifice,—in the shape of the connection of Visnu as the deity; hence it cannot include within itself the details of that sacrifice.  ‘Why so?’—Because it is equally present in both; i.e. the term is equally there, in connection with the Atithya and the Trisahyukta; just as it enjoins the deity Visnu at the Atithya, so it does also at the Trisahyukta;—and it is only if this direct denotation of the term were found to be inapplicable that there could be a justification for taking the term as indirectly indicating the transference of the details (of the Atithya);—in the present case however the direct denotation of the term—viz. the injunction of the deity Visnu—is found to be quite compatible;—hence it cannot be taken as indicating the said details.
Adhikarana (7): Words like *Nirmanthya* are not indicative of the *transference* of details.

Sūtra (18).

The same is the case with terms like *Nirmanthya*.

Bhāṣya.

(A) In connection with the Agniṣomīga Animal, the Nirmanthya Fire has been laid down.—(B) Again, there is a text in connection with the Agni-sacrifice, beginning with the words *Sāthya vai devah*, and ending with *Nirmanthyaṇjanastakāḥ pachanti* ['They bake the bricks on the Nirmanthya Fire']—[The term *Nirmanthya Fire* means *Fire produced by the rubbing together of two sticks*].—(C) There are two things connected with the Darshā-Pūramāsa—(1) the Grass, and (2) the Clarified Butter; and both of these are spoken of also in connection with the Pausa sacrifice,—and with certain details—(1) the Grass, in regard to which there is the detail *Covers the Post-hole with Grass*; and (2) the Clarified Butter, in regard to which there is the detail *Anoints the Post with Clarified Butter*.

Now in regard to this, there arises the question—Do the words like *Nirmanthya* include (in their denotation) the related details,—or not?

In answer to this question, the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana is extended in its application to the present instance:—The same is the case with terms like *Nirmanthya*; that is, just as it has been found to be in the case of the term *Vaiṣṇava*; for here also the term *Nirmanthya* is taken in its etymological sense, denoting the Fire produced at the time of the action by the *rubbing together* (manthana) of two sticks.—Similarly the terms *varhī* (Grass) and *āṭhya* (Clarified Butter) are denotive of substances.—So that all these three have their purposes fulfilled by signifying their direct denotations, and as such cannot include (extend their denotation to) the details. Hence we conclude that terms like these do not include the details in their denotation.
ADHIKARANA (8): The words 'dvayoh pranayanti'.
'fetch the Fire at the Two', do not indicate the
'transference' of the details relating to
'Soma'.

BHASYA.

In connection with the Châtturmâsya sacrifice [of which there are four parts—(1) Vaishveda, (2) Vrâmnapragha, (3) Sâkamâcha and (4) Sunâsirupa], we read 'dvayoh pranayanti, tasmât dvâbbhyamât'. ['They fetch the Fire at the two, hence they go up with two']. This 'Fetching of Fire' is found to be laid down with certain details, in connection with the Soma-sacrifice; while in connection with the Darsha-Pûrṇamâsa, it is found to be laid down without any details.

In regard to this, there arises the question—is the 'Fetching of Fire' spoken of in connection with the Châtturmâsya meant to be that connected with the Soma-sacrifice [with its details]? Or that connected with the Darsha-Pûrṇamâsa?

On this question, we have the following Pûrvapaksa, set forth in the Sûtra itself:—

SûTRA (19).

[PûRVAPAKSA]—"THE 'FETCHING OF FIRE' MEANT SHOULD BE TAKEN TO BE THAT CONNECTED WITH THE SOMA-SACRIFICE; BECAUSE THE OTHER NEED NOT HAVE BEEN MENTIONED AT ALL."

BHASYA.

"The 'Fetching of Fire' meant should be taken to be that connected with the Soma-sacrifice. — Why so? '—Because the other,—i.e. that connected with the Darsha-Pûrṇamâsa—need not have been mentioned at all; as its admission into the Châtturmâsya would be secured by the general law (that 'the Ecotype is to be performed like the Archetype',—the Darsha-Pûrṇamâsa being the Archetype of the Châtturmâsya).—'But how can the term Fetching Fire, which denotes merely the Fetching of Fire in general, signify the particular Fetching of Fire (related to the Soma-sacrifice)? —It is through indirect indication, we reply: like the term 'tirtha'—just as the term 'tirtha' denotes only a ford, a descent into a river, yet, sometimes it is taken in the sense of a particular ford or descent into a river, which is peculiarly sacred and conducive to merit,—e.g. in the expression 'tirthayâtrâm yatah,' 'gone on pilgrimage to a sacred place').
SUTRA (20).

[PURVAPAKSA concluded]—"THE PROHIBITION OF THE 'UTTARAVEDI' ALSO POINTS TO THE SAME CONCLUSION."

BHASHYA.

"There is the prohibition contained in the text—'They do not go to the Uttaravedi at the Vaishnavīca, nor at the Sundāriya'; this prohibition would have a sense only if what is prohibited were possible [so that this indicates the possibility of the Uttaravedi in connection with the 'Fetching of Fire' at the Chātuṃśayā]; and the Uttaravedi can be there only in connection with the 'Fetching of Fire' at the Soma-sacrifice,—there being no Uttaravedi at the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa."

SUTRA (21).

[SIDDHANTA]—IN REALITY, THE 'FETCHING OF FIRE' MUST BE TAKEN TO BE THAT RELATED TO THE ARCHETYPE; BECAUSE IT IS NOT A PROPER NAME.

BHASHYA.

The 'Fetching of Fire' spoken of here must be taken to be that related to the Archetype,—i.e. to the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa,—'Why so? '—Because it is not a proper name; i.e. the term 'Fetching of Fire' is not the proper name of the 'Fetching' related to the Soma-sacrifice; that is to say, the term is not specifically expressive of that Fetching of Fire; if the term were specifically expressive of that 'Fire-fetching', then it could denote the same in the case in question also; as a matter of fact, however, the term is the generic name of what is signified by its component parts (Prā + gāyana); that is, it expresses the fetching (gāyana) forward (prāk); so that all that it can signify is the fetching forward of the Fire; hence it must be taken as signifying that; and as this is present in the Darsha-pārṇamāsa, which is in close proximity (to the Chātuṃśayā), by accepting the said signification, the notion of this latter does not become set aside.

As regards the argument that 'it would be as in the case of the term 'tīrtha' ',—our answer is as follows:—The term 'tīrtha' also really denotes only ford (or descent into river) in general; as for the expression 'tīrtha-gātīn gatah', it is used generally after certain particular fords have been spoken of; and it is on this account that the term is understood as referring to a particular place of pilgrimage. In a case where the term is used by itself (without reference to any particular places), it denotes only Ford in general; as for instance, 'Tīrtha-stūtī tīrthamāvā samādānām bhaṅgūti' ('Bathe at a ford, and thereby becomes like a ford among his equals').—Then again, so long as a term can be taken in its directly denoted sense, there can be no justification for accepting an indirectly indicated one;—and in the present case, the directly denoted sense (Fetching in general) is quite compatible;
hence the indirect indication (of the particular Fetching connected with the Soma-sacrifice) should not be accepted.

SŪTRA (22).

THE MENTION (OF FETCHING RELATED TO THE DABSHA-PŪRNAMĀSA) MAY BE TAKEN TO BE (a) FOR THE PURPOSE OF PRECLUSION, OR (b) FOR THE PURPOSE OF INDICATING AN ACCESSORY, OR (c) FOR THE PURPOSE OF COMMENDATION.

Ṛṣṭya.

Says the Opponent—"It has been argued above that 'the other need not have been mentioned at all' (Sū. 19); what is the answer to that?"

The answer is as follows:—The mention may be taken to be (a) for the purpose of preclusion—the sense being that they fetch the Fire at the two—not at the four—or (b) for the purpose of indicating an accessory; or (c) for the purpose of commendation, continued in the expression 'Hence they go up with two'.—Now (a) in every case of Preclusion, there are three objections;—(b) as for an accessory, there is none mentioned at all;—(c) hence the only alternative left is that it is for the purpose of commendation.—"But Commendation also would be futile, as the Fetching is already admissible through the injunction itself".—The purpose served by the commendation we shall explain under the following Adhikaraṇa, under Śū. 24.
ADHIKARAṆA (9): The words 'Fetch the Fire to two' means the Fetching of it at the two middle parts of the Chāturāṣaya.

SŪTRA (23).

[PŪRVAPĀṆA]-"The 'Fetching of Fire' should be done at the First and Last Parts; because of the prohibition relating to the 'Uttaravēṭi'."

Bhāṣya.

There is the text 'They fetch Fire at the two parts'.

In regard to this there arises the question—at which two parts shall the Fetching be done?

The apparent view being that there is no restriction, the Pūrvapāṅka view is as follows;—'The Fetching of Fire should be at the First and Last Parts;—why?—because of the prohibition relating to the Uttaravēṭi; the Uttaravēṭi is prohibited in the text—'At the Vaiśādekā they do not go to the Uttaravēṭi, nor to the Sunāśirīya'. [Vaiśādekā and Sunāśirīya are the first and last parts of the Chāturāṣaya]. What is meant by this 'Fetching of Fire' is the placing of Fire on the Uttaravēṭi; hence whenever there is the 'Fetching of Fire', there should be the Uttaravēṭi; and there can be prohibition only in regard to such place and time at which the thing prohibited is likely to be; and as a matter of fact, the Uttaravēṭi is there only at the First and Last parts of the Chāturāṣaya; hence the 'Fetching of Fire' should be done at these two parts."

SŪTRA (24).

[SIDDHĀΝTA]-In reality, it should be at the two middle parts; on account of the commenatatory declaration regarding 'Going'.

Bhāṣya.

The 'Fetching of Fire' should be done at the two middle parts;—why?—because of the commenatatory declaration regarding 'going'; the fetching of Fire at the two middle parts is spoken of in the commenatatory declaration—'Therefore they go up with two'. These two parts are described as 'two thighs' in the text—'These two, the Varaṇaprapūṭa and the Śākamāṭha, are the two thighs of the sacrifice';—thighs are the limbs whereby going (locomotion) is accomplished; hence the sense of the commendation comes to be this—'There are two thighs of the sacrifice—the Varuṇaprapūṭa and the Śākamāṭha,—hence they fetch the fire at these two; hence it is
that the sacrifice is accomplished by means of these two thighs,—by the fetching of Fire they become strengthened, on account of the multiplicating of details at the Fetching-rite'.—This is the purpose served by the commendatory declaration.

As regards the argument based upon the 'prohibition of the Uttaravēdi',—our answer is as follows—

SŪTRA (25).

THE PROHIBITION REGARDING THE UTTARAVĒDI IS IN REFERENCE TO AN ISOLATED DECLARATION THEREOF.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Chāturmāṣya sacrifice, the Uttaravēdi has been spoken of without reference to any particular part of that sacrifice, in the text—'Upātra vaṇanti' ['They place the Fire on this'], and it is of this isolated declaration that there is the prohibition put forward by the Pārśapāṇin ['They do not go to the Uttaravēdi, at the Vaishnavēva']—"But as a matter of fact, the text 'Upātra vaṇanti' occurs at the end of the sentence declaring the accessories of the Varunapraghāṣa, and hence the 'atra' ('at this') must refer to the Varunapraghāṣa [so that the declaration of the Uttaravēdi is not isolated; it is connected with the Varunapraghāṣa]."

—That cannot be; through 'Context', the said declaration should pertain to the Chāturmāṣya itself (not to any particular part of it); if the declaration of the Uttaravēdi had pertained to the Varunapraghāṣa in particular, then all the other three parts would have been mentioned in the prohibitive text (which however mentions the Vaishnavēva only).—"The declaration of the Uttaravēdi might pertain to the two parts (the Varunapraghāṣa and the Sākamēda)". —Our answer to that is that the context does not belong to any two parts; it belongs either to the Chāturmāṣya as a whole or to the Varunapraghāṣa; if the context belonged to the Varunapraghāṣa, then there could not be the mention of two parts in the prohibition; hence the declaration (regarding the Uttaravēdi) must be regarded as pertaining to the Chāturmāṣya sacrifices as a whole.

"Even with all this, we have learnt from the commendatory declaration that the Fetching of Fire should be done at the two middle parts of the Chāturmāṣya; why, then, should the 'Fetching of Fire', thus known already (through the commendation) as to be done, be mentioned again?"

The purpose of this has not been mentioned; and no other purpose being there, we might regard Preclusion as the purpose served by it. But objections against Preclusion have been set forth before. Hence the second mention of the Fetching of Fire should be taken as being for the purpose of laying down accessories.—"But there is no accessory here".—'The accessory is mentioned in the shape of the placing of Fire on the Uttaravēdi; hence the second Fetching of Fire must be taken as being for the purpose of the said 'placing of Fire' on the Uttaravēdi.
[Kumārila does not accept the above presentation of the last two Adhikarānas 8 and 9. According to him, all these seven Sūtras, from 19 to 25, constitute a single Adhikaraṇa, where three views are set forth:—(1) that the "Pranāyāna" meant for the Čāturdmāṣya should be that connected with the Archetype, Darśa-Pāṇamāṃ—that is the first Pūrapakṣa; (2) that it should be that connected with the Soma-sacrifice,—this is the second Pūrapakṣa; and (3) that it is an entirely independent Pranāyāna for the Čāturdmāṣya only,—this is the Siddhānta; and the further conclusion is that this independent Pranāyāna is to be done at the two middle parts.—See Ṭuṣṭikā, pp. 159–160; also Bhāṭṭācārya, Vol. II, p. 22.]
ADHIKARANA (10): Such words as 'Svarasāma' and the like are indicative of the 'transference' of details.

SŪTRA (26).

THE TERMS 'SVARA-SĀMAN', 'EKAKAPĀLA' AND 'ĀMIKṢĀ' ALSO [ARE TO BE TAKEN AS INDICATIVE OF THE TRANSFERENCE OF THE DETAILS]; BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāṣya.

(A) (a) In connection with the Gavāmayana sacrifice, we read—'Abhito divākirttyam ahastrayah svarasāmināo bhavanti' ['At each of the two ends of the Divākirttya Day—i.e. the one day at the centre, between the two Half-year-periods—there are three days called Svarasāman']; in connection with these Svarasāma-days (i.e. the sacrifices performed on those days), certain details have been laid down,—such as 'they are seventeen', 'they are taken up by the continuous Atigrāhyā', and so forth. (b) Then elsewhere we read—'Prsthayah sadahah dvau svarasāmināt' ['There are six days related to the Prśhayas, there are two Svarasāma-days']. (B) (a) In connection with the Vaiśhavēśa (at the Āgrayana sacrifice), we read—'Đyavāyaprātya ēkakapālā' ['The Cake baked on one pan, dedicated to Dyauś-Prśhee'] and in relation to this Ėkakapāla Cake, there are certain details laid down—'Offers the Sarasvatas oblation', 'Makes the offering, without turning back'. (b) Again elsewhere we read—'Kāya ēkakapālā' ['The Cake baked upon one pan, dedicated to Ka']. (C) (a) Again in connection with the Vaiśhavēśa, we read—'Vaiśhavēśvacāmika' ['The Curdled-Milk dedicated to the Vaiśhakācāra'] and in connection with this Curdled-Milk, certain details have been laid down. (b) Again elsewhere we read 'Mātrāvṛtraṇi āmiṣā' ['The Curdled-Milk dedicated to Mātra-Vṛtraṇa'].

In regard to all this, there arises the question—(A) Does,—or does not,—the term 'Svarasāman' occurring in the second sentence (A) (b) indicate the transference of the details of the Svarasāma-days connected with the Gavāmayana (mentioned in sentence (A) (a))? Similarly (B) does,—or does not,—the term 'Ēkakapāla' occurring in the sentence (B) (b) indicate the transference of the details of the Ėkakapāla mentioned in (B) (a)? Lastly (C) Does,—or does not,—the term 'Āmiṣā' as occurring in the sentence (C) (b) indicate the transference of the details of the Āmiṣā mentioned in (C) (a)?

On this question, the Pūrṇapālsa view is that—'Every one of the three sentences in question is the injunction of an accessory, and it could not include the details, because it is equally present in both (Sū. 7. 3. 17); hence the terms in question do not indicate the transference of the details.'
In answer to this, there is the following Siddhānta:- The terms 'Śvarasāman', 'Āmikṣa' and 'Ekakapāla' are to be taken as indicating the transference of the details.- Why so?—Because we find indicative texts; we find such an indicative text as leads us to conclude that every one of the terms in question is indicative of the transference of details.

(A) As regards the term 'Śvarasāman',—after having declared that 'There are six days connected with the Prāshas, and two are Śvarasāmana-days', the text goes on to say—'Tatra yat triyam saptadashamahāh tāt trayastrīṃśhakṣaṇa śāhānām abhiparyāharanti, sa uttarāṇām stomaṇmukhavayeśaṃ; tryāṇām cha saptadashānām anūchīnavāyaḥ.'—Now if these two Śvarasāma days (the seventh and eighth days of the Śadaha) also take in the details of the Gavāmayana, then they also would have the seventeenth hymn; and in this way we get the seventeenth hymn thrice, on three consecutive days (one, the last day of the Śadaha and the seventh and eighth days, the Śvarasāma days, following that day); and thus we get the continuity spoken of in the commendatory words 'Tryāṇām saptadashānām anūchīnavāya'.

[At the Śadaha sacrifice, on the six days the use of the following six hymns respectively becomes possible under the general law (relating to the Archetype and the Eorype)—(1) Trērt (3), (2) Pañciḍāna [15], (3) Saptadashaka [17], (4) Eknidasha [21], (5) Triyama [27] and (6) Trayastrīṃśha [33];—but what the text quoted lays down is that on the sixth day, the seventeenth hymn should be used instead of the thirty-third; and in commendation of this there are the words 'Tryāṇām, etc.'—And on the Śvarasāma days, there is the seventeenth hymn.—What is secured by this is that we have the seventeenth hymn on the sixth day of the Śadaha, and on the two following days (the seventh and the eighth) which are Śvarasāma days, and as such take in the seventeenth hymn. This is the "Continuity" which is one of the details laid down in connection with the Gavāmayana.]

(B) Similarly in connection with the Āgrayana sacrifice, having laid down the Cake baked on one pan, dedicated to Dyaus-Pṛthivī', the text goes on to say—'Yat samahautam karoti sa tu eka parihaṅkaḥ; hato kartā parihaṅkvartai śā domśā; ājjasamāvā dyāvaprihāyaḥ yajāta';—here the sentence enjoins the use of Ājjas (Clarified Butter) in place of the 'Ekakapāla', Cake baked on one pan; and in connection with this same, this sentence indicates the presence of the two features of 'Śarvahoma' and 'Aparapdayti', which are the details connected with the Vaiśvaradēva, [at the second offering of Ekakapāla].

(C) Lastly, in connection with the 'Curled-Milk dedicated to Mitra-Varuna', we read—'They do not deal with the whey'; this prohibits the offering of whey, which is a detail related to the Vaiśvaradēva, and thereby indicates the possibility of such details finding place therein.

From these indicative texts we learn that each of the three terms in question ('Śvarasāman', 'Ekakapāla' and 'Āmikṣa') is indicative of the transference of details.

What has been said above regarding the 'offering of whey' is on the understanding that the said offering is an act of 'disposal' and hence stands on the same footing as the 'Śviṣṭakṛt offering'.

ADHYĀYA VII, PĀDA III, ADHIKARĀNA (10). 1289
Says the Opponent—"You have cited indicative texts; how do you establish the fact of the details actually finding place in the respective sacrifices?"

Answer—The admission of the details is got at by Indirect Indication, and Indirect Indication is accepted on the basis of the said indicative texts.

SŪTRA (27).

Or, it may be due to the injunction (of character) being common.

Bhāṣya.

(A) The character of 'Surasāman' is common (to the Gāyatrīyana and the Śadāha);—(B) The character of 'Ekakapāla' is common (to the offering to Dyaus-Pṛthivī and the offering to Ku);—and (C) the character of 'Āmikṣā' is common (to the whey offered to Vishvēśā and that offered to Mitra-Varuṇa); and the admissibility of the details would be determined according to the principle explained below under the Sūtra 'Yasya līṅgamartha-samayogāt' (8. 1. 2).
ADHIKARAṆA (11): In such expressions as 'Vāso dadātī', 'gives the cloth', the term 'vāsas', 'Cloth' stands for the genus.

Bhāṣya:

Somewhere in the Veda, it is said—'Vāso dadātī' ('gives away cloth'), 'Ano dadātī' ('gives away the cart').

What is to be considered in this connection is—does—or does not, the use of the word 'vāsas' (Cloth), or 'anas' (cart) indicate the act (of weaving, which is involved in the making of the Cloth, or of wood-cutting and the rest involved in the making of the Cart)?—In this connection it has been said that what has really got to be considered is—are these two words used in the sense of the actions (involved in the making of the two things)? Or in that of the two genuses ('Cloth' and 'Cart')? If they are used in the sense of the actions, then their presence in the sentences would mean that the actions (the actual operations) have to be performed at the time of the giving; if, on the other hand, they are used in the sense of the genuses, then it does not mean this.

The Pūrṇapakṣa view on this question is as follows:—"The two words are to be taken as used in the sense of the operations (of weaving and wood-cutting, etc.).—Why so?—Because they are found to be applicable only when the operations have been there; that is to say, the two words are applied to that substance—Yāma or wood—over which the weaver or the carpenter has performed the operation (of weaving or wood-cutting, etc.); they are never applied before the said operation has been performed; hence it follows that the words are used as standing for those operations.—It is on the basis of this notion of the words standing for the operations that we have the following—

SŪTRA (28):

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"When the product of an operation is spoken of, what is indicated as to be done is that operation; as is found in the case of the 'Yūpa' ('Sacrificial Post').

Bhāṣya:

"When a thing like Cloth, which is the product of an operation, is spoken of, what is indicated as to be done is that operation.—How so?—As is found in the case of the Yūpa; the term 'yūpa' is applied on the basis of such operations as cutting and the rest,—and whenever it is used, it indicates the performance of all those operations; so also in the case in question."
Sūtra (20).

[Siddhānta]—It is the materialised thing (that should be given); because the operation does not form part (of the denotation of the term).

Bhāṣya.

The answer to the above is as follows:—The two terms are not used on the basis of the operations.—Why?—Those terms whose use is based upon certain definite conditions are used only when those conditions are present; e.g. terms like 'Dandī' ('Man with the stick'), 'Chhatrī' ('Man with the umbrella'). The words in question however are found to be used when the operations are not present, being used in reference to the genus only.

The following argument is urged here—"What really happens is that the speaker uses the term after having inferred the operation from the genus denoted by the term [so that the word is really used on the basis of the operation]."

Our answer to this is as follows—There can be no reason for abandoning the perceptible basis (in the shape of the genus) of the use of the term, and assuming its basis in the operation which is not perceptible.

It has been argued that—"The term is used only after the operations (that have brought into existence the thing denoted by the term)."—Our answer to this is that prior to the operation, the genus was (there, but) unmanifested; and it becomes manifested by means of the operation; it is for this reason that the term is used after the operation.

From all this it follows that the terms in question should be taken as used on the basis of the genera (denoted by them).

Such being the case, what is to be done (in accordance with the injunction 'gives away cloth', or 'gives away the cart') is that the materialised thing should be given (and not that the operation of weaving, etc. should be performed).—"Why so?"—Because the operation does not form part of the denotation of the term; as a matter of fact, the operation does not enter into the denotation at all; as there is no term denoting the operation.—As regards the Yāpo (Sacrificial Post), in connection with that Cutting and the other operations have been directly laid down by the texts [which is not the case with such ordinary things as the Cloth and the Cart]; hence the analogy is not correct.
ADHIKARANA (12): At the 'Gargatriratra', the 'Kindling' is done of the ordinary unconsecrated Fire.

SUTRA (30).

WHEN THERE IS A DOUBT, IT SHOULD BE THE ORDINARY FIRE,—AS THAT SERVES ALL PURPOSES.

BHASYA.

At the Gargatriratra, they sing the Ajyadaha Samanya;—in connection with these we read—'Agnimupanidhyaya stuvati' ['They sing the hymns after having kindled the Fire'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this Fire that is kindled, the ordinary unconsecrated fire or the Vedic Fire (Fire consecrated with Vedic rites)?

On this question, the Parvapaksa view is as follows:—'It should be the consecrated Vedic Fire.—Why?—Because that Fire has been brought into existence for the performance of all rites, the words used by the consecrator being 'Whatever rites I shall perform, and whatever rites I am entitled to perform, etc.' Hence in the case in question, it is the Vedic Fire that should be kindled.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhanta:—When there is a doubt, it should be the ordinary Fire, as that serves all purposes. That is, whenever there is a doubt as to whether the ordinary or the Vedic Fire should be used, it is the ordinary one that should be used.

It has been argued by the Parvapaksa, that 'the Vedic Fire has been brought into existence for the performance of all rites, and hence it is the Vedic Fire that should be kindled.'—Our answer to this is as follows:—

SUTRA (31).

IT CANNOT BE THE VEDIC FIRE, AS ITS PURPOSE HAS BEEN EXPRESSLY DEFINED.

BHASYA.

The Fire meant in the present connection cannot be the Vedic one—that is, that Fire which has been brought into existence according to the method prescribed in the scriptures; because the purpose of such a Fire has been expressly defined by the scripture itself,—'He pours oblations into the Ahavanaya Fire.' [It is the Vedic Fire that is called 'ahavanaya'], and so on. If the Vedic Fire were taken as serving the purpose of all rites, then the express declaration of its purpose would be meaningless. Hence it is the ordinary Fire that should be kindled. In the case of the ordinary Fire, it could be regarded as serving all purposes, in the sense that it is kindled
in connection with each act that is to be performed with it; so that in the case of the ordinary Fire, there is no inconsistency in its serving all purposes and yet having its purposes expressly defined.

Question—"Why cannot the Dhaśya Fires (i.e. the Fires that have been taken to the seats of the Aṇādhura and other priests) be kindled for the purpose in question [i.e. in connection with the singing of the Ājyadaha-Sāmans at the Gargatrirātra]?"

The answer to this is given in the following Sūtra:-

SŪTRA (32).

The coming into existence of these other fires also would be like the same; they being similar (to others).

Bhāṣya.

Of these other Fires,—i.e. of the Fires that have been taken to the seats of the priests—the coming into existence is like the same,—i.e. (like the Vedic Fire); these also cannot serve the purpose of all rites.—Why so?—Because they are similar; i.e. these Fires are similar to the other Fires; i.e. the purpose of these also has been expressly defined,—in such texts as, 'Seated to the east, he pours Clarified Butter on to the Fires that have been taken to the Priests' seats'.—From this it follows that these also are not the Fires that have to be kindled in the case in question.
ADHIKARAṆA (13): The term 'yūpa' used in the sentence 'Upashayo yūpo bhavati' does not indicate the performance of the consecratory rites in connection with the Upashaya.

SŪTRA (33).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"It should be consecrated; because the term connotes consecration."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Ekādaśini (the group of eleven Sacrificial Posts), we read 'The Upashaya is a Sacrificial Post' [This Upashaya is the eleventh Post, set up to the South of the other ten].

In regard to this Upashaya, there arises the question—Is it something consecrated—so that the cutting and other consecratory acts are to be done to it—or not?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"It should be consecrated, the cutting and other consecratory acts should be done to it;—why?—because the term connotes consecration: as a matter of fact, the term 'yūpa' (Sacrificial Post) is used on the basis of consecration, and as such it cannot be applied to a post unless the consecratory acts have been performed; hence it follows that the consecratory acts should be performed (in connection with the Upashaya, which is the eleventh Sacrificial Post)."

SŪTRA (34).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—INASMUCH AS THE UPASHAYA DOES NOT FORM AN AUXILIARY TO THE SACRIFICE [IT NEED NOT BE CONSECRATED]; [AS FOR THE NAME 'SACRIFICAL POST'] THAT APPLIES TO IT FIGURATIVELY, BY REASON OF THE TERM CONNOTING CERTAIN QUALITIES (OF THE SACRIFICAL POST).

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the consecratory acts are not to be performed in connection with the Upashaya. Why?—Because it does not form an auxiliary to the sacrifice. The consecratory rites are performed in connection with the piece of wood (out of which the Post is made) with the view that through this wood-piece, they would become connected with the sacrificial act,—and the sacrifice performed with the animal tied to the Wood-piece thus consecrated would accomplish the desired transcendental result.—As regards the particular post, called 'Upashaya', no animal is tied to it; so that if any consecratory rites were performed in connection with it, they would be
On the strength of the declaration, those rites may be taken as serving some unseen purpose. The answer to this is that, in this case, there is no such declaration as 'this Sacrificial Post should be made'; all that the text does is to mention an existing fact—'The Upashaya is a Sacrificial Post'. As a matter of fact, in the absence of the consecratory rites, even the mention of the Upashaya being a Sacrificial Post as an existing fact, would not be right. Our answer to this is that the name ('Sacrificial Post') would be applicable to the unconsecrated Upashaya figuratively; just as in the case where the sacrificer is called 'the Sacrificial Post'—'Yajamano yupa'. Says the Opponent—'In that case the name is applied figuratively by reason of similarity (between the Sacrificer and the Sacrificial Post); how would it apply to the Upashaya?'. The answer to this is that the term connotes certain qualities; i.e. the term 'Sacrificial Post' connotes certain qualities—embellishments—of the Sacrificial Post; and some of these embellishments of the Sacrificial Post,—such as cutting, scraping and the rest,—are done, though silently (without Mantras) in the case of the Upashaya also; and it is on the basis of these that the name 'Sacrificial Post' is applied to it,—though it is not really a 'Sacrificial Post'. Just as the maiden after bath, even though not decked in ornaments, is regarded as so decked even with a single string of the garland,—so though only partly 'consecrated' (embellished), the Upashaya is spoken of as consecrated (Sacrificial Post) by way of being eulogised.
ADHIKARAṆA (14): In the sentence "Prsthairupatiśṭhantē," 'They worship with Prsthas', the term 'prṣṭha' stands for the words of the verses.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Agnichayana, we read—'Prsthairupatiśṭhantē' ['They worship with Prsthas'].

In regard to this, there arises the question (A)—Are the details of the 'Prṣṭha' to be applied to the Prsthas used at the Agnichayana?—or not?

What are these characteristic details?

There are two kinds of these details—General and Special; such syllables as 'Hīh' are the general details, and the special details are the following—'When singing the Rathantara one should think, in his mind, of the Earth; of the Sea, when singing the Byhat' and so forth.

What then is the Purvapakṣa view?

First of all what we have to consider is the question (B)—Is the term 'Prṣṭha' denotive of an act or of a substance?

"But it has already been decided, under Sū. 1. 4. 3, that the term 'Prṣṭha' is the name of an act."

But in connection with those same injunctions that have been dealt with there, there are such declarations as—'Seventeen Prsthas', 'the Vairupa Prṣṭha', 'the Vairāhya Prṣṭha' (all which seem to indicate that the term denotes a substance). It is for this reason that we are considering this question in connection with the text 'They worship with Prsthas'.—What then is the right view on this question?

[The Purvapakṣa answers]—

SŪTRA (35).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"The term 'Prṣṭha' should be taken as standing for the act; as it is enjoined as such." [This is the answer to question (B), the subsidiary question of the Adhikaraṇa].

Bhāṣya.

"The term 'Prṣṭha' should be taken as standing for the act;—why?—because it is enjoined as such; i.e. the injunction of 'Prṣṭha' in the text in question is similar to that injunction where the term 'Prṣṭha' has been recognised (under l. 4. 3) as standing for an act; the present injunction is like that same.—Wherein does the similarity of this injunction lie to that injunction?"—The similarity lies in the fact that the same term 'Prṣṭha' has been used in both cases; that is, in the case of the other injunction (dealt with under l. 4. 3), the term 'Prṣṭha' has been found to be denotive of the act;—it is that same term that is used in the injunctive text in question;—hence it follows that here also it should be understood
to be denotative of the act: as there is no ground for making any distinction. If, in the present case, some other denotation were assumed for the term, the term would come to have more than one denotation. — What is the harm in that? — The harm is that whenever the term would be uttered, its meaning would be doubtful; — there would, in fact, be no comprehension of the meaning; — so that no practical purpose would be served by the term; and it is for practical purposes only that words are used; as for other means of determining the exact meaning of the term, any such means would be dependent upon the Context and such other extraneous factors. On the other hand, if the term has only one denotation, its meaning is comprehended by itself, independently of all extraneous factors. — Thus it is seen that it is not right to attribute more than one meaning to a term; and consequently the term 'Prśha' should be taken as the name of an act (in the text in question also). — If then, the term 'Prśha' is the name of an act, — and the acts enjoined in the text in question (by the term 'Prśhaḥ') were those same that have been enjoined in the other injunctions (dealt with under 1. 4. 3), — then the mention of these acts in these latter would be meaningless. If then, in order to avoid this incongruity, it be held that what the present text enjoins is the act of worship (and not the acts enjoined in the other injunctions), — then, in that case, the Context would become ignored. For these reasons we take the present text as laying down similarity,—the words 'they worship with the Prśhas' being taken as meaning 'they worship with acts similar to the Prśha'.

"Now this similarity can be there only through the details of the act; hence it follows that the details of the Prśha should be adopted in the case in question — [this is the answer to Question (A), the main question of the Adhikarana]."

Sūtra (36).

[Siddhānta] — In reality, the term 'Prśṭha' should be taken as standing for substances; because what is laid down is the act of addressing and hence there would be an incongruity.

Bhāṣya.

It is not the right view that "the term 'Prśṭha' stands for act"; — the right view is that the term 'Prśha' should be taken as standing for substances, — i.e. substances in the shape of the words of verses; and hence it is denotative of such verses as "Abhi tuṣ śāra nonumā bhūḥ" and the like. — "Why so?" — "Because what is laid down (in the text in question) is the act of addressing; the text 'Prśhaḥ upaśīṣṭante' means that 'they address with the Prśhas'. — "How can the term ('upaśīṣṭante'), which is denotative of worship, be taken as denoting the act of addressing?" — This would be so by reason of the peculiar (Ātmanēpada) ending (in the term 'upaśīṣṭante'). When the root 'śāra' with the prefix 'spa' takes the Ātmanēpada ending, this ending denotes an act of which a mantra is the instrument (means); and Mantra is the instrument of the act of 'addressing'
(the deities), not of the act of 'worshipping' ; because 'worshipping' is
done either with the body, or with the mind [so that in this case the
instrument is the Body or the Mind, not the Mantra]. Hence it follows that
what is laid down in the text is the act of addressing.

Such being the case, there would be the following incongruity (in the
Pārśvaśāstra view)—If (as held by the Pārśvaśātras) the term 'Prātha'
were assumed to stand for acts, then that would militate against the
Āmanēpada-ending; as in that case the Mantra would not be the instrument
of the act;—if, on the other hand, the sense of the Āmanēpada-ending is
observed, then that becomes incompatible with the injunction of the act
of worship; in fact, in that case, it becomes inevitable that the verb should
signify the act of addressing. As between these two horns of the
dilemma, the reasonable course is to observe the sense of the Āmanē-
pada-ending; and in that case the term 'Prātha' would come in useful as
figuratively indicating the Mantra which is instrumental in accomplishing the
Prātha (i.e. over which the Prātha is sung); and the Āmanēpada is justifiable
only when there is instrumentality of the Mantra.—From all this it follows
that the term 'Prātha' stands for those Mantras that are instrumental in
the accomplishing of the Prāthas.

Says the Opponent—"This is not right; that the text lays down the
act of worship is expressed directly by the word ('upasthitatā'); while the
fact of its expressing the act of addressing is only indirectly indicated by
the indicative signs of the Āmanēpada-ending; and certainly no indicative
sign can set aside Direct Assertion."

Answer—There is no setting aside of Direct Assertion in this case.
What the verb 'upasthitatā' literally means is standing near,—and this
standing near is for the purpose of addressing; the meaning of the sentence
being that "in order to accomplish the act of addressing, one should stand
near the Fire";—such being the direct denotation of the root 'sthit' by
virtue of the Āmanēpada-ending. Hence there is no contradiction involved
in our view.

Says the Opponent—"Even so, the Mantra is the instrument of the
act of addressing, not of the standing near; so that the absence of all
connection between the standing near and the Mantra still remains; and
in that case the juxtaposition of the two ('Prātha' and 'Upasthāna',
'standing near) in the sentence 'Prāthakā upasthitatā' would be meaningless."

Answer—While accomplishing the act of addressing, the Mantra does
become the instrument of 'Upasthāna'; inasmuch as it accomplishes the
purpose of the 'standing near'; if it were purposeless, it would not be
done at all.

From all this it follows that the term 'Prātha' stands for the Mantra-
texts [Answer to Question (B)];—and when it stands for Mantras, then there
is no room for any details; as there are no details in connection with Mantras;
these being entirely without details—[Answer to Question (A)].

End of Pāda III of Adhyāya VII.
ADHYÄYA VII.

PĀDA IV.

ADHIKARAṆA (1): In connection with the 'Sāurya-charu' there are certain details of Procedure.

SŪTRA (1).

INASMUCH AS THERE IS NO INJUNCTION OF THE PROCEDURE, THE SACRIFICE SHOULD TAKE IT IN FROM WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE.

Bhāṣya.

[Instances of 'transference' indicated by Name have been dealt with so far; now we are going to deal with cases where the 'transference' is inferred.]

Without reference to any particular sacrifice, we read—'Sāuryam charum nirvāpī brahma varchasā sakāmā' ['One desiring Brahmic glory should offer Cooked Rice dedicated to Sūrya'].—In regard to this—(a) it has been understood under Sū. 2. 3. 14 that a sacrifice is enjoined here; (b) it has also been explained under Sū. 6. 1. 3, that 'as between the Sacrifice and its Result, the Sacrifice is the subordinate, and the Result the principal factor'; (c) further, it has been pointed out, under 2. 1. 5, that the Sacrifice brings about an unseen force (Jñāra), and from this force, at some future time, follows the Result.—Thus, in view of all these conclusions, what the sentence 'One desiring Brahmic glory should offer Cooked Rice dedicated to Sūrya' means is that 'By means of the Sāurya sacrifice, having brought about the unseen force, the man desiring Brahmic glory, should accomplish this glory for himself'.

Objection—'In a case where the sacrifice is spoken of by means of a word with the Instrumental Ending, it is right that it should be regarded as a subordinate factor; e.g. in the sentence 'Jyotistomēṇa svargakāmo yijēta': in the case of the text in question ('Sāuryam charum nirvāpī'), however, there being no Instrumental Ending, whence is the sense of the Instrumental obtained?'

Answer—What is the use here of the Sacrifice being spoken of by means of a word with the Instrumental Ending,—when it is in the very nature of things that actions are subordinate to their Results? In fact, even in cases where the Instrumental Ending does appear, it is ineffective, as the sense of the Instrumental is already got at.—Similarly, in cases where the Accusative Ending is used—as in the sentence 'Agniḥotram jahuyāti',—we might either alter the case-ending (changing 'agnihotram' into 'agnihotṛēṇa'), or regard the sense of the 'most desired' (which is connoted by the Accusative Ending) as not meant to be significant; or we may even
regard the case-ending as meaningless;—but in no case can the idea of the action being subordinate to the Result be got over. Hence it follows that in the sentence in question (‘Sauryam charum, etc.’) what is laid down is the bringing about of the Unseen Force by means of the Sacrifice. Now here, the Sacrifice is well known as something of common experience; but it is not known in what manner the Unseen Force is brought into existence by its means; because all that the text says is that ‘one should bring about the Unseen Force by means of the Sacrifice’; and the procedure of how it is to be brought about is not laid down. In the case of things where the Procedure is well known,—as in the case of the injunction ‘one should cook rice’,—all that the injunction teaches is that ‘the act ought to be done’; whereas however the Procedure is not known, such actions are enjoined along with the Procedure; as we find in the case of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa sacrifices. Thus then, the conclusion is that since the Procedure whereby the Sacrifice would bring about the Unseen Result has not been laid down in the injunctive text, therefore the injunction is, to that extent, incomplete.

**Objection**—“If the Procedure is there in the world, it must become known; if it is not there, how can it ever become known?”

**Answer**—True, the Procedure is there—both ordinary and Vedic (scriptural); the ordinary procedure is that observed in the case of the Sthāliyāku in connection with the Pārṇamāśriśādha and such other acts; and the Vedic procedure is that observed in the case of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa and other sacrifices. Now in the case in question, if the injunction of the Saurya-sacrifice is to be taken as preceded by, and dependent upon, the injunctions of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa and other sacrifices, and the meaning of the injunction is taken to be that ‘The Unseen Force is to be brought about by means of the Saurya-sacrifice in accordance with the Procedure already learnt (from the preceding injunctions)’,—then alone it is right that the injunction of the Saurya-sacrifice itself should contain no injunction of its procedure;—and as a matter of fact, the injunction of the Saurya-sacrifice does not contain an injunction of its procedure;—hence it follows that, inasmuch as there is no injunction of the Procedure, the Sacrifice should take it from what has gone before (Sa.),—i.e. it should be taken as having the same procedure as that which has been already laid down (in the preceding injunctions of other sacrifices).

**Question**—“There are some people who take the term ‘yaşēta’ to mean ‘should bring about the Sacrifice’; and the term ‘jāhuyāt’ as ‘should bring about the Homa’ [and do not take them to mean ‘should bring about the Unseen Force by means of the Sacrifice, or Homa’]. Do not these people need to find out what the details (of the acts) should be?”

**Answer**—Certainly, they do need to find it out. Though it may be that (for these people) the Sacrifice, having its process already known, may be duly offered to the prescribed deity,—yet, when it comes to be performed for the purpose of obtaining a particular result, there is need to find out its accessory details;—because no results follow from an act that is
performed without its details.—"How do you know that?"—When a man offers an impure substance,—while he is himself unclean, or lying down, or with feet raised,—with his left hand, or with his foot,—somehow or other to a Deity,—he does not obtain the result of the offering; such is the opinion of all cultured people;—on the other hand, if the man offers a pure substance,—at a clean place,—while he is himself self-controlled, facing the east,—with his right hand,—with mind collected,—and with proper Mantras,—and in due accordance with rules,—to the proper deity,—he does obtain the result;—such also is their opinion.—Thus it is clear that wherever a sacrifice has been laid down as to be performed for the obtaining of a result, it must stand in need of definite accessory details.

From all this it follows that sacrifices like the Sourya must need certain accessory details; and when the need is there, it is to be met,—in the case of the sacrifice which is itself a Primary Sacrifice,—by being connected with the details that may be found to be laid down in close proximity (with reference to other sacrifices);—and in the case of the sacrifice which is an Ectype of another original Primary Sacrifice,—by being connected with those details that may be inferred [i.e. implied under the general law that the Ectype is to be performed like its Archetype].
Adhikaraṇa (2): The Procedure to be adopted at the 'Savrya' sacrifice should be 'Vedic'.

Sūtra (2).

Pūrvapakṣa]—"It should be the 'ordinary' one, because its functioning has been seen."

Bhāṣya.

Now we proceed to consider the question—Is there no restriction as to whether the Procedure adopted at the 'Savrya' sacrifice may be either the 'ordinary' or the 'Vedic' one? Or must it be the 'ordinary' one? Or the 'Vedic' one?

The first idea is that there can be no restriction, as there are no grounds for making a distinction.

Against this we have the following, which is the Pūrvapakṣa view:

"It should be the 'ordinary' one; i.e. it—the method of Procedure,—should be the 'ordinary' one;—why?—because its functioning has been seen; the functioning of the 'ordinary' procedure has been seen in several instances; for instance, at the Śīhālī-pāka in connection with the Pūrvamānashrāddha, at the 'Cooked Rice offering at the Aṣṭakā', at the Āgrahāyani sacrifice, and so on in several cases, where an Unseen Force is brought about by the sacrifice,—we have seen the functioning of the 'ordinary' Procedure. From these cases we deduce the affirmative premiss that whenever a sacrifice produces the Unseen Force, such is the Procedure adopted;—[then comes the minor premiss] this Savrya sacrifice is a sacrifice (bringing about the Unseen Force);—[then comes the conclusion] the same should be the Procedure to be adopted.'"

Sūtra (3).

"It may be different from that, where there is a declaration to that effect."

Bhāṣya.

"The question is put—'Is this the universal rule—that in all cases, the Procedure must be the ordinary one?—Such appears to be the case'.—Our answer to this is that it may be different from the ordinary, when there is a declaration to that effect; that is, in a case where there is a declaration to the effect that the Vedic Procedure should be adopted, the 'ordinary' procedure shall not be adopted; because in that case, on the strength of that declaration, the Vedic Procedure should be adopted; as in the case of the Upasads and the Grhamādha."
SŪTRA (4).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY MEANS OF THE INDICATIVE; BECAUSE THE INDICATIVE IS SUBSERVIENT TO IT.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, it is by means of the Indicative that the Procedure should be determined.—Which one should it be?—That which would be indicated by the Indicative. In the present case, the Indicative points to the Vedic Procedure;—hence the Vedic Procedure is the one that should be adopted.—

"What is the Indicative?"—It is as follows—In connection with Saurya-offering of Cooked Rice, it is declared—'At the Prayāja, he offers the oblation of a gold-piece'; similarly in connection with the offering to Indra-Byāsputi it is said—'He lops off half of the Grass, not the other half,—the half that he has himself lopped off he spreads on the altar, not the other half'; again—'At the Pitrâyajña, he does not appoint a Hotr, nor an Ārāṇya'. All these indicative texts point to the conclusion that the Procedure to be adopted at the Saurya-sacrifice should be the Vedic one.—"How so?"—Because the Indicative is subservient to it; i.e. the Prayâja and the rest are all subservient to,—subserve the purposes of—the 'Unseen Force' brought about by the sacrifice laid down in the Veda; and hence it is only when the sacrifices would be performed in accordance with the Procedure laid down in the Veda that they would bring about the said Unseen Force; and in that case alone could such declarations be justifiable as—'Offers the gold-piece at each Prayâja'.—From all this it follows that the Procedure to be adopted at the Saurya-sacrifice should be determined to be the Vedic one.

SŪTRA (5).

[Objection (A)]—"NOT SO; BECAUSE THE TEXTS HAVE NO REASON BEHIND THEM; AS THEY SHOULD BE TAKEN AS DECLARATIONS DESCRIPTIVE OF EXISTING THINGS."

Bhāṣya.

The phrase '-api va' means 'it is not so'. The Opponent says—"It is not right that the Vedic Procedure should be adopted at the Saurya-sacrifice; because the indicative texts quoted cannot serve the purpose of restricting the choice to the Vedic Procedure.—'Why?"—Because the texts have no reason behind them; it is only when a declaration has reason behind it that it proves its objective,—and the texts quoted do not have any reason behind them. In fact it is not right that the Vedic Procedure should be adopted (at the Saurya-sacrifice); because that Procedure is restricted to the Darsha-Pāṃḍāna and other sacrifices by 'Context,' and the other circumstances.—'What then is the meaning of the indicative texts that have been quoted?'—The answer to this is that they should be taken as declarations descriptive of existing things; for instance, the
declaration that ‘He lops off half of the Grass, not the other half’ can refer only to a case where the Grass is actually there; because what is asserted here can apply only to such Grass as is actually there;—in the case of the Sāurya-sacrifice, however, there is no Grass. [Hence the declaration can have no bearing upon the Sāurya-sacrifice.]—Similarly the other declaration also—‘He does not appoint the Hōtr, nor the Āryāṇya’—should be taken as descriptive of an existing fact—’If it is descriptive of an existing fact, then it is useless.’—What can be done, when there is no useful purpose served by it?—As for the declaration ‘At each Prayahāja, he offers the golden piece’, it would apply to the Prayahājas themselves.—But how can this same sentence lay down the Prayahāja as also the offering of the gold-piece at the Prayahāja?—Such an interpretation would involve a syntactical split.—In that case it may not be taken as laying down the Prayahājas, it may be taken only as laying down the offering of the gold-piece at the Prayahāja; and the performer will naturally perform the Prayahājas also, as without performing the Prayahāja, there could be no offering of the gold-piece at the Prayahāja.—Thus (inasmuch as none of the texts quoted has any bearing upon the Sāurya-sacrifice), there is no text indicative of the fact that it is the Vedic Procedure alone that should be adopted at the Sāurya-sacrifice; on the other hand, for reasons already stated (under Sū 2 and 3), it is clear that it is the ordinary Procedure that should be adopted at it.”

SŪTRA (6).

[Objection (B)]—‘Inasmuch as the simultaneous adoption of the accessory details would be mutually incompatible, there should be adoption (of one or the other) according to the purpose served by them.”

Bhāṣya.

‘[The Siddhāntin may say]—Why cannot both the Procedures be adopted together?—What would be the advantage of this?—The advantage would be this that the need of all the sacrifices for both Procedures would not be set aside by either one of the two only being adopted.

“The answer to this is as follows:—If both were to function together, then if the sacrifice were entirely completed by means of one Procedure only, the functioning of the other would be entirely incompatible (absurd).

“Thus there being mutual incompatibility between the simultaneous functioning of both, there should be adoption of one or the other according to the purposes served by them; i.e. only one of them should function at any one sacrifice.—But how can the functioning of only one Procedure secure the adoption of the accessory details according to the purposes served?—When certain accessory details have already appeared for certain purposes at the original Primary Sacrifice (Dārśha-Pāruṇamāsa), those details would appear at the Ecotype (the Sāurya) also for the same purposes. Otherwise, if the other Procedure were adopted, the details of that would not come in
in accordance with the same purposes as those of the details mentioned above; because the purposes of the above-mentioned details would have been already served by those details themselves. It is for this reason that it is only when there is functioning of only one Procedure that the details are adopted in accordance with the purposes served by them; thus it is that the words of the Sūtra ‘Yathārthakakalpanā syāt’ has been taken to mean that ‘only one of them should function at any one sacrifice’.—And if only one Procedure has to be adopted, it should be the ordinary one, for reasons already set forth above (under Śū. 2 and 3).”

SŪTRA (7).

[Answer]—In fact, inasmuch as [the Vedic Procedure] has claims [to be adopted], the choice should be restricted to that; because the accessory details are expressive of that conclusion; specially because these details are connected with that Procedure, as in the case of Names;—and as in the case of the term ‘dhēnu’ connected with the term ‘kishora’.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘tu’ (‘in fact’) implies the rejection of the views set forth above.

It would not be right to hold that the Ordinary Procedure should be adopted at the Sāurya sacrifice; in fact, the choice should be restricted to the Vedic Procedure.—“Why?”—Because the Vedic Procedure has claims to be adopted; as a matter of fact, the Vedic Procedure also has claims of being adopted at the Sāurya; because that Procedure also provides a method of bringing about the Unseen Force. And when both the Procedures (ordinary as well as Vedic) have equal claims to be adopted, it is the Vedic one that should be actually adopted;—because the accessory details are expressive of that conclusion; that is, the accessory details, in the shape of the Prayāja and the rest, being found at the Sāurya and other such sacrifices are expressive of—point to—the said conclusion that the Procedure to be adopted at it should be the Vedic one.—“Why so?”—Because these details are connected with that procedure; and hence, through association, they point to it;—as in the case of Names;—i.e. just as the name ‘Agnihaṭra’ applied to the Kuṇḍapāṇidānayāna is expressive of a sacrifice and as such brings along with itself all the details connected with that sacrifice,—because in the absence of those details, the application of the said name would be improper; and hence it is understood that those details are present at that sacrifice;—in the same manner, in the case in question also, it being found that the presence of the Prayāja, etc. (at the Sāurya) would not be proper if the Procedure were not Vedic, it is understood that the Vedic Procedure also must find room there.—“In the absence of reasons, a mere indication
-cannot prove anything". — True, that is so; but the reason has already been stated — inasmuch as the Vedic Procedure has claims (Sū.).

It has been argued that "it is the Ordinary Procedure whose functioning is visible". — Our answer to that is that, even though the functioning of the Ordinary Procedure be possible, yet the choice should be restricted to the Vedic Procedure. — "How so?" — As in the case of the term 'dhēnu' connected with the term 'kishora'; that is, in the case of the expression 'Kṛṣṇakishora dhēnu', even though the term 'dhēnu' has been found to be used in the sense of the newly-delivered cow, yet by reason of the name ('dhēnu') being applicable to newly-delivered animals in general, it has claims of being applied to the newly-delivered mare also; and that in the particular expression quoted, the term does stand for the newly-delivered mare is admitted on the basis of the indicative word 'kishora' (which stands for the colt, the young one of the mare, not of the cow). Similarly in the case in question also, even though the functioning of the Ordinary Procedure may be seen, yet, by reason of both being equally "Procedure", and hence having equal claims to be adopted, it should be taken as restricted to the Vedic Procedure only, on the basis of the indicative texts (quoted under Sū. 4).

SŪTRA (8).

[Objection] — "In fact, because the origins (of the accessory details) are equal, therefore they should find room in accordance with their respective spheres."

Bhāṣya.

"In fact, the choice cannot be restricted by means of Indicative texts. — 'Why?" — Because the origins are equal; that is, the origins of the accessory details — Pratājya and the rest — are equal; i.e. all of them appear as subsidiary to the Agnījya and other sacrifices, not as subsidiaries among themselves. — 'What then?" — If the Anuvāja and the rest were subsidiaries to the Pratājya and the rest, then, in accordance with the law that 'where the Primary there its subsidiaries', — the presence of the Pratājya would lead to the inference of the presence of the Anuvāja and the rest; when, however, they all equally belong to other Primaries, — the presence of the Pratājya might lead to the inference of the presence of the Pratājas and the details of the Pratājas, — not of the Anuvāja and the rest. — Hence we conclude that the Indicative text cannot be the basis for determining which Procedure is to be adopted.

"It has been argued that it would be 'like the Name'; our answer to that is as follows — in the instance cited (that of the name 'Agnihotra' being applied to the Kṛṣṇaṇāyāyāṇayāna), it was only right that the name of one act being applied to another act should indicate the transference of the details of the former act to the latter; as has been already explained. Further, in that case there is the injunction that 'the oblation should be offered in the manner of the Agnihotra', while in the present instance, it is a mere
reference; hence there is no possibility of even the Prayāja and the rest coming in,—what to say of the Anuṣṭāja and the rest?—Hence the case of the ‘name’ bears no analogy to the case in question.

“From all this it follows that they should find room in their respective spheres. That is to say, the Details should be adopted in connection with those same Apūrvas (Transcendental Results) in reference to which they have been prescribed.”

The Siddhāntin says—In the case of the text one should offer Cooked Rice dedicated to Sūrya, the verb may be taken as enjoining the Principal offering and also declaring its auxiliaries.—‘But how can that be done?’—As a matter of fact, if a ‘Principal’ were spoken of without its auxiliaries, it could not serve any purpose.—Thus then, when all the said auxiliaries have been rendered admissible in the manner explained above, the choice of a few particular ones might be made on the basis of the indicative texts; that we have quoted.

To this the Pūrvapakṣin makes the following answer:

Sūtra (9).

“The ‘enjoining’ (of the Principal) and the ‘declaring’ (of the Auxiliaries) by one and the same word is incompatible.”

Bhāṣya.

“It is not possible for one and the same word to do the enjoining of the ‘Principal’ and also the declaring of the Auxiliaries.—Why?—Because it is only after the Principal has come into existence that it needs the auxiliaries; and it is through this need that these are taken in. Hence what has been suggested is not right.—Then again, if the word ‘nirvapati’ (‘should offer’) were taken as enjoining the auxiliaries also, then these latter also would be related to the Result; and as such they would lose their ‘auxiliary’ character itself. Hence this view also is not acceptable.—Thus the only alternative left is that the ordinary Procedure should be adopted.”

Sūtra (10).

[Answer]—In fact, the ‘Injunction-Appendix’ should apply to the Injunction, in the same manner as to the Original Primary; as we find indicatives pointing to that conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the ‘Injunction-Appendix’ should apply to the Injunction—i.e., to the Injunction of sacrifices like the Saṃyoga; and no ‘ordinary’ details should find place in them.—“What is the meaning of ‘Injunction-Appendix’ (‘vidhyanta’)?”—It means the ‘Appendix’ (anta) of the ‘Injunction’.
"What is an 'Injunction' ("vidhi")?"—That sentence is called 'Injunction' on coming by which a man either takes up, or desists from, activity; such a sentence is called 'Injunction' because it enjoins a definite thing. For example, in common parlance, when it is said 'Devadatta gan abhyajya shuklam' ('Devadatta, lead the cow, the white one'), the word 'abhyajya' ('lead') is the Injunction and the rest is the Appendix to that Injunction; similarly in Vedic literature also, the sentence 'One should perform the Darsha-Purnamasa sacrifice' is the Opening Injunction, while the Appendix to that Injunction consists of the whole section of the Brähmana-text dealing with 'Cake-offerings', barring the (aforesaid) Principal Injunction; as it is in association with the whole of the Appendix that the said Opening Injunction prompts the man to activity tending to the bringing about of the Transcendental Result; it is for this reason that it is called the 'Appendix' to that Injunction. Similarly, the sentence 'One should perform the Soma-sacrifice' is the Opening Injunction, and the whole of the section of the Brähmana-text dealing with 'Soma-offerings' is the Appendix to that Injunction. This is what is meant by the term 'Injunction-Appendix' (as used in the Sūtra).

Now, in the case of the Saurya and other such sacrifices, we have the Opening Injunction (enjoining the sacrifice itself), but there is no Appendix to that Injunction. So that in their case also the said Injunction-Appendix should have to be assumed—"How?"—Whenever a sentence is found to be incomplete, it can be completed either by supplying additional words or by remote (indirect) construction (i.e. by connecting it with words separated from it); and this latter method of 'remote construction' is superior to that of 'supplying additional words'; because in the latter case such words have to be introduced as do not occur in the Veda, while in the former, the words with which the sentence is construed are such as are contained in the Veda itself. It is for this reason that a remote Brähmana-text is assumed to be the completer of the sentence that is found to be incomplete; for instance, such Brähmana-texts as 'Should sacrifice Kapinjala-birds to Vasanata', 'Should offer Kalarijska-birds to Grioma'. From all this it follows that the Procedure to be admitted to the Saurya sacrifice should be the Vedic one.

Objection—"If the remote Brähmana-text is taken as the Appendix (sequel) to the Injunctive text in question, then it cannot be construed where it stands, and thus it becomes like the 'dancing peacock'; when the peacock dances, some feathers become exposed while others disappear (and this goes on changing continuously); in the case in question, the text disappears from one place and appears in another."

This does not affect the case at all. Because the connection (presence) of the Brähmana-text where it actually occurs is perceptible, while its connection with the (remoter) Injunction is only inferred; and what is inferred cannot set aside what is perceptible.

"In that case it comes to this that the text cannot be construed with the Injunction in question, as such connection would be contrary to the other perceptible connection."
That would be so if there were real incompatibility between the two; as a matter of fact, however, there is no such incompatibility; hence the text could be construed where it occurs, as also with the remoter Injunction in question.

This is what is meant by the words of the Sūtra—The ‘Injunction-Appendix’ should apply to the Injunction, in the same manner as to the Original Primary.

Says the Opponent—"What is meant by the term 'prakṛtya' ('in the same manner as to the Original Primary')?

In fact, it is in the eighth Adhyāya that it is going to be determined what is the 'Original Primary' of what ".

What is meant by the term is as follows:—The Injunction-Appendix (i.e. the Procedure) would come in like that of the Original Primary; that is, the Procedure at a sacrifice would be like that of that particular sacrifice which is its Original Primary (Archetype); for instance, the sacrifice which has the Agniṣṭoma for its Original Primary will obtain its procedure from the Agniṣṭoma; that of which the Agniṣṭoma is the Original Primary will obtain it from the Agniṣṭoma; and so on, in all cases.

"But why cannot the ordinary 'Appendix' be assumed for the Injunction (of the Sāurya) ?"  

Answer—As there is no ordinary 'Injunction', there can be no ordinary 'Injunction-Appendix'; how then can one be assumed?

"Let the ordinary Procedure be adopted; why need there be any assumption of the Appendix to the Injunction?"

Answer—The Procedure admissible in the case is the Vedic, not the ordinary, one.

"But why?"

We find Indicatives pointing to that conclusion (Sū.),—that is, texts indicating the admission of the Prayāja and other details (as explained under Sū. 4, above).

SŪTRA (11).

[Objection]—"Inasmuch as (the adoption of the Vedic Procedure is) based upon Indicatives,—in a case where there is no such Indicative, the 'Ordinary' Procedure should be adopted."

Bhāṣya.

"If it is entirely on account of Indicatives that the Vedic Procedure is taken as the one to be adopted (in the case of the Sāurya), then, in a case where there is no such Indicative, the 'Ordinary' Procedure should have to be adopted; e.g. in the case of the sacrifice enjoined in the sentence—'If one's brothers happen to die, one should offer the Cake baked upon eleven pums, dedicated to Indra-Agni'."
[Answer]—Inasmuch as the 'Indicative' has the support of other things, and as the injunctive term is common to all, the matter could be determined even by a single instance; as in the case of the 'Rice in the Pot'.

Bhāṣya.

The answer to the above is as follows:—What has been said might have been true if the adoption of the Vedic Procedure were based entirely upon Indicatives; as a matter of fact, however, it is not based entirely upon Indicatives. "Then on what is it based?"—It is based upon the 'Appendix to the Injunction'; and the 'Appendix to the Injunction' also is based upon Reason; and this Reason is equally applicable to all sacrifices, those that are 'Ectypal' (i.e. come into the Ectype by virtue of its being the Ectype of an Archetype and hence deriving its details therefrom) as well as those that come in by virtue of Indicatives. "How so!"—Because the injunctive term is common to all; in the injunction of sacrifices, there is the same injunctive term; the Opening Injunction is there in the case of all sacrifices, not so the Appendix to the Injunction (which is not there in all cases); but still on account of the needs of the case, even those Opening Injunctions that have no Appendix of their own are also connected with the Appendix occurring elsewhere in the Brahmana-text. Now, if such an Indicative, supported by reason, is found even in one case, it indicates the admissibility of the same details into all those sacrifices to which the said reason is applicable. Just as in the case of rice-grains being cooked together in a pot, on pressing one grain, one infers that all the other grains have become cooked, on the ground that the same cause that tended to the tried grain becoming soft, has been present in the case of other grains also. From all this it follows that in the case of all sacrifices (whose Procedure has not been expressly laid down), the Vedic Procedure should be adopted.

It has been argued above (under Sū. 2) that—"It is the functioning of the 'Ordinary' Procedure that is visible (in all cases)". Our answer to that is that what the Opponent is putting forward here is an affirmative Universal Proposition, and such a proposition can be accepted as true only when it is found to be infallibly true in all cases; the proposition that is urged, however, is not infallibly true (it is fallacious); because there are several sacrifices, such as the Gopajāna (Communal Sacrifice) at which the Ordinary Procedure is not found to be adopted. Consequently the reason 'because its functioning has been seen (is visible, in all cases)' is not valid.

As for the argument that—"the claims of the Vedic Procedure being only partial, the Indicatives also could only rest on that (and hence have only a partial application)",—our answer is as follows: The 'claims' are based upon the fact of there being a fresh procedure; the presence of
such a Procedure can only be based upon a verbal text;—and what is learnt from the verbal text is that the Procedure belongs to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, not to all sacrifices. Hence there can be no 'claims' in the case of all sacrifices. From this we conclude that the admissibility of a Procedure is determined by the 'Appendix to the Injunction', not by anything else.

[The Opponent raises an entirely new objection]—"Why cannot the sentences enjoining the Ectypal sacrifices (Saurya and the like) be accepted in their incomplete form, as they are! Why should there be any 'completing' of them (by the importing of an 'Appendix' from elsewhere)?"

Answer—If they are incomplete, they become useless:—"Let them be useless:—what is the harm?"—In that case it is not possible for them to be accepted by cultured people. —"The acceptance may be due to a mistake".—When cultured people make no mistake in regard to a single consonant or vowel, how could they make one in regard to such a large body of texts? Why too should it be regarded as a mistake? It has been explained under Sū. 1. 2. 8 that 'all these texts are equally scriptural'. Even if there had been a mistake committed by the learned, it could not have been perpetuated for many thousands of cycles. It is only right too that the texts should be completed on the basis of their requirements. This is the reason why we do not accept them as they are, incomplete?

Thus it becomes established that it is the Vedic Procedure that should be adopted (at the Saurya, etc.).
**Adhikāraṇa (3):** At the ‘Gavāmayana’, the procedure to be adopted should be that of the ‘Ekāha’.

**Sūtra (13):**

[Paśvapakṣa—continued]—‘At the ‘Ahargana’, the procedure to be adopted should be that of the ‘Dvādashāha’, because they have all got that for their Archetype; as for the name pertaining to the ‘Ekāha’, it would be due to the coming in of additional details,—like the ‘Ekāha’ sacrifice itself.’’

**Bhāṣya.**

After having enjoined the Sātra, in the sentence ‘People desiring offspring should have recourse to the Gavāmayana’, the text goes on to add ‘Jyotisaunirūyuh’ [mentioning the three names ‘Jyotis’, ‘Gauḥ’, and ‘Āyus’ of the three parts of the Gavāmayana and also of three independent sacrifices].—It is going to be explained under St. 8. 1. 17 that the ‘appendix’ (Procedure) at the Gavāmayana should be that of the Dvādashāha.—Thus then, at the Gavāmayana, the details of the Dvādashāha would come by the general law (relating to the Archetype and the Ectype); and of the Ekāha-sacrifices also, some of the details come in, being mentioned as such by their respective names. Now those Dvādashāha-details that are not incompatible with the Ekāha-details come, in due course, to be performed at the Gavāmayana; but there are some Dvādashāha-details that are incompatible with the Ekāha-details; and in regard to these, there arises the question—which of the two details shall be performed—those of the Dvādashāha? Or those of the Ekāha?

[We are now going to deal with cases where there is a conflict between the details whose ‘transference’ is indicated by Name, and those whose transference is indicated by inference (through the general law regarding Ectype and Archetype). At the Gavāmayana, there are three ‘Days’ (Daily Performances)—Jyotis, Gauḥ and Āyus. The Gavāmayana, being an ‘Ectype’ of the Dvādashāha, the three parts of it (Jyotis and the rest) take in the details of that Dvādashāha, through inference based upon the general law,—one of those details being the sacrificial fee of ‘One Hundred’. On the other hand, the name ‘Jyotis’ as applied to those indicates the application of the details of the Jyotis tōma, by which the sacrificial fee should be ‘One Thousand’.—Which of these two Fees shall be given?—That is the question.—Subodhinī.]

On this question, the Paśvapakṣa view is thus set forth in the Sūtra:—‘At the Akargana the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the Dvādashāha, because they have all got that for their Archetype; i.e. because they have the Dvādashāha for their Archetype (Original Primary), therefore the details
thereof come into the Gavāmayana through the ‘Appendix’—‘But this goes against the name of the sacrifice’.—No, it will not go against the names ‘Jyotis’ (‘Gauḥ’, ‘Āyus’); as these would be applicable by reason of the coming in of additional details,—that is, by the coming in of details of the modifications of Hymns and Songs in addition to those pertaining to the Jyotiṣṭoma;—like the Ėkāha sacrifice itself; that is, just as in the case of the Ėkāha-Jyotis, the name ‘Jyotis’ is applied on the basis of additional details,—even though the details of the Jyotiṣṭoma are already there,—so the name ‘Jyotis’ is applied for the purpose of indicating the presence of additional details which are not found at the Jyotiṣṭoma;—and there is no incompatibility between these additional details and those that belong to the Deāḍasāha. Hence it follows that when there is incompatibility between the details of the Deāḍasāha and those of the Ėkāha, it is the former that should be adopted.”

"There is another explanation of the second half of the Sūtra—‘Adhikāgamūḥ tailākhyam svat Ėkāhavat’. At the Deāḍasāha, there are certain details other than those at the Ėkāha,—such, for instance, as ‘Abhiplavov’navaham bhavati goristāmanam savaham bhavati’ (?); and it is by reason of these additional details coming in that the name is applied to it.—This the Ahaṇ (Day-sacrifice) is related to the Deāḍasāha, and is named Jyotis and Ėyus.—"How is this?"—Like the Ėkāha; i.e. the same Ėkāha comes to be named ‘Jyotis’, etc. when there enter into it those special details which are over and above those pertaining to its Archetype the Jyotiṣṭoma;—similarly, in the case in question, those same names would be applied figuratively, on the basis of this similarity to the Ėkāha that here also additional details come in addition to those of its Archetype, the Deāḍasāha;—exactly as the one-day Vīśeṇajīt has been called ‘Saḍaha’ (Six-day-sacrifice) by reason of the presence thereof of those Prap’ilas that pertain to the Saḍaha—and we had the declaration ‘That Ėkāha (One-day-sacrifice) they call the Saḍaha’. (See above, Sū. 7. 3. 6 et seq.) Similarly in this case also.—And as the name will apply only figuratively, it cannot be taken as indicating the ‘transference’ of details."

SŪTRA (14).

[Paṇvapaka—concluded]—"Also because there is an Indicative text."

Bhāṣya.

"From an Indicative text also we conclude that it is the Procedure of the Deāḍasāha that should be adopted.—What is that Indicative text ?—It is this—‘Debhyaṃ lomaṇḍvayati, debhyam tvacham, debhīmanasṛk, debhīyaṃ mūṃsam’ ['He takes out the furs out of two, the skin out of two, the blood out of two, the flesh out of two']; having started with these details, which pertain to the Saḍaha sacrifice, the text goes on to say,—
"Yad devadoshapadosa bhavanti aimamametannirmanadaya" ["If there are twelve Upasadas, etc. etc."]; here we have an indication of the presence of 'twelve Upasadas', which is a feature of the Devedashaka sacrifice; and this would be possible only if the whole set of details pertaining to the Devedashaka, even those incompatible with those of the Ekaha, were admitted. If that were not so, then there would be only six Upasadas, which is a feature of the Ekaha.—From this we conclude that the Procedure of the Devedashaka should be adopted."

"The following is another text indicative of the same conclusion—

"Yasyatriccittam kLadashinyamalaabharastra priyam bhrtreyamatiiricchita, aha yad deva diva pashu samasyayuh kanyasa ugh kurvan, yathete brahmaavantau pasharcal alashtani narpriyam bhrtreyam ugyaticchita na kanyasa ugh kurita;—this indicates the presence, in connection with the Ekadashini (the eleven Posts) of the 'Vihara' [Pasture-ground] which is a feature of the Devedashaka.—How?—It is only when there is 'Vihara', that an 'excess' of animals is possible,—and it is for fear of this excess that there is a combination of two animals each;—if the details admitted were those of the Ekaha, then there could be no 'Vihara'; and in that case the declaration here made would not be justifiable.—Hence it follows that the Procedure of the Devedashaka should be adopted."

SUTRA (15):

[SIDHANTA]—NOT SO: BECAUSE THERE IS THE NAME OF THE SACRIFICE;
AS FOR THE 'ADDITIONAL DETAILS', THERE IS NO VERBAL
AUTHORITY FOR THEM.

Bhosa.

Not so; the Procedure of the Devedashaka should not be adopted; it is that of the Ekaha that should be adopted.—"Why so?"—Because the Procedure of the Devedashaka (which is the Archetype) is admissible only under the General Law (relating to the Archetype and its Ectype),—while that of the Ekaha is admissible through Name; and the Name is more authoritative than the General Law;—why?—because it is directly perceptible; the Name is directly perceptible (in the Veda); while the General Law functions through Inference.—"But the Injunction-Appendix (Procedure) also is perceptible".—True, but it is perceptible only in relation to the Archetype; in its relation to the Ectype, it is purely inferential. As for the Name, it is perceptible, in relation to the Ectype also; and Perception is more authoritative than Inference.—Hence it is the Procedure of the Ekaha that should be adopted.

"It has been explained that the Name only serves the purpose of admitting additional details."

The answer to this is as follows:—As for the 'additional details', there is no verbal authority for them; i.e. there is no word signifying the additional details; all such terms as 'Jyotis' and the rest are the names of actions (sacrifices),—as has been made clear under Sū. 1. 4. 2.
It has been asserted (in Sū. 13) that “the name would be due to the coming in of additional details.”—Our answer to this is that Additional details come in, by virtue of declarations, not by virtue of Names.

As for the argument that “when the details are absent, the name is not applied”,—as a matter of fact, there is no occasion on which the names in question—Ayus—and the rest—have not been applied to the sacrifice in question; how then can it be said that the Name has been seen to be absent (not applied) when the details have been absent?

Then there is the argument that “the names Jyotis and the rest are not applied to the Jyotisoma.”—But the reason for the name Jyotis not being applied to the Jyotisoma lies in the fact that they are distinct actions, and not in the fact of its having none of its details.

From all this it follows that, when there is incompatibility, the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the Ēkāha.

The following is the refutation of the second explanation (proposed on p. 64 of the Text) of the second half of Sūtra 12—‘Adhikāyaṇamā tadākkhyam syāt, ēkāhavat’.—If the name is applicable figuratively, then it can be only a reference, and as such useless. Hence we conclude that the Name should be treated as indicating the transference of details.

SŪTRA (16).

[A suggested refutation of the Pūrva-pāka]—What is indicated should be taken as a property of the Group; applicable by reason of serving the same purpose; as in the case of substances.

Bhāṣya.

The indicative has been cited, in the shape of the presence of the ‘twelve Upasadas’. The refutation of this argument is as follows:—What is indicated should be taken as a property of the Group; the indicative that has been cited (the presence of twelve Upasadas) is a property of the Group. As a matter of fact, the Devādāshāka is a ‘Group of Days’ [a Group of Twelve Day-sacrifices], and is enjoined with a view to a definite result; in the text—‘Persons desiring prosperity should have recourse to the Devādāshāka’; the Gadāmayaṇa also is another ‘Group of Days’, enjoined for the same purpose of accomplishing a definite result;—and it is by virtue of this serving of the same purpose as the Devādāshāka, that it takes in the details of the Devādāshāka, not through the force of the General Law (relating to Archetype and Ectype). As in the case of substances; in the case of substances, it is found that the details laid down in connection with the Vṝhi become applicable to the other substances by virtue of their being substitutes for Vṝhi and serving the same purpose,—and not through the force of the General Law. The same is the case with the present instance.
SŪTRA (17).

[The above refutation criticised]—IT IS NOT SO; BECAUSE THE PROPERTY IN QUESTION BELONGS TO THE 'APŪRVA', THE 'GROUP' BEING A SUBORDINATE FACTOR.

Bhāṣya.

What has been urged under the preceding Sūtra is not right.—Why?—Because the property belongs to the Apūrva; that is, the presence of twelve Upasada is a property of the Apūrva, not of the 'Group'.—How so?—Because the 'Group' is a subordinate factor; it is the 'Days' (the Day-sacrifices) that constitute the 'principal' factor in this case, and the number 'twelve', occurring in the name 'Deśadashākha' is subordinate to those 'Days', i.e. it is their qualification; and an action is always regarded as subsisting in what is qualified, not in the qualification; for instance, when it is said 'rājapurusah āniyātām' ('Let the King's man be brought up'), what is brought up is the Man, not the King;—or when it is said 'rājaman bhavatī Decadatta' ('Devadatta eats savoury food'), what is understood to be eaten is vegetable or Pulse. In all cases it is the Principal Factor that is understood to be the substratum of the action.—What if it is so?—What follows from this is that the Result is brought about by the 'Days', not by the 'Group', and the Details belong to that which brings about the Result. Thus it is that the presence of twelve Upasada is not a property of the 'Group'; and such being the case, the details cannot find room in the Garudāyana by virtue of their serving the same purpose as the Deśadashākha (as suggested under Sū. 16).

For these reasons, the refutation put forward under Sū. 16 is not right.

SŪTRA (18).

[Another criticism of the Refutation suggested in Sū. 16]—IN THE CASE OF SUBSTANCES, THE DETAILS (PROPERTIES) DO BECOME ADMISSIBLE BY VIRTUE OF ONE SUBSTANCE SERVING THE PURPOSES OF THE OTHER.

Bhāṣya.

The instance of 'Substances' has been cited (in Sūtra 16). But in the case of Substances, it is only right that there should be a transference of details (or properties); because in that case when the Nirvāra serves the same purpose that is served by the Vrihi, the former takes in the details of the latter. In the case in question, however, the presence of twelve Upasada is not a property (or detail) belonging to the 'Group' at all; hence the very reason put forward is vitiated; consequently, the instance of 'Substances' that has been cited is not analogous.

Question—How then do you explain the Indicative text that the Pūrva-pakṣin has put forward (under Sūtra 14)?

The answer to that is set forth in the following Sūtra.—
SŪTRA (19).

WHAT IS SOUGHT TO BE GOTTEN AT BY INDICATION IS ALREADY THERE DIRECTLY.

Bhāṣya.

At the Gaṇīmayaṁ, the first 'day of the Dwāḍaśāya' is that which is called 'Prāyaṇyāya-atirātra'; it is of this latter that the presence of twelve Upasades is a detail; hence when this is adopted, it is the Principal sacrifice that is adopted; while if the presence of six Upasades were adopted, it would be the detail belonging to the subordinate sacrifice Jyotis and the rest; and there is no reason why the opportune adoption of the Principal should be superseded (by the adoption of the Subordinates). Thus it is for the honouring of the Principal that the presence of the twelve Upasades is admitted; so that what is sought to be got at by means of Indication is actually secured by the most direct means; and not indirectly through the General Law; specially as the General Law is weaker than Nome. It is also going to be explained later on that 'When there is a congregation of conflicting details, it is the more numerous one that should be adopted' (Śū. 12. 2. 22);—"Or, it should be the principal one, by reason of the injunction of the Āpūrva, as in ordinary experience" (Śū. 12. 2. 23).

[The whole of the above explanation of Śū. 19 has been rejected by Kumārila. He says as follows:—The whole of this is improper. As a matter of fact, the term 'prāyaṇyāya' is not indicative of the transference of details; hence how could there be any possibility of the coming in of the Twelve Upasades? Hence at the Prāyaṇyāya, as also at the Atrīṭrātra, the Procedure should be that of the Jyotis sacrifice. Then again, the Śūtra 12. 2. 22, which appears to have been quoted by the Bhāṣya as 'Pārvaspades', is not a Pārvaspades-Sūtra at all; in fact, it embodies the Sutdānta position that: 'When there is a conflict between two sets of details, one set being more numerous than the other, then that which is more numerous should be adopted (12. 2. 22); while when they are equal in number, the Principal One should be adopted (12. 2. 23).—We are therefore offering another explanation of the Śūtra 19—The Procedure of the Deśaḍaśāya is applicable to a large number of 'Days', while that of the Ekaśa is applicable to a fewer number; hence, the more numerous being adopted, naturally the Twelve Upasades become directly adopted.—Taptīṭed.]

As regards the second indication that has been cited (under Śū. 14)—in the shape of the mention of the 'Vihāra' in connection with the Ekaśa—as the answer is as follows:

SŪTRA (20).

AS FOR THE MENTION OF THE 'Vihāra' (IN CONNECTION WITH THE Ekaśa), IT IS ONLY WHAT HAS BEEN ENJOINED; BECAUSE ISOLATED DECLARATIONS ARE ALWAYS TAKEN AS PERTAINING TO THE ORIGINAL PRIMARY.

Bhāṣya.

Without reference to any sacrifice, the 'Vihāra' has been enjoined in connection with the Ekaśa (the Eleven Posts) in the following texts—
(a) 'The animals should be those born of these'; (b) 'Day by day they should kill those animals; on the first day they should kill that dedicated to Agni; on the second, the eave dedicated to Sarasvati; on the third day, the ram dedicated to Soma; and at the end, that dedicated to Varuna; then, reversing, on the first day, they should kill the animal dedicated to Agni; on the second day, the eave dedicated to Sarasvati; on the third day, the ram dedicated to Soma; and at the end the animal dedicated to Varuna.'—Inasmuch as isolated declarations (i.e., those not made in connection with any particular sacrifice), are always taken as pertaining to the Original Primary, all the above details were taken as finding place in the Jyotistoma (which is the Original Primary in this case); but, in view of the fact that there are not several days in connection with the Jyotistoma (which is performed in a single day), and hence the above-mentioned details cannot find room there, they had to be taken over to another Original Primary, in the shape of the Dwadasaka; but there also, what is said regarding the reversed was found to be inapplicable to the Jyotis and other constituents of the Dwadasaka; hence they went over to the third Original Primary, in the shape of the Garinayana; hence what has been sought to be got at through transference of details from the Archetype to the Ectype, through the General Law, is really something that has come to the Garinayana directly, in the manner explained above (and not by 'transference' from the Dwadasaka).

End of Pada iv of Adhyaya VII.

End of Adhyaya VII.
ADHYĀYA VIII.

PĀDA I.

ADHIKARANA (1): Declaration of the subject-matter of the Adhyāya.

SŪTRA (1).

Next follows the treatment of particular cases [of 'Extended Application' or Transference].

Bhāṣya.

The Seventh Discourse has dealt with the matter of "Extended Application" in general;—the general principle arrived at being that 'when certain sacrifices, like the Aindrāṇa, do not have their details laid down, there are extended or transferred to them the details from those sacrifices which, like the Duraka-Puruṇamāṣa, have their details laid down.'

Now we have to consider the following question—when details are transferred to a sacrifice, are they transferred from all the sacrifices (that have their details laid down for them)? Or from only one (such) sacrifice?

The Pārācapāṭa view is that they should be transferred from all, as there is no ground for making a distinction.

The answer to this is that when the sacrifice has all its requirements fulfilled by the details transferred from one sacrifice, there is no reason why those of any other sacrifice should come into it.

This is quite true; but it cannot be (easily) determined the details of which particular sacrifice are to be transferred to which one?—And it is for this purpose that the consideration of particular cases becomes necessary—in order to determine that the details of this particular sacrifice are to be transferred to that.

This is what is declared in the beginning of Discourse VIII—Next follows the treatment of particular cases;—'next'—i.e. next to, after, the general treatment of 'Extended Application',—we are going to deal with particular cases of it; and each such case shall be explained at its own time.

[Properly speaking, the Sūdhānta of this Adhikarana is what is stated in the next Sūtra.]
ADHIKARANA (2): The details 'transferred' are those of a particular sacrifice.

Bhāṣya.

The principle underlying all particular cases of Transference is stated in the following Sūtra:—

SŪTRA (2).

That should be transferred of which there is some indicative; because there is connection between that indicative (and that which is to be transferred); as in the case of Names.

Bhāṣya.

That Vedic Procedure should be transferred to an Ectypal Sacrifice of which there is some indicative,—either in word, or in sense,—in the Injunction of that ectypal sacrifice, or in the sentence mentioning its auxiliaries.—Why so?—Because there is connection between that indicative and what is to be transferred; that is, these two—the indicative and the particular Procedure in question have been found, in the past, to be related,—and between two related things, when either one is perceived, it brings to the mind the other,—even though this latter is not perceived,—through Inference;—as in the case of Names; for instance, when we find the name 'agnihotra' used in connection with the Kundajāyināmayana, it at once brings to the mind all the details of the Daily Agnihotra.—‘How does that affect the case under consideration? ’—It is thus:—When there is a new sentence (incomplete in certain respects), it comes to be construed with any such parts (expressions) as may come to the mind and be found capable of supplying what is wanting in the former sentence; for instance, the words—'one should perform the Dursha-Pūramāśa Sacrifice' is the opening of an Injunction; it stands in need of the 'Injunction-Appendix' asserting in what manner the said sacrifice is to be performed,—and as such, it becomes construed with that entire section which deals with Fire-kindling and other details, and which comes to the mind by reason of the textual connection;—the whole sentence thus standing in the form—'One should perform the Dursha-Pūramāśa sacrifices in such and such a manner'.—Similarly (in the case in question), the 'Opening of the Injunction' laying down the Ectypal Sacrifice should become construed with any such Vedic 'Injunction-Appendix' (setting forth the Procedure) as may come to the mind. For instance, there is the 'Opening of an Injunction' to the effect that 'One, desiring Brahmic Glory, should offer Cooked Rice dedicated to Sūrya' ('Sauryam charum nirvāpit bruhna-vachasakāmaḥ');—and when this stands in need of a declaration as to the manner in which the offering is to be made, several Procedures
may come to the mind at the same time;—thus it is found that in this injunction, there is the peculiar word ‘nirnapit’ in the sense of ‘offering’, which is specially connected with the Procedure of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice; and through this indicative—in the shape of the word ‘nirnapit’;—this Procedure (of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice) becomes indicated as the one to be adopted at the Saurya;—this means that the entire procedure of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa—which is made up of several procedures connected with the Āgnēya and other sacrifices that are performed in course of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa,—should be adopted at the Saurya;—but it is next found that the Saurya sacrifice has the same deity or the same vegetable substance that forms the special feature of some one of those sacrifices that make up the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa (e.g. the Āgnēya);—and through this specific indicative, it is decided that the Procedure to be adopted at the Saurya should be that of the Āgnēya,—and the conclusion thus arrived at is that ‘The Cooked Rice dedicated to Sūrya should be offered, in the manner of the Āgnēya’.—Similarly in other cases—‘The Cake baked upon eleven pans and dedicated to Āgni-Viṣṇu should be offered in the manner of the Āgnisomīya’; and so on in all cases.

Perceiving that the declaration of such rules in connection with each individual sacrifice would be much too cumbersome,—and desiring to avoid it, the Author of the Vyāti as used the common expression ‘praktītavit’ (‘like the original archetype’) (thus postulating the general law that ‘the Ecotype is to be performed in the manner of its original Archetype’).

Thus the conclusion is that where the slightest common factor,—in the shape of a word, or sense, or offering material, or deity, or the form and other qualifications of these,—happens to be perceived, the Procedure indicated by that should be adopted.

All that is necessary has been said briefly by the author (in the present Sūtra); in what follows, we have only an elaboration of the same Principle,—set forth for the benefit of his pupils.—In this connection, they also cite the following couplet—

‘Having spread out a vast net, the sage has explained things in brief also; verily learned people always wish to adopt the brief as well as the elaborate method.’
ADHIKARANA (3): The Details of the 'Iṣṭi' are not transferred to the 'Soma-sacrifice'.

SÜTRA (3).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA]—"The procedure of the 'Iṣṭi' should be adopted at the 'Soma-sacrifice', because it has been already in operation."

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Jyotistomena svargakāmo yajita' ['Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice'].—In regard to this there arises a question as to the Procedure to be adopted at this sacrifice: From which sacrifice would the Procedure be 'transferred' to this Jyotiṣṭoma?

On this question, the Pūrvapakśa view is as follows:—"The procedure of the 'Iṣṭi' should be adopted at the 'Soma-sacrifice', because it has been already in operation'; that is the procedure to be adopted at the Soma (Jyotiṣṭoma) sacrifice should be that of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa.—'Why?'.—Because it has been already in operation; as a matter of fact, the Procedure of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa has already been in operation at the Dikṣāniyā (Initiatory) and other Iṣṭis—such as the Dikṣāniyā, the Ātithyā, the Prāgniṇīyā, and the Pashu; and it is after these have been performed that there follows the Soma-sacrifice; and from the fact of the particular Procedure that has been in operation, it follows that the same should be adopted at this Soma-sacrifice also. For instance, when it is said—Devadatta should be fed, Viṣṇumitra should be fed, also Māthara, Kaupindya, and Bhāradvāja,—it is inferred that the term 'should be fed', which has been in operation in connection with the first two names, should be connected with the last three names also.—From all this it follows that the Procedure to be adopted at the Soma should be that of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa."

SÜTRA (4).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA—concluded]—"Also because we find texts indicative of the same conclusion."

Bhāṣya.

"In connection with the Soma-Sacrifice, we find the declaration 'Tasyāṅgāsatri pratyāṅgānuyāyāh' ['There are in it a hundred Pratyāṅgas and Anuyājas']; and the Pratyāṅgas and the Anuyājas are details connected with the Iṣṭi (Darsha-Pārṇamāsa); from this it follows that the Procedure adopted at the Soma should be that of the Iṣṭi.'"
SŪTRA (5).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THE 'SOMA-SACRIFICE' SHOULD BE REGARDED AS AN INDEPENDENT SACRIFICE, BECAUSE IT HAS ITS ENTIRE PROCEDURE LAID DOWN.

Bhāṣya.

The 'Soma' is an independent sacrifice, and as such it does not borrow its details from any other sacrifice.—Why so?—Because it has its entire procedure laid down; it has been explained that when the procedure of a sacrifice is not laid down, that sacrifice should be regarded as dependent upon another (Sūtra 7. 4. 1);—in the case of the Soma-sacrifice however, it is found that its Procedure has been laid down;—hence it follows that it is independent.

[According to Kumārila the statement of the Siddhānta in the Sūtra and in the Bhāṣya is incomplete; in his opinion, it should have been stated in this form—'When a sacrifice has all its required details laid down in proximity to itself,—and all its requirements are thereby met,—then alone it can be regarded as having its entire procedure laid down; and hence independent.']

SŪTRA (6).

ALSO BECAUSE THE ABSENCE OF 'POURING WITH THE SRUK' HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS A PERMANENT FEATURE.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Soma-sacrifice, there is the following description of the absence of 'Pouring of Clarified Butter with the Srūk'—'Gaṛtāṃ vai derā vajram kṛtvo somamāghman srulkau astu, laṃ mūr srucki somahavir-vāsādyat, na somamājyānābhikāhārayanti' ['The deities made Clarified Butter the thunderbolt, and struck the Soma with the arm-like Srūks; therefore the Soma-offering is not contained in the Sruk and they do not pour Clarified Butter over the Soma'].—This statement can be right only if the Soma is an independent sacrifice; if it has the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa for its original archetype, then the Clarified Butter must be poured over the Soma, which must be offered with the Srūk (as this is what is done at the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa); and in that case, the statement quoted would be wrong.—From this also it follows that the 'Soma' is an independent sacrifice.

SŪTRA (7).

"IT MAY BE AN INJUNCTION";—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

[Says the Opponent]—"Your view is that, 'because we find the mention of the absence of Pouring with the Srūk, the Soma should be regarded as an
independent sacrifice'; but why cannot the sentence quoted be taken as an
Injunction prohibiting the Pouring with the Sruk which would come in at
the Soma-sacrifice by virtue of its having the Darsha-Pārangāsā for its
original Archetype?"

This Proposition having been put forward, the following Sūtra refutes it.

SŪTRA (8).

THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE IT IS SUPPLEMENTARY TO ANOTHER
SENTENCE.

Bhāṣya.

The sentence in question cannot be an Injunction.—Why?—Because it
is supplementary to another sentence; there is another injunction in this
connection (to which the sentence in question is supplementary);—that
injunction is in the form of the following Mantra:—'Aṁśhāramahustē dēva
somāyādyaśām' ['O divine Soma! may each piece of yours prosper']; and it
is to this that the sentence quoted ('Ghṛtam vai dēvāh, etc.') is supple-
mentary.—"How do you know that?"—It is deduced from the fact that it
is required (as commendatory) to the said injunction. The whole passage
stands thus—'When they extract the juice from the Soma, if they make use
of the Sruk in the place of hands,—or if they introduce clarified butter,—they
kill the Soma'; it is with this view that the Mantra says—'O divine Soma!
may each piece of yours prosper!' In this way they satisfy the Kṣura as well
as the Āksura of the person who has secured the Soma. [Here we have the
injunction declaring that the Sruk should not be used and that the Clarified
Butter should not be introduced; and as a commendatory supplement
to this we have the passage quoted before under Sū. 6]; if this also were an
Injunction, then there would be a syntactical split; hence it cannot be
regarded as an Injunction.

SŪTRA (9).

ALSO BECAUSE THE 'ABSENCE OF FASTING' IS MENTIONED AS A
POSSIBLE CONTINGENCY.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the Soma-sacrifice, a possible contingency is mentioned—
'If one went forward without fasting, they would drag him to the other
world with his neck tied up'.—If the Procedure of the Darsha-Pārangāsā
were meant to be adopted at the Soma-sacrifice, Fasting would be an
essential factor, and there would never be any possibility of there being 'no
fasting'; hence no such contingency could be spoken of.—From this it
follows that the 'Soma' is an independent sacrifice.
The presence of some details related to 'Iṣṭi' can be easily explained.

Bhāṣya.

The presence of the 'Prayājas and Anuyājas' has been brought forward as indicating that the details of the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa find place in the Soma,—the text quoted being, 'There are a hundred Prayājas and Anuyājas'.—But what are spoken of collectively in this text are those Prayājas and Anuyājas which appear at the Diḳṣāniyā and the other sacrifices that are auxiliary to the Soma.—‘What is the reason for this view?’—The reason is that as a matter of fact, the Soma is an independent sacrifice by itself, and the said number of Prayājas and Anuyājas are actually present at the said auxiliaries; and hence these Prayājas and Anuyājas, being auxiliary to its auxiliaries, can be spoken of as auxiliaries to the Soma itself; just as the Sacrificial Post is spoken of as auxiliary to the Vājāpēya (though it is auxiliary to the Pashu-sacrifice which is auxiliary to the Vājāpēya).—From all this it follows that the Soma is an independent sacrifice.
ADHIKARANA (4): The Details of the ‘Iṣṭi’ are to be transferred to the ‘Aindrāṅga’ and other sacrifices.

SŪTRA (11).

At the ‘Iṣṭis’, the Procedure of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa should be adopted.

Bhāṣya.

The ‘Iṣṭi’-sacrifices are the subject-matter of this Adhikarana,—those that are laid down in such texts as—‘Aindrāṅgamēkādashaṅkapālam nīrāpīti prajākāmāh’ [‘One desiring offspring should offer the Cake baked on eleven pans, dedicated to Indra-Agni’].

In regard to these, there arises the question—At these Iṣṭis which is the Procedure that should be adopted?—may it be that of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa or that of the Soma (optionally)? or must it be that of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa alone?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view is as follows—‘There is no restriction; there is a Procedure laid down in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, and there is also one laid down in connection with the Soma-sacrifice;—the Iṣṭis in question stand in need of a Procedure;—it has been already explained that at each sacrifice there can be only one Procedure;—we do not find any grounds for differentiating between the Procedure of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa and that of the Soma;—hence it follows that there can be no restriction [and one or the other may be adopted optionally].’

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—At the ‘Iṣṭis’, the Procedure of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa should be adopted; no reason has been adduced in the Śutra, as it is well-known.——‘What is that reason?’——‘The reason lies in the fact that in the injunction of the Iṣṭis, there are factors that indicate the details of their original Archetype,—“What is that indicative?”——The indicative is in the form—(1) of the mention of the deity by means of the nominal affix, (2) of the presence of Baking Pans, and (3) of the presence of the root ‘nīrāpīti’,—all three being found in the injunction of the Aindrāṅga Iṣṭi—(1) Aindrāṅgam—(2) ekādashaṅkapālam—(3) nīrāpīti; in the injunction relating to the archetype (Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa) also, we have the sentence ‘(1) Aindrāṅga; (2) dvādashaṅkapālaḥ; and also (3) the root ‘nīrāpīti’, in the injunction—Agniḥotraḥkaraṇyā kārīṃsa nīrāpīti’.——It has been explained above, under Śg. 8.1.2, that the Procedure to be adopted is determined by the indicatives pointing to the original Archetype.—From all this it follows that the Procedure to be adopted at the Iṣṭis should be that of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa.—This is what has also been made clear by such declarations as ‘At each Prayāja one offers libations of the golden piece’. 
Even in the case of those Iśṭas where there are no indicatives pointing to
the archetype, the same principle should apply,—in accordance with the
maxim of 'the grain in the Pot' [if one of the grains put in the pot for cooking
is found to have become cooked and softened, all the rest are taken to
be cooked; in the same manner, if one Iśṭa has been found to be such as must
take in the Procedure of the Duraka-Pūrṇamāsa, all the other Iśṭas should
be taken to be the same].
ADHIKARANÄ (5): In connection with the 'Agniṣomiya-Pashu', the Procedure of the 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa' should be adopted.

SŪTRA (12).

ALSO IN CONNECTION WITH THE 'PASHU' SACRIFICE; AS WE FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE OF THAT CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Agniṣomiya-Pashu [Animal sacrificed to Agni-Soma],—we proceed to consider the question—Is the Procedure to be adopted that of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa? or that of the Soma?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view is as in the foregoing Adhikarana (that is, either may be adopted optionally).

In answer thereto, we have the following Siddhānta—Also in connection with the Pashu-sacrifice, because there are texts indicative of that conclusion; i.e. at the Pashu-sacrifice, the Procedure adopted should be that of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa.— "Why so?"—Because we find texts indicative of that conclusion—(a) 'Ekādasha prayājān ekādasha anuyājān' ['Eleven Pragyājas, eleven Anuyājas'];—also (b) 'Srauvamāghāryājuhva pashumanaktit' ['Having poured the clarified Butter in the Sruesa, one anoints the animal with the Juhū']—[All these details are related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa].

Says the Opponent— "You have pointed out indicative texts, whence do you deduce the possibility of the adoption of such a Procedure?"

That is deduced from the similarity in the injunctions.

"What is that similarity?"

The similarity lies in the fact of both injunctions being directly clear and manifest.—

"What is the clearness there?"

It lies in the clear mention of the Substance and the Deity—'Agniṣomiya pashum' ['The animal (substance) dedicated to Agni-Soma (Deity)'];—similarly in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, we read of 'Aindrām payah' ['Milk (Substance) dedicated to Indra (Deity)].

The injunction of the Soma-sacrifice on the other hand is not equally clear and manifest. [Hence the Procedure of this sacrifice cannot find place in the Pashu-sacrifice.]
ADHIKARANA (6): At the 'Savaniya' and other 'Animal-sacrifices', the Details of the 'Agnişomiya-Animal-sacrifice' are to be adopted.

SÚTRA (13).

AT THE OTHERS (i.e. 'Animal-sacrifices'), THE PROCEDURE ADOPTED SHOULD BE THAT OF THE 'AGNIŞOMIYA'.

Bhāṣya.

The Pashubandha-sacrifices,—the 'Savaniya', the 'Nirūduha-Pashu', the 'Saumya' and the rest—form the subject-matter of this Adhikarana.

In regard to these, the question is,—Which is the Procedure to be adopted at these?—That of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa? Or that of the 'Daikṣa'? It is the Agnişomiya-sacrifice that is called 'Daikṣa', because of its being connected with Dīkṣā (Initiation).

On this question, the Pūrṇapāda view is that,—in accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana, the Procedure of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa should be adopted at the sacrifices in question.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—At the other 'Animal-sacrifices', the Procedure adopted should be that of the Agnişomiya; that is, at the Savaniya and other Animal-sacrifices, the procedure adopted should be that of the Agnişomiya-sacrifice; because the injunction of 'alabhati' (killing) is common to all these, and also because of all these being equally enjoined as 'Pashu' (Animal-sacrifice). This is what is indicated by the text—'Upajā pūlāhaṣavānā charanā, purosābhāna madhyamānā, añgaiśtṛtigāreṣvām' ['They deal with the omentum at the Morning Extraction, with the Cake at the Midday Extraction, and with limbs at the Third Extraction']; this indicates the use of the Omentum, the Cake, and the Limbs. In some cases, there is a difference also indicated; as when it is said that 'the Sacrificial Post is to be of Udumbura wood', the use of the post is indicated.—From all this it follows that the Agnişomiya is the original Archetype of all Animal-sacrifices.
ADHIKARANA (7): At the 'Ekädashina-Animal-sacrifice', the Procedure to be adopted is that of the 'Savaniya'.

SÜTRA (14).

At the 'Ekädashina' Animal-sacrifices, the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the 'Savaniya'; because we find the mention of 'two ropes'.

Bhāṣya.

The subject-matter of this Adhikarana are the 'Ekädashina' Animal-sacrifices, laid down in the texts beginning with—'Krṣṇaśīrṣaḥ agnuḥah' ['The black-headed animals are dedicated to Agni'], and ending with—'Agniśeṣṭha agnuḥinena sāpayati, mithunam sārasvataḥ karoti, prajanayati sarvajñena'.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Which is the Procedure to be adopted? That of the Agniśoniya? Or that of the Savaniya?

The Pārvatākṣa view is that, 'in accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana, it is the Procedure of the Agniśoniya that should be adopted'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—At the 'Ekädashina Animal-sacrifices, the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the 'Savaniya'; the term 'sātya' [in the Sütra] is taken as standing for the Savaniya, on the ground of the Savaniya animal being connected with the time of Juice-Extraction, 'Sūtyā'; and it is the Procedure of this 'Savaniya' Animal-sacrifice that should be adopted at the 'Ekädashina' sacrifices. —'Why so?':—Because we find the mention of 'two ropes', in the following sentences—'Agniśeṣṭha dvē dvē rashaṁ ādīya dvabhṛṣṇam rashaṁ dāhīyam ēkaikam yāpayam pareṇa yāpayati' ['The Agniśeṣṭha takes up two pairs of ropes and each pair of ropes he ties round each Post']. If the sacrifices had the Agniśoniya for their archetype, then only one rope would have been used [as only one rope is used at the Agniśoniya].

'Why cannot this sentence (speaking of 'two ropes') itself be taken as an injunctive text? [and not as a mere reference to the two ropes laid down in connection with the Savaniya]?'

If the sentence were taken as an injunction, what it would enjoin would be that the Agniśeṣṭha is to take up the two ropes; if then the duality of the rope were also taken as enjoined, then there would be a syntactical split; hence the number 'two' in connection with the ropes taken up has been taken as only a reference.

'An indicative has been pointed out by you; in what manner do you get at the requisite injunction?'

Answer—Both (the Savaniya and the Agniśoniya) being equally 'animal-sacrifices', [and as such acts enjoined as to be performed], the connection with the time of juice-extraction ('Sūtyā') is an indicative as to which one of the two is to be adopted; it is thus that the requisite injunction is got at.
Adhikaraṇa (8): At the 'Animal Group-sacrifices', the Procedure to be adopted is that of the 'Ekādāshina'.

Sūtra (15).

The Procedure of the said [Ekādāshina] sacrifices should be adopted at the [Animal] 'group-sacrifices'; because in connection with each Animal we find a 'Sacrificial Post' mentioned.

Bhāṣya.

The 'Animal Group-sacrifices' form the subject-matter of this Adhikaraṇa. They are laid down in such texts as—'In the spring, one should sacrifice three bulls with a mark on the forehead'—'One desiring food, should sacrifice a white goat dedicated to Mitra, a black goat to Varuna, at the junction of waters and of herbs'.

In regard to this the following question is to be considered—Which is the Procedure to be adopted at these?—that of the Agniṣomiya? Or that of the Ekādāshinas?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view is that—'on account of reasons already adduced, it is the Procedure of the Agniṣomiya that should be adopted'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Procedure of the said sacrifices should be adopted at the group-sacrifices; that is, at the 'Animal Group-sacrifices, the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the Ekādāshina-sacrifices.—'Why so?'.—Because in connection with each animal, we find a 'Sacrificial Post' mentioned,—in the following text—Yat triṣu yujports ālabbhāṃ vahirdhāsmāt indriyam vīryam dashyāt, bhūtrayeṣamasya janayīdēkayūpa ālabbhāṁ [ 'If one kills the animals at the three Posts, it puts outside him, the virility of his organs, and creates an enemy for him, therefore one should kill the animal at a single Post'].—here, in reference to the Sautrāmaṇi sacrifice, three Posts are prohibited and only one is enjoined; and such a prohibition would be justifiable only if the Procedure of the Ekādāshina were admissible at the Sautrāmaṇi; as it is only at the Ekādāshina that there is a Post with each of the animals. In case the Sautrāmaṇi had the Agniṣomiya for its archetype (and obtained its procedure from that), there would be only one Post [there being only one at the Agniṣomiya]; and hence in that case there would be no sense in the prohibiting of three Posts.—From all this it follows that the Procedure to be adopted at the Animal Group-sacrifices should be that of the Ekādāshina.
ADHIKARANA (9): At the 'Undefined Sacrifices', the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the 'Soma' sacrifice.

SŪTRA (10).

AT THE 'Undefined sacrifices', the Procedure of the Soma-sacrifice should be adopted.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text 'Abhijītā yajēta' ['One should perform the Abhijīt sacrifice'],—also others [laying down the Vishrājīt and similar sacrifices; which are called 'undefined', because in connection with these neither the Substance nor the Deity is laid down].

The Question is—Which is the Procedure to be adopted at these sacrifices?—that of the Soma-sacrifice? Or that of the Dāsaka-Pārṇamāsa?

The Pārsvapakṣa view is that—'As there are no grounds for discrimination, there should be no restriction.'

In answer to this, we have the following Sūddhānta:—At the 'undefined sacrifices, the Procedure of the Soma-sacrifice should be adopted.'—'What is the meaning of 'undefined'?'—It connotes the absence of substance and deity; it is through the substance and the Deity that a sacrifice becomes defined; and the injunctions of the sacrifices in question do not mention the substance or the Deity;—e.g. 'Abhijītā yajēta' (where neither the substance nor the deity is mentioned). At all these 'undefined' sacrifices, the Procedure of the Soma-sacrifice should be adopted.—'Why so?'—Because of their being similar, in being 'undefined'; the injunction of the Soma-sacrifice also is 'undefined'.—'Jayottomāna yajēta' (where neither the substance nor the deity is mentioned).—'But in regard to the Soma-sacrifice, there is the other injunction—'Somēna yajēta' ['One should sacrifice with Soma'], which is well-defined [as the substance is mentioned].'

Even so, as the deity is not mentioned, it remains 'undefined'.

Similarly, there is another 'undefined' injunction—'Dūndhēna yajēta' [where also no substance or deity is mentioned], and in regard to this the following text indicates the presence of the Dīkṣāṇyā and the other auxiliaries of the Soma-sacrifice.—At the Dīkṣāṇyā, the sacrificial fee consists of 12 measures of gold, and at the Prāyāṇyā, 21 measures'.

From all this it follows that at the 'undefined' sacrifices, the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the Soma-sacrifice.
Adhikarana (10): At the 'Ahargana' sacrifices, the Procedure to be adopted is that of the 'Dravidashaha' sacrifice.

SUTRA (17).

At the 'Gana-sacrifices', [the Procedure to be adopted should be] that of the 'Dravidashaha'.

Bhaya.

The subject-matter of this Adhikarana are the 'Ahargana-sacrifices'—beginning with the 'Devaratra' down to the Shataratra.

In regard to these there arises the question—Which is the Procedure to be adopted?—That of the Jyotistoma? or that of the Dravidashaha?

The Paurvapaksha view is that—"in accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the preceding Adhikarana, the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the Soma (Jyotistoma) sacrifice".

In answer to this, there is the following Siddhanta:—At the 'Ahargana' sacrifices the Procedure adopted shold be that of the Dravidashaha.—"Why so?"—Because of the similarity of the Injunctions; (a) 'Dravidashaha yajna' (the Injunction of the Dravidashaha), and (b) 'Devaratra yajna' (the Injunction of Devaratra, the first Ahargana sacrifice) are alike; then the term 'ahara' (contained in the name 'Dravidashaha') is denotive of the 'day and night', and so also is the term 'ratri' (contained in the name 'Devaratra').—This is the verbal indicative. For material indicative, there is the character of 'gana' (group) (which is common to both Dravidashaha and Devaratra); it is only a group that can help another group with the characteristic features of the group; no such help can be rendered by the 'Ekaha' (which is a single day's affair). The text—'Cuts off the fur from two animals and flesh from the two', and so on—indicates the presence of the 'Twelve Upasati', which are peculiar to the Dravidashaha, at the Gavamgana (which is an 'Ahargana' sacrifice).

From all this it follows that the Dravidashaha is the Archetype of the 'Ahargana' sacrifices.
ADHIKARANA (11): At the ‘Saṁvatsara-Satras’, the Procedure of the ‘Gavāmayana’ should be adopted.

SŪTRA (18).


Bhāṣya.

The subject-matter of this Adhikarana are the ‘Saṁvatsara-Satras’, ‘Ādityānāmāyas’ and the rest.

In regard to these, the question to be considered is—Which is the Procedure to be adopted at these?—that of the Devārāya? or that of the Gavāmayana?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view is that—‘in accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the preceding Adhikarana, the Procedure of the Devārāya should be adopted’.

In answer to this, the Siddhānta is as follows:—The Procedure of the Gavāmayana should be adopted at all the Saṁvatsara-sacrifices. The term ‘gavyam’ in the Sūtra, we take as standing for the Gavāmayana, because of the connection with the term ‘go’, in the sentence ‘Gavo vā ētāt saṁvatsāra’ (‘The cows set at this Satra (Gavāmayana)’); it is the Procedure of this Gavāmayana that should be adopted at the Saṁvatsara-Satras.—‘Why so?’—(a) Because of the ‘Saṁvatsara’ (year) being the common factor.—(b) Further, the text ‘The wives sing’ indicates the presence, at the Saṁvatsara-Satras, of the details of the ‘Mahāvratas’; and (c) the text ‘The Priests sing’ indicates the presence of those details at the Sahasrasaṁvatsara-Satras.
ADHIKARAÑA (12): Among the ‘Nikāyins’ (Serial Sacrifices) the Details of the preceding members are adopted in the succeeding ones.

SŪTRA (19).

AMONG ‘SERIAL SACRIFICES’ THE PROCEDURE OF THE FIRST SHOULD BE ADOPTED AT THE SUCCEEDING ONES.

Bhāṣya.

‘Nikāya’ stands for that grouping of several factors wherein they appear in a serial order, one after the other; those that fall under such grouping are called ‘Nikāyins’, ‘serial’. As examples of such Serial Sacrifices, we have the ‘Sāhasras’ and the ‘Sādyaskras’; among these, in connection with the first one, certain details have been laid down, while the succeeding ones have no details laid down regarding them.

In regard to these latter, then, there arises the question—Which is the Procedure to be adopted? That of the Jyotiṣoma? Or that of the first of the serial group?

The Pārvapaksa view is that—“as the injunction of these is undefined, it is the Procedure of the Jyotiṣoma that should be adopted (according to Sū. 16)’’.

In answer to this there is the following Siddhānta:—Among ‘serial sacrifices’ the procedure of the first should be adopted at the succeeding ones.—Why?—Because the character of being members of the series is common to them; for instance, the number ‘thousand’ is common to all of the ‘Sāhasras’ series, and the character of ‘Sādyaskra’ is common to all of the ‘Sādyaskras’ series; and so on, in the case of other ‘serials’ also.—In connection with the first of the ‘Sāhasra’ series, having prescribed the sacrificial fee of ‘a thousand’ the text goes on to apply the same to the succeeding members of the series.—While the latter cow of the Sāhasra becomes ready, he goes from this world to the other world.—Similarly, in connection with the first of the ‘Sādyaskra’ series, having laid down ‘the entire, three-year old, calf with which Soma is bought, etc.’, the text goes on to indicate the same as applying to the succeeding members of the series.—The female cow with which Soma is bought, etc.—From all this it follows that the details of the first find room in the succeeding members of the series.
ADHIKARAṆA (13): There is no transference of the ‘fruit’ and other such details.

SŪTRA (20).

There can be no transference of (a) the Fruit, (b) the Obligation, (c) the Agent, and (d) the Grouping; because there is no transference of the act (of sacrifice) itself and the said details are related to that.

Bhāṣya.

(a) The Fruit, (b) the Obligation, (c) the Agent, and (d) the Group form the subject-matter of the present Adhikaraṇa: [In the case of Darsha-Pūramāsa]—(a) the Fruit—is in the shape of Heaven;—(b) the Obligation—is that it should be performed regularly throughout life; (c) the Agent—is the Person desiring Heaven; (d) the Grouping—is in the shape of the two sets of sacrifices, which constitute the Darsha-Pūramāsa.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Is there, or is there not, the transference of these (from the Darsha-Pūramāsa) to the Saurya and other rectypes (of the Darsha-Pūramāsa)?

The Pārameśvara view is that, “in accordance with the principle enunciated in Sūtra 8.1.11—viz.: ‘the Procedure of the Darsha-Pūramāsa should be adopted at all Īśā’,—the details in question should be transferred to the Saurya, etc.”

In answer to this we have the following Sūdhāṅga:—There is to be no transference of (a) the Fruit, (b) the Obligation, (c) the Agent, and (d) the Group.—“Why so?”—Because there is no transference of the act of sacrifice itself, and the Fruit and the rest are related to that. There is no transference of the act of sacrifice itself:—why?—what are transferred are the details that fall within the scope of ‘Procedure’ (Injunction-Appendix), while the sacrifice does not fall within the scope of the ‘Injunction-Appendix’; in fact it falls within the scope of the ‘Opening of the Injunction’; and hence it is not transferred; and when there is no transference of the Sacrifice, there can be no ‘transference’—or extended application—of the Fruit, the Obligation, the Agent, and the Group.—Why?—Because these are related to that: i.e. (a) as regards the Fruit, it is found to be mentioned in connection with the sacrifice enjoined in the text ‘One should perform the Darsha-Pūramāsa sacrifice’; hence it can be there only where the sacrifice is;—at the Saurya and other sacrifices, the Darsha-Pūramāsa is not present; hence the Heaven also cannot be there.—(b) Similarly, the Obligation also is related to the sacrifice, being laid down in the text ‘Throughout life one should perform the Darsha-Pūramāsa sacrifice’; how could such an obligation exist apart from the Darsha-Pūramāsa?—(c) Similarly the Agent is related to the sacrifice, as spoken of in the text—‘The person desiring Heaven should perform the Darsha-Pūramāsa’;
how too can he exist apart from these two sacrifices?—(d) Lastly, the Grouping also—of Agniṣṭha and other sacrifices that go to make up the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa,—can never be present at the Saurya, where these sacrifices themselves are not present?—From all this it follows that there can be no transference of the Fruit, etc.

SŪTRA (21).

ALSO BECAUSE WHAT IS TRANSFERRED IS THAT WHICH SUBSERVES THE PURPOSES OF THE SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

Further, there is transference of details, for the purposes of the sacrifice,—i.e. for the purpose of helping the performance,—and the Fruit and the other details in question do not help the performance. (a) As regards the Fruit,—it helps (benefits) the man (the performer), as has been explained under Śā. 3, 1, 5.—(b) The Obligation also is not a property of the performance; this is a property of the Man, as has been explained under Śā. 2, 4, 2.—(c) The Agent,—the Person desiring Heaven,—does not subserve the purposes of the performance; in fact it is the performance that suberves the purposes of the Man desiring Heaven; because the person desiring Heaven is not enjoined for the performance, in the text 'Desiring Heaven one should perform a sacrifice'; it is the performance that is enjoined for the man desiring Heaven,—the meaning being that 'the man desiring Heaven should perform a sacrifice',—i.e. he should not do anything else.—(d) Lastly, the Grouping does not serve the purposes of the Performance; it serves the purpose of the Fruit, as spoken of in the text—'One desiring Heaven should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa.'—Thus then, inasmuch as these—Fruit, etc.—would not serve any purpose of the Performance, their transference to the Performance would be entirely useless.

SŪTRA (22).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS NO VEDIC TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If the Fruit and the rest are not to be transferred because they are related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, then the Prayāju and the other details also should not be transferred, as these also are related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa".

The answer to this is as follows:—Though the Prayāju and the rest have been enjoined in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, yet they become transferred to the Saurya and other ecotypes, by virtue of the 'Injunction-Appendix' (i.e. as forming part of the Procedure, which is what is always transferred); the Fruit and the rest, on the other hand, are not transferred by virtue of the 'Injunction-Appendix' (Procedure). Under the circumstances, these could be transferred only if there were a Vedic text directly declaring such transference: as a matter of fact, however, there is no such Vedic text;—hence, as there is no Vedic text, they are not transferred.
Adhikarana (14): There is no 'transference' from the Archetypal Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, to the ectypal 'Saurya', of the 'Milking Vessel' and other things which are used at the archetype for a special purpose.

Sūtra (23).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"In the case of such accessories as are used (at the archetype) with a view to a particular result, there should be 'transference'; because they are related".

Bhāṣya.

The subject-matter of this Adhikarana are those accessories that are used (at the archetype) with a view to a particular result; for instance [in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, we read ['Chamasīna ṣaṇṭ pranayati']—gadhanena pashukānasya ['Fetches water in the cup; in the milking vessel for one desiring cattle'];—'In the case of one desiring a village' one should recite, as Pratipada, the Mantra, Upasmā yāyatā navah, etc.' and so forth.

In regard to these, the question to be considered is—Are these accessories that are used at the Archetype with a view to special results to find place in the ectypal sacrifices (like the Saurya)? Or not?

On this question, we have the Pūrvapakṣa set forth in the Sūtra itself—"In the case of such accessories as are used at the Archetype with a view to a particular result, there should be 'transference', because they are related'; i.e. the accessories in question should come in (to the ectypal sacrifice);—why?—because they are related; that is to say, the milking vessel is related to the fetching of water (i.e. it is used for this purpose),—as spoken of in the sentence 'Fetches water in the milking vessel'; this 'Fetching of water' does find place in the ectype (Saurya); and when the main factor comes in, that which is related to that must also come in; for instance, when the canvas is pulled up, the picture resting on that canvas also becomes pulled up. Then again, as a matter of fact, the Cup (used for fetching water) does become 'transferred' (from the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, to the Saurya);—so also is the 'Post made of Khadira-wood', which is to be used for one who desires strength (transferred from the archetype to the ectype);—in the same manner the 'milking vessel' also should be transferred; and when the 'milking vessel' is transferred, the particular desired result also becomes transferred.—From all this, it follows that there should be transference of all those accessories that are used with a view to special results."
SŪTRA (24).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD BE EXCLUSION [OF SUCH ACCESSORIES]; AS THE FUNCTIONS ARE DIFFERENT.

Bhāṣya:

There should be exclusion of such accessories as are used at the Archetype with a view to a particular result; that is, these should not come in at the Ectypal Sacrifice.—Why?—Because the functions are different; that is, for instance, the function of the Milking Vessel is different from that of the Cup,—the Cup subserving the purposes of the sacrifice [as the fetching of the water in the Cup merely helps in the accomplishment of the Sacrificial performance, there is no other result following from it], while the milking vessel subserves the purposes of Man [as it is not needed for the accomplishment of the sacrifice, it is used only for the purpose of securing a special result for the performer]; this distinction has been clearly explained under Sūtra 4. 1. 2.—Now why should any such thing come into the Ectype as does not subserve the purposes of that sacrifice? Wherever it comes in, it does so merely for helping in the performance of the sacrifice.

Similarly with the Pratipada [to be done with the Mantra 'Upāsmai śiśyād naraḥ, etc.' for one who desires to acquire a village.]

From all this we conclude that there should be no transference of such accessories as are used at the Archetype with a view to special results.

It has been argued by the Pūrāvapāśya that—"in the case of the injunction that 'for one desiring strength, the Sacrificial Post should be made of Khadira-wood," there is transference (from the Archetype to the Ectype), and in the same manner there should be transference in the case in question also".—Our answer to this is as follows:—

SŪTRA (25).

IN REALITY [IN THE CASE OF THE KHAĐIRA-POST], THERE SHOULD BE TRANSERENCE BECAUSE THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THE CHARACTER, AND THE ACCESSORY CONCERNED IS ONE THAT SUBSERVES THE PURPOSES OF THE SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

In cases like that of the 'Khadira-Post,' there should be transference;—why so?—because there is no change in the character; that is, in the Khadira-Post, there is no change in the character of subserving the purposes of the sacrifice; in fact the said Post also subserves the purposes of the sacrifice, as has been explained under Sūtra 4. 3. 5;—and when it subserves the purposes of the sacrifice, it should naturally be transferred,—like the Palāsha-wood; and when the Post is transferred, the corresponding 'desire for the particular result' also becomes transferred; this desire is fulfilled by means of the Khadira-Post; and the Post is actually made of Khadira-wood; hence it would naturally fulfil that desire.
ADHIKARĀNA (15): At the ‘Sauyra’, there should be option between the two ‘Abhimarshana (Touching) —Mantras’.

SŪTRA (26).

AT ONE SACRIFICE, THERE SHOULD BE OPTION; BECAUSE, THE INJUNCTION BEING ONE, THERE CAN BE NO DIFFERENTIATION.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—‘Sauyram charum nireśpēt brahmavarchasadākāmah’ [‘One desiring Brahmic glory, should offer Cooked Rice dedicated to Sauyra’].—At the Archetype of this Sauyra,—i.e. at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa,—there are two ‘Touchings’, laid down in the following text—‘At the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice, one should do the Touching with the Chaturhotṛ- mantra (i.e. the Mantra beginning with ‘Prthivī hota’); and at the Amāvāsyā sacrifice, one should do the Touching with the Pañchahotṛ-maṇtra (i.e. the Mantra beginning with ‘Agnirhotṛ’).’—Under the general law these two Touchings of the Archetypal Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa become admissible to the ectypal Sauyra.

There then arises the question—which one of the two mantras (Pañcachotṛ or Chaturhotṛ) is to be used in connection with the Touching done at the Sauyra? Is it that when the Sauyra is performed on the Paurṇamāsi day, the Touching should be done with the Chaturhotṛ-mantra,—and when it is performed on the Amāvāsyā day, it should be done with the Pañcachotṛ-mantra? Or is there to be option in both cases—one might use the Pañcachotṛ or the Chaturhotṛ?

The Pañcacyāṣṭa view is that—‘there must be restriction (not Option);—why?—because by so doing the General Law becomes followed; at the Archetype, restriction has been made (that at the Paurṇamāsa, one should use the Chaturhotṛ-mantra only, and at the Darsha, the Pañcachotṛ-mantra only); and the General Law makes the same restriction applicable to the case of the Ectypal Sauyra’.

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—At one sacrifice—i.e. at the Sauyra,—there should be Option.—Why?—Because, the Injunction being one, there can be no differentiation; as a matter of fact, there is a single Injunction, in the form ‘Desiring Brahmic Glory, one should offer Cooked Rice dedicated to Sauyra’; and hence there can be no differentiation; i.e. both the Touchings are admissible at it;—inasmuch as both serve the same purpose; both together could not be admitted;—hence there must be Option.

As for the argument that “there is restriction at the Archetype”—our answer is that that restriction is based, not upon Time, but upon the
Group; [i.e. the Chaturhotṛ-mantra is used at the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice, not because it is performed on the Full Moon day, but because that Mantra is connected with that Group of sacrifices which go by the name of Pūrṇamāsa; similarly with the Pañcakhotṛ-mantra at the Durśa].—At the Saurya-sacrifice, however, these two groups are not there.

"If that is so, then the Touching itself need not be done at the Saurya, on the ground that the two groups (with which the Touchings are connected) are not there at the Saurya."

Our answer to this is as follows;—The Touching would not be admissible at the Saurya if it had been laid down as pertaining to the two Groups; as a matter of fact, however, the Touching is not to be done to the Groups; it has to be done to the component parts of the groups, and is attributed to the groups only figuratively;—the Saurya also is a modification of one of those component parts; and hence the General Law makes the Touching admissible at the Saurya also.
ADHUKARANA (16): At the ‘Saurya’ sacrifice the Details of the ‘Agneya’ are to be transferred.

SUTRA (27).

[PURVAPAKSA]—“There should be Option; because the indicative is common.”

Bhāṣya.

It has been explained under Sū. 8, 1, 11, that the Procedure to be adopted at the Saurya is that of the Darsha-Paurṇamāsa; but the Darsha-Paurṇamāsa sacrifice consists of several component acts, like the Agneya and the rest.

The question that arises is—Is the Procedure to be adopted at the Saurya to be that of any one of the many acts that go to make up the Darsha-Paurṇamāsa? Or should it be that of one particular act, the Agneya only?

The Purvapakṣa view on this question is as follows:—“There should be option;—why?—because the indicative is common. That the Procedure of the Darsha-Paurṇamāsa is to be adopted at the Saurya has been taken to be indicated by the sentence ‘At each Prayōja, one should offer a gold-piece’; and this indicative is applicable to the Procedure of all the acts (that go to make up the Darsha-Paurṇamāsa);—and as it would be impossible to adopt the Procedure of all these acts, there must be option.”

SUTRA (28).

[SIDDHANT]-IT SHOULD BE RESTRICTED (TO THAT OF ONE ACT); ON THE GROUND OF THERE BEING A SINGLE THING (DEITY); SPECIALLY BECAUSE IT IS AN ECTYPE AND IS DEPENDENT UPON WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE.

Bhāṣya.

The Procedure to be adopted should be restricted to that of the Agneya.—“Why?”—Because there is a single thing; i.e., because there is a single deity; just as there is only one deity at the Agneya, so there is only one deity at the Saurya; and this affinity is taken as indicative of the fact that it is the Procedure of the Agneya, and the Agneya only, that is to be adopted at the Saurya—specially because it is dependent upon what has gone before; as a matter of fact, the Saurya is preceded by something else (its archetype, Darsha-Paurṇamāsa), and as such it stands in need of the Procedure laid down in connection with that predecessor; being as it is an Ectype: the Saurya is an Ectypal modification, and all Ectypal modifications are dependent upon what has gone before, as their own injunctions
(by themselves) are incomplete; it is for this reason that in their case the Procedure to be adopted is determined by indicatives; as has been explained before;—in the case in question, there is the indicative in the shape of the said affinity of there being a single deity;—hence it follows that it is the Procedure of the Āgnēya that is to be adopted at the Saūrya.

SŪTRA (29).

[Objection]—"As there is no direct assertion, it cannot be so.
—If this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"What has been suggested would be all right if the singleness (of the deity) were directly asserted; as a matter of fact, however, it has not been directly asserted.—How so?—The deity in both cases has been pointed out by means of the nominal affix—in the terms 'Saūrya' and 'Āgnēya'; and it is not known (from the text) whether the term 'Saūrya' means 'that which has one Saūrya for its deity', or 'that which has two or several Saūryas for its deity'; similarly in the case of the term 'Āgnēya' also'.

SŪTRA (30).

[Answer]—There is [a definite indication of 'singleness']; as there is an indicative text.

Bhāṣya.

We do have a definite indication of singleness.—"How so?"—As there is an indicative text; there is a text indicating the singleness.—"Which is it?"—Towards the end of the passage (dealing with the Saūrya sacrifice), we have this text—Āmūn ēva ādityam svēṇa bhūgadhyēṇa upadhāvati sa ēvaēn brahmāraṇchāsam samayati ['This same Āditya he approaches with his destiny, it is he who leads him to Brahmic Glory']—[Here only one Āditya or Saūrya is mentioned].—In connection with the Āgnēya also, there is the following text—Agniṁśe uś ēta uttamāḥ..............agnimēṣa svabhūgadhyēṇa samardhayati ['where also only one Āgni is mentioned].

SŪTRA (31).

Similarly we find other indicatives also.

Bhāṣya.

We find singleness directly asserted in the Ānurākyē-mantra; e.g. in connection with the Āgnēya, there is the mantra 'Āgnirūrūrāhā divāḥ, etc.' (where 'Āgniḥ' is in the singular);—and in connection with the Saūrya,
there is the mantra 'Udutuyam jātvarēdasam' [where 'jātvarēdasam', which stands for the Sūrya, is in the singular].

Objected—"The pointing out of these two indicative texts is a superfluous repetition (after Sūtra 30)."

Answer—It is not a superfluous repetition; one is found in the Injunction and the other in the Mantra; that which is found in the Injunction is what makes the thing concerned directly admissible; and that which is found in the Mantra is only indirectly indicative of what has been already admitted.
ADHIKARANA (17): In cases of conflict between the indications of 'offering material' and 'deity', the transference of details is governed by the affinity of 'material'.

SUTRA (32).

WHEN THERE IS CONFLICT, THE PROCEDURE SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY THE 'OFFERING MATERIAL', AS THE ACTUAL ACT IS FOUND TO BEAR UPON THE MATERIAL.

BHASYA.

(a) There is the text—'Aindram śikidashakaśīlam nivrapati' ['One should offer the cake baked on eleven pans, dedicated to Indra'].—Similarly there is the text 'Āgnīyaṃ payaḥ' ['The milk dedicated to Agni'].

In regard to these there arises the question—(a) which is the Procedure to be adopted at the Cake-offering laid down in (a)?—Is it that of the Curd-Butter-offering, on the ground that this latter also (like the Cake-offering in question) has the same deity, Indra,—the affinity of deity being the stronger indicative?—Or is it that of the grain-offering, on account of the affinity between the materials offered (Grains and Cake, which latter is also made of grains)—the affinity of substance being the stronger indicative?—Similarly which is the procedure to be adopted at the Milk-offering laid down in (b)?—Is it that of the grain-offering, which (like the Milk-offering in question) has the same deity, Agni,—the affinity of deity being the stronger indicative?—Or is it that of the Curd-Butter-offering, on the ground of the affinity between the materials offered (Milk and Curd-Butter)—the affinity of material being the stronger indicative?

On this question, the Pūrva-pācka view is as follows:—'The affinity of deity is the stronger indicative. Why?—Because it is the principal factor; as a matter of fact, the deity is always noted to be the principal factor—being expressed by such terms as 'aindram', 'āgnīyaṃ' and the like [as the Being for whose benefit the offering is made]; the material, on the other hand, is always noted to be the subordinate factor (something offered for the benefit of another)—consequently, when there is a conflict between these two (Deity and material), the most reasonable course is to follow the indication of the principal factor, because the functioning of the Principal factor cannot be obstructed by anything, while the functioning of the subordinate factor would be obstructed by the Principal factor itself. From all this it follows that the affinity of the Deity is the stronger indicative.'

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhāntas:—When there is conflict, the Procedure should be determined by the offering-material; that is, in a case where there is a conflict between the indications of the Deity
and of the material, the Procedure to be adopted should be determined by the indications of the material.—"Why so?"—Because the actual act is found to bear upon the material; that is, the act (of sacrifice) consists in the offering (surrendering) of the material to the Deity; and this act is found—seen—to bear upon the material (offered); that is to say, it is the material that is actually seen to be given away.—"What if it is so?"—If it is so, then it means that the material is more nearly related to the act (of offering), and it is the closeness of relationship which acts as the indicative.—"The Deity also is related to the sacrifice, inasmuch as there can be no sacrifice without the deity."—Our answer to this is that it is true that the Deity is related to the sacrifice; but it is related only as a remote (indirect) auxiliary—it is not what is itself offered; to this extent, it is an extraneous auxiliary. From all this it follows that the affinity of material is the stronger indicative.

SŪTRA (33).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS WITH THAT THAT THE ACT IS CONNECTED.

Bṛhasya.

As a matter of fact, the act (of offering) is enjoined in connection with the material; for instance, in the denotation of such terms as 'ānindram' ['that which has Indra for its deity'] and 'āgnoreya' ['that which has Agni for its deity'], it is the material that is the principal factor.—"What if it is so?"—If it is so, then it means that it is the material that is uppermost in the mind, and as such serves as the indicative. For instance, it is only when the smoke has been recognised as existing—and not merely by its existence—that it serves as the indicative of fire.

Says the Opponent—"As a matter of fact, the terms 'ānindram' and 'āgnoreya' denote the Deity also [hence the deity also is there in the mind]."

In answer to this we have the following Sūtra:

SŪTRA (34).

THE DEITY IS SPOKEN OF AS A QUALIFYING FACTOR.

Bṛhasya.

As a matter of fact, the Deity is mentioned only as a qualifying factor; and it is the material that is mentioned as the factor qualified:—what persists and is uppermost in the mind is the qualified factor; the qualifying factor ceases after having qualified the other factor.—"How do you know that this is so?"—We learn it from the fact that it appears in connection with a qualified factor. For instance, when it is said—'rājapuruṣah pājyāḥ' ['The King's officer should be honoured'], it is the 'Puruṣa', the Officer, that is honoured, not the 'rāja', King (who is the qualified factor in the
compound); similarly in the case in question, when the words used are ‘a-immaram’ (‘the milk dedicated to Indra’), it is the material (the milk) that comes to the mind, not the Deity (Indra); and it has already been explained that that alone can serve as an Indicative which comes to the mind.—Hence it follows that the affinity of the material is the stronger indicative; so that the Procedure adopted at the Cake-offering to Indra should be that of the A.yagiya; and that adopted at the Milk-offering to A.yi should be that of the Curd-Butter-offering.

Another explanation of the Sutra (34) is as follows:—The Sutra is to be taken as following after the following argument (of the Opponent)—It has been declared that the affinity of material is the stronger indicative; but this cannot be right;—why?—because the whole effort involved in the performance of sacrifices is for the purpose of propitiating the Deity, as when the Deity is pleased, He rewards the performer with the fruit of his act; we read in the text that ‘Indra, being propitiated, rewards him with cattle’; and when once an act has been recognised as the means of propitiating Indra,—whenever at any future time, one finds it necessary to propitiate Indra, one has recourse to that same act. From this it is clear that the affinity of the Deity is the stronger indicative.—The answer to this is as follows:—It would have been so if the result had come from the Deity; as a matter of fact however, it is from the sacrifice that the result follows; this is clear from such texts as ‘Desiring Heaven, one should perform the sacrifice’.—As for the assertion that ‘Indra, being propitiated, rewards him with cattle’, the explanation of this is that—

The Deity is spoken of as a qualifying factor (Sū, 34). That is, as a matter of fact, the Deity is an auxiliary to the sacrifice; and it is only by way of eulogy that he is spoken of as the ‘rewarder’; just as we find in the case of such assertions as ‘The village has been given to me by the Minister’; ‘The village has been given to me by the Army-commander’; neither the Minister nor the Army-commander has the authority to give away a village; the King alone has that authority; and yet the officer, who is only subordinate to the King, is spoken of as the giver, by way of eulogy.—Hence the conclusion is that for reasons already adduced, the affinity of material is the stronger indicative.
Adhikarana (18): The ‘offering of one Hundred Gold-pieces’ should take in the Details of the ‘Grain-offering’.

Sūtra (35).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—‘The Gold should take in the Details of the Clarified Butter; as both are of the Nature of ‘Tejas’ (‘Essence’).

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—‘Prājaḥpatym yathē charum nirvapiḥ—shatakṣṣṇalam ąyuklēśinah’. [‘One should offer Rice Cooked with Clarified Butter, dedicated to Prajāpati; one desiring longevity should offer a hundred gold-pieces’]);

[In regard to this, the question is—At the offering of the gold-pieces, should the details adopted be those pertaining to the offering of Clarified Butter? Or those pertaining to the offering of grains?]

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—‘The Gold should take in the details of the Clarified Butter; that is, the Procedure adopted (at the offering of the gold-pieces) should be that of the Upāṇishuyāja. Why so?—Because of the commonality of ‘Essence’; i.e. both (Gold and Clarified Butter) have the common character of being of the nature of ‘Essence’; that is, Gold is the ‘essence’ of stones, and Clarified Butter is the ‘essence’ of cow’s. Or, the meaning may be that Gold, being brilliant in colour, is bright; and Clarified Butter also, being oily, is bright. On the ground of this similarity, the offering of the Golden Piece should take in the details of the Upāṇishuyāja.”

Sūtra (36).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—‘Also because many of the Details can be adopted’.

Bhāṣya.

‘There are several details relating to the Clarified Butter that can be adopted in connection with the Gold-pieces; such, for instance, as ‘Looking at’ and the like; as for the details relating to grains on the other hand, there are many that would have to be omitted (in connection with Gold-pieces); such for instance as the ‘Threshing’ and the like.—From this also it follows that the details to be adopted at the offering of Gold-pieces should be those relating to Clarified Butter.”
SHABARA-BHĀSYA:

SŪTRA (37).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it is the Procedure of the grain-offering (that should be adopted), because of solidity.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the Procedure to be adopted at the offering of gold-pieces should be that relating to the offering of grains:—why?—because of solidity; that is, gold is solid, and grain also is solid. "Between the two similarities [(1) that between Gold and Clarified Butter, in the shape of being of the nature of 'Essence', and (2) that between gold and grain, in the shape of being solid], what ground for differentiation is there [by virtue of which the Siddhāntin prefers the (2)]?"—There is no ground for differentiation; but, in support of 'solidity' there are two reasons (as explained below); while in support of the 'nature of essence', there is only one reason, that of the possibility of many details being observed.

SŪTRA (38).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE TERM 'CHARU' ('Cooked Rice').

Bhāṣya.

In the text—'Prājāpattyam charum'—we find the term 'charum' ('cooked rice'); and this term 'charu' connotes the grain; this is a very strong indicative of the Grain (procedure being adopted).

SŪTRA (39).

FURTHER, BECAUSE OF THE MENTION OF 'COOKING' IN IT.

Bhāṣya.

We find that 'Cooking' in चारु—i.e. in Clarified Butter—is spoken of in the text 'Ghyte śrupayati' ('Cook in Clarified Butter').—"What, if it is so?"—If it is so, then what follows is that, if (as according to the Siddhānta) the cooking comes in through the Procedure of the grain-offering, then this text ('Cook in Clarified Butter') will enjoin Clarified Butter only; while if (as according to Pūrṇapāka) the Procedure adopted were that of the offering of Clarified Butter, then the said text would have to be taken as enjoining both, the Cooking as well as the Clarified Butter; and this would involve a syntactical split.

Of Sūtra (39), there is another explanation also—

Says the Opponent—"As a matter of fact, we find the Clarified Butter mentioned directly; hence the Procedure adopted should be that of the offering of Clarified Butter".—In answer to this we have—
Sūtra (39)—Because of the mention of 'Cooking' in it; that is to say, the Cooking in connection with the Dvaraka-Pūrnamāva (which is the Archetype of grain-offerings) is found mentioned as to be done in Clarified Butter; this is a similarity that the gold-offering bears to the grain-offering, in relation to an accessory detail (of the cooking in Clarified Butter); and there are the other two similarities in relation to the material—viz. (1) Solidity, and (2) the name 'Cooked Rice'.—These similarities constitute very strong indicatives (in favour of the Procedure of the grain-offering being adopted).
ADHIKARANĀ (19): In regard to the ‘Honey’ and ‘Water’, the details to be adopted are those relating to the Clarified Butter connected with the Upāmskuyāja.

SŪTRA (40).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“In regard to Honey and Water, the Procedure adopted should be that of the Milk-offering; because of the similarity of ‘being liquid’.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Chitrā sacrifice, we read—Daulhi madhu gṛtam dhānā udakam taudulih, tatsamsyam prajāpatyam bhavati” [‘Curd, Honey, Clarified Butter, Fried Grains, Water, Rice.—these together form the offering to Prajāpati’].

[In regard to this the question arises—In connection with the offering of Honey and Water, should the Procedure adopted be that of the Milk-offering, or that of the offering of Clarified Butter?]

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—“In regard to the Honey and Water, the Procedure adopted should be that of the Milk-offering;—why?—because of the similarity of ‘being liquid’; that is, Honey and Water are liquid and so also is Milk.”

SŪTRA (41).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, the Procedure adopted should be that of the offering of Clarified Butter, because of the similarity of Colour.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, these two (Honey and Water) should follow Clarified Butter; that is, the Procedure adopted at the offering of Honey and Water should be that of the Upāmskuyāja.—Why so?—Because of the similarity of colour; Honey and Water are of the same colour as Clarified Butter.

SŪTRA (42).

ALSO BECAUSE THE DETAILS CAN BE ADOPTED.

Bhāṣya.

There are many details relating to Clarified Butter that can be adopted in connection with Honey and Water, such as ‘Utpavana’ (‘sprinkling’)
and the like; while there are details relating to the Milk-offering that cannot be adopted,—such as ‘milking the cow’ and the like.

**SŪTRA (43).**

**Further, because the previous (similarity) is equally applicable (to this case also).**

**Bhāṣya.**

The reason that has been adduced previously (in Sū. 40)—viz., the similarity of ‘being liquid’—is equally applicable here also; as Clarified Butter also becomes liquefied by contact with fire.—Hence it follows that at the offering of Honey and Water, the Procedure adopted should be that of the Upānśhaṇyāja.

---

*End of Pāda i of Adhyāya VIII.*
ADHYÄYA VIII.

PÄDA II.

ADHIKARÅNA (1): At the 'Väjina' and the 'Sauträmåni' offerings, the details to be adopted should be those pertaining to the 'Darsha-Pûrṇamåsa'.

SŪTRA (1):

[PÜRVAPAKṢA—continued]—"At the offerings of the 'Väjina' (whey) and the 'Sauträmåni', the procedure to be followed should be that of the 'Soma-sacrifice'; because of the application of that term".

Bhäšya.

(a) In connection with Chäturmåṣya sacrifices, the 'Väjina-offerings' have been laid down, in the text—The Väjina (whey) is to be offered to the Väjina'.

(b) Similarly, in connection with the Sauträmåni, there are certain offerings of wine, laid down in the text—One should take up the cup dedicated to the Åśvinas, that dedicated to Sarasvatï, that dedicated to Indra'.

In regard to these two, there arises the question—which is the Procedure to be adopted—that of the Soma-sacrifice? Or that of the Darsha-Pûrṇamåsa?

On this question, the Pürvapakṣa view is stated as follows:—"At the offerings of the 'Väjina' and the 'Sauträmåni' the procedure to be followed should be that of the 'Soma-sacrifice'; that is, the Procedure of the Soma-sacrifice should be adopted. —Why so?—Because of the application of that term; that is, because the term 'Soma' has been applied to the offerings in question. As a matter of fact, we find the term 'Soma' applied to the offerings in question, in the text—'Soma eva vâjinaṁ', 'Surâ somah' ['Whey is Soma', 'Wine is Soma']. In reality, the Whey is not Soma; nor is Wine Soma; nor is there any resemblance between these two things and Soma; and it is only on the basis of resemblance or similarity that the name of one thing can be applied to another. Hence what these texts do is to lay down the similarity (between Whey and Soma, and between Wine and Soma); and the only similarity that can be laid down is that due to the presence of the details of the Soma-sacrifice at the Whey-offering and at the Wine-offering; no other similarity is possible. —Thus this is a case of the 'transference' of details, not through Procedure, but through Name, as in the case of the Agnihotra at the Kandaśâyinîmâyana (see above under 7.3.1 et seq.)."
SŪTRA (2).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—"ALSO BECAUSE OF THE 'ANUVAṢṬKĀRA'"

Bhāṣya.

"The presence of 'anuvaṣṭkāra' also indicates the details of the Soma-sacrifice; the said presence being spoken of in the texts—'Vājinasyāqi vihityanuvaṣṭkaroti', 'Surāyi vihityanuvaṣṭkaroti'.'"

SŪTRA (3).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—"ALSO BECAUSE OF THE 'EATING' ON INVITATION."

Bhāṣya.

"'Eating on invitation' is a detail that belongs to the Soma-sacrifice; as it is in connection with that sacrifice that we read—'Shōgam samam od vīdhyajja samupahāya bhakṣayanti' ['The Remnant they divide equally and eat after invitation']."

SŪTRA (4).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—"THE PRESENCE OF DETAILS AS (a) 'Krayana' (BUYING), (b) 'Shrayana' (PREPARING), (c) 'Pūrōruk', (d) 'Grahana' (HOLDING) WITH 'Upayāma', (e) 'Āsādana' (PLACING), (f) 'Vāsa' (LIVING), and (g) 'Upanahana' (WEARING)—ALSO (INDICATES THE SAME)."

Bhāṣya.

The following text clearly shows the presence, at the Wine-offering, of the 'Krayana' (Buying) and other details pertaining to the Soma-sacrifice—(a) With lead, buying a sexless animal, (b) he prepares the Āśvina-cup with flour; (c) there is one Pūrāruk and one Yājñā; (d) with the mantra Upayāmagrhito, etc, he holds the Āśvina-cup; (e) having held it, he places it; (f) for three nights they live together; (g) they wear linen clothes, etc, etc.—If this passage were an independent injunction (and not a mere reference to the details pertaining to the Soma), then the sentences would have to be regarded as serving several purposes, as they would in that case be enjoining several such details as Lead, Buying, and so-forth.

"From all this it follows that at both the offerings in question,—the 'Whey' and the 'Wine',—the procedure to be adopted should be that of the Soma-sacrifice."
Sūtra (5).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, the procedure should be determined by the material; because they are products of it.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, by the affinity of the material, it would be determined that the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the Darśha-Parṇamāsa.—Why so?—Because they are products of it; that is, the Wine and the Whey are products of the material offered at the Darśha-Parṇamāsa; the Wine being the product of grains, and the Whey being the product of the Curd-Butter.

Sūtra (6).

The term ‘Soma’ has been applied by way of Praise.

Bhāṣya.

The reason put forward by the Opponent (in Sūtra 1) is “because of the application of the term ‘Soma’.”—Our answer to this is as follows:—The term ‘Soma’ has been used in the text in question, for the purpose of praising, not for the purpose of enjoining; as there is no injunctive word; in fact, what the sentences ‘Whey is Soma’, ‘Wine is Soma’, mean is only the praise of the Whey and the Wine as similar to the Soma, on the ground of their bringing about excellent results; just as in the sentence ‘Devadatta is a lion’, the man is praised as being like the lion.—Hence the present case cannot be treated as one of ‘transference of details’ through Names.

Sūtra (7).

The others are distinct assertions.

Bhāṣya.

As regards the details of ‘buying with lead’ and the rest [that have been brought forward under Sū. (3), above], they have been distinctly mentioned in the texts; and as they are not otherwise admissible, they have to be taken as enjoined by the sentences quoted.—As for this leading to the contingency of the sentences serving several purposes, that cannot be avoided; as the sentences do actually lay down certain acts with accessory details.

Sūtra (8).

The declaration also (points to the same conclusion).

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—‘Shāspaivāva dikṣāṇīyāṁ āpratī, tokrābhirāḥ prāvṛttaṁ, sikhalomabhīḥ śālikāṁ’ (‘One accomplishes the Dikṣāṇīyā by means
-of grasses, the Prūṣṇaṇī by means of barley-blades; the Āṭiḥyā by means of lion's hairs'). If the offerings in question were only forms of the Soma sacrifice, then the Dikṣaṇiṣṭha and the rest would come into them directly (through that same sacrifice, as the original Archetype); and if they were so directly admissible, then there would be no justification for speaking of their accomplishment by means of the 'grasses' and other things.

SŪTRA (9).

FURTHER, WE FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE OF THE 'PASHU-PURO ṚŚHA' (CAKE OF THE ANIMAL-SACRIFICES).

Bhāṣya.

We find the 'cups' in question spoken of as 'pashu-purodāśa' (Cake of the Animal-sacrifices);—as a matter of fact, however, the Pashu-sacrifices have no Cakes, the only 'cakes' they have is in the shape of the Cups;—but the Cups are Cups, not Cakes; they could therefore be rightly spoken of as 'Cakes' only if they took in the details of the Cake-offering.—From this it follows that the Procedure to be adopted must be that pertaining to the Cake-offering (i.e. the Durṣa-Puruṣamāsa).
Adhikarana (2): The 'Pashu-offering' takes in the details of the 'Curd-Butter-offering'.

Sutra (10).

[Purvaksha—continued]—"The 'Animal-offering' should be treated as a modified form of the 'Cake-offering', because of the Deity being the same.

Bhasya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice, there is the offering of the 'Animal' dedicated to Agni-Soma, laid down in the text—'On being initiated, the man kills the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma.'

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Animal-offering a modified form of the Cake-offering? Or of the Curd-Butter-offering?

The Purvaksha view is as follows:—"The Animal-offering should be treated as a modified form of the Cake-offering; why?—because of the Deity being the same; i.e. the Animal is dedicated to Agni-Soma, and the Cake also is offered to the same Deity."

Sutra (11).

[Purvaksha—continued]—"Also because there is besprinkling."

Bhasya.

"The text 'Adbhyaśadwāryadhibhyo juṣṭam prokeśami' [which speaks of the 'besprinkling' of the Animal] shows that the 'besprinkling', which is a detail pertaining to the Cake, is done to the Animal."

Sutra (12).

[Purvaksha—concluded]—"Lastly, because of the 'Heating'."

Bhasya.

"'Heating' is a detail that pertains to the Cake, and it is found, in the following text, to be spoken of in relation to the Animal—'Āhavanīyaṁ utmukkha yād pashum paryātivastraḥ' ['With a burning stick out of the Āhavaniya Fire, he heats the Animal'].—From all this it follows that the Animal-offering is a modified form of the Cake-offering."
Sūtra (13).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it should take after the Curd-Butter-offering, because this is produced out of that.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the Animal should take after the Curd-Butter, not after the Cake.—“Why?”—Because this is produced out of that,—that is, it is out of the animal that the Curd-Butter is produced, as also the Animal;—hence the two are closely related; and close-relationship is an indicative (of common details);—and it has already been explained above (under Sū. 8. 1. 17) that the affinity of material is a stronger indicative than the affinity of deity.

Sūtra (14).

Also, because its vessel is found mentioned.

Bhāṣya.

‘Its vessel’.—The Ukhā is the vessel that contains the Curd-Butter; and this Ukhā is found mentioned in connection with the Animal-offering, in the text—‘Yadi pashurukkhāyām pachēt’ [‘If one cooks the animal in the Ukhā-pot’].
ADHIKARAṆA (3): The details of the 'Milk-offering' are transferred to the 'Animal-offering'.

SŪTRA (15).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"It should be regarded as a modified form of the Curd; because the shape is similar to it."

Bhāṣya:

[It has been decided that the 'Animal' is a modified form of the 'Curd-Butter'.—The question that arises now is—Is it a modified form of the Curd? Or of the Milk?]

The Pūrva-paṇḍita view is that—"Even though the 'Animal-offering' is a modified form of the 'Curd-Butter-offering',—yet it should be treated as a modified form of the Curd, not of the Milk.—Why so?—Because the shape is similar to it; the 'shape' meant here is solidity."

SŪTRA (16).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, it should take after the Milk; as the time is the same.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the 'Animal' should take after the 'Milk', not the 'Curd';—because the Animal is offered in the immediate time (i.e. as soon as it is killed), and Milk also is offered in the immediate time; the Curd on the other hand takes two days' time, and it is intercepted by the Milk (which must come in before the Curd); and to that extent the Curd cannot be so intimate (with the Animal).

SŪTRA (17).

Because of immediate connection with the Animal.

Bhāṣya:

Then again, the Milk is immediately (directly) connected with the Animal (Cow), and to that extent what is most nearly connected with the Animal is the Milk, not the Curd.
Fluidity is common to both, the Animal as well as the Milk; the Animal also becomes liquefied; and so also is the Milk.—Hence it follows that the ‘Animal-offering’ is a modified form of the ‘Milk-offering’.
ADHİKARAṆA (4): The 'Āmiksā' (Curdled Milk) takes in the details of the 'Milk'.

SŪTRA (19).

[PŪRVAPĀKṢA (A)]—"The 'CURDLED MILK' SHOULD BE REGARDED AS THE MODIFIED FORM OF BOTH, BECAUSE IT IS PRODUCED OUT OF BOTH."

Bhāṣya.

The 'Curdled Milk' is offered to Viṣṇu. [In regard to this there arises the question—Is this Curd-Milk-offering to take in the details of the Milk-offering? Or those of the Curd-offering? Or those of both?]

The Pūrvapākṣa view is that: "the Curdled Milk should be regarded as the modified form of both—Curd and Milk—because it is produced out of both; as a matter of fact, the Curdled Milk is brought into existence by both Curd and Milk, and hence it cannot be right to say that it is the modified form of one, not of the other; hence it must be regarded as the modified form of both."

SŪTRA (20).

[SIDDHĀNṬA (A)]—IT SHOULD TAKE AFTER ONE ONLY; AS THE INJUNCTION IS ONLY ONE.

Bhāṣya.

The Curdled Milk should take after only one—either the Curd or the Milk—not both;—because the Injunction is only one, in the form—'The Curdled Milk to be offered to Viṣṇu';—and the needs of this single Injunction would be fulfilled with only one Procedure;—hence the Curdled Milk should take after only one substance.

It has been argued by the Opponent that it is not right to make any distinction (between Curd and Milk, as the Original Primary of the Curdled Milk). In answer to this we have the following view (set forth by a second Opponent)—

SŪTRA (21).

[PŪRVAPĀKṢA (B)]—"IT SHOULD TAKE AFTER THE CURD, BECAUSE BOTH ARE SOLID."

Bhāṣya.

"The Curd is solid; the Curdled Milk also is solid, while the Milk is liquid;—this is the distinction between the two;—hence the Curdled Milk should be regarded as the modified form of Curd."
SŪTRA (22).

[SIDDHĀNTA—Final]—In reality, it should take after the Milk; as it is the Milk that is the predominant factor, and the Curd is there only for subserving the purposes of the Milk; as in the ordinary world.

Bhāṣya.

It is the Milk, not Curd, that becomes modified into ‘Curdled Milk’;—because Milk is the predominant factor.—“Wherein does the predominance of the Milk lie?”—It lies in the larger quantity; in ‘Curdled Milk’, there is a larger quantity of Milk and a smaller one of Curd.—The Curd is there only for subserving the purposes of the Milk; that is, the Curd is put into the Milk only for the purpose of thickening the Milk;—as in the ordinary world; in the ordinary world, Curd is put into Milk only for the purpose of thickening the Milk.—“How so?”—When there is no Curd, the same thickening is done with another acid substance, such as Sour Gruel for instance; and to the Milk thus thickened also, the same name ‘ānikṣā’ (‘Curdled Milk’) is applied; in fact the Curd is the acid substance that has been specially laid down (as to be used for the thickening of the Milk), only with a view to an unseen transcendental purpose. It follows from this therefore that it is the Milk which, coming into contact with an acid substance becomes thickened and hence called ‘ānikṣā’ (‘Curdled Milk’);—and if it is the Milk that becomes the ‘Curdled Milk’, then it is only reasonable to conclude that the ‘Curdled Milk’ is a modified form of Milk.

SŪTRA (23).

Also because the characteristic feature is thus maintained.

Bhāṣya.

The characteristic feature, of freshness, can be maintained only if the Curdled Milk is regarded as a modified form of Milk. The offering made to Viṣṇuṣṭeṣa should be something fresh; if then, the Curdled Milk were the modified form of Curd, then this freshness would become excluded.—“But the offering to Viṣṇuṣṭeṣa might also be made in two days.”—In that case the characteristic feature of freshness would become excluded. That freshness is the characteristic feature is indicated by the text ‘Do partake of good Milk’;—if the ‘Curdled Milk’ were a modified form of Curd, then it would have to be offered after two days,—by which time it would no longer remain ‘Milk’; and in that case what is said in the text just quoted would not be applicable. From all this it follows that the Curdled Milk is the modified form of Milk, and therefore there can be no details relating to the Curd.
ADHIKARANA (5): The details of the 'Dvādashaḥa', are adopted with due differentiation regarding its dual character of 'Ahaṁa' and 'Satra'.

SUTRA (24).

[Pūrvapākaḥ]—"The 'Dvādashaḥa' is a 'Satra' as well as an 'Ahaṁa'; hence it operates both ways; as it is a single sacrifice."

Bhāṣya.

The Dvādashaḥa sacrifice is composed of the following units—(1) Dvādaśaḥa, (2) Aharṣaṇa, (3) Prāyaṇiṇya.—Atriṇa, (4) Prsthya, (5) Sādaka, (6–8) The three Cihandamāśa, (9) Avicālyṇa, (10) Ahaṁ, (11) Uldayaniṇya, (12) Udāyaniṇya-Atriṇa.—This Dvādashaḥa sacrifice is called 'Satra' as well as 'Ahaṁa'.—"How do you know that?"—We know this from the teaching of learned men; they have taught that 'the Dvādashaḥa is a Satra as well as an Ahaṁa'; in the matter of the meanings of words the teaching of learned men is the only source of knowledge. It is with special reference to these two names that the several characteristic details of the Dvādashaḥa have been laid down, in the following texts.—One, two or many persons shall perform the Ahaṁa sacrifice,—initiated priests shall perform the sacrifice for them,—Seventeen Brahmans, with the sacrificer himself as the seventeenth, shall proceed to perform the Satra', and so forth. Names also are determined by characteristic functions;—e.g. in the case of such names as 'brahmans', 'parvāṭaś', 'vinajprastha'.—Now under Adhyāya X, it is going to be explained that—(A) 'The Dvādashaḥa is regarded as a Satra, because the name 'Satra' is applicable to it (a) on account of the injunction containing the verbal roots əśana (to sit at) and upāyu (proceed to), and (b) on account of the plurality of sacrificers' (Śū. 10. 6. 59), and (B)—'It is to be regarded as an Ahaṁa, (a) because the injunction contains the verbal root əyati (to sacrifice), and also (b) because there is no restriction regarding the number of sacrificers' (Śū. 10. 6. 60).—It has also been explained (under 8. 1. 17) that the Procedure of the Dvādashaḥa is to be adopted at all sacrifices of the 'Aharṣaṇa' Group, such as the Dvārātra and the rest.

Now, the question that arises is—When the Procedure of this Dvādashaḥa is transferred to its Ectype, is it transferred in both forms (Ahaṁa and Satra)? Or is there some restriction and differentiation,—i.e. in some cases in the form of Ahaṁa, and in others, in the form of Satra?

On this question, we have the following Pūrvapākaḥ:—"It operates both ways, because it is a single sacrifice; that is, the Dvādashaḥa-procedure should become transferred in both forms. "Why?"—Because it is a single sacrifice; that is, the Dvādashaḥa is a single sacrifice, with both forms, as explained above; and in its operation, we do not find any grounds for
making any such distinction as that "in this case it operates as Āhīna, and in that other, as Sūtra". Hence we conclude that it must operate (become adopted) in both forms. — If a single act operates in both forms, there can be no need for the second operation". — Well, — inasmuch as it is a single sacrifice, there would be Option; just as there is in regard to the "Touching" at the modified forms of the Āgniya (See Sū. 8, 1. 26)"

SŪTRA (25).

[SIDDHÁNTA]—In reality, on account of the presence of the root "to sacrifice", the transference should be in the form of "Āhīna"; because the Ectype is spoken of in the same terms as the Archetype.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, it is not right that in all cases the Dwādashāhā-procedure should be adopted in both forms; for, as a matter of fact, in the case of the Ectype which is spoken of in terms of the root "Yaji", "to sacrifice", the Procedure adopted should be that of the Dwādashāhā in the form of "Āhīna"; and, as a necessary corollary to this, in the case of the Ectype spoken of in terms of the root "āśa", "to sit", or "upāyī", "to proceed to", the Procedure adopted should be that of the Dwādashāhā in the form of "Sūtra". — "Why so?" — Because the Ectype is spoken of in the same terms as the Archetype; as a matter of fact, the Ectype is always spoken of in the same terms as the Archetype; consequently what is the Archetype of which Ectype can always be determined on the basis of the similarity of the terms used in the Injunction. The Dwādashāhā in the form of "Āhīna" has been enjoined in terms of the root "Yaji", "to sacrifice", — in the text— "Dwādashāhēnas prayākāma yajīta" ["Desiring offspring, one should sacrifice with the Dwādashāhā"]; while in the form of the "Sūtra", it has been enjoined in terms of the roots "āśa", "to sit" and "upāyī", "to proceed to", — in the text, Dwādashāham rdhikāmā upēyuh; Dwādashāham rdhikāmā upśirvan ["Those who desire prosperity should proceed to the Dwādashāhā; those who desire prosperity should sit at the Dwādashāhā"].

SŪTRA (26).

The sacrifices from the 'Dvīrātra' down to the 'Ekādasherātra' are of the nature of 'Āhīna'; as they are enjoined in terms of the root 'Yaji', 'to sacrifice'.

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent asks—"Which of the Ahaṅkṛtya-sacrifices are enjoined in terms of the root 'to sacrifice'—at which the procedure adopted shall be that of the Dwādashāhā in the form of 'Āhīna'? And which of them are
enjoined in terms of the root ‘to sit’ or ‘to proceed to’—at which the procedure adopted shall be that of the Dvädashāhā in the form of ‘Satra’.

Answer—The sacrifices from the ‘Deviśtra’ down to the ‘Ekaśashavattra’ are of the nature of ‘Aśīna’; and at these, the procedure adopted is that of the Dvädashāhā in the form of ‘Aśīna’. And the reason for this lies in the fact that these sacrifices have been enjoined in terms of the root ‘to sacrifice’,—in such texts as ‘Deviśtraṇa gajīta’ [‘One should sacrifice with the Deviśtra’].

Sūtra (27).

At the sacrifices beginning with the ‘Trayodasharātka’, the procedure adopted is that of the ‘Dvädashāhā’ in the form of ‘Satra’, because these have been enjoined in terms of the roots ‘to sit’ and ‘to proceed to’.

Bhāṣya.

The injunctions of these sacrifices are in the form—‘Trayodasharātraṃ yādhi kitāmbūṃ upāyuh’, ‘Chaturdasharātraṃ yādhi kitāmbūṃ upāsāram’ [‘Those desiring prosperity should proceed to the Trayodasharātra’, ‘Those desiring prosperity should sit at the Chaturdasharātra’].

In a friendly spirit, we set forth another explanation:—(a) Inasmuch as the Aśīna is enjoined in terms of the root ‘to sacrifice’, the character of ‘Aśīna’ belongs to the Deviśtra and the rest, as these also have been enjoined in terms of the root ‘to sacrifice’.—(b) Inasmuch as the Satra is enjoined in terms of the roots ‘to sit’ and ‘to proceed to’, the character of ‘Satra’ belongs to the Trayodasharātra and the rest, as these also have been enjoined in terms of the same roots.

Sūtra (28).

Also because there is an indicative text.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—‘Agniṣṭoma vai praśātikā, sa uttarān ekāhānasajata, tamān dvirātīḍayāḥ harunāḥ śūnāḥ tamanānaś mā hāṣīh iti, tadēṣūm aśīnaḥvām’ [‘Agniṣṭoma is Praśātik; he created the latter Ekaḥ sacrifice; to him said the Deviśtra and other Harunās—Do not please abandon us; herein consists their character of Aśīna’].—This text clearly shows that the Deviśtra and the rest are of the nature of ‘Aśīna’. 
ADHIKARANA (6): At the 'Pañchadasharātra' and other 'Ahargaṇas', the Details to be adopted should be those of the 'Satra'.

SŪTRA (29).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA—continued]—"The 'Pañchadasharātra' is of the nature of an 'Ahīna', because it has the 'Atirātra' at one or the other end; so also, the 'Kuṇḍapāvīnāmayaṇa'; as the character of 'Ahīna' has been declared to belong to such sacrifices as fulfil the said condition."

Bhāṣya.

[In regard to the Pañchadasharātra and the Kuṇḍapāvīnāmayaṇa, the question arising as to whether these are 'Satra', or 'Ahīna'] the Pūrvapakśa view is as follows:—"The Pañchadasharātra and the Kuṇḍapāvīnāmayaṇa are both Ahīna.—Why?—Because they have the 'Atirātra' at one or the other end; both of these have the Atirātra at one or the other end; hence they must be Ahīna.—(A) In connection with the Pañchadasharātra, we have the text—'Trieḍḍaṣṇīṣṭaṇgsniṣṭomāḥ, trieḍḍa dāsharātra udāyaniyo 'tirāṭraḥ,' [where the Atirātra occurs at the end].—(B) In connection with the Kuṇḍapāvīnāmayaṇa there is the text—'Māṣamagnihotram juhoti,......

dāsharātra mahādyutam udāyaniyo 'tirātraḥ' [Here also the Atirātra comes at the end].—As a rule, that which has the Atirātra at one or the other end is an Ahīna.—How do you know that?"—Because the character of 'Ahīna' has been declared to belong to such sacrifices as fulfil the said condition,—i.e. those that have the Atirātra at one or the other end,—in the text—'Because a sacrifice has the Atirātra at one end, therefore it must be an Ahīna'.

SŪTRA (30).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA—concluded]—"Also because it has been spoken of as 'Ahīna'."

Bhāṣya.

"The Pañchadasharātra has been clearly spoken of as 'Ahīna', in the text 'Because it has the Atirātra at one end, therefore it must be an Ahīna'.—For this reason also it must be regarded as 'Ahīna'."
SŪTRA (31).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—The two sacrifices must be regarded as "Satras"; because they have been enjoined in terms of the root "to proceed to".

Bhāṣya.

The two sacrifices in question must be regarded as "Satras", not "Ahitās"—why?—because they have been enjoined in terms of the root "to proceed to". For instance, in connection with the Pañchadashāhṛtra, the injunction is—"Those who desire prosperity should proceed to this Pañchadashāhṛtra". In connection with the Kṣapāyināmnaya also, the injunction is—"Those desiring prosperity should proceed to it".

Question—"Between the two indicatives cited, (one by the Pārvapākein) which is in the shape of another sentence (speaking of the Atīrātra at one end), and the other (by the Siddhāntin), in the shape of the Injunction (being in terms of the root "to proceed to"),—which is the more authoritative?"

Answer—That which is contained in the Injunction is more intimately related, while the other is remotely exterior. There is yet another difference between the two indicatives:—That which is itself always an Ahīna cannot be eulogised as being Ahīna; it is by way of an argument that we have the declaration "Because it has the Atīrātra at one end, therefore it must be an Ahīna"; now if this argument does prove the conclusion, then the sacrifice in question would be an Ahīna even without the declaration;—if it does not prove the conclusion, then, it does not become established by the mere declaration. The text in question therefore is not a declaration, but a mere reference, for the purpose of eulogising the sacrifice;—now it is not possible for what is itself an Ahīna to be eulogised as "Ahīna" on the ground of having the Atīrātra at one end; because it is an inseparable qualification of every Ahīna. On the other hand, such an eulogy is quite possible for what is itself a Sutra,—the sense of the eulogy being—"Because it has the Atīrātra at one end, therefore it is Ahīna,—while by itself it is a Sutra,—hence having a dual character, it is superior to the other Satras".

SŪTRA (32).

The text indicates the sign of "Sutra".

Bhāṣya.

The following text indicates the sign of "Sutra" in the Kṣapāyināmnaya—"Grhapātīgrhaptih subrahmanayah subrahmanayah"; it is only at the Sutra that "Grhapati", "Master of the House", as such takes part;—as declared in the text—"The Priests, with the Master of the House as the seventeenth, should proceed to the Sutra";—it is at the Sutra that his presence is
needed for the purpose of carrying on such functions of the 'sacrificer' as subserve the purposes of the sacrifice,—all other functions of the sacrificer having been excluded (from the Sutra).—From all this it follows that the two sacrifices in question are Sutras.

End of Pada ii of Adhyaya VIII.
ADHYAYA VIII.

PÂDA III.

ADHIKARAṆA (1): (A) The ‘Shuchidalivata’ takes in the details of the ‘Āgnēya’;—(B) the ‘Agnāvaiśāṇava’ takes in the details of the ‘Agniśomīya’.

SŪTRA (1).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“In the case of the ‘Havirgana’ sacrifices, the latter should take after the former, because of the similarity of Position.”

Bhāṣya.

The ‘Havirgana’ sacrifices are the subject-matter of this Adhikarana, (there being two sets of these sacrifices)—(1) one set laid down in the texts—‘One should offer the Cake baked on eleven pans, dedicated to Agni-Viśṇu,—Cooked Rice, dedicated to Sarasvatī,—Cooked Rice, dedicated to Brhaspati’, and (2) the second set laid down in the texts—One should offer the Cake baked on eight pans to Agni-Shuchi,—to Agni-Pāvaka and so forth.—[In the corresponding Archetypal Sacrifice, there is first the ‘Āgnēya-offering’, and second, the ‘Agniśomīya-offering’.]

The question that arises is—Is the Procedure to be adopted at (2) the offering to Shuchi that of (2) the Agniśomīya, and the Procedure to be adopted at (1) the offering to Agni-Viśṇu, that of (1) the ‘Āgnēya’?—Or is it the other way about?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—“In the case of the ‘Havrīrγa’ sacrifices, the latter,—i.e. the offering to Shuchi—should take after—be regarded as the modified form of—the latter,—i.e. Agniśomīya; and the former,—i.e. the offering to Agni-Viṣṇu—should be regarded as the modified form of the former,—i.e. the ‘Āgnēya’.—Why so?—Because of the similarity of Position; that is, by reason of their place in the order of sequence (in the two sets); i.e. in the case in question the offering to Shuchi occupies the second place in the order of sequence (among the ‘Havrīrγa’ sacrifices), and the Agniśomīya-offering also occupies the second place at the Archetypal Sacrifice;—similarly, in the other case, among the ‘Havrīrγa’ sacrifices, the offering to Agni-Viṣṇu occupies the first place in the order of sequence, and the ‘Āgnēya-offering occupies the first place at the Archetypal Sacrifice.—Thus then, on the basis of the indicative in the shape of the similarity of Position, the former takes after the former, and the latter after the latter.”
SŪTRA (2).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—THE MATTER SHOULD BE DETERMINED ON THE BASIS OF THE DEITY; BECAUSE THAT IS SCRIPTURAL, THE OTHER BEING NOT-SCRIPTURAL.

Bhāṣya.

The Procedure should be determined,—not by the 'Position' (of the offerings),—but on the basis of the Deity,—i.e. on the basis of the similarity of Deities,—"Why?"—Because the Deity is scriptural,—i.e. is spoken of directly by means of such terms as 'Agnāvaṣṭūpya' and 'Agnayā-Śnūkayā';—while the other,—i.e. Position,—is not-scriptural; i.e. the Position is not directly spoken of by any words of the texts, it is only presumed on the basis of the consideration of a number of sacrifices in the lump.—"What if that is so?"—If that is so, then this is what happens.—The notion of the Deity, being derived immediately from the Injunction of the Act concerned, becomes the predominant factor,—while the other, i.e. the notion of 'Position', is brought about by the order of sequence—and as such, becomes the subordinate factor. Under the circumstances, the most reasonable course is to give preference to the predominant factor.—Hence we conclude that the Procedure adopted at the offering to Agni-Śnūchī should be that of the Āgnēya (because at both there is only one Deity),—and the Procedure adopted at the offering to Agni-Vājasa should be that of the Āgniśomīya (because at each of these, there are two Deities).
ADHIKARANA (2): The details of the ‘Dvādāśākhā’ are to be adopted at the ‘Trivṛt-Ahan’ offerings in connection with the ‘Janaka-Saptarātra’.

SŪTRA (3).

[PUṆṆAPAKṣA)—“When there is an injunction of a group, there should be repetition of that whose indicative sign is there; as in the case of the ‘Āgniya’.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the ‘Janaka-Saptarātra’, we read—‘Chatuṛi trivṛtī ahūni bhacanti’ [‘There are four Ahan-offerings with the Trivṛt-Stoma’];
in another place, we read again, ‘Nau trivṛtī ahūni bhacanti’ [‘There are nine Ahan-offerings with Trivṛt-Stoma’].

There arises the question—Do these texts mean that there should be repetition (four times and nine times) of the first ‘Ahan-offering’ which is associated with the Trivṛt-Stoma? Or do they lay down the particular Stoma (Trivṛt) in connection with the several ‘Ahan-offerings’ that form part of the Dvādāśākhā?

The Puṇṇapakṣa view on this question is as follows:—“When there is an injunction of a group, there should be repetition of that whose indicative sign is there; as in the case of the Āgniya;—i.e. in a case where there is an injunction of a group, as in the case in question—there should be repetition of that—i.e. the first ‘Ahan-offering’, of which the indicative sign, i.e. the presence of the ‘Trivṛt-Stoma’ is there,—because of the similarity of the Injunction;—as in the case of the ‘Āgniya’ (in the foregoing Adhikarana),—spoken of in the text ‘Āgniya pāvākhyā—Āgniya śuchāyā’—it has been decided that there should be repetition of the Procedure of the Āgniya, on the ground that the deity is one and the same and the Injunctions are similar. In the same manner, in the present case also, there should be repetition.”

SŪTRA (4).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, the several distinct ‘Ahan-offerings’ should come in; because it is a multitude; and it is enjoined through an indicative of the actual operation.

Bhāṣya.

What should be done is, not the repetition of the First ‘Ahan-offering’, but the performance of the several distinct ‘Ahan-offerings’—that pertain to the Dvādāśākhā.—Why so?—Because it is a multitude; when it is said that
There are four Ahan-offerings with Triyêt-Stoma\(^1\), it is a multitude (of offerings) that is spoken of;—the number 'four' is one that subsists in (four) distinct things: and hence it must belong to separate Ahan-offerings;—as a matter of fact, in connection with the Janaka-Saptarītra, there are four distinct Ahan-offerings which pertain to the Dhādāshāha, and which come into the Saptarītra by virtue of the General Law. It is these four that are referred to (in the text in question) for the purpose of enjoining, in regard to them, the Triyêt-Stoma; and it cannot be right to take it as enjoining the number 'four' with reference to those several Ahan-offerings which have the Triyêt-Stoma.

SūTRA (5).

There are also texts indicating the same conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

When it is said that 'there are four Ahan-offerings with Triyêt-Stoma, of which the Agnistoma is the foremost',—what are understood to be meant are those Non-Agnistomas of whom the Agnistoma is the first,—and not all Agnistomas; for instance, when it is said that 'that with which the Ball is to be cut is to be made of metals of which Iron is the foremost',—it is not understood to mean all Iron (it means other metals, with Iron as the first and foremost).—If the repetition of the 'Triyêt' were meant, then all of them would be Agnistomas; as it is the Agnistoma that has the Triyêt-Stoma.

From all this it follows that what is laid down in the text in question is the presence of the Triyêt-Stoma at all those Ahan-offerings pertaining to the Dhādāshāha, which find room at the offering in question (which is a modified form of the Dhādāshāha) by virtue of the General Law.
ADHIKARANA (3): The details of the 'Sadaha' are adopted at the 'Sat-trimshadratra'.

SUTRA (6).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"Even though there is repetition of the time, yet,—inasmuch as the actions are diverse [the details adopted should be those of the Dvadasaha]; so says Badar.

Bhaya.

In connection with a certain sacrifice (the 'Sat-trimshadratra'), we read—'Sadahbhavanti, chaivahbhavanti, Paanchahabhavanti' [There are Sadhas, they are four; there are Paanchahas].

In regard to this sacrifice, there arises the question—Are the details to be adopted at it to be those of the 'Ahan-offerings' comprising the Dvadasaha? Or those of the Sadaha?

On this, the Purvapaksa view is as follows:—"Even though there is repetition of time,—i.e. though what is asserted in the text is the repetition (four times) of the time of Sadaha,—yet the teacher Badar has held that the details to be adopted at it are those of the 'Ahan-offerings' comprising the Dvadasaha. Why so?—Because the actions are diverse; what the term 'Sadaha' here stands for are the Six Sautya offerings measured by a day; and the words of the text 'chaivirah sadakah' speak of these six-fold offerings being diverse; the number 'four' subsisting in (and denoting) distinct units. If only one sextuple sacrifice—the Pashthika or the Abhiplavika—were meant to be repeated, then the expression used would have been 'chaivirashadakah'; as a matter of fact, we have the expression 'chaivirah sadakah', which clearly stands for twenty-four 'Ahan-offerings'; and this Injunction of a multitude of 'Ahan-offerings', containing an indicative of the Archetype, indicates the adoption of the Procedure of the Dvadasaha. Hence it follows that at the sacrifice in question, the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the several 'Ahan-offerings' comprising the Dvadasaha.'

SUTRA (7).

[SIDDHANTA]—Jaimini, however, holds that there should be repetition of the 'Sadaha'; because the number does not apply to the 'Ahan-offerings' directly.

Bhaya.

The teacher Jaimini has held that there should be repetition of the well-known Purvapaksa 'Sadaha'.—Why?—Because the number does not apply to the 'Ahan-offerings' directly; the number 'twenty-four' is applied to the
"Aham-offerings" only through Inference; i.e., it is inferred from the fact of there being 'Quadruple Sadaha-offerings'; so that the cognition of the 'Quadruple Sadaha' has to come first, and it is only on cognising it and then computing its number that we arrive at the notion of the number 'twenty-four'; just as in the well-known instance of the inference of Fire from Smoke, one cognises the Smoke, then the Fire. Such being the case, if some one were satisfied with—had his needs met by—the notion of Smoke, he would not care for the later cognition of Fire. In the same way, in the case in question, as soon as the cognition of the 'Sadaha' has appeared, it becomes recognised that it is the Procedure of that which has to be adopted: and the enquirer having his needs met by this notion, what would he do with the notion of the number 'twenty-four' that might be cognised later?—From this it follows that in the case in question, there should be repetition of the Sadaha.

It has been argued that "the number subsists in distinct units; and hence it would be rejected if there were mere repetition of the same (Sadaha)".

Our answer to this is as follows:—The term 'Sadaha,' (in the text in question) is taken as standing for the well-known Sadaha which is near at hand;—now this Sadaha has no direct connection with the number 'four'; hence it could come about only through repetition; just as in the case of the Upanisads, the Prayajnas and the Anuvajjas.

Even for one (our Opponent) who takes the words 'Four Sadahas' as laying down Twenty-four Aham-offerings,—at the time that the Dasharittra (Ten-Ahan-offerings) have been performed, the remaining number (fourteen) could be made up only by repetition; as there are not so many distinct Sadahas available.

Thus then, the objection being applicable to both views, it cannot set aside one of them.
ADHIKARANĀ (4): The details of the 'Dvādāshāha' are adopted at the 'Saṁsthā-gaṇa' sacrifices.

SŪTRA (8).

[PURVAPAKṢA]—"In the case of the 'Saṁsthā-gaṇa' sacrifices, there should be repetition (of the Jyotistoma); as the names used are those belonging to it.

Bhāṣya.

The subject-matter of discussion are the 'Saṁsthā-gaṇa' sacrifices', spoken of in the texts—Agniṣṭomaḥ (a) Pañchakīthyaḥ, (b) Skatiṇiṣṭomaṃ, (c) Śaṭtāśirātram' and so forth (where there are three 'gaṇa'); Multiple, sacrifices mentioned, (a) consisting of Five Utkhyas, (b) consisting of a hundred Agniṣṭomaḥ, (c) consisting of a hundred Atriṣṭas; these are called 'Saṁsthā-gaṇas', because they are multiples of (a) the Utkhyas, (b) the Agniṣṭomaḥ, and (c) the Atriṣṭas, all of which are 'Saṁsthās', Terminuses, of the Jyotistomaḥ.

In regard to these, what is to be considered is—what is laid down in these texts—is it a repetition of the Jyotistomaḥ? (When, i.e. the 'Pañcakīthyaḥ', 'Five-ukthyas', sacrifice is laid down, does it mean that the Jyotistomaḥ, of which the Utkhya is one of the Terminuses, is to be repeated five times?)—Or are they so many 'Ahan-offerings' accompanied by the said Saṁsthā (i.e. the Five Ahan-offerings accompanied by the Utkhya)?

On this, the Purva-pakṣa view is as follows:—"In the case of the 'Saṁsthā-gaṇa' sacrifices there should be repetition,—i.e. there should be repetition of the same primary Jyotistomaḥ sacrifice.—Why so?—Because the names used are those belonging to it; i.e. the names, 'Agniṣṭomaḥ', 'Ukthyas', 'Sodāśhin', and 'Atriṣṭa', (which are the various Terminuses of the Jyotistomaḥ) have been given to the Jyotistomaḥ itself; it is in connection with the Jyotistomaḥ that these Saṁsthās (Agniṣṭomaḥ and the rest) have been enjoined; and hence it is quite possible for it to be indicated by these names; so that what the sentence should be taken as doing is to indicate the Jyotistomaḥ and lay down the particular number (Five or Hundred) in reference to it (and this number can be made up only by repetition). On the other hand, if the sentence were taken as laying down the several Ahan-offerings, as also the particular Saṁsthā (of the Jyotistomaḥ)—the meaning of the text being that the Saṁsthās performed should be of the Utkhya, and they should be five in number,—then this would involve a syntactical split.—Hence we conclude that there should be repetitions of the Jyotistomaḥ."
SŪTRA (9).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IT IS THE ARCHETYPE (OF THE 'AHAN-OFFERINGS') THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS TO BE ACCOMPANIED BY THE 'SAṂSTHĀ'; BECAUSE OF JURISDICTION; THE NAME BEING DUE TO THE CONNECTION OF THE PARTICULAR 'SAṂSTHĀ',

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that there should be repetition of the Jyotistoma; in fact, it is the Archetype that should be taken as to be accompanied by the 'Saṃsthas';—i.e. the Ahan-offerings comprising the Dwadasha (which is the Archetype of all 'Gana-Multiple-offerings') should be accompanied by the particular Saṃśhās mentioned (Ukhya and the rest).—Why so?—Because of jurisdiction; as a matter of fact, it is the said offerings that are entitled to come in by virtue of the General Law (relating to Archetypes and Ectypoes); hence if these are brought in, the General Law becomes obeyed.

Objection—"But the names 'Agniṣṭoma', ('Ukhya', and 'Atirātra') clearly denote the Jyotistoma."

Answer—Not so.—"Why?"—Because the name is due to the connection of the 'Saṃsthā'; that the particular sacrifice in question is named after Agniṣṭoma ('Shatāgniṣṭoma') is due to the connection of the Saṃsthā of that name; the name is not meant to denote the Jyotistoma Sacrifice; in fact, the name in question can denote a sacrifice at which the particular Saṃsthā of the Jyotistoma is present; it cannot denote the Jyotistoma itself.—It might be argued that ‘in this way, the text would come to serve several purposes’.—It will not come to serve several purposes; as a matter of fact, all that the text would lay down would be the particular 'Saṃsthā' in connection with those five Ahan-offerings whose admissibility has been already indicated by the injunction of the 'Multiple' character of the sacrifice; the compound word 'Shatāgniṣṭoma' itself denotes a Multiple sacrifice with the two qualifications (the number, Hundred and the particular Saṃsthā, the Agniṣṭoma). In this way the text serves only one purpose; just as in the case of the sentence 'The red-turbaned priests open it'.

Under the above explanation, the character of the number subsisting in distinct units remains preserved.

From all this it follows that the text in question speaks of the 'Ahan-offerings' comprising the Dwadasha.
ADHIKARAṆA (5): At the 'Shatokthya' and other 'Multiple Sacrifices', the additional Hymns should be brought in from the Jyotiṣṭoma.

SŪTRA (10).

[PŪRVAPĀKSA]—"The addition should come from the 'Multiple Sacrifice', because they have that for its Archetype."

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Shatokthyaṁ bharavi, Shatātirātryaṁ bharavi'. At the two 'Multiple Sacrifices' here spoken of (viz. the Shatokthya and the Shatātirātrya), the Ahaṁ-offerings of the Devadāṣṭha sacrifice come in; these Ahaṁ-offerings are in most cases accompanied by the Uktya-Svāṁthā; hence, in accordance with the words, 'Devam agnieśvaṁna shatokthyaṁ bharavi', it would appear as if the additional hymns were to come out of the two Agnieśvaram; while according to the words, 'Shatātirātryaṁ bharavi', it appears that the addition should, in all cases, come out of the Sacrifices named after the term 'raṁśva' (i.e. Day, 'Ahaṁ').

The question that arises therefore is this—Is the addition to be brought over from the Devadāṣṭha?—or out of the Jyotiṣṭoma?

On this, the Pūrvapākṣa view is as follows:—"The addition should come over from the Multiple Sacrifice;—why?—because they have that for their Archetype; i.e., all these Multiple 'Ahaṁ-offerings' are modified forms of—(—have for their Archetype)—the Devadāṣṭha; hence the Procedure to be adopted at them should be that of the Devadāṣṭha; hence if the addition comes out of the Devadāṣṭha, the General Law becomes honoured.—We conclude therefore that the addition should come out of the Multiple Sacrifice."

SŪTRA (11).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, the addition should come out of the 'Ekāha' ('One-day') Sacrifice; because they stand on the same footing with the others.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the addition should come out of the 'One-day' Sacrifice—of the Jyotiṣṭoma,—not out of the Devadāṣṭha.—Why?—Because they stand on the same footing with the others; that is, there is an 'equality' between the 'Ahaṁ-offerings' comprising the Devadāṣṭha and those that comprise the 'offerings' that are modified forms of the Devadāṣṭha;—the 'equality' being that these also—as well as those others—require the Sāṃsthā from another source;—beggars therefore cannot beg from those who are themselves beggars,—so long as there is some one who can supply the need,
and who is not himself a beggar. — "What does this mean?" — As a matter of fact, no *Samāsthā-hymns* have been laid down in connection with the *Deśadārśā*; hence they require these from somewhere else, where these have been laid down; — similarly in connection with the Ectypal *Akhān-offerings* also, the said hymns have not been laid down; — hence these latter also can have their needs supplied only from somewhere else, where they have been laid down; — and it is only in connection with the *Jyotiśṭoma* that the hymns have been laid down; — hence the conclusion is that the addition of these hymns should come out of the *Jyotiśṭoma*. 
Adhikarana (6): In cases where a certain ‘Ahan-offering’ is declared to be ‘connected with the Gāyatrī’, this connection should be brought about by the introduction of Mantras that are inherently of the Gāyatrī metre.

Sūtra (12).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—“In cases where the ‘Gāyatrī’ is spoken of, there should be deletion in the original metres; because it is these original metres that are entitled to come in; also because it is the number (of syllables) only that is denoted by the term ‘Gāyatrī’, as it is never found apart from that number;—just as in the case of the ‘Agniṣṭoma’.”

Bhāṣya.

The question of ‘addition’ has been discussed; we now proceed to discuss the question of ‘deletion’.

There is the text—‘Vājasāṃśa iṣṭe bhṛgasvāsaṃśa yañāt’ [‘After having performed the Vājasāṃśa sacrifice, one should perform the Bhṛgasvāsa’];—in connection with this Bhṛgasvāsa it is declared that ‘this Ahan-offering is connected with the Gāyatrī metre’.

In connection with this what is to be considered is—Is the Ahan-offering to be made ‘Gāyatrī’ (‘connected with the Gāyatrī-metre’) by deleting the syllables contained in the Mantras used at the Archetypal sacrifice, which are in the Tristup and Jagati metres (which contain more syllables than the Gāyatrī)?—Or by bringing into it fresh Mantras from the Tenth Mandala of the Rgveda, which are inherently in the Gāyatrī metre itself?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is stated in the Sūtra itself—“In cases where the Gāyatrī is spoken of, there should be deletion in the original metres; that is, in cases where the Gāyatrī metres are mentioned,—as in the case of the declaration that ‘this Ahan-offering is to be connected with the Gāyatrī’—a deletion—removal—should be made of certain syllables of the Tristup and Jagati metres of the original sacrifice.—Why so?—Because it is these original metres that are entitled to come in; as a matter of fact, by virtue of the General Law relating to Archetypes and Ectypes, the verses of the Archetypal sacrifice, in the Tristup and the Jagati metres, are recognised to be admissible at the Ectypal sacrifices in question; under the circumstances, if other verses were introduced, it would be counter to the notion already obtained in regarding to the metres
of the original sacrifice.—The verses in Āyatā metre have been prescribed directly, and it is only right that these should set aside the others which would come in only by virtue of the General Law.'—Not so, we reply.—

Why?"—Because, it is the number (of syllables) only that is denoted by the term 'Āyatā'.—'How do you know that?"—Because it is never found apart from that number; that is, the term 'Āyatā' is never used apart from the number 'twenty-four'; it is never found except when the number (of syllables) is twenty-four; it is never applied to verses in the Tristūpa and Jagati metres which do not have 'twenty-four' (syllables).—Hence, it follows that the term 'Āyatā' is expressive of the particular number; hence (in order to secure this number) deletion should be made of certain syllables (in the verses in Tristūpa and Jagati metres).—Just as in the case of the Agnistoma; i.e. just as when it is said that 'there is the Skhāgīṣṭoma', the Ukhyā is removed out of the Aham-offerings of the Dwadasāḥa,—so should it be in the present instance also.'

SŪTRA (13).

[GOVAPAKSHA—continued]—"The term 'Āyatā' is applied, in a natural way, to what are other than Āyatā.'"

Bhāṣya.

"On the basis of the understanding that the term 'Āyatā' denotes only a definite number (of syllables), the term 'Āyatā' is applied in a natural manner to verses in the Jagati-metre, which is not-Āyatā,—in the text, "Yaḥ ki dev gāyatrīyan śka jagati' ['Two verses in the Āyatā metre make one in the Jagati']. It is only when the term 'Āyatā' denotes only the number (twenty-four) of syllables, that this assertion could be justified, on the basis of the fact that the Jagati-metre contains twice-twenty-four syllables. On the other hand, if the term 'Āyatā' meant a verse, then there could never be two verses in the Jagati; so that the assertion just quoted would be wholly wrong.—From this also it follows that the term 'Āyatā' denotes the number.—Pointing to the same conclusion there is another text—'Three aṣṭāpa make four Gāyatrī' [32 × 3 = 24 × 4].'"

SŪTRA (14).

[GOVAPAKSHA—continued]—"If it be urged that—'There is no ten in twenty.'—[then the answer is as in the following Sūtra]."

Bhāṣya.

"Someone might argue thus—'The number Ten is not there in number Twenty,—because one number cannot subsist in another number; as Number is a quality and no quality can subsist in another quality; hence the number Twenty-four cannot subsist in the number Forty-eight; hence even..."
if the term Gayatri is denotative of a number, any such assertion as that one Jagati makes two Gayatri's would be absurd. And an objection which is applicable to both parties should not be urged by one against the other.’’

SUTRA (15).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—‘‘In that case there would be only one number.’’

Bhāṣya.

‘‘Our answer to the above objection is as follows:—We do not say that one number subsists in another number; what we say is that among the syllables qualified by the number Forty-eight, there are two parts of twenty-four each,—and not that there are two verses.

‘‘Then again, the presence of one Number does not necessarily exclude another number; if it excluded it, then there would be only one number; and then, of the man who had ten crows, it could not be said that there are two groups of five;’’ and yet such an assertion is actually made; hence it follows that one Number does not necessarily exclude another number.’’

Or (Sūtras 14 and 15 may be explained in the following manner).—

Sūtra (14) [objection against the Pūrvapakṣa]—‘‘What has been said cannot be right, because Ten is present in Twenty. That is, even when the term ‘Gayatri’ denotes the number, there need be no deletion of syllables (in the original metres).—Why?—Because the Ten (syllables) are already present in the Twenty. —What if it is so?—If it is so, then, if twenty syllables have been taken up, ten also become taken up; so that when one has used the verses in the Triṣṭup and the Jagati metres, verses in the Gayatri metre also have become included therein. Hence the verses in the Triṣṭup and Jagati metres (of the original sacrifice) should be used (at the Etotype) as they stand; whereby the General Law relating to Archetypes and Ectypes becomes observed, and the particular Aham-offering becomes duly connected with the Gayatri.’’

Sūtra (15)—[Pūrvapakṣa's answer to Sū. 14]—‘‘There would be only one number. That is, it is not true that when the Jagati or the Triṣṭup has been taken up, the Gayatri also becomes taken up. —Why? Because as a matter of fact, the Number becomes subsidiary to the sacrifice; only by qualifying something that helps in the accomplishment of that sacrifice; and in the case in question what helps in the accomplishment of the sacrifice is not any part of the Jagati or the Triṣṭup, but the verses in the Jagati and Triṣṭup metres themselves.’’
SŪTRA (16).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, ON ACCOUNT OF THE QUALITY, THE TERM SHOULD BE TAKEN AS DENOTATIVE OF A SUBSTANCE; SPECIALLY BECAUSE IT DOES NOT APPLY TO ALL THINGS.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right to say that the term ‘Gāyatri’ denotes the number (twenty-four). In fact, on account of the quality, it should be taken as denotative of the substance,—i.e. denoting a substance which contains twenty-four syllables.—Why so?—Because it does not apply to all things; if the term were a numeral word (denoting the number twenty-four), then it would apply to all these things—herd of cattle and the like,—which would be twenty-four in number;—as a matter of fact, however, it does not apply to all those things;—hence it follows that it is not a word denotative of Number.

SŪTRA (17).

THERE WOULD BE REGULATION OF THE DENOTATION, AS IN THE CASE OF THE TERM ‘GO’.

Bhāṣya.

As in the case of the term ‘go’ (Cow), its (etymological) denotation extends over all moving things in general (the term literally meaning ‘anything that moves’), yet it is regulated and restricted in its application to only that moving thing (animal) which has the dewlap and other features, and the term ‘go’ is regarded to be denotative of this particular animal only;—similarly in the case of the term ‘Gāyatri’, the most reasonable course is to take it as denotative of the verse (with twenty-four syllables).

SŪTRA (18).

ALSO BECAUSE THE NUMBER HAS ANOTHER TERM DENOTATIVE OF IT.

Bhāṣya.

There is already the term ‘twenty-four’ which is denotative of that number; hence for its denotation it does stand in need of the other term ‘Gāyatri’; because the name of a thing is only meant for usage, and usage is accomplished by a single name.

SŪTRA (19).

WHILE THE OTHER HAS NO OTHER TERM DENOTATIVE OF IT.

Bhāṣya.

The other—i.e. the verse (with twenty-four syllables)—has no other term denotative of it; that is, it has no other name; and for purposes of usage that also needs a name; hence when the term ‘Gāyatri’ is taken to be one denotative of the verse, it fulfils a definite purpose; while, by denoting the
number, it would be serving no useful purpose. For this reason also the most reasonable course is to take the term ‘Gāyatri’ as denoting the verse.

From all this it follows that in the case of the Brhaspatīsūtra, verses in the Gāyatri-metre should be introduced.

SŪTRA (20).

[In the case of the term ‘Agniṣṭoma’] inasmuch as the term is not applicable to any other substance, it is made so qualified by the deletion of the ‘Ukthya’,—[which cannot be the case with the term ‘Gāyatri’].

Bhāṣya.

It has been urged (in Sū. 12) that the term ‘Gāyatri’ should be dealt with like the term ‘Agniṣṭoma’.—Our answer to this is as follows:—The term ‘Agniṣṭoma’ is not applicable to anything else,—while the term ‘Gāyatri’ is applicable to the verse:—all that the term ‘Agniṣṭoma’ denotes is that the offerings in question should end with the Agniṣṭoma;—now it is not possible for the Ahan-offering of the Devilasāha to end with the Agniṣṭoma, except by the deletion of the Ukthya;—hence it becomes necessary to delete the Ukthya.—The case of the term ‘Gāyatri’, however, is different:—it has been already pointed out that it is denotative of the verse (with twenty-four syllables);—and as a matter of fact, this particular verse is not secured by the deletion of syllables (in the Jagati or Triṣṭup).—Hence the case of ‘Agniṣṭoma’ is not analogous to that of ‘Gāyatri’.

SŪTRA (21).

Also because they are not indicated by the scriptures.

Bhāṣya.

The presence of the Ukthya-hymns at the Shatāgniṣṭoma is not indicated by the scriptures; hence they are set aside by the character of ‘ending with the Agniṣṭoma’, which is indicated by the scriptures. In the case in question, it is quite the reverse:—It is the presence of the Gāyatri verses that is indicated by the scriptures, while that of the Triṣṭup and Jagati verses would be based entirely upon Inference; and hence these latter cannot set aside the Gāyatri verse.

SŪTRA (22).

The name (‘Gāyatri’) is inherent in the verses; hence it is only indirectly (figuratively) that it could apply to those that are not in that metre.

Bhāṣya.

Question:—‘It has been pointed out above that the term ‘Gāyatri’ is actually found in the sense of the particular number, in the text—‘Two Gāyatris make one Jagati’—What is the answer to this?’
Answer.—We have already said that 'Gāyatri' is a name that belongs to the verse inherently; hence, because the name is inherent in the verse, when it is found applied to a group of twenty-four syllables that form part of the Jagati, this application should be regarded as indirect (figurative). It is not right to attribute more than one meaning to a term, so long as it can be avoided.—"On what basis does the figurative application of the name rest?"—It rests on the similarity of the size,—the size of one Jagati being equal to that of two Gāyatrīs; it is in this sense that we have the assertion that 'Two Gāyatrīs make one Jagati'; just as we have in the assertion—'Two Kauravas (residents of Kuru) make one bāhika (resident of the Punjab).'

In fact, the assertion quoted by the Opponent is for the purpose of eulogising the two Gāyatrī verses.—"How so?"—It is laid down that the initiation of the Vaishya should be done with two Gāyatrīs;—this appears to be an improper assertion; because the initiation of the Vaishya should be done with the Jagati,—as the Vaishya has been declared to be 'Jāgata' (related to Jagati). Hence the meaning of the sentence is that 'what is done with two Gāyatrīs is as good as done with the Jagati.'—this is what is meant by the assertion that 'Two Gāyatrīs make one Jagati'.

Thus it is found that what has been urged is no reason for taking the term 'Gāyatri' as denoting number.

SŪTRA (23).

"But there is a distinct declaration",—if this is urged—[then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

"What has been just said may be urged in the case where the term 'Gāyatri' is used by way of reference; what would be the explanation where it appears as an Injunction (where it forms part of the predicate),—as in the text 'Three Anuṣṭupas make four Gāyatrīs'.—'What difference does the word appearing as Injunction make?'—The difference is this: when a word appears as Injunction, there is action in accordance with it; and as a matter of fact, it is not possible to make four Gāyatrī verses of three Anuṣṭupas; what can be made are only four times twenty-four (the number). Thus the term 'Gāyatri' in this case must stand for the number.'

Our answer to this is as follows:—

SŪTRA (24).

It has been already explained.

Bhāṣya.

It is only in the one instance cited that the term 'Gāyatri' may denote number; it is not found to do so anywhere else.—"If the term is not
denotative of number, how has it become so denotative in the instance just cited?"—The answer to this is that such injunction (or predication) is done figuratively also; for instance, in common parlance, people say—‘Make lions of these lumps of flour’; in Vedic literature also, we find such assertions as—‘They worship with Prsthau’;—now, because in the one instance cited, the term ‘lion’ is found used in the sense of the figure of the lion, it does not follow that the term ‘lion’ is denotative of that figure; or the term ‘prsthæ’ is denotative of mantra (because in the one instance cited, it is found used in that sense).—Even when a term indicates something figuratively, such indication is not something which is not expressed by the term at all, because it is while the term denotes its own direct meaning that it indicates the figurative one also; if it were to abandon its direct denotation, it would not do any indicating at all.

Thus then, this reason also does not prove the conclusion desired by the Opponent.

SUTRA (25).

IF THE TERM ‘GAYATRI’ WERE TAKEN AS DENOTING THE NUMBER, THEN THERE WOULD BE AN OPTION AT THE PRIMARY SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

At the Primary Sacrifice—of the Darska-Purṇamāsa—there would be an option if the term ‘Gayatri’ were to be taken as denoting the Number. In connection with that sacrifice we read—Gayastrī pariṇādaḥ hyāḥ (‘He should wear it with the Gayatri’); such being the assertion, there would be an option between the ‘Ajutrod mantrā (Ṛgveda, 5. 28. 6) [which is in the Gayatri-metre] and the group of twenty-four syllables obtained by deleting the remaining syllables of the Jagat;—and when there is option, then, in one case, the Ajutrod-mantra would be rejected; which cannot be proper, so long as it can be avoided.

For this reason also, the term ‘Gayatri’ cannot stand for the number.

SUTRA (26).

"INASMUCH AS THE VERSE HAS BEEN LAID DOWN AS AN ACCESSORY, IT COULD NOT BE AS STATED",—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"There can be no option at the Primary Sacrifice;—why?—because the verse has been laid down as an accessory; as a matter of fact, in connection with the Primary Sacrifice, it has been accepted that it is the (Gayatri) verse that is to enter into the performance;—it is verses that have been laid down as the Sāmihēṇi-māṇtras; under
the circumstances, if one were to do the ‘wearing’ without the verse, the character of having the verse for its accessory would become set aside. It is for this reason that at the Primary Sacrifice, the ‘wearing’ would, in all cases, have to be done with the ‘Ājukotā’ verse; so that the ‘wearing’ would be done with the ‘Gāyatri’, and the character of having the verse for an accessory would also be maintained. [So that there would be no option].”

SŪTRA (27).

THE SAME THUS SHOULD BE THE CASE WITH THE ECTYPAL SACRIFICE ALSO.

Bhāṣya.

With the Ectypal Sacrifice—i.e. with the Brhaspatisara in question—also, the case should be the same as with the aforesaid Primary Sacrifice,—that is, at the Ectype also, it has been accepted, on the basis of the General Law of the Archetype and the Ectype, that the performance has to be done with verses; hence there also, if verses (and not mere numbers) are employed, the Aham-offering would be done with the Gāyatri, and the character of having the verses for accessories would become maintained.—Hence it follows that there need be no deletion of syllables (in the Jagati).

SŪTRA (28).

AND THE PRESENCE OF THE QUALITY IS OVER THE WHOLE.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘and’ here is used in place of ‘but’; in several cases ‘and’ is used in place of ‘but’; e.g. in the expression ‘Kīśa (and) iha bhavati’ (which really means ‘Kīntu (but) iha bhavati’).

The quality—i.e. the number Twenty-four—is present over the whole—i.e. over the entire Ājukotā-verse,—not over a part of it; hence when that verse is used, the character of having the verse for its accessory becomes maintained, as also the Number. As regards the Brhaspatisara, though the number ‘Twenty-four’ may be present in parts of these (Jagati verses) that are admissible into it by the General Law,—yet, if the number is taken up in that form (as subsisting over parts of verses), the character of having verses as accessories is not preserved; it is preserved if original Gāyatri verses are brought in.—From this it follows that if the term ‘Gāyatri’ were denotative of Number, it would not be possible to bring in the original Gāyatri verses.

Some people set up the following explanation of the Sūtra.—The man who holds the term ‘Gāyatri’ to be denotative of Number should be asked the following question:—Why do you restrict yourself to the number (twenty-four) as subsisting in the syllables only? Why do you not take in the number as subsisting in other things,—such as cups and ladles, for
instance? As for the text, it appears in the most general form—This Ahaṃ-offering is connected with Gāyatri’;—and if the term ‘Gāyatri’ denotes the quality of Number, this must refer to the number of all things (not of the syllables only) [Hence if the number of syllables in the Jagati is to be reduced to twenty-four, by deletion, then the number of all other things also should be made twenty-four].

SŪTRA (29).

"It cannot be as urged, as what we have put forward is a well-established fact"—if this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

The Opponent might argue as follows:—"It is reasonable to admit only that meaning of the term ‘Gāyatri’ which is well-established, well-known; and the term is so known to be denotive of the number (twenty-four) as subsisting in syllables only,—not as subsisting in all things. This is the reason why we have not admitted the number as subsisting in all things."

This argument should be answered as follows:

SŪTRA (30).

It should be so in the case in question also.

Bhāṣya.

Just as the term ‘Gāyatri’ has been found to be used in the sense of the number of syllables only,—similarly it has been found to be used in the sense of verses only (of twenty-four syllables), not in that of any other thing, or of any prose-piece (of twenty-four syllables) ; and just as (in your case) being found to be used in connection with the number of syllables only, it is not recognised as applicable to things other than syllables,—similarly, inasmuch as it has been found to be used in the sense of verses, it cannot be right to apply it to things other than verses.

Says the Opponent—"Though the term ‘Gāyatri’ denotes verses,—even so, there should be deletion of syllables.—Why so?—Because of the conditions of the Archetype; as a matter of fact, by virtue of the General Law relating to the Archetype and the Ectype, the verses that are admissible at the Byhaspatism are those in the Trisūp and the Jagati metres,—which are what are used at the Archetype; and they do not become abandoned (if these same are used after deleting all the syllables except twenty-four); these parts of the Jagati and Trisūp verses are quite capable of being spoken of as ‘Gāyatri’ on the basis of the similarity in the number of syllables. In this manner, both the injunctions become followed,—that relating to the Archetype as well as that relating to the Ectype."

The answer to this is given in the following Sūtra:—
SŪTRA (31).

If, even in a case where there is no doubt, the matter were to be determined by the conditions of the archetype, —then the same might be the case with the term ‘Shara’ also.

Bhāṣya.

If, even in a case where there is no doubt,—no uncertainty at all, as regards the exact signification of the term ‘Gāyatri’ as enjoined,—the term ‘Gāyatri’ were to be taken as denoting what is not-Gāyatri,—then, in the case of the injunction of ‘Shara’ as the ‘Grass’ to be used,—the term ‘Shara’ might be assumed to stand for Kusā, and the Grass used, in accordance with that Injunction, might consist of Kusā itself.—Or some difference between the two cases should be pointed out (why the assumption is possible in one case and not in the other).

SŪTRA (32).

“Actual usage is found [to be the discriminating factor].”—
—if this is urged—[then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

“The discriminating factor is found in the shape of actual usage; as a matter of fact, the term ‘Gāyatri’ has been actually found to be used as denoting the number ‘Twenty-four’ as subsisting in syllables,—in the text, ‘Two Gāyatris are one Jagati’. It is on this basis that we make the said assumption.”

SŪTRA (33).

The same should be the case with ‘Shara’ also.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘Shara’ also is found to be used in the sense of kusā, in the text, ‘The kusā-forest is shara-forest itself’.

SŪTRA (34).

“This is figurative”—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—“In the sentence quoted, the term ‘Shara’ has been used figuratively; in fact, what the sentence ‘this Kusā-forest is Shara-
forest' asserts is similarity (between the Kusa and the Shara) in the matter of length and thickness of the blades; and the word 'Shara' is really used in its own primary sense; if it renounced its primary meaning, how could it signify anything? Hence it follows that the term 'Shara' is here used in the sense of the Shara-grass itself, not in that of the Kusa-grass.'

SUTRA (35).

THE SAME SHOULD BE THE CASE WITH THE OTHER SENTENCE ALSO.

Bhāṣya.

The same should be the case with the other sentence also—i.e., the sentence 'Two Gāyatrīs are one Jagati'; here also the term 'Gāyatri' has been used figuratively, as already explained before; that term also, while denoting its own primary meaning (the verse), brings about (figuratively) the notion of what is similar to it. Hence the term is used in the sense of verses, not in that of number. From all this it follows that the term 'Gāyatri' does not denote the number (Twenty-four); and hence there need be no deletion of syllables (of the Jagati and Tristup verses).

SUTRA (36).

THE TERM CANNOT APPLY TO ANY PART OF A VERSE ONLY; AS THE SENSE IS NOT COMPLETE.

Bhāṣya.

If only a part of the Tristup or Jagati verses is taken, the sentence remains incomplete; and no sense can be expressed by an incomplete sentence;—while it is for the expressing of a sense that Mantras are used; so that the use of the Mantra itself would be futile.—Hence it follows that the term 'Gāyatri' cannot apply to what are only portions of the Tristup and Jagati verses,—and that at the Bhāspatisara only those verses are to be introduced which are inherently in the Gāyatri-metre.

End of Pāda iii of Adhyāya VIII.
ADHYÄYA VIII.

PĀDA IV.

ADHIKARAŅA (1): The term 'Darvihoma' is the name of an Act.

SŪTRA (1).

'Darvihoma' should be regarded as the name of a Sacrifice, because of the presence of the term 'homa'.

Bhāṣya,

'There is the text—'Yādākayā jhuyāt darvihomam kuryāt' ['When one offers one oblation, he performs the Darvihoma'].

In regard to this term 'Darvihoma', there arises the following question—Does this contain the injunction of an accessory (meaning 'Homa', oblation, to be offered with the 'Dareī', Lalle)? Or is it the Proper name of an act of 'offering'?

The answer to this question is as follows:—Darvihoma should be regarded as the name of a Sacrifice,—i.e., the proper name of a particular act;—why?—because of the presence of the term 'homa'; we find the term 'homa' in the compound 'Darvihoma'; in fact, that term forms the predominant factor in the compound,—the term 'dareī' being the subordinate factor;—and Homa (oblation-offering) is an act.

Or the term 'homasavāngūt' (of the Sūtra) may be taken to mean 'because of the mention of the act of oblation-offering by the term jhuyāt, offers an oblation' (in the text); the term 'jhuyāt' clearly speaks of an act; and the phrase 'Yādākayā jhuyāt' is made up of that term.

Thus the conclusion is that the term is the name of an act. This conclusion remains uncontroverted for the present [and is going to be controverted by the Pūraṇapāka set forth under Sū. 5 below]. In the meantime, we proceed to consider another matter (connected with the Darvihoma).
ADHIKARANA (2): The term 'dārvihoma' is a name applicable to 'Vedic' as well as 'Non-vedic' acts.

SUTRA (2).

[PURVAPOKSA]—"THE NAME SHOULD BE TAKEN AS APPLICABLE TO 'ORDINARY' (NON-VEDIC) ACTS; BECAUSE THE PERFORMER HAS BEEN SPOKEN OF THROUGH THAT TERM."

Bhāṣya.

If the term 'dārvihoma' is the name of an act, then there arises the question—Is the term 'dārvihoma' the name of ordinary (Non-vedic) acts laid down in Smṛtis, such as the Aṣṭakō and the like?—Or is it the name of all acts, Vedic as well as Non-vedic?

On this question, the Pūrvapoksa view is as follows:—"The name should be taken as applicable to Non-vedic acts; the term 'dārvihoma' should be regarded as the name of ordinary, Non-vedic acts;—why?—because the performer has been spoken of through that term; the performer of the acts in question is spoken of by means of the term 'dārvihoma' in the following text—'Sūninám dārvihomikā brāhmaṇāḥ; ambāṣṭhānām dārvihomikā brāhmaṇāḥ' [*The Dārvihomika Brāhmaṇa among the Skini-people; the Dārvihomika Brāhmaṇa among the Ambāṣṭha-people*]; as a matter of fact, when a man does an act, he is called after it; e.g. the man who does the 'lopping' is called the 'lopper', the man who does the cooking is called the 'cooker';—hence if the term 'dārvihoma' is the name of the Aṣṭakō and such acts, then alone can the performer of these be called 'dārvihomika'. From this it follows that the term in question is the name of ordinary (Non-vedic) acts."

SUTRA (3).

[SIDDHANTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS THE NAME OF ALL ACTS; BECAUSE IT IS FOUND APPLIED TO THE 'VĀSTU-HOMA'.

Bhāṣya.

The term in question should be taken as the name of all acts—Vedic as well as Non-vedic;—why?—because it is found applied to the 'Vāstu-homa'; in the following text the name is found applied to the Vāstu-homa, which is a Vedic act:—'Yadākāyā jujuyāt dārvihomam kuryāt, parunavākyāmanāchya yājyayā jukoti svādīvatātāva' [where the latter half refers to the Vāstu-homa].

Opponent—"This text appears to show something quite to the contrary; The sentence 'Yadākāyā jujuyāt dārvihomam kuryāt' clearly indicates that what is spoken of here as 'dārvihoma' is not the Dārvihoma
itself [but that which may be regarded as such]. If the oblation spoken of were the Darshihoma itself, then it would be one and the same act spoken of by means of the two words; and in that case there would be no justification for the assertion that "when one offers one oblation he performs the Darshihoma' ['Yadākayā, etc.']."

The answer to this is as follows:—If the name 'Darshihoma' is applicable to Non-vedic acts only, and not to Vedic acts, then even the 'one oblation' offered could never be Darshihoma [as the Olibation-Offering is a Vedic act]; and in that case it would not be right to assert that 'when one offers the one oblation, he performs the Darshihoma'. Hence the assertion should be taken as indicative of the fact that Vedic acts also are Darshihoma.

"Even so, you point out only an indicative; whence do you get at the direct admissibility?"
The direct admissibility is got at from the fact of the term 'Homa' being a general term (including Vedic as well as Non-vedic offerings).

From all this it follows that the term in question is the name applicable to Vedic as well as Non-vedic acts.
ADHIKARANA (3): The term ‘Darsihoma’ is the name of ‘Homa’, oblation into Fire.

SUTRA (4).

IN REALITY, THE TERM APPLIES TO ACTS ENJOINED THROUGH THE ROOT ‘JUHOTI’ (TO OFFER INTO FIRE); BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF THAT TERM.

BHASYA.

It has been settled that the term ‘Darsihoma’ is the name of Vedic as well as Non-vedic acts.

The question that arises next is—Is the name applicable to all acts—those enjoined through the root ‘yajati’ (‘to Sacrifice’), as well as those enjoined through the root ‘juhoti’ (‘to offer into Fire’) ?—or is it applicable to only those enjoined through the root ‘juhoti’ (‘to offer into Fire’)?

The Pārvapāksa view is that, “it should apply equally to all”.

In answer to this, the Siddhānta is as follows—It should apply to Homa (offering into Fire) only,—not to Sacrifice,—why?—because of the presence of that term; i.e. because of the presence (in the name) of the term ‘Homa’; the term ‘Homa’ (in ‘Darsihoma’) signifies the act of offering into Fire, not that of sacrificing; hence it could apply to the act of sacrifice only figuratively.—From this it follows that the term ‘Darsihoma’ is the name of the act of offering into Fire.
ADHIKARANA (4): The term 'Darvihoma' is not injunctive of an accessory.

SUTRA (5).

[PRVAPAKSA]— "The term should be taken as the name of a sacrificial accessory; as it clearly lays down a definite thing."

BHASYA.

The Pravapaksa argues against the conclusion arrived at (under Sutr. 1), which was left uncontroverted. — "It has been asserted that the term 'Darvihoma' is the proper name of an act; but that is not so; as a matter of fact, it should be taken as the name of a sacrificial accessory; i.e. as enjoining a sacrificial accessory; —why so?—because it clearly lays down a definite thing; the term is clearly understood as laying down a definite object, — the term 'Darvihoma' meaning 'Homa'—offering into Fire—'dareyi'—with the Ladle; [so that it is the object, Ladle, that is clearly laid down as the instrument of the offering]; in this interpretation both the terms—'darei' and 'homa'—retain their well-known signification. — From this it follows that the term contains the injunction of a sacrificial accessory."

SUTRA (6).

[SIDDHANTA]—Not so; because, as regards non-vedic acts, the 'Ladle' used at them is already known through customary practice, and as regards Vedic acts, other things have been prescribed.

BHASYA.

It is not right to take the term as laying down a sacrificial accessory. —Why?—(a) As regards non-vedic acts, the Ladle to be used at them is already known through customary practice, —it being well known that the offering into Fire is to be done by means of the Ladle 'which has its handle towards the root and which has its bark removed'; and being well known, it does not need to be enjoined. —(b) Then as regards Vedic acts, other vessels and implements have been prescribed in connection with offerings into Fire,—such as the Srava, the Chama and so forth; under the circumstances, if the Ladle (Darvi) also were laid down for the same purpose, it would have to be taken as an optional alternative to them; which would be most unreasonable; because there is a direct
injunction of the Sruva and other implements—in such texts as 'Srueṣṇa jukoti' (‘One makes an offering into Fire with the Sruva’), while there is no such injunction of the Ladle; so that in the case of this latter, the injunction could only be inferred.

SŪTRA (7).

Also because another implement is found mentioned.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśihoma we find an entirely different implement (other than the Ladle) mentioned,—in the text, 'Bhūtābhyaṣteśī ārdhanam sruchamudgrhyāti' [‘Saying bhūtābhyaṣteśī, one holds aloft the Sruk’] (where the Sruk is mentioned as the implement to be used at the Darśihoma). From this it follows that the name 'Darśihoma' is not injunctive of a sacrificial accessory.

SŪTRA (8).

Similarly, in connection with Fire and the Offering-material also (other vessels have been mentioned).

Bhāṣya.

It might be argued that—’[if there are other implements laid down for the offering] the Ladle might be used in connection with the (a) Fire or (b) the Offering-material; the compound 'Darśi-homa' being taken (a) as 'Homa'—‘Offering’—‘Darśau’—’In the Ladle’ (the Ladle being the receptacle of the Fire),—or (b) ‘Homa’—’Offering’—’Darśh’—’of the Ladle’ (the Ladle being the material offered).’

Our answer to this is as follows:—Similarly in connection with the Fire and Offering-material also; i.e. just as the Ladle cannot be used as an implement, so also it cannot be used in connection with Fire or the Offering-material; because as a receptacle for the offering, a different thing has been laid down, in the shape of the Āhavanīya Fire—in the text ‘Yad āhavanīya jukoti’—and as the Offering-material also, something quite different has been laid down, in the shape of the Cake and other things.—Thus the Ladle could not be used even for the purposes of the Fire and the Offering-material.

SŪTRA (9).

The connection with the purpose has already been explained.

Bhāṣya.

It has been already explained by us that the purpose served by Fire cannot be served by anything else; for instance, it is Fire alone that can serve the purpose of burning, cooking and illuminating; no other thing can serve all this purpose; hence the Ladle could never be laid down as serving the purpose of Fire.
From all this it follows that the name 'Darcihona' should not be taken as laying down a sacrificial accessory; it must be taken as the name of a particular act.

(This Adhikarana has not been taken as distinct from the preceding ones—by Mandana Mishra.)
Adhikarana (5): The ‘Darvihoma’ is an independent act by itself.

Bhāṣya.

It has been explained that the term ‘darvihoma’ is the name of an act.—The question to be considered now is—are the Darvihoma offerings independent acts? Or do they borrow the details from other acts?

The Purapakṣa (A) view is as follows:—“They are not independent acts;—why?—because no Procedure has been laid down in connection with them. As a rule, when an act has no Procedure laid down in connection with itself, it borrows the details from another act in connection with which the Procedure has been laid down;—the Darvihomas are acts in connection with which the Procedure has not been laid down;—it follows therefore that they are dependent upon other acts.”

“This being so, the next question that arises is—On what act are they dependent?—In answer we have the following Sūtra—

Sūtra (10).

“It is the Procedure of the Soma-sacrifice that should be adopted at it, because of ‘indistinctness.’”

Bhāṣya.

“At it”—i.e. at the Darvihoma—the Procedure of the Soma-sacrifice should be adopted;—why?—because of indistinctness; the injunction of the Soma-sacrifice is ‘indistinct’ (in the sense that the Deity and the Offering-material are not mentioned in the injunction of the sacrifice itself,—as explained under 8. 1. 10);—and the injunction of the Darvihoma offerings also is ‘indistinct’ (in the same sense),—appearing as it does in such forms as ‘Bhinne juhoti’ (‘offers the Homa on breakage’);—hence, on the basis of the similarity of these injunctions, the Procedure to be adopted at the Darvihoma should be that of the Soma-sacrifice.”

Sūtra (11).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it is not so, because of the connection with the syllable ‘svāhā’; also because the syllable ‘vasāt’ is used in course of the Soma, the other is precluded.

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘so’ (‘in reality’) indicates the rejection of the view set forth above.
It is not right to adopt, at the Darvihoma, the Procedure of the Soma-sacrifice;—why?—because of the connection with the syllable ‘svāhā’; Darvihoma offerings are connected with the syllable ‘svāhā’;—the mantras used being ‘Prthivejñai svāhā’, ‘Antarikṣayai svāhā’.—“What if that is so?”—Because the syllable ‘vāṣṭ’ is used in course of the Soma-sacrifice, there is preclusion; i.e. in course of the Soma-offering, the syllable used is ‘vāṣṭ’; hence there is preclusion of the other; because both the syllables (‘svāhā’ and ‘vāṣṭ’ are) expressive of the act of offering (and hence both cannot be used); so that if the Procedure adopted is that of the Soma-sacrifice, the syllable used should be ‘vāṣṭ’; and in that case the mention of the syllable ‘svāhā’ would be meaningless. If the two syllables are regarded as optional alternatives, then too there would be this incongruity that each of the two would be rejected in one case or the other.—If, on the other hand, the Darvihoma offerings are regarded as independent acts, then there is none of all this incongruity. Hence it follows that the said offerings are independent acts by themselves.

SŪTRA (12).

BECAUSE THE TERMS ARE ENTIRELY DIFFERENT.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘juhoti’ is entirely different from the term ‘yajati’;—the Soma-sacrifice has been enjoined through the term ‘yajati’, while the Darvihoma offerings have been enjoined through the term ‘juhoti’;—the transference of details has been held to be possible only in the case of injunctions being similar;—hence for this reason also it cannot be right to adopt, at the Darvihoma, the details of the Soma-sacrifice.

“But it has been pointed out that there is this similarity in the two injunctions that both are indistinct!”

The answer to this is as follows—While there is similarity between the two on the ground of ‘indistinctness’, there is dissimilarity (or difference) on the ground of the term ‘yajati’ being used in one case (and ‘juhoti’ in the other case); and it is only when a number of actions enjoined through the term ‘yajati’ are found to be ‘indistinct’, that there is transference of details among them; just as, though there is similarity among several sacrifices on account of the offerings at all of them consisting of grains, yet at the Śaṅgeya, the procedure adopted is that of the Āyuṣya on the ground of both these having only one deity.

SŪTRA (13).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE OF THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

Inasmuch as we find indicative texts, it follows that the procedure to be adopted at the Darvihoma is not that of the Soma-sacrifice: In connection with the Audumbhari-Homa, having laid down the use of the
The Purva-Paraskia answers the argument put forward (in the preceding Sūtra) on the basis of the indicative cited—"It has been argued that in connection with the Audumbara-Homa, the use of the syllable 'svāhā' is found to be mentioned as a well-established fact, which indicates that the Procedure of the Soma is not to be adopted. Our answer to this is as follows:—The syllable 'svāhā' is for the subsequent offering, like the number 'seventeen'. In connection with the Śāmīdhēṇi verses, the number seventeen has been mentioned in an isolated sentence—'Recites the seventeen Śāmīdhēṇi verses'; and as all that is spoken of in an isolated sentence goes with the Primary Sacrifice, the said number seventeen has been taken as related to the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa—but it becomes set aside by the number fifteen which pertains to the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa by virtue of its Context; and consequently the number seventeen (thus deflected from the Primary) becomes connected with the modified form of that Primary. [Vide above, 3, 6, 9.]—Similarly, in the case in question, the syllable svāhā has been mentioned in an isolated sentence—'Offering-materials are offered to deities either with the syllable svāhā or with the syllable vasat';—as in the case of the Śāmīdhēṇi, this syllable becomes inclined to enter into the two Primary Sacrifices—Soma and Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa—but becoming precluded therefrom by the syllable 'vasat', it becomes deflected from the Primaries to that extent and finds place in the other offerings. Under the circumstances, the adoption of the Procedure of the Soma-sacrifice does not become (entirely) precluded,—as in the case of the Animal. In connection with the Animal, the number seventeen having been declared, the Procedure of the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa does not become precluded,—because of the fact of the number 'seventeen' being directly laid down in a text. In the same manner, in the case in question, inasmuch as the syllable 'svāhā' has been directly declared, the mere perception of the Indicative does not preclude the adoption of the Procedure of the Soma-sacrifice."

The term 'punah' (in the Sūtra) has no significance (it is superfluous)—just like such expressions as 'Kimpunaridam' ('What to say of this!').
SŪTRA (15).

[Answer to the above objection]—In reality, it cannot be for the subsequent offering; as it is of use (at the primary sacrifice itself); and of what pertains to the primary, there can be preclusion only when it is of no use.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that the syllable ‘svāhā’ is for the subsequent (modified) offering. But it is not so. —Why? —Because it cannot be for the subsequent offering, as it is of use; as a matter of fact, it serves a useful purpose at the primary sacrifice itself, —in connection with the Nāriṣṭahoma offerings, as also in connection with the two Pārvaṇa-homa offerings,—where the mantra used is ‘Pārvaṇādānāya svādhaśe svāhā’ (where the syllable ‘svāhā’ comes in).—Of what pertains to the Primary, there can be preclusion only when it is of no use; if the syllable ‘svāhā’ were of no use at the primary sacrifice, then alone could there be preclusion, by virtue of the isolated sentence, of the syllable ‘vasat’ at the modified offering,—which latter syllable would come in at it as pertaining to its primary original [i.e., the syllable ‘svāhā’ would displace the syllable ‘vasat’ at the modified offering, only if that syllable could not be used at the primary sacrifice itself]; as a matter of fact however, it does serve a useful purpose at it;—hence it cannot be regarded as being for the subsequent (modified) offering. —And when it is not for the subsequent offering, then the text quoted—‘Bhūmiṣṭot śvāhākārota’—does become rightly indicative of the fact that the Procedure of the Soma-sacrifice has no place at the Darvihoma offerings.

SŪTRA (16).

[Objection]—“At the Primary sacrifice, it would not find a place”—If this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—“If your view is that the syllable ‘svāhā’ cannot find place in the Nāriṣṭahomas or in the Pārvaṇa-homas,—then, it would not be possible for that syllable to find place in the Nāriṣṭahoma, even when this latter is performed in connection with the Primary sacrifice; and there also the syllable ‘vasat’ would have to be admitted; as this latter has been laid down in connection with the Darśa-Pārvaṇās, without any qualification, in the following text—‘Dravakṣaro vasakāraha, iza vai praṇāpatik sapadvaha yañā avayutta’.—‘But the syllable svāhā also has been directly mentioned.’—Truly, it has been mentioned: the syllable ‘vasat’, on the other hand, has been enjoined; that is why of this latter we have the Injunction.—In fact, the sentence ‘Nāya yañā
SHABARA-BHĀṢYA:

evathā prajāpatau yajñēna pratitiṣṭhati" (where ‘prajāpati’ stands for
the syllable ‘vasat’) serves to set aside the syllable ‘svāhā’ which would
come in only by virtue of being mentioned; because, in the case of mere
mention, the injunction is purely inferential, and as such is set aside by
an Injunction which is direct.—If then the syllable ‘svāhā’ cannot find place
at the primary, then it must find room at the subsequent (modified)
sacriifice.

SŪTRA (17).

[Answer]—IT HAS BEEN ALREADY EXPLAINED THAT WHEN THERE IS A
CONFLICT, WHAT COMES LATER IS WEAKER.

Bṛhasp.

The answer given to the above objection is as follows:—It is not right
that the syllable ‘svāhā’ should be taken as set aside by the syllable
‘vasat’.—Why?—Because it has been explained (under Sū. 3. 3. 14)
that whenever there is a conflict among Direct Assertion and the
other means of determining subsidiary character, that which comes later is
weaker than that which has gone before;—now, in the case in question,
there is conflict between ‘Syntactical Connection’ and ‘Context’;—the
Context indicating the syllable ‘vasat’, while the syllable ‘svāhā’ would
come in by virtue of its being syntactically connected with the words of the
Mantra used at the Vāristhahoma;—and Syntactical Connection is alway
stronger than Context.—"The syllable ‘vasat’ signifying the act of
giving away may be used after the syllable ‘svāhā’."—But the uttering
of the syllable ‘svāhā’ does not accomplish the offering; how can the syllable
‘svāhā’, which has not been laid down as meaning offering, serve the
purpose of bringing about the offering? Even if it were laid down as
meaning offering, how could the offering-material be offered to the deities
by means of the syllable ‘svāhā’ or ‘vasat’?—"Inasmuch as both the syllables
—svāhā and vasat—have been laid down in connection with the Primary sacri-
fice, what is said in reference to no particular sacrifice becomes meaningless."

—It is for this reason that we say that it would serve the purpose of
laying down the fact of the two syllables (‘svāhā’ and ‘vasat’) signifying the
act of offering.—From all this it follows that the Darvihoma offerings are
not the modifications of the Soma-offering.

SŪTRA (18).

[Pūrvasāṇa (B)]—"OR, THE DETAILS OF THESE WOULD COME
FROM THE ‘ĪŚT’; AS THESE DETAILS ARE ALREADY OPERATIVE,
THEIR INJUNCTIONS WOULD BE THERE."

Bṛhasp.

The particle ‘ei’, ‘or’, indicates the taking up of another view.

"The term ‘Tvaḥchodanāḥ’, ‘Details of these’, stands for the Darvihoma;
the meaning is that the details of procedure that would be adopted at the Darvihoma;
homas would be just those subsidiary Homas that form part of the Darshu-
Pūnāmāsā.—'What are those?'—They are the Nārīstahomas.—'Why
should these be adopted?'—Because these are the Homas that are already
operative; that is, these Homas are found to be operating in all 'Īṣī',
as well as in all 'Pāshubandha', sacrifices; and when a feature has been
actually seen with an act in most cases, it is inferred to be there even when
it is not actually seen; for instance, when a man has been seen to do good
to others in many cases, it is he who is inferred to have done the good
that has been done by some unknown man.—For this reason the
Nārīstahomas should be adopted at the Darivihomas.

SŪTRA (19).

"ALSO BECAUSE OF THE FORCE OF WORDS."

Bhāṣya.

"There is also the force of words,—in the shape of the similarity of
Injunctions of the Darivihomas and the Nārīstahomas; the injunction of Homa
at the Nārīstahomas is in the form 'Nāriṣṭān jukoti', while that of the
Darivihoma is in the form 'Bhinat jukoti'—and through this similarity of
Injunctions, there should be adoption of the details."

SŪTRA (20).

"ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE OF THE SAME
CONCLUSION."

Bhāṣya.

"There is a text also which points to the conclusion that the Dariv-
homas derive their details from the Nārīstahomas.—'What is that indi-
cative?'—In connection with Aṣṇihotra we read—'Yadi Kilo'vapadyeta antah-
pāraidhi, nīnayet! ['If an insect should fall in, it should be put under the
Paṇḍhī']; again in connection with Aṣṇī, we read—'Antarāṇādī tiṣṭhan
śāvitrīni jukoti' ['Standing within the Altar, he offers the oblations to
Śāvītṛ']; the Paṇḍhī as well as the Altar, being of use at the Primary as
well as the Subsidiary sacrifices, are parts of the Nārīstahoma; so that what
has been declared in the two texts just quoted would be possible only if the
details of the Nārīstahomas were operative.—Hence it follows that the
details of the Nārīstahomas are to be adopted at the Darivihomas."

SŪTRA (21).

[Answer to Pūrṇapāka (B) set forth in Śe. 18]—WHAT HAS BEEN
CITED AS INDICATIVE OF DETAILS CANNOT BE SO INDICATIVE;
AS IT IS THE ABSENCE OF THE DETAILS
THAT IS THE REASON.

Bhāṣya.

What has been cited as indicative of the adoption of the details of the
Nārīstahoma cannot be so indicative; that is, it does not prove what
it has been cited to prove.—Why so?—Because it is the absence of the
details that is the ‘reason’; that is, in connection with the Tryambakas,
it has been thus declared—‘They say that Tryambakas are unstable;
fuel and grass are not got together; the Prayajya-sacrifices are not offered;
the Sāmi Śēnī verses are not recited’; this text, having declared the
unstable character of the Tryambakas, puts forward the absence of
fuel and the rest as the reason in support of that declaration. If the
Nārisīthahomas were to find room in the Darvihomas,—then the Fuel, the
Grass and the Sāmi Śēnīs would all be present at the Tryambakas, as all these
three are of use at the Primary as well as the Subsidiary sacrifices. And in
that case the absence of these, being non-existent, could not serve as a reason
for the declaration in question.—For this reason the Nārisīthahomas cannot
find room at the Darvihomas.

SŪTRA (22).

“IT MAY BE AN INJUNCTION,”—IF THIS IS URGED [then the
answer is as given in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent argues—“If you think that what has been cited is not
an indicative, then why cannot it be taken as an Injunction? The Fuel
and the rest being admissible on the ground of the Nārisīthahomas being the
required Primary, the text that prohibits the use of these, being regarded
as an Injunction, would lay down something not already known. If it
were a mere reference, it could not lead to any activity, and as such, would
serve no useful purpose.”

This assertion having been made, the author refutes it in the following
Sūtra—

SŪTRA (23).

THAT CANNOT BE; AS IT IS SUPPLEMENTARY TO ANOTHER
INJUNCTIVE SENTENCE.

Bhāṣya.

The sentence in question cannot be an Injunction.—“Why?”.—Because
there is another text which contains the Injunction—viz. ‘Adityam charum
nirvapētu panarita yathāyu’ [‘Returning to the house, one should offer
Cooked Rice to Aditi’]; and the sentence in question is supplementary to
this Injunction.—“How do you know that?”—Because the Injunction
just quoted stands in need of what is said in the sentence in question.
After having declared the defect in the sentence—‘The Tryambakas are
unstable’, the text goes on to say ‘Returning home, one should offer
Cooked Rice to Aditi,—this is Aditi,—this is stability,—inasmuch as it is
therein that Aditya rests.’ It is clear from this that the offering to Aditi
has been enjoined for the purpose of remedying the said defect of
unstability; the two sentences therefore are construed together. In
between these two sentences come in all those sentences that speak of “The
Fuel and Grass, etc.; and it is only reasonable that these latter also should be construed with,—and taken as supplementary to,—that same Injunction. Under the circumstances, if these were taken as Injunctions, they would have to be separate sentences; and this would militate against the aforementioned syntactical connection among the three sets of sentences; and it would also involve the incongruity of interrupted (for fetched) construction. As a matter of fact also, the sentences in question have no injunctive force, being as they are in the form of reference (mere description).—For these reasons, these sentences cannot be regarded as Injunctions.

Question—"What is the reason that, though both the sentences are equally indicative in their character, that speaking of ‘under the Paridhi’ is not regarded as proving anything, while the other one is accepted as an effective proof?"

Answer—This difference between the two sentences, we shall point out later on (towards the end of this Adhikarana).

SŪTRA (24).

[पूर्वपाक्ष (C)]—"The Procedure that should come in should be that of those Sacrifices at which the Homa is offered into the other two (Fires); as there would be no incongruity involved in this."

Bhāṣya.

"The Procedure to come in (to the Darvihoma) should be that of those Sacrifices at which the Homa is offered into the other two Fires,—i.e. that of the Patnaisamiyājas.—Why so?—Because there would be no incongruity involved in this,—such as has been pointed out (in Sū. 21) in the case of the adoption of the Procedure of the Nāristahomas: as in this latter case it was the absence of the details that was the reason. As for the Patnaisamiyājas on the other hand, the ‘Fuel and the Grass’ and the ‘Śāmidkāti verses’ do not form part of them at all; and hence there is nothing incongruous in the mention of their absence. Those also are Sacrifices that are already operative, and these also have been enjoined through the root ‘juhoti’ (reasons urged in Sū. 18, in favour of the Nāristahomas);—the injunction being in the form ‘Saka patnyā juhoti’.—From all this it follows that the Procedure to be adopted should be that of the Patnaisamiyājas."

SŪTRA (25).

[Answer to above Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—At that Sacrifice, grain-offerings have been enjoined,—and these would have to be adopted on the corresponding occasions.

Bhāṣya.

What has been asserted above cannot be right.—Why?—Because at that Sacrifice,—i.e. at the Darvihoma—grain-offerings have been laid down—
viz. 'The Cake at the Ėgrumākṣa, Kārāmbha-vessels, Rice' and so forth; and these would have to be adopted on the corresponding occasions; i.e. these grain-offerings occupying the same position (at the Darviroma) as the Clarified-Butter-offerings (at the Pātrisamāyājas) would have to take in the characteristic details of the Clarified-Butter; and yet it is not possible to carry out these details in connection with the grain-offerings; in fact, even if they were carried out, they would serve no useful purpose; so that the General Law (of the Ecotype being performed like the Archetype) would be set at nought. Thus it is clear that there is no need for the details of the Pātrisamāyājas to be adopted at the Darviroma. As for the Yājyā and the Anuvākyā, they could be carried out by means of another Mantra, and the purposes of the syllable 'vāṣat' would be served by the syllable 'svāhā'.

SŪTRA (26).

[Pūrvapakṣa (D)]—"On account of the Indicative, the procedure to be adopted should be that of the subsequent 'Homas'."

Bhāṣya.

"The Procedure to be adopted should be that of the Pīṭṭāḷēpa-homa and the Phālikarana-homa;—why?—on account of the Indicative; i.e. because of the common factor of Grain-offerings; so that this view is not open to the objection urged against the case of the Pātrisamāyājas,—where it has been pointed out that the details adopted would serve no useful purpose. Because in this case, the details connected with Grains,—such as cooking and the rest—could certainly be carried out.—Hence it is the Procedure of these two Homas that should be adopted at the Darviroma."

SŪTRA (27).

[Answer to Pūrvapakṣa (D)]—But these two (Homas) are of the nature of 'Disposal'; hence the 'Darviroma' cannot be regarded as the 'Modified Form' of these.

Bhāṣya.

But—what has been suggested cannot be accepted;—why?—because the said two Homas are of the nature of 'Disposal offerings'; while the Darviroma are 'Principal offerings'; the difference between them therefore is immense; while transference of details between sacrifices has been held to be based upon similarity.

It has been argued that the details relating to the grain-offerings can be carried out. But as a matter of fact, being of the nature of 'Disposal offerings', the two Homas in question cannot serve to indicate the transference of cooking and such other details. Hence for that same reason
it is not possible for the Darvihoma to have these two Homas for their original Archetype; nor would it be right (even if it were possible).

Hence this (fourth) Pārvapatya view also is not right.

Thus it is found that the Darvihomas cannot borrow the details from any other sacrifices. Hence it follows that they must be regarded as independent sacrifices by themselves.

SŪTRA (28).

WHEN THERE IS A COMMINGLEING OF CONFLICTING INDICATIVES, IT FOLLOWS THAT THERE IS NO TRANSFERENCE OF DETAILS:

BECAUSE INJUNCTIONS ARE INHERENTLY RESTRICTED IN THEIR SCOPE, AND HENCE WHAT THEY ENJOIN CANNOT BE TRANSFERABLE; SUCH TRANSFERENCE IS PERMISSIBLE ONLY WHERE THERE IS A DISTINCT DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhāṣya.

Question—"Where there are indicatives in support of both sides, why should it be concluded that there is to be no transference of details?"

Answer—When there is a commingleing of conflicting indicatives, it is not right to accept the transference of details in accordance with these indicatives;—why?—because the injunctions are inherently restricted in their scope; as a matter of fact, the text of the Injunctions is such as limits their scope; some injunctions are found in connection with the Parāsha-Pārnamāna, and some with the Soma; hence what they enjoin cannot be transferable; if they are transferred to any act other than that in connexion with which the Injunction is found, then the 'context' becomes annulled. It is for this reason that it is concluded that there is to be no transference or borrowing of details from any other sacrifice (in the case of the Darvihoma).

Question—"Is this then the universal rule that there is to be no transference of details at all?"

The answer to this is that Transference is permissible only when there is a distinct declaration to that effect; e.g. in the case of the marriage-rites of the Bṛdgabhṛtya. In cases where there is no such declaration, the acts in question must be regarded as independent.

Question—"What is the answer to the two indicatives that have been quoted (under Sū. 26)—(a) 'If an insect fall in, etc.', (b) 'Standing within the altar, etc.'?

Answer—Inasmuch as these assertions have no reason in their support, they have to be taken in a figurative sense,—'Antahparidhi' being taken as standing for the place of the Paridhi, and 'Auntarvedi' for the place of the altar,—because neither the Paridhi nor the Altar is actually present (at the Darvihoma). Just as in the case of such assertions as 'rajaṇi mē kṣṇḍhyati' ('The Paint is itching'), 'tīlako mē spandati' ('The mark on the forehead is
throbbing"),—when there is no paint, not the forehead-mark, the terms 'paint' and 'forehead-mark' are taken as figuratively standing for the spot where they are generally found.

[This last Question and Answer has been taken by Manjuna Mishra as a distinct Adhikarna.]

End of पादा iv of Adhyāya VIII.
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PRELIMINARY INDEX.

Adbhūtharana, no "Remnant" or "Another Vessel" with, 743.
Abhyutpadhāti, performed even when material prepared,
1119.
... "displacement" of Deities at, 1112.
... performed on Moon rising—with materials prepared for Deities of modified Yaj, 1121.
... if performed after preparation of part of material,—the rest to be completed without reference to a Deity,
1123.

Acquiring of Property—subserves Man's purpose, 711.
Action, what subserves purposes of,
709.
... things like Milking Vessel do not subserve purpose of,
710.
Agnisāmīya, takes details of Agni-sāmīya, 1370.
Agnā, actions like—are subsidiary, 883.
Añīkāranyāya, 964.
Agniṣṭhū, observance of—during Rains,—come after Agniṣṭhānav, 933.
Agniḥotra-nāya, Agniḥotra to be performed at its own time, 1033.
Agniḥotra, to be repeated at its own time, 1034.
... names like—are indicative of transference of details, 1266.
... and other acts performed with consecrated Fire, 931.
Agnisāmīya Pashu, at—Procedure of Daraka-Pārṇa-māna adopted, 1329.
... Vessels of Pṛṣajī and Anusūyā,—used at, 909.
Agniṣṭoma, to precede all sacrifices, 940, 944.
Ahaṅkāra-offering, connected with Gāyatri through Mantras inherently Gāyatri, 1389.
Aghorōma, task details of Satra, 1367.
... Procedure of Dvadashākha adopted at, 1334.
"Along with Branch" lays down time, 1108.
Altar, sixth—is contingent, 843.
Amanahmanas, subsidiary to Sāgra-bhāya, 830.
Animal-sacrifice, details of Agni-sāmīya adopted at, 1330.
Animal-Group-sacrifice, details of Ṛkṣaḥsāhina adopted at, 1332.
Animal sacrificed to Agni-Soma—must be a goat, 1222.
Anointing of Post, includes Engirddling, 903.
Anticipation of accessories, 884.
... No—of details at Daraka, 893.
Aṣṭaḍāśa, performed after Agni-Mātrata offerings, 822.
Avardāna, includes actual offering, 902.
Avakirṇi-Pashu, offered in Unconsecrated Fire, 1215.
Avarbhīṣa, indicates transference of details of Soma, 1275.
Banīkasvamāna, verses added to—come after Pṛṣajī, 923.
Brahmāja sacrifice, one whole Udbhakala to be used at, 907.
Black antelope-skin, throwing of—is a disposal, 777.

Bough-cutting, securing of Branch, the motive for, 765.

Branch, throwing of—is a Disposal, not a fruitful act, 768.

Bricks, are auxiliary to Fire, 927.

Bṛhatpurāṇa is part of Vaiṣṇava, 818.

Breakage, Homa on—is auxiliary to Darśa-Pūrṇānāma, 1142.

Bringing in, is the motive for securing Clarified Butter, 748.

Cake, when a portion becomes spoiled, another should be brought in, 1073.

if Seistakṛt slice is spoiled, another slice shall not be cut, 1075.

when whole burnt, expiation should be performed, 1083.

Carving, etc., to be performed first over the Āgāra offering, 947.

Chaturbhyt Homa, to be performed by one who has not installed the Fires, 1204.

Chātrini Bricks, to be put in Central Hearth, 929.

... to be put in before Lokapārya Brick, 930.

Clarified Butter in the Upahārya, used at Priyajñas and Aṃṣajñas, 760.

... in the Upahārya, meaning of pouring, 763.

... offering, not postponed till after the Soma, 938.

Complementary Details bring about Transcendental Results, 727.

Compulsory acts, performance of all details, not essential in, 1039.

Conflict, cases of—between indications of Material and Deity—transference of details determined by Material, 1348.

Cow’s steps—not the motive for bringing the cow, 733.

Curd-cup offering is compulsory, 838.

Curdled Brie, securing of—is the motive for putting curds into hot milk, 730.

Curds and such things appertain to Compulsory, and Optional or Contingent Acts, 798.

Dāna acts, 1216.

Daksināgni, offerings into—not postponed, 801.

Darśa, only one performer at, 1016.

Darśa-Pūrṇānāma-nāga (A), 813.

... (B), 815.

... not to be performed by one without three gotra-Rāja, 1006.

... and other sacrifices—Homa contingent on Breakage, etc., must be performed, 1035.

... at—for Abhikṣudāgni—there is displacement of details due to certain contingencies, 1112.

Pārāvanāe—no transference of Archātypal to edifying Sāṃjña, 1337.

Darśahoma, name of an act, 1391.

... of Vedic and Unvedic acts, 1392.

... of Homa, 1394.

... not injunctive of accessory, 1395.

... an independent act, 1398.

Debit three—payment of—incentive on three Higher Cases, 1037.

Details, transferred—are those of a particular sacrifice, 1321.

Dikṣāniya acts like—are subsidiary to Yojitejoma, 829.

Disconnections in case of simultaneous—Option between ‘no Fee’ and ‘Entire Property’ as Fee, 1140.

Disconnection, in case of two—expansion to be that prescribed for the later one, 1148.

... of Utsāhy—Entire Property given as Fee, 1150.

... as Ahargana—all sacrifices not to be repeated, 1152.

Deśadāśaḥ, details adopted with differentiation, 1364.
Deśādakāha, details adopted at Trīśaṁcāha, 1372.

... details adopted at Sama-saṁyag sacrifices, 1376.

'Drayag puruṣayam'—does not indicate transference of Details, 1282.

... stands for Fetching of Fire at two middle parts of Chaṭurmāsa, 1283.

Dung and Blood—not the motive for bringing of animal, 737.

Ectoypes to be completed on the same day, 960.

... of Sāramaṇya and Agnisomaṇya offerings—to be put off till after the Soma-sacrifice, 962.

... of Soma-sacrifice—to come after Dāraṇa Pūrṇamāsa, 963.

Ekabhrāmanā, etc., extends Injunction to 'Five offering Materials', 1245.

Ekabhrāmanā, etc., transfers Injunction and Commendation to Ekakajala and Aindraga, 1249.

Ekadaharana, animal-sacrifices—Provision of Samsāya adopted, 153.

Embarrassments of, restrictive, 783.

... subserve the purposes of sacrifices, 789.

... of Sacrifice come before wearing of gold-ornaments, 915.

Engirdling included under 'Anointing', 903.

Expiation, performed, if Moon rises, 1125.

... even when there are several or simultaneous disconnection, 1145.

Fire-installation—in connection with 'unmeasured wealth' stands for great wealth, 1193.

... 'unmeasured'—stands for more than 1000, 1193.

Fire-installation—only one man entitled, 987.

... re-installation,—when Fire goes out, 1095.

'Five-Platter' offering is a distinct act, 1097.

... is subsidiary to contingent Darsha, 1098.

Forbidden acts, bring evil results, 1028.

Fire, no transference of, 1337.

Gambling, subsidiary to sacrifices, 831.

... 'Rājasāya', 833.

... to be done before Abhisēka, 913.

Gargasūrātita, at—Kindling done of unconsecrated Fire, 1293.

Gavānayana, at—Initiation before Full Moon Day of Māgha, 1131.

... at—Procedure of Ekāha to be adopted, 1313.

Goat, is the animal sacrificed to Agni-Soma, 1222.

Gold-pieces, offering of—takes detail of Grain-offering, 1349.

Holding, is auxiliary to Sacrifice, 927.

Homa, what is, 785.

... in connection with Upasāmanya, performed in unconsecrated Fire, 1209.

Honey and Water take details of Clarified Butter related to Upasāmanya, 1352.

Husk, winnowing of—not the motive for Potsherds, 735.

Initiation, complete, only after Dharmikāyah Iṣṭ, 935.

... continues for Twelve days, 1129.

... if put off—connected restrictions should be put off, 1135.

Injunctions, of Performer, Place, Fire, and substance are restrictive, 780.

Introduction to Adhyāya IV, 707, 729.

Iṣṭ, details of—not transferred to Soma-sacrifice, 1323.

... transferred to Ain-drāgna, etc., 1327.
Juhû, etc., to be secured afresh; in common for all sacrifices, 1179.

Jagatiṣṭhāna, octype of—must be preceded by Jagatiṣṭhāna, 941.

When put off,—the Retrospective Homa is not to be performed, 1137.

Bṛgya and Bṛgya at—Compulsory and Essential, 1218.

arts like 'Living on Milk',—essential, 1220.

Eating at latter part of night', not essential, 1221.

Kalâjañineya, 1028.

Kâññanamañineya: Principle of all in a body to each at a time, 899.

Kāññanamañineya, 1083.

Kalâga sacrifices, King and his Family: priest jointly entitled to perform, 1160.

Man, what subserves purposes of, 709.

acquiring of Property, subserves purpose of, 711.

Master—of sacrifices—may be substituted at Sutra; but he is not "Master", 1055, 1056.

Material, difference in—does not make sacrifices different, 1048.

prescribed—if spoilt—acts commenced must be completed with substituted material, 1048.

prescribed—if spoilt—only a similar substance may be substituted, 1058.

prescribed—if spoilt—may be replaced by a substance prescribed as optional, 1060.

Material, substituted,—on being spoilt, the fresh material brought in should be similar to the original material, 1064.

on being spoilt, even when substituted material has been a prescribed one, 1066.

Material, when spoilt—the same should be used, if available, 1067.

substituted—if performance carried on with,—should be completed with same, 1068.

prescribed—to be used; for Embellishments, even when substitute is fitter, 1069.

if primary not fit for use, a substitute should be used, 1070.

if primary is just enough for the main purpose only,—that alone should be used, 1071.

when only one spoilt,—Paśchasthārīsa-offering to be made, 1087.

Milk-Living on—and like penances subserve the purpose of sacrifices, 899.

Milk-offering—details transferred to Animal-offering, 1360.

Milking vessel, does not subserve the purposes of Action, 710.

Multiple sacrifices; additional Hymns brought in from Jagatiṣṭhāna, 1378.

Minor acts, subserved the purposes of sacrifices, 789.

Naimitīkā act does not pertain to the Nitya act, 794.

Nārija-hāma, to be performed before Upaharāma, 911.

Nikāyās, among details of preceding adopted at the succeeding, 1336.

"Nirmānāhīs"—not indicative of transference of details, 1381.

"Nisādhaḥpati-nīyās", 1011.

Numbers, made up by all performances collectively, 917.

Order of sequence, none as between Īṣṭi and Soma, 940.

none, as between Īṣṭi and Soma for Brāhmaṇa also, 952.

Direct Assertion, strongest authority for, 881.

Vedic Injunction sole authority for, 882.
Order of sequence, actually enjoined in Veda, 863.

in some cases, determined by efficiency, 894.

in some cases—no restriction, 866.

determined by Verbal Text: "Pāṭhakrama-
yāga", 866.

determined by Commencement: "Prāvarikakra-
manyāga", 870.

determined by Place, 873.

at subsidiary, should follow the Principal, 875.

indicated by Verbal Text is more authoritative than that of Principal, 876.

indicated by General Law more authoritative than Procedure, 879.

indicated by Direct Declaration and Utility is more authoritative than that indicated by Verbal Texts, 945.

"Pakārthahānasamayāngāya": Principle of Each to Each at a time, 897.

Pan, when broken—expiration to be performed, 1079.

Pañcakausāya-offering, 1087, 1097, 1099.

Pañcakausāya, takes details of Satra, 1367.

Parakṛta, in Atharvāda, 1194.

Pāshu-offering, takes details of Gurl-Butter offering, 1358.

Performer, injunctions of—restrictive, 780.

Pūrṇāpātityāgā, not subsidiary to any act, 846.

Pūrṇa acts, during 'later fortnight' and such other stated times, 1217.

Place, Injunctions of—restrictive, 780.

Postponement, of accessories, 884.

of Sāmkṣipānīga, does not lead to postponement of Agnihotra, 894.

of Śoḍāshin, 896.

Pouring out is an act of Disposal, 772.

'Prātha', in 'prātha upatiṣṭhante'—stands for words of the verse, 1297.

Prasyā, details like—prompted by Apūra, 1229.

'Prāyānīya', does not indicate transference of details, 1260.

Pravāpiṇi-śvasa, subserves man's purpose, 714.

Pravājya and Annuṣṭaya, vessels of—to be used at Agnisomānyya Animal-sacrifice, 907.

Prakrraṇa, to be done to Soma-details, 886.

Property, acquiring of—subserves man's purpose, 711.

Properties of substance, Injunctions of—restrictive, 780.

Prospective sacrifice, once commenced, must be completed, 1023.

Prospective acts lead to declared results, 810.

lead to declared results during present and future lives, 816.

no restriction of order, in, 938.

rendered nugatory by omission of details, 1044.

Parākśalpa, in Arthavāda, 1194.

"Rathakāra-nyāga", 1005.

"Rahavātra" and such terms stand for the Music, 1252.

Rātrisatra, result of—mentioned in Arthavāda, 808.
Rātraśatra-nīyāya, 808.
Remnants, Priests alone to eat, 1076.
only Juice-extractors and Homa-powders, to eat, 1093.

Retrospective Homas, not to be performed, if Jyotisāma put off, 1137.
... when performed, —Agnihotra, etc., should be performed in morning, 1140.
... not to be performed, when the Udāvanāyāya is put off, 1138.

Rope is accessory of the Post, 849.

Sacrifices, Husband and Wife jointly entitled to perform, 983.
Wife to do only what is actually prescribed for her, 993.
man without wealth—may perform, 1003.
may be performed by one suffering from bodily defects, 1004.
not to be performed by one suffering from incurable disease, 1005.
Viṣṇa entitled to perform, 1011.
like Viṣṇuṣṭi—are fruitful, 801.
have a single result, 806.
lead to Heaven, 807.
like Darsha-Pārvamāsa, conducive to all results, 813.
like Darsha-Pārvamāsa, should be performed separately, 815.
Subsidiary—performed at their own proper time, 829.
are conducive to Heaven and other desirable results, 964.
only human beings entitled to perform, 972.
men and women, both entitled to perform, 976.

Sacrifices, Ratakārā entitled to perform, 1008.
Sacrificial Implements, are mentioned by way of reference, 717.
Saṅgha, details adopted at Saṅghasamādhyāya, 1374.
Sākamādha, no transference of Eka-ṣapāla, at, 1250.
Śāma, additional—comes in the middle, 928.
Saṁyogayajhkta-nīyāya, 798.
Saṅchnatsastra-s, procedure of Gaṇāyana adopted at, 1335.
Saṁśihāna, seventeen—all three Higher Castes entitled to, 1174.
... additional—to come at the end, 920.
Saṃvadānasaṁsanyāsa, Principle of Composite Whole, 900.
Sastra, substituted ‘master’ to go through embellishments, 1058.
... at—all ‘Sacrifices’ should belong to same Kalpa, 1153.
Brāhmaṇa alone, entitled to perform, 1163.
everyone taking part in—shares in the Result, 1013.
... ‘Master’ substituted or not ?, 1055-1056.
Brāhmaṇa belonging to Viṣṇu-mitrakalpa alone entitled to perform, 1167.
... only one who has installed the Fires, entitled to perform, 1109.

‘Saṁvapṛṇaḥ’, indicates all Six Prāthas, 1271.
Saṁyoga, performed at the time of Upamaide, 834.
Saṁyoga, option between two Abhimaranasana Mantras, 1341.
Chari—details of Procedure for, 1300.
Procedure should be Viṣṇe, 1303.
details of Agniṣṭha transferred to, 1343.
Saṁdiraṇa, is part of Chayana, 818.
... takes details of Darsha-Pārvamāsa, 1354.
INDEX.

Sāstra-kāma, offered before Dīkṣatāgā, 914.

Shatokthya, at—additional hymns brought from Jyotisāsana, 1378.

Skṛīna, details—extended to Isā, 1241.

Shuddha, not entitled to perform sacrifices, 995.

Shukdalaśena, takes details of Āgnaśya, 1370.

Significance, attaches to Singular Number, 720.

... attaches to Gender, 725.

Slicem, each—a distinct unit, 905.

Sodakha, Terminus of Soma sacrifice, at—Retrospective Agnīhotra should be performed in morning, 1141.

Soma sacrifice comes after Darshā-Pūrṇamāsa, 823.

... Juice of—set aside by Text, 955.

... Putkī, substitute for, 1062.

Sthapati-Iṣṭa, performed with unconsecrated Fire, 1213.

Stick, making over of—is a fruitful act, 774.

Subsidiary sacrifices, performed at their own proper time, 829.

Substance, Injunctions of—restrictive, 780.

... properties of—restrictive, 780.

... subserves the purpose of sacrifices, 780.

Substitute, none, for Deity, Fire, Mantra or Action, 1050.

... a forbidden substance should never be used as, 1050.

... none for the Master except at Satra, 1954, 1955.

'Saurusāma', indicates transference of details, 1288.

Sāru, not the motive for wood-chopping, 756.

... is an accessory of the animal, 851.

Svāstakṛī offering, not the motive for cake-making, 739.

Teacher, Following of—and such duties to be observed after Upasanyama, 1031.

Teacher, Following of—to be done whenever opportunity occurs, 1036.

Temporal acts, once begun,—need not be completed, 1026.

Things, smeared with Soma-juice—carrying of—is Disposal, 778.

Time, Injunctions of—restrictive, 780.

Transference, no, of details of Arche type to Etyope, in some cases, 881.

Tree-branch, to be fetched, 763.

Udāsanaśya, when put off, the Retrospective Homa shall not be put off, 1139.

Undefined, sacrifices—Procedure of Soma-sacrifice adopted at, 1333.

Upanāha sacrifice, complete displacement of deity’ at, 1117.

Uposada, Three—to be repeated, 919.

Vaisrātha is part of Pūrṇamāsa, 820.

'Vaiśnava', does not indicate transference of details of Ātīṣya, 1280.

Vaishvānara sacrifice, result of—accrues to the Son : 'Jātiṣyāya', 825.

... performed after the Birth-rite, 826.

... is a contingent act, 841.

Vājīna, takes details of Darshā-Pūrṇamāsa, 1334.

Vārhiṣ, common to three sacrifices, 786.

... and Vata are terms indicative of Time of Vrata, 1103.

... Time indicated by—applicable to all cases, 1106.

Vārūṇaprapāha, material used at Adbhṛtha of—should be Husaka and Curdled Milk, 1278.

'Vāma', stands for the genus, 1291.

Visheṣajit-Ngṛya A, 801.

... B, 806.

... C, 807.

... Expiatory—to be performed, 1101.

... to be performed as soon as Sāra proceeded with, 1127.
Vishnajit, at—Father and other relatives not to be given away, 1176.

at—Earth and other things not to be given away, 1178.

at—Horse, etc., not to be given away, 1179.

at—only such *entire property* to be given as is already there, 1180, and that at time of paying Fee, 1183.

at—no giving away of Shudra servant who is working for Dharmu, 1182.

at—remaining accessory details to be performed after paying Fee, 1184.

Vishnajit, at—when part of Abhajana, *entire property* to be given as Fee, 1187.

performed by one whose wealth is more than 112, 1189.

Wife, to do only what is actually prescribed as to be done by her, 993.

Yaga, what is, 784.

*Years*, one *thousand* —stands for Thousand Days, 1197.

*Yupa*, the term in *Upashaga yupa* does not indicate performance of consecutary rites, 1295.

Yupakarmayaga, 889.
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CATALOGUE OF BOOKS
1934
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SELECT OPINIONS

Sylvain Levi: The Gaekwad's Series is standing at the head of the many collections now published in India.

Asiatic Review, London: It is one of the best series issued in the East as regards the get up of the individual volumes as well as the able editorship of the series and separate works.

Presidential Address, Patna Session of the Oriental Conference: Work of the same class is being done in Mysore, Travancore, Kashmir, Benares, and elsewhere, but the organisation at Baroda appears to lead.

Indian Art and Letters, London: The scientific publications known as the "Oriental Series" of the Maharaja Gaekwar are known to and highly valued by scholars in all parts of the world.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, London: Thanks to enlightened patronage and vigorous management the "Gaekwad's Oriental Series" is going from strength to strength.

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Kt.: The valuable Indian histories included in the "Gaekwad's Oriental Series" will stand as an enduring monument to the enlightened liberality of the Ruler of Baroda and the wisdom of his advisers.

The Times Literary Supplement, London: These studies are a valuable addition to Western learning and reflect great credit on the editor and His Highness.
GAEKWAD'S ORIENTAL SERIES

Critical editions of unprinted and original works of Oriental Literature, edited by competent scholars, and published by the Oriental Institute, Baroda

I. BOOKS PUBLISHED.


   Rs. 2-4

   This book has been set as a text-book by several Universities including Benares, Bombay, and Patna.


   Out of print.

3. Tarkasāṅgara: a work on Philosophy (refutation of Vaiśeṣika theory of atomic creation) by Anandajīnāna or Anandagiri, the famous commentators on Saṅkaracārya’s Bhāṣya, who flourished in the latter half of the 13th century: edited by T. M. Tripathi, 1917.

   Out of print.

4. Pārthaparākrama: a drama describing Arjuna’s recovery of the cows of King Virāta, by Prahlādanadeva, the founder of Pālanpur and the younger brother of the Paramāra king of Chandrāvatī (a state in Mārwar), and a feudatory of the kings of Guzerat, who was a Yuvarāja in Samvat 1220 or A.D. 1164: edited by C. D. Dalal, 1917

   Out of print.

5. Rāstraudhavamśa: an historical poem (Mahākāvya) describing the history of the Bāgulas of Mayūragiri, from Rāstraudha, king of Kanauj and the originator of the dynasty, to Nārāyana Shāh of Mayūragiri, by Rudra Kavi, composed in Saka 1518 or A.D. 1506: edited by Pandit Embar Krishnamacharya with Introduction by C. D. Dalal, 1917

   1-12

6. Liṅgānuṣāsana: on Grammar, by Vāmana, who lived between the last quarter of the 8th century and the first quarter of the 9th century: edited by C. D. Dalal, 1918

   0-8

7. Vasantavilāsa: an historical poem (Mahākāvya) describing the life of Vastupāla and the history of
Guzerat, by Bālachandrasūri (from Modherakā or Modhera in Kadi Prant, Baroda State), contemporary of Vastupāla, composed after his death for his son in Samvat 1296 (A.D. 1240) : edited by C. D. Dalal, 1917

8. Rūpakasātkām : six dramas by Vatsarāja, minister of Paramaridīva of Kalinjara, who lived between the 2nd half of the 12th and the 1st quarter of 13th century : edited by C. D. Dalal, 1918

9. Mohaparājaya : an allegorical drama describing the overcoming of King Moha (Temptation), or the conversion of Kumārapāla, the Chalukya King of Guzerat, to Jainism, by Yasāhpāla, an officer of King Ajayadeva, son of Kumārapāla, who reigned from A.D. 1229 to 1232 : edited by Muni Chaturvijayaji with Introduction and Appendices by C. D. Dalal, 1918

10. Hammiramadamardana : a drama glorifying the two brothers, Vastupāla and Tejāhpāla, and their King Vrādhavala of Dholka, by Jayasinghasūri, pupil of Vrāsūri, and an Ācārya of the temple of Munisuvrata at Broach, composed between Samvat 1276 and 1286 or A.D. 1220 and 1239 : edited by C. D. Dalal, 1920

11. Udayasundarikathā : a romance (Campū, in prose and poetry) by Soddhala, a contemporary of and patronised by the three brothers, Chchittarāja, Nāgarjuna, and Mummunirāja, successive rulers of Konkan, composed between A.D. 1026 and 1050 : edited by C. D. Dalal and Pandit Embar Krishnamacharya, 1920


15. Gānakārikā : a work on Philosophy (Pāśupata School), by Bhāṣarvajña who lived in the 2nd half of the 10th century : edited by C. D. Dalal, 1921


17. Kavindrācārya List : list of Sanskrit works in the collection of Kavindrācārya, a Benares Pandit (1656 A.D.) : edited by R. Anantakrishna Shastry, with a foreword by Dr. Ganganatha Jha, 1921

18. Vārāhagṛhyasūtra : Vedic ritual (domestic) of the Yajurveda : edited by Dr. R. Shaminastra, 1920

19. Lekhapaddhati : a collection of models of state and private documents, dating from 8th to 15th centuries A.D.
22. Paraśurāmakalpasūtra: a work on Tantra, with commentary by Rāmeśvara: edited by A. Mahadeva Sastry, B.A., 1923
Out of print.
24. Tantrararhasya: a work on the Prabhākara School of Pūrvamāmsa, by Rāmānujaśārya: edited by Dr. R. Shamasas, 1923
28. Mānasollāsa or Abhilaśīrtadcintāmaṇi: an encyclopedic work treating of one hundred different topics connected with the Royal household and the Royal court, by Someśvara Deva, a Chāłukya king of the 12th century: edited by G. K. Shrigondekar, M.A., 3 vols., vol. I, 1925
30. Tattvaśaṅkraha: a Buddhist philosophical work of the 8th century, by Śāntarakṣita, a Professor at Nālandā with Pañjikā (commentary) by his disciple Kamalaśāla, also a Professor at Nālandā: edited by Pandit Embar Krishnamachārya with a Foreword by B. Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D., 2 vols., 1926
33, 34. Mirat-i-Ahmadi: by Ali Muhammad Khan, the last Moghul Dewan of Gujarat; edited in the original Persian by Syed Nawab Ali, M.A., Professor of Persian, Baroda College, 2 vols., Illustrated, 1926-1928 19-8

35. Māṇavaṅghryasūtra: a work on Vedic ritual (domestic) of the Yajurveda with the Bhāṣya of Astāvakra; edited with an introduction in Sanskrit by Pandit Rāmakrishna Harṣājī Śāstri, with a Preface by Prof. B. C. Lele, 1926 5-0


37. Apabhraṃśakāvyatrayi: consisting of three works, the Carcarī, Upaniṣārasāyana, and Kālasvarūpaṇulaka, by Jinadhata Sūrī (12th century) with commentaries; edited with an elaborate introduction in Sanskrit by L. B. Gandhi, 1927 4-0

38. Nyāyapravēśa, Part I (Sanskrit Text): on Buddhist Logic of Diṇṇāga, with commentaries of Haribhadra Sūrī and Pārvavādeva; edited by Principal A. B. Dhruva, M.A., LL.B., Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Hindu University, Benares, 1930 4-0

39. Nyāyapravēśa, Part II (Tibetan Text): edited with introduction, notes, appendices, etc., by Pandit Vidhusekhara Bhattacharyya, Principal, Vidyabhavana, Visvabharati, 1927 1-8

40. Advayavajraśāṅgāraha: consisting of twenty short works on Buddhist philosophy by Advayavajra, a Buddhist savant belonging to the 11th century A.D., edited by Mahāmahopādhyāya Dr. Haraprasad Sastri, M.A., C.I.E., Hon. D.Litt., 1927 7-0

42, 60. Kalpadrūkośa: standard work on Sanskrit Lexicography, by Keśava; edited with an elaborate introduction by the late Pandit Ramavatara Sharma, Sahityacharya, M.A., of Patna and index by Pandit Shrikant Sharma, 2 vols., vol. I (text), vol. II (index), 1928-1932 14-0

43. Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement: by Ali Muhammad Khan, Translated into English from the original Persian by Mr. C. N. Seddon, I.C.S. (retired), and Prof. Syed Nawab Ali, M.A. Illustrated. Corrected reissue, 1928 6-8

44. Two Vajrayāna Works: comprising Prajñāpāramitācayāsiddhi of Anāṅgavajra and Jñānasiddhi of Indrabhūti—two important works belonging to the little known Tantra school of Buddhism (8th century A.D.); edited by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1929 3-0

45. Bhāvapraṅgāsana: of Sāradātānaya, a comprehensive work on Dramaturgy and Rasa, belonging to A.D. 1175-1250; edited by His Holiness Yadugiri Yatiraja Swami, Melkot, and K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1929 7-0
46. Rāmacarita: of Abhinanda, Court poet of Hāravaraṣa probably the same as Devapāla of the Pala Dynasty of Bengal (cir. 9th century A.D.): edited by K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, 1929 .......................................................... Rs. 7-8

47. Naṁjarājāyasobhūṣaṇa: by Nrsimhakavi alias Abhinava Kalidāsa, a work on Sanskrit Poetics and relates to the glorification of Naṁjarāja, son of Virabhīpa of Mysore: edited by Pandit E. Krishnamacharya, 1930 ......................................................... Rs. 5-0


49. Pre-Diṇnāga Buddhist Texts on Logic from Chinese Sources: containing the English translation of Satāāstra of Āryadeva, Tibetan text and English translation of Vīgraha-eyāśāstra of Nāgārjuna and the re-translation into Sanskrit from Chinese of Upāyahādaya and Tarkaśāstra: edited by Prof. Giuseppe Tucci, 1930 .......................................................... Rs. 9-0

50. Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement: Persian text giving an account of Guzerat, by Ali Muhammad Khan: edited by Syed Nawab Ali, M.A., Principal, Bahaudin College, Junagadh, 1930 .......................................................... Rs. 6-0

51. Trīṣaṭṭīṣaṭālākāpuruṣacarittra: of Hemacandra, translated into English with copious notes by Dr. Helen M. Johnson of Osceola, Missouri, U.S.A. 4 vols., vol. I (Ādiyavacaritra), illustrated, 1931 .......................................................... Rs. 15-0


53. Tathāgatauguhyakā or Guhyasamāja: the earliest and the most authoritative work of the Tantra School of the Buddhists (3rd century A.D.): edited by B. Bhattacharya, Ph.D., 1931 .......................................................... Rs. 4-4

54. Jayākhyaśarīhitā: an authoritative Pāñcarātra work of the 5th century A.D., highly respected by the South Indian Vaisnavas: edited by Pandit E. Krishnamacharya of Vadatal, with one illustration in nine colours and a Foreword by B. Bhattacharya, Ph.D., 1931 .......................................................... Rs. 12-0

55. Kāvyālankārasarasamgraha: of Udbhata with the commentary, probably the same as Udbhataviveka of Rājānaka Tilaka (11th century A.D.): edited by K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, 1931 .......................................................... Rs. 2-0

56. Pāṇānanda Sūtra: an ancient Tāntric work of the Hindus in Sūtra form giving details of many practices and rites of a new School of Tantra: edited by Swami Trivikrama Tirtha with a Foreword by B. Bhattacharya, Ph.D., 1931 .......................................................... Rs. 3-0

58. Padmānanda Mahākāvyya: giving the life history of Rśabhadeva, the first Tirthaṅkara of the Jainas, by Amarachandra Kavi of the 13th century; edited by H. R. Kapadia, M.A., 1932...

59. Sabdaratnasamanvaya: an interesting lexicon of the Nānārtha class in Sanskrit compiled by the Maratha King Sahaji of Tanjore; edited by Pandit Viṭṭhala Sāstri, Sanskrit Paṭhaśāla, Baroda, with a Foreword by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1932...

61. Saktisāṅgama Tantra: a voluminous compendium of the Hindu Tantra comprising four books on Kālī, Tārā, Sundari and Chinnamastā; edited by B. Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D., 4 vols., vol. I, Kālīkhaṇḍa, 1932...

62. Prajñāpāramitās: commentaries on the Prajñāpāramitā, a Buddhist philosophical work; edited by Giuseppe Tucci, Member, Italian Academy, 2 vols., vol. I, 1932...

63. Tarikh-i-Mubarakshahi: an authentic and contemporary account of the kings of the Śaiyiyid Dynasty of Delhi; translated into English from original Persian by Kamal Krishna Basu, M.A., Professor, T.N.J. College, Bhagalpur, with a Foreword by Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Kt., 1932...

64. Siddhāntabindu: on Vedānta philosophy, by Madhusūdana Sarasvatī with commentary of Puruṣottama; edited by P. C. Divanji, M.A., LL.M., 1933...

65. Iṣṭasiddhi: on Vedānta philosophy, by Vimuktātmā, disciple of Avyayātmā, with the author's own commentary; edited by M. Hiriyanna, M.A., Retired Professor of Sanskrit, Maharaja's College, Mysore, 1933...

66, 70. Śabarā-Bhāṣya: on the Mīmāṃsā Śutras of Jaimini: Translated into English by Mahāmahopādhyāya Dr. Ganganath Jha, M.A., D.Litt., etc., Vice-Chancellor, University of Allahabad, in 3 vols., vol. I, 1933; vol. II, 1934...

67. Sanskrit Texts from Bali: comprising a large number of Hindu and Buddhist ritualistic, religious and other texts recovered from the islands of Java and Bali with comparisons; edited by Professor Sylvain Levi, 1933...

II. BOOKS IN THE PRESS.

1. Nāṭyaśāstra: edited by M. Ramakrishna Kavi, 4 vols., vol. III.


4. Portuguese Vocables in Asiatic Languages: translated into English from Portuguese by Prof. A. X. Soares, M.A., LL.B., Baroda College, Baroda.


7. Triṣaṭśīṣalākāpurusācaritra: of Hemacandra: translated into English by Dr. Helen M. Johnson, 4 vols., vol. II.


9. Śabara-Bhāṣya: on the Mimāṁsā Sūtras of Jaimini: Translated into English by Mahāmahopādhyāya Dr. Ganganath Jha, M.A., D.Litt., etc., Vice-Chancellor, University of Allahabad, in 3 vols., vol. III.

10. Gaṇitatilakavṛtti: of Śrīpati with the commentary of Simhatilaka, a non-Jain work on Arithmetic and Algebra with a Jain commentary: edited by H. R. Kapadia, M.A.


12. Dvādaśāraṇayācakra: an ancient polemical treatise giving a résumé of the different philosophical systems with a refutation of the same from the Jain standpoint by Mallavādī Sūri with a commentary by Simhasuri Gani: edited by Muni Caturvijayaji.


III. BOOKS UNDER PREPARATION.

1. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Oriental Institute, Baroda: compiled by the Library staff, 12 vols., vol. II (Śrauta, Dharma, and Grhyā Sūtras).

2. Prajñāparamitā: commentaries on the Prajñāparamitā, a Buddhist philosophical work: edited by Prof. Giuseppe Tucci, 2 vols., vol. II.

3. Saktisanāgama Tantra: comprising four books on Kāli, Tārā, Sundari, and Chhinnamastā: edited by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 4 vols., vol. II.

4. Nātyadarpana: introduction in Sanskrit giving an account of the antiquity and usefulness of the Indian drama, the different theories on Rasa, and an examination of the problems raised by the text, by L. B. Gandhi, 2 vols., vol. II.


7. Parāṣurāma-Kalpasūtra: an important work on Tantra with the commentary of Rāmeśvara: second revised edition by Swami Trivikrama Tirtha.


10. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Oriental Institute, Baroda: compiled by the Library staff, 12 vols., vol. III (Smṛti MSS.).

11. An Alphabetical List of MSS. in the Oriental Institute, Baroda: compiled from the existing card catalogue by K. Rangaswamy, Superintendent, Printed Section.


15. *Vimalaprabhā*: the famous commentary on the Kālacakra Tantra and the most important work of the Kālacakra School of the Buddhists; edited with comparisons of the Tibetan and Chinese version by Giuseppe Tucci of the Italian Academy.

16. *Prajñāpāramitā*: commentaries on the Prajñāpāramitā, the Bible of the Mahayāna Buddhists; edited by Giuseppe Tucci, in 2 vols., vol. II.

17. *Nispannayogāmbara Tantra*: describing a large number of maṇḍalas or magic circles and numerous deities; edited by B. Bhattacharyya.


19. *Saktisāṅgama Tantra*: a voluminous compendium of Hindu Tantra comprising four books on Kali, Tara, Sundari, and Chinnamasta; edited by B. Bhattacharyya, 4 vols., vols. II-IV.

20. *Śabara-Bhāṣya*: on the Mīmāṃsā Sūtras of Jaimini; translated into English by Mahāmohopādhyāya Dr. Ganganath Jha, 3 vols., vol. III.

21. *Madana Mahārnava*: a Smṛti work principally dealing with the doctrine of Karmavipaśa composed during the reign of Mandhātā son of Madanapāla; edited by Embar Krishnamacharya.

22. *Hāṁsa-vilāsa*: of Hāṁsa Bhikṣu forms an elaborate defence of the various mystic practices and worship; edited by Swami Trivikrama Tīrtha.

23. *Trīṣaṭṭisālākāpuruṣacaritra*: of Hemacandra; translated into English by Dr. Helen Johnson, 4 vols., vols. III-IV.

For further particulars please communicate with—

**THE DIRECTOR,**

*Oriental Institute, Baroda.*
THE GAEEKWAD’S STUDIES IN RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY.

1. **The Comparative Study of Religions**: [Contents: I, the sources and nature of religious truth. II, supernaturlal beings, good and bad. III, the soul, its nature, origin, and destiny. IV, sin and suffering, salvation and redemption. V, religious practices. VI, the emotional attitude and religious ideals] by Alban A. Widgery, M.A., 1922

2. **The Philosophy and Theology of Averroes**: [Contents: I, a decisive discourse on the delineation of the relation between religion and philosophy. II, on the problem of eternal knowledge which Averroes has mentioned in his decisive discourse. II, an exposition of the methods of arguments concerning the doctrines of the faith] by Mohammad Jamil-ur-Rahman, M.A., 1921. (Cloth Rs. 5)

3. **Religious and Moral Teachings of Al Ghazzali**: [Contents: I, the nature of man. II, human freedom and responsibility. III, pride and vanity. IV, friendship and sincerity. V, the nature of love and man’s highest happiness. VI, the unity of God. VII, the love of God and its signs. VIII, *rizq* or joyous submission to His will] translated by Syed Nawab Ali, M.A., 1921


5. **Immortality and other Essays**: [Contents: I, philosophy and life. II, immortality. III, morality and religion. IV, Jesus and modern culture. V, the psychology of Christian motive. VI, free Catholicism and non-Christian Religions. VII, Nietzsche and Tolstoi on Morality and Religion. VIII, Sir Oliver Lodge on science and religion. IX, the value of confessions of faith. X, the idea of resurrection. XI, religion and beauty. XII, religion and history. XIII, principles of reform in religion] by Alban G. Widgery, M.A., 1919. (Cloth Rs. 3)

6. **Confutation of Atheism**: a translation of the *Hadis-i-Halila* or the tradition of the Myrobalan Fruit; translated by Vali Mohammad Chhanagbhai Momin, 1918

**Conduct of Royal Servants**: being a collection of verses from the *Vrathamrdaya* with their translations in English, Gujarati, and Marathi: by B. Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D.
SELLING AGENTS OF THE GAEKWAD'S ORIENTAL SERIES

England


Germany

Messrs. Otto Harrassowitz, Buchhandlung und Antiquariat, Querstrasse 14, Leipzig, C. I.

Austria


Calcutta

Messrs. The Book Co., Ltd., 4/3, College Square.


Benares City

Messrs. Braj Bhusan Das & Co., 40/5, Thathari Bazar.

Lahore

Messrs. Mehrchand Lachmandass, Sanskrit Book Depot, Said Mitha Street.


Bombay

Messrs. Taraporevala & Sons, Kitab Mahal, Hornby Road.


Messrs. N. M. Tripathi & Co., Kalbadevi Road.

Poona

Oriental Book Supply Agency, 15, Shukrawar Peth.